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( R ~ p r i n m l f ~ ~ a  iVamn. I'd. 274, No. 5671. pp. UP-343. A u w r  10. 1978) 
I'cc: sheet topography by satellite altimetry 
R. L. Brooks H. Ray Stanley 
FG s: b S  Washtngton Analynul Services Center. Pocomoke City, NASA Wallop fli#ht Center. Wallop 1slar.d. Vancouver. 
Mt ylmd 21851 Cmda  23337 
W. .J. Campbell H. Jay Zwally 
U.S. <;eolog~cd Survey. Tuoma. Wuh~ngton 98416 NASA (ioddrrd Space Fllght Center. Greenbelt. Mqlmd 20771 
R. 0. Rarnseier 
&pal mnt of Environment. Ottawa. Canrda KIA OH3 
Tht >icrface elevation of rhr southern Greenland ice sheet AlltarctiaS. The accuracy achieved by these techniques, * 
and {earnrcs of rhe ice pow an obtained from thr 30 m for aircraft and r 60 m for balloons. 1s limited ma~nly by 
radar al~merer on ,he CEOS The achimed the unctrtatnty of the detenninat~on of the platform reference level urlng pressure aitlmetry. ~t leut  one order of magnttude 
accifrLuy in surface elevarion is - 2 m. As changes in inme, In the amracy 1s to deternine slpnificant ~ c e  
SU&C.! elevation are indicative of changes in ice vo/urne. volume changes and details of the surface topoyaihy 
rhr mass balance of rhe present ice sheets could be dertr- The geodynamta expenmental ocean satellite (GEOS 3). 
,)) wpcdtive map&ng of the surface elevation and currently in orbtt. IS the fin1 of a series of oceanoeraphtc 
[he sur~acL, couu be monitored to detect suqtng or satellites equ~pped w:th a radar altimeter. The results presen- ted here from analysts of GEOS 3 data collected over southern 
% ;gaificunr changes in ice flow. Gicenland show that the radar altlmeter determines the ele- 
-- vatlon of the tce sheet surface to an accuracy of about r 2 m 
CHA:~GLS in the volume of ~ c e  contained in the polar ice 
s, eers on Greenland and Antarctica are int~mately reltted to 
n )riJwtdc sea level and global climate. B e c a w  the sea level 
cc ucvalent of the Greenland ice sheet IS about 6 m and the 
A tarr t ~ c  :ce sheet about 60 m. ice volume changes of less than 
I'm arr sig~lfiant.  The ~ur-:iitly rising sea level (5 cm lncreuc 
since 1940') might be r sed in p m  by changes in the volume 
of the tlol.rr ~ c e  sheets. Although major changes in polar ice 
volume have occurred dunng the p u t  10,000 yeus. 11 is not 
known whether the present ICC sheeu are growing or shnnk~ng. 
nor if their ice flow is stable or subject to surges1 There is also 
speculation that man's impact on the climate through foul1  fuel 
combustion' may induce ice-sheet melt~ng. 
Survet1lng the surface topography of the Antarcttc tce sheet 
by uteilite radio altimeter was proposed by Robinb before the 
advent of radar altimeters desipncJ for accunte rneasuremenn 
of sea surfat e topograph: A ?irect detenninatton of the m u  
balance o! tile ice sheets .- i mon~tonng them for surges by 
rcpbtivc rnu.pping with u t ~ l l ~ t e  ndar  altimetry at tntervals of 
3-10 yr w u  suggest< + ~j Zwally' A change of only 1 m in the 
2.W m averng: 'eb~tion of the ~ c e  sheen would indicate a 
change in ~ c e  volinle that IS equivalent to 3 or 4 cm of sea level. 
It 1s act fe* Sic to determtne the mus  balance of the major 
pans of .he ice sheets to such slgnlficant accuracy by son- 
venoonu rurveylng techn~qucr or d~rect measurement of m o u  
Input .inow accumulation) agalnst mass output (melting and 
Irq.urg Jkchuge) The tnaeued ice output In an Ice sheet 
ge WOI Id certa~nly cause detectable surface elevat~on 
changes In ,he surge bum. keuuremenu of the surface topo- 
p p h y  and lo time depe~~dence ould be used. alonfi wtth Ice 
d ) n a m ~ a  models. to Assess the existing potenttal for ~ c e  sheet 
surmng and to de'~rmtne the nature and extent of an actual 
s u w  ~f c - c  h. In 
Extenwv mapptng oi both the surface and bedrock t o p -  
g,raptv or Greenland and A?tarccva IS belng conduacd by 
alrr-r~t radto e:ho sounding4 Rmntly,  balloon-borne radar 
;.tlmeten have also been used to map surface topography in 
and delineates surface features of the ice flow- Deta~led know- 
ledge of the surface topography Is important not only for 
u s s i n g  volumetr~c changes of the ice sheets. but u a primary 
input for study of glacier dynam~a. In addit~on to the improved 
vertical accuracy prov~ded by satellite alt~rnetry, 11 can cover 
the ice sheets In a much shorter ttme. 
Sensing system 
GEOS 3 was launchea into an orbit w~th a mean altitude of 
844.5 km and m tnclinat~on of 114' 52' on 9 Apr11 1975. f h ~ s  
orbit coven all water. ~ c e  and terrain between 65' 08' N and S 
Iat~tudts. 
The altimeter herght ( h )  IS determ~ned from the measured 
rtme between the transmtsslon and return of 13 9 GHz radar 
pulses. The he~ght meuured IS to the mean surface w ~ t h ~ n  the
altlmeter 'footpnnt'. or effecttve backrcattenng area. wh~ch IS 
detenn~ned pnmartly by the alttmeter characteristics. Because 
the foatpnnt sue and locat~on on the observed surface can 
affect the height measurement and the in:crpretat~on of the 
mulu .  the footprint defin~uon and the method of detenntnlng 
height from the return pulse must be carefully revtewed. The 
fmtpnnt size is lim~ted by the width (r )  of the transmitted 
pulw. As the antenna IS deslgned to lilurnlnate an u c a  larger 
than-the footpnnt. the footprint 1s pulse-l~mtted and not beam- 
lim~ted. 
The ideal pulse-11m1ted footpnct IS defined as the maxlmum 
circular area, on a reflect~ng plane normal to a radial line from 
the alt~meter. from wh~ch back~at tenng can be s~multaneouslv 
recetred. It IS denved u follows The leading spherical wave 
front of a pulse rrmsm~ned at time I -0 fiat ~ntenects the 
surface at time r = hic.  where c a the veloccty of I~ght. The 
circle of illuminauon then expands over the surface unt~l I - 7. 
at wh~ch time the trading wave front tntenects the surface u 
shown In Fit la. After tune I + * ,  point .V at the centre IS no 
lone r  ~ltum~nated. Backscartered s~gnal at the altlmeter IS 
rece~ved from point .V from tlme 2 ,  = ? h i <  unt~l Ir -7  The 

JhAiINU PAGE I. 
' IF POOR QUAI,,TY 
A topographic map prepared from alt~meter data from 34 
GEOS 3 orbits between May 1975 and Apnl 1977 IS shown in 
Fig. 3. As the best previous topograph~c map of this area was 
made from rather spane surface altimeter measurements h3v- 
inp In most cases only t 3 0  m accuracy". there is little 
information of sufficient accuracy for companson with the 
radar altimetry. However. at nvo locat~ons (DYE-3 statlon. 
and South Dome) the surface eletat~on was established to an 
accuracy of several metre% by ~ o c k "  uslng nav~gat~onal-utel- 
life pos~tion~ng. Mock's elevat~ons at these iocat~ons. labelled 
D3 and SD respectively In Fig. 3, have been referenced to sea 
level. Orb11 10265 data show a maximum elevat~on of 2.833 m 
at IS km north-east of South Dome. This alt~meter meuure- 
ment IS 9 m higher than Mock's elevat~on of South Dome and 
consistent with his observauon that the surface slopes upwards 
to the north-east from the South Dome slte. S im~lu  agreement 
exists beoween the DYE-3 elevat~on and the elevations from 
the orbit 6 km south of the statlon. In addition. Mock (personal 
communicat~on) h u  provtded elevations on the eastern slope 
of orbit 1658 south-east of DYE-3 which agree w~th the satel- 
lite aitlmeter wtthln 5 m. f h e  western part of orb11 2658. 
however. shows elevat~ons 100-150 m h~gher than prev~ously 
inferred values. a difference -vhlch is equal to about 5% of the 
Ice th~cknos. nest large differences occur In an area where 
the prevlous control polnu were sparse and less accurate. 
The lnternal consistency or prension of the radar altimeter 
has been exmined by analyslng ~ntencctlnp nadir tracks along 
the surface. Elevation differences at rntenect~ons presented In 
Table 1 n n p  from.0.07 to 3.10 m. When the tlme ~nterval 
between lntencczing orbits IS long, close agreement of surface 
elevat~oni 1s not neceuanly expected beCaU~ accumulat~on. 
.- 
ablation, and ice flow can cause detectable variations. For the 
two intersections having time intervals of only a Icw days, the 
indicated differences are < 0.30 m. B e c a w  other intersects 
had intervals as long as 96 weeks, real elevation changes of the 
order of 1-2 rn might account for prlt of those indicated 
differences. The mean absolute difference is l.?m. Although 
addit~onal analys~s is requtrea, t h e e  data are consistent with a 
precision of - 2  m or better. 
A typical accumulation rate over southern Greenland is 
0.55 m yr-' ice-equivalent" or about 1.5 m yr-I of near-sur- 
face snow equivalent. If the ice flow is in equiiibnum with the 
surface accumulation, then the vertical surface velocity is equd 
to the accumulation rate and the surface elevation will not 
change. Nevertheleu, even ~f the ice flow is in equilibrium with 
the multi-year average accumulation nte ,  l oca l i~d  and inter- 
annual anomalies in accumulation rate and surface elevation 
will occur. For example, the effect of a ioeaiised doubling of a 
0 5 5  m yr-' accumulrt~on rate for one year would be a 
temporary surface rise of 1.5 m. 
Figure 4 shows an example of nearly overlapping tracks that 
are parallel and separated by 0.8 km across track. The mean 
surface elevations over d ~ s t m c a  of 10-20 km along the two 
t r a c ~ s  agree w~thln 1 m. but local differences are u much u 
5 m and are probably due to across-track surface undulations. 
The loa l  across-track slopes are about the same as along-track 
slopes on the scale of several kilometres. indiutlng unduiattons 
in both directions. 
The dellneation of undulations or waves Is an lntrigulng 
aspect of the alt~meter-dmved elevation profiles. Sim~lar 
wava have been observed by surface :evelling. for example. 
dunng the European giac~ologierl expedit~on acrou Greenland 
T.bk 1 Observed elevat~ons at lntenealonr over ~ce  sheet 
Orbit 
no. 
640 
4236 
683 
2658 
683 
10235 
2673 
4236 
4548 
4593 
10235 
1025 1 
Date 
(yr month date) 
7sos2s 
760203 
7SOS28 
751014 
750528 
770402 
751015 
760203 
760225 
760228 
770402 
770403 
Position 
64.88S.N. 
42.688'W 
64.S6S'h'. 
47.335W 
64.14PN. 
43.367W 
64.814%. 
43.898W 
62.105%. 
44.5rOW 
63.468.N. 
48.557W 
Surface 
dope 
1/280 
11125 
1111s 
11370 
l / W  
1/110 
Elevation above 
sea lavel (m) 
2.310 22 
2.310.36 
2,283.7s 
2.286.71 
2,636.45 
2.633.35 
2.623.89 
2.62 1.97 
2.559.95 
2.560.23 
1,916.40 
1.916.33 
Elevation 
dlflenncc (m) 
+0.14 
+2.% 
-3. LO 
- 1.92 
+o.:s 
-0.07 
at about 70'N (ref. 15). The generation of surface undulations 
by ice flow over irregularities in the bedrock topography has 
been discussed by several authors Including Buddl'. Budd's 
theorettcal analysis, and analyses of measured surface undula- 
tions with respect to bedrock undulations by Beitzel" and 
Budd and Carter". have shown that wavelengths about 2-6 
ttmes the Ice thickrress. that IS wavelengths of the order of 
5-10 km, domtnate the surface profiles. Such waves generated 
by flow over the bedrock are stationary. whereas kinematic 
surtace waves1* would move downslope and wind-drtfr 
accurnulatton waves" would move upslope. Therefore. 
bedrock-generated waves should be dist~ngulshable from other 
surface waves by thetr statlonary character 
apparently have 15 m amplitude. Therefore, the amplttude of 
the observed wava could be larger than indicated. On another 
scale. the average amplitude of wave features such as sastrug, 
hrvinp small spatial extents compared to the altimeter foot- 
print, should be derivable from the return pulse-shape as ocean 
significant wave heights are derived. 
fhe detailed surface topography ?ra t  will result from the 
analysis of the complete set of altlmt~er profiles wtll detenninr 
the three-dimensional sharraer of the observed waves, and 
sequential mapptng will determine their time-dependent 
nature. Because the wave character is related to the b:drock 
tapography. ice thickness. and ice flow parameters, much can 
also be learned about tce sheet dynamta from the observation 
of surface waves. 
W J 6 h  
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Although the GEOS 3 radar alt~meter was specifically designed 
- 1 . 6 ~ 1  
E 4- 26% tor ocean measurements and the operating parameten are far 
- I 
--'- 
*. 
from optimum for ice. it can be used for mapplng the surface of 3 1 b l 0 h  
, 4 3 l 8 W  //' 2 2.650; 
I 
,Y-- 
C 
Fir. 4 Ice surtra elevation, on the eastern dope alona parallel 
Itna supuated by 0.8 km. GEOS 3 orb~u. 2658 11 Onokr  
!9'5: 4236 3 February 1976. 
Segments of four elevatloi profiles on the western slave are 
shown In Fig. 5 .  Wava In the western slope proriles shown here 
- WJ -.-_. i i  have ~ndlvidual amplttuder as large u 25 m. However, the 
eastern slope of track 640 In Fig. 2 shows more regular wave 
fcrtures. A sertes of about e~ght wava havlng an average 
...-I-+- 
wavelength of 10 km and an average zmplitude of I5 m s 
apparent. The geome rlcal facton that limlt the amplitude of orat M 
the wave features in a radar profile have been d m b e d  by 43- 61 
p
Rob~n'. For example. for a wavelength of 10 km the curvature 47 I 45 
of the radar front IS such that it wtll meet the crests of the Lon~~tuJe I WI 
surface waves at the same Itme that tt meets the bottom of a 
vrllev 15 m deep at rhe m~d-potnt. Thus, waves w~th amplt- PI& 5 Three d~mcns~onal vlcw at ice surface on western slope of 
tudes greater than 15 m havrng wavelengths of about 10 km the ~ce sheet. 
- ctnkosboeo.Tberccuncrd -2mobuidwlthOEOS3b 
rullldrat to mtrbliah r b l i ~  elention map a# tha couthera 
Omnlrnd ia rb-t for detenainrtion d its mur Wmcr or 
uur equilibrium k w r n  man input and ia Ilow. Thu map- 
pin# will k nprrud mn by the ndu altimeter on Sourt A 
lrvMbrd in knr 1978. The impmvod pmbioa expected with 
Surrt A my rodwe the time inteml that b needed ktwoen 
mppiap to domct dpilkrnt elavrdon changes. 
UnWtuamly, the Smut-A orbit inclinatioa d 106' ohly 
encadr thr c o v  to t72' latitude which b rmcient to 
 MI -SO% d Onrnlurd but only the cwul mugin d the 
Eut Anurrcic ice shoot. For rumple, i t  dam not cover the 
m y  intermtin# Wut  Antucdc ice sheet'. 
By ur iq  tba data from d o u l y  spaced md ovrrlrppily orbita 
to tomow the p w n M a l  erron on slopin# surfrcrr, it will k 
p o P i b i e t o ~ W m o n r c c u n t e l y t h e r c u r l & u f 1 ~ 1 o f t h e  
rbpinl ponioar of tbe ia abut. Any midual rrtorr in tbr 
r kdu t r  elontion due to Jopr, will have r malkr i n h n a  
on tbe dnraion d elavuion k M I n  ropetiti* map- 
pings rain8 the b e  techniqw. 
r)lr okrrntiocr d numerous surface waw d the order of 
10-29 m, amplihdr and 10 Lm, wavelength umobomta wr- 
I a a  menuremoats and will provi& additional inri#hta to the 
dynunia d luge ia maws. Thin rho points out the d y  
for rcunu supping of the entire ice sheet. because 
extrapolation d loalhd d a c e  mewremenu a n  be 
#randy ialwocrd by koliud or temporary Iertwa 01 thc 
surha dpunia. Fw exunpk, cbe determination of tbe loa- 
tiom d ia dowr or ice divides requires the makt sale 
unduluiorrr to k rv@ to determine the mean wrtrcl. 
Ibr nrulta from tbr rndyl of intmaccing mclrt md the 
r(mmmt with the surface control points implies that Fi#. 3 ir 
the mu rcnvrn topolnphic map d routhem Gmnlmd. 
One noubh diihmna from the pnvioua mrp, ic the water 
elonytion d the southern .lome u shown by the extearion of 
the 2,600 m contour new to >YE-3 and the extension of the 
2.800 m contour south to 62.7%. 
An altimeter similar to the r~ment one but specilkally 
W o d  for ice sheet mappin? u required for future studies. 
Tlu OEOS 3 studies are pfividing information on altimeter 
operation owr ia and sk~ping rurfrccr that a n  be wd to 
optirniu antenna bew., puk. ~(Uitivity, trackin8 circuit. and 
other paruneten a d  a h  to tvllurte designs such as r 
rnuldplr-beam dtiwnr. An appropriate ice altimeter placed 
in pdu orb~t at intenah a4 2-5 yr would provide the data 
rquind to answer impor?mt ephyr icd questions about the 
m. or shrinkage a d  qubility of the pn rn t  dry ia sheets. 
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Comparison of 2.8- and 21cm Microwave Radiometer Observations Over Soils 
With Emission Model Calculations 
NASA w d  Spn RMt Crntrr. C n m k l t .  M.yI.rrl20771 
J. F. PARIS 
Uabtnfty a j  Houl1011 at Clrar &kr City. Hautm. Trror 770M 
An airborne upwimmt w u  mducrrd unda NASA ausplca to test the fruibility of &win# -1 
mobtun by microraw nmote man# tchniqua ovw a#ncultunl field8 nar Phoenix. Arizona at 
midday of April 5. I974 and at dawn d the followin# dry. Exttnuve #round data w m  obtrlnd from 95 
bra autcm hectare kids. Obmat~onr made usin# r vrnnins (2.1 em) md a nonacann~n# (21 cml 
ndiometa nn compud with the predictions of a radiative mnsfer emusion m d  It is s h m  that (1) 
the emitted intensity at h h  wavden~thacomlata beat with the mrr surface moisture. (2) surface rou#h- 
nu8 u found to mom rron#ly affm the of polrrization than the rmittd intensity. (1) the slope 
of the intensity-montun cuna drmwr in #oin# from day to dawn. and (4) increased near surface 
moiuun r t  dawn o duwerizcd by lntnrvd polarization or emissions. The ruulu of the e.cpmmmt 
indiiu that microwave tahntqua a n  k used to obrme the h~stor). of thr near rurfact moaturn. fh 
wbaurface hiuory m w  k inferred from roll phyaia modcia whlch uw microwavr mulu as boundary 
conditions. 
I ~ o D U ~ ~ O N  function method to deriver general set of equations for micro- 
R-t attemp& to monitor he world's food supply from wave emtuions at either polarization for any dielectric and 
,paw [Hamm&, 19751 would k gmt ly  w a t c d  by timely temperature profile. In this paper we pracnt an emisslOn 
in~omalion tonceming the mil mohtun to model bucd on the radiative transfer equation. Moisture and 
mop. pm d. [197\1 m d  s~h- t r  [19741 have n. temperature ~ r a d i a u  m r e ~ m n t d  by step functions across 
portd ohwing comlations bctwrrn nalunl microwave soil layen of finite thickness. The model appears ( I )  to provide 
emirrionl of mils md thhr moiltum To tat the physical insight into the signifiunce of the data. (2) to be in 
mmote msing or mimowave twhnolw for reuonabk agreement with radiometric observations. and (3 )  
suring soil moisture, the National Aeronautics m d  Space Ad- quire latively little time' 
(NASA, a Kt or exprrimenu. we I n  the following sections of this paper we tint summanre the 
npon hcfi on initial phur of the expcrimenu, a of Phoenix upmment and its mulu.  The radiative trans'cr 
Ovw lgticultunl fieldr nar Phoenix. con. model along with its predictions for 2.8 cm and ?I cm er.tis- 
mtntlng on and lnfrad ndiomer,c data. 'ions are then p m n t d .  I n  compannc ndiometr-c obuwa- 
Expenmental and thcomical considmtions suggest that the tions with the rnodei's predictions ~t is shown that the emitted 
following paramaen strongly the radiative imenufy and polarhation are physlcrllr w~nlficant parame- 
signatures of natural ternin: ( I )  the frequency md polariza- ten. The invcnion apabilit ia of the model are illustntcd In terms of thew quantities. Finally. we discuss the experimental don of the radiation. (2) the look angle of the detectors. (3) the 
mulu to uKI of microwave remote texture of the M~I, (4) the moisture and tempature prodla of 
the roil. (5) the roughna, chancthst ia of the surface. and wns~ng. 
(6) the qc t r t t ve  cove. The finr two pmmeten m under 
expnmcntal control but the remainder are g~ven by nature. In  THE EXPEIIMES 
Ihe pnrmt expcnmcnt the texturn. moisturn. temmtum The flnt phuc of the NASA sponsored feasib~lity ta t  for 
and rOu#hnm thewiis warr mcuud for detecting mi l  rnolstun by microwave remote Sensing tech- 
oompriron with mic*wave data. Ihe ~nat lve nique w u  conducted near Phoenix. Anzona on Aprll 5 and 6. 
covm m for the time klns. by limlrin# ounclva 1974. Contnbut~ng invaugaton came from the Johnson Space 
to uan lk ld  observations. Center. Goddprd Space Flight Center. the Agricultural Re- 
T ' m i a l  emlwion am uwful for int-min# the 
,,h hrvice of the U.S Department of Apculture, the 
phyaial informalion contained in the mlaowave O M a -  Environmental Ruearch Institute of Michigan. the Cnlventty 
lion& The pnnaph of d-ld balanctn~ applied b of Arkmur. the Univmtty of Kansu and f e x u  4 k bl 
p d t  119591 to alculate the emia lv l t~  of ~ 1 1 s  in thermody* Unlvenlty. X and L band (2.1 cm and 21 cm) radiometen and 
namic wuilibrium With thhr av~r~nmmt .s .  S l q r ~ a  [I9701 h u  imaging rrdan w m  flown o v a  four nisht line. two alitncd 
~ o t n t d  Out that emhvl ty  is a manlnlful  con-[ only wha nonh-muth and two alignd at .wat .  T)lm p u m  wen 
no thermal wdimu In soilr He hu a Green's made over the flight lines dunng the early afkernoon of Apnl5. 
Cwynght O 1919 by thr Amenan Grophyucal Un~on. and a single p a  at dawn of Apnl 6. At the ame o( the 
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At the boundary betwwn the) and j - I k y m  mdbtion i c  T h  radirtiw tmafer equation can k intqrated y r i n  to 
putidly nlkcud and transmitted. 'h f d o n r  of the in- c rkuku TA2-). Rrprrtiw the procrdun for N lam b v r  
ddmt electric lkld with horitontal m d  mi4 poluiu~ions 
d a t e d  back into the jth layer U. dwn by UI FnneI  T, (I*. #,) - $ T,(I - ,-~@IWIWI + k f i , . , (h~-~~~~o)  
dcirnu. -1 
k" - k,- 
k.1 + kIl,f 1-1 1 - d )  P - ( l - I e l - I )  (9) 
- T h  bd'htnru t e m p t u n  mlutursd by the antenna b the DV - J'-h" L k u - ~  sum of the nlkcrrd sky brightna, and mdiation emitud frcrr C-4" + tAw-, thr soil 
whm k, - Or + ia, Thu, 8, a, pw and gv all dep8nd on the rad#e) - rdfi1(4e) + TAI*, #*I (10) 
complex dielectric corlllcient and on tkr angle #, that the ray 
e m  from the soil. A cornpum proqrm w u  written that uWd u iu inpuu tlu 
An attempt to cons- a radiative transfer quation that moisturn md ternpartun profib mruund in Ihr 
d - b  radiadonmittd from a r t n t i m  soil is now ma&. md& Dieleric cWfKcienu ww & l a u  uin6 the mi l  t f  
Within the Rnt layer the radiative transfa quation is c h m ~ r i s t i c  of each field. With this information (LO) could k 
ukulated and m u l u  of the modd r~mpamd with PMIS and 
y is uurlly written u a product of the h i t y  m d  mono- 
chromatic mur absorption M c i e n t .  By writing the Poynt. 
ins theomn in an appropriate form i t  cm k shown that 7, - 
2~1A#e)/~. 
I, is the intensity of radiation u frequency ~lr. J, is the 
Ranck einiuion functiun. In the microwave frquency rang8 
Rmck's emission law rtducer to the Raylcigh-Jans quation. 
where I,  is proportional to the temperaturn of the medium 1. 
Adoprinp a similar wl ing rule for I, m d  effective t e m F  
alum T, n P  be defined which is d im ly  proportional to I, 
The subscript u is suppnucd and 1, nfm to the intensity in a 
n rmw range mrr  u in the p polarization urte. Sine J ,  is  
isotropic m d  independent of polarization no designation is 
ncrrurry. The radiative transfer quation in the first layer may 
be written 
Thlr equation a n  be intqrattd from a point jut bdow the 
surfwe to a point j u t  above the interface ktween tne first and 
second Iaym. Becaw the dielectric propertia are m u d  to 
be conrunt acrou the layer 
The argument Nt ~mpl ia that the marurnmmt Is made above 
(plu) or below (minu) the Nth interface. The Rrst term on the 
right hand s i k  of (6) rcounu for radiation emitted within the 
Rnt layer and coma d im ly  to the surface. The wcond tm 
dncriba upellins radiation at the bottom of the Ilm layer. 
This in turn h u  two components: bnt. radiation emitted In the 
bnt layer md rollcaed at the ~ntctfacc b a w m  the fint and 
second Iaym: and second. radiation transmitted from lower 
Iaym. 
R ,  is the abroluu valw squared of the F w d  codRcient for 
the p polrnution (quation (3)). Tha radiat~on field j u t  above 
the surface is [he value jut below multiplied by the mns- 
mntuna ( I  - R e l )  
MFMR observations. 
To illurvrte the crpabiiitia of the model consider the 
pound ob~ewations (Table la) taken simuluneouly with the 
rimaft ovrrllight of Reld 260A. The Reld had listed funowc 
aligned papendicular to th8 flight line. lmgation by flooding 
the bottom of fumws occurred one week before the Right. 
Predicted btightnar tempmtun, at venial and horimnul 
polarizations for look angla bmwecn 0' m d  90. m listed in 
Table Ib. The average value of PMIS obwrvations for t h i  
fldd T. - 281.1 md T,, = 265.9'. m n u r  the eminion 
predictions from the tops of lunows with a look angle of 30. 
Evidently, emissions from the bottom of furrows w m  shad- 
owed. With the exception of the one fiat L l d  the oburved 
brightncrr tempmtura of all other fields w m  found to coin- 
cide wlth emission valua predicted for look rngla bawrn  
35. and 25'. Th~s shift in the effective look mgle is due to 
surface roughnac [Uloby tr  d.. 19701. 
For a modrl to k urful  in remote sensing i t  must be 
capable of invmion. To effact such m invmion the bnghmu 
m p c n t u m  of a r t  of pwudo-fieldr have barn ulculned. 
thr temperature profile T, - M3*, t8 - MIb, t8 - me, T, - 
297' m d  1. - 295* w u  similar to that obwwed in Phoenix 
fie16 on April 5. The moisture proble wu PM(I) - M. 
PM(2) - M + 2, PM(3) - JW + 7, PM(4) - + I4 m d  
PM(5) = M + 16. M wu given valua betwrm I m d  25%. 
However. the moisture content of my givm layer w u  not al- 
lowed to u c d  30%. we refer to this as the 'normal' profile. 
Otha profiles were studied for comparimns. 
Cdculrted brightness tempuatum ur plotted in Figure 2 
TABLE la. Are* Moluun and Trmprntun hol la Obuwod 
at Top ad lbt~omr or Furrow. Ftdd 240A 
u function, of tbe m o i u w  contm! of tbe cop aatimeter 
PM(I) for look an#la of O*, 30- m d  WT 81 thu X band 
fquarcy. For PM(I) > IOI, at nadir look the av- slope 
ia -3.SaK/pacmt mobtun Tbir u coariHent with a slope of 
-3.3*K/plrcrat moiuwr reported by S e w  n d. [IWl]. 
Figure 2 an be u8ed to attempt m inversion. Unlrr, the 
pmama of a Ilat field w u  indicated by a large diferenn 
betwem T. and Tr, it w u  w m e d  that due to surf- rou#h- 
mu edicu ?MIS okmation, ame from m efective lous 
angle of 30'. -(a of PM(I) from the top of furrows 
gr ind by thia method diverged by no more than 1% from 
(round o b a t i o n r .  
0 t h  pndictive f a ~ u r a  of the modd can k urn by con- 
aidering tbr llnt two Stoka pmmaar; P - I/2(T, + T,) 
(intauity) m d  Q - T, - Tr (polarbtion). Fyura h and 3b 
m plota of pndicud intensity and pola,riution. respectively, 
u functions of rh. mouture conunt of the surfus layer of soil 
at p c h d  look angles. The O* intensity curve b in- 
dirciwdubk from that of 30. For look mglu S S *  the 
inundty drprad, only wukly oa look mgk. The polarization 
drpradr on both look ragle and PM(I). Tba drprndena of P 
and Q on coil tanprrrture w u  mud by win# temperature 
prolllr nmilu to l o w  found at dawn. We found that a 20. 
shift in roil m p r n t u n  cbrlyrd the alculattd intrnrity by 
IS*  w d  the akulaud polarization by only 2. 
Tba brightnew temprntun for L-band (21) cm radiation 
(TL) at the nadir look awle u a function of PM(l) u givm in 
Figm 4. I n  the cur of the 'normal profile' TL dmrurd in the 
moiatura nnga 0 C PM(I) C J m d  I2 C PM(I) C 30% but 
nmrjnrd nearly conrrcnt in the 5 C PM(I) < 12% nnp. Due 
to the paucity of Iklda witb *A:.* layer raoutm h w r n  J 
and 12% at the time o! the 1974 wpednmt, we could not 
drurmine whether th* platmu in Tr m a naiuirl frrtun or m 
u t i f w  of the m b l .  The plataru is found ill thc dculation, 
indrpc*.lmt of the h of tk Iaym. If tbs plrtm~ri were an 
artifact it would mult  from a very poor re; rw.iAtton of the 
compkx dklatric ccnlllcient of moist soi' ' :, rrrnu to be 
an unlikdy source of mrious error d n u  - . mric torfi- 
&nu were m u u d  in wavquida usin: i ' , :  . soib jNw 
rorr and McCldlaa. 19751. 
Snaitivity to mouture gradients w u  tr. . .; .ampuing 
pndictiona Or profiles with vuy mep gradimtr with those of 
the ' n o d  profile. In Figure 4 we haw also plotted raults 
with PM(2) - 20% and mom moisture at gra ta  dopthr. We 
find that the cue PM(I) - I% and PM(2) - 2% a moist soil 
with a very d v  wt. w u  indidnguuhable from a dativdy 
dry roil with PM(I) - 4% and PM(2) - 6%. Bamuu of resultr 
of this type it r ny  k imporribk to make m unambiguour 
determination of roil moisture with one brithtnar temper- 
ature observation. 
I n  figurn k m d  Jb we have plotted the pcrcmt contribu- 
tion of the various laym to the toul brighmou umpmture 
unda 'normal pcollle' conditions. Moct of the msapin# ndi8- 
tion at X-band is pnantad in the top 2 cm of soil. The 
contributions to the emitted radiation u 21 cm cwme from 
much dcrpa in the soil. Changing the gradianu of the mois- 
ture chrnga the relative contributions of the dikrent layera. 
but the sum of the urnu is b u t  coruunt for a given '%I([). 
C W  m d  Uloby (19751 have s u m  that the pnc..led 
comlationr of T, m d  TL with PM(l) raulta from the fact that 
the change in dielectric c o d c h t  at the rir-8011 interface 
domimto o m  sukurfaa pndirnu in daermtnin# what ndi- 
atian an gm throqh the surface. 
To surnmuir* we have developed a simpk radiative trans' 
f a  model for miaowave anurionr from rolls. By conndcring 
the Stoka puunctm P - I/2(T, + TN) m d  Q - T, - T, we 
have found that the model p d i c u  the fo l lowi~:  
I. b t b  ? and Q m unritive to rhr moisture content of 
14. Q u mom wnutiw in the nnge 0-15% m d  ? is more 
vnritive for moistum > 15%. 
2. Q is sensitive to the look m p  of the mtenna but ? b 
not. I f  the major doct of roughnar u to chmp the decuve 
look mgla dtho d.urror (which is true in the gaometnc optla 
limit) tbrn ? should be independrnt of roughnas. 
3. Cbmgm ia the soil temperature ue n&ned by I stmt- 
Iar rhih In ? m d  by smaller shifta In Q. 
4. Botb P m d  Q should comlau witb PM( I) but nor w~th 
the gradient in sod moinure. Tbu u true dupiu the fact that 
the eautud ndiruon may be geaented well Mow the surf-. 
[)lrcumon 
The purpose of this d o n  is to cocu~dn the ndiomemc 
data tn trrm, of rk P m d  Q puunrcm, uung the radiauve 
transfer modd u a qurliurive gwde. We trcu the &moon 
md dawn X m d  L bmd tntenutir in b a r  nlauon to ( I )  
Q. 1. CJrul.ud vdua or (a) ?lad (b) Q u X band Iraquency for variow look rn8l.l u function 01 the moluun 
pnwat in tha top Iryw or mil. A rrtw plot or o b m d  valua of Q at a io>k rn& 01 49. from thr rhmoon llicht IS 
wpw!m?nd. 
mobtwo profllu, (2) tomporuun prodla, and (3) each othor, with amlr t ion cocmcienu R. - -0.88 m d  RL - -0.89. A 
Thr o k m d  X-bmd p o l u i u t i o ~  uo compared with the similu ngreuion pcrfonnd on the 21 cm data with u r 
ndhdw truufcv modd pdctioar. From r comprriron of function of the rvente percent field capacity of the top rwo 
poluintionr obumod durim tho rlkraoon m d  drwn Oighu layers d v a  
- 
-0 d d w  widma for the Gbttimo prrcolrtion of wil  .nois- 
t un  to tbo HWIICI. 
Bdon addoring tho microwrve ugnrtun, p u  u, la w 
paw to nikct on t& wry that we wish to ropnrnt the 
puunaor w haw baa d i a g  roil moutwo. In tho In- 
troduction we noted tho roil c u t w  u r puunrcrr flocting 
rk micrwrvo radiation. Tonurn ue r r p d  u tho pwprrcmt 
wdght that u uad. silt m d  dry. k n d  purickr uo Mned  by 
the ria mngo 2-0.05 mm. silt puriclo by tho m g o  O.OM.002 
mm. m d  d r y  putickr by li#r lar than 0.002 mm. Tuturrl 
iafomtion m noodd for dotormining tho moutwo holding 
chancuriuia of lbr roil. Ia puticulu, m t u n  information u 
wd to &mu tho k l d  crp.city (PC) of tho soil. i.0.. the 
rmouat of w r t u  d n i q  in tho soil 2-1 &ys rhrr m imgr- 
boa. Tho nlrlionrhip uwd to drriw Lkld apraty, 
whm51mdCInpr#atthopacrntuadmdctryintheroil 
umpk, wu obuind by porformirlg r multiplo -0s on 
dru from 100 roilr wbac t a t u n  m d  m o i u w  chammrhtia 
wm Imown. A now purmrur. tho prrerat 1Wd ap ld ty  ua 
k csnr- 
whore PM, u tbo mOiuun coacmt of tho@ Iryor. Umng tbh 
pvrmaa rod- KIM in tbo &u duo to d W m t  soil 
tutumi. 
~ ~ 6 i a r p l ~ o f t b r ? v r l w o b w n d f o r X r a d L b m &  
(cmaa and ardr) on tho dnc &moon lU@t of Apnl5, u r 
functioa of F,. Liaru n q u i o n  rarlyua of t h u  dur rru 
b w  that for X m d  L bra& 
with r c~mlr t ion  cocficicnt of -0.73. A cornprrison of P. 
and PL vrluea from the umo fields yields the relationship 
PL I I.04P. + 0.64 (15) 
with r comlrtion c d c i r n t  0.90. The d m w  in correlrtion 
cdc ien t  with dopth combined with tho relrtivdy high corm. 
lrrion botwm PL and ?. ten& to confirm l o  modd prodic- 
fir. 4. In@wr tempentun u 21 em lor 'normal prolile' at 
Ndir I d .  Tba modd pmdicuona lor p r o k  wtb CM(2) = W% md 
P' 300.7 - 1 .23~~  (13) C M ( ~  > 20 ~LW I > z are JW em. 
0 I0 20 30 0 K )  20 
PM(I1 P W t l l  
k c e n t  wntributioor of Ik vviovr layas d d  to tk* v l l u a  d?akubtcd from the ndiabn mda 
(8) X .ad (b)  L b.nda u lunctionr of rb. prcrnt moisture in Ihe top ceatimrra of soil. 
model for 
tion that surface modulations tend to dominate o v a  sub- 
surfrcc cfrcu. 
The morning ground twth data set was limited to six fields. 
Linar rqmsion analyro of X and L band intensities give 
P. - 256.4 - 027F, (16) 
m d  
pL 286.4 - O.JOF, (17) 
with comlatioa coetliacnts R, = -r 94 m d  RL - -0.93. A 
cumpubon o f  tbae relatioarhips with (12) and (13) shows 
that the . ~ l n d  trmperatunr uc chuyod more dramatially 
in magnitude than the L band tunperaturn. The mason for 
tb lia in the fact that the major contributions to the L baa6 
intensity come from deeper i n  tke soil thm those or the X 
C Q R B O O E V I I D l a ~ u R I  
Fig.6. SolurpkHdob#vdX(aocu)mdL(arda)kndt 
vrlurr dunng the rhrrnoon of Apnl 5, 1974. u r funcuon of the 
prant tidd apaaty of thc top lam of mil. 
* 
band. Sincc the diurnrl tunperrturr variation of deeper layen 
is 1- the ellect is not surprising. Our interpretation of this 
effect is corroborated by comprrinl dawn values of P. and PL 
with IR surface tmpaaturc [Scbnagp e~ d.. 19761. Values o f  
P. rerr always less than TI,. However for many dry fields Tim 
w u  krs than P,. An apparent 'emiuivity' g r u t a  th.n one 
indicata that most o f  the L band radiation from thac dry 
h ias  originated decp in  the soil (Figure 5b) w h m  measured 
physiai tempcratum mc signifianlly higher than the sur- 
face IR tunpnturc. 
A second point b the dilrmnce in  dopa. This is a moisture- 
tanpartwe dec~ Due to the relatively h@ heat capacity o f  
wata and the cooiiw &at of  evaporation. the physical um- 
pmtwt of motu soils v u i a  la over a day than dry soils. For 
urnpk the diurnal range of a very dry Reid (<2% at the 
surface) w u  obwved to be 34.C while for a moderately molst 
lk id  (>I08 n the surface) the nnge was 23.C. The &at of 
this difference on microwave signature is to roiate the P/f, 
c w a  to lower slopes as we pass from afternoon to dawn 
obrcmtiont. 
A l w  rqrcssion was also p e r f o r d  on the full set of X 
md L band data from the dawn Right (whahc: c+ not we had 
cound data on the fieid). The relationship was a l c ~ l a t m  to 
be 
with a coda t lon  cociiiaent of -0.89. The ~ n m w d  slope ,n 
comparison with the afternoon obrmacions (quauon (I:)) 
tends to anf inn the hypothau chat L band ndiaoon cams 
from deeper layen of the soil. The high correlatton coeffic~ent 
ktrcm the X and L band r a u l u  supports the conclusion o i  
Cihiiw and L'ldy (19751 that :he diclatnc propertla of thc 
srrfrcc layer haw the dom~nant &st in d a m m i n g  the 
misson from the surface. T h u  rault  nads to k tested wid 
data over a wlder mge of soil moisture. 
The observed valua of (T" - TM) for 2.9 cm radlatlon are 
r~primposcd on Figure 36 as r scatter plot. We note that all 
bb: r few points fall between the :0* and 20. curves. Tinc 
 ma;^ aceptlonr vm four h t  tic;& dalgnatcd by crows 
and four fit16 that planted and nktivdy smooth dcsip 
a r t 4  dotted circles. The .!!ax of the mall s a l e  roughncu 
apprur u a smJkt  shift of m7ctivc look angle from tbt 
rprculu. In pnaml the rfau of roqfmem ur mom pro- 
nounced in h a d  than in planted Wdr Co&daing only dry 
Ik16 whob: percent &Id a@ty in the top layer w u  less than 
10 we find tb pduiPtion observed in liurd &I& to be 
12.2 2.O. whik on plmtcd fid& it w u  14.2 f 26'. Had the 
W& bwa p d e d y  smooth we would upact Q value between 
UJ* and 50'. We rlro note that for moisture kP than 15%. Q 
wrmbiguourly inatucd with moisture. However. on the 
!mais of poluiutioa done, it would be d i W t  to dhinguirh 
koret~ a dry LI.t ficfd md a wet tough om. Joined with the 
intensity information. tha dutiaction u unmistakable. 
Dupite the d l  number of &l& runpiad at the time of the 
dawn h h t ,  evidence for a general pacolation of moisture to 
thc surface a n  ba found in the X band obravatioru. The 
radiative trader modd predicu thit Q is rauitive to moisture 
and to look angle u mediated by surf- royhneu but not to 
soil temperature. By compariq microwave pol.ritltion o h -  
vatiom from Balds on the fim afternoon w t  with thore at 
dam. we hold the look uyle (roughnua) purmcler constant. 
If the moistun wcre conurn; m d  the temperature deaarcd 
by 20'. then the vJuc of Q should decrase by about 2'. If. on 
the otha hand. the moisture increased. the Q should a h  
inucuc. Figure 7 u a scatter plot of o b r m d  morning valua 
of Q u a function of the afternoon valua. The line Q-, = 
Q-, - 2' u dnwn for reference. We find that d l  but 6 of the 
% tkl& fall above this h e .  One of the fields. number 60. w u  
a during the day md lou ld  be krc moist due to f m  
evaporation. The other lic1& w e n  obsmed at the end of the 
flight and probably rcprrsant a sunrise dect on the surface. 
We subn~it hat th;s general shift in the observed poluiza- 
tion values constitutes the mtcmwave signature of the per- 
da t ion  &act dacribed by Jackro11 (19731. Thu rault is also 
consistent with the ground masuremenu. A linear repasion 
and* of the percent moisture in the fint Iaya Curing the 
morning as a function of the moutun in that layer during the 
m. 7. Scatter ;lot of ohwed Q vdua at X band durinl the 
rnormq of Apnl 6. u a function of thmr nlws the prmow aflar- 
.10011. 
dcu of the nonuniform m i d  distribution of moisture. 
surface roughnar, m d  soil type. Despite the disappointing 
nngc of moistun in the surface layen of the studied fields, kt 
mission w u  productive. Our understanding of the microwave 
signatura of agricultural scma h u  been enhanced comid- 
enbly. Some new items of understanding include the follow- 
ing: 
I. By simultancoruly observing T* and T, we can form the 
pmmetur P - 1/2[T, + Tw] md Q = T. - T,,. It has been 
shown that moistum and surface roughness effects can be 
separated by a comparison of these parameten. 
2. By comparing afternoon and dawn 0 b ~ l t i 0 n ~  of ,P 
for the X- and L-bmds, we found that the slope of the P tenus 
F plot depends on the tlme that the observation IS made. wtth 
the u l m o o n  obravations yielding the g r a t a  slope. The 
improved comlation obtained when soil moisture is expressed 
u a -t of tkld apacity (F) indicates that the effecu of 
, rewour afternoon giva v.ri.tiona of roil type irn be accounted for. 
PM(1)M 1.63PM(l)pM + 0.31 3. By camparing the valua of Q u observed durinl the (I9) afternoon md dawn flights. we find that the microwave signa- 
with a comlation cocfiian.: of 0.94. 
In some respccu tf;c raulu of the upaimcat .r dirap 
polnti~g. :i w u  hoped that by uslng a multifrequency micro- 
save system. the moisture content of the roil might be infmed 
d m n  to 100 cm hom one r t  dobsewations [PM rt d.. 19711. 
Such u not the use. Both radiative transfa theory and our 
obsmationa s u u a t  that we un only kncw the moisture 
content of the mu surface mth m y  conlidaxe. But not d l  u 
Ion We hrw wm that difftrent btu of informwon about the 
lhanul and moistum propatia of the roil an be pined by 
making obmvationa at different tlnna 
The m:mwrve signaturn of so11 c;::r*we. if obwrvrd -&- 
odicrlly. an be wed !(I c o m a  the history of the n e u  
surfra m?oture. Cihiur ad W y  [I9751 have y u c d  that the 
moiuum history of the nuhurlace must ba i n f d  using 
watar balance models bued on the prinapla of roil physia. 
Rqular m~crowave observations of the w f a a  soil moiatun 
mil provide the Input boundary condiuons for such modeis. 
This should d o r d  m improvement o,pa the point rainfall data 
currently w 
SU~~MAILI AND COWCLUIIOWS 
The pnmary god of the Apnl5 and 6. 1974. Eghu over tho 
Phmu ute w u  io study the fawbility of qurnufying the 
lure of the surfaa rewetting effect dambed by Jackson (19731 
is an 1ncru.w in thr polarizdon. As yet, the data set is too 
smdl to alib.-i.e t9e change of Q wlth the amount of water 
that h u  noved to the surfaa. 
4. By comparing the raponsc of P, and PL to the changes 
between a f t a l o n  and dawn, we confirmed the prediction of a 
radiative transfer theory that the 21sm radiation reaching the 
antenna coma from much deeper in the roil than the 2.8-cm 
radiation. However, the htgh cornlation (-0.9) between P, 
and PC observed In both the aftmoon and predawn data 
codnnr the somewhat puadoxid model predict~on that the 
surface Iaya dominata over suSsurface gradlent effccu at 
both wavdmgths. 
This Bnd concluson u a major diuppo~ntment. I t  was 
hoped that gradient ~nfomation wuld be ob:uned by com- 
paring a rin#le iet of 2.8- and 2lsm observatroru. Perhaps a 
study b u d  on a rider variety of moisture profiles will supgat 
a prrctial way around the trnpuw. 
Raulu have lndiated that the effect af soil type u well 
understood md that emiston from the roll 1s dominated by 
the dialcctnc propertier of ths surface layer. which for thls cue  
w u  1 or 2 cm th~ck. In addition. :nut msulu have indicated a 
poroble new approach. that is. the uw of Jtoka parameters. 
In our efforu to quantify the effects of surface roughnar. f o 
mitj thc d u l n e s s  01 thee puunrcm for sapurtiw the 
eRms of roughness mb soil mobure, data over a wider r u y r  
of moisture conditions is required. To accomplish this, the 
apnimant w u  essentially repatad in Much 1975 I t h  m- 
a r l  significant changes. By m o v i ~  the llilht in mid-March. 
we inacucd the probrbility of obrorvin$ the needed wider 
variety of moirtum. The altitude of the off nadir mns wu 
dauused to 400 m from 800 m to reduce the footprint of the 
2 l s m  radiomaaf from 280 m to 140 m. Additional non- 
sannins radiomam were added witb wrvcfengh of 1.67. 
1.36, and 0.8 cm. The datr from this experiment am still bein8 
reduced for analysis. 
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Ah&ut. Dunng the AIDJEX Man E\pcnmcnt. Apnl lVT? throush I c l s  1976. a .umprehensivt 
mmwave wnslng program was performed on the w r  tce of rhc Bcrufon Scl Surtrce and alrnaft 
muurrmenn were obtained dunng 311 wawnr usrng 3 w~dc bancry of rctlbe and psss~vc rnlcrowa\e 
senson. The surfa~u prosram obtalned paurve mlcrowr\e rnruurerncnts of bartous ICC type uslng four 
rotennu mpunted an a tracked vehrcle In three test regions. each wrth m area of approx~matclv 
1.5 * 10' m'. dcta~lcd Ice urystallograph~c. dleleanc propertlc$. and bnghtneu temperatures of first- 
yeu. multiyear. 3nd Rnl-verr 'rnulr~ycrr mlxturrs were mcvured A SASA a~rcrrft obtalned paulvc 
mmwavc meuuremmts of the entrre uea of the 4IDJE.Y manned .tatton anrt (tnanyle)durlng each 
d 18 Rieo.  Thtr verified the culier rcyr tcd ahrlrt~ to drst~ngu~sh hnl-!enr and multrvenr tce typo and 
comnnrtlon and lave new infortnation on wry$ to obwne Ice mlttures and thln tce rvpes The actlve 
mrcrowave meuurements from aircraft ~ncludcd those from I n  X. and L-hand radar and from a 
satteromrter The former IS used to study r w~dc barlet). of tce features and to esttmate deformat~ons. 
while both are equally uuhle to o k r v e  Ice t v y r  With the present data. onlv the scrtterometer can k 
used to dirr~ngutrh pn~tlvelv muitryear from first-rear and barlous tbpes e i  thrn Ice This ts k t  done 
ulng coupled rctlve and pou~ve mlcrouave renslnq. 
1. Dacdption of Experiment 
The Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Elrpcrincnt (AIDJEX) was a 5-year experiment 
designed to achieve a better understanding of the behav~or of -4rct1c se3 ice Three 
p~lot experiments in the Beaufort Sea dur~nn the sprrng. of 19-0. 19'1. and 19-2 
preceded the Ma~n  Experiment which ran from >larch 19'5 through April 1376. 
The des~gn of ail the field experiments stressed the need of acqulnng remotel) 
sensed ice data in order to accomplish the scient~ric goals. The remote sensing 
programs for the early etperiments demonstrated new approaches for Ice obscr- 
vrtion; by the time of the main cxperlmnt. !herefore. a cornprehensi\e remote 
sensing plan based on the we of aircraft and satellite data had been developed 
(Weeks and Campbell. 1975). 
One of the exciting aspects of the pilot studies was demonstrating the possibility 
of attaining an dl-time, dl-weather capability of ice observation by microwave 
tech,liquu (Wilheit et al., 1972; Glocnen et al., 1973; Campbell t t  al., 1974). 
Thw, the remote-sensing program of the AIDJEX Main Experiment put great 
stress on both active and passive microwave sensing based on aircraft and surface 
observations of all ice types during all seasons. Here we wish to present an overview 
of this program. 
The major part of the aircraft observational program was performed by the 
NASA Convair 990 Airborne La'>> itory. which flew 18 missions during 4 exten- 
ded periods in tbe spring, summer, and fall of 1975 and the spring of 1976. referred 
to u phws one to four, respectively. Important microwave data were also 
acquired by two Canadian aircraft of the Department of h:h;;r ~ s l  Defence (DND): 
an Argus and C-47 remote-sensing aircraft. Table I lists the sensors and various 
remote-sensing platforms. 
The difficult task of coordinating t h e  flights and guiding them accuraiely over a 
large and constantly shifting and deforming sector of the Beaufort Sea ice was 
helped considerably by two-way communication between the main ice camp (Big 
Bear) and the air field from which most of the flights originated (Eielsen AFB near 
Fairbanks) via satellite link, by operating radio beacons at the three ice camps at 
the apexes of the triangle, and by the use of inertial navigating systems in the 
aircraft. The positions of the AIDJEX triangle during the four phases of the 
remote-sensing program are shown in Figure 1. A great deal of the actual accom- 
plishment of these difficult and numerous missions. every one of which w a  sue- 
msful, was due to the flying skills of the aircraft crews. 
The remote-sensing programs of the pilot experimenu clearly showed the need 
for a variety of surface measurements in order to interpret and analyze the aircraft 
data accurately; therefore this aspect of the main experiment was emphasized. A 
Canadian flextrack vehicle carrying three boom-mounted microwave radiometers 
and an infrared radiometer operated io the area of the main camp during the two 
spring seasons (Table I). Three test zones near the main camp were selected for 
detuled study. One was exclusively composed of first-year (FY) ice. one was 
primarily composed of multiyear (MY) ice. and one was a mixture of primarily MY 
and some second-year ice. Each zone had an area of approximately 1.5 x 10' m2. 
Within these zones the surface brightness temperatures (Tb) were mapped under a 
variety of weather and temperaare conditions. In addition. detailed dielectric 
structural and textural measurements were performed. Two 10-km test lines were 
also selected which were overflown repeatedly at low altitudes by the aircraft. 
T h w  lines transccted a wide variety of ice features including a large lead adjacent 
to the main camp in which many thin ice forms were observed. 
The surface measurements were camed out during relatively stable periods 
(spring 1975 and 1976, fall 1975) and coincided with the vanous aircraft 
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Fig. 1. W p  d AIDEX study site r h m . l p  locations of AIDJEX station triangle during the four 
phut,  of the remote sensin8 experiment. 
ovefiights, except during the sunimer of 1975 when no detailed surface measure- 
ment program took place. 
All the in sinc measurements were made at Big Bear, the original main AIDA'EX 
camp. The main objective was to observe changes in the physical properties and 
surface-brightness temperatures caused by the summer melt. Three large test sites 
were established and surveyed during April 1975. The plan called for resurvey of 
the sitas in the fall. Unfortunately, Big Beu had to be evacuated during Octokr 
1975 and no radiometric measurements were made. The abandoned cunp w u  
revisited and resurveyed during April 1976; it w u  found that there had be:;: i lou 
of about 50% of the multiyear floe test areas of the original Big Bear a m p  and the 
entire\;unwiy area which in the spring of 1975 had consisted entirely of Wt-year 
sea ice. 
The passive microwave measurements were made by three microwave 
radiometers from Aerojet Elecvo Systems mounted on an adjustable platform 
above a flextrack vehicle (see Table I). The data, including infrared surface Rm- 
pentures, wen recorded on magnetic tape. The physical properties were measured 
using standard field techniques (Meeks cr al., 1974% b). A more detailed description 
and analysis of the AIDJEX remote sensing program conducted at Big Bear will be 
published later after all data have been reduced. 
2.1. PHYSlCAX. PROPERTIES 
Salinity, temperature, density, and surface roughness of the ice are among the most 
important properties determining the signatures of passive and active microwave 
sensors. In this discussion there are two classes of ice we would like to distinguish - 
first-year (FY) and multiyear (MY) ~ce. During p h w  I, the FY ice in the Big Bear 
area (Figure 1) reached a maximum thickness of 1.75 m towards the end of June 
1975. The salinit) c~.rve shown in Figure 2. labeled FY, was obtained during April 
1975 from our Venus site (airstrip). This a typical thick FY ice profile with a 
thickness of 1.61 m. Near the top, the salinity is very high. as it is at the ice-water 
interface. Large fluctuations near the top are often associated wirn rafting, i.e.. 
ovemding of a piece of ice on another, From a depth of 0.9 m to tne skeleton layer, 
which is about 0.5-m thick at the bottom of the in layer, the ulinity fluctuates 
between 4 and 59'0. 
' During the summer, melt ponds fonn on the surface of the ice, collecting water 
froin melting snow and eventually from melting ice on the surface. The melt water 
percolates through the surface layers of ice. enaairting at the w e  time the brine. 
This c a w  a complete desalination of the ice surface layer, as evidenced by the 
m e  shown in Figure 2 labeled PI+ 1. The bulk of the ice brine is lost to the ocean 
througb a network of brine channels. The c m e  N + 1 was plotted from samples 
obtained during October i975 near the m e  -location as the sample FY. Its 
thickness was 1.28 m, which means that a net thickness loss of 0.47 m occurred. 
The loss is 0.20 m due to surface melt and 0.27 m due to melt at the ia-water 
interface, The bulk salinities blow the surface layers vary between 34%. Changes 
in the ulinity promes between the late fall and April of the following year arc 
minimal except for those of the new ice which commences growth at the fall 
ice-water boundary and exhibits salinities of the same level u FY in. 
Similar changes awing further desalination are observed in the upper put of 
MY ice as evidenced by the curves labeled MY and MY + 1 in Figure 2. The m-r 
significant change takes place in MY ice at r depth of approximately 1.15 m. The 
fig, 2. Sllinity n r fuMtion d depth below surface of ice observed in (a) first-yeu ice 0; (b) 
Iht-yeu plw 1 y w  (FY+ 1); (c) multiyear ice (MY); md (d) multiyeu plus 1 y-ar (MY + I). Only for 
ajrva FY and FY + 1 h n  the total thickness been shown. whereas the other curves would emend to 
greater depths. FB daimates the rerpacred freeboard for each cum. 
bulk increase in salinity from 1-1.59'0 to 2-3% now occurs at the 1.4-m depth for 
the MY + 1 curve. 
The density for FY as shown in Figure 3 is high, usually fluctuating around 0.90 
to 0.92 g cm". with the exception of the surface layer, which often is slightly below 
this value. Because of the irregular surface and the high onne content of the N ice, 
it is very Mcul t  to m e u u n  the density of the surfact layer to any reasonable 
rccuny. In most cases, however, it u above 0.8 g (Ramscier er al., 1975). For 
ice older than PI, the near surface density is much lower than for FY ice. It is not 
uncommon that the surface density exhibits a linear ex'rapolation of the trend 
shown near the surface in Figure 3 by curves MY and MY + 1. From the examina- 
tion of the densities of many samples, it can be seen that the fluctuations in density 
for ice older than PI ice are always much larger than those for FY ice. The 
freeboard (FB), u in the cases illustrated, occurs at a depth in the ice where the 
density becomes greater than 0.8 g cm" 
Fi& 3. Density rr r luncrion 01 depth below surface of lo observed in FY md MY ice. The MY + I w u  
mcuurrd in rhe fall when I t s  frcaboud un& to be above the MY ia. 
During the summer. when melt occurs, the ice is at or very near the melting point 
for long periods of time. In addition to the desalination mentioned earlier, the 
surface layers undergo complete recrystallization. Figure 4 represents a thin section 
of N ice 0.10 m wide. These sections are usually prepared on a microtome to a 
thickness between 0.02 and 0.05 cm. and then photographed between crossed 
polaroid filters. This technique reveals the crystal structures of ice samples as 
evidenced by th5se Figures 4a and 4b, the !atter one representing MY ice, i.e.. FY 
ice recrystallized ;MY ice going from Figure 4a to 4b. 
Very often FY ice has a surface layer consisting of frail ice. i.e.. the grains are 
equiac.;rl in one plane but very thin in the direction of depth. The crystallographic 
orientation is random and the grain size varies between 0.1 and 0.2 cm. T'his layer is 
usually responsible for the high salinity content near the surface and the somewhat 
lower density. T'he thickness of the layer can vary substantially between 0.02 and 
C0.36 m (Ramseier ct al.. 1975). This layer is followed by columnar ice. which 
FIC 4, Thin K ~ I M  d 141 FY ice and ( $ I  MY ice. MY lee IS den& from FY ia tbrou~h summer mel! 
and cwnpltte rrcryrtalli2arron. Th:$ IS genenll\ m e  fur the pan x&wc the FB. Funhet below. the 
colmar  srrunuw IS w i l v  maentmntd hut a t  a Lower taltn~rv The wdrh of thc fhlri xnim IS 1). 10 m. 
exhibits a high density, elongated grains, and a preferred crystallographic orien- 
tation. In contrast, Figure 4b show the surface part of a MY ice thin section. It is 
quite evident that, due to recrystdlizrtion, there is no resemblance beween FY and 
MY ice. The grains are equiaxcd, v w n g  in size between 0.1-0.3 cm, and have a 
random crystallographic orientation. The density is low,' u discussed earlier, and 
the ice is completely desalinated above the freeboard (Meeks t t  al., 19749). 
It is important to appreciate thew variations in material properties of N and 
MY sea ice, especially the changes which take place n e u  the surface, because it is 
these variations which determine the dielectric prcperties of the ice and produce 
the signatures one observes from passive and active microwave sensors. 
The key to any meacingful understanding of microwave signatures of ice requires a 
knowledge of the dielectric behavior of sea ice, i.e., the values for the real ( a ' )  and 
imaginary (a-art of the dielectric constant as a function.of frequency. tem- 
perature, salinity, density, and orientation of the ice. For brine, a' and r" are much 
larger than for pure ice, so, despite the smaller quantity of brine present, its 
influence will dominate the dielectric behavior of the mixture. It is apparent that 
the placement. shap.  and orientation of the brine inclusions in the ice sheet will 
have a profound influence on the dielectric ~roperties. 
Measurements of the in situ properties of ice and the recent work by Vant (1976) 
on the dielectric properties of predominantly FY ice and some MY ice have 
enabled localization of the effect of some of the variables mentioned earlier. 
To determine the dielectric prop~rties. a novel type of wideband (100 MHz to 
7.5 GHz) 'coaxial-cage' transmission line was designed bas-d on an earlier study by 
Vant er al. (1974) It measured PI ice samples over a wide range of salinities (5.1 to 
10.5 %) and temperatures (-5OC to -4OC) during April 1975 at Big Bear. A 
somewhat less comprehensive set of measurements was made on MY sea ice 
samples. 
Fipure 5 summarizes the dielectric absorption losses obtained as a function of 
frequency during the AIDJEX study. Results by other investigators have been 
included for comparison. The solid line represents the prediction for the absorption 
loses based on the theoretical model developed by \.'ant (1976). 'The basic physical 
propertiet of ice required in the model ate the sdiniw S, the temperature T, and the 
density p. In addition. some derived information such as the ellipsoid axial ratio a l b  
and the angle of orientat an 9 o! the ellipsoids b required. The brine inclusions are 
reprcsenteci by the elligsoids, 
2.3. PASS~VE MICROWAVE ME.' -;IREMEXTS 
In general, the surface microwave meuutemenu werc performed as described by 
Meek t r  al. (1974b). The test areas on the MY ice floes Neptune (,V) and .\polio 
(A) m:asured 15Ox 200 m and were located adjacent to Big Bear. Each short side 
of the rectangular area was divided into 10-m intervals, and the 16 tracks, each 
1 1 
g r o o l r o r 4  (1949) vm I A g J  An 
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5 Summary of loss data (in db m-') versus frequency. Data take- n r e m p r a N m  k w m  - 7.C 
and - 12 'C, and ulin~ties k w e c n  5% and 10'L. Solid curve is based on thwry. The prnmrun uwd 
were: T - - l 0 * ~ . ~ - V o l b - 2 0 . 0 - 4 5 * . a n d p - 0 . 9 l ~ c m "  . 
200 m long, were then surveyed with the radiometeis and PRT-5 mounted on the 
flextrack (see Table I). 
Figure 6 shows the April 1975 brightness temperatu:es (Tb) plotted in the form 
of histograms. The measurements were made at 15, 30, and 45' viewing angles. 
F i g w  6 shows only the 45" angle data for the wavelength ot 2.2 and 0.81 cm at 
both vertical (V) and horizontal (H) polarizations. Also showra in the histopuns 
are the calculated average brightness temperatures for the given vuiables. It is 
interesting to note that the N area has an average I; which is slightly below thrt for 
A. Even though the d~flerence is small, area LV did h?,ve r section which was rather 
hummocky, resulting in lower Th as evidenced by tailing off of the histoyun at the 
2.2-cm wavelength for both the horizontal and vertical polarizations u compwd 
to the equivalent A measurements. The histogram also shows thrt A had more ice 
of higher Tb than ,V. By comparing the shape of salinity curves such u in Fifire 2, 
therc is a strong indication that the associated brightness temperature with the 
FY + 1 ice is in the range of 210-220 K for H polarization and 212-250 K for V 
polarization. Even though, on the whole, there was not much second-yeu ice 
present, A had about double the amount of N. The rest of the ice in both ueu 
coruqzd ot MY ice. The arrows in each histogram represents the Juno mow-€me 
ice T. as clotted from Table 11. Table I1 sl nmuizes the rveraae T, in tenxu of 
frequency, poluuation, look-angle (45@ or nadir (,V) for three test sites with Juno 
representing FY ice). A number of impanant deductions can be made. 
fib 6. Hiuopm F 2.2 an end D.81 r n  d i b r i .  n rmananng from rest weu Neptune IS) urd Aprllo 
( A )  rrrh hwul (H) Ubd YCrtWJ ( w  fmI.mit~on at f Yitw8nt rnplc J5' The luge numter 
r F m n l  b l o w  rha tcu u r t m  ~danufiuum repmrnn the avtnge bnthrnew templmturc or tach area 
at zhr surd  wr. zImph md palutzatmn. 'n.t a m  dtltgnate the T, oi mow-[roc FT rcc 
- By comparing the polarizations at berh wavelengths. i t  15 dear [ha! the  Zongtr 
wavelength givn a largcr AT, than the rhontr wartltngth, 
- At thr ~hOrter wavelength. the ATb is greater for MY than for FY ice, 
- It is qulre evident zhar FY ice can clearly be disnnyished from MY ICE even 
at [he shonet wavelength. 7711s appl is  also KO a nadir-looking Instrurncnr. 
TABLE 11 
Average brightmu ompntum for rndtiycu and Firat year m u  
Wrvekngtb Neptune &loll0 Juno Juno 
2.2 H (4s) 200 202 220 1% 
2.2 V (45) 230 234 250 243 
2.2 NADIR ' 222 228 237 225 
0.8 H (45) 163 176 241 222 
0.8 V (4s) 176 188 247 243 
0.8 NADIR 1 86 200 243 236 
- There is also an indication that goi1.g from nadir to a larger viewing angle 
improves :he discrimination between FY and MY ice. 
The last two observations confirm those made by Gloersen er at. (1973) from 
data collected by the CV 990 aircraft. 
The last column in Table I1 represents preliminary results on the effect of snow 
on brightness temperature. The fol1ow:ng deductions can be made. 
- In all cases the Tb is lower with the snow removed from the surface. 
- The effect of snow seems to be more pranounced at :he longer wavelength. 
- In h t h  cases the ATb between snow-free and snow-covered i n  is greater for 
the horizontaI polarization than the vertical one. At the shorter wavelength, the 
ATb for vertical polarization is very small and could be considered insignificant. 
- The ATb for FY ice at both wavelengths is greater for snow-free FY ice than 
for FI ice covered with snow. In fact, at the shorter wavelength the difference is 
significant with snow-free FY ice as codpared to snow-covered N ice. 
In conclusion it can be said that the longer wavelength gives good discrimination 
between H and V r~larizations for FY ice, wt,ereas the shorter does not. except in 
the case of snow-free FY ice. The shorter wavelength gives excellent discrimination 
between FY and M Y  ice as compared to the longer wavelength where the dis- 
crimination is not so pro:ounccd. The effect of snow cover is very pronounced on 
FY ice. which may have some important considerations in the interpretation of 
Electronically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) imagery. Indications at 
present are that this is also the case for MY ice. However, this will have to await 
further analysis of the data. 
3. Airborne P d v e  Slicrow~ve Mcuaremenu 
The Electronically Scaniung Slicrowave F.adiometer (ESMR) decects radiation at a 
wavelength of 1.55 ~m. with a brightness temperature sensitivity and stability of 
about 3 R and a beamwidth of 2 .F  (Table I). It was used previously. in I971 and 
1972, for producing mosaic images of earlier AIDJEX test areas (Glocnen n aL, 
1973; Campbell st al., 1975a. b, 197 6). As in the past. parallel a i m a f  tracks wen 
flown during the Main AIDJEX Experiment but with a 50°b overlap of the 5 50' 
mrn bf the ESMR to acmrnmdate the Synthetic Agrture Radar {SAR) which 
v iew only to one side of the aircraft. 
The ESMR images of the tesr area, Figure 7 through 10, wen p d u d  
automatically by a computer wing latitude and longitude data from the aircraft's 
inertial navigation system. The data shown in these figures are averages ol  the nvo 
values obrined for each map pixel as a result of the overlap. A standard map 
?rojcaion was used with the ctntct of rhe projection located approximately in the 
mnrcr ot the image. Because the ttst artas were small. the map projection is very 
nearly mailintar. 
On comparing the mimwsve and photographic mosaic images for 22 August md 
18 August. respectively figures 8 and 131, i t  is evident that all the medium-to- 
large Aoes that can be distinguished in the photograph are atso discernible on the 
microwave image. These same A n t s  are also rtad~ly seen on 27 August (Figure 9) 
and, except for the large aggregation of multiyear ice in the center of the t ts t  area. 
ate discernible on 26 October tFigure 10). but not as easily on 21 April (Figure 7). 
Rs C.: Ele~tmotcdlv Selnninl Wicrowaw Red~ome!tr IESMRI ~ r m p  at I vlvelrnflh at 1.55 em of 
the AlDJEY u c a  on 21 .4pnl. 19'! 
n& 8 .  Ekmniatiy brlnrnp Slimwave Rad~mrnrtcr IESM R )  rmape at a uavcltngth of 1.55 cm ot 
the AIDIEX m a  on :: August. 29". 
Fib P Elscrmninlly Scanning Miemwave Rdtsmclcr rESMR) 1m.W 11 a wavrlrn#th of 1.5: cm 01 
the .4iDJEX arcs on :' August. 19' i 
I76 10 Elmrontnllv Sfann~nt  Mlcrowpbr Radlr7rnrrcr iES.\lRI mage at  a cavclength of f .T! cm of 
the AIDJEX arrr on :nth October. 19'5 
On 21 April. the floes on which ~ h c  AIDJES camps Blue FOK ',Sf 23 S. 115.66 W3 
and Cwibu (75.73 3,  142. "? W I  wetc loc3ted can be distinguished wd tocatcd in 
the other thrcc rnimowavc images. t h i s  a also true uf the Iargcr floes { A ) ,  The floes 
on which the other camps were located on 2 3  April could nor be identtficd on 
sumeding images. In anv event. it is clear that cons~dcrablc dynamec acrrvlv taok 
place w~thln the AEDJEX triangle in the pcriod from 11 hpnl so 22 Aupst .  and 
that the deformation wu nut as i n t c n ~  during the following pcnods. Also clearlv 
tvldtnt during these studies is the lowenng of the mimowavt crnissivifv of [hest 
individual flocs in October compared to April. indicating an ~ncrcasc in the mulfl- 
year traction in the flocs. In fact. since !hew floes survived the summer melt. rhcv 
are by definition rnuluyear Roes in Ocrobcr. She Apnl image rndicates that the floes 
PI  that time MnSl5r of small multryear p~ects cemented together by first-vcar and 
new ice. Thus we hare observed for rhc Ant amt the mctamorphosrs of speclfic sea 
ice floes from a mlxnzrt of rcc types to purc multiyear ~ c c  aver the summer as 
evidenced bv the c h a ~ g e  in the microwave signatures. 
The flws exhibit a distinctlv difcrtnt mlcrourave s3p;nature in  .August. 7 h c  
combined process of meltrng and pcrcalsr~nq causes a net increase in :he vcrt~cally 
integrated moisture content en the freeboard vulume Q t each Ploc. This innt3ses rhe 
imagtnap p m  of rht rndtr of reftacr~on (n-'l of the tce; therefore 11s rnlcrouravc 
ernrsslvlry {Chang cr ~ 1 . .  ! 9'6; Charlg and Glocrsen, 19'5) Increases. bur onIv for 
n '  less than one. As 1" Inncases further. rhe cmrsslvtrr Oro:~. rlncc n' then 
mntnbutcrs sig~~thcantlv to the rtflentvin. of r h t  surface 7 3 1 s  phenomenon has also 
been observed experimentally in snowpacks (Edgerton nal.. 1971). Thus, variation 
in the emissivity of the floes in August images is interpreted as variation in the 
l~quid watrr content in the freeboard volume of the floes. Finally. in these images, 
the change in lead orientation from predomifiantly east-west on 22 August to 
north-south on 27 August is noteworthy. 
Histograms (not shown) of the brightness temperatures (T,) represented in the 
four microwave images (Figures 7-10) are characterized by a multiple peak dis- 
tnbution. In April (Figure 7) only two peaks appear, with relative populations of 
0.82 centered at 207 K and 0.18 centered at 229 K. In August (Figures S and 9). 
bor5 data sets show a triple peak distribution. with relative populations of 0.02. 
0.34, and 0.55 centered at 121, 228, and 243 K. respectively, for 22 August, and 
0.01. 0.35, and 0.54 centered on 119, 211. and 235 K for 17 August. In addition, 
there is a broad distribution of data points between the first two peaks an both days. 
On 26 October. again only two peaks appear. with populations of 0.90 and 0.10 
centered on 20 1 and 2 17 K. 
The April and October distributions can be attributed to the presence of only two 
significant components in the field-of-view: first-year (higher Tb) and multryear 
(lower Tb) sea ice. This interpretation is strengthened by the 'TO K scparatron of the 
peaks which has been observed previously (Gloersen t t  al.. 1973). It is noteworthy 
that there was an increase in the multiyear fraction from 0.830 0.90 from spring to 
fall. 
In August, under melt conditions, the distinction between multiyear and first- 
year sea ice has bern lost. both from radiometric and morphological po~nts-of-vlew 
(Gloerxn ct dl., 19-8). The peak at 2 1 3  K (and 255) is attributable to sea ice with a 
moist surface and high emissivity. The peak at 121 Ii (and 129) is attrrbutable to 
open water. The broad distribution between the first two peaks is attributed to 
open-water;'ice mlxtures oi decreasing concentrations as brightness temperature 
increases. We are uncertain as to the interpretatron of the second peak, but believe 
it to correspond to smaller Roes w~th higher moisture content in the sutfsce layer 
due either to higher temperatures (thinner Aoeslor surfaces occasionally awash. This 
hypothes~s appears to be supported by the contrasting brightness temperatures of the 
large and small floes in Figures 8 and 9. The populations in the broad distrrbution 
between the first two peaks were weighted with a linearly decreasing factor (Gloer- 
sen t t  al.. 1975) to obtain the amount of unresolved open water represented bv those 
populat~ons; the sum of these weighted factors was added to the populations of the 
first peak (open water) to obtain percent open water of 8S06 and 9.6Ob on 22 and 27 
August. respectively. 
4. Airborne Active ;\.liaowave Meuuremenu 
4.1. GENERAL 
A Synthetic Aperture Radar (SXR) operatrnp at L-band (Table I)  collected the 
data presented 3s mosaics of the AIDJEX study site (Figures 1 1  to 15 inclus~ve\. 
Pi& 11. L - k n b  H?i poiuitrd mosuc ot the AIDJEX audy w e  for 11 Apnl. 1975 Data collected 
dn# Jet Ropuluon Labontory Synthet~c Aperaturc Radar. 
nu8 morua were constructed with the available navigation data supplied by the 
rirarh inertial-navigation system (LTN-51). Due to the drift of this instrument and 
the navigation erron, which are typically sinusoidal with periods of 84 min nnd 
unplirudes of about 0.5 to 1 km h", location on these mosaics is only roughl) 
correct. within about 3-5 km on -0.04'1at. and O.l?long. (Leberl cr al., 1976a; 
Vur Pocuei et al., 1974). In addition, because the radar operates in the slant-range 
mode, there is a significant geometric distortion (compress~on) in the area nearest 
the flight l~ne  (near range). This may be rectitied by digital processing techniques 
(l'hornpwn rt aL. 1972). Such geometric corrections have. however. not been 
applied to the data presented here. 
The chanw in the average brightness temperature across the radar image results 
from the decrease of the average backscatter cross-sectlon and an increase tn the 
mdu-r~lurfaee &tma (i.e.. slant range) as rbc incident angle increases. nus. on 
the rvengc, the h a w r y  rppu brithter in the new range. It should be mentioned 
that dMnp the August 1975 flights. a mntmllable dibnred gain system w u  added 
to the d m .  This system mmpnwtn u much as pouible tor the d m e 4 c  in 
bnphmesr rerou the imam. 
The synchmc-mpmm radu rqmredly m p l n  mhemnt elrmomagnttic 
mvm to synthesize 8 large 8pemn. The coherence of the smtzer leads to a 
speckkd appearance of the ndmr lrnspcry similsr to the effect observed when a 
mu& l d a e  is illuminated with a Laser light. For derailed anal@, of the ~ r i n o ~ l e  
of rynthehe-ap- radar, the reader a rcfcned to the literam* (Gdman.  
1968: Rihmtk. 1969: Harger. 1970). 
A Motomla AY/A=94D real-apmn side-looting fadm flablc 1) mltefled 
he daa in ngre 16. The sptetem was flown aboard an M a  aircnfr image 
s&th5 of 25. 60, or 100 km width on either or both s idn of the aimaft. All the 
bapn m t l i n  a blind strip down the center of the track. which is ~umide the 
field.of."c~ a( the antenna and is abut  wicc as wide the alutude of the airmft. 
~ ~ m . m ~ k  r-lvcion is mfistant at about 30 rn and alona-Wck rrsol~tion is 
appmfimately 8 m nmn the nnge in k~lomeren. 
nS. 16. Mouie d mdu LWF d the AIDJEX study sin for 11 Aprit, 1975. obuind trom X-bmd 
HH polmrcd rtrl apcrmtc ndu. 
The azimuth, or dong-mck, molution is determined by the along-track bun- 
width of the antenna The Eonflt p i b l r  antenna is carried under the aimaft to 
obtain the nmowest pouible along-track $camwidth. in conventional radats. 
the rwgc resolution. or era-track rrsolution, is determined by tht modulation 
(bandwidth) app~icd to the transmiired energy (usually narrow pulses). Although it 
is relatively easy to aCtueVC hi& --track rc~olution. the transmitter modulation 
is usudly chosen wr that this rcsolutjon approximates the more limited along-track 
resotution. which degradt~ linearly with increasing range horn the transmitter. For 
the mosaic obtained on 2 1 April. 1975. the swath was set at 25 km to achieve 
optimum infarmation content in the imagery. The air& flew at an dtitude of 
about 900 m. In conuut to the SAR ryszem. the maptry is p r o m ~ c d  onward the 
air& and no pomcnical correction is ntctssuy, As with the SAR. the average 
brightness w v i c j  across the image. The wave-like pattern visible in certain parts of 
the 1miper)l is due to the motion of [he aircraft. 
The Ryan scatterometer, owned by the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing 
(CCRS), measured quantitatively the back-scattering of microwave radiation over r 
range of incidence a n ~ l e s  from approximately 5' to 60' from nadir. The system 
operates at 13.3 GHz (2.25-cm wavelength in free space) and is zimilar to the 
NASA 13.3-GHz scatterometer which has been in other studies of sea ice. Either 
horizontally or vertically polarized continuous-wave, CW, signds can be trans- 
mined with the Ryan instrument. Both the like- and i~oss-polarized returns are 
received simultaneously. This is in contrast to the NASA scaxerometer which 
transmits and receives only vertically polarized radiation. The slotted-wavelength- 
array antennas radiate a tan beam in the fore-aft direction with an azimuthal 
beapwidth of 120' and a range beamwidth of 3'. The two transmitting and receving 
antennas have appr~*.ir:iately the same gain patterns. Funher quantitative details of 
the data reduction are given by Royer (1975) and Bradley (1971). 
4.2. MORPHOLOGICAL OBSERVAT13NS OF SEA ICE USING L-BAND SYNTHETIC 
APERTURE RADAR 
Figure 11 reveals several features. Dark lines, such as that at approximately 
76'15' N, 144'30' W, are generally indicative of open water or recently refrozen 
leads. Because both of these surface types are generally smooth, the radar imagery 
cannot distinguish between them. However. as the ice thickens in a given polynya 
or lead, rafting and ridging are noted as bright iinears in the darker (SF-nother) 
feature. Thus, older leads, such as the one at 76"O' N, 145"OO' W, are rather easily 
identified. In these images. thin ice can be distinguished from open water by 
reference to the passive microwave data which, as presented in Figure 7, show 
numerous large itads and polynyas as having brigbtnen temperatures of approxi- 
mately 230-240 K, indicating chat they are indeed ice-covered. 
These radar data are especially sensitive to surface roughness, as indicated by the 
easy identification of the small variations in roughness in some of the refr0z.n 
leads. Even in the April 1975 data (Figure 11) which were col!ected prior to the 
inclusion of the STC (Sensitivity Timc Control - an automatic gain system), bright 
patterns indicat~ng greater roughness produced by ridging, rafting, and areas of 
highly broken and disturbed ice are noted. 
The identification of various ages of ice (e.g.. FY and MY ice) using only the 
single wavelength and single polariratiocr of SAR data is especially difficult - and if 
one is restricted to using only the signature of the ice itself (i.e.. the strength of the 
backscatter return), the identification may be impossible. This difficulty is com- 
pounded by the use of SAR data which have bcen placed on photographic paper. In 
transforming the data to such a format, a considerable amount of information has 
been lost as a result of the low dynamics range (approximately 20 db) of the 
photographic paper when compared to the higher dynamic range (approximately 
60db) of the SAR system. This iarger dynamic range is oniy available either 
through the use of digitized SAR data or by studying the data while they are st111 in 
the optical processor. Such was not tht case for our study. 
Although it is not possible to identify the MY fraction within any given area from 
this image (Figure 11). it may be possible to distinguish MY floes by consideration 
of both the ;hapc and texture of the floe i:i addition to its signature. Hence, 
rounded areas having dark-grey tones and having bright circular borders are most 
likely MY Roes, and reference to the ESMR data presented earlier confirms this 
basic interpretation. 
Figure 12, an L-HH SAR mosaic for 22 August, 1975, illustrates again seve-a1 
basic notions concerning the interpretation of SAR data of sea ice. Again, we note 
that we cannot definitely identify areas of open water from those of thin ice. 
Howcver, when one considers the season, it seems ~easonable to consider the large 
polynya at approximately 75'45' N, 1.40'30' W as being open water, or at best, to 
have a thin covering of frazil ice. This former interpretation of ci;cn water is 
confinned by comparison with the passive microwave data presented in Figure 8. 
Again we note that the large floes which are discernable in the SAR data are not 
easily identified withiu the ESMR imagery. However, the identification of MY and 
PI ice may, from the radiometric point of view and fcr this season, be a rather 
academic point to pursue. This is because of the influence of the moisture in the 
snow on the radiometric signal. Radar suffers from a similar fate, but again the use 
of shape and texture in addition to the strength of the return help. to distinguish the 
major ice types. 
Figures 13 and 14 present two SAR mosaics collected during October. T'hese 
data, collected only two weeks apart, are most instructive in illustrating the useful- 
ness of SAR imagery for identifying short-term changes in the ice surface mor- 
phology. Immediately one notes the change in the orientation of ihe dark features 
(which represent open leads or recently retr0zc.r leads; from an approximate 
north-south orientation (Figure 13, 10 October, 1975) to having a general eait- 
west orientation (Figure 14, 26 October, 1975). Also, as in August. large floes are 
readily distinguishable on both SAR images, and individual floes (as the two 
located at approximately 73'401N, 142'00' W on Figure 14) are noted to have 
moved approximately 1' west and O.j%orth in two weeks (compared to Figure 13). 
In addition, several of the MY floes seen earlier on the August images for both the 
ESMR and the SAR (Figures 8 and 12) are identified, indicating that no significant 
exchange of ice into or out of the XIDJEX study triangle has taken place. In the 
October images, we observe that it is considerably easier to make basic ice-type 
identifications (using shape. texture, and tone in addition :o the radar signature) 
than it is during the August seasons because of the changes which have taken place 
on the ice surface as a result of the summer processes and because there has been a 
considerable reduction in the amount of moisture on !he ice surface (liquid water?). 
Finally, by April of the following year (Figure ' 5 ,  16 Xpnl. 1976) the mor- 
phology of the icr has been altered considerably. It is very difficult to estimate the 
fraction of FY ice iii this image. The ice consists primarily of large MY floes and 
thin, fractured new ice coupled with many areas of brash and extremely rot!gh lce 
surfaces resulting from winter pressures. 
It can be seen from both the available imapery and this brief review that SAR 
data can be used to distinguish detailed ch~nges in the morphology of sea ice. This 
results partly from the high resolution of ,he SAR and partly from the nature of the 
interactions of the radar signal and thc ice surface. In earlier sections of the paper, 
passive microwave remote-sensing systems have been shown to be quite useful for 
distinguishing ice types. Conscquer.tly, we believe that these two systems are 
complementary, and for optimal results in the interpretation of remotely sensed 
data, they should be studied in cr. nccrt, as already shown by Campbell et al. 
(1975a). A more detailed analysih of image inwrpretatio~ of SAR L-band data is 
given in Bryan (1976). 
Finally, it should be noted that the SAR data, when used as a set of sequential 
data. are useful for detectivrg the drift of \he ice within the aforementioned naviga- 
tional accuracies. nt accuracy with which the sea-ice drift can be measured from 
airborne or satellite images can be evaluated from images of a non-moving well- 
mapped surface. This approach was demonstrated by Hibler et al. (1975). for 
Landsat images. Thus, initial studies using 20 groa:nd control points on the 
i : 253 000 topographic map of ',laska to determine navigational accuracies and 
the algorithm originally developed fcr radar mrpping of the Moon (Leberl, 1976) 
yielded an apparent drift, alld thus supplisa an estimate of the error measuring 
absolute drift. Detailed studies of this type are discussed in Le!terl er ai. (1976b). 
The set of SAR data from 22-17 August, 1975 indicate a westward drift of 
6.5 km day" and a corthward drift of 2.9 km day-' from sections within the 
AIDJEX study site. Absolute errors for this drift measurement were estimated to 
be approximately 200 m day-'- or about 59'0. 
4.3. SIDE-LWKING AIRBORVE-RADAR (SLAR) OBSERVATIONS 
Due to greater backscatter at the shorter wavelengrk of the ANlAPS94D SLAR 
compared with the JPL SLAR, more surface detaia are visible in Figure 16. The 
image was taken d u n g  the same 24-h period as Figure 11. Big Bear c ~ n  be
identified as the white spot w~thin the circle identifying this area. The dark linear 
features represent refrozen leads. All leads are covered with varying thicknesses of 
grey ice. Big Bear was !ocated on a small MY ice floe having an average thickness of 
3.5 m. 'T3.c lighc :ices wrthin thrs floe represent ridges having a height of approxr- 
mately 2 m and a wldth of 3 m. The large lead whlch runs from northwest to 
southeast consisted of grey ice with a thickness of 0.7 m. In the or~ginal image, just 
north of and adjacent to the camp, the dark linear feature :unning east-west 
represents the runway. From surface measurements it is known that it consists of 
1.6 m thick FY ice. One striking aspect of this nzosarc is the backscattering 
coefficient b. For example. the radar returns, as represented by the grey scale, for 
the MY ice on which Big Bear IS located and the large iead to the west of the carnp, 
are very much alike. If ~t were not for the geometry of the rce, one could not 
distinguish FY from MY ice in this imape. Compar~son of the SLXR mosaic (Figure 
17) with the ESMR mosaic (Figure 7 )  shows that a one-to-onc correlation exists for 
OW ICE ; REGIONS C AND F 
YOUNG KE ; REGION A 
? R ~ - M * R  ICE; REGIONS 8, o AND c (RUNWAY) 
Fig. 17. Sanerometer (2.25 cm) m d  passive microwave radiometer (0.81 cm) obwrvrtionr along line 
A at Big &u. AIDEX. April, 197 5. T m 1 is crou-poluucd (W) back-scattering observed at 45' 
ton of ndir,  md t r u e  2 ir like-polarized (W). Tnce 3 ;s vu~ation In passive mtcrowave radiometer 
bri&meu tcmperrture, also r t  45' lore of nadir. 
the major lead systems; however, the SLAR also provides additional fine-structure 
information. Where the ESMR image indicates a concentration of MY ice, the 
SLAR image indicates very rough areas with no open leads or thin ice present. This 
i; ;,.; example of the c~mplementary nature of the imagery obtained from the 
active and passive systems. 
Reliminary analog and digital processing of the scatterometer data taken over the 
AIDJEX site has shown th?.t there is significant contrast in the microwave power 
Sackscattered from %PI ~ n d  FY ice, particularly for the moss-polarized com- 
ponents u W(8). Figura 17 inclildes three analog traces of results obtained from 
flight-line A at the AIDJEX site. The top two trace* illustrate the relative variation 
in the backscatter u 45' fore of nadit, while the lower trace illustrates. qualitative- 
ly, the vuiation in !ninowave brightness temperature as measured simultaneously 
by the Aerojet 0 81-cm radiometer. The ground area observed by the microwave 
radiometer coctsponds approximately to the are& i a e ~ u r e d  by the scatterometer 
in traces 0r.e and two (KC Table I). The plot of the horizontally polanzed 
radiometer has been drawn to ernpm.size the correspondence between the results 
obtai~ed by the passive radiometer operating at 0.81 cm and the active scat- 
terometer optrating at 2.25 cm. Regions A and B in the results ~llustrated in Figure 
I7 cormpond in rime to okwations made ovtr two repons d ice m a refrozen 
palynya. Region A reprtwncs an area of grey ice urh~ch was thinner than Rcg~an B 
and wnich shows significantly higher, well detailed thermal infrared ernlsslon as 
seen in the line-seannev imagery. T h e  snow-covcrcd m i c e  In Rcgion B :hlcbrr 
than 3t .4 dad the infrared imagery showed nedigiblc contrast berwetn the FY ice 
nt B and the MY ice beginning after Region B. The radtomttct appean to be 
invnsilivt to the d~ffcrtnt t h ~ c k n m s  of sea ice in the rtfsozen polynya. l r  rs 
intemttng to note thar the lower frequency mttcromcrcr indica-?s a higher 
backxaner at the 45' to nadir over Reglon 8 than ovtr z he thinner grzy ice In the 
rnidd!~ of the lead. 
IF. the regions of predominantly hIY ice (C and F ln Figure 171, rhc backscalter 
inmxm stgn~hcanrly In rt.3tlon to that observed ~ r i  the regions of telarlvely t h ~ k  
FY ice. at B. D, or E. The difference in backscatter at 45' between C and F, and B. 
D. and E, is approximately 20 db for the cross-polarized u0 in trace one, and to 
approximately 13 db for the like-polarized results uOw in trace two. The micro- 
wave brightness temperature is approximately 70 K lower tha? that observed for 
FY ice for the regions of predominantly ice, as seen in trace three. The kt -year  ice 
features, labeled E in Figure 17, =orresponds to the intersection of the Aight line 
with the FY ice used as the runway of the Big Bear site. The feature labeled D 
corresponds to snow-covered FY ice in a region of predominantly multiyear ice. 
Identification of this region as being N ice would have been ve~y  difficult, if not 
impossible, on the basis of the visible or thermal infrared imagery alone. 
Further analysis of these data. particularly the SAR and SLAR signatures, is 
being oursued actively. The recent dielectric results for N ice obtained by Vant 
(1976) will allow improved modelling of the ice and perhaps lead eventually to 
automatic promsing of active microwave data for ice reconnaissance. As shown 
in Table I, the active systems employed varied greatly in frequency, inclination 
angle, and data processing. It would be premature at this time to make detailed 
comparisons with other published results such as the one on radar observations by 
.'.n.;ienon (1966) and Johnson and Farmer (1371) and on the scatterometer by 
Pa! xhar cr al. (1974). 
5. Coadusion 
We have succeeded for the tint time in remotely sensing a chosen large (- 10' km2) 
area of Arctic Basin sea ice during all seasons of one year as it drifted, deformed, 
and metamorphosed. Tlis was done with a wide variety of sensors. each performing 
at the highest state-of-the art in its &.is. The ground-truth experiment entailed the 
most extensive measurements of sea-ice dielectric properties ever made. T h e  and 
lhe detailed surface microwave observations were essential for the interpretation of 
the nunlerous aircraft data. 
We feel that the data ensemble presented in this paper makes a convincing case 
that in the remote sensing of sea ice, combined passive and active micrcwave 
techniques offer the most promise. Bearing in mind that various aspects of sea-ice 
research need imagery at various rcsoiutions, from meten to tens of kilometers. 
and that a means of observing sea ice through the clouds and in the dark is essential. 
microwave remote sensing offen a whole new vista of exciting possi~.:ities. Passive 
microwave observations allow us to identify and delineate the distribution of ice 
types and mixtures and the neasurement of ice concentration. Active techniques 
allow the structu;.ai aspects of sea ice to be observed at resolutions finer than by any 
other sensors. Both will sense ice anywhere under any atmcspheric or oceanog- 
raphic conditions. The forthcoming active and passif*: microwave senson on 
Seasat-A and Nimbus-G will give us a greatly expanded view of the behavior of sea 
ice on Spacship Earth. We w~ll go forward not only with a clearer understanding 
but also with a sense of excitement. 
'This complex remote sensing experiment could never have been performed without 
the support of a number of agencies in the U.S. and Canada. NASA's generous 
contribution of the CV 990 with its excellent crew under the direction of Earl V. 
Petenon was invaluable. The very active logistical and financial support dven by 
the Polu Continental Shelf Project and the AIDJEX Project made our dream of an 
experiment a reality. Additional excellent remote sensing aircraft support was 
given by the Canadian Airborne Sensing Unit ((2-47) and Maritime Proving and 
Evaluation Unit (Argus). The difficult reduction of the surface microwave data was 
done by 8. Hache of Ecvironment Canada. 
Dediation 
We dedicate this work to our beloved friend William Nordberg. He'pioneered in 
microwave ice observations, and his brilliance and enthusiasm inspired all of us. 
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Paper 65 
NASA TP-1251 June 1978 
Estimation d Snow Tempratute m d  Man Crystal Radius from 
Remote Multirpectrd Rniw Ucrowaw lYeuunrntnts 
h t  work by A. T. C. C h g  ct rl.  hrs demonstrated that wiat ion in crystal size m d  physical 
tempentun of  mowfwld o b r ~ t i o n s  from spa give krgc variations in the microwave bnghtncss 
tempenhue. Stria the brightness temperature is a function of waukngth, the microwave brightness 
t empra tun  an be wcd to extract thc snow tempenlure and mean a y s t d  radius profiles. The 
Sanning Multichannel Mcrowaw Radiometer (SMMR), to  be Lunched on boud the Nimbus-C 
and Scrsrt-A spacroft, will rmke obsnat ions in wavelengths of 0.8, 1.4, 1.7, 2.6, m d  4.6 cm. 
A stat is t id  retrieval method has been d e w l c p d  in this p p r  t o  Lterrninc the mowfield temprat-Jre 
p f d e  m d  man a y s u l  size by uung thc s a n n h g  multifrequencv miaowavc radiometer on board 
a g a u a f t .  Tbc estimated errors for retricnl rrr approximately 1.5 K f a  tempentun m d  
0.001 cm for crystal radius in the pnsencr of I K rms raise for each SMMR channel. 
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NASA TP-1212 Aprf 1 1978 
Microwave Emission From Polar Fitn 
A. T. C. Chang and B. J. Choudhury 
The microwave emission from a half-space medium characterized by coordinate dependent 
scattering and absorbing centers has been calculated by numerically solving the radiative 
transfer equation by the method of invariant imbedding. Rayleigh scattering phase f u n c  
tions and scattering induced polarization of the radiation have been included in the calcula- 
tion. For uniform temperature distribution within the medium, the results of A. T. C. 
Chang and B. J. Choudhury calculations agree well with those by A. W. England. Using the 
scattering and extinction data of polar firn as compiled by H. J. Zwally, the brightness 
temperature has been calculated for the 1.55 cm wavelength. For the North Polar region, 
the results of our ca1cu;ations are in agreement with the Nimbus-5 scanning radiometer 
experiment. This study is the first quantitative comparison of the results of numerical 
calculation using the actual measured information of crystal size with the observed data. 
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NASA Technical Memorandum 79662 October 1978 
Microwave Brightness of Polar Firn As  Measured 
by Nimbus 5 and 6 ESMR 
A. T. C. Chang 
B. J. Choudhury 
P. Gloersen 
Abstract 
The microwave emission from a half-space medium characterized by co- 
ordinate dependent scattering and absorbing centers b s  been calculated by w- 
merically solving the radiative transfer equation by tbe method of invariant 
imbedding. A We scattering phase function and surface polarization have been 
included in the calculation. Also included are the phyeical temperature profile 
and the temperature variation of the index of refraction for ice. Using published 
values of grain size and temperature profile data of polar am, tbe brightness 
temperature has been calculated for the 1.55cm and 0.8cm wavelength For 
selected reglone in Greenland and Antarctica, the results of our calculations 
are i n  reasonable agreement with the observed Nimbus-5 and Nimbue-6 ESMR 
data. 
NASA Technical Memorandum 7967 1 November 1978 
STUDIES OF 8NOWPACK PROPERTIES BY 
PASSWE MICROWAVE RADIOMETRY 
A. T. C. Chang, D. K. Hall, J. L. Foster, 
A. Rango and T. J. Schmugge 
ABSTRACT 
Research involving the microwave choracterirticr of snow war undertaken 
in order to expand the information content currently available from remote sene- 
ing, namely the measurement of enowcovered area. Microwave radiation emitted 
from beneath the eaow surface can be eensed and thue permits information on in- 
ternal snowpack propertier to be iderred .  The inteneity of radiation received ie 
a function of the average temperature and emissivity of the enow layere and is 
commonly referred to as the brightness temperature (TB). The TB varies with 
snow grain and crystal eizee, liquid water content and snowpack temperature. 
The TB of the 0.8 cm wavelength channel wae found to decrease moreso with 
increasing snow depth than the 1.4 cm channel. More ecattering of the shorter 
wavelength radiation occurs thus resulting in a lower TB for ehorter wavelengths 
in a dry snowpack. The longer 21.0 cm wavelength was ueed to aeeees the con- 
dition of the underlying ground. Ultimately it may be poeeible to estimate snow 
volume over large areas using calibrated brightnese temperatures and conre- 
quently improve snowmelt runoff predictions. 
NASA Technical Memorandum 80267 May 1979 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 
OBSERVATIONS OVER SNOWFIELDS WITH RADIATIVE 
TRANSFER MODEL CALCULATIONS 
A. T. C. Chang and J. C. Shiue 
Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences (GLAS) 
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center 
ABSTRACT 
The incna~c demand for water throughout the world imposes a challenging problem for water 
mourccs managers. Since the water stored in snowpacks represents an important source of the 
water supply, a system which monitors and inventories the water equivalent of snow should clearly 
improve the water resources estimate. 
Racsnt results indicate that spaceborne microwave radionletry has the potential for infenin# 
the snow depth and water equivalent information over large snow-covered areas. In order to assess 
this potential for determining the water equivalent of a snowpack, it is necessary to understand the 
microwave emission and scatter behavior of the snow at various wavelengths. The emitted micm 
wave radiation is dependent on the physical temperature, crystal size, and density. The basic 
relationship between the properties of the snowpack and the emitted radiation can be derived by 
using the radiative transfer approach. 
Truck-mounted microwave instrumentation was used to study the microwave characteristics 
of the snowpack in the Colorado Rocky Mountain region in the vicinity of Fraser, Colorado during 
the winter of 1978. The spectral signatures of 5.0, 10.7, 18, and 37 GHz radiometers with dual 
polarization were used. These data compared favorably with calcuhted results based on recent 
microscopic scattering models. 
Paper 70 
NASA Technical Paper 1408 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE 
S N O W  EXPERIMENT DURING FEBRUARY A N D  M A R C H  1978 
A. T. C. Qlmg and J .  C .  Shiue 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
I{. Boyne, D. Ellerbmch, G. Courus, 
R. Wittmann, and R. Jones 
National Bureau of Standards 
Boulder, Colorado 
ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this experiment was to determine if remote microwave 
sensing of snowpack data could be used to predict runoff, thereby allowing 
more efficient management of the water supply. A four-frequency microwave 
radiometer system was attached to a truck-mounted aerial lift and was used 
to  gather data on snowpacks at three different sites in the Colorado Rocky 
Mountains. Ground truth data measurements (density, temperature, grain 
size, hardness, and free-liquid water content) were taken at each site corres- 
popding to each microwave scan. Although the detailed analysis of these data 
is not yet complete, understanding of microwave sensing has been enhanced 
considerably. 
Paper 7 1 
Radro Science. Volume 14. Number 5. paler 793-802. September-October 1979 
Remote sensing of atmospheric water vapor, liquid water, and wind speed at tbe ocean surface by passive 
microwave techniques from the Nimbus 5 satellite 
A .  T. C.  Chang and T. T. Wilheit 
NASA / Goddard Space Flight Centtr, Gmnbrlr. Maryland 20771 
(Received October 18, 1978.) 
The microwave bqhtneu temperature measurements for Nimbus 5 electrically sunned microwave 
rahometer (ESMR) and Nunbur-E microwave spectrometer (NEMS) are used to retrieve the 
atmospheric water vapor, liquid water, md wind sped by a quai-statistid retnevd technrque. 
It IS shown that the b-tness temperature un be utilized to yield these parameters under vanour 
weather conditions. Observations at 19.35. 22.235, md 31.4 GHz were input to the regression 
equatrons. The retrieved valuer of thew parameters for ponlons of two Nimbus 5 orbrts are presented. 
Then comparuon between the rctneved parameters and the r*.silrble obrcrvatrons on the total 
water vapor content md the surface wind speed are made. The otumted errors for retrieval 
are rpprorunately 20.15 g/cml for water vapor content. 26.5 tq /cm2 for Liqu~d water content. 
and 26.6 m/s for surface wrnd speed. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
In thls paper we will discuss techniques for 
measuring the water vapor and liquid water content 
of marine atmospheres and the wind speed at the 
ocean's surface. Using microwave remote sensing, 
the importance of water vapor and wind speed 
measurements are well known and obvious. 
However, the liquid water content of the atmo- 
sphere has not been routinely measured, and thus 
its relative importance is not firmly established. 
It is, nevertheless, available as a by-product of the 
remote sensing approach discussed in this paper 
and may well prove useful. 
This remote sensing approach involves !he mea- 
surcment of emitted microwave radiation at several 
wavelengths and sorting out the various contribu- 
tions to the measured brightness temperature. In 
a recent paper by Wilheit and Fowler [1977], a 
linear approximation method is used to analyze the 
wind speed and cloud Liquid water content from 
a set of microwave measurements collected by an 
aircraft platform. Their data set was taken under 
a rather narrow range of subarctic conditions whch 
permitted use of a simpler interpretation technique 
than is used here. In order to describe the t echques  
involved. we wffl first review the relevant aspects 
of microwave radiative transfer. We wffl then de- 
velop a statistical technique for retrieval of geo- 
phycical parameters from the measurements. Using 
this statistical technique, a data set involving ob- 
servations over a typhoon LI the Pacific Ocean will 
then be analyzed. 
The specific sensors applied here are the 
Nimbus-E microwave spectrometer (NEMS) and 
the electrically scanned microwave radiometer 
(ESMR). both of which are in orbit aboard the 
Nimbus 5 satellite. Detailed descriptions of these 
instruments can be found in Wilhdt [1972] and 
Staelin er a;. (19721. For present purposes it is 
sufficient to note that the ESMR is a scanning 
instrument whch measures the upwelling mi- 
crowave radiation at 19.35 GHz while scanning 50' 
to either side of the spacecraft and has a spatial 
resolution of 25 km at nadir. The NEMS instrument 
views only at the nadir and cbtains observations 
at 22.235 and 31.4 GHz and at three frequenc~es 
in the 50- to 70-GHz molecular oxygen band (not 
of interest in this paper). It has a spatial resolution 
of 200 km. 
2 MICROWAVE RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
In the microwave portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum and at temperatures typical of the earth 
and its atmosphere the Rayleigb-Jeans approxi- 
mation for black body radiation works quite well. 
' h i s  enables radiative transfer for an isotropic, 
noascattering, nonreflecting medium to be ex- 
pressed as follows: 
where T, represents the intensity of radiation at 
a given wavelength and in the x direction expressed 
u an equivalent black body temperature, called 
brightness temperature. The absorption coeCficient 
is a, and To is the t!!ermodynamic temperature of 
the medium. If this is integrated for a uniform slab 
of thickness a dong the direction of propagation 
x, the result becomes 
where Toy is the brightness temperature incident 
on the slab and Tom, represents the emerging bright- 
ness temperature. 
If the expression a a  is quite small or if T, - 
T, is small. the slab f - 9  a very small effect on 
the intensity of the radiation; whereas, if the slab 
is opaque ( aa  4 op), the radiation emerging out 
of the slab is characterized by the thennodynamic 
temperature of the slab independent of the intensity 
of the incident radiation. In this study the atmo- 
sphere is divided into 100 layers, each 0.2 km thck. 
Each layer is characterized by the temperature, 
pressure, and concentration of constituents of the 
center of the slab. In a manner analogous to (I) 
the brightness temperature T, radiating from a 
surface is given by 
TI- is the bnghtness temperature incident on the 
surface, e is the emissivity of the surface, and To 
is the thermodynamic temperature of t1.t burface. 
The incident energy must also be averaged appro- 
priately over all angles which can be reflected into 
the viewing direction. Since most natural surfaces 
are quite rough when they are considered on the 
scale of microwave waveleugths (0.1-30 c m), we 
will use the Lambenia~ approximation [Born and 
Wolf. 19751 for t h s  angular distribution: 
would be observed in a particular situation, we must 
be able to characterize the emissivity of the un- 
derlying surface and the absorption coefficient of 
the atmosphere as a function of their physical and 
chemical parameters. 
The eahsivity of teqestrial surfaces in the mi- 
crowave region of the electromagnetic. spectrum 
varies from 0.95 for nrost solid surfaces to about 
0.4 for the ocean surface. It is this low emissivity 
and relative homogeneity of the calm ocean surface 
which provides the possibility of sounding the water 
vapor and Liquid water content of the atmosphere. 
,The emissivity of a smooth ocean surface can 
be calculated from the dielectric constant throush 
the Fresnel relations [Jackson, 19621 . The dielectric 
constant data used here are from Lane and Saxton 
[1952]. At a given frequency v the real pan of 
the dielectric constant E' may br. expressed as 
and the imaginary pan e" as 
where w = 2av. The E,, e,, a, and T values at 
a number of temperatures and NaCl concentration 
are given by Saxron and Lane (19521. Conductivity 
value as a function of temperature is taken ftom 
the International Critical Tables 119281. These can 
be summarized hy the analytical expressions 
0.00597 
T, ( 8 )  cos 8 sin @dB (4) -- 
7' 
where T,(0) u the incident brightness as a function 0.00972 
of the incidence angle 8. For computational simptic- - -e='T + -- 0B0398 ella, 2 T T ( 10) 
~ t y ,  since the weighting function (sm 0 cos 0) w i t h  
the intcgrand has a maximum at 0 = 45'' we a.111 a = 92.l3N - 8 . 7 3 ~ '  
approximate by 
+3.12(T-273)N-0.37(T-273)N2 (11 )  
Tau a T, 8 = 450 is' T is the temperature in ~ e ~ v i n .  and N the h r ~ ~  
Thus to d e t e m e  this brightness temperature which concentration in gram ncnnal. The fcrm used for 
t!~e temperature dependence of T was suggested 
on theoretical grounds by Saxton md appears nec- 
essary in li@t of the large temperature dependence 
of this prrticular parameter. The simple polynomial 
fit appears adequate for the remainder of these 
expressions. We will approximate sea water as a 
0.6N NaC1 solution. 
When the sea surface is roughened by wind, the 
situation becomes more complicated. Calculations 
by Stogryn [1%7] indicate that there is little effect 
due to roughness for viewing at nadir. ?n horizontal 
' polarization from nadir the roughness increases the 
emissivity, and the effect increases with viewing 
m e  out to at least 600. In vertical polarization 
the roughness decreases the ernissi;ity out to about 
55' incidence angle, above which the exnissivity 
increases with roughness and viewing angle. The 
observations of Hullingw [ 197 1 ) only partially con- 
fm the theoretical expectations, but both agree 
that there is little or no effect due to roughness 
for viewing directly at nadir, which is the case 
considered here. 
In addition to roughenkg the sea surface the wind 
also creates foam wLch can also increase the 
emissivity of the surfacr Nordberg et 41. [I9711 
found that for a frcquenc: of 19.35 GHz the foam 
coverage increases the emissivity at nadir by 4.3 
x lo-' for each meter per second the wind speed 
exceeded 7 m/s, with no effect at wind speeds 
below 7 m/s. Measurements have been made by 
Van M e l k  ct 41. [I9731 at 2.69 GHz on an artificially 
generated foam; they found an effect comparablt 
with that of No/dberg et al. [1971]. More rzcently, 
Webster er of. (19761 have measured the net effect 
of wind on the surface emissivity 'at several fre- 
quencies frcm 1.4 !s 37 GHz at view angles of 
found in the atmosphere have either a sufficiently 
lcw abundance or weak microwave absorption that 
they arc @norable. We will therefore consider only 
these three constituents. We will restrict this treat- 
ment llso to noataininq situatir. .% :o simplify the 
treatment of liquid water in atmosphere. 
Water vapor has transitions at 22.235 and 183.3 
GHz in addition to many transitions at higher 
frequencies. By usin8 the treatment given by Gout 
[I9681 the absorption coefficient can be expressed 
as 
where a,,, refers to the contribution due to the 
22.235-GHz absorption line and can be written w 
0.12 6P(I + 0.011 (p TIP)) 
Av - 
T 
is the line width of the 22.235-GHz aosorptio ' )1e, 
p water vapor density, in grams per wbic c;tter; 
P pressure. in torrs; 
T tempentirre, in Kelvins, 
v propag~ting frequency. in GHz. 
the contribution from all other lines, a, , can 
be written as 
0' (nadir) and 38'. They found Little frequency 
dependence above 10 GHz and a somewhat weaker For liquid water, as already noted, only nonpre- 
effect than was found by Nordberg et al. On this cipitatinl clouds u e  considered in this study. Since 
basis we will in this paper assume that far the itr such clouds the typical panicle size is much 
frequencies of present intere!;t (19.35, 22.235, and s d e r  than the wavelength of interest, the Rayleigh 
31.4 GHz) each meter per second that the wind approximation [Gunn and East, 1954) should be 
speed exceeds 7 m/s increases the surface emissiv- quite adequate to represent the scatteial by cloud 
ity by 3.2 x 10". The determination of the effect panic!es less t h ~  100 micron. The absorption 
of wind speed on surface emissivity as a function coeffiient cur k written or 
of frequencies, poluiution, and view angle remains 0.188 mc" 
m important icseuch problem. r-Otm") = [(c' + 2)' + (en)'] h (15) In the euth's atmosphere at f:equencies between 
1 and LOO GHz, only three constituents need to where m ia the cloud liquid water content of 
be considered: water vapor, liquid water, m d  mu- atmosphere in p u n s  per cubic meter. 
ltcular oxygen. All other constituents nnrrmlly The dielectric data (c' and em) used are those 
of Lane and Saxron [I9521 and discussed in the 
prcvious paragraph for the special case of pure 
water. The combination of the factor of v in this 
expression of e' and e" results in a frequeucy 
dependence of approximately v' for the absorption 
cc?efficient of clouds. Since clouds u e  often super- 
cooled below the 265 K lower temperature limit 
of :he Lane and Saxton dieiectric data on which 
an expression for t' and ew are based, it is important 
that we have chosen an expression for the relaxation 
time T which has some theoretical foundation. 
The absorption by the complex of molecular 
oxygen resonances near 0.5 cm can be approximated 
for frequencies below 45 GHz by t ~ f i n g  them 
as a line with a resonant term xnd a nonresonant 
term. The absorption coefficient can be written as 
where v, = 60 GHz and A v  is the pressure broaden- 
ing in GHz: 
quite successfully, by Waters cr al. [I9751 to the 
problem c\f approximating the atmospheric tempcr- 
ature protile from microwave brightness tempera- 
ture measurements in the mdecu).ar oxygen band 
(A = 5 mm). In this technique they begin with a 
statistical data base that consisted of a large set 
of actual temperature soundings. For each of f'lest 
soundings they calculate :he txpe:ted upwelli.g 
brightness temperature at all frequencies at which 
measurements ore to be made. The temperature 
at various heights are then regressed against the 
brightness temperzture to determice the most prob- 
able (if the statistics cre Gaussian) temperature from 
each level. 
If there is little information about a given level 
in the brightness temperature, then the retrieved 
temperature will tend toward the a priori average 
of the statistical dat;. set, and the residual of the 
regression will be little smaller than the variance 
-.- 
Calculations based on this approximation agree well 
with lhose On the and L i l l ~  of a prio" data It is to be that 
expression as modified by Lenoir [I9681 for Ire- inlomation about a level can occur in a yven queacies less than 45 GHz. 
meesurement both directly through the equation of 
radiative transfer and also indirectly through crr- 
3 QUASl-STATISTJC*L :.ETRIE\*L TECHlilQUE 
re~ t ions  werent to the atmosphere itself. 
As can k seen from the previous section. the 
brightness temperature which would be observed 
u p w e h g  from the atmosphere depe~ds  on m3r.y 
geophysical variabies However, several of the 
variables (temperatuie. humidity, and Liquid water 
content) A:?, in them:ilves. continuous fmctioas 
of heyht. Therefore this problem has an infi:e 
numrxr of degrees of freedom. In the most general 
sense. a retrieval of geophysical variables from a 
Cute set of observations could never be perfom.ed. 
We must reson to approximations and constrained 
solutions if we are to denve useful mformation. 
One t echque  for retrieving geophys~crl parame- 
t en  is the statistical t e c b q u e  which wes applied, 
T h ~ s  t e c h q u e  may be faulted in that it contains 
any bias of the a priori data set. When the brightness 
temperatures are strongly related in a direct scnse 
to the geophysical parameters being retri :.ved, this 
would be of little consequence, but where the 
coupling is through statistical correlations among 
the ~eophysical obstrvables or when the retrieval 
offers only marginal improvement over the a priori 
statistics. then the retrieved values will tend stiongly 
tcward the commonplace situations. This may well 
give average statistics whlch suggest a very good 
retrieval techniqtre but whch give poor results in 
the extraordinary situation whlch is often of the 
most interest. We therefore have molfied t b  
tcchaique somewhat. We generate an utificit! data 
set sub:endmg the entire expected ranqe in alI the 
#tophysical variables at issue and force any cor- 
relations among them to be zero or at least much 
smaller than is expected in oature. As a byproduct, 
this relieves us of the necessity of providing a true 
statistid data brse for pameters  which have been 
measured sparsely or not at all. 
In the present cue we wish to interpret measure- 
menu d e  at frquencies of 19.35, 22.235, and 
3 1.4 GHz. On the basis of the microwave properties 
' 
of the atmosphere, we would expect the brightness 
temperature to be affected strongly by :he wind 
speed at the sea surface a d  the net content of 
water vapor and liquid water in the atmosphere 
and rather weakly by sea surface temperature, cloud 
temperatYre, and details of the vertical distribution 
-of water vapor. nus variables such as details of 
the temperature uructure of the atmosphere would 
be expected to be quite slgniftcant. Thus for our 
stn'hticaldata base we select values from hpndbook 
atmospheres [Air Force Cambridge Research Lab- 
oratory, 19651, cacti with its associated water vapor 
coutent as specified as follows: 
Hlodbook Atmwphete 
U.S. Sunbvd 
vopiul 
subtropical summer 
subtropical winter 
mid-latitude ulmmer 
mid-latitude winter 
subarctic summer 
subirctic rcntcr 
ArcC~c winter 
Wa;er Vapor 
Content. g/cm2 
1.60 
3.M 
4.23 
2.12 
2.93 
0.87 
2.07 
0.42 
0.x 
We specify the values of sea surface temperature 
and surface aind speed as follows: 
S u  Surface Surface Wind Speed 
Temperature V.lucs, i Values. m / s  
273.0 0 
283.0 10 
293.0 20 
303.0 30 
TABLE I. Cloud models 
Lquid Water 
Model Clocd Top, km Cloud Bottom. lua Density. &/m' 
I 2 I 0.01 
2 - I 0.2 
3 8 7 0.01 
4 8 7 0.2 
5 6 I 0.01 
6 6 I 0.2 
7 8 6 0.01 
8 8 6 0.2 
9 no cloud 
correlation between cloud liquid water content and 
net water vapor and provides some additional 
variability in the vertical distribution of water vapor. 
Thus for the present case at each of three frequen- 
cies we calculate brightness temperature for every 
possible combination, within our set, of sea surface 
wind, sea surface temperature, atmosphere model. 
and cloud model. There are a total of 12% data 
sets generated which c o n t o  the following infonna- 
tion: sea surface wind. net water vapor content, 
net liquid water content, T, (19.35 GHz), T, (22.235 
GHz), anc T, (31.4 GHz). conventional linear 
predications can then be generated for each of the 
frrst three of these based on the last three, while 
adding appropriate instrument noise, typically 1 K 
rms, to the brightness temperature from a random 
number generator. While the linear approach works 
reasonably well, the dependence of the brightness 
temperature on the atmospheric water components 
is not linear. Rather, the opticaldepth is more nearly 
linearly related to the water components. For the 
momeat, we treat the atmosphere as a single layer 
with an optical depth r - T , + T ,,, and a 
thermodynamic temperature I , ,  while the surface 
reflectance is R and has a temperature r , .  We will 
also make ;he approximation that I ,  = I , .  and we 
will igoore the cosmic backgroand. Then the up- 
wellrag brightness T, is given by 
and in Table I we gve the cioud models used. TAB1.E 2. Regression residuals 
The statistical data base then consists of ail possi'c;e A pnori 
combinations of these four parameters. This wobL A pnon Standard Estmatcd 
provide zero correlation amoirg the f ~ c r  parameten. -- Mean Dcvirt~on Error 
However, we also specify that wherever the cloud Water vapor content, g/cm2 2.35 1.64 0. IS 
liquid water content is not ztrn, the relative humidity Llsuld water conlent. 8 / m 1  0.019 0 . 0 ~ ~  0.0065 
must be 100% at that altitude. This gives a weak m / s  - 15. n1.2 6.6 
T , - ( l -  R e - ~ h - f i ~  I f 1  (18) h ( I ,  - T.1 = In (.Rfl) 
The dF m heruse of the approximation to - I + ) +  (19) 
a h k r t i m  surface disc& earlier. The lour- * 
rithrmc farm of (18) can be written rs We then note that, the function h V,  - T,) is 
heady relrtcd to each of the components of atmo- 
rJI , = I  
sP % - m.4 m i im --m if- - II#W 
rt rm w 
m m 1 w  
Fig. I .  Ibc mu.utd W m w  trmpmturn md the ESMR f i&. 2. The m u r u f d  hqhranr  trmpraurcs and {be ESMR 
l m y a  of Nmbw 4 ornil 2891. July 14, 1973, The cltimtu zmrgt of Nimbus 5 orbr 2918, July 16. 1973 The tltInIrlcJ 
crt the water vapor C O P I ~ I ,  thc c l ~ d  hqud wmtm conltnl. of the wmler vmpr conrmi. the cloud Wuid water conlmr. 
rad rbc aurfice wtad n p # d  d m  kbe ruhateUitc t n c t  u* md !be r u d w  wmd sped rlow the suburtlh!c Imck are 
-tad. prtlm~d. 
Fy 3 Tbc surface weather chrrc ~ .omtpood ng to rhe :?1&z3 r r u  for 1200 UT. July 14. 1973 The 
perrcntqe of r ~ k i l r c  hurmdrty aod Water vapor cloten1 (m yams per cubtc ccnluuetcr) for several weather 
s ~ a ~ ~ o n s  arc shorn for reference 
sphenc water. Since the 22.235- and 31.4-GHz 
channcls arc primarily sensitrve to water vapor and 
liquid water, we wltl use these logarithmic functions 
rather than the bnghtness temperrrture for these 
two frequencies and use the brightness temperature 
itse!f at 19.35 GHz.  Thls discussion is not at all 
rigorous, but rt serves to describe the gross behavior 
of the relationships, aud the functions so derived 
wlil mrtlgate the nohnear behavior of the problem. 
Since we art: d e w  with bnghwess temperature 
much colder than the thermodynamic temperature 
of the surface or atmosphere, we are nat panicularly 
scnsitrve to the value chosen for r ,  , thus for present 
purposes we wlli xt r ,  = 28OK. We !hen solve 
for the three geophysical parameters, wind speed 
W, cloud Liquid water content L, and water vapor 
V by conventional linear regression so that the 
parameters are solved for in the form 
(20) 
wherc: the values of a and b are given as follows: 
In Table 2 we also give the residual of each of 
the regressions which serves as an estimate of the 
accuracy with which the retrieval can be made and 
the a prim standard deviation of each of the 
variables which specifies the variability in the data 
base. 
4. RESULTS 
To demonstrate t'te retrieval technique, two orbits 
of Nimbus 5 ESMR and NEMS data were chosen. 
In order to utilize both ESMR and NEMS data 
for the retrieval calculations, these data must be 
matched up geographically. Since the instantaneous 
fields of view (IFOV's) for the NEMS radiometers 
are quite different from those of ESMR, it is 
necessary to sum up all the 25 km x 25 km ESMR 
IFOV's whrch are contained within the NEMS' 
Fq. 4. The surface weather chart conespondmg to the studied rrcr for 1200 UT, July 16. 1973. The 
pcrcenwe of relrt~ve burnd~ty and water vapor content (m uunr per cublc ccntlme~er) for scverd wuthcr 
rtai~onr are shown for reference 
608 
IFOV that is approximately 200 km x 200 km. 
The brightness temperatures measured at 0.96, 1.35, 
and 1.55 cm radiometers for portions of orbits 289 1 
and 2918 are shown in Figures 1 and 2 plotted as 
a function of latitude. These matched data sets were 
then input into (20) to yield the estimates of the 
surface wind speed, cloud tiquid water content. and 
water vapor content in the atmosphere. The results 
of these computations are also shown in Figures 
1 and 2 along with the corresponding ESMR images. 
By showing rain and land areas as dark shades, 
a spatial perspective on the data is provided. The 
specific data sets used here are from Nimbus 5 
orbits 2891 and 29!Y, which passed near the eye 
of Typhoon Billie at about 1500 UT on July !4 
w d  16, 1973, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 give 
the corresponding surface analyses (each 3 hours 
earlier than the satehte pass) along with relevant 
observations of wind speed and atmospheric water 
vapor content. Examination of the water vapor 
retrievals shows first that this varies smoothly with 
little s tn  cture. More specifically, on July 14 it can 
be seen that the retrieved water vapor of about 
4.5 cm at 300N agrees almost exactly with the 
observations. Further, the slight decrease in water 
vapor along the track to about 25'N is also supported 
by the observations. Beyond that. there are no 
supporting water vapor observations for t h s  orbit. 
On July 16, similar agreement is observed between 
water vapor observations and retrievals. Thcrt are 
no direct observations of cloud liquid water content, 
but the areas with liquid water retrieva!~ below 
1 mg/cm correspond to clear areas as indicated 
by thermal infrared images from the sdme satellite. 
Also. the fact that the bulk of the retrieved data 
are very near to 0 mgjcm s~lggests that there is 
no consequential bias in this retrieval. Examination 
of the wind speed observations shows most ob- 
servatians in the 15-30 kt (7.5- 15 m/s) range away 
from the storm center consistent w~th the retnevals 
and no observations in the high wind portions of 
the typhoon. 
5 CONCLUSION 
We have developed a quasi-statistical technique 
suitable for retneval of geophysical parameters from 
mlcrowave radiornetnc observations. We have 
derived specific equations for retrieving the wind 
speed at the ocean's surface and the atmospheric 
contents lf both liquld and water vapor from 
simultant .us observations at 19.35,22.235. and 3 1 4 
GHz and applied these equations to data taken by 
the Nimbus 5 spacecraft, and by comparing the 
results with available obse~iitions we have shown 
that the results are promising. 
The estimates of liquid water content in this study 
could be biased upward in the presence of precipi- 
tation because the present regression analysis is 
performet! on the nonraining data ensemble. Further 
study in this area is required to resolve this problem. 
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ABSTRACT 
The mdiarive mnsfer equation hcrs been solved 
using a modified Schurter-Schwarr:schild appmx- 
imation to obtain an expression for the solar reflec- 
tance of a snow field. The prameters in ?he reflec- 
tance formula arc the single scattering albedo and the 
fmction of enegy scatrend in the backward direction. 
The single scattering albedo is cnlcuiated from rhe 
crystal size using a gcomem'cal optics formula and 
the fraction of enegy scattered in tFc backward 
direction is culculored from the Mie scattering the- 
o v .  Numerical results for reflrctance are obtained 
for visible and near injmrrd radiation for different 
snow conditions. Good agreement has been found 
with the whole specrml mnge. The calcuiation dso 
shows the obsmed effect of aging on the snow 
nflectance. 
INTRODUCTION 
Interest in developing techniques for remote 
measurement of snow parameters (e.g. temperature 
profile, density, grain size, water equivalent and free 
water content) have signiLzantly increased in recent 
yeais. One of the more promising techniques to 
monitor these parameters is that of nicrowave 
radiometry. A recent study by Chang e t  al. 1'1976) 
has used a theoretical scattering model tc  relate the 
observed microwave bnghtneu temperature to the 
physical temperature and snow grain s u e  for snow 
on glacier ice. By utilizing t h s  remotely determined 
snow grain size and density information, the solar 
spectral reflectance from a snow field can be inferred. 
The knowledge of spectral reflectance is important 
because it determines the amount of  solar energy 
that will be reflected by a snow field. The present 
study is an attempt to  :alculate the solar reflec- 
tance of a snow cover in terms nf parameters which 
depend upon the grain size and density. 
For incident solar radiation, the enerqy reflected 
at the surface often constitutes only a small fraction 
(about 5%) of the total energy that is reflected by 
a snow field. For visible and near infrared radiation, 
the scattering by individual snow crystals is such that 
the major portion of  the radiation gets scattered in 
the forward direction. The small fraction of energy 
that in scattered in the backward direction, however, 
gets enhanced considerably by the cumulative effect 
of  many scatteren. Thus the major portion of the 
incident solar radiation which ?ets reflected by a 
snow cover is due to  the v o l ~ ~ n t t r i c  effect of many 
xatterers. 
The appropriate equation w h ~ c h  needs to be solved 
for calculating the cumulative effect of many scat- 
teren is the radiative transfer equation. An analytical 
solution of the radiative transfer equation when 
the individual scatterings are in the near forward 
direction a rather difficult, but a solution can be 
obtained by numerical methods (Choudhury 1977). 
In this paper we discuss an analytical solution with 
modified Schuster-Schwartzschrld approximation 
(Sobolev 1963, Sagan and Pollack 1967). The cx- 
preuion for spectral ,eflectance obtained from 
this analytical solution of the radiative transfer 
equation can be evaluated in terms of snow par- 
uneten. The theory presented her$ is intended to 
show the influence of snow panmeten OF the solar 
reflectance of snow. 
There have been several theoretical attempts 
to relate the spectral of a model snowcover with 
its physical properties (e.g., Dunkle and Bevans 
1956, Giddingr and La Chapelle 1961, Bergen 1970, 
1971, 1975, Bohnn and Barksttom 1974). These 
theories either contain parameters whi-h cannot 
be obtained directly from the measured physical 
properties or are valid for a restricted range within 
the visible spectrum. For an excellent review on 
snow see Mellor (1977). 
In the following the general :xpresions and 
equations needed to study the spectral reflectance 
of a snow cover are given. It also includes the back- 
ground information reearding the snow parameters 
and the solar intensity distribution which are ex- 
pected to influence the spectral reflectance. The 
analytic solution of the radiative transfer equation 
is discussed and an expression for the spectral reflec- 
tance obtained. In addition comparisons are made 
for the obtained numerical results and the observa- 
tions. 
GENERAL FORMULATION 
The solar energy incident on the snow surface 
can be divided into two components: the collimated 
intensity, I, falling at an angle do wlth respect to 
the normal and the nearly isotropic diff~se intensrty 
Id whch arises due to the atnlospheric scattering of 
the radiation. The flux of the incident ~adiatlon 
is given by 
where k = cos d o .  
Since most o i  the incident ndiation is contained 
in the collimated component, the flux of the radia- 
tion reflected by the snow-air interface is approx- 
imately epven by 
where r(OO) is the Fresnel reflectivity of the surface. 
The effect of randomly oriented faceted grains is not 
considered. 
The refracted portion of the incident radiation 
unll progress through the medium (snow) getting 
weaker due to scattering and absorption. It !s con- 
venient to separate the refracted portion of the 
collimated radiation into two components: the un- 
scattered radiation and the radiation which arises 
due to scattering. This separation is done because 
the unscattered radiation remains angularly con- 
centrated along the direction of refraction but the 
angular distribution of the scattered radiation de- 
pends upon the scattering phase function. If multiple 
reflection at tnc boundaries of the medium is negli- 
gible then the unscattered intensity at depth x is 
giwn by: 
Iu(r )=( l  - rVolb= Ic 8 ( @  - @0)6tP -Po) 
exp ( - T / C I ~  (3) 
where n is the index of refraction, p b is the angle of 
refraction: 
and r  is the optical depth. 
r =  J ~ e ( x 3 b '  (4 
0 
where ye(x) is the extinction coefficient i t  depth x.  
The delta functions in eqn. (3) represent the con- 
straint due to the collimated nature of the radiation. 
The flux of the unscattered radiation is given 
by 
The intensity which arises due to scattering of 
the incident radiation IS to be obtained by solvlng 
the radiative transfer equation (Chandrasekhar 
1960): 
W 
+ - n' Ic ( 1  - r(dO)) p b ,  p i )  exp (-''pi) ( 6 )  
where p is the angle o' -adiation, w is the single 
scattering albedo and &,p ') is the scattenng phase 
function. 
The boundary conditions for the radiative transfer 
equation are as follows: 
(1) If the snow-air interface is assumed to be a 
geometrically smooth surface then the appropriate 
boundary condition is 
when I+ is the radiation going downward into the 
snow and I- is the radiation going upward towards 
the atmosphere. The fint term on the right hand 
ride represents the intensity reflected by the snow-air 
interface and the second tenn accounts for the 
refracted component of the diffuse intensity. 
(2) The second boundary condition is associated 
with the snow-soil interface. The general boundary 
condition will be of the form: 
where r, (p) is the reflectivity of the snow-soil inter- 
face and ro is the total optical thickness of snow. 
Once the sol~tion of eq. (6) is known subject 
to the above boundary conditions, one can cal- 
culate the flux of the radiation emerging from snow 
as: 
F., a ?n j I-(O,P) (! - 6 ) b b / n 2 1  (9) 
0 
The albedo of snow is to be calculated using eq. (I), 
(2) and (9) Y: 
The volumetric effect of scattenng which is m m l y  
responsible for luge values of albedo is associated 
with the emergent flux F, appearing in eq. (10) 
and is defined through the tq. (9). I h e  ca!culation 
of the emergent flux requires the solution of the 
radiative transfer equation (eq. (6)). 
APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION FOR SNOW 
REFLECTANCE 
To abtain a closed form mdytic solution of the 
radiative transfer equation (6), the following as- 
sumptions are made: 
(1) The medium (snow) is a homogeneous plane 
panllel layer, consisting of statistically equal size 
ice spheres. 
(2) The Schwter-Schwarusc!tiId or two-stream 
approximation for the intensity is valid. 
(3) The angular asymmetry in the scattering 
process can be described by introducing a parameter 
which weights the scattered intensities. 
It should be nored that with the fint approx- 
imation we are neglecting the presence of all internal 
mhomogenitirs like enlarged ice glands and ice 
lenses which sometimes form during the process 
of metamorphism. The other two approximations 
are associated directly with the method of solution. 
It has been shown that for an optically thick medium, 
the solution of the radiative equation under the above 
set of approximations is reasonably accurate (Sagan 
and Pollack 1967). 
The Schuster-Schwaraschdd or two-otream 3p- 
proximation is based upon partitioning the scatt~red 
radiation into mean intensities along the forward 
and the backward hemispheres. In single scattering. 
if 4 is the fraction of energy scattered in the back- 
ward hernipshere with respect to the direction of 
incidence, then we can replace the radiative transfer 
equation (6) by the following equationc: 
df+,/dt -I+ + ~ ( l  - P) I,. + PI- + (1 1) 
w(l  - 4) I' exp (4) 
and 
-dl Jdr = -I- + w(l  -- P) I- + (12) 
w BI+ + w Of' exp (-7) 
where 
and I,, I- are nspectively the mean intensities along 
the forward and backward direct~ons with respect to 
the direction of incident radiation, a ~ i  r (0) is the 
Frevlel reflectinty for normal ~ncitence. It shouid be 
noted that these equations r~present the radiative 
transfer in a one-dimensional medium (Sobolev 
1963). 
The radiative transfer equation (1 1) and (1 2) 
contains two prrarnete:s, namely, (1) w ,  the single 
rat ter ing albedo and (2) 0, the fraction of energy 
scattered in the backward direction. We will discuss 
the method cf determining these parameters before 
solving thi; radiative transfer equation. 
For ice particles in the millimeter range and the 
n h a t i o n  in the visible or near infrared region, the 
size of the particle is significantly larger than the 
wavelength. Under this condition, Mie scattering 
t h e o ~ y  shows the extinction cross-section undergoes 
resonance oscillations for small changes in the wave- 
length and size of particle. T h ~ s  resonance effect, 
however, can be blurred by assuming that there is 
a statistical variation in the particle size about its 
mean radius. With this mean slte value, one can use 
the geometrical optics approximation to calculate 
the single scattering dh-do using the equation (IMne 
and Pollack 1968. Sagan and Pollack 1967): 
w = H + H [exp (-?kx r ) ]  ( 13) 
where r u the radius of  the part~cle and k x  the ab- 
sorption per unit length of ice at wavelength, 1. In 
our calculation, we haw used kk values tabulated 
by Irvine and Pollack (1965). Following the above 
discussion, instead of uslng eq. (13). it should be 
noted that one can also use Mie scattenng theory to 
calculate the single scattenng albedo. 
Cot?s:nent with eq. (1 3) the extinct~on coefficient 
nqt:rred In the calcuiation of opt~cal  depth (eq. (4)) 
is given by 
of solid angle in the co-ordinate system where 8 is 
the polar angle. The normalization condition for 
the phase function is 
When the phase function is expanded in terms of 
Legendre polynorniais, the parameter fl can then be 
expressed in terms of the coefficient of the flnt 
' order Legendie polynomial. 
For a given particle size one can use Mie scattering 
theory to  calculate the phase function and then w e  
eqn. (15) t o  calculate the value of 4. Calculations 
performed by !nine and Pollack (1968) show that 
when the size of the particle is s~gnificantly larger 
than the wavelength cf the radiation, the value of 
f l  is about 0.075, i.e., in sklgle scattering only 7% of 
the incident energy Is scattered in the backward 
direction, In our calculation. we have used this 
value of D (0.075) because for visible and near infra- 
red radiations, the scattering by individual ice crystals 
is Indeed In the near-forward direction. 
For a thick snow layer, the general solution of 
eqns. (1 1) and (12) can be obtained by standard 
methods (see Sobolev 1963, p. 33) as 
and 
where C I S  the s0nstar.i of 1ntegr3t1on and 
where p,  and pi are respectively the dens~ty of snow 
and the denaty of ice. 
The fractlon of energy scattered in the backward 
direction, 0, in a ungle scattering has been studied 
by many investigators (e.g. Bartky 1968, Sagan and 
Pollack 1967). This parameter can be related to  the 
scattering phase function p(cos 8) as: 
dR 3 = 1 - / p icos 8) cos a - 
43 
(15) 
where t9 u the scattering angle and iiR IS sn  element 
To determine the constant of integration we now 
unpose the boundary condit~on (7) to  obtain 
W ~ t h  the knowledge of complete solut~on,  the re- 
tlectance for a onedimens~onal system can be cal- 
culated as: 
The explicit rxprrrdoa for nflecunce is: 
when 
(k- 1 +a)/(&+ 1 -a) @) 
(Note that for w = 1 one finds a = 1) 
Ihe  F m e l  reflectivity for n o d  indbncr, 
r (0), un ba crlculrted from the nflectin inbx 
of ice, n using the formula: 
Since the p c i r a l  deprndonce of n in the vltible 
and the near iafnnd ndon  Ir extremely weak 
(Inine and Pollack 1968), we haw wad r corutmt 
130 for n in calculrting the r(0). 
Ihe  expnuion for reflectance ir in clow nwm. 
b h c a  with that calculated by Dunkle and kvans 
(1956) without expbdtly making refemncc to r 
o n e d h n r i o d  system. The definition of the par- 
unrten rppruing in eqn. (20) ue,  however, quite 
different. We thw note that although there is a 
f o n d  nmnblurce between the expnuion for 
nflrcbncr obtained in this paper urd that obtrint. 
by W e  and Btvrlu (19J6), the method of ob- 
thin# thb rxpnuion and the method of calculating 
tb puunotrn of this expression rta quite different 
In tho two curr. 
The axpnsaion for reflectance cbtrined in this 
paper is busd upon simplifying approximations. 
We hw dku t#d  thew rpproximrtioru and at- 
tempted to provi& their justification. The uitirnate 
jwtificrtion of the model is to be found by corn- 
pr in t  with the experimental observations. In the 
next ucdon, we provide the numerical m l t s  and 
compare them with the observations. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated and observed reflectance of a n m l y  fresh $POW. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
By examining eqn. (20) the single scattering 
albedo w is the only varying parameter in calcu- 
lating the snow reflectance f0r.a given wavelength. 
Since w is directly related to  the mow crystal radius, 
it b pouibl!: to characterize the snow condition 
by specifying the radius of the ice crystals. 
The ice crystals of freshly  den snow are usually 
~f complex form and contain sharp cornen. The 
shape of these crystals changes with time, depnding  
upon the vapor content and the p r e d e n t  temper. 
ature. The process of  equi-temperature metamor- 
phism leads to the production of fairly unifbrrn 
and well rounded gmns. At the initml stage ot k s  
m e t a m o ~ h i s m  the mean radius of the ice cryst& 
u about 0.2 mm. The radius then continues to  
increase as the process of metamorphism advances. 
At a fairly advanced stage of ttus metamorphism, 
the radius increases to about 1.0 mm. The effect of 
other metamorphism, such as tile temperature- 
gradient metamorphism or the melt-freeze meta- 
morptusrn, is generally t o  produce non-spherical 
and non-uniform ice crystals. Also, the crystals are 
larger than wth equi-temperature metamorphism. 
Thus, although it u not unique, one should be able 
to use the radius o i  ice crystal to characterize the 
stage of metamorphism. 
Fig. 1 dustrates the changes in the calculated 
snow reflectancr due to  the difference in the crystal 
radius. The chosen radii are the typical snow crystal 
sizes for different stages ~f the equi-temperature 
metamorphjsm. The overall shape of the curve does 
not seem to depend upon the radius of the ice crys- 
tals but the relative magnitudes of various parts of 
the curve vary w t h  the ~ d i u s .  The spectral reflec- 
tance in the red a l ~ d  near-infrared regions shows 
maxmum sensi thty to the crystal sizes. 
In Fig. ? we show the calculated mow reflec- 
tance compared with the experimen:al vdues for 3 
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Fib 3. Compuiron of ulculotrd and observed reflectmce of a naturally aged mow. 
nearly fresh snow (O'Brien and Munu 1975). The 
results of the calculation are in good agreement with 
the observations. All prominent spectral structures 
appearing in the obrnat ion are well duplicated 
in the calculations. The quantitative agreement is 
also good but should be treated with caution be. 
c a w  the expenmental results are relative to a stan- 
d u d  (white bmum sulfate) reflector. I t  is however 
reassuring that the radius d u e s  w d  in the crku- 
Iation are in the range expecttd for a frtahly fallen 
snow. 
In Fig. 3 we c0mpa.r the calculated and the 
observed nflectance of a naturally aged two days 
old scow (O'Brien and Munis 1975). There is r 
good qunlitrtive agreement between them. The 
radh for the snow crystals which give apeement 
with the observation are larger than those for the 
freshly f d r n  mcw (Fq. 2\1. T)le natural aging proceu 
of mow, doring the ~bu.vations, wai :uch that the 
pmbicnt air tempenturs w u  hovering above m d  
betow freezing ?om.  It is unltktly that the snow was 
undergoing the equi-temperature metamorphism. 
& a result, the ice crystals were probabl) non-uni- 
form within the mow. Furthermore, if the effect of 
the solar irradiance is interpreted u simply to ad- 
mce the proceu of metunorphism of the snow 
layer in contact with the au. then the radius of the 
ice crystals in the top layer will be larger than those 
deep within. Since the absorption coefficient of ice 
increases w t h  the wavelength. the effective thckneu 
of the mow layer that contributes to the reflectance 
decreases with the wove;ength. Therefore, the re. 
flectance for lon~er  wavelengths should have more 
influence from the top layer of mow and the re- 
flectance for sho:ter wavelengths d. uld correspond 
more to the deeper mow layer. 'This is a probable 
c a w  for the reflectance of the rmaller crystals 
giving better agreement at  shorter wrvelenphs 
whde the reflectance of the larger crystals p;ve 
b t t e r  agreement at longer wavelenqhs. Although 
comparisons are made with the observations of  
O'Brien and Munis (1975), d m i l a ~  observations 
have also been made by Vi-ken (1973) and Valov- 
cin (1978). 
Bsred on calculated resu!ts. two potential appli- 
cations in remote snow nflcctan:e nr8:nitoring are 
possible: (1)  the use of mu1tispectr;i bands to infer 
the radiation heat flux over a s n 0 2  covered area; 
and (2) the UK of visible and n-rr-infrared channels 
to detect mciring mow. 
The large contrast in snow and soil reflectacce 
makes it pou:ole t o  morlitor quantitatively the 
m o u n t  of solar radiation absorbed by the earth's 
surface. 't'he degree of heat insulation by snow cover 
depends oa the snow reflectance which is shown 
to be directly related to  the snow crystal size in h s  
paper. Therefore a spaceborne multispectral scanning 
i n r t ~ m e n t  can provid: a method to monitor the 
heat flux over a snow cover area under *(le National 
Weather and Climate Program. 
The second potential application, thst of detect- 
ing melting snow, i3 based on the ca!culaticn that 
the mow retlectance decreases rapidly with the 
increase in snow ctystal size. The existence of melt 
water on tne mow surface w 9  tend to increase the 
crystal size, and also ht the near infrared region the 
absorption per unit length of water is hghr r  than 
u u t  of ice. As a result. the reflectance of' melting 
snow u expected to ij; lower than the dry * .#.-  , in 
the near infrared region. 
The theory presented here does >!ow tr,$ qual- 
itative and quantitative features of the observed 
reflectance. However the one-dimensional approach 
cannot di~~inguisll  the effects of the direct and the 
diifuse solar radiations. A more complexed analysis 
h needed to 3sseseu the effect of directional itndia- 
tion. In h s  regard the effect of surface roughnels 
l o u l d  also be considered. 
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Two-Stream Theory of Reflectance of Snow 
B. J. CHOUDHCRY, MEABER, IEEE, AND ALFRED T. C. CHANG 
AIswtSpctnl nilactma of ram u& difhu iUuminatba is 
~ p r b l I J n t m - s t x a m r p p r o l i m ~ t a c l o l c b . ~ r i * . ~ a  
rp.rtb.. 'Ilr a d  abaoqlh  ~ P P I ~ C ~  d dm rdhtirc 
-a rprPQI-thr shd8 rrta rlbalo, the up- depth, and 
h L ~ C d p h a h u c t a u r o b W f r o m t ) u , ~ & e m d d e n -  
d m. hdytkd aplarioer for th. in: ittin the slow- 
pack k nbceua. and tk asympcor* flux - 2.m caefficitnt, 
m*. ~ r q r m r a t b r b o w n k t w m e a t R c ~ a ( l d a ~ k  
-td O *ii% aed o a r - h f d  rrllrc9nce, md the 
Umptabl h u a i a c t h  cori[ idmt 'Th. theory nuy dso be srrd 
a upltin tb. oknrrd effect d *g on the mow rrktana. 
I NTEREST in developing techniques for remote measuremen; of mow pe- .meten (eg.. density, gain dre,water content) 
have fncreued &icantly in recent years. On* of the more 
prom- techniques to monitor these pxameten is that of 
microwave radiometry. A recent study by Chang and Choud- 
hury [7] h.j vrcd a radiative-transfer model to explain the ob- 
s e d  Y-ighrnes. ttmpcnture of polar firn from the measured 
phyrial tempmturz, density, and grain size. Analvsis of spec- 
t n l  reflectance h an alternative, and complementq to rnicrc- 
W M  mdiometry. Aput from remote-sensing purpos. ,, the 
study of spectral reflectance is relevant in climatology because 
it determina the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the 
earth's surf3s.c. 
There have been several theoretical attempts to relate 11e 
spectral reflectance of a m d e l  snowcover with its physical 
pmprties (a%., (1  1 ] . [ 121 , [2] -[5] ). These theories either 
For visible and pear-infrared ractiation, the scattering by 
individual ice grains is such that a najor portion of the cadi:- 
tion gets scattered in the forward c!irection 151. The high 
reflectivity of mow is due to  the multiple-scattering effect 
within snow. Calculation of spectral reflectance necessarily 
involves a study of radiative transfer in snow. For this pur. 
pose. the radiative-transfer equation is useful if snow is tepre- 
sented by iso!ated, r~ndomly distributed ice gairrs. The physi- 
cal picture of snow, thus stiprilated, provides a simplistic model 
studic 1 in aforementioned references. 'ihe snow pxameten 
enter into the radiative '.ansfer equation throngh the single 
scattering albedo, the txtimtion coefficient, aqd .he phase 
function. 
The physical properties of a natural s ivcover are b dly 
not known accurately and u e ,  at best. approximately homo- 
geneous. Although an accurate soIution of the radiative- 
transfer equation will be useful for standard reference and 
comparison purposes, to date no such calculation has been 
performed. Based on an approximate so!urion of the radiative- 
transfer equation. 3 simplistic theory of lpctral  reflectance 1s 
gven in this paper. X1 parameters in the theory can be cdcu- 
lated directly from the measured phydcal properties of snow, 
and the theory is applicable to visible rtnd near-infrared radia- 
tion. Ihe ex3t . points of depar-re between the analysis Fre. 
sented below and the previous reported rezdt' V L ~ J .  Instedd 
of dwassing these differences, a comparison ~i be made to 
sh~u the relationship mong  the results. In addition, com- 
parisons w d  be made between the !hec,y md the observatians. 
contain parumten which cannct be obtained directly from [I. P-PPROXIMAX EXPRESSION FOR RF,F'~ECTANCE 
'1 moftrred ph; propmes Or an vzlid for a re*ricted To obtain a closed-fom analytic exprersron for nfle:tance. 
range within thc a b l e  spectrum. the following assumpcons will be made. 
1) f i e  snowcover is homogeneous. 
Mmurript rumved November 19.1973 --..red A$nl 14, 1919. 2) R~d ia i iv~  transfer withrn the snowcover can be studied 
B e  a w a u r ~  the C ~ ~ P A X ~  : ; c m  Cor~o~ltion. S L m  by dimding he ndiatlon field two streams of intensie-s. 
Spriag. W) ?C910. 
A. T. C. aria hborrtory for Atmorpherac s~-~~~~ 3) Geometric 0pt1c.s salculauofis :an be ugd  to ghr.;: &e 
(GUS). NASNGoddud Space Right Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771. xattenng and ribsorpaon parameters o i  individual ice grams. 
With the first assumption the presena of intenul inhomogcne- 
ities is neglected. This assumption is plrticuiarly crucial for a 
natural snowpack because of metamcrphirm. This is rlro a 
common usumption in aL prer'cw models. 
The two-stream representation of the radiation field is a 
widely used method, and shown to be a reasonably acmrate 
approximatim of the radiative-transfer equation (eg., [9], 
[lo], [24], [25j.) C d e y  and Chylek [9j, in prrticulu, h m  
performed a critical study of the rrlidiiy of this approximation 
far different choices of the radiative-transfer puunsten. Thh 
result depends not only upon the d u e s  chawn but llso upon 
the combination of the parameters. Although multiple- 
scattering problems can be solved analytically with this ap- 
proximation, the use of this approximttion t ; weakness of 
this study. A special form of this approximation wu used 
previously in the calculation of mow reflectance [ I l l ,  [4]. 
In general form, the two-stream approximation componds 
to replacing the ndiative-trwfer quation by the following 
coupled differential equations for mean intensities (I+(?) and 
I-(r)) in the forward and the backward hen~isphens: 
where w is the single scattering albedo, and r is the o p t i d  
dept4 within the snow, given by 
when 7, is the extinction coefficient and z is the depth mea- 
sured from the snow surface within the snow:over. The cwf- 
ficimts 6 and f l  arc puuneten, the choice ,f whid! distin- 
guuhes alternate forms of the two-stream approx*ation. 
Some of the choices of 6 bnd f l  are as follows. 
1) Genenlizec! Schuster-Schw~2shild [2S] 
0. = !j [I - il' p (COI 8) coc 8 sin L) d0 1 
obscnatiors, one needs to perform a theoretical cllculation by 
specifying the shape, size, and the refractive index of ice pains. 
By dbcusiiig the difficulty and the limitations associated with 
the choice of shape, a recent study on mow (51 considered 
spherical nonabsorbing particles and used geometric optia to 
calculate the phus function. Geometric optia crlculations 
for tnasparent spheres [5] , (131 give the d u e  of the puun- 
eter u 0.065. Using the approximate relationship between 
the puuneten B1 and a [ZS] the value of the puumter Bl 
is obtained u 0.12 k 0.05. The uncertainty in & t due to the 
stated accuracy or  the approximate relationship. Because of 
this uncertainty, only the modified two-stream approximation 
will be compared with obserntions. 
The single scattering albedo w, can be obtrir.ed from the 
same calculation method which gim the  hue function. As 
with the phue function, it is convenient to consider that snow 
consists of spherical ?articles. A simple formula which re- 
prr tuces thc single scattering albedo with considerable accu- 
racy u compared with the Mie theory results is [IS] 
w * (112) + (112) exp (- 1.67 kAr) 
when kA is the absorption coefficient of i a  for wave:mgtb A 
[14], [IS] anC r is the radius of the sphere. For ~onsphericxl 
partic!es, m e  can we this fonndr by modi5ing the numerical 
coefficient in the exponent&l [19]. The spectral depec?enx 
of ihe single scattering albedo is through the absorption 
coefficient. 
Ihe extinction coefficient of snow y, is the product of the 
extinction cross section and tf!e number density of ice grains 
[8 j .  By taking the extinction cross section as 2nr2, one 
0btlir.s 
where p(p. P ' )  and p(cm @) have the usual meaning of the 
p M  iunction [6] for an axially symmetric (laminu) medium. 
It is expected that different set of 6 and D 4 gim different 
numerical results. The merit of a choice for a particular appii- 
cation should be decided by comparison with the exact solu- 
tion of the ndiative-transfer equation. Utrfortunuely, u stated 
in the introducQon, such a cornpanson a m o t  be made for the 
present applicat~on. In the foilowing, h e  mtthod of Jetemin- 
mp the parunetea md the solutlon of the equaaons wdl be 
discuswd. 
Tht: phase Lnction needed for the calcdatio~: 3f 3 can be 
nbtrmd front txper?en?d otservations or from a scattennq 
heory calculanon. Since then are no avdable cxuenmcntal 
where p and 9, ue, respectively, the density of snow and ice. 
An parameters in the ndiative-transfer equation ha= now 
been related with the physical properties of the snowcover. 
The question of appropriate boundary condition at the 
mow-air interface has been disctoed by Bukstrom [ I ] .  It 
was concluded that for visible and near-infrared radiations, 
this interface should not be treated u it .t were a dielectric 
discontinuity-similar to the c w  of air-ocean or dr-ice inter- 
face. Based on this shdy if the surface of the srrowpack is not 
ice g l a d  (Fig. 1). then for diffuse incldent radiation l o ,  the 
boundary conditions for the solution ar the equa?ions are 
t 
when R IS the reflectivity of the underlymg surface and r0 is 
the t o d  optical hckness of the mowcover: 
where h is depth of the snowcover. 
Following standard pioceduro (20) the solunon can be 
written u 
1 - i d  
,,,= 9 [ I +  . - a t +  $ [ l -  ? ] P  2 
ma- LA.1. 
IM-v m l 1 . l w I l O  
I C I  0 I U . Y  
amow0 
Fb 1. Caomtry of the modrlp-' am. 
From this solution, the tflectance ,4(rg) can be calculated as 
I 
(Ra - l ) a  + (a - R)C-"'~ 
(Ra - 1) + Q(Q - Rk-"% ' 
For a deep snowpack <lo +-), the reflectance is given by 
opticd parameters (i.e., the single scattering albedo m d  the 
extinction coefficient) do depend upon the geometry. The 
ice m s  of r mowcowr m not spherical. The shape is gen. 
e& oblong and of variable dimaruions. Although mrrgc! 
o p t l d  properties of the grains, due to their random orienta- 
don with respect to the mean intensity. may correspond to a 
sphen. reservation should be exercised regarding the applica- 
bility of the theory to a real snowpack. Thus the comparison 
betwean the theory and .he experimental observation presected 
below should not be regarded as conclusive. Note that all re- 
Rllts ut obtained for a deep snowpack (ro + a). 
B a w n  [2 j . [4] related semiempirically the snowpack p m -  
etcn to the reflectance and to the uymptotic fluxextinction 
coeffiacnt derived by Dunkle m d  Bevans [ l  1 1 . Using the ap- 
p..oxirnate solution of the :adiative-transfer equation derived 
by van de Hulst [22] , [23] and taking the model of spherical 
ice gniru (51, Bohre~ and Lrkstrom related the snow parain- 
a te3  to the reflectance and to the asymptotic flux extinction 
coefficient for visible radiation. The theoretical approach pre- 
rn t ed  here differs from that of Bohren and Barkstrom, not 
only in the app ximation method for the solution of the 
radiative-transfer equation but also in the equations relating 
the physical properties of mow to the panmeters of the 
radiative-transfer quatioil. Since Bohnn and Buhtrom have 
compand their theory with Bergen's results, the following 
c3mpuison will be restricted to Bohren and Barhtrom's 
theory. The status of the experimental o b ~ ~ a t i o n s  of the 
reflectance and the flux extinction coefficient IS disappointing 
either because of quantitative disagreement (161, [21] c r due 
to incomplete specification of mow parameters [ l a ] .  s, ce 
Bohren and Barkstrom have compared with Ldljequist's ob- 
servations [16], this comparison WIU be discused tint with 
the present theory. Fig. 2 and Table I show this comparison 
for the asymptotic flux extinction. and the reflectance of a 
deep mowcover. Although present theory appears to be little 
inferior to Bohren and Barkrom's theory. :t u difficult to 
vindicate either theory because the observations havc not yet 
been duplicated. The discrepancy between the models u p u -  
ticululy noticeabk m the asymptotic flux extinction coeffi- 
cient, Whereas Bohren and Barkstrom predict lower values. 
the present theory prcJicts higher ones than the observations. 
Fig. 3 shorn the calculated snow reflectance compand with 
The uymptotic flux extinc?ion cafficient ir obtained u the experimental d u e s  for a nearly fresh snow [ l a ] .  The 
snow density and mean crystal radius used in this calculation 
ue 0.17 glcm' and 0.1 mm. respectively. The results of the 
cllculrtion ue in good agreement with the observations. An 
prominent spectral structures a p p e m g  m the observation are 
= (~P)/(?;:P~\ [(1 - w) ( I  - c ~ ,  + 2 4 ) ]  " a .  well duplicated n the salculatiana. The quantitative agreement 
111. ~~~~~~~~~4 WITH PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS AND 
O e s r ~ v . ~ n o n s  
Thc r* '*-tarice of a deep mow- *: and the uymptotlc 
flux extl,,;tlon eoeffinent can be ~!,ulatcd from the gram 
we and the densty of the mowcowr. Besides the assurnptlons 
made in obtwring the analytical resulu. the model of sphencd 
pmclcs w u  used to cdculate the optical properties of indi- 
ndual ice pn.. Although the backscattered fraction 3 IS 
l o r n  not very rnntive to the parucle geometry (251, other 
a also good but should be treated with caution becawc the 
expenmental results or;- relative to a standard [wtute barium 
sulfate) retlector It is, however, reassuring that the n l u s  
values csed tn rhe calculation are m the range expected for a 
fresh-iden snow. 
The ice crystals of fresh-fallen mow usually a n  of cornpicx 
form and contun sharp comers. The shape of hex crystals 
changes with time depending upon the .%par content and the 
prevalent temperature. The procto of equl-temparatura meta- 
morphm leids to the produccon o i  i u l y  uniform and well- 
WAVELENGTH IYICROW) - 
F i i  2. Compuiron of obwned and crlcukted dua of the asymptotic flu extinction 
coamci.llt 
TABLE I 
Cowr~rrron or OWEIVLD &NO GLCUUTUI V ~ L U C S  OF THC R~~CIA I (CL  
Snow P A R A M ~ R S  
( p  = 0.43 glcm'. r = 0. I5 arm) 
rounded gniru. At the initd luge of this metamorphism the 
mean radius of the ice crystals ir about 0.2 mm. The radius 
then continuer to h;srcue as the process of rneumorphism ad- 
mcu. AL a fairly advanced su(p of this metamorphism, the 
d u s  increases to about 1.0 mm. The affect of other meU- 
morphimu such as the temptun-gradient or the melt-freeze 
Fk 3. Comp.nron of o m  ?nd Jcukted visible and ntu-infrared 
m r k m c o  oC mrly f d  snovprck. 
Fig. 4. Illurtntion of the rffoct of different mow crynab on mow nfkunca .  
rnatunorphism is generally to product nonspherical and non- 
uniform ice crystah; also the crystals on luger than q u i -  
temperature metamorphism. Thus although it is not unique, 
one should be able to urs the rzdius of ice crystal to charac- 
terize the stags of metamorphism. Fig. 4 illustrates the w s  
in the calculated snow reflectance duo to the differena in the 
crystd radius ( t  = 0.075.0.2, and 0 3  mm). The chosen radii 
ue tho typical mow crystal sizes for different stager of the 
qui-temperature metamorphism. The o v e d  shape of the 
c u m  does not seem to depend upon the ndiua of the ice c v  
t l  but the relative nagzitudcs of various puts of the curve 
vuy with the ndiu.  Thu spectral reflectance in the n d  and 
near-infrared regions shows muimum sensitivity to the crystal 
tires. 
&rsd on the two -stream approximation of the radiative- 
tnnsfer equations, analytic results for the reflectma and the 
asymptotic flux extinction caffiaent of a homogeneous 
a ~ r p a c k  are derived. Using geometric optia calcuhtiom for 
sphorial prrtides. the nf lecuna and the extinction raff i -  
&nu us related to dinctly meuwabb mow plnmetrn (aen- 
dry and the pain size). Good agreement war shown with the 
a h m d  spectral dependence of the reflectma md the ex- 
tiaction camcisntt -8 the msrnrrsd (expected) mow 
puuaetcn. Further observations ue hghly desirable to test 
the accuracy , and hena  to refine the alculrtion. The appli. 
cability of the ndirtivr-urnrftr e q u r t i a .  iWlf should be dui- 
fled b e a u  the ice grains us generally in contact with arch 
other. 
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ON THE ANGULAR VARIATION O F  SOLAR REFLECTANCE OF SNOW 
0. J. Choudhury 
and 
A. T. C. Chang 
ABSTRACT 
Spectral and integrated solar reflectance of non-homogeneous snowpacks are derived 
assuming surface reflection of direct radiation and subsurface multiple scattering. 
For surface reflection, a bidirectional reflectance distribution function derived for 
an isotr~pic  Gaussian faceted surface is considered, and for subsurface multiple 
scattering. an approximate solution of the radiative transfer euqation is studied. 
Solar radiation incident o r  the snowpack is decomposed into direct and atmo- 
 spherical!^ scattered radiation. Spectral attenuation coefficients of ozone, carbon 
dioxide, water vapor, aeroscl and molecular scattering are included in the calcu- 
lation of incident solar radiation. Illustrative numerical results are given for a case 
of North American winter atmospheric condition. The calculated dependence of 
spectrally integrated directional reflectance (or albedd) on solar elevation is in 
qualitat ivy agreement with available observations. 
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and 
A. T. C. Chang. V. V. Salomonson, T. 1. Schmugge, 
and 1. R. Wang 
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ABSTRACT 
b 
This report presents preliminary resu!ts of the soil-moisture remote sen- 
sing experiment of November 1975, using a synthetic ;,>erture radar 
(SAR) system. The experiment was performed using the Environmental 
Research Institute of Michigan's (ERIM) dual-frequency and dual- 
polarization side-looking SAR system on  board a C46  aircraf .. The 
operating frequencies were 1.304 GHz (23  cm. L-band) and 9.3' 5 GHz 
( 3 .  cm, X-band). For each frequency, horiz~ntally polarized pulses 
were transmitted and both horizontally and vertically polarized return 
sipids were recorded o n  the signal film simultaneously. The test sites 
were located in St. Charles, Missouri; Centralia, Missouri; and Lafayette, 
Indian3. Each test was a 4.83-km by  8.05-km (3-mile by 5-mile) 
rectangt~lar striv - rraln. Concurrent with SAR oveT ;ight, ground soil 
samples of 0-tc. .cm and 0-to-1 S-cm layers were collected for soil 
molsture estimation. The surface features were also noted. Hard-copy 
imsgc films and the digital data produced via optlcal processing of the 
siptial filnis are analyzed in this report t o  study the relationship of radar 
hacrcscatter to the moisture content and the surface roughness. Many 
Jifficultles nssociated with processir:g and analysis of the SAR imagery 
are noted. In particular, major uncertainty in the quantitative analysis 
appeared due t o  the difficulty o f  quality reproduction of digital data 
from the signal films. 
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The effect of surface rou@aes on the bnghmar tempmtun of r moist t m a i ~ ~  h.r been studied 
&to@ the modifiution of Frunel nlccuon cocmcient and cuia( the ndiauvc transfer equauon. The 
modidation inralda introducuon of r sin38 ponmeter to chu8ctenze the mu#hneu Ir u shorn 1h.t 
this puu~etrr depends on bath the surfaa k g h t  v u i w e  md the horitonul s a l e  of the 
Model alcuLuioar ue m 8ood qwuurrvc yncment with thc obraved depmdmce of the w m e u  
trmpenture on the moisture content m Ihc surface layer D8u from truck m o u l d  8nd airborne radio- 
amen are p m 1 4  for cornpanson. Thc rclulu indiate that the roughws dre~ are ( m t  for wet soih 
where the dilTmnce between smooth and rough surfaces can be u p a t  u $OK. 
INTRODUC~ION standad deviation of surface height. We rrrlizc that this de- 
nem have betn xverPl rmnt prrsenbg theorti,- h p t i o n  may not k exact representation of actual wil sur- 
a1 modeb for the microwave emiston from soh 1e.g.. Nj0kv fa=- At PrMnt the bowled4e of the *tistid ~honcter-  
ad K~~~ 19n; w&rir, 1978; ~~~k~ d ,  1979, ~ ~ ~ , , , , , j ,  imcs of soil surfaces is not sufticient to formulate a model 
19761. Th- modeb consided the emision from the s i l  for which u not 0dY l e n d  e?lou& but a h  nu me rid^ mc-  
a nnge of moirture and temperature pmQes md uudied table to provide a quantitative demiptton. It is therefore not 
erect of vui.tions of these suburfam pmpefiia on the emis- the intention of this P P r  to claim that model Pro- 
,ion from be surface. fhe eaccu of fututes vide a rigornu qruntiutive dmcriptron of the dserent as- 
rowar not included. H ~ ~ ~ ~ +  when the multc of p e a  of the microwave emission from natural ternins but it 
o m  mch r t  of the d;ulatiom c o m p d  aha- provide l k t  "cP for indudin8 the ere- of 
by radiometen ~s~~~~ d,  1976) there in the modeling of the ernision from !hue surfam. 
w m  nther luge d a e m c a  I-30K) betwen the f i l c u l a d  In the ulcuhtion of bn&mas t e m p e n t u ~ ,  we have us~d 
o&rved b m m c ~ s  tempcroture (T,). nac dsmnccs m e u ~ r r d  sod moislure and soil temperatur~ . rofila. The d- 
were attnbutcd to surface roughnc$s. The purpose of this pa- Ibe bnChmas ternPn[ure ue in good 
pcr is to show thrt sudace mume51 efecu - account for q ~ t i t a t i v e  -meat with the value oh?-rvcd by truck 
these di8erences. mounted and wborne radiometers. Thj: agmment has been 
The r ruenng  of elearomylretlc wpvu from sur. demonstrated for two ddfennt wavelengths. D e t h  for the 
fa- t,* kn studid by many invati(aton m k ,  WY and the ~ C S U ~  of the d ~ ~ h t i o n  ut Uven in the fol- 
1970: Wu and F w g  1 9 n  Sung orrd E & r h d ,  19781. These lowing 
studies show that for a Wiled quantttrtive alcuhtion of the 
scattering t y a rough nufrcc. :he knowledge of the statistical THEORY 
surface puuoeten uc important. The rc~gJxtas  tructure of kdiotive Tranrfcr 
an ~ c u l t u r d  temin depends upon the cultlvraon practice 
of b t  - A typ,d surfacc consist of hmwr cloh TO describe the mrcrowave ernusion from the so1 we wdl 
m d  h g u l u ,  mphtude of dserrnt constder the radialtve transfer rquatlon [Chandrarkhw. 
dmenaioar. TO study the effects of surfact r o w e u  on the 19601: 
observed dependence of the bnghmeu temperature on the soil 
morrtum. a sunpliulc model hu t w n  developed. The surface dl  - - - K . ( t ) I + S  dZ !I) 
roryhDcss erect hrc been incorporrtcd rnto the ulcuktlon by 
m o d & n &  the Frunel rcflectmty. Thu modidatroo u bud when I u the intensity propagating in the diiect~on 2, K, is 
upon the theory developed by Ammr [I9531 for a conductmg the totd exrurcuon per unrt length, and S u the source tern 
surface. The emphuir l i ~  tb paper is to show qurlitaavely descnbmg the convlbutton to the latensity due to mttenng 
the effcct of surface mqhr~ess on the mf~;owave bnghmw and due to the cantmuurn t h e m d  emuton of the sod. In 
rempenrure. The present model u sunpht~c wcaw ~t has pnnclple one should study thu quatlon ur conjunct~oo r l th  
only one *anmeter to ch.rrctenze the surracc, nmely, the the quntton dacnbmg the haung  of the sod. It u thLI Latter 
q u u o n  whtch wdl provide rnfonnatton about the thermal 
Cdpvrtght 9 1979 by the 4 m c n u n  G e a ~ h v r : ~ - ~ ~  L n o n  pan of the source tcnn. In chu paper we WLU decouple these 
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two aquatiom in the unw that we will considor r &van tem- 
prnturn distribution. 
To solve the njiUive tnnrfrr quation we will c o d e r  r 
w r a i - U t e  medium with depth dependeat temperatun and 
llloi8tun diuributioak Sina sod is a w y  mu- 
rid (i.8.. luge imu;n.n, pu l  of dielrcuic constant), to r good 
approxinution, the W m a r  tampantun 1, or tho temper= 
raur cquivrkot of the intensity rmcw h m  the roil will be 
determined by its i n t d  mpmm diuribulion T(r). By 
integrating (I) with the m u m  term as the tampentun dbui- 
bution of the coil one can write 
when W(r) is the h e u t  distribution of the Surf8to md  R,, is 
the mletion cordlcicnt of r smooth surface. A typical row 
aurf&a comrponds to identifyuq the spectrum with r Orus- 
rirp dirtribution of m m w  a d  variance o?: 
I 
Wz) - UP i-l'ldl m 
For this spacmm the r v q e  uuptitude is dven by 
(Em) - W@E, exp [-2dk,7 (8) 
Sin= 
where 40) is the soil surfax relectivity rt normal incidmcs 
md KAZ) is the absorption per unit l e ~ ~ ! .  Them can be &- ~ 8 t t c d  inte&ty 0 b u d  by rquuing(8) b 
tmniaed from the dielectric c o w t s  ia the soil [Borrr d 
WOK 19751. W W  (19781 hu developed r model in which 
the - i n 1 4  is evnluted by r sum ov& many bomopeous where the roughneu parameter h is gi -n by 
where /, u the fnaion of the ndtcion incident on the w-soil From (10) one an stipukte bat  the you eUm d t h e  surface 
interface that would be rbrorkd in the irh layer md I: is the rou- on the scattered intensity u n  k incorporated by 
tcmpenture of this Iryer. T&e vdua  off, uc determined 7 mowing the smooth surface reflectivity r,,(0) - I%(B)I~ 
applyin( the elccuomynetic bounduy conditions to deter- 
mine the energy fluxes entering md leaving each layer. Tbe r,(@ = r.,(B) exp (-h cos' 8) (12) 
compuutiolu indicate t l u t  tbc radiation from the soil is chr -  
rcterizcd by two samplq depchr. reflective md  thermrL The 
redectivity u c ~ e r u e d  by changer in the d pm of the 
index of refraction over r smpling deplh: 6. a 0. IX. where A 
u the k space wavelength. The t h d  sunpiiP( depth is 
determined by the loua  deeper in the medium. md u given 
where x, u the deptb of the ith Iryer. For r uniform dielectric 
thii reduced to 
where the subscript p daignates the polariuiion. The surface 
emiarivity is obuined from (12) by 
tA8) - 1 -rJ@ (13) 
To verify thu mulf me- suremenu were nude by Woirr et 
aL (19731 of the rrdectnity for soils with d8erent surf= 
rou#ms conditions. They found that o is not r sumcicnt in- 
dicator of tba roughness for chir model [ H M C O C ~ ,  19761. Table 
1 is r rommuy of thw results at r look angle of 30.. Tbe ef- 
fective o w u  determrned by d t ~ g  the o k n e d  frequency de- 
pendence of the reWvity  in each b.nd to t h t  expected 
For r low-loss dry soil 6, wiU be m order of mynitude larger 
than 6, while for a wet soil it will be only slightly lye r .  A 
rimilu t h e o m 4  treatment &s been developed ky T m g  et 
oL. [1975]. Thir formaha is simpler rnd hu yielded b r u t -  
n a s  tempenturn vdua  which m within I or 2 K of their re- 
sults for the sane moisture and temperamre pm6Jes. 
It h u  been shorn in TqLIoy a d  Clay [I9561 thU if the 
Bom (12) for r given a. The eUmive o w u  dwrys perter 
(5) than th8 mcwrrd o. They .Ira found that the ruiocornktion 
of the roryhncrr wu rLo important. This kaer q w -  
tityis tocnurlly & indicator of the horizonul sale of rough- 
ness. 
The vdue of rJB) an be determined from the Fnrnel 
quation for the cue of r uniform dielectric or from the ky- 
md models mentioned earlier for situation with non-uniform 
dideclria. In either cue it is nccarrry t b o w  the variation 
of- waurst for roil with ii moisture content. This u 
pmentrd in Figure 1 for r d r y  lorm roil at h e  wrvelangthr 
ro be considered in cbir paper. 21 [ h n d h .  19711 a d  1.55 
[ Wmg rr aL. 1978) cm. It can be seen in Figure I t b t  the rd- 
rrttenng surf= u r ruirtially rough surface such th.1 Ihm dLion of wrm hu vcy little eUm on the dieleanc pmpenles 
is no conalrtioa meen I& lmplituder of the wrva rn- of the soil at low-moiuure contenu (~10%) .  Praumbly t ~ b  
tend by two poinu on the surface. then the scattered intensity 
an be by Ihe rbsolute wuue Of rvenle scat- TABLE I .  Corn-a of oms From tbontoty Mwumnmt t e d  amplitude. I1 h u  funher been a w n  t h r  if L, mn- 
-- . 
MU the7~ t t emd amplitude by r perfectly rmootb md per- AUUF 
f d y  nbecung &.a. then the rv- amplitude hat will ERrcun o. mm M a r u n d  cornlauon 
0, 
s w Y  saltwed at 8 bu u S U ~ =  1-2 G H ~  4 $7.4 GHZ mar Lm(tk mm 
liven by 
I 5.0 5.0 2.7 89 
2 6 0 7.5 2.2 I2  ( E d  = &8)E,.. Wzl exp @k,.rI dz (6) 3 16.0 8.0 3.6 I I 
rbo TI c b q e  with roil moiuuir changes, e.8.. r dea#lo of 
ATD from 114K for smooth surfrcar to 63K for a ma rut- 
ha  with h - 0.6. From thia dircuuion it in m a  lhrt it u n r -  
aury to have rome knowtedge of the surface mqfmaa to 
uuka m uauabiiuow roil moiuure utimate from r TD o h -  
vation. By compuin) t h a t  alcuktioru with ndiOmeuic ob- 
wrvatiotu fof fedistic dtut ioru should yield a w e  of val- 
urn for the parameter h. 
RESULTS AND Dlscuulon 
Eymhuncal Details 
Tha expwitnmul m u l u  to ba d i i  in chi8 papar were 
obtained from a portable tower (cherry picket) plffonn m d  
fhm an rirrrtn plffonn. The cower mcuunmenu were 
door: at Texu AQM University from a 25 m height usiq 21 
md 28 cm wavelength ndiometm [Nmon, lWI]. The n- 
diometcr mcrsuremenu were mpponed by obraivation of the 
roil moisture and temperature at rcverrl depth do- to IS 
an, The surface roryhoaw pro0lea were JIO o W e d  LO t h t  
the vducr of d a n  k estimated. 
Fkld M-mcnrs 
The d t s  from the field mcuuremenu are presented in 
F i  3 for fields with surfaces hrviq thm biberent kveb of 
r o ~ ~  a to@ plowed field, a medium ma L ld  that 
had been d i d .  and a leld that had bwn dragged smooth. 
The ulculated values were obtained using the moisture l a d  
tcmperrture profla that wen obrened at the time of the 
SOIL MOISTURE. WEIGHT PtRCENT 
Fi I. Labontoy meuunmenu of diclecvic constant for r roll 
u r hlraion of iu moisture conttnt Thew marurcmenu ut for t n ,  '.O 
day lorm =I with l l ~ l  texture¶. 
is due to the stfoq intenelon of the water molecula with the 
soil puuc lu  which the pohr iub i i t j  of the water in a 
thin layer around each panicle. As the wrut  content in- o.* 
Ibc water is lac. &illy b u d  and awr a p a l e r  increw in 
&a dielmri. coauurt for soit. The dielectric cowant vuir- 
tion cpn oe represented by the strai@t ha which ue linear 
regzjrion LLu in there rqionr for the two wavelengthr. 
The effect of surface rou@ar on the emicsnity of the soil 
u a funaron of sail moisture at the 21 rn wavelength u pre- 
sented m Figure 2 for several v d u a  of h. Thac vrlrres were 
, 
calculated utwniug uniform moisture md tempmturt pro- = 
Bla using the F-el cocacicnt for the smooth surface are. 5 
"fhc cuna show a k b v i o r  s,imiiu to b t  of the dielectric $ 
consuat presented in Figure I, ie.. slow deaerrc of emiuivity 
&, for roil moiuura below about 10% rod a much s&rper &- 
a w e  above this v o l t ~ .  In genenl the erect of surface rough- 
n a r  u to inaerse 1; :miuivtty with incnur  being larger for 
the wet soil cue. 
The convut tn T, between wet md dry sail is presented in 
Trbk  2 rvuming r sail tempenture of 300K. At 8 - Oe the ,, 
inmeme m emus~vity due to mughncu u given by 
Ae - r., [I - exp ( -h) ]  (14) 
When r, is small 1.e.. for dry soik h rill be smrU c.g., the 
nnge u 0.04 for dry soils wh~ch from Table 2 cornponds to 
I2K nnge for TI due to surface rou(hnar. For wet sod r, is 0 s  
larger m d  the surfa& robfines effect wtll be much lsqer. At 3 10 1. 20 1 SJ~D(L MOUNRL. w c w r  a r  ccwr 
&c 25% ~ o ~ u ~  1-L the bl- e-w J. - 0.28 Fil. -,,[d "au" of for 
comrpondinl( to r 8 l K T, tn-. values of +eu puuaner A Tbc When ao rbr bolrcmc 
The net ebm then ir to d m u c  to the dynrrmc nn8e of c ~ w n u  pnrcn~td III Fiaun I for rhc 21 cm wavclm~lh. 
~aru~nr#nuTborrhradhrmcdrcodtoyWdpod 
~ t r U h t b r o k r r w d p o & E k ~ ~ l r w l  
T k ~ r , ' , f o t r b r ~ w ~ ~ b p o b r g r # . r  
rbhrhowlirudhT8bkifbrh-0.frrlSrhnraoCagmD- 
m e n t k t m n c b r o k r n d u b ~ r r l o r i r ( 0 o a U  
thwamddrymdn,botIknmdWrmcaofI&I5Ku 
rbrdddhmo&tvnlrwlr iarbocu1#..rr l l l r .~ I, 
t h m i d d k ~ I n d b r b r n g b r r h a r T , ~ W  
n~wi thd lmobtun, rhLrbourrQtokcbrngb.  
rkn tknhtbr~11aa tuwm&tyLro i l~6#r -  
mi.ulin,l. 
A I l ~ b c t o r 0 0 v i k r ~ t o r b r r w r u I b u  
m i d d l r m o i r n u r l r v r h L t b m f a c t c h r c b r ~ m  
pdbmdrirbrabmtmaddTherdbmrh#rbtbr~ 
r i b i l i t l , d ~ o c e u r i r y w h n r c h u p d i r k c r r i c ~  
aubprworWekltwthbauwdthohigbuwlordT, 
(>NIL) for t& chm pcb~u in fLon k at .bsut 101) #L 
t w e . I n t b r r x u ~ a u t b r d t l . a r t c a M t ~ ~ ~  
r ~ w d 6 u r ~ d 1 . 6 a w I 9 . J u 3 5 c l e A q ~ ~  
~~vebn@thin~soUfotthircuria~venby 
T l n ~ ~ r a r o k i w d d ~ ~ d r b  
N A s A ~ o n r t k ~ k i t w r , u r r 8 n d b ~  
r b l V * d ~ ~ M u c h  IPnMdFrkwy 
l W 3 [ ~ r d . ,  I W 6 ) u d ~ u o w r d y t b m ~  
1975 [ W t w ,  l976l.'IDo M lilfi- 
# 6 t k B r ~ n r m 6 0 0 m h I 9 7 Z u d l Q l S m d M O m  
L I W 5 . O n b o u d c b r ~ w a r ~ v r n d b Q I u n  
a o r r r h ( t k w w 8 ~ ~ d 0 . 6 2 1  em. Inthis prpn 
aJythnrPluutbe21md13Sawrwkalrb,rillkprr. 
m t d . ? k 2 1 c m ~ w u ~ d i r r j l * i P ( r i L b 8  15' 
(-l/4 mdh)  -width, rhnton iU rpui.l nrd~~tioa wu 
I/4 rbr rirarh Jritudr. Tk 1.55 Cm t8db 
~ ~ ~ l t b r w . r i a . n d l O W U I r h i c h b ) m ~ k r r o  
ridrhot2.8. ( - I / # )  ndkr). Thi,wnrorwr* prrd on 
c b r I 9 7 2 d I 9 7 3 P r i r b n r  
t h r r l r c n n a w r b y ~ l b n a a u n b m t k ~ -  
rPnl~*hichrrcruh16brcunr(10mr)hurr. 
m- 
t l -  
a n  - 
am- 
ia - 
1- 
in - 
lbrr Re16 manily M uniform nrrfua and moisture con- 
bitiooc ova lkit toul UOL All tha ndiomatar &u obtrsrd 
o v a r c b d r S d w m u r c d t o o k . i n t h a r v ~ ~ m r r r  
unrpmhrn (T,) for the hld The mil moisture mruun- 
menu w m  made u four localion8 md for vvenl &ptb  in 
rrch br16 Tbe vrlw pcarotcd h m  ur the a v m p a  for mch 
llcld F a  tha 1975 mu roil temperature pro& w m  rlro 
I#uund Soil mtuna drcrrmiortion w a n  rlro made for the 
wmlpkd Ikldr. 
b u m  of tha w e  of roil texture. from sandy l o w  to 
d r y r I h u u c p r a r m t a t ~ o f l b o e r i t e i t L n m u u y t 0  
r c o u ~ t  for tho marent water bo ld i i  apacitiar of thae 
roih This w u  done by n o r m  rbc mspuurrd roil moic- 
mnr to the hld aprcity levels (FC3 for each roiL The 
amount of wrtw in r roil at FC is that which nmlinr two or 
rbm &ya after bviq been mtuniad and Iftar fnc drainage 
hu pncclally cead This lave! u dctadned to r l u ~ e  x- 
-1 by th roil turtura ie. panicle size cornpition. The vdut 
of PC f a  rrch b l d  w u  estimated on tho buir of the soil tex- 
tura t h t  mo rnururcd for that field ( S c h g g e .  19781. 
Thr rorf.cr rou#haru chmaerictia wen those raultiog 
Roaa the qricultunl practica of tho two areas. The dominant 
mabod of i w t i e n  is the flooded furrow. The hnow wpua- 
tioa was about ~ n e  meter ecld the furrow heqht wu  about 20 
cm. Suparimpooed on thaw cormgatioru mr clods, which 
w m  generally Icrc than 5 cm. 
Plotr of T, venur the soil moianuv in vrriou bpn for the 
1972 md  1973 a h u  are pmantcd ia Fijun 4. We not8 that 
the w e  of T, b not u grut u that exprclrd for a unooth 
Nlrfrcc. 
Cdculrtion, usin# the layefad model [WUIHI, 1978] w m  
performed uiq moisture and tempantun p r o h  mwurod 
by tha panonnel at the U.S. Water Consanation Labontory 
at W m u  [ l o c h .  19731 Tbr roil mobtun md umpmtun  
proflltl were obrrned i r rreqwnt intendm after r heavy irrf- 
grtion on Much 2, 1911. Them d8u from h e  umr mr r l  
the ume time of the y a r  were wumrd to k mcoarbk d- 
mates of the situation8 occurria# duMg the 1911 &craft 
ovedi#hu. L should be noted :hat the mobtura md  u m p  
r tun prolUas hrd been obt8iied from r smooth field, whik 
the mimwrvt radiometer raulr w m  obuind Rom m&- 
rurhcad fields. The moisture proflla wcn rather uniform 
when wet but dried rapidly rt the surface rAer 5 or 6 dryr 
ptoducing shup moisture md dielectric cootunt prdianta 
jw b l o w  J e  surface. The calcultion~ wen parfonned for 
the euly rfimoon (1:M P.M.) pro6laa of each dry. The cot- 
ruponding temperature prodla ua probably quite npraan- 
utlve of the aauri situation for the 1972 flighu, For cbr 1973 
lighu, occurring culy m Febwry. the ten.pontwa rm 
romcwhu cooler. The surface tempcnarrs u obaened by 
tho aircratl IR s e w r  were found to be a b u t  IJK lower thrn 
that observed during Mmh. The Febnu y tempentun pro- 
LUtr were then obuiDcd from the o k n a d  Much tomper- 
ature profla by adjusting the gnd~eor to dt the abed rur- 
face temperature for F,': wry data and urumiq two prodla 
to be q u r l  at about 50 cm. 
The dic!ectnc constants used iri the calculation w m  lharr 
4. A u c d  obwnrlronr of T,, u ,\ - 21 dunq  1972 wad !9?3 Lgku *vcr Pbaau cocnprrd wlh ml mou- 
n~~urhn,drplbroltbrpotL Thc1~*0d46&dtyrva1n F i ~ m b 1 0 d 1 a u h d i 8 ~ : ~ p r O d U O d ~ ~ I b r  1972 Md 
1973 IempruPm wodk. 
1 , , , 1 , , , I  
- (8)  
CALCUUTID VALUIS 
0 
0 
P h, 0 
0 '\ 
iy- 
rn I) o o o n #L m tw tio l a o a  w u w cs ro r m r o o  roo la 
o - 2  CM SOIL MOISTURI n or rluo CACACITV o - B CM n FC 
Fi. 5. AimaIl obmrrioar of TB u A - 21 cm duriq 1919 dam ( 6 7  A.M.) awu of Pboorux cnm~arrr;. wttb roll 
~ n ~ n o b p b r d r h r W T b r c u n a a n v L v r l ~ f i u t o I b r a l c u L u d n l u * r .  
mud in Figure I. Thru values ue for s o l  having tex- 
ton timilu to the Avoadah d r y  LOM mil at the Water Con- 
wnuioo Irbontory. 
tbr ralid curves in Figure 4 ue :h crlculsted v d u a  u- 
nrmiry a ~ o ~ t h  d a c t  (0  - 0). It ia dear that the aircraft 
?'is do rot gel u low u t h w  alcuhtod for the smooth sur- 
f ~ .  The form of the crlcukted cune  however d- r g r e  
with thr okenatiotw ir., Little variation out to about 50% of 
FC and then tha npid aecrew in 5; 
tbr duhed curva in F i g w  4a-k uc for h - 0.45, and it 
b can that the range of cllculrted T;s is in pod r p e m e n t  
'5 o k m a d  range l a d  ch.1 th roughnrrr factor h u  iu great- 
est r U m  at the -a l m l  of m i u u n  u pndictad by (14). 
In obrrrving the v.rircioa of T, with roil m&un in !lie 
three hyar ,  we note the liacu daxcue TB with the mil mois- 
t u n  in the 0 - 1  an layer, but for the 0-2.5 and 0 - 5  cm layon 
there in r region at low sod mok.. ,- which there b Little 
vuirrioe of T,. Above this level ti. is .I sharp d c m u c  in 
T, This behavior is similar to Lhrt prrrcnted in Figure 2 and 
that the loution of tbe b- 'rk point for ?be 2.5 cm c u m ,  r t  r p  
proximately 50% of FC, is in good r(remcnt with h e  loca- 
tion presented in Figure 2, assuming a FC of 20-25% for r 
chy Lorm Y- 1. Bcuwe of this agreement. we will assume that 
the ndiomete~ J mponding to the moisture vanations in the 
top 2 or 2.5 cm. 
In Figu.-o 5 &ad 6 the results from the 1975 flights are pre. 
xnttd. Figure 5 praents the m u l u  from the pm2wn flights 
and Figure 6 from tbr: m~ddry lights. h n t i . l l y ,  the m e  
dependence of T, on ;jd moufurt IS observed for tbcv :Ighu 
u for tac 1973 IQ~IS. The u i ~ u l a t t d  vduu in this cw w d  
the moistwe and temperature proNer that were m u r u d  in 
arch 6eld at tbe tune of the flighu. The crm.s uc \ruurl MI 
i l  L J I ILL. 1 _ _ _ _ .  
a 0 n x u u w r, w r torn w a u w 70 w r r c r i r o r r o  
0 - 2 C M  SOIL UOIS:URE. % OF FI€&D CAPACITY C - S C M  
Fk 6. h m f t  obwnum d T, u A - 21 am dun- 1975 mddxv I 1- P 4 . fi(hu over Wlntux compuc d vlch jot1 
motsun I#I 14 deplhb o f h  WII. Tbc run- u o  v n d  b u t  fiu to tb.r ulcul r~h '  *.dues. 
fits to the calculated points. Note that there is a 10-1SK differ- 
ence in the observed valua of T, for dry Belds between the 
A.M. and P.M. Q h u  due to soil temperature differences and 
that there is a similar Merence in the u k v h t e d  values 
The scatter in the ulculued points about the curves is due 
to two caws:  kt, the variations in the roil moisture prohla 
having the same average 0-q cm or 0 - 5  cm average moisture 
levek and second. the variations in soil temperature. In Fy- 
ure 5 the point tl-rt is the greatat distance from h e  curve, the 
one with at T, of 27SK may be due to the rescJnance effect 
noted earlier. The large diaerence between the 0-2 and &5 
cm moisture levels, almost a factor of 2. i n d i a t a  the presence 
of a sharp moisture gradient. The observed value of T, for 
this field is snly 5K less than the calculated value. There is 
consrdenb:y : -are scatter in the observed values of T, This is 
probably . r to uncenainty of our surf&ct meuuremenu. 
Analysu ..C ~tensively sampled field [Bell a d.  19791 in- 
Aicates that for a sample sue of 4 the expected limit of accu- 
racy L is 4%. Thus the true mean for the field should be mthin 
f 4% of the observed value, or approximately f 20% of FC. 
Most of the points in Ftgum 5 znd 6 lie within this distance 
from the curve. 
The best agreement is obtained in each case for h = 0.6. 
Thls was doae by fitting the data at both the wet and dry ends. 
This value of h b slightly larger than the result for the 1972- 
1973 data. The reason for thu dlaerence u unknown. and be- 
cause of the scatter in the data. may indicate the unanainty 
of our arunates for the value of h. 
The valua of h obta~ncd for the aircraft data generally fell 
m between those obtamed for the medium rough and rough 
caxs for the field measurement results (Figure 3). This in- 
dicate that for the Phoenu rcglon none of the observed fields 
approached the smooth category and an assumptrcn that agri- 
cultural Be!& are in the mcdium rough to rough (i.e.. h o 0.5) 
may be reasonable for funure calculdons at this wavelength. 
The data at i.SS crn are presented m Figure 7. They arc lLEo 
dcscnbed by i n  h of 0 6; the fact that h docs not scale wth 
wavelength u ~ndicatrve of the shoncormnp of the modeL In 
t h  use. it appean that diaerent ,wruons of the roughneu 
spectrum wdl contribute at  he diC:.rrlt wavelengths. It is a&o 
c!ear that cemm of our assumptron conce~*-: thc rouohnev 
arc v~olated at thu wavelength. 
.\ one parameter model for estimating the e E m  of surface 
roughness on the mrcrowave emisroo from s o l  h u  been de- 
veloped and compared wtth ndiometa measurements from 
both tower and aucraft p l a t f c m  By a suruble choice of the 
parameter h, the model, when combmed with a ndiawre 
transfer model for the sod. ytelds good agreement w~th the o b  
brightness temperatures. An effect~ve range for the pa- 
rameter was found to be irom 0 for a smooth surface to 0.6 for 
a ro~rgh plowed surface. From the denvauon of the model the 
parameter h IS expected to be proponlond to the vlrunce of 
the surface herght. However when compared wth the m a -  
s u d  vanance for the tower measurements t h  dependence 
w.s not verified. 4 sun~Iar result was found m laboratory 
measurements of surface reflecrtmty [Huncock. 19761. These 
latter measurements md~cate that the honzooul scale of rur- 
face roughness, 1.e. surface slopu, u Ilw u n p o m t  m deter- 
mlnmg rhe magnttude of tne parameter h. B e a w  of thu fac- 
tor a docs not appear possible to extrapolate the value of h 
from the measuremenu presented here at the 21 cm wave- 
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length to other wavelengths and additional measurements at 
other wavelengths anll be required to deterrmne the depen- 
dence 9f h on wavelength. 
At the 21 cm wavelength the value of 0.5 for h appears to be 
representative of the condiuon, observed tn the aircraft data 
acquired over the agricultural area around Phoenix. Therefore 
with rhir model for roughnut, radiative transfer model calcu- 
lation, should yleld accurate ut imatu of the valua of T, for 
a wide range of moisture and temperature conditrons. 
Funher work dl be rcquued to detenrune the wavelength 
dependence of ir and to d e t e r m e  d the modcl can accurately 
predict the p o l m u o n  ~ c r e n c e s  expmed for of-nadu o b  
XTvauons. 
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MULTISENSOR ANALYSIS OF HYDROLOGIC FEATURES IN THE WIND RIVER 
RANGE, WYOMING WITH EMPHASIS ON THE SEASAT SAR 
James L. Foster 
Dorothy K. Hall 
ABSTRACT 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SARI imagery of the Wind River Range area in Wyoming is com- 
pared to visible and near-infrared imagery of the m e  area. Data from the Seasat GBand SAR and 
u! aircraft X-Band SAR are compared t o  Landsat Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) visible data and 
near-infrared aerial photography and topographic maps of the same area. Visible and near-infrared 
data provide more information than the SAR data when conditions are optimum. However, the 
SAR penetrates clouds and snow, and data can be acquired day or night. Drainage density detail 
is good on SAR imagery because individual s t rems show up well Cue t o  riparian vcgetation causing 
higher radar reflections which result from the "rough" surface which vegetation creates In the win- 
ter image, the X-Band radar data show high returns resulting from cracks on the lake ice surfaces. 
High returns are also evident in the L-Band SAR imagery of the lakes due'to ripples on the lake 
surfaces induced by wind. It is concluded that utilizatior. of multispectral data (visible, near-infrared 
and microwave (radar)) would optimize analysis of hydro!ogic features. 
NASA Technical Mcn~orandurn 1305b4 Scptenlha 1979 
INTERIM CALIBRATION REPORT FOR THE SMMR SIMULATOR 
P. Glocncn and D. Cavalicri 
ABSTRACT 
The calibration data obtained during hie FALL 1978 NIMBUS4 
unduflrght mission with the Scanning Mul?ichannel Microwave Radio- 
meter (SMMR) simulator on board the NASA CV-990 aircraft have k e n  
andyzed and an interim calibration alplorithm dcvclopcd. Data selected 
for this analysis consisted of ~n-flight sky. first-year sea ice, and open 
water obscnstions. as well as ground-bawd obscwations of fixed targets 
while varyrng the temperatures of sclcctcd instrument components. For 
most of the SMMR channels, a good fit to the sclcctsd data wt was o h  
t i ned  with the algorithm. 
T I M E - D E P E N D E N C E  OF S E A - I C E  CONCENTRATION A N D  
MULTIYEAR ICE FRACTION IN T H E  ARCTIC BASIN 
P OLOERSEN.  H J Z W A L L Y .  A T C C H A N G ,  and D K H A L L  
NASA. W a d  Space f i gh t  Ctnnr. G w k i t ,  .Ud . L' S 4 
W. J C A M P B E L L  
U n i d  k r n s  Grobgual Sunuv. Farma. U;Uh . U S  A. 
( R m t v d  30 September. 1Y"\ 
AbOmel. 'Tho tlmo rutattun 01 the sea-~ca ~vncantratlon and multcyerr ~se  frastlon vtthtn the pack I* 
In thr h c  B u m  IS oxuntnd. u lng ml~mware Images of sea I- m-enth rbqu~rrd bv the Nlmtrus-5 
spamuaft and the NASA C V - W  a r b o m  laburatom The lrn4(s rurd lor thse studto were 
anutructd from data acqutred from the Eleitncall\ k a n n d  Sllcrowa\r Radtomcttr (ESXlK\ wh~sh 
mcosdr rad~at~on tnrm earth and 11s atmosphere at r vart l rnt th of 1 J! ~m Data are mahxed for four 
wuon l  dunng 10'>1Q7.( to ~llustrate wrne buts d~fferenccs In the propentas of the sea I L -  dunng 
thou n m  Spracraft data u o  cumpared wtth ~urrerpondtnt N4SA CV-3913 atrbrnr latwrrtun data 
&tuned over wdo a n u  In the .4nt1c B u m  durtng the Main 4rct1c I & .  Dvnamlcs Iwnt Expartmcnt 
(1973) to ~ l l u ~ ~ n t r  the pp l~ab t l~ t \  of prutve.m~crowrce remote wnslng for monttorin@ tho time 
Ayrndenw of ua-ILX ;on*ntration (d~ror~enscl  R o c  oburvatlans lndtsate styn1flr3nt rariattons In 
tbr YI-I~P ~wncwntratton In the spnna, late fa!l and errlv utntcr i n  rddltton. Jccp in the tnten~lr o! the 
.4nmc po lu  ma-ice pack. heretofon unobserved i a r ~  mu. w\crr l  hundred ktlornctcn In extent. of 
rn-m cwnantrattom u low u JO% are ,ndlcatert 
The delineation of the extent, structure. consentratlon. and motton of sea ice In 
polar reglons by microwave radiornetn has k e n  dtscussed ~n :qrlter papers 
(Wilhelt rr af.. 1972; Glrxrsen and Sriomonson, 10'5. Gloenen t r  41.. 19-3, 
19741. b, 19'5a. b; Csmpbeli crrli.. 19'4. 19-5. lo'@, 19's. Ramseler er cr., 10'4. 
1975'1. In thls paper. emphasls IS placed on exsmlnlng the tlme varia.ton of the 
sea-ice consenuatlon and multiyear ice fractlon wtthln the pack ~ c e  ~n the .Arsrlc 
Bum. using microwave images of sea ice recentlv scqulred b!. the Nimbus-5 
spacecraft and the NASA CV-990 a~rborne laboratory 
The pnnciprl instrument use3 for these studies is the El:ctncall\ Scanned 
Microwave Radiometer (ESXfR) whlch records raiiilatton f,:om Earth ~ r , d  11; 
atmosphere at a wavelength of 1 5 5  im. Such an instrument I* ,  inrrted on both the 
CV-990 alrcraft (ESXlR-A C\ :nd the Nimbus-5 srtelilte (FSMR-5). the expen- 
mentrl techn~quer have been described in detall prevlouslt S~nce the Ravleiyh- 
Jeans approslmation appiies In the wavelength reylme of th: EShfR and the range 
of sens~ble temperatures encountered, the re ie~red power is Ilneiri) dependcnr on 
the brightness temperature of the tarpt.  Thus, radiances u e  described in terms of 
brightness temperatures rather than received power. 
Data are analyred for four seasons during 1973-1975 to illustrate some basic 
differences in the properties of the sea ice during tho* times. In the Spring and Fall 
of 1975, the NASA CV-990 airborne laboratory made three polewud trrnxcts on 
16 Apnl. 19 April, and 22 October, 1975 in the area north of 7V N between 3 7  W 
and lb? W. Conerponding satellite data from these times are also presented and 
discussed. In addition. spacecraft data for August 1975 are compared with cor- 
responding CV-990 data obtained during the Main Arctic Ice Dynamirs Joint 
Experiment (Main AIDJEX) to illustrate the applicability of passive microwave 
remote sensing for monitoring the time-dependence of sea ice concentration 
(divergence). 
2. interpretation of the Micmwrve Signatures of Scr Ice 
The radiative-transfer equation applicable to passise microwave observations at a 
given wavelength within the sea-ice canopy is as fo:lows: 
where 
and 
T I - t  [ ~ ( : , ~ - ~ " ' d + ' ( : )  
in which T, a the observed brightness temperature; r is the em~uivity of the 
surface, which depends on wavelen~tn IS well as on various surface variables; TS is 
the sensible temperature of the surface; r is the totaj irrnospheric opacity which is 
also wavelength dependent; T(:) is the ~ n s i b l e  temperature in the atmosphere at a 
height z ;  r'(:) is the atmospheric opaclty from the surface to a height t ;  and 7; is 
the average temperature of tree space, also wavelength dependent, but a small 
contribution at a:l the wavelengths considered here. 
In Equation (1). the fint term on the right represents the contribution to the 
observed brightness temperature of the surface as seen through the atmosphere. 
the ~ c o n d  is the upwelling atmoscheric rad:ation. the third is the downwelling 
atmospheric radiaiion as observed after reflection at the surface and transmission 
back through the atmosphere, and the fourth is radiation from space reflected back 
h m  the surface and attenuated by two passes through the atmosphere. 
The constant k in the expression for T: under Equation (1) is included to account 
for the case of diffwe reflection from rough surfaces in an approximate manner. 
because strictly speaking the integral should be carried out over the entire heml- 
sphatc rather than along the line-of-sight direction. I .  The value of k will depend 
both on the distribution mumed for the absorption, r. in the sky md the type of 
diffuse reflection wumed at the surface. 
We assume that a suitable approximation tor TI and TZ in the polu regions is 
given by 
~ l - k " ~ ~ = r 7 ' ~ ,  (2) 
where TA is a weighted average of T(r)  in the lower troposphere. Using the index i 
to denote different wavelengths and polarizations, equation (1) then becomes 
where terms containing r,T,,, have been neglected. 
Under the assumption that the Rayleigh extinction coe;.r Ants (Gaut t r  a!.. 1970) 
apply in the polu regions. the opacifles, r, vary invenely as thc square of the 
wavelength A - Z  and Equation (3) may be further approximated as: 
in which A is auumed to be independent of A ,  to fint order, since variations of the 
product r,r, are of second order; also T A  and T, are independent of wavelength and 
k is assumed to be independent of wavelength. 
The sea-ice surface of the Main AIDJEX srea was found to consist of !our major 
categories with significantly distinct microwave characteristics; (1) open water: ( 2 )  
fust-year sea ice with snow cover (FY); (3) thin (but thicker than one microwave 
wavelength) tint-year ice without snow cover (FT); and (4) multiyear sea ice (MY). 
Taking these into account. using T, = 3 K, and 1:oting that the open y a  tempera- 
ture is 271 K. Equation (4) becomes: 
The term (a) on the right-hand side of Equation (5) is the contribution from the 
open water whith is assumed to be at the freezing point. 271 K, 80, is the emiuivity 
of d m  open wrter and C is the percent open water. Terms (b) through (e) are the 
conaibutions of the various forms of sea ice to the radiation. They consist oi the 
cmiuivities (8,) of k t -year  (l?). thin first-year without snow cover (FT), and 
muluyear (MY) sea ice; the fraction of the area covered with sea Ice. (1 - C); the 
fraction of the I=-covered area that is multiyear, F; the fraction of the ice-covered 
area th-t  is thin first-year without snow cover. X; the sensible temperature of the 
FY and MY. Th; and the difference between the sensible temperature of the FT 
md T.. rn, The terns (5b)-(5e) have been arranged so that under certain 
circumstances some of them will drop out, e.g.. when sxyl -amr as is the case for 
vertical polarization at all of the wavelengths discussed (see data presented in 
Campbell er al., 1977). 
Equation (5) contains the following ten compound variables: C. TI, - 3, C(T, - 
3). F(Tr.- 3). X(Tb - 3). X(rm- 3), FC(Tla - 3). XC(T,, - 3). XC(tm- 3). and 
A. consisting of various products of the six variables, C, X, F, T,a, tm. and A. In 
principle, these ten compound variables can be determined analytically from ten 
different microwave brightness temperatures by solving ten simultaneous linear 
equations of the form of Equation (5) if the coefficients are known, e.g., with the 
ten channels of TB's to be obtained with the Scanning Multichannel Microwave 
Radiometer (SMMR) on board the Nimbus G and Seasat A spacecraft. both due to 
be launched in 1978. In practice, however, such solutions often result in large 
coefficients and alternating signs which give rise to noisy solutions when taking into 
account radiometer noise. This has been demonstrated in the present situation by 
using a set of best-judgment emissivities. It is unlikely that improved -?lutions 
would result from more accurate values of the emissivities. A sequential. 2proach 
to the solution is currently unde- investigation in which fewer radiometer channels 
are used to retrieve a given variable, determination of some variables requires the 
prior retrieval of others, and the coefficients are obtained from regression analysis 
of an experimental parameter/brightness-temperature data set. The initial pro- 
cedure used for this sequential retrieval consists of determining T,, and C from the 
4.6-cm horizontal and vertical channels under the following assumptions: (1) term 
(3) of Equation (5) is zero; ( 2 )  X is sufficicntly small so that terms (5d) and (5e) can 
be neglected compared to term (5a); and (3) term (Sf) can be dropped tince there is 
negligible atmospheric interference at the 4.6-cm wavelength. Next, using these 
values for T, and C. F is determined from the difference between the Equations 
(5) written for the 1.6- and 2.8-cm wavelength horizontal channels (terms (5b). 
(5d). and (5e) drop aut and term (Sf) is neglected). Then. T,,. C, and F are inserted 
in the Equations (5) written for the difference between the two 0.8-cm channels to 
permit solving for X (term (5f) drops out). Finally. A IS determined from the 
differences between the Equations (5) for the 0.8- and 1.4-cm vertical polarization 
channels, using the values determined for T,,, C, F, and X and is used as a measure 
of atmosphenc interference. 
The spatial resolution of such determinations will in general be about 150 km 
with the SMMR, but better spatlal resolutions can be obtained by making addi- 
tional assumptions as to the variation of the variables with~n the 150-km cell. If, for 
instance. it is assumed that T,,. F, and A are essentially constant with~n that cell (F 
is zero around Antarctica), then X and C may be caiculated using the 0.8-cm 
channels at a spatial resolution of about 30 km. 
To summarize the state of knowledge of sea-ice signatures at this polnt. the 
em~ssiv~ty is known !o be detennlncd In general by both the surface and volume 
properties of the ice. FY sea ice appean to be optically thick wi!h the emiuivity 
being given by: 
where byi is the surface reflectivity obtainable from the Fresnel reflection 
coefficients maker, 1970). 
A'rhough sea ice and snow cover include air pockets. a reasonable fit to the data 
is obtained by assuming that the index of refraction. n. of solid ice. approximately 
1.78. should be used in the Fresnel relations ax all wavelengths. At the SMMR 
incidence angle of SW, these yield values of 0.16 and 0.025 for 4 (parallel to the 
surface) and r ,  (orthogonal with Q and the line of sight), respectively, correspond- 
ing to emissivity values of 0.84 and 0.97 ior FY sea ice. Surface roughness modifies 
this property, however, and appears to be important at the 0.81-cm SMMR 
wavelength according to field measurements during the Main AIDJEX which 
indicated much smaller polarization effects at that wavelength for FY, FT, and MY 
sea-ice types. 
The empirical knowledge of microwave properties of MY ice at these 
wavelengths is limited to the observation that they are the same as FY at 
wavelengths of 1.6cm and longer, about 5 K lower at nadir than FY at 2.8 cm. 
about 20 K lower at nadir than FY at 1.55 cm. and about 50 K lower at nadir than 
FY at 0.81 cm. all at a surface temperature of 250 K (Wilheit t r  al.. 1972; Gloenen 
er al.. 1973. 1974a). On this basis, and using 0.92 for the nadir emissivity of FY at 
all wavelengths but 0.81 cm, the following equations apply for the MY: 
In order to estimate the MY emissivitres at an incidence angle of 50". the surface 
conmbution at nadir (1 - r )  must be removed, the remaining volume effect multi- 
plied by 1.5 (the increase in slant range), and the surface contributions at 50°, 
(1 - r ( )  and (1 -r,X must be added to the values shown in Equation (7). The 
emiuivitics so deduced are listed in Table I. 
The bracketed values in this table represent measurements at the surface dunng 
the Main AIDJEX and are subject to sign~ficant variation according to the degree 
of surface roughness. 
Also shown in Table I. for completeness, are values for the emisslvitie: of FT sea 
ice. inferred from measurements taken at the AIDJEX site (Campbe!i t r  al.. 1979). 
Again, the braskcfed values are based an actual radiance and sensible surface- 
temperature measurements: the other values are extrapolated from the values 
TABLE I 
4.6 cm, (Nadir) 
4.6 an. pualbl 
4.6 an. pr~cndin lu  
2.8 cm. (Nadir) 
2.8 cm. purllrl 
2.8 cm, pcrpondiculu 
1.6 cm. (Ndir)  
1.6 an, pmlbl 
1.6 a perpendicular 
0.8 cm. Wdir) 
0.8 an. pvlllal 
0.8 cm. perpendicular 
inferred from the measurements at the 2.8-ca wavelength. Evidently, surface 
roughness has a role in determining the e~issivity at the 0.8 cm wavelength also for 
FT sea ice. 
In this paper, we are constrained to single-channel obse~.ations at tlie Nimbus-5 
ESMR wavelength of 1.55 cm. In order to separate out the various contributions to 
Tr. it is necessary to use a pion values of Tm and to depend on a time Sequence of 
observations and a pnon knowled~e to interpret TI in terms of FY, MY, and FT 
sea-ice fractions. To this end, the aircraft observations were indispensable in 
properly interpreting the images obtained from ESMR.5 data. 
3. Mlaowave Cbptrctorictia of Sea Ice in the Spring 
ESMRJ brightness temperatures obtain. 1 on board Nimbus-5 since its launch In 
December 1972 have been displayed as images by a computerized polar map 
projection in which the Te's are represented by a color scale (Glocrsen et al., 
1974a). The spring distribution of ice tvpes, such as MY, FY, and MY + FY shown 
in the Beaufon Sea portion of these images, is remarkably similar from one year to 
the next. and to that of earlier yern as measured by the aircrdt ESi.fR (Gloenen er 
ol., 1973; Cunpbell et al.. 1976). 
In this paper we present for the Snt time simultaneous satellite and aircraft data 
extending over a significant portion of the Arctic Basin. During the period of 
observation, 16 to 19 April. the aircraft transects, Figure 1, indicate there was an 
insimificant mount of open water along the traarccts. This pennits a simplified 
approach to interpreting the maps in Figure 1, i.e.. we may assume that C (percent 
open water) and X (snow-free thin-ice fraction) are nearly zero, and Equation (5) 
becomes: 

Fig. 2. ESMR-A/C bn*tncu tbmpcrrturn obruned on b a u d  the XASA CV-990 amborne Iabora- 
tory on 16 md 10 Apnl. 1975 dong the tranwcu ~nd~crted In Figure 1. The zonal chrrrcrer~rr~n 
(Campbell 0r al.. 1976) nl the Arcclc B u m  sea Ice arc dcllnerred. 
4. Miaowave Chuacter is t ia  of Sea Ice in Late Summer 
The radiometnc distinction of FY and MY sea ~ c e  1s ditfi;ult In the mel; -,y 
season because the ~reeboard  lagers of both have high morsrure :ontent and 
r ~ n d o m  crystal orientation (Campbell er al.. 1976) glvlng nse to hlgh val2es of the 
imapnary part of the index of refraction. When such condltlons are ob ta~ned  
uniformly, the dctermlnat~on of C IS much simpler than under frozen surface 
condinons, however. because an, =EM-,, and T,, = Tn - 27 1 K and Equa t~on  ( 5 )  
becomes: 
With aircraft observatiorrs, the spatial resolution is tometimes high enough to 
permit an additional major simplification: the FY and FT ice types are separab!e for 
some resolution cells; for these, C and X are restricted t c  values of 0 or 1, and 
Equation (9) becomes the basis for distinguishing between the two types. 
The situation is probably more complex tharl this, however, becaust: various 
phenomena occur at the ice surface during the sctnmer. The ice surface can change 
rapidly from one containing extremely sma!' mounts of free water to one in which 
all ice crystal surfaces are wet. According to microwave measurernent.5 of a? alpine 
snowpack by Edgerton er 41. (1971), and snowpack model computations (Chang 
and Gloersen, 1975). the emissivity of snow increases rapidly wi'rh the oilset of 
melting and then decreases slowly as the free water content increases. 
For three days prior to the first AIDJEX Phase I1 ESMR-A/C mapping mission 
on 18 August, the air temperature was usually below freezing a.nd the ice surface 
was frozen as was the surface of the melt ponds. which had 2-3 cm of refrozen slush 
with slush underneath. The maximum TB was observed to drop steadily by about 
20 K t  7 K, larger than the calibration uncertainty of the ESMR-A/C (Campbell er 
al.. 1978). Fortunately, detailed observations of the ice surface within the AIDJEX 
test area Cuing the summer were made by Hanson (in  press'^. 
In Figure 3 for the period 11 August to 4 September we show the state of the 
surface in and around the AIDJEX maln camp (ar observed by Hanson). the 2-m air 
temperatures at all AIDJEX camps, the time of each CV-990 flight, and the 
observing periods for the ESMR-5 images (Figures 4 aqd 6). According to the 
surface observations, the surface-layer moisrure steadlly increased during the 
period of the three CV-990 flights, in agreement with the observed decreasing 
trend of the To's observed iith the ESMR-AIC. It is notewonhy that the moisture 
content was increasing steadily even :hough the 3-m air temperature was fluctuat- 
ing about the freezing point. There are ao measurements to indicate how cool the 
Tn's became due to progressive ice-r-lrfa-e nielting after the CV-990 flight. Of 
course, there is a limit to how much free \later can remain in the surface layer, 
because the percolation through the layer and into the melt ponds occurs rapidly. 
However, because the last CV-990 flight cccuned immediately following the 
largest seasonal melt Increment (Figure 3). we usume the 20 K decrease in TI due 
tc incrtasing surface-layer moisture was the maximum. This change rn TB is 
significantly less than that observed with ESMR-5 for parts of the Arctic basln 
during this period. 
It appears from the .lbove that the minimurrr Tr of the moist sea ice is about 
230 K. This is also the signature of dry MY just below the melt point ('Table Ij. 
Therefore, any TO appreciably lower than 230 K can be due neither to moist sea ice 
nor dry MY. Appreciably lower Tn'r cdn be caused by either large areas of open 
water within the pack, due to ice divergence, or by extensive areas of open melt 
ponds. Of these two pouibllities, we believe that the former mechanism is respon- 
sibie for the large areas of low TB observed In the summer ice pack shown in the 
ESMR-q Iraages (Figures 4 and 6). 
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Fig. 3. Phys~cai condlc~om at the AIDJES c a m p ~ t a  itunng the penod 10 Aupwt to .i September. 
1975. In terms of mtcrowave propenm of the I=, the comments along the top of the figure on the 
p h y d  condition of the ~ c c  arc of geater tmponance rhan the air temperatures rndiated by the data 
potr.u a d  curves. 
n e  large areas of low TE appear as green ,. ; 8 -- 192 K )  zones deep witnin the 
Arctic pack. shown in the ESMR images for 1427, and 30 August. 1975 (Figures 4 
and 6). Also shown on Figure 4 is a transect from the shoreline through and h y o n d  
the A.IDJEX test area along which Tb data from the ESMR have been plotted vs 
distance in Figure 5 far the three different nme periods during Augu t  shown in 
Figures 4 and 6 .  These data :hew :hat very Wge spatial and temporal vari3tlons in 
Tg OCNT. Il ls  is the first time we have succeeded in observing such pronounc~d 
:arpe-stde vaf-.:--e ,,., ; .n Ta at time scales 3s shon as severd days. This is also the 
fint :me Ta chkngts of such magnitude with~i, the Arctic Basin ice pack have been 
observed. T h e e  changes exceed those observed for the ice surface itself with the 
ESMR-A,/C data dunng that time. 
The very large low TE areas north of the Maln AIDJEX array, several hundred 
kiloneten in extent, suggest that the pcrccnt of open water IS as high 50%. It is 
inrerestlng !o no:e that the divergence In the Main .AiDJEX manned station array. 
which at t:mes was located at the southern ex:remlty at' this h~ghly divergent area, 
.was observed w ~ t h  ESMR-A; C (Cnmpbell zr at.. 1978) to have the same temporal 
Fig 4 ES.HR-! trnapt uf :hr n m 9  p l n r  repon 3n :- 4u~uq1. :C'q 4n rppwr~rnale ua- :sc  
w-rntr~7n xrle rr $9-n r[onpr& rhc 3 t i~hrnc~s- tam~rarut r  coiar ~ l l r  rs rhr :~$ht P[ the Swrc 
k r n m  IS 15rrwn an the m a p !  z'onp whrrh :hc t:m rmnatvon *I the ESMR-! Snghtncu temprra:um 
w r r  uuAcd (KC Filurc ! r
variation as that obscmed with ESWR-5 +Figure CI, Lsmg ESSIR-A C irnagcs of 
the main AIPJEX test area it is found that the Ice wtthln r h t  A!n rFS tnanelt 8 3 5  
m*wlidatcd on 1s .August. divcrpng an 22 August. and more divcrgen~ cln 2' 
Augur. on whlch w m o n  the percent open ware: in the noflhe3sf arncr  of the 
mangic i s  ntirnatcd from the atrcraft data no be about :OOb compared t.0 30% zs 
deduced lrom ESMR-5 data ( F i p t t  51. The discrepancy 1s artnbured to the drop tn 
sea-ice miaorvar.c erntssitin in this pnod due *n the increasing amount of tree 
water in th- surf3cc laver and open-melt ponds. ft is notcwarfhy !in F~purr f;l that 
rhc divtrgtnces fn the A1DJE.Y mangle and the regon around "O X, 1 3 '  W were 
out af phaw and the maximum diverpence In the northern regon was preattr 
Rcnrm~ng now 10 the other phenomenon whvh maw sign~ficand% lourcr the Te of 
*a ~ce.  LC.. rhc localized thawing oi melt pnds. cv~dcnce i s  presented that there 
effeeu are of stcondar). zmpvnanee I1 was o h ~ f v e d  that In the rLIDJEK v c a  r he 
percentage uf rht ~ c c  surface ;cvercd wth melt F n o -  was :a. 31'0. l 3 e  T# of an 
Fit. 5 lllustrrt~on of the r rpd fiucrurt~ons In bn&htncss temperature wtth tlme In lrtc August. 1975 
a l o n ~  the transcct lndlcated In F~yurc 4 These flucturt~ons are attr~buted to r t p d  \anattons In the 
KL-ICC ~~nccntratlon. 
ice-free melt pond 1s 130 K ,  whlch IS the same as for open sea water. Therefore. if 
the melt ponds were ice-free In an area that was 30% p.nded, the decrease in TZI 
compared to the frozen state would be 32 K. When the mr'lt ponds are complcteiy 
I*-free. the surface of the ICC t l x s  they rest upon are moist. Based on the average 
of the values shown earlier. the a\crage TB of se3 ~ c e  IS ca. ZJO K. Therefore the 
combined effect of ~ce-frce mc!t and molst surface IS a Ti, ot c3. 210 K.  From 
the ESMR-5 Images shown In Figures J and 6 .  lt can be seen that the Ts's wlthln 
the ;ow T, zones di,:ussed above range from 1'5 to 190 K Therefole. although 
prefercnt~al thawing of the melt pond surfaces wlthin the low Tq zones i o ~ l d  
account for part of the decrease tn T8. these data show that the major T8 decrease 
must be due to open water Past obxrvatlons chow that the thawing and freczlny of 
melt ponds generally occurs over large areas because the mechanlsms controll~ny 
these are associated w~th  weather systems and the eustencc of extensive :loud 
layers. These phenomena generslly I~ave much larger dlmenslons than those of the 
low 7; areas shown ~n Figures J and b. l i fe have observed from a N0.A.A-4 Image 
that on 30 .August the entlre Ice pack north of the AIDJEX area to the Tole uas 
covered by a thick stratus cloud irver. Therefore, if !he melt ponds here ice-free 
due to back-radlatlon from the clouds, which frequently happens tn the summer. 
then they should be ~ce-free over ver) larpe 3 r e s  and not lust in the smaller areas 
of low TB. .Also. it  IS be? d~ficult o see how llm~ted prefrrentlal pond melt~ng can 
account for the raptd motlon :hex low Tr, areas observed in  the sequentla1 
ESIMR-5 Imagery. Therefore we conclude that the low TB's o b x n e d  wlthln the 
pack north of the .AlDJES camp on 2 4 . 1 7 .  and 20 ,August 13.5 \sere due to large 

amounts of open water. Because the surface obserrauons show rhsr the melt ponds 
in [he AIDJEX area at l h ~ r  ime were not ice-!-cc, ?he percentage of o p n  watcr in 
these green arcas is ca. 5 M O 0 b .  
D i ~ v e p  of such large amounts of open watcr within ihc Arct~c Basin IS 
significant. Although aircraft obremationr (Wittrnan and Schule. 1966) ruggrsted 
rhar kc concentrations as low as 90°b exist 1 rlrnes wirhin rhc polar ice pack. we 
believe that [his is the fint rcpotted case of such large arcar of ice concentration as 
low as 50% occurring within the pack in the Arctic Basin. 
5. ;Wueware Chamacristia of Sea Ice in Autumn 
Autumn gives rise lo microwave imager similar ro [hose in Spring in the sense rhar 
changer in TB are relatively slow. at least dunng a NO-week tlmc pcnod cenrcred 
on 20 October. 1975. Figure 7 .  Agatn. a reasonahtt deducrion is [bar such stow 
changer ~ndicare valuer of C grilerslly near zero as occurred durtng the rransccr b) 
the CV-990 on I2 Octobcr. 19.: to 31' V. Fiqvrc 7 .  A cornpanson of F~gurcr 1 
5 .  ESXfR-? rmrp of rhe nonh wlu :cprwn for :I? Oaohet, 19'5. lndlc~ttng !kc C; .JJn q~ght  
oath ?or 1: I~ctoacr [we T i p r e  sI 
md 7 indicates a distinctyy different multiyear distribution lor Spring and Falt. It is 
likdy that this change tesulred from both production of n6w ICC lhroughout the 
Arctic Basin and transport of multiyear ice in rht Beaufwt Gyte and the Trans- 
palar Drift Srr ~ m .  
Mea~urcmtnrs of Ts by the ESMR on board the CV-990 on the 22 October 
fmnfect art shown in Figure 8. Here the TB's o! rhc ctntcr 1 S beam pmitions 
(angular rwarh of k35") have been averaged to~tther tor 10 5, to produce a very 
10w n0iK signal. Thus, the oscillations in Figurc 8 art all due to the var~ation in the 
sea-ice properties. They appear to divide into three eattgones: (1) rapid oscillations 
due to individual or aggregated multiyear floes or large refrozen polynyas (new ice); 
( 2 )  slower oscillations with a period of rough\! 1' to 4" of latitude: and (? I  an almost 
linear dtqeast in Te rewards [he Norrh Pole due to an increase in E The largc 
refrozen pdyn~as observed between 78" and SPY. Figure 9. art notewonhy rn 
thar they i*.dicatc earlier low values of ice concenttation deep within the pack. 
7ht Nimbus-5 ESMR Tm's along the CY-990 tracks shown in Figures 7 and 6 
have k e n  ploncd in Figure 9 tor comparimn with the CV-990 data, Zhe TB's art 
thrte-day average values over the pcncds 20-23 October and 26-29 October. 
1975. The type (1) ow~llarions mcntsuned above art  absent due mostly to spatla! 
RE. d. ESMR-AC h&mm rcmpnrum olonl nhc t w n  rndlcared sn Figurn ' ~lturtrar~np 
aml s h n r u e  rtmtlrr to rhrr *how* In Frpn ' Lnr 2: &tokc, iP'! \.'otcworrhv me *ke 'arm 
ml- WlvnvM ar hl* lrutudn &!mg rhc t w n  8'-C.  .nd~cal~ng :he crrl~er ptewnce at :rrgc 
fib 9 ESYR-S bnghrncll rapenturn r lmg the Cv-PPO tnnsen s t t o m  in E#ure 8 tor 
mo dinerent darct [ate in Oernbr. 19'5. rliuunttn: the nmt r.an8tlon d the bnlhtnaa temmrrruw 
dunng rhs r w n .  TIC d i m v  In thc lower n g h ~  panton of the fig- 112w?nra the fl~ght pmth d the 
0'-W l u t  Fipm 'I The lcnsn at the end ut t h e  mltl mrmpOnd 10 c ' H  wnen  rm Fijum ' 
and 9. fhr spm21.l vmmnons u! the Snchmrrr tcrnpmrum d w l v  puallel {hose obrvcd  wi th  the 
ESMTI-AI C 1F7pre dl. 
avenging. There is. however. a remarkable s~milaricy of the rype /21 and (3) 
variat~ons in Figures 8 and 9 for [he mincidenr times. On comparing rhe TB'S of r h t  
two time inrcwalr in Figure 9. ir may be reasonably ~vncluded thar the f?rpe (1-1 
oscillations are attributable mostly 10 rhe vmation of C. bccauc F cannot rearon- 
abty be expecred ro vary so much over such a short time. 
The ESMR-5 polar i r n a ~ t l  for the winter of 1975 were not available in the color 
format show for the orhcr ~ a s o r u .  but rhc sene for the preceding winter shows 
evidence of considerable dynamic activiv throughout the h c r i c  Basin. To best 
iUu~trate this, we $elected !he line i n d i ~ c d  in the overall view of the Basin shown. 
Figure LO. for " lcnuw.  19'4. The Tn's along this l int  are plotted vs d~stance rn 
Fgun 1 la  for t h e  >-day pen& in Decernbcr. 19'3 The dvnamrc nature of the 
ia covet dunng thrs penod suagcst~ the presence of open water. i.t.. both C and F 
v a p  wth  locatton. To illustrate this in a different way, three regions, A. 3. and C 
defined in Egure Ila.  were selected [or funhtr analyls over a longer time. 
extending from rbe bcganing of December 19-3 to tht begrnn~ng of February 
19-4. FigYr~ : :!. The scr-tic conccnrrlti~m in !he rhoreline zone. 4. cr~dcnrl\  
vanes bv as mush 3s cl 3. IF R ~ n d  C the \ ~ t ? d r l ~ n  !S a 1 or ICSS 
To Cispla\ :he rxrcnt a i  :he :hangcs, s )rr:e? of ~ : p h t  ESX!R-! :images star:' o n  
J Dccemhcr. :G-?  and ending on I2 J a n u a n .  1"J i re  shoun lo Ftgurer 11 md I ?  
Particular a{rcnrion IS di~ccted ruwr\ris :he <hanger in C 13k1nq ~ l 3 c c  dong the 
Sonh Amerzcan shottlinc daring thrs pcnoii On De:cmbcr c. rhc ~ c c  :3nQF% 
cort,ins con~~JcrsClIc npcn wafer .?lung the .+laskan *hlsrcltnt west of Barrou: to 
the = . s f ,  the pack 1s fair\\ *el l  ronsolidared On Dccemhcr 1 I .  C has dencrrcd 
c u t  of Bartow whttc i r  has !ncreascd In the XIzckenne Bar Barrtr Island 3rca On 
Dccemkr 31. C hw generail\ dcireucd ~ l o n y  the entire shorcllnc me 
subwquenr :magrr In : h ~  Serler d ~ r p i r ~  iurihc; ,?callar;.-n< :n r h r  \ d u e  of C dong 
the shortline. E~srninatlon nf rrm~lar Imaccs (not 5 h o ~ n  .l!tcr 1: I ~ n u a n  ~ndicaref 
s;3hll1:atlon .?i :he 7aiK ~hrought-ut .he hrsrrc &asln rrntll !he iallowrr.t April. Is 
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Fi. I 1  (41 T e W  nnmm o* t k  ESMR-S b n f i m a  t c n p n -  d m #  ihe linr [din,. I 
h . ~  10 lor lhn. N?emnl dates tn lh in1 halt a( @hr r u m  mnnh R e ~ s  A. B. and C 
have h n  de1inrm1.d u regtons ul h ~ m  and m&entr .anmom ol b n f i t n a  ttrnpmmn dunnt lhu 
llon ( > l  (lower am) n e  ~emWt.l v .nlnm# uf the areral. hbmnr lrmprsrrm in thn. I hn t  
-l;m *rr t l l u n r t 4  fat the month 01 k e m b c r .  19'3. !mum. 10'4. and Fcbnruv. 19-4 
Fi& 12. ESMR-S mnfl of the A t n ~ c  Bm~n !or four darn m Dcccmlbcr 191; rllurvarin# the 
bnfitnev rcmpcssnm vvlauont  m thmt p n d .  Euidtnrlv the lupt chanpn In bn#hrncll tempera- 
- m r  in the coutrl repom. 
c v i d e n d  by the penistcnee of tht Tn patterns, with an overall lawering of the 
Turns due to the seasonal mnd in the surfact ternperarm. 
Another rcmarkabfe feature in thm imagcs is the distinaly different dis~buhon 
of multiyear sea icc In the basin, as compand with that shown for rhe winter of 
1972-73, during which F was appreciably hlgher near the Laptev and Ear Sibtrian 
Seas. Aj might k expected. there is an apparent change in the distribution of F 
depending on annual variability of the climate. Systematic studin of this 
phenomenon may provide a valuablt Indieator of climatic change. 
We have observed vwinbilip of sea-ie+ concentration (1-C) and Ant-yeulmulti- 
year sea-ice fraehon (F) using an Imaging rnmowave radiometer optranng at a 
wavelength of 1.55 m an h a r d  the Yimbw-5 mtellitc. Future nbstrvaz~ons using 
. - 
f g. 1.1. Some u F:pure 12 bur one monrh l a ~ e r  
the two channels of the ESMR-6 in additson ro rhc one of ESMR-5, and eventually 
the 10-channct SMWR due to be launched on the Yirnbus-G and Seasat-A satel- 
lites in 1978. arc crpectcd to provide valuable informat~on on rhe Arctic Sea-lcc 
eanopy for monironng Arctic weather partems. and for input to existkng ice 
dgar~rics models or to prov~dc a bas15 for revision of these models. and to provide a 
hamework for empirical studies related to safer? and environmental protectton In 
connection with resource extraction in the northern continental shelf area. 
We dedicate this paper ro our dear tncnd and colle3gue. William Yordberg. who 
pssstd w a y  dunng the IUCRSI Collaquaurn on Radio Occanographv at wh~ch [his 
paper was presented. We pioneered 4n ~brcrvaz~uns of m1cror;ave radiar~on ttom 
~s lee which Itd to the cffons desmbed hcrc. 
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RINERAL FREClPITATIOfJ I N  NORTH S1.OPE A U f E l S  FIELDS 
DOROTHY K. HALL 
GOODARD LABORATORY FOR ATE!"JPHER!i; SCIENCES 
CASA/GODDARD SPACE TLIGHT CENTER 
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 
ABSTRACT 
Powdered ca lc ium carbonate ( C a ~ 0 ~ )  pa tches ave rag ing  4 cm i n  t h i ckness  
were found on a u f e i s  f i e l d s  i n  t h e  Canning and Shav iov i k  R ive rs  i n  n o r t h -  
e a s t e r n  Alaska. The presence o f  t h i s  m a t e r i a l  on  a u f e i s  ( o v e r f l o w  r i v e r  
i c e )  susgests t h a t  t h e  groundwater wh ich  feeds t h e  a c f e i s  i s  corning f rom 
d e p t h  and has f lowed th rough ca l ca reous  bedrock. Au fe i s  forms when ground 
o r  r i v e r  water i s  f o rced  upwards th rough  c racks  i n  t h e  r i v e r  i c e .  Ca:cium 
ca rbons te  i n  s o l u t i o n  i n  t h e  groundwater i s  exc luded as t h e  w?:.er f reezes 
d u r i n g  i c e  growth. Calcium carbonate  s l u s h  accumulates on t o p  o f  t h e  i c e  
as t h e  a u f e i s  a b l a t e s  i n  t h e  m e l t  season. Four patches o f  CaC03 c o v e r i n g  
approxi rndte ly  0.1% o f  t h e  t o t a l  area o f  t h e  Canning R ive r  a u f e i s  were obcer-  
ved d u r i n g  the July 1978 f i e l d  study.  I t i s  es t ima ted  t h a t  app rox ima te l y  
540 cu m o f  CaC03 p r e c i p i t a t e  were pr ,esent  i n  t h e  Canning R ive r  a u f e i s  i n  
J u l y  o f  1978. I f  s i m i l a r  percentages o f  CaC03 p r e c i p i t a t e  were p resen t  on 
o t h e r  t h e  o t h e r  a u f e i s  f i e l d s  on t h e  e a s t e r n  N o r t h  Slope, app rox ima te l y  
18,000 cu rn o f  CaC03 would be presen t  d u r i n g  a  g i v e n  yea r  i n  t h e  inajor  
K o r t h  Slope a u f e i s  f i e i d s .  Host  o f  t h i s  p r e c i p i t a t e  i s - d e p o s i t e d  i n t o  t h e  
A r c t i c  Ocezn v i a  r i v e r  f low.  
Paper 81 
NASA Technical Memorandum TM 79720 March 1979 
GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES ON THE 
NORTH SLOPE OF ALASKA 
Dorothy K. Hall 
Hydrospheric Scic~ces Branch 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
ABSTRACT 
Thne  physiographic provinces comprise the North Slope of Alaska: the Arctic 
Mountains, the Arctic Foothilh and the Arctic Coastal Plain Provinces. The features 
and processes in the Arctic Coastal Plain, a zone of continuon: permafrost, ere stnsced 
in this paper. The evidence for and mechanisms of the geomorphic cycle are discussed 
starting with frost cracks. Frost cracks may form polygonal ground which leads to  
low-centered ice wedge polygons in areas having ice-rich permafrost. As the low- 
ctntered ice wedge polygons enlarge due to thermal erosion they may evolve into t h a r  
lakes which are largely oriented in a northwest-southeast direction on the Arctic Coastal 
Plain. Eventual drainage of a deep lake may result in a closed-system pingo. Evidence 
of the various stages OI tree geomorphic cycle is ubiquitous on the Alaskan Arctic Coastal 
Plain and indicates the ice content of the permafrost some areas. 
Reprinted from U.S. Army CoM Regions Research and Engineering Specicrl Report 78-10, August 
1978. 
THE 1977 TUNDRA FIRE AT 
KOKOLIK RIVER, ALASKA 
0. Hall, J. Brown and L. Johnson 
INTRODUCTION 
Widespread fires occurred on the Seward 
Peninsula during the summer of 1977. During 
this period there was also one large natural fire 
in northern Alaska. This fire occurred due east of 
Pt. Lay and several kilometers southwest of the 
Kokolik River, Alaska (69O30.N. 161°50W; Fig. 
1). No tundra fires have previously been reported 
from this area. However. fires on the North Slope 
dtiring the years 1969 to 1971 were reported, 
four of which were reportedly caused by light- 
ning (Wein 1977. Barney and Comiskey 1973). 
According to the Bunau of Land Management 
(BLM) smoke jumper records, this was the 
northern-most fire ever manned by BLM in 
Alrska. 
The fire, presumably caused by lightning. oc- 
curred on the boundary between the coastal 
plain and the northern foothills (McCulloch 
1967). It apparently started just west of the Na- 
tional Petroleum Reserve - Alaska (NPRA) 
boundary and spread eastward into the NPRA 
(Fig. 1). 
figure 1. Location map of Kokolik River tundra fire with 7,  2, and 27 
August boundaries of the fire. Boundaries of the fire were drawn from 
1:63,360 Landsa t photographic enlargements prepared by T. Marlar, 
CRREL. 660 
Climatic conditions in  northern and western 
Alaska during the summer of 1977 were a p  
panntly ideal for tundra fires. Cape Lisburne. 
operated by the U.S. Air Force. is 185 km to the 
swthwcst on the coast and is the closest 
available reporting station to the 1977 Kokolik 
River fire. 
July was extremely dry (5.3-mm rainfall) and 
average temperatures were above normal. Max- 
imum air temperatures in late July were in the 
midteens and low 20s [OCf. In general, the North 
Slope experienced an extremely dry july with no 
precipitation reported from Umiat or Barrow for 
the period 9 to 24 July 1977. 
The fire was discovered by the BLM on 26 
July, at which time its extent was estimated at 
0.4 kml. But high winds prevented the f i re  
fighters from landing on 26 July. These winds, 
which continued through 31 july, undoubtedly 
contributed to the intense nature of the fire. By 
noon on 27 July, when the first BLM firefighters 
arrived, the extent was estimated at 4.0 knla. 
BLM personnel fought the fire from 27 July to 31 
July, at which time it was abandoned in order to 
deal with fires elsewhere. 
Apparently light rains nearly extinguished the 
fire on 28 luly, and after i t  started up again. fog 
slowed its progress on 30 July. Nevertheless, 
Landsat imagery indicates the fire was s t i l l  burn- 
ing on 2 August. The BLM fire report indicated 
that on 7 August the fire had not gained any 
"acreage" and was declared to be "controlled." 
It was declared out by BLM on 12 August. 
We have studied the fire through the combin- 
ed use of Landsat imagery, a reconnaissance 
field trip, and field reports from ELM. This short 
report presents information on the spread of the 
fire. the meteorological observations. the 
natural containment of the fire. and the ground 
investigations following the fire. 
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS 
Landsat multispectral scanner subsystem 
(MSS) imagerv has previously been employed to 
measure the progression and areal extent of 
wlldf~res (Haugen et al. 1972). Landsat provides 
repetltlve coverage with a spatial resolution of 
80 m. The MSS onboard the Landsat-1 and -2 
satellites provides imagery in four spectral 
bands; band 4 (0.54.6 pn) and band 5 (0.6-0.7 pml 
in the visible range; and band 6 (0.74.8 pn) and 
band 7 (0.8-1.1 pn) in the near-infrared range. 
Only imagery from bands 5 and 7 was used in 
this study. Analysis of the 1977 Landsat imagery 
provided considerable information on the areal 
extent and movement of the Kokolik River fire, 
as well as the rapidly changing wind conditions 
which affected the spread of the fire. 
Figure 2 shows the area of the Kokolik River 
fire before the fire on 21 July 1977. Note the two 
small lakes southest of Mumik Lake. These lakes 
became surrounded by fire as seen on later 
Landsat scents. 
By 1 August the fire was burning quite inten- 
sively (Fig. 3). The smoke shows up clearly on 
band 5 imagery and provides a good indicator of 
wind direction. On 2 August a drastic shift in 
wind direction from the previous day occurred, 
as seen in Figure 4. National Weather Service 
Synoptic Maps indicate that there was a shift in 
the wind direction from northeast at 5 knots on 1 
August to southwest at 10 knots on 2 August 
(NWS 1977). This information correlates well 
with the information derived from Landsat. In 
fact, the Landsat imagrrry is probably a better in- 
dicator of wind direction than the NWS maps for 
which the data have been extrapolated over 
large areas. Considerable haziness is visible on 
the 2 August image (Fig. 4). This is probably due 
to smoke from fires which were burning at the 
time on the Seward Peninsula (southwest of the 
Kokolik River fire). 
Figures 5 and 6 are band 7 images of the 1 and 
2 August scenes. Band 7 i s  more useful than 
band 5 for delineation of the areal extent of the 
fire. The extent was determined to be 26 kma on 
1 August and 34 km2 on 2 August. Digitized 
Landsat imagery was used to obtain these areal 
measurements on the Atmospheric and Oceane 
graphic Image Processing System (AOIPS) at 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 
Black and white positive transparencies of 
Landsat scenes were scanned and projected on- 
to a television screen. The burned area was then 
delineated by a cursor.' Subsequently, a pixel 
(picture element) count of the burned area was 
taken. The number of Landsat pixels was deter- 
mined and then the total extent in square 
kilometers was calculated. Digital analysis of 
the 1 and 2 August images revealed an &km2 in- 
crease in extent of burn over the 24hour period. 
Measurements using a 21 Artgust image (Fig. 7) 
revealed an ultimate extent of 44 kma for the 
burn. No Landsat images could be obtained b e  
tween 2 and 21 August but the fire was con- 
sidered to be out by 12 August. 
*The c u m  on r computer termlnrl delinerto the wt l lm d 
the burned rer. 
r&n 2. Landsat image of Kokolik ~ i h r  a m ,  before lire. 16 lulv 1977. scene 290621410. band 7. 
s 
Fwurc 3. Landsat imam of ~okolik River fire in progress showing smoke plumes. F August 1977, 
scene 2922.21 284. Sand 5 
Figure 4. Landsat i m a p  of Kokolili Riwr fire in progress showing smoke plumes, 2 Avgurr 1977, 
s&nc 2923.21342, band 5 
Figum 5, Landsat image of Kakolik River fin extent 1 August 1977, scene 2922-21284, band 7. 
rilun 6. LIndrat image of Kokolilr R i m  fire extent 2 Auevst 1977. scene 2923-2f342, band 7. 
'IGINAL PAGE IS 
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Figure 7. Landsat image showing maximum extent of Kokolik Rivcr fin, 27 August 1977, scene 
2942-21390. band 7. 
Figure 8 shows 1 : 2 5 O . ~ e a l e  nlargcrncntj 
of the Kokofik River burned area on 7 and 27 
Aunust 1977. By superimposing the burned areas 
from the Landsat irnagerv on the 1 :2W,000 Pt. 
Lav md U tukok Rivcr U 5. Ccologic Survey t o p  
qrrphbc maps, it became apparent that the 
stream borderin# the fire on the cart formed a 
nrturat Fin bsrrrer. The firc then spread north 
ward and southward IFlg, 1) being armsred again 
by streams to th t  north. The small streams that 
ultimately contained the fire are below the 80-m 
nsolutron of the Landsat imagery Wowevet, 
nc tn t l v  available NASA atrial photography, o b  
ta~nea on 1 August 1977 (see cover photographk 
confirms the fact  that the streams contained the 
fire, as interpreted on the Landsat imagery. 
GROUND OBSERVATlOHS 
Craig johnson of thc Forcgt Soil Laboratory, 
University of Alaska, and Lawrtnec Johnson. 
CRREL, spcnt 30 August on site after landing 
there by a BLM-chartend helicopter. Low- 
altitude observations from the hellcopter in- 
dicated that that fire burned a ranee of vegeta- 
tion and retief types which included tow poly- 
ponired and upland tussock tundras. The firc 
war cxtrerncly hot and, althouah exposed 
mineral soils in the upland tundra were not a 
h~gh percentage of the total area, the extent of 
bare soils was several times ~reater  in the burn- 
ed areas than in comparable unburned areas. 
Some of the bare areas could have k n  expored 
prtviously ar Fiost scan or boils. 
A tranrect within the upland tundra was 
established from appronimately tM) m within 
the burn, to the edge of the burn, across r small 
crcek and up onto the unburned tundra. The 
exact ground location of the tranwct was dif- 
ficult to ascertain because af paor visibility 
from the air, but w a r m s t  likely located on the 
castern edge of the burn IF ig. 1). Three f -m' 
Figun 8. Landsat band 7 scene (2923-2T3423 aE KokoliE River fire, showing en- 
tmt and d i m r ~ o n  of smoke on 2 Av@vst f 977. Insert shows a 1:250,000 scale 
cnfargcmenr of the fire area from [A) 1 August (2922-21284 and (8) 27 August 
(586 1-20500) scenes. 
quadrats wen establishtd in each of the follow- 
i n ~  burned anrs:  11 severely burned tursoek t u ~  
dra, 2) moderately 'burned wet tund~a, 3) lightly 
burned shrub tundra at the edge of the fire, and 
4) unburned tussock tundra. Ptrcentagtr of 
cwcr  of live vascular plantr, mosses, lichens, 
and charred surface were ob~crred within each 
quadrat. Soil $ampler were obtain4 for subw 
quent nutrient analysis. Depth of thaw was 
mcasund a t  f ivc poinu withrn tk quadrat and 
at  25-m intervals along the 180.m transect. 
By compani5on with the unburned vtpctation, 
which h d  large, welldtveloped rusrocks. i t  was 
tstirnrtcd that #W% of the biomass of the 
tusrocks was consumed In the fire. All anas of 
raised relief, whlc h zharactcristically eonrirttd 
or tussock tundra, w e n  ~rvcrelv burned and 
averapd Ins than 10% live cover, This maw 
have been due to greater available fuel [litter 
and standing dead vegetation), drier soils 
associated with higher terrain. or both. 
In contrast. irrrgularly distributed areas of 
low relief, suc'~ as swales, were mderately burn- 
d and avetaatd 10% I ~ v e  cower. Lightly burned 
areas average 50% tivc cover. It appeared that 
all abovqrou nd shrub parts ~ r l  both severely and 
moderately burned anas had been consumed by 
the fire. and If there were any living below 
ground parts, they had not rproutcd by the end 
of Aueust In contra*& 80% of the tussocks 
already shovnd regrowth from shoots [Fig. 9). 
There was also regrowth in'meadows contaming 
Canx and Eriophwrum rngurtifolium which oc- 
cupr the low-Iy~na mdt ra te ly  burned areas. 
Similar late 5ummer regrowth in  tussock^ was 
ob.,-vcd in the Elliott Highway tussock fire in 
1%9 Wein  and Bliw 1973. Brown and Victor 
1969). 
The bumd anr appear4 wetter on the sur- 
face than the unburned area because of a lack of 
moi~turaabsotb~ng organic matter and possible 
release of mo~s tun  from the duper thawed 
zone. Dcpth of thaw between tq:smck~ averaged 
35.4 cm In the burned areas as compared with 
26.6 em in the unburned areas Mackay 11977) 
reports upon the continued seasonal incrcarc in 
thaw at the lnuvik fire follow~ng an average in- 
i t ~ a l  increase of 24 cm after that f~re. Kriuchkov 
[I9681 [translation in Brown t t  al., /I9691 
discusser the initial increase in thaw followed by 
a decrease in ~ubrequent years for tundra flres In 
Siberia. 
Figun 9. CEoseup of sevcrrlv burn& tussocks, Individual turrockj show 
regrowth, IPhorosrrph bv L. lohnrort. CRREL. on 30 August 1977.) 
The summer of 1977 Kokollk fin totaled 41 
kma of tundra vegetation according to measure 
ments using Landrat irncaery. Basd  an the c ~ -  
pericncc lpained from analysis of this f i n  using 
pround obrcrvat~an~. Lsndrrt Imagery, and 
topogrrphtc maps, It appears that natural 
drainages form cffcethc frre beaks on t)n sub- 
d u d  relief of the arctic coastal plain and north 
ern foothills. Furthermore, this study reconfirm- 
ed that rntcnsity of the flrc Ir related to vtgetb 
t ~ o n  type and rnois+ure content of the orpanic 
rich s0i15. 
The Kokalik River fire site provides an ex- 
cellent site for continued investigations of fire 
effects on tundra and permafrost tcrrainr, f k r  
following studies arc degirable: 
('1) Comparison of lthe nutrient runoff and 
change In prlmaw producttvilty beew~cn  the 
burned and unburned areas Tin influence of 
both lncrcascd nutr~ont and scdlment load on  
the lakrr contained within the fire area [F1g.1) 
could alsa be fallowed. 
(2) Monitoring depth of thaw changes md 
thrmokant development under burned arras of 
different lntcnr~ty and moisture condrtlons. The 
hvpothes~s proposed bv L.  Vieneck (penonaP 
communicatron) that in t tn~ i tv  at frost adlon 
may be dirtctlv related to firc fnquency on the 
Sward Pennnrula could k t e ~ t t d  a t  th~s site. 
(3) Monrtattng rcregctarion n ~ d  ~ucee~r lon r l  
chanptr on the burned arcas. The ~ n c r c a d  
flowcr~ng of Ertophorum vagrnatum wh~ch  nor- 
malEw occun afier a firc could provtdc r 
hawustable seqd saurce for revc~erat~crn effort. 
elstwhere. D ~ g ~ t r l  anrlvrcr of the avarlablc 
Aupurt 1977 Landsrt l m r g t y  can be u s d  to 
clrsslty bum lnttnsrty ar a function uf reflec- 
tance differences 
I41 Acqulstt~on of ground m t h  data. par- 
tlculrrlv on vegetrtlon succession, which can bc 
conclated wbth derailed d i ~ ~ t a l  nalyses of 
future Landsrt rrnagrrv. landsat data obtr~ncd 
dur~nm the spring and summer d 1978 should 
m e a l  valu&blc inlormrt~on on ~nttial rcgetatlon 
mponse in the burned areas. 
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The 1977 Tundra Fire in the 
Kokolik River Area of Alaska 
W W a p r r d d r r o # m r a d o a t b ~  
PcnimuL, Ahk& during tba mmmer ot 
1977. lkvisg thrr Ibm +u rL# ao* 
~ ~ ~ b r e h I h l ~ n b ~ m p U ~ 0 f t b 0  
state. h u m 3 1 y  uuFcd by lightaint. it oe- 
currrd duo enst 01 Point h y  and mnl 
Momtm muthmn of Lbe KOLolik Rivcr 
(69'31YN, 1blm?D1K) on the houaduy be- 
twem zhr m u d  plmio md rhe l w n h e r a  loot- 
hiUrl (Fig. I ) .  A~~erc' in& 10 h e  smoke-jumpcr 
neordkrptbythU3.Burcm~dL.ndM~- 
r ? . m t  (BLM) tbfr rm thr fu tbnt  nonh r 
dro had aver km fought by !be pmmmi 
a l  BLM in Xluki. No t d n  5m L d  pm- 
n o d y  bcta repaned Lrom &is am d- 
thoub during the :.ern 1969 to 1971 dies 
ormmd on the North Slope of wbicb four 
wcre mtfd za haw hen  cmwd by light- 
ning1.s. 
Climldc -&dm In oocrbem and West. 
sta Auk* duriat  he mmer ot 1977, u 
o k m d  at the Caw Lisbum st.;ion of 
t b e  US hir Forre. simatcd 18s krn to tha 
southwsr of  tbe u# of the Kokolik R h a  
f ie  Ilhe me#mlo#ial obrcmrtion m t r r  
el-t to i t ) ,  vtre rppllrmdy ideal for tun- 
tra 8. ~ r b a ~ o f ~ h & d n , d t b & r u r a t w 1 , ~ r o d 3 7 A ~  
1Pff isdleud by rbdIPp d dm dm warn dnrp h m  1:51J60 !p h o l ~  
PIPbie d u m a  prcprad by Tom M u l u .  US. Acmr Cold Remom Rucuch and 
e t l ~ l l b o n t o r y .  

r r ~ e s a # d l a t b b ~ g r p r r , ~ ~ r b s r d  
horn M imamq, aeU50mIopi~l ob. 
mtiwr. f a  eonearnlng &a o*turrl eow 
Pinmefit d the art. .nd inuhtip~tom Of the 
rilmtcd am folloriaf tha k. 
lads multispcrrrI -8rr nrhmtm 
0 trmv b u  pmowlp k n  m- 
p b y d  m mrurae the m i m  lad  a d  
urmr of wild*. m d w t  providn rt~t i -  
tirs wih a spnti.1 raalution o I  80 
mam. T h e  MSS bn bOlrd the La*-1 
d m t - 2  pm*dn i m a m  in four 
-1 bancis. bmd 4 (0.3-0 6 ym) rad band 5 
(0.60.7 -1 in the Qstbla ran-; and band 6 
(O.74.% -1 and band : 40.8-1.1 rm) in 
&a near-idmrd map. Only imrmry from 
bndrs 5 mid 7 wtrc  uxd in thu srudy. 
And* of tbc IP7f LmdW irnrfrv 
p n d d  ~ m d c m b l e  informatron on rhc 
rpr ld  of the Kokol~k Rivet fire a3 welt u 
the raplrib cbmginp wind condinom which 
influenced it. 
Examination of Ibe band 5 (visible) im- 
a p  for 1 Augm e l d y  moll& two dib 
tinct smoke plume cmurnt~ay from the fire 
on itr rutern bound- nnd 3 mwd blomng 
from b e  w The bmd I Incar-inlnrrd) 
imq. did a~ h o w  well4tfincd m o t e  
plum- .ad thedam ptwidcd a poor indi- 
atlm of ariad dimnoa: it did h w t m  pro- 
vide tbe m avadablt n t ~  of the 26 kmf 
a r d  atrut of the brt. The -tam 
of rbe mE extent oE lba 8m are bucd on 
dimul andm of l:l.MW1.OWkcde Landut 
m ~ .  Pboropaphic cdugemcnu of the 
burned ycu wcm lud directlv on top of s 
1:&j.I60 topop?hie mmp of zba US. G e  
logd  Suruey (ac Fig. I ). 
Tbe hrad J imam for f, kufoff 9 in. 
h t e d  a fhiR m wind diratiolr, with -0 
Mowlnt m the m t .  Naaonri Wrrtbrt Scn~cc  
rgaopttc maps hdiutc that ?ha wwi a 
change in wind. from 5 boa (9 k n  pr born) 
w n b r u a r t v  on I August to I0 knots mufti- 
westerly on : Auwts. 'lbcr dmu comlara 
rclt *nth the rmulm sf the Lamdmt obrcrum. 
tiom 
Cortfidcnble Wetr uirtcd aa tba brnd 
5 rrmw ol : AU&usr. probably due :o the 
m o t e  from h thrt wtm burnla# on :he 
w Pcnlnrult 
A cornparisan o t  t h  baud 7 imam at 1 
Augmr and 2 A u p t  revcall nn iacrmsm 
from :b k m a  In rbt rxttnz of rht 51-e over 
Iha penmi to 34 LcmA Tbe rmmptr 
of lthe R r t  oI :1 .2um1 md of 2' . 4uwl  
both, iadtute that a tad of J* km: Sad 
btmd-rn n of mbout 10 Irmzsuca 
2 Aulust (FIG 21. 
By suprtimporin~ mi-0 of tha 
L n b t  rmycry d bum& a m  aa tho 
t m p h i c  map of JCIIC 1:63,36a. it il a p  
pvent thu the &tun hrdrrms :h fire on 
chc e u t  bad r o d  a n~tural fire barrier. and 
that the ,h then 3ptt.d northwad mnd wulh- 
wred (FIs. 11. Apin. the stream channel tm 
the nwrb mmcd to haus s topp i  the spread 
of tbc h. ncsc smell chsnntb were fiat 
appPrmr on the Landsat im*. 
Cmif Johrucra o l  Ihe FCmt Soil 
twy, U n i w n t t ~  of A h k 4  w b r r  with 
ans d tbs p m t  nutbon (Jobnronl m t  
30 ~ u p t  on s i n  after Imnd~nl rhm by 
belitnprer. Lowulritudo obrrvs!;oru fmm 
the helicoplct ind~catcd tbnt the fire h m d  
a mnpc of vegctmon and d i c f  types which 
inctudrd low-polygonucd a d  upland-nmo~k 
madras. The fire rvm cxzrernely hot and. d- 
rhough ex& mined ~ 1 1 s  in the uplmd 
rundra did not constitute a bish pcrernt.lar 
a I  h e  toul we& the cttent of hate -113 Waf 
x v c d  t l m n  Orrater In the burned a n =  
than In cornpuablt unburned area*. Some of 
tbc bare areas could brvc prcviomly been 
e t p o ~ d  u frmt S c a n  Or b01Ef. 
A tr incm w ~ t h ~ a  h e  upland tu& r*.l 
#leblishcd from approimatcl? 180 mtrs 
wthtn tht  burn 10 the edge of the bum. 
n c r m  o mall a t  and up onto the ua- 
burned tundm The e m  &mud lofarian 
of the t r a r u ~ t  dilltculr :o uccnwn. due 
to pmf rrs~bditp from -he air, bm i t  IS molt 
likely T a a e d  on Ihe curem sdp oI fbc burn 
(Fig. I ) .  Thm om-metre-squnie qudmtj  
were ntmbt.*btd In tnch of the tol low~ng 
burned aiedl:  ~ r t f i l y  buined tuirock tun- 
dm; mDdcrawZy burned wer tundra; lishrly 
b u m  shrub tundra at rbe d m  of rha 6m; 
and unburnrd nu~lfk tunb .  me pcretnl- 
age of m a  by !we vascular ptmts, 
marw* richem md chmmd surface m u  ob- 
strvcd wrfhrn c ~ b  quadrat. Soil sarnpla were 
obrrined far :uhquent zutnent andvsir 
Depth of thaw *rs m t m t e d  at five mlau 
within ~ht qrudnt and ar IS-rn intenah 
nlon@ the 180-m rrnnscct. 
On cba bluts oE 3 a p u w n  with zbs 
unbunrcd vegetation. rrh~ch had IU$t. well- 
d t v e l o p d  twh .  11 w u  nttmrnd :hat 80-  
904 ot tbc hornam of the t m l r  was 
consmcd in the 5m. ALl art= OI raued re- 
bcf. w h c h  tbarae:crutlEdly conrutrd of ms- 
xrck mudm were severely burned. averago# 
Ins thln 10% Live-plant ronr. I l l s  mav 
have b m  due to ttthrr mrt iuci (lltrer and 
sundine dmd vcyution) king available, 
dntr loth ktns w i s r c d  wth ham ter- 
rim. or Mth coacthow la conrmt, Irngu- 
;u !y  dhmiad u*rr of 1- relief. ruch ms 
mat- w m  modenmlr b u d .  averaping 
30% live plan[ cover. while rn lightly burned 
arc* live rwulu-plmt corn weraged 50%. 
It that all ~ h m b  parts pmcnt above 
ground, in h t h  x v m l y  and modcratclv 
burned mu, had been consumrd bv r h t  fire. 
and if m y  bebw*mund shrub p l r u  w e e  
still living. they hrd not spreurcd by rht end 
of Aupwt. h contrast, 80% of the ms&a 
dmady g h o w c d  reyowth. u -as ewtdenccd 
by thcrr Ima (Ftg. 3); and there was also 
r q m w t b  in w m t r  rrcrr rontrininp Carcx 
~pp.  and Eriophorun* onqurr~tol~um. Such re- 
p w t b  of nuslxl-s 13, the 1atc summer wu 
llro o h K m d  in the ruo~t  dre at Elliott 
Highway in 1969 a :. 
The burned area rnmd m e r  an the 
sudnca  ban the unburnd arm. due lo a 
lack of d u r n - a h o r b i n g  nrpnic matter 
Yrd the pmlblc r t l tw of molsturc from the 
deeprr-thawed zone. Dtprh of thaw betwttn 
nrrwlrr r v m @  33.4 cm in [be burned 
a m .  as - p a d  to 26 6 cm lo [ha un- 
h m d  oon. Maclays  reportr rbrt after :he 
Inuvik &e of 196% t b e  wu a eonttmtd 
w a d  imrmse in thrw Iollowin# mn aver- 
mp initiil i n c ~ u e  of 24 cm. W c h k o v a  
d w l m  tk fact that an inlt~al incrsue IU 
thnw war followed by fi sumutal decrease 
in EL dter tundra h ia Sibena. 
mmlw.E runmt wmmaAnowf 
tbr nte of tbc Kokolik Rivts fire 1s excel- 
h t  fur cmrinucd inwtiptiom. similmr te 
W d m r k t n  at Inuviklo, of the ~ E K U  
d h on cuudra nnd permafrost t tm~ns,  lt 
b d-lr to: 
11) corn- the nuhimr funof? a d  c h a n ~  
ia p n m w  productiv~ly between rhe 'burned 
uobumcd sreu.  The tnfluencc of anticl- 
Flu. 5. t i ~ u p u i e w n l  
severely burned tussock 
Individual tussocks show 
n p w t h .  Photograph 
b) b. Johnson. 
?41.4u(yust Iq". 
wtcd incream in nuttienl and wdimtnt lords 
un the Iakn containmi wtthin the fire ares 
(Fig. t )  could atso be ~nvcstigsted. 
:b) monitor dtprhof-!haw chmam and 
thtrmokant devc~opmrnt u n d a  artas of dif- 
ferent ~ntcnsitv of burn md diHtrcnz moirrurt 
conditions. T ~ G  hvpotha~s rroposd by L. 
V l t r ~ k .  U 5 Forest Service personnel rom- 
rnunlcationl. r k r  intrrtsit!r of frost ac:ion 
may k dircctlv rtlsrrd 70 fkc freaucncy on 
the Scrcslrd Peoingula could be ?rrrra :! this 
slte. 
(el monitor revegetation and I U E E U S ~ O ~ Z  
c h a n ~  on rhe burned arc-. me increased 
flouer~ng of D~ophorrtm ~.rtpinatum. which 
nomalEv occur$ dter a fire. could provide s 
harvntable Ktd source for rrvegrtallon clse- 
where. Drpitat 3nalvxs of the ava~lable Land- 
rat tmagery for August 19'" zan b t  used :o 
clralfv hum tnlrnwtv ns a functton of re. 
flcc:ance d~flerence~. 
4d\ acqulrc ground-truth data. p h t u l a r l y  
on vcgttat~on succnsion. whtch can be cor- 
related utth thmc obtained from dersilcd 
d~gitsl aealysrs af fc.ure Landsat imapcp. 
Data obtatntd from the latter dur:og [be 
spring and sur;:mer of 13"S lbould scvtd 
valuable ~nforma: ,,n on lit initial rcrponx. 
of crpctallor: In the butncd areu. 
COWCLUSIONS 
Thc Kokolik River Itre of 19- sffcered m 
a m  ot u km?. acmrd~np te mcvurtmeots 
made ussnp Lanbat Imaprrt. on the rw- 
denm obta~RSd from an ~nalyrtc~l  11udy d 
thts dre bv ground oDsemnrtons. Landsat 
tmagtrv md :opSrapb~c maps. rl 3ppc3rS 
that natural drarnagn form sffect~rc fire 
3rtnks on the suhdurd rtlrcf of the .lscrls 
coastal plain and no::hefm fmthdb. Further- 
more. :h~s ~tudv scwcd ro reconhim :he fact 
SHORT PAPERS 
that the intensity of fire ir related to vegetr- 
don type md moisture content for orgoni- 
dy-rich roils. 
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PASSIVE MICROWAVE STUDIES OF 
SNOWPACK PROPERTIES L/ 
BY 
D. K. Ball I / ,  A. Chang g/, J. L. Foster 2/ 
A. Rahgo 21, and T. Schmugge 
Introduction 
The use of remtely-acquired microwave data, in conjunctioi with essential ground 
aeawrements will most likely lead to improved Information extraction regarding snowpack 
properties beyond that available by conventional techntques. Landsat visible and near-in- 
frared satellite data have recently come into near operational use for performing snowcov- 
ered area measurements (Rango, 1975: 1978). However, Landsat data acquisition is hampered 
by cloudcover, rometimes at critical times when a snowpack is ripe. Furthermore, informa- 
tion on water equivalent, free water content, and other snowpack properties germane to 
accurate runoff predictions is not currently obtainable using Landsat data alone because 
only rurface and very near-surface reflectances are detected. 
klicrowave data have the potential to provide information regarding internal snow- 
pack properties, even through cloudcover because of the penetrating character of the radia- 
tion. However, operational use of temotely-collected microwave data for snowpack analysis 
is not irminent because of complexities involved in the data analysis. Snowpack and soil 
propertier are highly variable and their effects on microvave emission are still being 
explored. Nevertheless much work is being done to develop both active microwave (Hoekstra 
and Spangle, 1972; Ellerbruch, et al., 1977) and passive microwave techniques (Schmugge 
et al.. 1973; Schmugge, 1973; Linlor et al., 1974; and Chang et al., 1976) for analysis of 
movpack properties. Passive microwave data obtained during recent flights by NASA air- 
craft over Colorado will be discussed in this paper. 
1 / - Presented at the Western Snow Conference, April 18-20, 1978, Otter Rock, Oregon 
21  
- 
~~SA/Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Maryland. 
31 - Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation, Riverdale, Maryland. 
"Reprinted Westerh Snow Conference 1978" 
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NASA Technical Memorandun1 803 10 June 1979 
PASSIVE MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS TO 
SNOWPACK MONITORING USING SATELLITE DATA 
Dorothy K. Hall 
James L. Foster 
Alfred T. C. Chang 
Albert Rango 
ABSTRACT 
Nimbus5 Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer (ES1IR) data were analyzed for the fall 
of 1975 and winter and summer of 1976 over the Arctic Coastal Plain of Alaska to  determine the 
applicability of those data to snowpack monitoring. It was found that when the snow depth m 
mained constant at 12.7 cm, the brightness temperatures CTB) varied with air temperature. During 
April and May the production of ice lenses and layers within the snow, and possibly wet ground b e  
neath the snow contribute to the TB variations also. Comparison of March TB values of three areas 
with the same (1 2.7 cm) snow depth showed that air temperature is the predominant factor con- 
trolling the TB differences among the three areas, but underlying surface conditions and individual 
snowpack characteristics are also significant factors. 
Paper 86 
NASA Technical Memorandum 796 13, July 1978. 
*Resented at the American Society of Photogrammetry Fall Technical meet in^, October 15-20, 1978, 
Albuquerque. NM. 
PASSIVE MICROWAVE STUDIES 
OF FROZEN LAKES* 
Dorothy K. Hall 
James L. Foster 
Albert Rango 
Alfred T. C. Chang 
Hydrospheric Sciences Branch 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 2077 1 
ABSTRACT 
Lakes of various sizes, depths and ice thicknesses in Alaska, 
Utah and Colorado were overflown with passive nlicrowave 
sensors providing observations at several wavelengths. A 
layer model is used to calculate the microwave brightness 
temperature, T, (a function of the emissivity and physical 
temperatures of the object), of snowcovered ice overlain with 
water. Calculated T ,Is are comparable to measured TB's. 
At short wavelengths, e.g., 0.8 cm, Tg data provide informa- 
tion on the near surface properties of ice covered lakes where 
the long wavelength, 21.0 cm, observations sense the entire 
thickness of ice including underlying water. Additionally, TB 
is found to increase with ice thickness. 1.55 cm observations 
on Chandalar Lake in Ala~ka show a TB increase of 38OK with 
a -124 cm increase in ice thickness. 
Paper 87 
NASA Technical Memorandum 80602 December 1979 
WNDSAT DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF THE INITIAL RECOVERY 
OF THE KOKOLIK RIVER TUNDRA FIRE AREA, ALASKA 
D. K. Hall' 
J. P. Ormsby + 
L. Johnsonoa 
ABSTRACT 
During late July and early August 1977, a wildfire burned a 48 square kilometer area in the 
tundra of northwestern Alaska near the Kokolik River. The environmental effects of the fire were 
studied in the field and from aircraft and Landsat data. Three categories of bum severity were delin- 
eated using an August 1977 Landsat scene arquired shortly after the fire stopped. Measurable reflec- 
tance increases occurred in all three categories of bum severity by the following year as determined 
from a Landsat image acquired in August 1978. Rcgowth of vegetation in the one year period fol- 
lowing the fire was measured using Landsat digital data and compared with field measurements from 
selected portions within the burned area. Live ground cover increased 50 percent in the severely 
burned portions of the burned area and 50 - 75 percent in the lightly burned portions as determined 
from field measurements. Landsatderived measurements showed an increase of 62.5 percent in re 
flectance for the severely burned m a s ,  and 53 percent for the light bumed a m .  which is attributed 
to  regrowth of vegetation. The most severely bumed portion of the burned area decreased by 9.6 
square kilometers in area in approximately one year according to measurements made using Landsat 
data. Within the hghtly burned portion, 5.9 square kilometers had completely recovered based on 
spectral response. Refire terrain and vegetation conditions were also found t o  influence bum 
severity. Field measurements showed tkat high relief uers generally burned more completely than 
lower lying arms. Satellite data before and after the fire confirmed this for much of the burned area. 
*ASA/Goddud Labontory for Atmospheric Sciences, Code 9 1 3, Gmnbelt , MD 2077 1 
*.US. Anny Cold Region8 Remrch m d  EngWedng Laboratory, Fakbda,  AK 99701 
 US. Anny Cold Regionr Remrch m d  Engmcring Laboratory, Hanover, NH 03755 
Reprinted from Toxic Dimjkgelhte Blooms, Taylor, D. C. and Seliger, H. H., Ed., F.lsevier/North 
Holland, NY, pp. 303-308, 1 979. 
PROSPECTS FOR W U R I N G  PHYTOPLANKTON BLOOH EXTENT AND PATCHINESS 
USING RP(OTELY SENSED OCEAN COLOR IMAGES: AN HXAUPLE 
Laboratory f o r  Atmospheric Sciences,  NASA Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center,  
Graonbelt,  Maryland 20771 
ABSTRACP 
An ocean co lor  i m g e  measured from a high a l t i t u d e  a i r c r a f t  is  
presented and discussed.  The h g e  shows l a r g e  s c a l e  (25 t o  60 km) 
t u r b i d i t y  patches o f f  t h e  w e s t  c o a s t  of F lor ida  during a major 
Cymnodfnium 9s bloom i n  October 1977. That a t  l e a s t  one of t h e  
l a rgos  patch.* was G_. br.v. is suggested by a s i n g l e  & ritu measure- 
ment mule t h e  previous day. 
INTRODUCTION 
The loca t ion ,  s i z e ,  and shape of bloom patches a r e  widely recog- 
nized t o  be important,  bu t  poorly known, parameters i n  marine phyto- 
plankton ecoloqy. For t o x i c  d i n o f l a g e l l a t e s  i n  F t i c u l a r ,  these  
p u u n e t e r s  r e l a t e  t o  quest ions concerning 8 i t e  and oceanographic con- 
d i t i o n s  assoc ia ted  with the  i n i t i a t i o n  of major blooms. .%re gener- 
a l l y ,  s p a t i a l  e x t a n t  and d i s t r i b u t i o n  d a t a  a r e  needed t o  r e f i n e  e s t i -  
mates of  o v e r a l l  s tanding s t o c k  during blooms, m d  t o  i d e n t i f y  
coherence batween phytoplankton patch s t r u c t u r e  and pat terned phys ica l  
phenomena scch a s  r i v e r  plumes, c u r r e n t  def lec t ionu  by bottom topo- 
graphy, and c o a s t a l  upwalling f r o n t s .  
Bloom e x t e n t  and large-scale  patchiness  have been d i f f i c u l t  t o  
determine i n  the  pas t .  Coas:al regions a f f e c t e d  by d i n o f l a g e l l a t e  
blooms, f o r  Fnst.nce, t y p i c a l l y  extend tans  of ki lometers  o f f shore  and 
hundreds of ki lometers  alongshore. Even vhen sh ips  a r e  augmented by 
h e l i c o p t e r s ,  i n  s i t u  sampling i s  too slow and expensive t o  adequately 
d e f i n e  phytoplankton d i s t r i b u t i o n s  over a r e a s  t h i s  l a r g e .  Reconnais- 
Sance by l i g h t  a i r c r a f t ,  coupled with .*rial photography, can provide 
u8oful inforamtion on ~ a t c h i n e s a ,  b u t  only over  1imit.d a reas .  
The C04st.l  Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) recen t ly  placed i n  e a r t h  o r -  
b i t  on Nimbus-7 o f f e r 8  an e x c i t i n g  new t o o l  f o r  mapping p b t o p l a n k t o n  
bloom patchas o v u  ind iv idua l  scenes approximately 700 kn x 700 km i n  
ex tan t .  The CZCS is a s i x  channel v i s i b l e  and i n f r a r d  scanning rad io-  
m e t u  having a s p a t i a l  rasolutzon of  approxmate ly  one ka. A d e t a i l e d  
1 d e s c r i p t i o n  of t h e  CZCS, includanq d a t a  formats ,  is given by Hovls . 
A  owing body of t i t ~ r a t u n ~ ' ~  documants r i g n i f i c a n t  c o r r o l a t i o n r  
botnm ocoan c o l o r  and chlorophyll  c o n c m t r ~ t i o n .  h r t h a r  rosoarch 
i r  t o q u i n d  t o  dar ivo  a r a l i a b l o  ch lorophyl l  algorithm using CZCS d a t a ,  
and t o  d o t a m i n o  i t8  p n c i r i o n .  Novortholors, ruccorn is arsurad  f o r  
a t  l o a r t  w o f u l l y  mapping la rgo-sca le  patchinarm r t r u c t u n  i n  phyto- 
plankton blooms with tho CZCSI n l a t i v a  t u r b i d i t y  o r t i n u t a r  arm r u f -  
f i c i o n t  f o r  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  problom. In o d o r  t o  i l l u r t r a t o  t h i r  
p o t m t i a l  u ro  of CZCS d a t a ,  I w i l l  p n r a n t  and d i r c u r r  an ocoan c o l o r  
laago of ?hytop~ankton patches maabured from an a i r p l m a  with a proto-  
type inrtrummnt. I h i s  imaga n s  maasurod o f f  tha wart c o a s t  of P lor ida  
during a known @ & o w  b n v t  bloom. 
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 
Uhila t r u r r i t i n g  t o  f l y  Ocaan Color Scannar (OCS) imagery ovar tha 
Dry Tortugas i n  suppcrt  of CZCS Nimbus &parimant Tam rammarch, tho 
crow of a NASA-chartared Loar-Jet obsrrvod l a r g o  patches of brown 
phytoplankton naar  the P lor ida  c o a s t .  Iho noxt  day, 14 October 1977. 
they flew the  OCS t o  measure the two irnaga ragmantr shown here i n  
F i y r a  1. The jagged rdgas of tha imaqa arm duo t o  a i r c r r f t  r o l l ,  
f o r  which each scan l i n e  is cor rac tad  usir,g d a t a  from the airplane's 
i n e r t i a l  nav iga t ion  system. The gacgmphica l  l o c a t i o n s  of the two 
imago s a p a n t s  a r e  ou t l ined  a s  rectrr.glos i n  Figuro 2. In o rder  t o  
d a p i c t  the bottom topognphy i f f o c t i n g  r a d i m c o  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n  
Pigura 1 ,  the approximata i soba ths  f o r  2 ,  4,  6 ,  and 10 m a n  a l s o  
s ta tchod  in Figura 2. 
Iha OCS i r  a 10 ch.r~?ol sc8nnir.g n d i o m a t o r  b u i l t  a s  a prototqypo f o r  
tho CZCS. 'Iha ground r a r o l u t i o n  ( p i x e l  r i z a )  of tho OCS is approxi-  
mrtoiy 50 m.  Tho channels arm rach approxfmatoly 25 nm wid0 with 
can tor  wlvalmngths of I 425, 462, 502, 548,  592, 636, 672, 710, 756, 
m d  795 nm. 
Piguro l*ls a f a l s e  c o l o r  reprasan ta t ion  of n d i a n c a r  maasurmd by 
the OCS a t  592 nm. Over the water ,  lowost radiancar  m black ( ( 3 7 ) .  
and radiances i n c r a u a  through blue (571, pala  g r a m  : 7 7 ) ,  o l i v e  d m b  
(971, goldtn brown (1171, brown !137) and roddish brown (157) .  h a  
numbam in paronthosir  arm d i g i t a l  counts of OCS syrtom output  and a r e  
r o l a t o d  t o  radianca by a constant  gaL? f a c t o r .  Iho t h r r a  h i g h a r t  
m d i m c o  l a v o l r  ind ica ted  on the co lor  bar ,  gold (1771, yellow (197) 
and whita ( 2 1 7 ) ,  do no t  occur over n t a r  i n  Pigura 1. %arm i s  a 
s l i g h t  c o l o r  mismatch betwoan tho image and tho c o l o r  b a r ,  so  t h a r  in 
;ha im8go. go14on brown (117) can a a s i l y  bo rnir:akan f o r  yallow ( 1 9 7 ) .  
m d  palm graan (7?)  f o r  white ( 2 1 7 ) .  
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Upwelled radiance p a t t e r n s  i n  Figure 1 a r e  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  two 
competing phenomena. A t  any p i x e l ,  radiance N u p w l l r d  beneath t h e  
8u s u r f a c e  is given by the  sum N - Nb + Nw -hare t h e  two rad iance  
coarpononta a r e :  
1) Daylight ref1oct .d  from t h e  sea  bottom, Nb, which v a r i e s  
approxi ru te ly  as r  
N , , ; I f A e  -2kd (1) 
whore H is inc iden t  f r rad iance .  A i s  bottom albodo,  K is t h e  v e r t i c a l  
diffume attenuation c o e f f i c i e n t  of  s u  water ,  m d  d i s  water depth.  
2 )  Daylight backscat tered by sea water and suspended p a r t i c l e s ,  
N, which v a r i e s  a p p r o x i m t e l y  a s :  
r N , z H f ~ i  (1 - ,-2kd) ( 2 )  
v h u e  r i s  t h e  vo l~uto  r e f l e c t a n c e  of sea  water.  
A p p r o x h t i o n s  (1) and !2) shov t h a t  t h e  r e l a t i v e  con t r ibu t ions  of 
N, and Nb vary with r, k ,  and d. Reflectance r and d i f f u s e  a t t enua t ron  
k both inc rease  with increas ing  t u r b i d i t y ,  although no t  genera l ly  i n  
a f i u d  r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  each o ther .  Therefore,  f o r  f ixed  d ,  t h e  r a t i o  
NJNb w i l l  i nc rease  with increasrng t u r b i j i t y .  And f o r  hor izon ta l ly  
cons tan t  r and k, NJNb w i i l  l nc reare  with incraos inp  depth d. 
I n  t h e  absence of phytoplankton blooms, o r  o f  t u r b i d i t y  plunea 
from t e r r e s t r i a l  runof f ,  sea water is t y p r c a l l y  c l e a r  over t h e  inner  
a Flor ida s h e l f .  Middleton and Barker , using OC4 d a t a  f o r  c l e a r  water 
condi t ions ,  show& t h a t  bottom depths n e u  Tunpa Bay, F l o r i d a ,  ar.. 
highly c o r r e l a t e d  with upwelled radiance a t  550 run t r o k  0 t o  12 m depth 
(squared c o r r e l a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  - 0.94) .  To i n t e r p r e t  ? iqure 1, I 
w i l l  assume on t h e  b a s i s  of t h i s  c o r r e l a t r c n ,  t h a t  under t u r b i d  condi- 
t i o n s  Nb dominates i n  dep!2!s l e s s  than 6 m, Y, domrnatea ir. depths 
g r u t e r  than 12 m ,  ar.3 t h a t  both tiw and Yb a r e  important i n  depths 
between 6 and 12 m. 
nofar r ing  t o  Frqures  1 and 2 together ,  t!e genera l  bottom slop., 
ucep:  t o r  the  zap.  RO-o Shoals a t  2 5 ° - 4 5 ' ~ ,  a 1 ° - 4 ~ ' ~ ,  i a p l r e s  a 
monotonic decrease i n  Nb with d i s t a n c e  c f t s h o r r .  The high radiance 
p a t t e r n s  (golden brown t o  roddish brown) a t  25*-45 '~ .  81'-40'~ c i e a r l y  
d e l i n e a t e  t h e  =omplicatod s t r u c t u r e  of the  Cape Romano Shoals. Further  
north along t h e  shore,  t h e  reddiah brown t o  o: ive drab banding rs con- 
s i s t e n t  with t h e  t rend of bottom slope rnshore of t h e  6 m i roba th .  
t u r t h e r  o f f shore ,  howover, a r e  t h r e e  l a r g e ,  anomalously br rgh t  ( p a l e  
preen t o  o l r v e  drab)  a r e a s  whtch a r e  not :onrir,tent w ~ t h  Nb p a t t e r n s  
fraplimd by b-thymatrrc g rad ien ts .  These a r e a s ,  centered approxr.mtely 
a t  26O-10'~, 81'-55'~, a t  260-20t'i, 81 ' -15 '~,  and a t  2 5 ° - 5 5 ' ~ ,  82'-OO'W, 
a n  t h e n f o r e  i d e n t i f i e d  u patcher  of h i@ t u r b i d i t y .  mr h r g e r t  
patch,  ex:mciin& from 25O-38*~,  8 1 ' - 5 0 * ~  t o  2 5 ° - 1 ~ ' ~ .  82'-05' W ,  18 
l a b e l l e d  'Brown hytap l8nkton"  on the buir of v i r * a 1  obrerva t ionr  by 
the f l i g h t  c r e r .  
ht the  time o f  thir f t i f i t .  '+.a ?lorid& Deparment of N a h m l  Re- 
source8 imR) l a b o r r t o r y  i n  S Z ,  Peterrburg,  ? lor id& w8r f o l ~ o w i n (  the  
pro(terr of a major -??I& bloom. h le  bloom moved touth*Ud 
d a m  the wart  c o a r t  of F lor ida .  parred through the  ?lo:ida S t n l t r ,  and 
rubrequrnt ly reappeared on the mart: c o a r t .  On 1) October 1977, ?mR 
permomel measured a 6 b r e v t  concentmt icn  of 1.) x 10 c e l l r / l l t e r  i n  
p o r i t i o n  26°-20 '~ .  ~ 2 ~ - 1 2 ' W  . l h i r  poa i t ion  f a l l 8  i n  the middle of 
the n o r t h e m o r t  t u r b i d i t y  patch of ? l y r e  1 ,  which n r  meesured a 
l b  Octobrr 197:. hi* coincidence s t r o n g l y  implie8 t h a t  the t u r b i d  
a n &  a t  2 6 ° - 2 0 ' ~ .  8 2 ° - 1 5 q ~  i n  P i e r e  1 ura a 5. b m v t  bloom patch 
approximatrly 25 km i n  d i a n e t e r .  I t  is i n t r i m i n &  t o  rpecu la te  that 
the ;argot (25  km x 60 ba) patch t o  the south m a  a l s o  r i k o i y  'to have 
been $.as which wan n o t  d r t e c t e d  i n  PDNR'r sampling p r o v .  
Cartninly.  had Figurr  1 been a v a i l a b l e  to  PDNX i n  near  r e a l - t i s e .  they 
could have modified and  extended t h e i r  rampling t o  coniirm m d  q u u t i f y  
the apprrrr \ t  g. b r r v t  e x t e n t  a n d  patchy s t r u c t u r e .  
SVlllIARY 
? i@m 1% a remotrly mrarutrd ocean c o l o r  imaae ahowing what i r  
probably the patchy r t r u c t u r e  of r G. b- bloom extending over 
a 60 b x 100 km a r e a  c f f  the wert  c o a r t  o f  ?Lorib.. This eancluafon 
i r  b u e d  -2 v i ~ u a l  inspect ion of b a t h p e t r y  to  i n f e r  bottom r e f l e c t i o n  
t rends.  8nd On L ring10 ground truth mearurement of breve concontr8- 
t i o n  obtr ined ktdependently ( m d  f o r t u i t o u r l y )  by PDNR. Tha i m y e  
rho- coherent bloom patches which axtend r c a l e a  up t o  60 )ra: i n  length.  
'Ihe r c i e n t i f i c  value of t h i s  OCS &t. would. of course. be g r e a t e r  
with more rx tenr ive  &round t r u t h  d a t a  rr.d a d d i t i o n a l  a n a l y r i r  t o  
quant i fy ,  m d  improve d l rc r imina t lon  b e t v e m ,  t u r b i d i t y  and bottom 
r e f l e c t i o n  r f f r c t r .  Nevrr thelero,  Figure 1 conc lua ivr ly  d e a o n r t r r t r r  
t h r  r t rong  p o t e n t i a l  u t i l i t y  which remote ocem c o l o r  r e n r o n  hold . 7r 
f u t u n  r t u d i e r  m d  monitorins( of phpt.?plank:on bloom r x t r n t  m d  
patchiness .  
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RESULTS OF A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO RAINFALL 
ESTIMATION USING NIMBUS 5 6 . 7 ~  ANC 1 I .Spm THlR DATA 
Nimbus S 6.7gm and 1 1 . 5 ~  Tempentun Humidity ln f r a rc~  Radiometer GHIR) data were 
used in a simple multiple regression scheme to  test the feasibility of using these data to estimate 
houdy rainfall. Throughout the ten  m a  (8S0W t o  10SOW and 4S0N to  30°N) subareas 
(8OX6O) wen chosen from which point to point and areal statistics were obtained. 
Four sub+ts of data were used. The fint consisted of only those surface stations indicating 
precipitation whose latitude and longitude coincided with the THlR grid points. A second used 
surface stations 0.1 degree from the THlR grid points. The third wss a combination of subsets 
o m  and two. A reciprocal distance weighting scheme was used to derive precipitation values in 
data sparse areas. A fourth subset was made using these data combined with the data from s u b  
sets one and two. 
Point estimates resulted in negative cornlations between estimated and grid derived "surface" 
precipitation. One degree areal estimates showed a s l u t  improvement with a correlation coefti- 
cient of - 0.1 1. Siqgle regression v ra l  estimates resulted in correlations of - 0. I 1 and 0.20 
for the 6 . 7 ~  and 1 1 . 5 m  data rtspectively. 
These poor results wen attributed to  probkms which arc inherent in the satellite data 
(location errors, short temporal span of data, wavelength cf rnsors, etc) and the lack of sufi- 
cient surface data t o  better verify the satellite estimate. 
. 
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ARCTIC SEA ICE DECAY SIMULATED FOR A C O X - I N D U C E D  
TEMPERATURE RISE 
C L A I R E  L. P A R K I N S O N  
NASAIGoddud S p u e  ni&r Cenrr*. Gmnb.lr. zww&d 20771. L ' .~ .A .  
W I L L I A M  W. K E L L O C G *  
h r b ~ l  Cmrw for Amwzphcric R m r e h .  Boulder. Cobdo 80307. L:.S.A. 
AWmct. A luge scale numrrial umcdcpendent modrl of ru ice that taka Into 
account the beat Ouxes in u d  out of the ia. the mmnal orvumncc 01 mow. 
lad ia motions has been u s d  in m experiment to &ternurn the response of the 
Arctic Ocrrn i c x  pack to a nrmlng of the atmosphere. The d q m  of n r m g  
spadtlcd is that expected for a doubhq or atmospherr carbon dion~de with its 
d t a d  penhouse etfect. a conatmn t b t  could occur before the middle of 
ttm next century. The mults of t h m  3-year amulationr 1~7th a warmer atmoc- 
phem m d  nricd boundary condit~ons were (1) that In the f o e  of a S K surface 
atmospheric tcmpntum incnua the m pack disappucd compktcly in Aryurt 
a d  September but reformed in the central Arctlc Ocarn in mid fall: ( 2 )  that the 
limulttons wrc modcr~tely dependent on auumptlonr conarnurs cloud mver: 
md ( 3 )  that even when atmospheric temperature mcnscs of 6-9 K w m  corn- 
b m d  w t h  an orderot+nqnitude inmow In the upward heat tlu\ from the 
m. the ia s t i l l  reappeared in wnter. 1: should be noted that r year-round 
I ~ M  Arcnc Ocain hu apparently not exuted for a nullton y a n  or more. 
1. Introduction 
During the past several years considerable attention has been gven to the probable effects 
on dimata of the increw in atmospheric carbon dioxide ( C O X )  due to the burning of 
fossil fuels. Since carbon dioxide absorbs infrared radiat~on. some of whtch would 
othervise escape to space, an expected effect of adding CO: to the lower atmosphere IS 
to ram the average surface temperature of the earth. Although there u stdl much 
uncertunty. a variety of climate models and model comparuons are convergmg on a 
temperature r a y n u  approxhmtmg a 1.5-3 K increase m global mean surface temper- 
ature for a C 4  doubling (e.0.. Martlbe and Wetherald. 1967: 2.3 K; Manabe and 
Ih. okuhnons for tha work n n  m d  out while both authon urre at t h  National Center to1 
Atmorphcric Research (NCAR). whkh u ~ponaomd by the National S m n a  Foundation. 
'Cumntly on kvr, working for the world S I c t t o r o l o ~ l  Orpnuation in Genm. Swttterland. on 
tkr World C l i m t e  Propammo. 
Wetherald. 1975: 2.9 K; Schne~der. 1975: 1.5-3.0 K; Augustsson m d  Runmathan. 1977: 
2.0-3.2 K); and the response in the polar regions b expected to be several times Ixrger 
than that in the quatorial belt. according to model studies by Marube and Wetherald 
(1975). Sellen (1974). and R m n a t h a n  et al. (1979). These latter results are corrobor- 
ated by notma that. m the event of natural changes. the real atmosphere alw displays a 
larger response in the polar regions (ShlIC. 1971; vm Loon and Wil!iams. 1976. 1977; 
Borrenkova er al.. 1976). It is believed that the doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide 
could be achieved by the middle of the next century, based on the assumption that the 
rate of  fossil fuel consumption will continue to increase (Broecker, 1975: Keeling and 
bcastow. 1977; Siegenthaler and Oeschger. 1978; Kellogg. 1979). 
.Uthough the rmgnitude of the effect is uncertain. any temperature rise in the polar 
regions would unquestionably mtluence the floating pack ice of the Arctic Ocean. An 
expected consequence of a temperature increase would be an increased downward heat 
flux at the surface and a decrease in both the anal  extent of ice and ice th~ckness. This 
would produce at l a s t  one strong feedback effect. serving to further increase atmospheric 
temperatures. Since ice reflects a far greater percentage of incom~ng solar radiation than 
docs o p n  water. a lessened areal extent of floating pack v e  would incre~se the amount 
of solar radiation absorbed at the air-ocean Interface. Thus the polar surface temperature 
increase due to CO: could be expected to be retnforced by this positive feedback created 
through the reduct~on of Arctic sea ice. 
The temperature response from a global doubling of atmospheric carbon dioude 
would likely be strongest In the surface layer of the polar repons for several additional 
reasons. Bolstering the positive feedback ment~oned above. the stable stratification in the 
polar troposphere suppresses vert~cll mixlng and hence lirn~ts !he amount of turbulence 
transferring the surface heat upward (Manabe and Wetherald. 1075). A s  a result of such 
regional peculiantres. the tempentiire response in the suriace hyc: ~7i the pclar rbgions 
could weU be 3-4 tunes that of the global average o i  1.5-5 k: for a doubling of CO: . and 
a 10 K value b atlrnated by the model of Mmabe and Wetherald (1975) for the average 
a n n d  increase at 80 ' 3 .  .An unproved model by the same authors (1979) suggests a 
7-8 K response at SO 'N ior a CO: doubling. 
The spec~fic questton of what would happen to the irctic Ocean Ice pack in the face 
of s u h a  warming trend has b u n  inmttgated by Budyko (lQ66. 1Qt-b) w t h  a h r l y  simple 
hat-balance modei, and he concluded that a 4 K rue In sammertune temperature would 
be sufficient to cause the ice pack to disappear entuely. He con~ecturd.  iurthermore. 
that once the ice pack had disappeared it would not reform In wlnter. In the present study 
the same quation is asked and the results from 3 more somplete model of the pack Ice 
ue presented. 
Numerid modeling can clearly serve r useful purpose in evalulting hypothet~cal 
sctct~nos of the iuture. ;Uthough nunkind mght ~nadvertently perform the 'real world 
sxpenment' by indeed doubling the atmospheric carbon d ~ o x ~ d e  content. thereby allow. 
mg direct ob~rva t lon  of ~ t s  consequences in the polar regons. it IS less risky and much 
qu~cker to perform the experiment numerically In doing so. however, one must remain 
aware that the response oi 1 model u not necesurliy the response wh~ch the real world 
would hm, especially in view of the large number of interactive proctttcs ewntially 
ignored in the simulations (Kallogl, 1975). Nevcrthelea, model results can provide an 
m i n u t e  of possible effects and can add an additional component to our understanding of 
put m d  future climatic changes. 
Thus, fat instance. wc accept u a stuting point the results of Manabe and Wetherald 
(1975. 1979) estimating a significant temperature increase in the polar regions. recog- 
n i z h  thoufi that their specific numerical results. like the specific results to be presented 
hen ,  mutt be accepted with some caution. The tughly idcaliued land-sea geography of 
Muubc and Wethenld and the la& of realistic iceclimate feedback mechanisms ~ x t a i n l y  
affect their results; how significantly and In which direction remain unknown. Their 
ulcuktions provide at least a fint.guess estimate. w t h  10 K and 7-5 K polar surface 
temptnturt increases. Utilizing their qualitative results but proceeding consenatively. m 
the initul experiment below we insert into an Arctic sea ice model a surface air 
temperature increase of 5 K. 
The numerical m d e l  used In the current study is cescribed brlril) ur the iolloming 
section and in more detul by Parkinson and W h q t c n  (lQ79). It is a thermodynamic- 
dynamic model w t h  the themdynarmfs based largely on the onc-dirnens~onal c r l ~ u -  
Irtions of Maykut and Lrntersteiner (1963. 1071) as simpiitled by Scmtner (1976) and 
with the dynamcs based on the tlve major stresses acting on the Ice pack. The object of 
the model is to simulate the large-scale geographrcd yrowth and decay of sea ice over r 
yearly cycle. It accepts both atmsphenc and ocearrrc vrrubles as given and does not 
adjut  these according to s~mulrted se~3 ~ c e  ~vnditicns. Thus in this stud) we esarmne 
simply the f i t  order effects of an atWspherlc tem,xrature Increase on the sea ice and 
not the resultant etTccts of the change of ice on the rtmospherc and ocean. In the future. 
when ice, atmosphere. and ocean modcb become fully coupled, it wJI i.c possible to 
petform such cxpenments in a totally interactlvc mode. somathmg not yct possible 
(KeLlotp. 1977.19tO). 
The sea ice model used to perform the nurnerlcrl experunents IS dcsinbcd in rictail cl 
Parlamon and Warhrngton (1979) Here we sumrnanze some of 11s more tmponsnt 
featurn. The edcuhtiont are carried out with an 3hou1 tunestep on s rectrnguisr grld 
supnmporrd over a polar stereogra~hlc project~on (Figure 1). The grid covers '& 
mapnty of the northern hemuphem's lcecovered tueans and !us a horrzontal rewlutic . 
of roughly 190 km in both x and y directions. 4 sonaponding grid is used for thr 
muthem hemisphere ( P u k m o n  and Washington. IQ'Q). but this u not utd~zed m the 
cumnt study. 
Vertically, at each ocean gnd point there are p~tentul iy 4 Lyetr - ocean. ice. snow. 
and atmosphere. There IS also r lead parametetuatlon. w that each p i i  q u r r e  31s 1 
vuuble percentage of its area assumed t s  be ~ce-free tFig.urt 2) .  
The principal obpc: s f  the model u to simulate .I reasonab!~ yearl! ;>cle o i  the 
tlucknatt and extent of the ice. Ttus naturall~ requues ;dculations df 1st snd snou 
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Fis. I .  Horizonul p d .  Dotted bnes u l a  the cont1nent31 boundaries trorn standard pohr s tcno-  
gnphrc projec~ons .  Model rcrolut~on ot' those boundaries IS indicated in wltd I~nes,  as is the gr~d ~tsclf.  
accretion and,'or sblatlon. calculations w h c h  are here based an  cnergy balances at the 
various interfaces. .At the upper snow surface the modeled fluxes are sens~ble and latent 
heat. iccoming I o n p a v e  rad~ation. incoming shortwave radiation, and emitted longwave 
radiation from the surface to the atmosphere. These tluxes are balanced w ~ t h  the only 
heat ;lu, modeled through the snow - the conductrre flux - and the balance 1s used to 
cdci la te  the change m scrface temperature. Should the calculated temperature be above 
freezing, then the temperature IS set exactly at  freezing and the excess thermal energy 1s 
useci t o  melt a portion of the surhce snow. 
at the ~ce-snow interface the energy halance su~tply reqlrlres the conductlve heat !lux 
t h t ~ u g h  the snow to  equal the conductlve flux throu@ the rce. Frnallv. at the bottom of 
the ice. the downward ;onductive tlux and 3 constant oceanlc heat t l u ~  irom water to ice 
ar.? comblned to determne the appropriate bottom 3bi;ltlon or aicretlon. f lus latter 
ATMOSPHERE 
I ICE I \  \ \ 
Fig. 2. S J e m a n c  dvpnrn oi rhe major vertlcai Qvu~ons w t h m  3 gnd squire 
Arctic &a Ice Decay Sirnulared for a C0,-induced Ternpcwtun Rise 
calculation proceeds by assuming that the temperature ar ;he bottom of the ice remains 
continuously at the fretzing point. The amount of ablation/accretion is c;rlculated so that 
the latent heat absorbed/rek;rud balances the energy exceu/deflcit from the other two 
fluxes at the interface. 
The insertion of leads within the ic: pack centers on a determination of the net energy 
input into or out of the :tad. In the event of a positive net input, the energy is used to 
increase water temperature and laterally melt the ice. In the event of a negative net input, 
the deficit is balnccd by cooling the water, and, thouid the temperature falJ below 
freezing, then by laterally accreting new ice onto the existing ice. 
The movement of the ice is determined in two steps, calculated for each timestep scquen. 
tially after the above thermodynamic calculations. The first sttp computes ice velocities 
through requiring a steady state balance between four forces - the wind stress from 
above the ice, the water stress from belaw the i ~ e .  the Coriolis force due to the rotation 
of the earth, and the force due to the dynarmc topography or the tilt of the sea surface. 
The second step alters a portlon of the steady state velocities by proportionately reducing 
all velocity vectors entering grid squares w ~ t h  greater than 99.5% ice coverage. In this 
manner the model simulates the last of the five major forces acting on the ice - internal 
ice resistance -and it spec~fies a minimum of 0.59 leads for all grid squzra. Further- 
more, at coastal regions, velocity components tow~rd  the coast from adjacent grid squares 
are set to zero, thereby preventing the disappearance of the ice from the active region of 
the grid. This 1s a brute-force method of ~ccountins for internal ice resistance and fails to 
allow floe interactions to produce momentum increases as well as decreases. Hence the 
dynamical effects are somewhat underestimated. perhaps accounting for the finding by 
Parkinson and Washington (1979) that the ice dynarmis had only a secondary effect on 
the extent and thickness of the ice. For more elaborate treatments of ice dynamics the 
reader is referred to Hibler (1979) and to Coon ct al. (1974). 
3. Mod4 Exprimenu with Increased Tempencum 
Among the input data ti, the basic model are mean monthly atmospheric temperatures at 
each grid point. These temperature data are required for calculating the fluxes o i  sensib.- 
heat and incoming longwave radiation for the energy balance at the upper earth surface. 
whether the surface cover is snow, ice. or water. The data are obtained from the 
long-term mean monthly distributions presented by Crutcher and Maewe (1970). Siml- 
larly, the same source IS used for mean monthly dew point temperatures and for mean 
monthly geostrophic winds, both of which remain unchanged for the following set of 
experiments. 
Use of the Crutcher and ~ e s c r v e  datr fields has resulted in a fairly realistic yearly 
zycle of sea ice growth and decay (Figure 3). The yearly cycle has reached an approxi- 
mate equilibrium state by year 5 of the ,i~rnulation. w ~ t h  the simulated ice varying in 
extent from a minimum in September to a maximum m March. In Septeit:ber. the ice 
covers only a portion of the Arctic and has receded from most c o u t l i i a .  with ice 
thicknesses reaching 3.0 m in the center of t r i t  pack. At the March maximum, ice extent 
Y C U  3 
Fb. 3. Simulated yarly cycle ot' #J ICC m the 
l o w  ice thickness in meten, while h d i i g  ~ n d i a t  
Standard Cue,  based on curnnt climate. Contours 
es la cornprcmru above 90%. 
has greatly increased. reaching Iceland. well mtc the Bering Sea, and beyond the southern 
coast of Greenland. Central Arcttc thicknews 111 winter reach 3.6 rn. snd Ice conccn- 
(rations exceed 97% for the entue Arctic basin. The model results regarding ice extent 
ad concentration a n  be compared to modem satellite observat~ons. e.g. those presented 
in Cloencn cr ol. ( 1978). 
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fhe initial model run wl:h current climatic conditions will hereafter be referred to  as 
the Standard Case. It is th* same Standard Case as appears in Parkinson and Washington 
(1979). where a fuller discussion can be found regarding the results. 
3.1. Experiment I 
I h e  fust experiment with altered atmospheric conditions simply increases all air t;?rper- 
a turn by f K, half the annual average temperature increase predicted by Manabe and 
Wetherald (1975) for 80 O N  under a doubled COX concentration. Operationally. at each 
grid point the 12 specified mean monthly temperatures are now 5 K greater than the 
Crutcher and Meserve ( I  970) values used above. 
kt expected, the effect on the ice of an increase in atmospheric temperatures is a 
decrease in both thickness and extent (Figure 4). Performing the experiment. however. 
quantifies the qualitative expectations. By year 3 of the model simulation the thickest 
Januuy ice is just under 1 m and the thickest July ice is on the order of 0.3 m. The ice 
totally disappears in August of the third year, though it did not do so in either of the two 
previous yean. it reappears in October and, interestingly, by January of year 4 has 
become slightly thicker than in January of year 3. The July results also show a thickening 
of the ice between years 3 and 4, as reflected in the further outward extension of the 
0.3 m thickness contour. Ice concentrations too have increased somewhat between years 
3 and 4, after having decreased strongly from year 1 and apparently slightly 'overshoot- 
mg'. The simulation appears to be near an equilibrium then. as the results for years 4 and 
5 are neuly identical. (In contrast to some interesting onedimensional thermodynamic 
results of Scmtntr (1976). there is no multi-year cycle produced in the current study.) ln 
each of yean 3-5 there u an ~ce-free Arctic durlng August and September, \nth the ice 
cover r e e s t a b b g  itself for the remainder of the year. 
Clearly the 5 K increase in atmospheric temperatures has caused a significant reduction 
in simulated ice thicknesses and extents (Figure 3 versus Figure 4). Although the 
calculated ice boundaries and thicknesses are not predict~ons, this simplified experiment 
s t r~ngly suggests that an increase in atrnosphenc temperatures of S K drastically reduces 
the Arctic ice cover. 
Fia. 4 Jmuuy me, July ~cc th~ckneurs sunuhted tn Experiment 1 .  Contours show rh~ckneu LI 
mtm. whik shading mdiates lu compactness above g m .  
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Of course, in the real world one would expect that a temperature increase from increased 
cubon dioxide wouid be accompanied by other atmospheric, oceanic, and cryospheric 
alterations. However, the real world has proven so complex that hypotheses regarding the 
nrious internctive effects which would accompany a temperature increase must all 
remain mere educated guesses, though some ore more firmly bated than others. (Some- 
day, it ia hoped, fully interactive atrnosphereoceon.ice models will be developed, but 
none exisu today.) It is for that reoron that in Experiment 1 we altered only the surface 
air temperature, thereby eliminatin~ ambiguity and isolating the precise cause of the 
simulated sea ice reductions. TO attempt more realism, hoaever, we have tried a sequence 
of additional experiments where atmospheric temperature increlses are accompanied by 
additional changes in the input parameters. We will describe two such related experi- 
ments. labelled Experiments 2 and 3. 
In Experiment 2 the temperature increase is greater than the 5 K increase in Experi- 
ment 1, but it remains conservative compared to Manabe and Wetherald's predicted 10 K 
increase at 80 ON. Furthermore, the increase varies seasonally. following the contention 
of Budyko (1974) that the atmospheric temperature response from an increased CO2 
concentration should be larger in winter than in summer. This seasonal contrast seems 
f5rly consistent with the calculations of Ramanathan er of. (1979) when the expected 
contrast in low cloudineu between winter and summer is taken into account. (Since the 
M m b e  and Wetherald model u seasonally averaged, it cannot provide information on the 
relative temperature response in winter versus summer.) In Experiment 2, we insert a 
seasonal dependence into the atmospheric temperature increases, in accordance with the 
sptculated larger temperature response in winter. Thc specified increases over those of 
Crutcher and Meserve range from 6 K i n  July and August to 9 K in January and February 
(Table I). 
As the increased iemperature suggests a larger amount of available thermal energy at 
the surface, and u Experiment 1 has already demonstrated that the simulated ice cover is 
dramatically reduced under a 5 K temperature increase. n u assumed that the temper. 
ature increase will be accompanied by greater evaporation from the ocean surface and 
hence an increased cloud amount in all seasons. Cloud cover enters the model cdculat~ons 
bothin determrnrngincom~ngso!ar adiation, where the cloud reduces the magnitude of the 
flux ruching the surface during the daylig!!t hours. and m the calculation of inconung 
longwaw rodintion, where the cioud increases the flux due to the radiztive properties of 
T A B U  I: SpocIIiud increase in atmospheric temperatures over the mean 
month* rpndeyendmt vdua uvrd In the Srlndud Cue. Un~tr  are desreer 
Kelvin. 
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TABLE 11: Spcitkd percent cloud cover. 
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the cloud droplets. In the Standard C u e  the ice model employs spatill).independent 
cloud percentages averaged from the curves of H w h k e  (1969) for four Arctic regiorrs. 
These values range from a 50% cloud cover in winter to an am cloud cover in August and 
bptember (Table 11). In Experiment 2 we increase the prescribed cloud mounts  to 
account for the presumed increased evaporation from the greater areal extent of open 
water. The cloud percentages used m Experiment 2 are listed in Table 11. 
Results from Experi.mnt 2 are presented in Figure 5 .  The ice d h p p e u s  in August. 
September. and October, while the maximum thickness occurs in April with 1.7-m-thick 
ice in portions of the Central Arctic. In fact. even as late as mid June there remairu ice of 
thickness exceeding 1.3 rn leaving the predominant thickness decrease to occur between 
mid June and mid July, during which period maximum thicknesses drop from 1.3 m to 
just over 0.3 m (Figure 5). In Experiment I .  also, maximum thicknesses of 1.7 m occur in 
April and the bulk of the thickness decrease takes place between m d  June and mid July, 
with maximum t h i i h e ~ e s  decreasing from 1.6 m to 0.4 m. By comparing both Experi- 
meats 1 and ? with the Standard Case it can be seen that the specified changes of 
temperature and cloud cover dramatically reduce the extent of the ice m summer but in 
winter reduce the extent far less s~gnificantly than the thickness. ~ a t o l o g i c d l y  it is 
presumably the extent, not the thickness, which has the greatest feedback effects. 
t h e  final change we have ~ncluded is an increase in the ocean heat flux. It u tlur ocean 
heat flux from the water to the undersurface of the Ice ~ . i u &  combines with the 
Fis. 5 .  Januuy and Julv ice th~ckneuo s~rnulied in E~penmcnt 2. 
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conductive flux through the ice to determine the amount of bottom ablation or accre- 
tion. The Standard Cast uses an ocean heat flux of ? W m '' after the work of Maykut and 
Untrnteintr (I97 I). 
We hypothesize an increased ocean heat fiux in the event of a niajor becession of the 
ice pack for the following reasons: the current flux is small largely because of the salinity 
swatiflatior in the upper 50 m of :he water, which produces a stable upper layer 
(&gaud and Coachman, 1975). In the event of a significant increase in the areal extent 
of open water in the Arctic, there would be mechanical nuxing due to wave action and 
quite possibly the halocline would be reduced or eliminated. Thus in Experiment 3 we 
have increased the upward heat flux to account for the likelihood of changed oceanic 
corditions. The other elements of the model ar: the same as in Experiment 2. 
One putpose of this additional experiment was to see if in this case the model would 
r a p n d  to a total diippearance of ice in md summer by not allowing ice to reform in 
winter. Although the oceanic heat flux was increased by over an order of magnitude. 
from 2 to 25 W m", winter ice did still form and sustain itself throughout the %.son. 
The higher flux value, incidentally, is comparable to the present estimated oceanic heai 
flux ir! :hc Southern Ocean (Parkinson and Washington, 1979). where ice forms abund- 
antly in winter, so our result was not entirely unexpected. However. the increased f l ~ x  
naturally tends ts increase bottom ablation, resulting in lowerti ice thcknesses and 
lessened ice extent. 
Comparing the results of Experiment 3 to those of Exp, riment 2 .  the difference II .e 
extents is most apparent in the rapidity of the retreat of the ice with the oncoming of 
summer. The May ice extents are decidedly leu in Experiment 3, especially in the area o i  
thc Bering Straits, and the June extents are much more so. By mid July the ice has 
disappeared in Experiment 3, whereas it remains until August in Experment In both 
cuer ice reappears by mid Yovember. Ice thicknesses in winter tend to be lower by about 
30-5046 in the frA experiment, u a result of the additional oceanic heat flux. 
It m s  mentioned d o v e  that Budyko (1966, 1974) hypothesized that once the ice 
pack had disappeared from the Arctic Ocean it would not reappear in winter, and the 
SMIC Report (1971) (p.160) considers that this is  at Izast a pouibllity. The present 
model allows ice !o form as moll rs a negative surface energy balance reduces the water 
F*. 6. Jrnurry md June I- thicltnesn cunubted m Expenmnt 3 .  There IS no la s~muhted m 
July. 
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temperature to 271.2 K. This occurs by mid November in Experiment 3 in spite o i  the 
increased air temperatures zad the greater tendeacy for ice ablation due to the large 
upward transpon of heat from the ocean. The simulated return of the ice depnds  
strongly on the atmospheric temperature assumptions, but since ice f o r m  and thickens in 
the model in response to energy balanccs and not strictly temperatures, this dependence 
is more complicated than a simple one-toone cotrespondence. Both the wintertime 
equatornard expansion of the ice extent and the summertime poleward decay tend to lag 
the movement of th* qtaospheric freezing line. This is true both in the model and in :he 
real world. 
Of course there are many physical factors involved in the initiol formar ion of a layer of 
ice in mid ocean. ,dctors not presently being modeled, including the effects of waves, the 
stability of the uppcr ocean layers as the freezing point is ap,?icached, the sa!inity 
dictnbution, and the cr~trcal srze of a 'freezing nucleus' of pack ice required to permit 
new ice to form at its edges. Furthermore, once the retreat of the ice begins, in reality 
there would be both positrve and negative feedbacks interacting among ice, ocean and 
atmosphere. For instance. the replacement of an i:c cover $ v  open water imme,~ately 
decrease: surface albedc and presumably thereby itlrther increases surface air temptr- 
atures. However, the wide: expdse of open water also sugOests greater evaporation and 
snowfall. thereby feeding back negatively with increased albedos over the :ce and 
su .ounding land areas. Some future model my take all these various factois into 
account, thus permitting much Ermer conclusions than can be drawn here. 
The present i:udy adds to the accumuhtmg body of lite:at.jre on the potental c h n p s  in 
the polar r q ~ o n s  due to a funher increase of atmospheric carbon dioxrde and 2 
consequent global warrmng. Mercer (1978) ominously forewarns of a West Antarctic 
deglaciatron induced by the temperature increase and indicates that deglrciatron could 
well ')egin wi!hin 50 yews and proceed rapidly, eventually causing a rise m global sea 
levels of about 5 m. thus drowning many coastal clties. Our results arc leu dranutrc. as 
the melted Arctic r r  Ice would not cause a change m sea level. However, the meltlnj of 
the Arctic ice would replace L;7e hghly reflecting ~ c e  pack w ~ t h  a duk ocean surface, thus 
clunng a substantd ~ncrerse 1.7 solar energy absorption during the sprmg. summer, and 
id. As suggested arlicr,  thu would feed back to the atmosphere a further tempcrat:.re 
increase, thereby nupifying the initial perturbation. Another consequence of the open 
,\rcuc would be an increase UI evaporation from the surface and hence an incrclx in 
piccipitation over both the ocean I ~ M K  and the adjacent land areas. 
Whde its occurrence u h f l y  unke ly  in the next century, there h v e  been nprd 
cooling epwdes m the p u t  (Flohn. 1974. 1975) due to natural causes. and if such a 
coohng were to take place, it should produce effects that are the reverse of those for a 
wamung. Hence we should then obtun an rncrnse in the extent cf  k c t i c  sea lca. A 
resuinng mcr-we in surface albedns and decrease m absorbed &irr radiation, and 
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consequently a further temperature reduction and perhaps even a northern hemisphere 
glaciation or ' i n  age'. 
At this moment, ice age theories are numerow and somewhat contndictot) ,but  many 
do include the effect of the Arc?ic ict cover in a prominent position. For instance, Ewing 
and Donr '1956) hypothesize that an ice-free Arctic would lead to an ice age dl!? !: the 
increased evaporation and snowfall. However, evidence tends to discount the existcno of 
in-free k c t i c  conditions at any time during the past million years or more (Hunkins 
era/., 1971). a per~oii duriqy which glacial and interglaciai periods have alternated 
repeatedly. Most t h e o ~ t s  assume that during major glaciations the K3 ice was more 
extensive than it is now. Among the most recent theories in which an extended sea ice 
cover could contribute significantly to precipitating ice age conditions is th3t 3f Beaty 
(1978). In Beaty's synthetic model, the primary requirement for initi~tlon of skciatlcn is 
the existence of ccntinents in high latitudes, and the trirgcilng factor for a $ai i~1 episode 
IS an i~creased surface albedo. 
The essential point to be made in the context of this artiAe is that man's continued 
insert~on of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere could cause dramatic climatic consc- 
quences worldwide and that the polar regions would respond in special ways. Neither our 
numerical models nor our general understanding are sufficiently sophisticated to prov~de 
total confidence that the polar regions of the real woild wpould respond in the manner 
that any model predicts. So model yet incorporntes the f ~ l l  range of potential influences 
and feedbacks which the polar regions contain (e.g.. Kellogg. 1975). though eventually 
our models should improve and our con-idence in them increase. In the meantime. 
however imperfect, the current models do suggest some grave consequences. and mankind 
would do well to proceed with cautlon *here possible manipul3tion of .he world's 
mate is at stake 
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Work at thr National Center for Atmospheric Research hu  resulted in the construction of a I a ~ - s a l c  
?a ico zodcl apable of coupling wi l  atmospheric and oceanic models of comparable raoluoon. The sea 
ia modd iudf umulnrr the yurry M e  of ice in both the northern md the southern heinisphera. 
Horizontally, tht raolution u rpproximrtely 200 km. while vut~ully the model includa four layers, icc. 
mow. ocean, and atmosphere. Both thermodynmic and dynamic pro- are incorporated. the thcr- 
modynasia k i r ~  bawd on awqy  balancu at the various interfaces and the dynamia kin# b d  on
rb followin# 6va wind strar. water strew, Coriolir fom, internal ice resistance, and the st- 
from the tilt of the ba surfam. Although the ice within a given grid square IS of un~form thickncu, each 
squm rlro h u  a vuiabk percentye of its ua urumed in frer. The model mulu produce a masonable 
y d y  cycle ofsea ICC thidrnar md extent in both the Arctic and the Afitarctic. The arctic ice grows from 
a minimum in Septehbr. when the afge h u  retrated from most coaatlina. to a muimum in March. 
when the icr hu  rcrchcd d l  into the k g  S a ,  h u  blocked the north coast of Iceland, and h u  moved 
southward of cke w~tkernmort tip nf Gm!srd .  M~::rncm arc:;c :hkks~ws i i e  ;;~rc t" i ts. i n  tire 
Anurrrie the iceupan& from a mtnimum In Marci~ to a muimum in late August, mnatnlng clow to the 
cununmt in rho former month and extending northward of 60's In the latter month. Muimum 
thicknews am about 1.4 m. The dir'abutlon of modeled ice concentrations correctly reveals a more 
compact ia covar in the northern hemisphere than In the southern hmuphrre. Modeled ~ce vcloclt~a 
obmn both tk Beaufort Sea gym and the Transpolar DnR Streun In the amlc summer u well as the 
Transpolar and k t  Greenland DnR strums In the wlnter. In  the Antarct~c. simulated vdoc~tca reveal 
prsdom~iundy vatuly motion north of S8.S. with smaller-mle cyclonic motlons clowr to the contlnenl. 
I. I m o ~ u m o n  Maykur und Unrcrsrrinrr [1969. 19711 construct an elaborate 
Lye-scale numerical models of the atmosphere and of the 
earns have both reached the stage where a coupling of the 
two is among the major Steps now needed to improve the 
ability Of the models to reproduce atmospheric and cceantc 
phenomena. As the models become coupled, it is imperative 
that the interface be given adquate considerati~n. Sea ice is 
one clement of this interface which should not be neglected. 
for (1) it coven roughly 7% of the ~ h ' s  oceans; (2) ~ t s  extent 
show, large seasonal and interannual variations (3) it has a 
strong insulation &CCL ratrict~ng exchanga of heat and mo- 
mentum between ocean and atmosphere; and (4) tu high al- 
bedo dat ive to thst of water significantly d u c a  :he amount 
of shortwave radiaave energy available near the ocean surface 
in the polar regions. 
T'his article describes a largcrule numerical model of wa 
ice which should be capable of coupl~ng with atmosphenc and 
ocanlc models. The horizontal raolut~on a roughly 200 km. 
and both thermodynamic and dynamic processes are incorpo- 
rated. Emphasis is on reproducing the large-scale fcatura of 
the annul  cycle of sea ice coverage in the northern and south- 
em hemispheres. 
2. Pnevtous Ice M O D ~ U N G  
Rcv~our ice modeling can be div~ded into twc, caicgor~cs: 
rhermodynamrcs and dynamla. The thermodynamic calcu- 
lations of the present study are patterned after those by th- 
trnrrinrr [1964). Maykw u d  Lrnrcnreinrr [1969. 197 I]. and 
Smrmrr [197Q]. Each of bcsc a r l i a  nudies 1s one dlmen- 
sioaal in space. and each speclfia rather than compute atmo- 
sphcnc energy fluxa. Nane of the modeb is applied to the 
Antarctic, and none tncluda ice transport. 
' Now at Labontory for Atmoiphmc Scmmca. NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center. Gnmklt. Maryland 20771. 
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onedimensiona: thermodynamic model of sea ice, computing 
the time-dependent ice thickncu aad venical ice temperature 
profile based on diffusion quations with finite diKerence ap- 
proximat~ons involving a grid lntenal of 0.10 m. They include 
the effects of Ice salln~ty, brine pockets trapped w~thin the ice, 
hcat~ng from penetrattng shortwave radiation. vertical varia- 
tions in ice dcnstty. conductivtty, and specific heat. Theirs is 
the most complete one-dimensional Ice model devlsed so far: 
however, the model taka 38 simulatton years to reach qullib- 
rium, and this inhibits its ex1;nsiorl to a three-dimensional 
framework. 
Scm~nrr [197&] stmplifia the Maykut and Untersteincr 
model, making it more appropriate for three-dimenstonal sim- 
ulations. He does this largely through a reduction rn the num- 
ber of  vertical layers, a c --ce in the d~Kerenctng scheme. the 
elimlnat~on of a heat SY -rm in the diffusion equatton, 
and the use of constants than vartabla for the specific 
heats and conductiv~t~es of ,. : dnd snow. The Semtner q u a -  
tions arc formulated forn temperature levels w~thln the rcc and 
snow, though his article stresses the performance of the th ra -  
layer end zero-layer versions. Since he usa  atmospheric and 
oceanrc forcing identical to that of Maykut and Unterste~ncr. 
Santner can compare t'le mean annual ice th~cknesses from hts 
models against the thlcknasa predicted rn the earlier, more 
complete work. Do~ng so for 25 separate cam. he finds an 
average deviatton of onlv 0.22 m for the three-layer version 
and 0.24 m for the zero-layer venlon. It IS bas~cally the Sem- 
trier zero-layer model wh~ch has been followcd ln the present 
w o k  for the calculattons ~ntemal to the rcc and mow. 
Closer to the present model rn spat~al extent. Pnue's [I9751 
modei s~mulata  antarctic Ice aloig long~tude I55"E from '0" 
to 58's. Although sull not spattally three dimens~onal, this 
model can comput, the advann and retreat of ice along the 
155'E rnendian. thus glvtng rt 2 capabliity not available wlth 
the one-d~mens~onal models by .Ua.vktu ond L'nrmrcmrr 
' 9. 1971 ] or Semrnrr [197&j. Funhermore. Pease som- 
puta  rather than spectfia atmosphenc fluxa. and she tau the 
TABLE I. Forca Included for tba Tnnrpofl Clkvlrtiona of Previous Modeb 
Wind Warn Coriolu Internal l a  Dynamic 
Stma S t m  Form Raiurncr Topgrrphy 
Norwlr [I9021 Y- Y= Ir, no no 
Sw- [I9281 Ym no F Ya no 
Rossby a d  Montgomtry (1935) Ya Y I  no no no 
Rapsby ad M o n t p w ~  
[I93S] m Ya Y- Ya no 
RaubydMoafpnwy 
[I9351 Yw m Y- no 
Ski* 119381 Y a  Y- Ir, no no 
F r l r d a m  (19S8j Y a  Ya no y a  
R m k  (19591 Ir, Y= Ya la no 
R d a d C c u r y 6 r u  
[IW, 19621 P Ya Y- no 110 
c e  I19641 Ir, YO m YW Ya 
nd~ru 11966. 19741 y a  YO y a  y a  y a  
R O ~ ~ O C ~  [1973j Y- y a  Y= y r  rn 
Coon et d. [I9761 Y a  YO Y a  y e  no 
Prftddrt  d. [IF61 y a  Ya YO Ya y e  
HUW [ 19nj  ~a YO ya Y= ya 
Extended from C m # d  [IW]. 
effects of t h m  panmeteritations of the oceanic mixed layer. 
Another two-dimensional model including s u  ice b that of 
MocCmckn und Lvrlrer (19741. This is a zonal atmospheric 
model that introduces sea ice of 0.2 m when the ocmn temper- 
aturt drops below freezing and nlculata the onedimensional 
horizontal extent of the ice, aa well as its thicknar, through 
energy balanca. The ice, ocean. and land puamaeruations 
are used to determine venial procusa at the lower boundary 
of the atmospheric modei. 
An attempt at a thmdimensional ice simulation is included 
in the work of Bryan et al. [I9751 and Man& et ul. (19751. 
They compute an ice distritution within a global ocan/auno- 
sphere dimate simulation. streulng long-term raults and us- 
ing m u n  annual insolation rather than sc8sondly varying 
forcing. Although hey  indude trans$n of the ice, the ice 
mova strictly w~th the water of ihe upper ocan irnlcsi its 
thickness equals or exceeds 4 m. in which case tt,i ice move- 
ment stops pltgetha. The resulting cdculations l a d  to an 
unreuonable buildup of arctic ice with time, the average and 
maximum thicknews steadily increasing, with v d u a  of 5.32 
and 24.7 m. respectively. in y e u  200 of the simulation [Ma- 
& d ul., 19751. 
Additional discussions of ice transport include a wide ranue 
of formulations. Certainly the simplest a n  those mlating the 
speed and dimtion of the ice strictly to the speed and direction 
of the water, as in the work of Monobr et 1 [1975], or strictly 
to the speed and direction of the boundary layer wind, u in 
Zubov's rule [e.g.. Gordinko. 19581. 
Most other fcrmulruons of ice transport calculate the ice 
velocity by considering a balance of forca acting on the ice 
and by assuming a steady state solution. It appears widely 
allteed that the relevant force arc wind strew, water st-, 
Coriolu force. stress from the tilt of the sea surface (dynamic 
topography), and the force from interactions within and 
among floes (internal ice resistance). Howtver, disagreement 
exists rcgsrding :bc dat ive a r g ~ i t u d e  r?f !hear, with the result 
:hat different r ~ r c h m  have included different combinations 
in their final balance. A summary of the forces wd by various 
authon appam in Table I. Similarly, different researchers use 
diiTerent prnmeteruations for the forces included. 
Fig. 1 .  Arcuc a d  aumic #rids. Dottd lina tna rbr conunmul boundutsr from standard polar Uereograph~c 
pt0)rcuonr M o d d  moluuon of thou boundano u indiatd in solid Itna. u m the g n 6  themrlva The south pole Is a t  
the anur of the 41 X 41 ~ u r c u c  p d ,  while the north pole ir at pouuon (11. 16) of the I8 X 26 ueuc (nd. 
ATYOS MERE increasing the eddy vircotity of ice to 3 X IV mss-I, position a 
Fi. 2. Scbmulic d i y n m  of thr major diviuonr withia r p c  
rp- 
Ooe of the studia givin# the mast thorough dircwrion of 
the rdection of parameteruations md subsequent combina- 
tion of them for a mathamatiul solution to the ice ve1oci:y is 
by CampMl [1964]. Although his solution is not scaranally 
dependent, Campbell does obtain a steady sute ice velocitj 
field for the majonty of the Antic Ocun, and he doa. uron 
Paafk gyrc approximately in its observed location. 
However. in spite of its importance, the selection of forca 
md the crlculation of ruultant velocities are bnly one aspect 
of the tnnsport problmi By not redistributing the ice accord- 
i w  to the velocities obtained. the Campbell study and others 
in Tabla I avoid the additions1 difficulties posed by excessive 
convertem and divergence. Two studies facing these diffi- 
cultia in r limited fashion are those of Nikgoroo rr d. [I9701 
and J. W h h  (personal communical;on. 1976). Both examine 
- 
ice convergence u encountered by a coastal boundary, and 
both arc concerned with ice concentrr.tions only, not thick- 
norsa. 
In the studies by Nikiforov a al. and Wdsh, thermodynam- 
ia is exc!udcd. and ice velocities are determined strictly from 
maps of the observed atmospheric pressure fields. They d a l  
with exwive ice convergence near the coast by zeroing out 
onshore veioc~ty components wherever the intervening region 
to the cout is covered by ice of 100% compactness. Beyond the 
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c o u u l  region, compactness n is dtercd through convergence/ 
divergence and advcction. The Nikiforov et al. simulation is 
for the region of the E u t  Siberian, Laptev, and Chukchi seas. 
while the Wdsh simulation is for the portion of the Arctic 
bounded by 60.W. I2O9E, 85.5*N, m d  the North American 
and Siberian coasts. 
A more detailed ice model has been developed in connection 
with the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment ( A ~ d j u )  m d  
contains t h m  major puts:  a thickness distribution model. a 
momentum quat ion for ice motions. and a strus/strain law. 
The thicknus distribution model is bucd  on a thickness distri- 
bution function G(H. I), which is the fractional area with ice 
thinner than H a t  time r. The momentum quat ion includes all 
five major f o r m  mentioned earlier plus an acceleration term. 
(The four references preceding Hibler [I9771 in Table I are 
part of Aidjex.) The stredstrain relationships are modeled 
according to an elastic-plastic formulation [e.g.. Coon er al.. 
1974; Prirdord, 1975. 1976; H d  er 11.. 19761. 
The complete Aidjex model is considerablv more detailed 
than the model of the present study; how eve^., the time and 
space scales for which it has been tested arc much smaller, and 
its complexity makes i t  :mpractical for use with global atmo- 
spheric or  oceanic models. The application of the Aidjex work 
centen on roughly one twentieth of the Arctic Basin, located 
in the Beaufort Sea. and the t:mc scale of Interest is of the 
order of I day. By contrast. the present study creates a more 
simplified numerical simulation of the entlre annual cycle for 
the majority of the world's icecovered regions. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
a. Grrd 
Polar stereographic projections are used in each hemisphere. 
with rectangular q rds  superimposed. The 41 X 41 gnd in the 
Antarctic is centered on the south pole. while the 38 X 26 g r ~ d  
~n the Arctic positrons the north pole at locatron (18. 16) w ~ t h  
respect to the lower left corner. Both grids are p w n t e a  in 
Figure I ,  along with the sea-land boundana. Since the model 
IS spec~fically for floating sea ice, the antarctic ice shelves are 
not treated. Horizontal gnd resolution ranges from 2 I 1.06 km 
at the poles to 181.006 hm at the farthest edge of the north 
polar reglon and to 173.84 km at the farthest edge of the 
south polar region. Detuls on the gnd structure can be ob- 
tained from Parkrnron (1978. sect1011 4. I]. 
Vertically, the model includes a m~xcd layer rn the ocean, an 
~ c c  layer. a snow layer. and an atmosphcnc boundary layer. 
Figure 2 schematlm the four layers plus the allowance for 
leads. Dependiqg on time and location, the snow layer or both 
the Ice and ;he snow layers may be nonexistent, thereby reduc- 
ing the number of vemcal layen from four to three or two. 
respectively. The remain~ng dimension is time. when the ruo- 
!utlon 1s defined by an 8-hour time step and the length of all 
months IS set at a un~fonn W tlme steps, 1.e.. 3C days. 
b. Fieldr of lnpur Dara 
The thermodynamic ;alculauons (section 3e) require input 
data fields ~n the form o i  atmosphenc temperatum for sen- 
r~ble  heat flux and incoming longwave radiatron, dew polnts 
for latent heat flu. wind speedc for sensible and latent heat 
fluxes, and both wlnd vcloc~tiu and dynamic topography for 
Ice transport. 
Armarphenc b r a .  The atrnosphenc data were obtained 
from long-term mean monthly distnbutlons as given on 5 *  
Iautude-longitude gnds by Tdjaard er a/. [I9691 ~n the south- 
ern hemisphere and by Cmlcher and Mrsemr [I9701 in the 
northern hemisphere. Sixteen-point interpolation w u  used to 
convert the atlas data to the rectangular grid of the sea ice 
model. In this manner. fields were obtained for surface air 
temperatures 1,. surface dew points 1,. and the u,, m d  o, 
components of sea level postrophic winds. The stored atmo- 
spheric data for al: 12 months are accepted u accurate at time 
step 45 (midmonth), with values for other time steps being 
determined by linear interpolation. 
F igum 3-6 present contour maps m d  plotted wind vccton 
from the s t o d  data for January and July. For increased 
legibility the wind vecton are drawn at only half the grid 
poilts, m d  the vector lengths are sulcd individually for each 
diagram. A unit length of the distance between grid points 
signifies 3 m s-I in Figure 3.2 m s" in Figure 4, and S m s-l  in 
Figurer 5 and 6. This allows reasonably lengthened vectors in 
each diagram in spite of the weaker winds in the northern 
hemisphere summer. 
D y m i c  ropogrophy. Input fields of dynamic topography 
were digitized from contour maps by A. Gordon (personal 
communication. 1976) in the Antarctic and from a map by 
Colchmm and Aagaanl [I9741 in the Arctic. In both hemi- 
spheres. only yearly averages were available. Furthermore, the 
arcttc data were lim~tcd spatially to the central portions of the 
ocean. and thus the contours were extended subjectively. This 
was done in a manner maintaining the approximate patterns of 
a 20-m Dressure field predicted by a moael of the Arctic Ocean 
circulaiion [~emmer: 19766. ~ i i u r e  71. The Semtcer diagram 
extends contoun to the continental boundaries and includes 
the Norwegian-Barenu Sea. The patterns c o ~ r a p o n d  closely 
to the dynamic topography field of Coachman and Aagaard in 
the regions for which this latter field is presented. However. 
nerther the North Atlantlc nor the Forth Pacific is included. 
and so contours for these areas are sketched roughly from the 
patterns of ocean circulation in the work of Suerdncp er ai. 
[1961. Chart Vll]. The resulting dynamic topography fields 
appear in Figuru 7 and 8. 
c. Forc~ng From Abooe rht icc or Water 
As wrI1 be seen in section 3e. the computations for thickness 
changes of ice and snow require fluxes of solar radiation. 
longwave radiation. sensible heat, and latent heat. The evalua- 
t ~ o n  of each is discussed in turn. 
Solor mdhrion. The flux of solar radlauon SW! is calcu- 
lated by applying the cloudinas factor by Laeuasru [I9601 to 
an empirical equation by Zillman [I9721 for global radiat~on 
ucder cloudless skies. T ~ C  Zillnian qua t ion  is 
S _co.:' z 
Q" (COS Z + 2.7k x 10-' r 1.085 cos Z + 0.10 ( 1 )  
S signifies the solar constant. f the solar zenith angle, and l 
the vapor pressure in pascals ( 1  Pa = lo-' mbar). A value of 
1353 W m-a ho, been taken for the solar constant jfhrkaekam 
and D~mmond .  19711, uhile the cosiqe of the zenith angle is 
calculated by the standard gcometrlc formula 
cos Z - s ~ n  6 sin b + cos & cos b cos HA ( 2 )  
when 6. 6. and HA are Iatrtude. declinatron. and hour angle. 
respectively [Seifers. 19651. The approximate declination and 
the hour angle are determined as 
d = 23.44' x cos ((172 - day of year) x r/ l8O] 
HA = (12 hours - solar time) X r / l 2  (3)  
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Fi6. 4. July rmorpbenc input dru for tha Arct~c. 
while the vapor pnuure r is ulcrrlated by a fonnulauon 
premed in section k. 'latent heat.' 
As wu mentioned. Q, is modified by a cloud factor to 
obmn toul incoming shortwave radiation 
[ ~ U W N .  19601. Cloud cover flgum for the Arcuc have been 
av-d from the cxrva of Huschkr [ I W ]  for his four amlc 
*or& t h w  curves bclng frequently reproduced in the sub- 
sequent literature [e.g.. KdIogg. 1974; H e m .  1975; Bolrer. 
1976). As a raulr. In the Arcuc the fractional cloud cover c a 
xt at 0.50 for December through March. 0.55 for Apnl. 0.70 
for May. 0.75 for June and July. 0.80 for A q u t  and Septen- 
ber. 0.70 for October, md 0.60 for November. 
In the Anurcuc, doud cove v a n a  mom wtth Iautude than 
wlh  w n .  1r.d so the modeled cloud values u e  a function of 
both Iautu'de and month. The b u u  of the alculauons IS the 
Ja~rurry and July curva of ~ r r  &OR [I9721 for doua cover 
venw latitude. We habe approximated thae two curve by 
founhsrder Lagrangian interpolating polynomials satisfying 
the functional values of van Loon at 40'. 50°, 60'. 70'. and 
80's (Figure 9) [Pd inron .  19781. Cloud cover amounu for 
intervening months are obtained through l inar  ~nterpolatron. 
At each gnd polnt, SWl is dctermlned by performing !he 
above alculations at the centers of two I-hour and eleven 2- 
hour penods, muluplying by the relevant time ienpth ( I  or 2 
hours). summing for !he day, and then div~dlng by 24 hours. 
Bcuw of the computer tlme ~nvolvcd, solar radiat~on IS 
recalculated only every I I ume steps (3.75 days). T h ~ s  procc- 
durc d ~ m l n a t a  the diurnal cycle of solar radiation and hence 
the dlumd thaw-nfrrrnng of the snow and sea ~ce. 
I n c o d q  iaprrue .diarron. Incoming longwave rad~a- 
tron Is crlculated u c h  tlme step from Idro orcd Jackron's jl90Yj 
formula far clorr skla: 
modifid by a cloudiness factor of I + cn. In the current 
crlulatioh. the Stefan-Boltzmmn constant 8 is 5.67 X 10'' W 
m-a K-', while the surface air temperatura 7. are discussed 
under fields of input data (section 36). cloud cover values r m 
presented under 'solar radiation' (section 3 4 ,  and n is an 
ampirial factor set at 0.275 u avenged from the drifting 
station volua of M a d w m  [1966]. 
SINWI h a t .  The tlw of sensible heat is calculated each 
time step from the standard bulk aerodynamic formula: 
Surface air temperature T, and surface geostrophic wind speed 
V,,, = (u,,' + u,,')~' are from section 36 ('atmospheric 
data'), while surface ice-snow-water temperature TU, is crlcu- 
lated from a surface energy balance quation (thermodynamic 
calculations, section k). Following Maykut [1977]. the trans- 
fer coefficient for sensible heat Cn and the latent h u t  transfer 
coefficient CI are approximated at 1.75 X 10". f he specific 
TEMPERATURE (K) DEW POINT (lo 
U COMWMNf OF GEOSTROPHC WIND (m 1") V COMPONENT OF GEOSTRWHIC WIND(m d) 
Fig. 5. Jan, ary atmorphmc Input d r u  for the Antarctic. 
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h u t  of air c, is wt at the dry air value of 1004 J kg-' K-\ 
[Hurchke. 19591. Air density p. is obtained from the equation 
of state by using a constant p w u r e  p of 98,800 Pa in the 
southern hemIsphen and 101,400 Pa in the northern hemi- 
sphex. 
tormr heur. As in the cdculations for sansible heat. a lcu-  
lations for the flux of latent haat procod each time step with a 
bulk aarodynamic fonnula. Symboliully, 
L being the latent h a t  of vaporiution (2.5 X 1 0  J kgmL) or of 
rublimation (2.834 X I 0  J kg"), depending on whether m ice 
cover exists [Hdllnrr and Mwh. 19571. and the q's being 
specific humiditia at 10 m and the surfaca. The formulae for 
spscihc humiditia arc 
and 
where a = 0.622 is the ratio of the molecular weight of water 
vapor to that of dry air [He=. 1959; Oliger rr d.. 19701. Vapor 
pressure e and 5aturation vapor pressure r, are determined 
from m empirical formula by Murmy [1967]: 
when (a, 6 )  = (9.5. 7.66) if an ice cover exists and (7.5. 35.86) 
if no ice cover exists, For r .  (10) is uxd with T,,, replaced by 
the surface dew point temperature T,. All tcmperatura are in 
kelvins and prasura  in pascals. 
d. Forr y From Bdow :he Ice 
The upper layer of the ocean tends to be well mixed in 
tempentun m d  salinity. The p m c t  model. ignoring the 
details of differing density stratifications, a u u m a  the dcpth of 
th~s  mixed layer to be 30 m and cnlculata changes in water 
temperature bued on this depth (section 3/) In the standard 
case the temperatun and other inixed layer p r o p n i a  arc not 
usad to determine the upward heat flux, but instead the energy 
flu fl to the ica from the water beneath u taken to be a 
constant 2 W m-a in the Arctic and a constant Y W m"ln the 
Antarctic. Recogniung that thu tnvolva a considerable sim- 
plification. we attempt to u p l u n  the buic muons for it in the 
following paragraphs. 
In studia by P w r  [1975]. Bryan er d .  [197S], and W d d r r  
[I9771 the flux from the mued layer is directly proponronal to 
the temperature difference betwean the water and the ice. This 
follows from a scale analysis of the fin; law of thmodynam- 
ia and was attempted in the present model also. However, the 
numanail value of the proporuonality factor v u r a  consid- 
erably among the three former studia, and u Pasr [I9751 
indicrta, i t  drpendr on an arb~trary eddy diffusiv~ty of water. 
N. Unterste~ncr (personal communlcaoon. 1976) and G 
Maykut (personal communication, 1977) object to ulculaung 
h e  Eun u being proportional to the temperature diference 
between water ;nd ice. wntcnd~ng that the temperature di- 
rectly under the ice n~nains pracocally at fnaung unul the ice 
d i u p y u n .  Indeed this 1s found to be true in the calculated 
tempemt~res of the prare~? model. ruultlng in a 0 calculated 
oceanic h a t  flux ~ r r ? : c s s  of the prownrcnll~ty factor. 
Furthermore. although c d y  tcmperatura have bean men- 
tloned so far. an accurate calculat~on of the a . m y  flux from 
xun to ice would require incorporation of ocean salinity. a 
variable mixed layer depth, an0 interaction with the under- 
lying ocean layers. Salt content of the upper ocean is signifi- 
cantly affectad by the freezing of water and the melting of ice 
and in turn afhcu the vertical density structure of the ocean. 
As seawater frcata. the discharge of s d t  to the ocean beneath 
incrwer tho density ofthe mixed layer and hence increases the 
chance of m unstable stratification and resulting conveciion 
with underlying water. The convection alters the dcpth. the 
temperature, and the salinity of the mixad layer, the amount of 
alteration depending on the initial temperature and salinity 
profiles versus depth. Unfortunately, these profiles vary widely 
with location m d  season, u is well quantified in antarctic 
waters by data from several LIrmin cruises [Jacobs cr d.. 1974) 
and wcll rcco#nized in arctic waters, in particular due to the 
inflow of the Atlantic layer through the Grcenland-European 
5cCtor. 
Thus a parameterization including the salin~ty influence 
would require three-dimensional fields of temperature and 
salinity. Although computer space prevented insertion of such 
fields for the present model, presumably upon coupling with 
m cmrn model thee  tiel& will be available. This would allow 
a more realistic parameterization of iceaxan interactions. 
though the problem of uncertain eddy diffusivitin would n- 
main. In the meantlmc. it is felt that a constant ocean heat flux 
is the best choice for the current standard cue. The t v k  then 
becomes to determine a proper constant. 
In their one-dimensional mode!. Maykur und Crntrrstrinrr 
[I9711 use 2 W m-' for the oceanic heat flux in the central 
Arctv. having tested values of 0, 1. 2, 4. 6, and 8 W m-' The 
choice of 2 W m-2 for their standard case was predominantly 
based on iu yielding the most satisfactory results. W-ith Fi = 8 
W m'' the ice vanished before quilibr~um was reached. 
In the Antarcuc, as in the Arctic. acrurate ocean flux values 
a n  simply not known. However, typical tluxa from water to 
ice a n  belleved to be much greater in the Antarct~c than in the 
Arctic. and A. Gordon (personal commun'catlon. 1976) sup- 
gated values of up to 25 W m". The $election of 25 W m-'for 
the current n;odel followed the tatlng of three values [Park- 
iruon. 1978) and the judgment that the results looked reasan- 
able with f l  - 25 W m-I. By cantrut. the selccuon of 2 W 
for the arctic s~mulation stnctly followed the usage of 
Maykur a d  Unrrr,re~nrr [I9711 and was not preceded by 
tesung altcrnauva. 
Calculations of changes in thickness of the ice and snow 
layers are bued on energy balances at the variouc interfaces. 
In grid squam with no ICC, energy balances dctermlne instead 
the change in ocun  temperature. 
No icr. The no-tce sltuatlon 1s depicted In Flgurc I&, 
where the net energy flux into the mixed oceanlc l ayr  i s  
The evaluations of Hi, LE;, L W ,  and SW I were presented 
carller. and in wecw of the large uncenvnty a ~ d  spatla1 van- 
ance In both ;he sign and the magnitude oi :be Rux Fy; to the 
mucd layer from the deeper ocan,  thts Bw 1s taken as 0. AII 
terms In the uprar lon for Q, dre for the cdrrent tune step. 
except rhc water temperature T, which is for the previous 
::me step. The shortwave albedo a, of water IS ret at 10%. and 
the longwave emiuivity t, 1s KI at 97% The aibedn figure I5 
TEMPERATURE (K) DEW POINT iK) 
U COMPONENT OF GEQSfROQHC WIND (m V COMPONENT OF GEOSTROPmC HINO (m C') 
Fit 6. July r~rnorphcnc input data lor the Anurcoc. 
the m e  as that used t y  Bdglry  [I9661 for arctic leads, by Internal energy I IS the product of the 10-a mlxed layer depth 
Dom mi Show (19661 for an open polar m a n ,  and by Lmrlr- d,,., the volumetnc heat caprclty oi water c. = 4.19 MJ m-' 
h [I9721 for clong the arcuc coastline. K-I.  and the water temperature. Applylcg a finlte difference 
The entire net inflow Q, g o a  toward ruslnl the temper- approxlmatlon to (12). we obtaln a reruibtng temperature 
ature of the water. so that the time rate of change of internal change of 
energy (per unit horizontal a m )  k o m a  
dlldl  - Q, (12) ATw - 
Y x Q, 
dm,. X cw 
Fig. 1. Contours of dynmbTc topography uwd in :he Southern 
Ocrrn. Contour intz*val 11 0.2 dynrrn~c rn. 
where At is the ;.hour time step. As heat is spread uniformly 
throughout the mixed layer, the new water temperature equals 
whcre subscripts i nnd i - I refer to the time step. Note that if 
Q, is negative in (I;;, :hen the temperature is reduced, u 
daired. Should T, fall below 271.2 K. then a ponion of the 
watdr is assumed to f n a e .  The thickness of the newly frozen 
ice is set at h. = 0.01 rn, and the extent is calculated so as to 
release the amount of heat necessary to matntain the waur 
temperaidre at freezing. The fractton of the grid square cov- 
md by ice then k o m a  
when Q, is the heat of fusion of ice, set at 302 MJ m-'. The 
new ice is modeled to have a surface temperature of 271.2 K. 
An apcnment h u  been run In which the thtckncss of newly 
folvmed ice is 0.20 rn instead of 0.01 rn and in which the ice 
th~clmcss cannot be between 0 and 0.20 m. The raulrs show 
the model to be fairly inwnridve to the :hoice of 0.01 vmus 
0.20 m. 
Ice with no mow c o w .  The fluxa involved in the as: of 
ice with no snow cover are diagramed in Figure lob. The only 
flux through the ice spec~ficplly modeled a the conducuve one, 
though in reality a fraction I, of the net incident shortwave 
radiation pcnetrata the uncovered uppa surface. Mcykut Md 
U n r t r r u e r  [I9711 euume that I ,  - 17%. This penetrating 
FI$. 8 .  Contours of dynamic topo(nphy uud In tk. Arcac. Contour 
~ntarrl 1s0.05 dynamic m. 
7 
F I ~ .  9  Cloud cover prcmu#a used for the southrm hmuphm in 
January and July, p m t d  sr a funct~on of Iatltudr. 
radiation normally causa the brine volu~ne to increw and the 
cooling near the upper surface to be delayed. The present 
model follows ihe zero-layer model of Semrnrr [197Q] in 
parameteriung this by using 60% of I* u hating in the surface 
energy budget and lgnorlng the remaining 40% In essence, the 
ignored 40% is treated u reflected radiation, i.e.. u an effec- 
tive increase in the shortwave albedo. 
The conductive flux GI th~ough the ~ c e q u a l s  kdT, - Trt,)/ 
hr, u in the work of Bryon rr ol. [1975], Post (19751, and 
Srmmer (197601. The th~ckileu of the ice h, is taken rrom the 
previous time step, while tht thermal conductivity of the ice kt  
is set at a constant 2.04 W m-I K-I and the'tcmperature at the 
bottom of the ice TI is auumed to be .I!. freezing point of 
seawater. Following Maykur Md Unttrsrriarr [1971] and 
Bryan rr d. [iii75], this fmtlng point is 271.2 K. The rernain- 
ing valtre in the expression for conductive flux. surface umper- 
ature T,,, will now be calculated from the sur f ia  energy 
balance. the basic osrumptlon being that the temperature at 
the surface adjusts itself in a manner matntlining that balmce. 
From Figure 10b the surface energy balance is 
The longwave emiutvity of the ice el 1s set ai 0.97. and the 
shortwave ICC albedo at is set at 0.50. As in the work of 
Srmtnrr [197b]. (16) is linearized by setting T,,. - T, + AT 
(where T, is the temper4turc at the surface during the previous 
time step) m d  by approximating the power T,t,b = (T ,  + An* 
by the two Iaqost terms, i.e., 
Thw. (16) can be solred for 
L & : + c t i W L + ( l  -0.411XI - a1)SWI 
If the resulting Trtc - T, + AT exceeds the 273.05-K melung 
pant of ice,  hen T,, a set at 273.05 K exactly, and the excar 
energy is wsd to melt a ponton of the icrr ratha than to rat= 
IU :empmtun beyond 273.05 K. The amount melted is deter- 
mtnad by raalculating. w~th the new surface temperature of 
273.05 K, the summed fluxes to the upper Ice surface. As t h ~ r  
*c y.' 
AIR 
This equation allows the poutbility of a negative 'melt,' trmr- 
lating simply to ice accretion rather than ablation. 
Snow-cowrr ict. The fluxa I elevant to snowcovemd ice 
are diagramed in Figure IOc. Because of the high extinction 
cocfTicient of snow, no penetration of shortwave radiation IS 
alldwrd. Thus the 1, parametentation needed in section k 
('ice with no mow cover') is avoid4 hcrr. and the only nuxu 
through the ice and snow layers arc the conductive ones. With 
TD, TI, and Tat, qurling the tempcratunr at the bottom of the 
ice. a the snow-ice interfxe, and at the surface of the mow. 
the conductive fluxu become 
Snow conductivity k. q,uals 0.31 W m-I K', while the short- 
wave albedo a ,  of snow IS set at 0.75 and the longwrve emiss~v- 
ity t ,  a let at 0.99. Values for hl and h,. ice and snow rhick. 
n w ,  come irom the prevlous time step. 
W ~ t h  there prellm~nuia the energy balance at the snow 
surfact become 
(c) Swb #s Tsh' k 
AI R + $ T i -  Tstc) - 0  (23) 
and that at the snow-a  interface P Jmcl  
k k $TI - Tntc) - $ 7 ~  - T I )  (24) 
To solve there equations, Trt, 1s replaced by T, + AT, and (7, 
I + AT)' IS again rpprox~matcd by T,' + 4T,'AT. This leads to 
' two equations linear In the two unknowns TI and AT. Solving. 
wAT 0 we hare 
C t 
Fia. 10. kh.matrc d i y n m s  of the energy Rua ~nuolvcd. ( a )  AT - 1 + LEj + ( ,L W [  + ( I  - o,)S Wj - t,gT,* 
C o u  d no ia. ( b )  C u r  of iu w~lh no snow (c) C u r  of snowsovered 
ia. 
+ 
sum repruenu the e~~ergy avulable for melt~ng. ihe calculated I + M I  
melt equals m d  
On the other hmd, lf the ctlculated Tan - T,  4 AT yields a 
T.,, S 273.05 K .  thtn t o  ablation occurs. and instead snow IS 
allowed to fall at a specified rate. The prexnbed rate of snow 
raumulaoon la thc mtrrctic r q ~ o n  1s 3 mm/month +om the 
s tu t  of Much tk.r?ugh  he end of November and 0 rnrn,' 
month for the remuning three months. In the AKUC the rates 
follow those 7 i  .Ucl hw und Unrmmnt r  [I9691 and arc pre- 
wntd ,  don8 .*it): *be antarcuc valuer. In Table 2. 
With ablatron and accretion at the top of the ice now deter- 
mind, considenoon turns to the bottom of the ice. Using the 
same tcuonlng as that for the upper surface. we find that the 
melt at the bottom equals 
- - 
TABLE 2. Monthly Vllua of Pracnbd Snowfall Rata In 
Mtllim~ets pcr Month 
- 
AINC Snowfall Antarctic Snowfall 
- - -- - 
January 
F&ru;ry 
Y arch 
Apnl 
Y1y 
June 
July 
A u ( a t  1-19 
A u # U l  &)(I 
September 
Octok 
November 
Dcrmbcr 

equal to the korizonul uea  of the grid square and Almo qua1 
to h e  horizontal a m  within the square covered by open water 
or 'ads. Since A is simply the fraction of leads, we have 
Tempemrvn and lead area hanges for pos :iae Q,. In the 
event of a positive flux. A,, X 9, is the tot4 energy available 
to warm the water and laterally melt the ice. Of this amount. 
ti X Al., X QI if allottd for wuming, thur yielding a temper- 
ature increase of 
and the reraining (I - A) X A,,- X Q, is allotted for laferal 
3dt, *ur yielding an incrcav in horizontal :tad area of 
Although a crude parameterization. this does conform +3 :he 
intuitive fctlirig that the larger the lead a m .  the greater th: 
energy used directly in ;he lead rather than ic melung the ice 
along the lad .  Also should there be no ice Ilen this parame- 
tcntation does correctly use all the energy for warming the 
water. The only cither parameter rauon known io the author is 
Semtner's. where all the en*** is allotted :o lateral melt 
regardless of the lead perce: ' dington t r  d.. 19761. The 
Sernrnn parameterization :- iistic when A approaches 
1006. 
The water temperature must be adjusted following (33). The 
mcfted ice (Figure 12) yields a volume-werght -d water temper 
ature in the newly formel lead area of 
and the water of the newly formea lead is ass;:~cd to mix 
immtJiateiy with that of the old iead. Thus the at.. wted lead 
temperature becoma 
F.~rthnmorc. ~f the rrsult~ng A,,. frcm (33) exceeds A,, 
fi.e.. A > 103%). then all ice h u  melted, and the energy which 
could have melted the additional I.: instead further heats the 
water. In trivs case, A, is set at ~rmclxiy 100% for (35). and the 
raulting open water tcmpera;ure T,, is f ~ .  :her modified by the 
additicnal h a t  input from enrrgy remlining after the total ice 
melc. Setting A' qua1 to the ratio of the calculated lead area to 
the grid square area, wc ha7.e the adjiuted water ternperat*ire 
Tempemtun and lead area changes for ngat~cc Q,. If Q, is 
,gatwe. wate~ mlut be cooled to offset the energy deficit thr 
necessary cooling be:ng 
This c r u t a  ditS,x s only if the calculated water temper- 
atu;: lies blow r:.e frr tz~l~g potnt, 271.2 K. In which case the 
temperature IS reduced only to f r m ~ n g  and the nmalning 
energy dcBclr IS balanced by the frcclrng of water at the lead 
surf~ce. The frculng is done laterally onto the existing ice. 
maintaining the previously 'calculatecl ice thickness for the 
panicular grid square. Should this result in an ice coverage 
exceeding 98% in the southern hemisphere or 99.5% in the 
i:orthern hemisphere. then the ice coverage is restricted to 98 
or 99.55, and the remaining energy deficit is offset by acooling 
of the water under the ice. (Hence we insist on at least a 
minimum l a d  percentage A,!, of 2% in my grid square in the 
southern hemisphere and 0.5% in any grid square in the north- 
ern hemisphere. Though the model is not sensitive t3 the 
choice of 2% versus O.5%, we have retained r larger value in the 
southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere simply 
becaw of the known larger amounts of open water through- 
out the Southern Ocean.) Finally, ;: the cooling decrtatts the 
water tempetature below* 271.2 K. then water is frozen to the 
undeaide of the ice. An energy balance is maintained through- 
out the calculations (we Porkinson [I9781 far details). Also. 
when the lead percentage is dec;eascd. the temperaiure under 
the ice is adjusted by a . J \ U ~ C  waghting. 
Lateml mixing of wafer. The above tcmpe~.atdre determi- 
nations arc follouxd by a simple adjustment to account for 
lateral mixing. 
The choice of the 1 coefficient is arbitrary, though it clearly 
depends on the length of the time step. Through (38) and (39), 
tempentun contrasts are reduced, but the total heat content 
of the water remains the same. the total increase/dsreasc of 
heat encrgj under the ice (c. X ( 1  - A )  2 A, X (dm,. - 
0.88)r,) X AT,.) balancing the heat desreasei incre~ in :he 
leads (c, X A x A, X dm,, X AT,). 
The transport calculations ; in two initially, a 
s a d y  state velocity of the ice is calcuiatcd by br,mcing f o ~ r  
major struses wind stress from above the ice t. water stress 
from below the ice :, Coriolis force D, and the stress from the 
tilt of the sea surface or dynamic topography G. T h ~ s  is fol- 
lowed by incorporating a fifth st-. the internal ice resistance 
produced by the interact~ons among the ice floes. wh~le com- 
putationally attempting to move the ice according to the veloc- 
~ t y  vectors resulting from :he four-stress steady state The 
actual movement and the cc resistance forcc are d~wussed 
aher the first four srmses and :bar balance have been ptt- 
smted. 
'2.z vclocirics. Using Newton's second law of motion. ice 
velocltics V, should be alculable Tror- 
where the F, are all forces (per unit mass) act~ng on the ice. As 
was stated above, we assume a s:eady state veloaty, hence 
setting the left side of (40) 0, and w- rcstnct our f, to four 
major arrsses. reducing (40) to 
Arguments for a steady state versus a nonsteady state caicu- 
lat~on have been p e n  by Campbell I19641 and Rorhrock 
[1973]. Rothrock shous *hrough scale analvsis That the accti- 
eration term is generally 3 orden of magnitude smaller :han 
the wind and wate: stresses. 
O f  the stresses con idered here. only the Coriolis force has a 
precise formulation: 
[CawpMl. 19641. A l l  terms have been defined (sections 3f 
('temperature adjustments for vertical melting'). 3e ('mow- 
cmvered ice'). and 3g ('ice velocities')) except f. the Coriolis 
parar?eter, and k, thr unit venl;aI vector. 
The stress from the dynatzic topography involves a finite 
difference approximation to the gradient of sea surface height. 
With the dynamic topography fields DT(1. I )  plotted i n  Fig- 
u r e  7 and 8 the stress formulat~on becomes 
Recent work by Aidjex has sug~csted that perhaps a quadratic 
relationship betwecn Uni + Vl j and t, would be more appro- 
priate than the linear relation predicted by the classical Ekman 
approach and used i n  (47). The Aidjex formulation addition- 
ally includes a turning anglc in the ocean boundary layer 
[McPhte. 19771. 
Having defined the four stresses, we obtain the ice velocity 
from (41) by solving the two component quations 
a l-IOpth1[(Dl71 + I, f i  - D T t i  - I, ~ ) ) i  
o - - ~ ~ h ~ j i  - l b l h t ( & ) [ D ~ I ,  J + 1) - D ~ , J  - 111 
+ i J + I) - D i .  J - 2 x m -  (43) 
[CmpbrlI, 19641. The honzcntal distance H between &!rid + aCop.Vu,'sin B + pwtkWif l  )L'vn (51) 
points is approximated at a constant 2 X 10' m. T o  solve these. ul and art replaced by their equivalents k, - 
The remaining two stresses are less precise. Wind Stress is 
.',, and P., - Vn, and (49) is inxrted. I n  this manner. (50) and 
assumed to act in  the dircct~on of the wind which, followlna (51) simplify tu a pair of s imul tan~us linear quatlons in L; 
Pnrchanl c f  d .  [1976], IS approktmated at 20' to the left of the and V,,. Solving. the resulung velocity componenu are 
surface geostrnphic wind i n  'he northern hemisphere and 20' 
to the right In the southern henlsphere. Wi th4 as the mul l ing cR z L h L & - - m  (a,-ss yrr,a! (5 , )  angle i n  the x-y plane, wrnd stress is parameterized as 
~ ~ ' k ~  1 f 1 + ~l'hl'f 
t. = aCop.V,,Ycos d i + sin d j) (a) 
- p r ( k u  ( f 1 )'<' sin 8 .- p,hI sos 13 
(Hwrklnr (19661: +. = p.CoVrX). Equivaiently. the formulaticn v, = 
~ . ' k ~ l f  l + zl'hr'f (aCopavw,') (53) 
where 6 IS thr. rollowlng rotation matrix: 
cos 20' sin ?Oa 
-sn  20' cos 20' (46n) 
in  the northern hcmtsphert and 
cos 20. -sin 20. j 
ria 20' cos 20' (W)  
in the southern hemisphere. Thls latter formulation avoids the 
use of  8. The drag c-oeffinent Co is set at 0.002 ;. a figure 
reflecting !he roughening effect of ndglng [Bankc and Snurh. 
1975). and a = 3 IS an adjustment factor to account ior the w 
uf monthly mean winds ather than Ir.stantaneow values 
(Srmrazr 197663. 
cciiow~ng Hwcklnr [1966;. water stress h.s been parameter- 
ILLJ as 
f;om whlch the velocity o f  the ice V, = V, - VR is immedi- 
ately calculated. 
Icc movcmmf. Once the Ice veiccitles at each grld square 
have brcn found. the ice wthin each square IS Jranslated 
wlthout rotation or distort~on to the endpoint of I& vclocttv 
vector, i.e.. the m~dp,>int efthe ice is translated from (I. J )  to [ I  
+ (Ar x ul) iH, J + (31 x c , ) / H l .  I t  IS at th~s point that 
attentton m w t  k glven to the effect of continental boundanes 
m d  to the resatonce forces among the ice floes. The modeled 
in mponds to cont~ncntal boundaries by disallowing move- 
ment onto the shore: should either the ur  or the c, comnonent 
lead immediately into a land grid polnt. tnen that component 
IS set to 0. Thus the boundana have the same effect as :hat In 
the work of .Vikcforoa cr al. [I9701 and J. Walsh (personal 
communiut~on. 1976;. veloc~ty components normal to and 
approachlnq the coast from an adjacent gnd point belng ze- 
roed out and velocty :omponents ta,igcnt~al to the coast 
nmatmng unchanged. 
internal ice rrslstance prodaces an etfect 5lmllar to. though 
not as stringent as. that o f  continental boundanes. Aftc: the 
w t h  both the eddy vlscortty k, - 24 X 10" ms seL and the redistribution of ia according to e veiwit ta sslculated from 
the four -s tm balance. all inccmiqg v e l o c ~ t ~ a  to any gnd dens~ty o f  seawater p, (smlon 3f. 'temperature adju:tmenu 
square w ~ t h  a rcsult~ag iceconcrntratlon Cg greater than 1CXS for vm1c31 rnrltlng') taken as constants. The vector L;i + r'., j 
- .dm,, are reduced. The reduction IS done pr~port~onately. 
IS the vector d~fference between the ocean gcosrroph~c vc!oaty 
after fint lnslsting that the Ice attemptrng to remain in the gnd V, and the ~cc  veloc~ty V,, 1.e.. 
wuare remaln. More spec~ficallv. oe set Ra equal to the per- 
- .  
L,i + r , j  3 (4, - af) i  + (v,, - uIU (J8) &ntaOe of tbe gna sq;are covc;d by :cc that rema~ns in'thc 
square. 1.e.. Tbe ocean gcostroph~c flow IS obtuncd by balanang [he dy- 
namlc lopogiaphv and the Conolis forca (D G - 0). while ' 3r \'' ' 1  ) (54, 
the .cc be loc~ t~  is the unknown to be calcuiated by balancing R- - (1 - 4 ~ - ~ ) \ 1  - 7 UI.,',\ 1 - c,, 
th: I'onr s:ruscs The ,eostrophic balance grelds an ocean 
qeostrcpt,~ veloc~ty We then reduce all incomlng veioc~ty components ta rh;s 
square from adjacent squares through muitiplicatlon by 
v,,= i - l o t (DT(~ .J -  1 ) -  D n I , J -  I ) \ I - I D T ( I ~  1.J- 100% - .4,",, - R% 
- 
- Or([ - I. n)jDit u f < H I - '  (49) Ca - Rs 
TABLE 3 Inlt.al Va!un in the Standard C w  
Arct~c Antarctic 
Ice tht-knar, m 3.5 1.5 
Snow th~cknesl. m 0.3 0.0 
Percent a m  wth open water. % 10 10 
Tenipmtvrc of open water. K 271.45 27 1 .OS 
Tmpcrature of water wider I-. K 27 1.45 271.45 
Tanpuaturc of upper snow surface, IC 271.20 271.N 
Tanpctrture ofinow-m mterfacr. K 271.20 271.20 
Since the ice remaining in a qr,uare increase with a reduction 
in its velmty. this method generally r q u i r o  several iterat~ons 
through the 38 X 26 c 41 X 41 grid. The iS:rative procedure 
continua until no g. d square has an ice concentration ex- 
d i n g  I % l %  - A,:,. 
After thus de:ermin~,.d a field o f  i;e velocities which d m  
not create excessive convergence in any grid square. we com- 
plete the calculations for the time step by redistributing the ice 
according to the rcsult~ng velocities. If the ice velocity at polnt 
(1. J )  is ( U I .  UI), then the ice in the grid square centered at (I. I )  
is translated, without rotation or distortion. ulrtil its center is 
positioned at ( X .  Y ) .  where 
X I + ( S t  X t i l / H )  ( 5 5 )  
Y - J  + ( A t  X L'II'H) 
Hence both the volume and the areal coverage of ~ c e  which 
had existed in the square a n t e d  at (I. I )  are distributed to 
the following four squares in the following percentages: 
YEAR S 
Fig. 13 S~mulated half-)urI) cyc!e oiler jcr :n the Arctic. January-June Cdnloun show tie : h ~ c k n c s m  i n  rncters. A n i l e  
rhading i n d ~ u t a  ~ c e  compaancu above 304 
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Fig I4 Stmulated haif-beady s?cle of sea lcr tn  :hc .\rc,~c. Jui)-Dtitmbcr Con~uurs rhz* !cc rh~irncss In meters. uhl1e 
shadln~ Ina,cata ice ampaclncss dbobe ')c)9. 
Subscript T signrfia truncation uf a number to its tntegral 
portlon. The new ice thrckness in an indrv~dual sqsare is then 
obtained by summrng the ice volumes remalnrnp tn m d  enter- 
ing the square and divldlng by the total area of tcc ;overage 
over the square. In this manner. each square retarn3 only one 
w thrckness, and yet thrckness can be advrcted from one 
square to another. 
In the ac:ual cr!culations the r q ~ o n s  mth noqzcro internal 
rcc ratstance have tended to be qurte small in the summer 
months but vep srgntficant In the wnter months. This IS 
rllurtrated later !n Figures 19 and 20. 
year 1. and run throug:~ J c a r s  of simulrt~on In the Antarctic 
and 5 years In the Arctic T h ~ s  IS suficlent rime in each hem- 
sphere for :he results ~c . qproach an equil~brism yearly cycle 
[Park:nson 1979. section 5 41. 
The resultant ~nnuar  cycles obra~ned ~n the standard ;;se 
sre presenred in Figures 13-16 The sirnulrtea arctic ~ c e  varles 
in extvnt from a minqmum in September to a maxtmum in 
.March. though the Februap and April extents ate very close 
to those of \larch. in September :he Ice corers only 3 pocron 
r:i the Arctrc and has :ec:ded from most coastlina Thickness 
reaches 3 0 m in the center of the pack. . A t  the March maxi- 
mum. extent ?as greatly lncreaxd. reachtng Icennd and be- 
'. RssljLTS **' C0~p4n1S0's W'TH OBsERv'T1Ous yond :he southerr: coast ~i ,reenland. whtle the central arctrc 
In thrr section the model results are described and then :h~cnncssa have reached J t 
compared w t h  various atlmated or sbserved ice drstnbut~ons. in the srrnulated A r t ~ i i : : .  minrrnun Ice extent occun In 
Table 3 lists the ~nttrai conditions for each herntspterc Com- \larch and maximum eltent :n iate August In .llar;h the :ce 
puratrons begrn u.lth 3 presumed :!me of 0800 UT. January :. reaches a ia t~tule  ~i MoS of :he coast E ~ s t  .Antarctrca. the 
F I ~ .  I5 S~mulalcd hall-yurly cycle of sea ICC In the ,Antarctic. Jmuary-June. Contours show ICC ihtctna, In rnetcn, 
whlie shad~nl ~ n d l a t a  ice mmpmnua above 90% 
maxlrnum cxtenslon from the continent being ~n the Weddell 
Sea reglon to the erst of  the Anrarcoc Prnlnsula. i'hicknas 
vana from about I.: rn in the R o u  and Weddell to 0 rn at 
the ICC edgr. I n  .Augusz the tce extends to the gnd boundary 
over the approximate longitude range DgW-IO'E. reochlng 
latrtuda of 50.-5 1's. T hicknas v a n a  from about I 4 m at lo 
ccastal manurun1 ro 0 m at the ice edge. 
I n  the follow~ng scctlons the general pr!tem of amrc and 
antarctic results sketched above IS cxamrncd more C!OKIY by 
cornpanson urth aalu and sate;lite ~bscrvation$. The com- 
pansons are divided into three sections. ice extent and distn- 
butron. ~ c e  th~cknas and lead areas. and Ice dnft. t'.e fu l la t  
discwslon being glven for the extent and distnbuuon. First, 
however. we bnefly lndicate the contrast between the extents 
and t n o ~  that would be slrnulated by one of the very amp la t  
of  ~ c c  models. 1.e.. one plaunp the ice edge at the 271.2-K air 
temperature lsothr -m. 
The model-s~mulated ice extent IS clearly not a simple rcpro- 
duct~on o f  the location o f  the f m n g  lsoline for atmosphenc 
ternperaturn ( F i g u m  I 7  and 18). I n  the Arcuc the fall f r m -  
ing line (September-November) definitely expands southward 
faster than the ice. By January the ice and the freezing contour 
show comparable extents, with the modeled ice extent beyond 
the frcaing line OK southern Alaska but within the freezing 
line in the Admtic region. By the end o i  winter the modeled 
ice hu expanded beyond the f d n g  line in d l  regions. and as 
the ice melts with the coming of summer. the ice line retreats 
much more slowly than the freezing line. This should be ex- 
pected. owing to the inertia of the ice. By June the freaing 
contour encompasses only the central portion of the Arctic 
plus the region of Greenland. By July the mean air temper- 
a t u m  throughcut the Archc a:e above freezing, though in the 
model rlmulation. as in the real world, considerable ice re- 
mains. The ice continus melting into September, by which 
time the atmospheric freezing contour has expanded outward 
such that the ice and freezing lines again show a comparable 
extent. The September simulated ice extent is slightly beyond 
the fmzing contour near Spitsbergen but not u far equa- 
toward as the fmzing line north of North America and along 
the W a t  Greenland coast. 
Fir. 16. Simu!a:ed half-yearly cycle o f  sa In In the A n u m r c  July-Darem~cr Cantoun show Ice :h~cknesr In meren, 
while rhadrn( ~ n d r u t a  ice co. pactnus above W)% 
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FREEZING LINE 
ICE EXTENT 
FIE. 17. Bimonthly dmulrtd ice alenu and o b m c d  mun atmospheric frm~ng (271.2 K )  contour in the Arctic. 
In the southern hemisphere also. the ice extent l a p  pole- 
ward of the freezing line in fall and retreats more slowly than 
the freezing line In spring (Figure 18). The two contours show 
similar extents in February, with the ice slightly quatorward 
of the freezing line at 180. longitude, though puleward of the 
freezing line off much of East Antarctica The ice continua 
melting into March, while the freezing line is pushing outward. 
The ice exten: remalns poleward of freezing through Juns. 
then in July it tends to be poleward of freezing for the heml- 
sphere from 90°E to 180. to 9OVW and quatorward for the 
remalnlng hemisphere. Both contours reach their maximum 
extents in August The two curves arc similar in August and 
September, though with the freeing line showing las longitu- 
dinal variation than the ice. During spring warming. the ice 
melt lags the poleward retreat of the freezing line, eventually 
atchlng up In most areas sometime in the peak summer 
months of January and February. 
; Ice &rent and Distnburion 
Actual ice distributions vary considerably from year to year, 
thus eliminating the possibility of a perfect yurly cycle against 
which to compare simulated .=suits. T h ~ s  m i o n  begins there- 
f o e  wrth an indication of the observed variab~lity. 
P w e  [I9751 $ummrriza ~ g n l f i u n t  differenas in antaralc 
ia extent as dep~ctcd by three standard adrsa: ( I )  the Sovlet 
Atla o/Anfaretica [TbCltikoo. 19661. (2) the U.S. Navy O c m -  
ograph~c Atla  of rhc Pdar Scar [Daniel. 19571. and (3) the 
Bnt~sh Admiralty's Ice Chan o/ fhc Southern Hcmuphm 
(1943) The U.S. atlas shows a larger s.Ytm* of ~ c e  than the 
Sovrct arias for a r t m  long~tuda and a smaller extent for 
western longltuda, t h ~ s  k n g  true tn every month. The Bntish 
cham s ~ g g a t  more ice :n summer than e~tbcr the Sov~et or 
U S. sources. Furthermore. plou by Gloenen .nd Salomonron 
[I9751 of ice ntentr from satellltc mlcrowat : radiometry re- 
v t 3 1  a much more irregular dlstnbut~on for ttle specific su;.;- 
mer of 1972-1973 than Is presented by any of :he t h m  atluct. 
Prior :o satellite sensing. apparent differences between 
sources on the antarctic ice boundary were often atrnbuted to 
the sparsity and imprecision of observations rather than to real 
year-to-year contrasts. Though we remain plagued hy spane 
observations, satellite images have shown decisively the exis- 
tence of large interannual differences. some of whlch are now 
mentioned. 
Budd [I9751 presents maps of satellite-observed October and 
December extenu of antarctic %a ice for 1967 and 1968. In 
spli: of the consecutiveness of the 2 yean. clear contrasts exist 
in pattern of ice distribution. In October 1968 the ice extent 
is mcre symmetric than it is in 1967 and reacher lower latitudes 
at almost dl longnuda except those in the region north of :he 
Weddell Sea. The ice is almost nonexistent off the east coast of 
the continent in Dmmber of 1967 and let extends farther 
than the 1968 ~ c e  in the region of the 0' mendian. Acklcy and 
Kdihrr [I9761 have also compared antarctic Ice extents at 
similar tlma In two consecutive years, finding the August I-! 
extent grater in 1973 than in 1974 in the Weddell Sea sector 
but less in the Ross Sea sector. rhe~r  data denve from elec- 
tronically scanning microwave radiometer (ESMR) observa- 
tions of the Nimbus V satellite. 
Flcrchc: [I9691 hac ~ 0 n j e C t ~ r ~ d  that typtcal year-to-year 
varlatlonc in antarctic ice extent may be u large as typtcal 
variat~ons bawecn Kuons Others emphas~ze :hangrng dtstn- 
butrons from one year to another rather than changes tn 
overall extent [e.g.. Budd. 19751. As Budd menflons. I 6 - ~ c  
anomal,:s In lndiv~dual reglons may persist over entlrc s 
sons. 
Interannual vanatlon extsts ~n the Arcuc a well. :houbh 
perhap6 not to as stnking an extent. Among the studla tnclud- 
ing plots of the ice bouadary for various years are Winchester 
and Bares [I9581 for September off northern Alaska. Blindhelm 
and Ljorn [I9721 for August In the vsctnlty of  Sp~tsbergen. and 
Hmcpt and Konr (19763 for Apnl In :he entire Atlant~c sector. 
Of the aght yean presented by !iaupt and Kant :he Ice mar- 
gins in April mched the north cout  of Inland in only two 
yern. 1968 and 1%9, while they never reached the r o u t  of 
Nomsy and always reached the southern up of Greenland. 
The lack of constancy from one y u r  to another obviously 
eliminates the pou~bil~ty of an absolute standard against 
which to judge numerical results. However, a general com- 
parison can be mode betwan model n s ~ l t s  and various ati. 
mates of actual ice extents, and when this is done. the overall 
correspondence is good. 
More specifically, the simulated Scptcmbtr and March 
m a p  in Figures 13 and 14 have ice boundaries at locations 
similar to  those presented by Wifrmunn and Sckde 119661 tor 
the mean minimum and maximum ice extents. The major 
differcnca in September are that in the Wittmann and Schule 
crx the ice extends fanher along the cast cou t  of Greenland 
and docs not exist in the Boffin Bay region. The major differ- 
en- in March are that Wittmann and Schulc show a laser 
extent in the At1-ntic sector by an average of about 2* of 
latitude and do not show ice off the coast of southern Alaska. 
Off northern Alaska the September ice edge in Figure 14 is 
well within the range presented by the 1953-1955 plots of 
Winche~fer ond Bares (19581 and the 1968 plot of J. Walsh 
(personal communicat~on. 19-6), coming closest probably to 
1968. though actually suggatlng a greater a ten t  than that 
year and r leuer extent than either 1953 or 1955. The April ice 
edge in the Atlantic (Figure 13) corresponds well with the 
Haupr and Kanf 119761 curva for April cxtcnu rrom 1966 to 
1973, though it indicates a slightly more southward extent 
especially off the southwest coast of Greenland. Also, the 
simulated results have the edge extending to Iceland which, 
from the Hnupt and Y qnt maps, would be expected only 25% 
of the time. By contrast, in September the simulated ice has 
melted much more off the u s t  coast of Greenland than Roth- 
rock (19733 or Wicrmann ~d Schulc [I9661 suggest. The corre- 
spondence between the simulated ice extent and the Rothrock 
curve is close for the rest 9f the Arctic. though the ice touches 
more of the coast of Siberia in the Roihrock case. For almcist 
every area of the Arctic a reference could be found suggesting 
a greater extent than the simulation. and an alterr~ate reference 
could be found suggesting a lesser extent. 
In summary. the siinulated arctic distribution and c.:tcnt 
seem within the observed varhbility for most sections of the 
Arctic. The two a r w  of poor correspondence are to the south 
of Alaska, where too much ice is simulated. and imrnediateiy 
along the Greenland coast. The m u l u  show an abbreviated 
ice extension down the east ;-act of Greenhind but too much 
ice off the southwest coast. These are both rcglons where the 
oceans are probably exerting a far greater influence in the real 
world than that allowed in the model. To f he east of Green- 
land the predominant surface flow a from north to south. 
carrying cold arctic water and ice southward along the coast. 
while to the southwest of Greenland warm water flows from 
the Atlant~c. moving ncrthward along the coast In the W a t  
Greenland Current. 
FREEZING LINE 
ICE EXTENT 
Fig. i8.  B~mon~hly umulrted ioa u t e n u  and observed mun aimosphenc f r c a ~ n g  (271.2 K )  contour In the 4ntarcclc. 
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dicatc September as the month of maximum extent. Fletcher 
suggests that the maximum may occur in either September or 
October. On the other hand, the ESMR satellite data exam- 
ined by Ack lq  ond Kdiher [I9761 place the 1974 maximum 
extent near the end of August, the same u the simulated 
raults. The fact that the ESMR data for 1973 have the maxi- 
mum extent at theend of Septeinber [Ackley ondKeliher. 19761 
once again rllustrates the real world variability. 
b. Ice Thickness and Lwd Artas 
In addition to distribution and extent. Lie ihickncucs and 
concentrations are needed for a fuil picture of the ice coverage 
in dthe: hemisphere. The s~mulatcd raul ts  in bath aspects 
seem reasonable in t t ~ c  large-scale view, though perhaps the 
arctic thicknesses decrease too gradually from the thickest 
values in the central Arctic LO the values at  the ice edge and 
perhzps the antarctic thicknesses are too low. if only by 0-0.5 
m. 
Fig. 19. Srmulatd contoun of ice concmtrar~an (percent) tn the 
AK~IC, March and Sep[ember Shading tndtsarn those rcglons where 
lnlcrnal ice rCSlStaitce *u nonzero 
As IS the case wrth the Arctic, the large-scale antarctrc 
rnults also fali within the observed range. In cacti month the 
extents of Figures IS and 16 correspond ulthln about 2* of 
latitude ta those of the U.S. Navy Octanographrc Ailas o f ~ h c  
Pdw S e a  [Dunrrl. 19571. The srmulatcd extents tend to be 
somewhat less than the atlas extents from February to Apnl. 
especially in the Antar:ic Peninsula and Weddell Sea region!. 
and somewhat greater from July to December. In May the 
s~mulat~on shows morr rce off East Antarctrca and leu ice 
along the peninsula than the Oceanogrophrc A~las.  
The srmulatcd Ice li,nrts dtffer from those of the Soviet Aria 
o/Anrarcrlca [T~;s:ri;ou. 19663 most strongly off East Antarc 
t r u  ~n the iongrtude range 40'- 140°E. Withrn t h ~ s  rtgron tt.e 
srmulatcd extents tend to be greater than the atlas extents. the 
a ronga t  differe~ces occurring in .August. and September. 
when thc srmulatcd :cc reaches roughl) 6' farther northward 
than the atlas charts. By contrast. in November the atlas and 
simulated extents are roughly ~ r e n t ~ c a l  in the eastern longr- 
t uda .  
Finally. compared wtth the satellrte-observed rcsults or Budd 
[1Y75]. the s~ rnu la t~d  December extent 1s nottceably greater at 
most eastern hemisphere longrtuda than the sbserved extent 
rn erther 196: or 1968. whrle the srmulatcd October results 
seem qulte realrst~c. I t  :hould be noted that the October I968 
o b ~ r v c d  distribution [Pudd. 19751. along wrth the simuiattd 
October uistnbutlon. does not show the bulge north of the 
Weddell Sea sugguted by sneral  ather sources [e.g.. Dunltl. 
1957: . V ~ m a n n  rlnd Plmon. 19661. 
As for the t ~ m a  of mlntmurn and maxlmum antarcttc ~ c t  
utent.  the $rmulated mlnrmum ~n Msrch appears to be timed 
ptoperly ~n trims of the typical real world cycle. whllc the 
max~mum in late .\ugust t p p a n  10 be $ l lght l~  early. Tol~rlkou F . ~ ,  :O Slmulrted conrc;un :ce concentratton (percent) in the [1966], Fltrcher i19693. and Prose [13751 311 lndrcate March as A , I ~ ~ C I I C .  ~mrch rna ~ U ~ L I S I  Shad.ng tndlcatn rho% regtons where 
the month of mrnlmum extent. and Pew snd Tslst~kov ~ n -  ~nterctal t i c  ratstance was qonrcro 
Fi* 21. Simulated arctic ~ c c  dnfl for January md July. 
With reference to Figura 13 and 14, central arctic ice thick- 
neu ten& to be about 3.b3.6 m. Although these numbers a c  
not entirely colnprrable either with figures obtained from a 
rtr.aly thermodynamic model or  with estimates of averaged 
arctic thicknews, including ridged and otherwise deformed 
ice. we do  mentlon for rough comparative purposes that the 
3.0 to 3 .6m range ex& the 2.38-111 averagt thickness srmu- 
iated by the one-dimensional model of ,Uaykur and L'nrrrster- 
ner [I9691 but IS cxmded  by the 4-m mean thickness suggested 
Ftg. 22 S~rnuiated rnrarctic IW Jnfi for Januan and J u l y  
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F I .  2:. Scncmatlc diyram of the major observed fcarura of arctic 
tcc dnft 
by Fiercher [la65]. Spatially, the first-order tendency is for the 
simulated ice thicknesses to decrease outward from the peak 
values in the central Arctic ( F ~ , ~ r e s  13 and 14). the major 
exception to this being in the reglon directly north of Green- 
land and Ellamere Islaqd. where thicknesses again increase as 
the coast is approached. 
As for the yearly cycle of c e ~ t r r l  ice t h l c k n ~ ,  the slmu- 
Iated valua of 3.0 m at the end of sum me^ dnd 3 6 m at the end 
cf  wlnter are comparable to the seasonal diferences suggested 
by others. r V ~ a n n  and Pirrson [I9661 suggat that th: polar 
cap averages 2.0-2.5 m toward the end of summer and 3 0-3.5 
m toward the end of winter. a somewhat larger range than the 
simulated results. wh~le ,M*.ykur and L'nlcrsrrrncr 119691 ?htain 
~n their model a somewhat smaller range than that s;rnula:eli 
here, thelrs being 2.71-3.14 m. 
Simulated antarc?;.: th~cknases  (Flgura  15 and 16) decrease 
falrly monotonically from coastal values of 0-1.5 m out to 0 m 
at the ice cdge. S~nce stlnates of actarctlc sea ice suggest t h t  
most of the ice 1s r.o greater than 10-1.5 m th~ck [Baker. 
19761. the slmulatcd thtckneues are reallstlc or at least no 
moE than about 0.5 m too thln. One method of thickening the 
j~mulated ice 1s to decrease the occanlc heat flux and hence the 
bottom ablat~on. Such thrckcnlng. however. occurs at the ex- 
pense of Increasing ~ c e  xtent as .*ell. Smaller-scale features of 
antarctic ~ c e  thtckness, such as the observed tendency. lor 
thlcker ice at the northern reaches of !he Weddell Sea than at 
the Weddell Sea coast, are not reproduced. Proper slmularlon 
of such featur-s may require detalied modeltng of  the ocean 
arculatlon. 
In addiilon to the monthly 90% ice ioncentratlon contours 
in Figura  13-16. Figures 19 and 20 present more dctalled 
contour maps of concentratLon for the months of maxlnum 
and rnlnimum extent In new of the lack of precise data the 
stmulaced concentrations seem reasonable. Wiltrnann and 
Schde [I%] claim that at least 5% of the central Arct~c 
consists of open water durlng a11 reasons. The modeled results 
show leu than 5% throughout the central 4rct1c In wlnter. 
ccrmpondlng poorly w ~ t h  :he W:ttmann and Schule estl- 
mates However. .Ha,vkur (19761 clalrns 3 lead percentage of 
under 1% 16 wtnter In the .-er!ral 4rctic. and Weeks (19761 
ilalms a wlnter ~ c e  conccntratlon 019%. ranglng only from 98 
to 1006. and a summer concentratton 0 i 9 1 ~ c .  nnglng from j C  
to !OO% Simllarlv. Koerner ilalms that onlv 0 6=o of :hc area 
1s ~ c e  free ~n wnter and Swlthlnbanh cialms a March total o f  
5% for all open water and Ice of thlcknos l o s  than 0 3 rn. onlv 
a small fract~on of this 5 %  Selng open water [Swtrh~nhnk. 
1972). The Ice o i  Figures I ?  and I4 I S  ; e u  cornpact than ;he 
atlmates of W u k s  or Kocrner and more compact than the 
F I ~ .  24 S~mulated Jan~ary and July Ice thickness in the Antarct~c after cllm~na.lng ~ c e  dynam~cs. Contours show 
th~cknas In meters, uhlle rhddlng lnd~cares ~se compactness ~oove 9w 
a t l r na ta  o f  Wittmann and Schule. AS was porntcd out by one 
o f  the rcvlewen. 11 should be ment:oned that nc~thcr sub- 
marine sonar profiles nor satellltc imagery can yet d l s r ~ n ~ u ~ s h  
clearly between open water and thln Ice. Thus the estlrnates o f  
Wittmann and Schule. whlch were obtalncd from subrnarlne 
data. should be interprc:cd as the comblned percentages o f  
open water and thln Ice. thereby accounting for the hlgher 
values. 
I n  the Antarctic rne pat1err.s o f  s~rnula!ed ~ c e  iO!lCentratlOns 
correspond well w ~ t h  those o f  .Veurnann clnd P!erson [!966] and 
addit~onatly reveal a broad reglon o f  lowered concentratlons 
In the area most noted for large polynyai. :o [he north o f  
Queen .Maud Land ~t about the Grrenwlch mend~an [Danlei. 
1357: Zn~ally and Glocrsen. 1977; . 4 c k l e ~  ~ n d  Kel~ner [I9751 
rcpon that satellite data for :he antarctic *Inters o i  1973 and 
1974 reveal far more open uater than most prevlous estlrnates 
Ice edge average 7040% in  the Weddell Sea secior, 45-75% In 
the Ross Sea sector, 55-65% In the East Antarctic sector, and 
50-65'31 In the Amundscn-Edl:ngshauscn Sea sector. I n  addl- 
tlon to the difficulties In dlstlngu~shlng thln Ice from water. 
Ackley and Kc l~he r  warn that t h c ~ r  method further ovcr- 
estimates :he lead percentages slnce both fresh snow and 
clouds with hlgh watcr content tend to lower br~ghtness tern- 
peraturcs down tcward thcir seawater values. I n  a further 
analysis. Zwoii,v and GIoerren [I9771 c l a m  that on an average. 
the :ce conccntratlcns derlved by .Ackley and Kelihcr are prob- 
~ b l !  about 10-158 too low 
c Ice Drlf~ 
S~mirlated J ~ n u a r y  ,176 July ~ c e  veloc~t~cs appear In Figures 
? I  and 2:. Thcse arc morc difficult to compare aga~nst obser- 
vations than the extents or th~ckneues. slnce cons~derpbly less 
and. ~ncldentally. morc than the slmdiated results. but i t  must observ3tional data eslst. espec~ally In the southern heml- 
be recalled that satellrte Imagery IS not able to dlst~ngulsh :he sphere Hornever. major qual~tatlve aspects o f  the large-scale 
'bin Ice from the open water The overall ~ c c  concentratlons d r ~ f t  In the A rc t~c  arc fad! well known. and o f  benefit to 
reported by Ackley and Kel~her between the continent and the future stud~es. procedures are now belng developed for estl- 
YEAR 2 
F.8 : January 1nQ J U I ~  ce erlents ,n 'he 4nlari::i s ~ l h  d n o  * i i h c - \  ce d+narn:cs ,;nu:~ted 4 r r o m r  naluate !he 
2:ru::onr 91 :nc wmu~d[ea i e  .ciscttles 
I .  6 Jrnurry and July ice cxtcnu In the Arcttc vtth and w~thout ice dynamtcr s~mulated. Arrows indicate the dtrecttonr 
of the umu;atd tce vclocitlc.. 
mating drih from Landsat satellite photographs [Hibler rr d.. 
19761. 
Bepirlning with the northern hemisphere, schematic plots of 
the obsmed patterns of arctic ice drift almost always empha- 
size two main feoc~ru: ( I)  the anticyclon~s Pacific gyrc in the 
Beaufort Sea and Central Arctic Basin and (2) the Transpol:r 
DriR Ftrum cr\issing the pole from the Laptcv and East 
Sibcria~ seu .nd movlng out toward the Atlantic. -vcntually 
merging with the East Greenland Drift. Smaller futures also 
oftm men: oned are a stagnant region north of Greenland and 
Ellamem Island and a small cyclonic gym to the east of 
Severnaya Zcmlya [Rorhmck. 19731. These various observed 
features an: schcmatued ~n Figure 23. 
Bntn !he Pac~fic g)rc and the Transpolar Drift aie vlr~ble it1 
the 71mulatcd raults The gyre appears promi~ently in !he July 
drift chart. ~ t s  <:entar occurring at roughly 78.N. 2IO9E. This 
location for the gyre center is qu~tc lose to the 79'N. 200'- 
205.E posiuoning detcrmlned from data of a Sovret expedition 
of 1961 [ B d u y m  er d., 1970). Howcva. the simulated Janu- 
ary malts  do not Indicate a gyre pntten. and indeed, the 
internal ice ratstance has reduced the Januay ice velocities to 
near zero throughout most or the centr:ll Arctlc. Although this 
velocity nduct~on IS probably exreulvc. two suppomve poinu 
can be noted regarding these January results. First, the wind 
kl$ specified for the present model. a field takm from m a n  
monthlr ob~rva t~ona i  data (section 36, 'atmospheric data'). 
also d o a  not contaln a gyre in the Baufort Sea in the wintet 
months (Figure 3). Second. there 1s little doubt tha: winter ice 
v d a ; ~ u a  are slowed owing'to compaction. Thls second point 
b illustrated by the , d u n i o n  of wind coefficients from sum- 
m a  to winter [Niki/0roo el 4.. 197% McPhcc 19771 and also 
by observed instance when highly concentrated winter ice h u  
remained motionless [e.g.. Prirchard. 19761; however. thae  
inrtanm of ~ut ionary ice may not be typ~cal. 
The Transplat Drift Stream appean in the simulatd re- 
sults for both January and July (Figure 21). with the contin- 
2ing southrud motion in rhe East Greenland Drift also 
promihent in the Iacuary mulu .  As ior the smaller-scale 
feature. of arctic drift, there is indeed a relatively stagnant 
region to the north of Grctnland and Ellamere Island in both 
January and July plots, and there is a slight cyclonic curvature 
in the region to the east of Severnaya Zcmlya in Jrnuary, 
though the island iuelf is nof modeled. 
The simulated velocity fields for the Antarctic show westerly 
motion wherever the ~ c e  reaches northward of about 58's 
(Figure 22). Ice velocitia tend to be greatest in this reglon of 
strong westerly atmosphenc flow, the weaker vciocitin near 
:he coast being more variable in direction but predominantly 
easterly and having cyclonlc curvature. The cyclonic flow in 
the Wcddell Sea IS well corroborated by the documented drift 
of a large iccberp from 1967 to 1976 [McClain. 19761. while the 
overall flow patterns af Figure 22 correspond c l o ~ l y  with the 
large-ralc oce2- circulat~on in the Southern Ocean [Tals~ikoo. 
1969; Zvolly e! al.. 1976). 
When the model is run w~thout rilowlng a horizontal tranr- 
port of the ice. the m u l u  show only slight contrasts w~th the 
standard case. Since the basic trend, become apparent early ~n 
the simulation. thew upenmenu are run for only 2 yean 
rather than the longr- tlme periods of the standard c a m .  
T? Stmulrted Jrnuuv and Julv ~ce thtclna, In thc .4rcuc after cltm~nrttn( ~cc dynamla. Contours show thlckneu In 
m n m  uhlie shrdlng ~ndlmta ~cc mmpaclna rbove 90% 
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Fia. 28. Simulrlcd January and July m comprclncu (percent) in the Arctic oltcr cl~rninsl~na ace dynamlcr. 
I n  the Antarctic (Figure 24) the extents are gcaerally not u 
great as they are when ice transport a!lows a slight q u a -  
towa:d flow. Figure 25 overlays the'extents in  year 2 o f  the 
no-transport case w ~ t h  those tn year 2 of the standard c w  and 
plots the directtons of the ice velocity near the ice edge I n  
regions where the ~nendioml component o f  flow is southerly. 
the extent is greatest when transport u included, whiie in 
regtons of negligible no- the extents are identical. and i n  the 
few regions with a northerly flow component the extents are 
greatest w~thout ransport (Figure 25). Naturally, the COntraJt 
between extents wrth or without transport would be much 
preater i f  the predominant ice flow at the quatorward edge of 
the pack had been meridional rather than zonal. 
I n  the North Atlant~c the stmulated mer~dional flow com- 
ponent at the ice edge ten& to  be somewhat stronger than in  
the Antarctic. As this flow 1s equatorward. the ice extent IS 
thereby m r e  not~ceably reduced when transport IS eliminated 
(Figure 25). Furthermore. the region of ice of thickness greater 
than 3 m IS also slijhtly reduced wtthout transport (Firure 27 
versus year 2 of th; standard case). praumabiy reflecting thc 
small outwrrd flow cumponent in the Pacific pyre. A t  r h ~  same 
time the ice is marc compact without transport (Figure 3). 
again reflect~np the divergent veloaty component. Local n- 
gtons of convergent flow wt l l  naturally show leu compaction 
w~thout ransport; however, on a iarge scaie in the Arctic the 
trrnsport Increases the e~tent of the ice and d r c r e a * ~  the 
contpactneu. 
In  vtew of the large amc unt of computer time rqutred for 
the transport calculrt~ons and the relat~vcly small effect they 
make on simulated Ice dtstnbut~ons. it would appear appropn- 
ate tn some uw to model theimodynum~c$ alone. T h ~ s  could 
be true, for tnstancu. tn large-scale atmospheric general arcu- 
lation models where the ICC simulatio~ is daircd primarily for 
Its influence ia tncreastng shortwave albedo 2nd decrtrstng 
heat exchange between ocean and airnosphere. 
I n  a further csperlment on tce transport we calculate ice 
veloctttes s~mply by balanc~ng w ~ n d  st-. uater stress, Co- 
n o l ~ r  force. and dynsmtc topography, w~thout hen proceeding 
to reduce there veloctt~e~ due to internal tce ratstance as 
d s n h e d  in sectton Jg ('ice movement'). Instead, we a!low the 
thtckneascs to increase rccordtng to the volume of Ice con- 
verging ~n the gnd square. Thts raults in unrcrltstic Ice dtstn- 
buttons. such that in rqtons of tce convergence. th tcknam 
become excess~ve. while somcttma In adjacent gnd squares the 
ice has dtuppcared altogether From th~s u: conclude that i f  
~ce transpon IS modeled. some parametenzat~on must allow 
for the effect o i  ~nternal ice ruistacce. The reg~r.ns of nonzero 
Internal ice rcs~stance for months tn eacn hemirchere in the 
standard case a n  chaded in Figurer 19 and 20. 
This study has dmnbcd  the construction of a numencai 
model of the growth and decay of sea tce and has compared 
the results o f  the model against observations. The butt large- 
wale features of the simuiations correspond nicely with obser- 
vations in  both hemispheres. However, the model retains 
many simplifications which limit Its accuracy, and in  this con- 
cluding section we discuss some of thee limitations and in- 
dicate prospects for future development. 
Certain restrictions arc obv~ous and are built into the model 
equaltons. Major amons [hex is the inststence on umform ice 
thickness (with an aliowance for leads) dvcr the 200 X 200 km 
grid squares. Another example Is the red~ct ion of such vari- 
ables as the drag cocfficient. the coefficients of sensible and 
latent heat esrhlnge, the condilct~vit~es of ice a;rd snow, and 
the values of ttls oceanic heat flux to convant valucc 
Other rutnctlocs denvt from the nature of the input data. 
for Instance. the use a f  mean monthiy atmospheric forctng. As 
was emph~stzed in section Jo. stgnificant year-to-year varia- 
tions in ice extent exist tn both the Arctic and the Antar~u*..  By 
employrng s. constant yearly cy k of atmorphcn-, cond~t.\ons 
the prscnt numerics! model IS unahlc to simulate such teal 
world interannual vanabtlity. 
Equally ~mportant. the use o f  meon monthly averages 
snroothrl out the temperature and w ~ n d  exirema. both of 
wh~ch can be important ~n creating anomalous local condi- 
t m s  whtch can perrtzt .and expand ~n tnflucncc over tlme. F,ir 
~nstance, large polynyac often open durrng lnlcnx storms 
[Vowlnckri. 1966; Knapp. 19721. and a concentrz.tcd ice pack 
w ~ l l  sometimes remain mottonless unul the w~nC stress be- 
comes untyp~cally large [Pntchard. 19761. The use of mean 
winds prevents a proper simulal~cn of such occurrences. Simt- 
Iarly. mean tempe:atura eliminate the short but sowetlmes 
signtfiant melt~ng peno& accompanying ~nomalously warm 
condittons. Thts ties in wtth the a d d i t ~ ~ n a l  restrlctton that the 
dturno~ cycle IS not included. 
Further compliuttng matters in :he case of the w n d  input. 
stnce opposing wtnd direct~ons pan~ally cancel. the u x  of 
averaged wtnd vector3 doer not produce averaged wtnd speed$. 
Thus the wtnd speeds spcc!ficd ~n the mo lel are ?art~cularty 
unreal~stic in regtons w~thout dominant wtnd dt rx t~ons wtrhtn 
the ~ndtvtdual months. 
I n  addit~on to the atmnsphenc stmpl~ficat~ons, oceantc sim- 
pl~ficattons also prevent preclse corrnpondence between stmu- 
~nred rnults and real world ice configurattor~s For inrta,icc. 
ocean salrntty is not modeled. and :;ie spatla1 vanations of 
saltn~ty ,;c not included. although. m o n g  other cr-I- 
sequences. the sal.ntty af icts the freezrng reniperzturc and the 
density o f  thc water. Relatedl). the use o f  a constant mixcd 
layer depth i g n ~ m  the influence o f  vertical convection, w h s h  
is tied closely t o  the mutual interrelatedness o f  the fp-rzing and 
melting o f  tha ice on the one hand and the properties of the 
mixcd oceanic layer on the other. Cleuly. the failure to  include 
salinity and a variable mixed layer depth restricts the ability o f  
the model to  simulate in procrv detail the fmc.mel t  cycle. 
Many o f  the curent  ra t r id ions  o f  the mode( can be elimt- 
natad upon coupling with atmospheric md oceanic models. 
A n  elmosphetic model wi l l  allow alculat ion o f  winds, r i t  
temperatu&. and dew po inu  on a shorter timo r o l e  thrr 
monthly averages, and a full oceanic model wi l l  allow a van. 
able m i x d  layer, interaction with the deeper o c u n  and adja- 
cent river and oceanic flows, calculatioc o f  tho changina ulin- 
ity Reld, and determination of the underlying oceanic 
circulation. The model should then be able t o  rimulatz yar - to -  
year variationr and should allow m a l y s u  o f  variour inter- 
actions among air, sea, and ice. Any contrtbution that such a 
coupled mnde! cou!d make to understanding the atmorphere- 
hydrosphere-cyosphere clirnptic system would be valuable. 
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ABSTRACT 
A recent NASA satellite is obuining h~gh spatial resolut~on thermal ~nharcd data at rlmcr of Jay 
appropriate for the study of the urban haat ~sland eKect. Quantttatlbe esclmates of the extent and 
intens~ty of urban sudaca heatln# are obtuncd by analysis of ciilitnl data acqulred over the 
New York City-New Endand a s .  I n  many Iugc otles satellite sensed temperatures are 10-lYC 
wanner than In surrounding rural areas A thorough tnterpretatlon of the elevated urban surface 
temperatule u~ll requ~re studies of I )  the relatconsh~p between remotely sensed surface temperature3 
and lur temperatures, and 2) cornpensatton for observed very Isnl~zed heating due to industry 
andor power plants. 
Interest in urban mettoroiogy has grown rapidly 
in recent years. prompted by concern for the effects 
of air pollution on human health, federal require- 
m:nts for air quality, uncertainty as to the environ- 
mental effects of energy consumption. and a general 
desire to im.,rove the quality of life in urban areas. 
The gradual dispersion of population into suburban 
areas and the tendency toward movement of manu- 
facturing and industry Into sparsely populated areas 
rnakes the toplc of signlticonce to a growing frac- 
tion of the country. 
For meteorological purposes the heat island 
effect is characterized by both direct ( in  sitrc) and 
indirect (circulation pattern) variations when com- 
pared to conditions in the surrounding countryside. 
The effect is directly measurable as rt relative in- 
crease in air temperature within and above the clty. 
This tendency IS not universal-in some cases the 
air above a c ~ t y  may be cooler than that in sur- 
rounding rural areas. In mast large cltles the in- 
crease in air temperature IS accompan~ed by eie- 
vated concentrations of COz, t nce  gases and atmos- 
phenc partlculatts. For very large c~ties these 
changes are observable to heights of hundreds 
of meters (Bornstein. 1968; h1cCormlck and 
Baulch. 1%:). 
An Indirect and more subtle meteorological effect 
is manifest thrcrugh altered flow patterns md venicai 
convection in urban areas. Presumablv. t h ~ s  
modification is the result of air tcmpenture changes 
associated with urbanization but the change in sur- 
face roughness produced by homes and buildings 
may also have an effrct through modification of 
vertical transport mechanisms at low level. Changes 
in flow patterns pose possible implications for local 
cloudiness. for dispersion of the urban air mass and 
for rainfall. both In the city proper and in its sur- 
roundings (Duckworth and Sandberg. 1975; Hutf 
and Vogel. 1978). 
A major limiting factor In the study of the heat 
island effect has been the lack of ohsenational 
data which clearly are relevant to the problem. 
Particularly limiting are the inab~l~t) to descnbe 
quantltatlvely the weal extent and distnbutlon of 
changes of air temperature. and the general pauclty 
of datn obtained at varying locations and under 
varying aimosphenc conditions. including the 
annual cycle. 
The Heat C~pacily Mapping htlss~on [HChIhI 
(Goddard Space Flight Center, 1978~I. 3 small 
Applications Expl,)rer satellite launched 2b ..\pnl 
1978, has ohtamed data sullable for heat island 
studies. The satell~te acquires hlgh-resolution 
thermal ~nfrlued t 10.5- 123 +m) data from an orbit 
especially selected to infer surface temperatures 
near the time ~f Jay of :he diurnal mnslmum Al- 
though surface temperatures estimated from a ndia- 
uon measurement Are not the Lame 4s alr tempen- 
tures, they are potenttally as useful because they 
provide an indicat~on of the surface heatlng effect 
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FIG ! Sat:ll:!c overpas of  the New York-New Endnod area ~ h u a ~ n g  
surface hcal~ng cRcc! I hght arras1 In urban yes. 
at the base of the atmosphere. The satelIite 
capab~lity is discussed in the succeeding sc c I' ~ons. 
From an attitude of 620 km the HCMU satellite 
acquires visible and infmrtd data ar a spatial 
resolution of 500 rn. Although da!a transmsslon 
to ground srallons is in andlop form. a h i ~ h - p e r -  
fvrmance design has demuasr:ared the capab~l i ty  
to dtlivcr rempcrature data ~ t r h  a noise tnu~valenr 
temperature of O 1 K. ( B u h ~ t  er ul., 1979.) Thc rc- 
mote measulrmcl-.ts represent an equivalent black- 
body temperature as moditicd b) absorprion and 
setmission during passage through the intervening 
atmosphere. ~ . c . .  a bnghzncss rcnpcnrurc glvcn by 
~rad~ance:Stefan Beltrnann <unstantll ' Cnder most 
condtt~ons the vanat~on of thts urnosphrnc correc- 
tion may be acylcctcd over small areas such as 
that of asity and ~ t s  ursoundings. The development 
of a reiarionshrp between surface ternpesatures. as 
obtained by remote observat~on. and a locai air tem- 
perature ~ c . g . ,  at 2 rn height) ir a complex problem. 
The re lat i~t ly  poor spatial resolut~on of earfy 
mcttorolog~i-nl satellire data I Rao. 19721 has 
tended to hlnder development cf such a rtlatlonship. 
Mort recent studies cCarlson cl al.. l a - * .  Matson. 
c f  31. .  19751 have utilized 1 krn spatla1 resolutiort 
satclIitc dau acquired during mid morning and early 
cvtning uhen surface temperature contrasts are 
rctativlrly weak. High-resolut~on HCMM data 
should prove uscfut for placement of air mun~toring 
slatlons in citrts and fur spatial interpolation 
between such sites. 
The saretlitc passes over no~hern midlatitudes 
in rh t  early afternoon and at apprux~mately 0200 LT. 
A portion of an overpass at 1330 LT on b June 1978 is 
displayed In Fig. 1. Standard image products for 
the mission art displayed with the convention 
cold-black. hor-white. Th~s 1s contrary to the ion- 
vention used for meteorological satdlirc irnagerv 
and results in cold clouds bclng displayed as dark. 
or black. In Fig. 1 dark patches tn the lower left and 
speckles t n  the upper left center comcspond [o  
clouds. 
Man's influence on the carih's surface ttmpen- 
rure I S  stnk~ngly evidcnc in the picture. The bnghr 
areas represtn t rcglonr of ~~gnificant sudaec heat- 
ing. Yew York C ~ t y  and the entire me~ropolltan 
area stand OUR clearly against the darker rcoolcsl 
waters of the Adanric Ocean. Centnl Park is 
faindv visible a a dark stnp running down the 
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center of Manhattan Island. The luge cities alons 
the Connecticut shoreline and the Hudson and 
Connecticut Riven are easily recognized. Smaller 
cities and even roads are also apparent. as well as 
many features relating to surface geology and hydro- 
logical conditions. 
Weather at the time of the observatim was clear 
and bnsk following passages of a weak cold front 
on the preceding afternoon (5 June). Through New 
England and eastern New York state air tempera- 
ture at 1800 ( . JlT (1300 EST) ranged from 20 to Y C .  
with winds generally from the northwest at 2 - 5  
m s" except along the coast. The air temperatures 
agree genenlly with satellite derived brightness 
temperatures for the rural areas in the scene. How- 
ever, a detailed comparison is not feasible at this 
time because of the spatial variability of satellite 
derived temperatures the need for a correction for 
atmospheric moisture aii.1, principally, the uncer- 
tainty as to the relationsnip between air tempera- 
ture and surface temperature. 
3. Slagnitudc of the surface heat effect 
Through analysis of the digital data represented 
by Fig. 1 it is possible to establish the extent and 
magnitude of surface heating in a number of cities 
compared with their surroundings. The New York 
metropolitan urea is sc large that it is dimcult to 
establ~sh a precise background level for cornpanson 
wlth values in the city center. In other cases the 
determination of urban-suburban-country thresh- 
olds is reasonabiy objective. requiring cornpanson 
with a map at a scale appropriate to the imagery. 
e.g.. 1:I 000 000. The temperature contnst of a 
number of cities and towns w~th  their surround~ng 
rural areas is given in Table I .  The contnst IS based 
on brightness blackbody temperature as observed by 
the satellite radiometer. 
As one would expect, the values f x  temperature 
contrast are in rough areement with the cotre- 
sponding population figures. However, the tempera- 
ture excesses in large cities are much higher than 
val:~es typical of air temperatures (which is usually 
of the order of 2-J°CC). In many cases the dtfferences 
exceed IWC. Most numerical studies (Myrup, 1969) 
have treated a i l t y  as a rough surface which inter- 
acts with the atmosphere In a manner s~mllar to 
vegetation. rough soil. etc. The high values of sur- 
face tempeature contnst suggest that J more som- 
plex Jtscnptiun ma) be necessary The h~ghest 
values of temperature sontriibt (up to IS'C) in Table I 
are not nesessanly representative of the heat ~sland 
ethct as specified by u r  temperature. W ~ t h ~ n  some 
of the larger iittes a ie\b ( I  - 5 )  isolated pulnts 1nd1- 
cate temperatures 2-3°C ahove dl other values. 
These elevated temperatures are presumed to be 
associated with power plants or tndustnal actwty 
More detailed study. sprcificallv ground truth \en  
TAIILC I .  Population (1970) m d  observed peak rcmpcntun 
contnst of ci t to and aurroundtn8 areas. 
Metropolitan 
kpuls- m a  Tempentun 
tion populrt~on c o n t n ~  
City (~1000)  (XIOM)) (*C) 
New York. NY 7895 17.0 
Hartford. CT I JR 817 15.0 
Schencctdy. N .' 78 15.0 
Providence. RI I79 720 13,2 
Btnphrmron. NY 64 12.4 
Bridppon. CT I .V 12.1 
Worcester. M A  I77 637 11.5 
New Haven. CT 138 14 5 I I.? 
Stanford. CT 109 11 2 
Firchburg. MA 43 11.2 
Syncuse. N Y  197 637 10.9 
Uaterbury. CT 108 10.9 
Albany. NY 116 10.3 
Troy. NY 6: 10.3 
Rttsleld. M A  57 9.7 
Rome. N Y  50 8.9 
Uttca, NY 9 1 8.0 
6.m. VT 10 8 0 
Montpelier. VT 8.6 6.8 
fication of accurately mapped HCMM data. will br: 
requtred in order to verify this hypothesis. I t  is 
apparent. however. that ttle relative importance of 
industry as compared to urban population need not 
be the same for air tempei-aturc as for remotel) 
sensed surface temperature. 
Even after discounting the erTect of industry the 
excess of urban surface temperatures over these 
surrounding areas is still much greater than that of air 
temperatures. This effect may be due to tnpping of 
en'ergy within the "urban canyon" (Nunez aqd Oke. 
1973. The vertical structure in city centers provides 
a potenttal for absorption of radiation and for heat 
storage at a level beneath that of strong vertlcai 
T ~ B L E  2 .Area and excess ndnrcd power from urban areas 
(9°C threshold). 
Area Radiated power 
ctry tkm3 (kW) 
- - - - --  - -- 
New Y ~ r k  Ctry m a  5 4: 40000 
Provtdence 48 2 3 190 
Hanford 26.2 1-0 
Sshenecrady 5 3 3b8 
B n d g e ~ n  14 2 9 .U 
Syraci~sc b .' 41- 
Btnghamron 6 0 394 
Ncu  Haven . ! !l 3 2  
Warcester C l 32- 
Alban) 3 - .q7 -- 
S l a h r d  3 1 .,., J. 
F~tchbum :. I I:! 
W ~ t c r b u n  I 2  -4 
Tro) , 1  66 
Rtrsticld o - r : 
Rome 0 .( -1 
- 
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mixing in the atmosphere. This hypothesis can be 
tested by cgrnparison with appropriately taken air 
temperature measurements. The urban canyon 
effect would tend to produce air temperature 
maxima in regions of highest vertical relief, by 
inhibiting exchange of radiant energy and thermal 
energy with the atmosphere. 
A second but less likely explanation emphasizes 
rooftop heating by the sun at a height above the level 
of standard air temperature measurements. This 
mechanism also implies high radiation temperatures. 
as observed by the satellite. but lower air tempera- 
ture values near ground level. Howevcr. one would 
expect a strong mixing interaction to extnct energy 
efficiently from building tops and transfer it to the 
atmosphere below. 
For investigation of crhan heating. the peak tem- 
perature is less significant than a sunimation (area 
integral) of the excess power radlateri as a result of 
the surface temperature elevation. In Table 2 the 
area and integrated power are listed. w5cre an 
arbitrary threshold of 9°C excess h3s been used to 
specify the urban area. (At 300 K 1 K temperature 
. - 
increase results in an lncrease in radiated power of 
6 W m - 9 .  It is interesting to note that Torrance and 
Shum ( 1976) estimate the typical cnergy consump- 
tion rate in large clties to be in the range 20- 100 
W rn-'. which is of the order of the excess cnergy 
radiated to space in city centers due to the elevation 
of srban surface temperature over that of the sur- 
rounding countryside. Of course. the complcte 
energy budget is much more ~omplex. as most heat 
generated by automob~les. space heating and 
industry enters the environment as atmospheric 
wanting near ground level. However, by modifytng 
the temperature structure of the lower atmosphere 
this exhaust heat tends to reduce the vertical 
5. Conclusion 
The availability of high spatial resolution data in 
the thermal infrared opens a new avenue to the 
study of the srbun heat island effect. Although many 
details must be explored for a full understanding of 
the significance of the satellite data, imagery such 
as Fig. 1 illustrates the great potential utility of 
the data. The more recent launch of d NOAA 
satellite. TIROS N. having characteristics very 
similar to the HCMM radiometer with 1 km spatial 
resolution, 1430 LT overpass at midlatitudes 
promises acontinuing capability for study of the heat 
island effect. 
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UlSTE SENSING UF SNOW AND ICE 
Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center .  Greenbel t ,  tld. 
Remote sensrng nas become a  valuable  t o o l  In  
snow and rcm s t u d i e s  because of i t s  unique 
c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  rcquxring measurements of g l s c i o l -  
o a i c a l  cond i t i ons  over l a r g e  a r eas  I R t ,  
1977). Two u j o r  objectives a r e  t o  develop 
t e c b i q u e s  f o r  improved m n i t o r l n g  of e x i r t r n #  
cond i t i ons  and t o  lacorporare  t h e  new d a t a  I n t o  
va r ious  fo recas t ing  o r  u n a g n a n t  systems. 
Since  1976, var ious  i n v e s t ~ g s t o r s  have garned 
experrence  wrth and developed techniques  f a r  
snoucover i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  from v i s i b l e  and i n f r a -  
red d a t a  from s a t e l l a t e s  such a s  Landrat  and 
NOM. N w r o u s  tecboxques a r e  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  
analyzing the  da t a  raagxng from sample photo- 
i a t e r p r e t a t i o n  t o  a u t w t e d  d i g i t a l  mertods 
[ s c h n e ~ d e r .  .t &. . 1976; n f  and -8, 1975; 
and =, 1976; B m  and SmaL',wood. 
1975; Dallam and P o r t e r .  1975; K r t ~ b a h .  1975; 
Luther ,  e t  a l . ,  1975; and Alaa t r  and @. 19751. 
--- 
I n  add i t i on .  t h e  use  of Skylab da t a  f o r  snow- 
u p p i n g  has been i n v e s t ~ ~ a c c d  [Barnes,, s g., 
1975; 19771 wi th  most s r g n i f i c r n t  r e s u l t s  
p e r t a i n i n g  t o  t h e  use of t h e  1.55- - 1.75- 
band f o r  d i s c r i a i n a r i n a  clouds from qnow 
[Bar to lucc l ,  at e. ,  1975; Barnes and Bowley, 
1917; and Valovcrn. 19761. 
Radiacxve t r a n s f e r  m d e l i n s  has bean used t~ 
c a l c u l a t e  t he  s o l a r  r e f l ec t ance  of snow and t c  
e s t r u t e  t he  e f f e c t  of snow sgrng on r e f l e c t a n c e  
[Choudhu and Chra . 1918.. 1918bl.  O'Brren 
and itunl?[1975a<~e e~amlned  t h e  r.flectance 
of snow a t  d i s c r e t e  v r s r b l e  and near  l n f ~ a r e d  
wavelengths with empharrr on e f f e c t s  due t o  
agxng and mel t ing  
A 8  a  r enu l t  of t he  extensr..e exper ience  wr.\ 
satellite snowcover da ta  s eve ra l  app l i ca t rons  
have developed. NOM has e s t r b L ~ s h e d  techniques  
f o r  usrn# s a t e l l ~ t e  ~ m ~ a e r y  t o  d e t e c t ,  wsa~ l r . ,  
and u p  m a n  monthly snowcover over t he  Northern 
H r l s p h c r e  [ U ~ e s n e c  and .'lacson, 1975; and 
Ratson, 1917) .  ~ e g r e ; s i o n  a n a l y s i s  us lng n ine  
yea r s  of da t a  y i e lded  seve ra l  equat ions  w i th  
c o r r e l a t i o n  coefficients n i g n i f i c s n t  enough t o  
have possxble applications f o r  30, 0 0 ,  and 
90-day f o r e c a s t r n g  of seasonal  hemxrpherlc, and 
con t inen ta l  snowcover [Uiesnet  and Ratson. 
19161. 
e. e., [L977b] used meteorologica l  
s a t e l l r t a  snow e x t e n t  da t a  t o  derxve a r eg re s s ion  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  betueen e a r l y  Apr i l  rnowcovered 
a rea  and April-June seasonal  y i e l d  on the  Indus 
River  i n  Pak i s t an .  I n  t hese  l a r s e  da t a - spa r se  
regxonr the s a t e l l i t e  snoucover da t a  pe r iod  of 
record a c t u a l l y  exceeds t h e  conventxonal d a t a  
base .  
Tharpson [1975] i n  V y ~ x n g  found t h a t  t h e  
snowcov?red a rea  on a  p a r t x e u l a r  d a t e  was b e t t e r  
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  accuauls ted  r u n o f f l t o t a l  s ea sona l  
runoff r r t a o  than t o  j u s t  t h e  seasonal  runoff rn  
a  s t a t i s t r c a l l y  axgn i f l can t  e r p r e s s i o a .  A 
lons- turn  da t a  base was obta ined by compleltxng 
a i r c r a f t  and h n d s a t  snowcover da t a  wi th  r e s u l t -  
i n 8  a n a l y s i s  i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  snow e x t e n t  was 
u r e f u l  i n  reducing se r sooa l  runoff f o r e c a s t  
e r r o r  when i n c ~ r p o r a t e d  xnto procedures t o  
update water aupply f o r e c a s t r  i n  Ca l i focn ia  on a 
1s-day b a s i s  aa t h e  melt season p r o ~ r ~ s s e d  
[Ranto& c., 19i7.1. Severa l  runoff models 
rnc lud ins  t h r  St reamflou Synthes is  and Reservoxr 
Regulatxon ( S S A R R )  w d e l  LSpeers, &, 19?9]  
have oprrons  pemv . t t i ng  t h e  use of snowcover 
rnput da t a  m d  v a r r a b l e  e l eva t ron  zones f o r  
c a l c u l r t x n g  snovlaelt. I n  a d d i t r o o ,  s e v e r a l  
hydrolo8xc models, al though not  o r t g l n a l l y  
requxrang snowcovrr i npu t ,  have been modified t o  
accept  r a t e l l a t e  snow e x t e n t  da t a  f o r  t h e  #enera- 
txon of d a l l y  dxrcharge values  [Lsrf. L975; and 
Hannaford. 1977) .  
Based on promlarag r e s u l t s  rn snow mapping, 
seven f e d e r a l  and t h r e e  s t a t e  agencaes have con- 
ducted a p r o g r u  t o  t e s t  t he  use fu lne r r  of  t h e  
r a t e l l i t e  d a t a  i n  ope ra t iona l  rnowmelt-runoff 
fo recas t ing  [k, 19781. Both m p i r i c a l  and 
oodel ing rpproaches have been evaluated i n  
connection wi th  th. s a t e l l i t e  snowcover da ta  i n  
fou r  region. of t h e  western U.Y., namely, 
Arizona [ S c h w n n .  1975; Warskow, t a l . ,  1975; 
and X m ,  a l . ,  19771, ~ a l i f o r n i a ~ ~  and 
Hannaford, l 9 7 5 r  Colorado [Wrrhicheck m d  
H i k e r e l l ,  19751, and the  northwest r t a t e r  [E, 19751. ~ r e l i m i n a r y  r e s u l t s  were 
documented [ R m ,  1 9 7 5 ~ 1  and a f i n a l  worhhop 
w i l l  conclude t h e  p r o j e c t  i n  Apr i l  1979. 
Inves t iga t ions  i n t o  t h e  use  of  r n o t e  sen r ing  
techniques f o r  t h e  u a r u r e m n t  of  more fundamn- 
t a l  anow p r o p e r t i e s  a r e  a l s o  being c a r r i e d  o u t .  
The use  of v i s i b l e  m d  near  i n f r a r e d  wavelengths 
f o r  i n f e r t i n s  snow p r o p e r t i i r  such a8  depth 
[HcGinnir , JJ., 1 9 7 5 ~ 1 ,  water e q u i v ~ l e n t  
[ S h . r p  and T h o u s ,  1975; H c r t y ,  &. , 19771, 
and dens i ty  [Ucni l laa  and w, 19751 has  been 
t e s t e d  wi th  only l i a i t e d  ruccess  because 4 f  t h e  
r e r t r i c t i o n  t o  sens ing  of su r face  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
a t  t hese  wave lengths .  Development o f  g a  ray  
techniques f o r  u a r u r e m e n t  of  snow water equiva- 
l e n t  bas a l s o  continued [ B i s s e l l ,  1975.; 
F r i t z s c h e  and F s i u t e r ,  l s r -  
Hic rwave  monitoring of  snowpack p r o p e r t i e s  
h.8 received considerable  a t t e a t i o n  because t h i s  
po r t ion  of t h e  e lec t romagaet ic  spectrum has t h e  
c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  p e a e t r a t i n s  scow al lowing f o r  
in fe rence  of i n t e r n a l  c h . r a c t e r i s t i c r .  S a t e l -  
l i t e  snowcovered a rea  measurements have been 
u d e  us ing Nimbus 5 [ K I C  and S t a e l i n .  1975; 
I(-, .r ._?. . 19761 and ~ i o b u a - v - ,  
g., 19791 r a d i o r c t e r s .  Several  o t h e r  pass ive  
microwave s t u d i e s  have covered the  modeling of  
microwava m i s s i o n  from snow [w and 
Gloersen. 1975; Ch.np, JJ., 1976; Zwally. 
' ~ c a r p a r i s o o  f w d e l  c a l c u l a t i o a ~  and 
s a t e 1  i te  obrerved br ightness  tcr rperr tures  from 
p o l a r  Lirn [Ch.pl  and Choudhury, 1978; and 
m, G., 19781, developmeat of a method t o  
determine snowfield temperature p r o f i l e  and mean 
cryst .1 s i z e  by ru ing  multifrequency ~ r c r o w a v e  
radiometer w a s u r e w n c s  [w, 19781, and 
c o r r e l a t i o n  o f  microwave emission t o  water 
equ iv r l en t ,  depth ,  and f r e e  water content  [R.T. 
bI&, G . ,  1978 and m, at &., 19781- 
For dry  snow condi t ion8 on the  high p l a r n s  
s i g n i f i c a n t  r e l r t i o n s h i p s  between snow deptb o r  
water  equivalent  and microwave b r i l h t n e s r  temper- 
, a t u r e  were developed [ R s ,  cf a. , 19791. 
Arsoci r ted  a c t i v e  microwave and snow s t u d i a s  
h*vs included modeling of the  a l e c t r o u g n e t i c  
r e f l e c t i o n  f r -  snow [Linlor  and J i r a c e k ,  1975; 
m d  L in lo r .  1976) and a n a l y s i s  of da t a  from 
experimeutal  sround-based w s s u r e r n t  programs 
[Anrelakos, 1977; El lerbruch,  G . ,  1977; 
L in lo r ,  .r G . ,  1977; Antelakos,  1978; Ulrby, 
-
1976; UL.bg and S t i l e s .  1977; and Ulrby, G.. 
19781. 
k n d r a t  images b v e  proved t o  be very  u s e f u l  
f o r  c o l l e c t i n g  c e r t a i n  bas i c  da ta  from g l n c i s r s ,  
f o r  example, long t e r r  su r face  v e l o c i t i e s  a r e  
r ead i ly  determined by comparrson of  d i s p l a c m e n t  
oa A g e 8  taken,  a t  d i f f e r e n t  t h s  [ K r f l r u l  a ~ d  
w, 19751. Surging g l r c i e r s  a r e  e a s i l y  
i d e n t i f i e d  and c h a i r  a r soc ia t ed  shor t  term high 
flow r a t e s  l u r e  been measured i n  va r lou r  loca- 
t i o a r  [ K r i r u l ,  5 &. , 1976; =, 5 Q . ,  
1976; and u, 19761. Large g l a c i e r s  and 
icecaps  have a180 been monitored [Williams, 
19761. The l o c a t i o n  of  the  snowline on a g l a c i e r  
can e a r i l y  be arpped wi th  Landrat rod vhea 
observed a t  t h e  end of t h e  melt sea roa  can be 
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  aon lu l  n e t  mar8 balance  [Braslau 
and Bursom, 19791. Under d i r e c t i o n  of  t h e  U.S. 
Geological Sunreg, Landsat i s  being ured 
c u r r e n t l y  t o  compile a worldwide g l a c i e r  a t l r r .  
Formation and d i s s i p a t i o n  of  r i v e r  i c e  on t h e  
Ottawa River was monitored d a i l y  us ing v i s i b l e  
i u g e r y  from llOM s a t e l l i t e s .  The break-up o f  
14  ice-covered reaches war obrerved dur ing t h e  
melt per iod i n  A p r i l  1976 (HcGinnis and 
Schaeider ,  137&]. Radar monitoring of  r i v e r  
i c e  provider  a o  el1 weather c a p a b i l i t y  dur ing 
cloudy per iod8 and was t e s t e d  on t h e  S t .  Lawrence 
River.  A contour map showing t h e  accuau la t ion  
p a t t e r n  of  f r a r i l  and braah i c e  war obta iaed 
[&, 19771. 
V i s ib l e  and nea r  i n f r a r e d  observat ions  over  
t h e  Great  h h s  have been used with reasonable 
succesr  f o r  mappins i c e  cover and type [Sydor, 
1976; and HcHillan and Forsyth ,  19761. However, 
f o r  ope ra t iona l  purposes cloud cover i r  a s i g n i -  
f i c a n t  problem, and a s  a r e s u l t ,  S ide-  
Looking Airborne Radar ( S M )  has  been used 
success fu l ly  f o r  i c e  monitoring purposes 
[ S c h e r t l e r ,  a1. , 19751. Addi t ional  s t u d i e s  
were conducted r b  and Larson, 19751 and 
propertiem of f rozen  nor thern  l akes  [W*, 
._?., 19771. 
Radar s t u d i e s  on Alaskan lakes  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  
d i sc r imina t -on  between l akes  f rozen completely 
t o  t h e  bottom ve r sus  lakes  with f r e s h  water 
beneath t h e  i c e  i s  poss ib l e ,  thus  providina  
a d d i t i o n a l  information on l ake  depth [ S e l l m a ,  
fi <. , 1975; and E lach i ,  c., 19761. The 
measurement of  lake  i c e  th ickness  was accompli- 
shed u r ing  a shor t -pc l se  r ada r  system which can 
be ground-based o r  a i rborne  [Cooper, s., 
19761. Honicoring of  lake  i c e  u r ing  p a s s ~ v e  
microwaves has a l s o  been inves t iga t ed  [Bryrn and 
Ha l l ,  19761, and it appears t h a t  i c e  th icknesr  
G a t i o n s  can be dis t inguxshcd & Hal l  and 
&am, 1977; and D . X .  Ha l l ,  at &. , 1 9 7 T  
The ure  of remote sensing rn sea  i c e  s tud-es  
i s  d i r e c t e d  toward answering fundamental ques- 
t i o n s  regarding amount of i c e  covered ocean, i c e  
movement, and r ce  formation and ab la t ron .  Data 
generated by remote sensing i s  used i n  d e t e r -  
mrning the  in f luence  of sea  i c e  on atmorpheric 
and oceanic p r scesses .  I t  seems f o r t u n a t e  t h a t  
t h e  c u r r e n t  i nc rease  i n  s c i e n t i f i c  i n t e r e s t  
about sea  i c e  coincides  wi th  8 time of rapid  
evo lu t ion  of both remote sensing pla t forms and 
senso r s .  Campbell, JJ., (19751 p resen t  an 
overvieu of  sos scale and macroscale s t u d l e s  of  
f l o a t r a g  i c e  i n  t h r e e  sensor  ca t egor re s :  v i s u a l .  
pas s ive  mrcrovave, and a c t r v e  mrcrowavt. 
Usrng v i s r b l e  s a c e l l r c e  iuu le ry  the  primary 
advances have been an t r ack lng  i c e  f l o e  movement 
us ing sequen t i a l  rmagery [Campbell. 1976.; 
H ib le r ,  Lf: Q . ,  1975; Shapiro and m, 1975; 
and C m b e l l ,  19771, i c e  l ead  and p o l p y a  dyna- 
mics [ C a m b e l l ,  1976b1, seasonal  sea  i c e  
u t a m r p h o s i s  [Ca b e l l .  1 9 7 6 ~ 1 ,  and dynamics of  
r ce  shear  t o n e s ~ l l .  1976d1. A s t a t i s ~ r c a l  
method f o r  d i sc r imina t rng  sea  i c e  from clouds 
with 90 percent  o r  g r e s t r r  accuracy has been 
developed [Cerson and Rosenfeld,  19751. V i s ib l e  
imagery ham been ured t o  compile r t a t i r t i c r  on 
i c e  condi t ionr  f o r  app l i ca t iooa  ruch r r  o f f - rhc re  
o i l  and 8.8 exp lo ra t ion  [&me#,  e.,  1977). 
I n  a d d i t i o n  v i r i b l e  and thermal imagery have 
been w e d  f o r  e r t h t i o a r  of  r ea  i c e  t h i c b e r r ,  
although the  presence o f  rnowcover u y  c r w e  a 
l i m i t a t i o n  t o  r e l a t i v e  amunta  only  [Poul in ,  
1975; R.T. Hal l ,  1975; e, .+ 2.. 1975; 
LeSchack, 1975; and Rothrock, 1975 ) .  
The rdvantaae of microwava obre rva t ioa r  of 
rea  i c e  r e r t r  i n  t h e  c a p a b i l i t i e r  t o  pene t r a t e  
clouds and t o  make obre rv r t ion r  dur ing t h e  po la r  
n ight .  I n  the Beaufort  Sea f i v e  i c e  roner  were 
d i r c r b i n a t e d  u r ing  a i r c r a f t  u r l t i r p e c t r r l  
p a r r i v e  microwave obrer*ationr [Campbell, 
c., 19761. Brightnear temperature l e v e l r  and 
r e l a t i v e  f l u c t w t i o a r  a r e  w e d  t o  d i r t i n g u i r h  
b e t w m  r h o r e f a r t  re4 i c e ,  r h e a r  zone, mixed 
f i r r t - y e a r  and mul t i -year  r ea  i c e ,  mixed f i r s t -  
year i c e  and r d i w  t o  l a r g e  m l t i - y e a r  f l o e s ,  
and t h e  po la r  i c e  tone.  Ihe radiometr ic  a i#nr-  
Curer a r e  most pronounced a t  0.8  and 1.5 n 
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year  ~ c e  f r a c t i o n  wi thin  pack i c e  i n  t h e  Arc t i c  
Barin var  examined using t h e  1.55 ca  r a d i o w t e r  
on t b e  Nimbus 5 r p a c e c r a f t  [Cloerren,  g., 
19781 with r i g a i f i c a n t  v a r i a t i o n s  between rearon8 
being observed. P rev iour ly  u o b r e r v e d  area., 
r e v e r a l  hundred kilometer8 i n  e x t e n t ,  of r ea  i c e  
concen t ra t ion  a s  low a r  SO percen t  ve re  d i r -  
covered deep i n  the  i n t e r i o r  o f  t h e  A r c t i c  p o l a r  
re. i c e  pack. Sea i c e  ob re rua t ion r  by Nimbus 3 
i n  t h e  po la r  regionr  a r e  revieued by Zur l ly  and 
Cloerren (19771. 
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e n t i r e  rea  i c e  rcene [ E r n ,  .1-, 19771- 
S x p e r i u n t r  wi th  r ada r  sca t t a romete r r  indicaca  
t h a t  var ious  type8 o f  sea  i c e  cacegor ier  can be  
d i r t i n g u i r h e d  wi th  about an 87 pe rcen t  c o r r e c t  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  accuracy a t  t he  13 .3  GH frequency 
[Pa r r rha r ,  &. , 19771. The p r o f i l i s g  of  raa  
i c e  th icknera  b r  a l s o  been attempted us ing an 
impulse radar  [Hor_.y, 19751. A l a r ~ e  v a r i e t y  of 
a c t i w  and Pa*SiVe microvrve mearurementr of 88. 
i c e  were u d e  a s  p a r t  of t h e  Hrin A r c t i c  I c e  
Dynamics J o i n t  hxperiment 1975-1976 [Cam~be l l .  
e t  a l . .  19781. 
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SEASONAL AND DAILY SNOWMELT RUNOFF ESTIMATES UTILIZING 
SATELLITE DATA 
By A l b e r t  Rango 
ABSTRACT 
For e f f e c t i v e  water  management bo th  s e a s o n a l  (volu- 
m e t r i c )  and s h o r t - t e r m  runoff  f o r e c a s t s  a r e  r e q u i r e d .  
S a t e l l i t e - d e r i v e d  s n w c o v e r a d  a r e a  d a t a  have been found t o  
be u s e f u l  in fosmat ion  f o r  a i d i n g  i n  t h e s e  f o r e c a s t s .  
Regression approaches i n c o r p o r a t i n g  s n w c o v e r e d  a r e a  d a t a  
have been found t o  be successful .  In  reducing error i n  
seasona l  f o r e c a s t s  on c e r t a i n  watersheds.  Uethods us ing  
snowcovered a r e a  t o  upda te  seasona l  f o r e c a s t s  a s  s n o v w l t  
p r o g r o s s e s  a r e  a l s o  be ing  used i n  q u a s i - o p e r a t i o n a l  s i t u a -  
t r o n s .  The i n p u t  of snowcovere3 a r e a  t o  snowmelt models 
f o r  s h o r -  term predictions h a s  been a t tempted  i n  two ways; 
namely, t h e  m o d ~ f i c a t i o n  of e x i s t i n g  hydro log ic  models and/ 
o r  t h e  rise of  models t h a t  were s p e c i f i c a l l y  des igned  t o  
use anowcovered a r e a .  A d a i l y  snowmelt runoff  node l  has  
-.n used w i t h  Landsat d a t a  t o  s i m u l a t e  d i s c h a r g e  on remote 
Bas ins  i n  t h e  Wind River Mountains o f  Wyoming. Dai ly  
p r e d i c t e d  and a c t u a l  f lows compare c l o s e l y ,  and,  summarized 
over  t h e  e n t i r e  o ~ o w m l t  season !April 1 - September 3 0 ) ,  
t h e  average d i f f e i e n c e  is only  t h r e e  p e r c e n t .  The model 
and nnovcovered a r e a  d a t a  a r e  c u r r e n t l y  be ing  t e s t e d  on 
a d d i t i o n a l  wate rsheds  t o  determine t h e  method's t r a n s f e r -  
a b ~ l l t y .  
Paper 95 
PILOT TESTS OF SATELLITE SNOVCOVLR/RUNOFF 
FORECASTING SYSTEUS 1/ 
BY 
Altert Wango 21 
Since 1972 when Lendsat-1 and NOM-2 were lrunched. speculation that high resoiu- 
tion utellite data could be used to measure snwcovered area m d ,  mbsequently, tc assist 
in runoff prediction has been 0ptili8tic811j proposed (Salaonsm and R.ngn. 1974). The 
use of photographic methods for interpreting snowcovered area has been favored over digital 
uthodr, and a hmdbook describing the various rnowcover photointerpretive methods has 
been capiled (hrnee and Bcwley, 1974). Various snowcover analgsi~ techniques, successful 
in different arms, have been reported at a workshop at take Tahoe (Rango, 1975). 
Although methods for extracting snowcover information from satellite data are now 
-11 establi~had, the means by vhich snowcovered area data can be aaed for runoff predic- 
ticn are rtill k i n g  developed. Using long-term wteorologicrl satellite data. Rango, 
fhlaonron, and Foster (1977) demonstrated that rnovcovered nrea at a particular point 
early in the mobmelt season is highly correlated with seasonal rtreamflov. Various inves- 
tisrtorr are now exploring means by vhich remotely-sensed snwcovered area data can most 
effectively b.l ured in runoff prediction. In order to assure l thorough test directly ap- 
plicable to vater resources users, NASA entered into n cooperative, quasi-operational, 
four-year tart program vith various agencies in four major Western U.S. rnov zones. This 
project. entitla! "@eratianal Applications of Satellite Snwcover Cbservations" (OASSO), 
i8 part of NASA'* lpplications Systems Verification and Transfer (ASL'T) program designed to 
dronrtrate and test the usefulness of developiw technology in remote sensing. 
1 / -. Presented at the Western Snow Conference. April 18-20. 1978, Otter Rock. Oregon. 
2 1 
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ABSTRAm 
Research work in the United States from 1975-1978 in the field of remote 
sensing of snow and ice is reviewed. Topics covered include snowcover map- 
ping, snowmelt runoff forecasting, demonstration projects, snow water 
equivalent and free water content determination, glaciers, river and lake ice, 
and sea ice. A bibliography of 200 references is included. 
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The Utilization of 
Spaceborne Microwave Radiometen 
tor Monitoring Snowpack Properties 
A. Rango, A.T.C.Chang,rnd J. L Fort.r 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. U .S.A. 
Snow accumulation and depletion at specific locations can be monitored from 
space by observing related variations in microwave brightness temperatures. 
Using vertically and horizontally polarized brightness temperatures from the 
Nimbus 6 Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer, a discriminant func- 
tion can be used to separate snow from no snow areas and map snowcovered 
area on a continental basis. For dry snow conditions on the Canadian high 
plains significant relationships between snow depth or water equivalent and 
microwave brightness temperature were developed which could permit 
remote determination of these snow properties after acquisition of a wider 
range of data. The presence of melt water in the snowpack causes a marked 
increase in brightness temperature which can be used to predict snowpack 
priming and timing of runoff. As the resolutions of satellite microwave sensors 
improve the application of these results to snow hydrology problems should 
increase. 
Runoff from melting snow provides greater than 65% of the total streamflow 
across most of the mountainous western United States. The characteriation of 
the snowpack through various types of physical measurements allows for the 
prediction of snowmelt runoff and better multipurpose management of the scarce 
water supply. In the upper midwest United States and the Canadian high plains, 
knowledge of snowpack characteristics is extremely valuable for flood forecasting 
purposes in the early spring. 
In order to adequately monitor the snow resource for runoff prediction reasons, 
the measurement of various parameters is critical, namely, snowcovered area 
(SCA). depth. density, snow water equivalent ( S n ) ,  and free water content. In 
addition to the snow properties. the condition of the underlying soil is especially 
significant for estimating the amount of snowmelt water that will reach the stream 
channel as runoff. Historically. most snow measurement in the western United 
States has dealt with depth, density. and S n  observaiions at pre-located snow 
courses on or near the beginning of each month from approximately February 
through May. A shifting emphasis in forecast needs from seasonal streamflow to 
short term runoff estimates in recent years has seen a movement to continuous 
automatic monitoring of Snat many locations. The telemetering of these data in 
real time through conventional "line of s~ght" radio. meteor burst, and satellite 
transmissions has increased the use of snowmelt models for runoff forecasting. 
Conventional S,, measurements are representative of a given point in a water- 
shed, and seldom are there more than a few point measurements in a specific 
basin. The regression analysis approach to seasonal streamflow forecasting 
somewhat compensates for this deficiency by treating the Sn measurements as 
indicies. When the same data are used in models. however, the point measure- 
ments are assumed to be representative of large sub basin areas or the entlre 
watershed. Such assumptions can be false and, as a result, the watershed models 
can be calibrated using erroneous information. This consequently may lead to 
model outputs that are significantly in error in specific situations. 
Remote sensing may provide data more compatible to model operation because 
of the capabil~ty to make measurements over the entire watershed are&. A true 
indication of snow character over the entire watershed could then be more 
logically obtained from these measurements. SCA measurement is a particularly 
good example because. during snowmelt, the area covered by snow indicates the 
portion of the watershed that can potentially contribute melt water for runoff. If 
energy balance or degree day techniques are being used to forecast snowmelt, the 
SCA data define the zones of the watershed whe8.e the respective equations 
should be applied. A model developed by Martinec (1975) requires SCA as the 
major snow input parameter. and simulated hydrographs using this model have 
closely matched :+~tual hydrographs. 
Since 1973 SCA has been successfully mapped from space using Landsat and 
NOAA satellites by various investigators (Rango 1975). A coopcrattve demon- 
stration project is currently bang conducted in which several westen1 Un~ted 
States water management agencies are using the satellite-derived SCA in .i quasi- 
operational mode for runoff predictions (Raugo 1978). At present, the most 
desirable SCA technique involves the combined use of thc high resolution, low 
frequency-of-coverage Landsat data and the low resolution, high frequency-of- 
coverage NOAA data. Once a sufficient SCA data base is acquired and appropri- 
ate techniques developed and documented for incorporating SCA into mnoff 
prediction, olperational use of SCA by water management agencies should result. 
A remote sensing technique to estimate snow depth or Sn over an entire basin 
would add considerably to the already existing SCA capability. Alone such a 
technique would provide much more detailed knowledge of the snowpack in both 
mountainous and flatland basins for runoff prediction purposes. Combined with 
SCA, a large area estinlate of total snow volume would be possible. Such an 
estimate would specify the maximum potential of snow water production and also 
locate that water in relation to the various elevation zones or sub basins of the 
watershed. 
In order to meafure snow depth or S a sensor that measures sub surface, as 
opposed to solely surface. features is required. Radiometers sensitive to micro- 
wave energy emitted by the earth's surface and other natural objects such as snow 
can be used. Drpending on the actual wavelength of the sensor. the observed 
radiation can come from the underlyirrg soil, snow. and atmosphere. The objec- 
tive when using passive microwave radiometers is to measure the emitted 
microwave radiation. expressed as brightness temperature, and infer the charac- 
teristics of the snowpack. The use of radiometers at several wavelengths may be 
necessary to separate the emission of the snow from the soil. 
The microwave energy emitted from the earth's surface at 0.81 cm, for 
example, depends upon the eanh's physical temperature and emissivity (the 
product of which equals the microwave brigtness temperat1:re). The emissivity 
may vary due to changes in the dielectric constant of the emitting surface; the 
emissivity for water is typically 0.4 and that f ~ r  the earth's surface 0.85 or greater. 
The emitted microwave energy results in low brightness temperatures of 120 to 
170 K for data recorded over water and high brightness temperatures of 215 to 300 
K over land. The dielectric constant for snow is usually lower than that of dry soil 
and the scattering characteristics of snow panicles (Chang et al. 1976) will reduce 
the brightness temperature further. thus providing the needed contrast in the 
brightness temperature range for snow field monitoring. 
Radiation from dry snow is strongly influenced by crystal or grain size because 
the radiation emitted by the snowpack is scattered on its way to the surface by the 
snow grains. Since most of the radiation emitted at short wavelengths (about 1 
cm) comes from depths on the order of meters (Zwally and Gloersen 1977). the 
depth of snow (and thus the number of potential scatterers) also affects the 
brightness temperature. Larger grain sizes cause more scattering resulting in a 
lower emissivity. In an area, however, that produces snow &=ins of similar size 
from year to year because of similar winter climatic conditions, the mlcrowavc 
emissivity should provide an indication of the relat~ve snow accumulation in that 
location. The onset of mclring which produces liquid water in the snowpack 
radically alters the snow emisslvity. The weter coats the snow grains and causes a 
significant increase in internal absorption of the microwave radiation, and, as a 
result, causes an increase in the snow emissivity. 
Passive microwave data from space have been available since December 1972 
when Nimbus 5 was launched with the Eiectrically Scanniq Microwave Radio- 
meter (ESMR) onhoard sensing at the 1.55 cm wavelength. The ESMR on 
Nimbus 5 scans through an angle f SO" in a plane perpendicular to !he orbital path 
of the spacecraft and is designed to measure only the horizontally polarized 
component of the microwave radiation. Further data 'became available in June 
1975 with the launch of Nimbus 6 with an ESMR instrument capable of receiving 
dual-polarized microwave radiation from the earth at 0.81 cm wavelength. The 
Nimbus 6 instrument scans the emh every five and one-third seconds from 35" to 
the right to 35" to the left about the forward direction with a constant incidence 
angle of approximately 50' at the earth's surface. The spatial resolution is about 
20 km cmss-track and 35 km down-track with the noise equivalent temperature 
for the radiometer about 2 K. Frequency of coverage from the Nimbus 5 and 6 
ESMR instruments varies depending on latitude, but on the average is approxima- 
tely once every 24 hours for Nimbus 5 and once every 48 hoursfor Nimbus 6. Of 
course the major drawback of ttlese sensors for snow hydrology application is the 
poor resolution of b u t  25 km. A secondary drawback is the limited spectral 
coverage provided. The data have been examined, however, for pertinence to 
future sensors that will in all probability be more applicable because of projected 
increases in spatial resolution and number of spectral intervals. Improvement in 
spectral coverage is already available. A five channel. dual polarized Scanning 
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) was launched on Nimbus 7 in 
1978. Observations arc made at 4.55, 2.81, 1.67, 1.43, and 0.8t.cm; however, 
resolution at the shortest wavelength is still not less than 20 km. and at the long 
wavelengths it is much larger (Gloersen and Barath 1977). But it is expected that 
within 5-10 years the utilization of large antennas in space will permit resolutions 
in the short wavelengths to be reduced to about 1 km. The use of larger antennas 
and development of improved state-of-the-art radiometers should permit the noise 
equivalent temperature to remain the same or even improve some as the resolu- 
tion is improved. With the possibility of such forthcoming advances, valuable 
information for the application of microwave data to snow hydrology should be 
obtained from the analysis of existing spacehome ESMR data. 
The theory of passive microwave emission from snow and ice has been the 
subject of severd studies (Chang and Gloenen 1975; Chang et d. 1976; Zwally, 
1977; Chang and Choudhury 1978; and Chang 1978). and the relation of the 
microwave theory to actual satellite microwave observations in the polar regions 
\das examined by Zwally and Gloersen (1977). In dealing cwith applications to 
snow hydrology, Meier (1972) indicates that monitoring of passive microwave 
emission has a great potential for measuring areas coveredby snow. The snowline 
on Mt. Ranier defined using the 270 K brightness temperature on a microwave 
imae compared favorably with the snowline mapped from aerial photography. 
KUnzi and Staelin (1975) havc used the microwave spectrometer on Nimbus 5 to 
measure snowcovered area. Subsequent comparison with snowcover data for the 
northern hemisphere obtained by NOAA visible sensors has indicated generally 
good agreement, with the Nimbus 5 maps usually showing a smaller snowcovered 
area. Measurement of natural and artificial s~~owpacks in Oregoi~ at seveirrl 
wavelengths (Meier and Edgenon 1971) revealed relationships that show a 
pronounced decrcase in brightness temperature with increasing snow mass (water 
equivaient) for dry snow. In this same study a rapid increase in brightness 
temperature of about 70 K was observed as the snow changed from a dry to a wet 
condition with only about one percent liquid water. An experiment in Colorado 
with a four frequency, dual polarized radiometer system mounted on n truck 
platform produced data showing a similar inverse relationship between brightness 
temperature and S, (Shiue et a!. 1978). Further colsfirmation of this qualitative 
relationship is indicated by results from an aircraft measurement program in 
Colorado using multichannel microwave radiometers over varying snow condi- 
tions (Hall et al. 1978). The aircraft data have also shown aboct a 60 K rise in 
brightness temperature when liquid water is present in the snowpack. Detailed 
ground-based multichannel radiometer measurements made in Switzerland 
(Schanda et al. 1978) have provided a means for classifying dry snow, ice 
surfaces, and wet snow with a separation of wet snow into two moisture grades a 
possibility. All these multichannel microwave measurements have direct perti- 
nence to eventual interpretation of the SMMR data. 
The general objective of this study was to evduate the use of spaceborne 
microwave data for monitoring snowpack characteristics useful in hydrology and 
climatology. Spec~fically the investigation was designed to compare snow accu- 
mulation and depletion data at sevcral National Weather Service 'YWS) stations 
with variations in ESMR 6 brightness temperatures over a six-month period to see 
if comparable trends were evident. Further, !he feasibility of developing a 
statistical technique to objectively separate snowcovered from snowfree areas 
was explored and applied to snow mapping of the Konh American continent. In 
order to determine if a relationship between ESMR 5 or 6 data and snow depth (or 
water equivalent) existed, rcgression analyses were canicd out using point data 
over a large area and then for a slnallcr homogeneous region. h t a  acquisition 
during melting srlow conditions was also attempted so that the effect of free water 
in the snowpack on any relationships cauld be assessed. 
The primary remote sensing data source in this study was Nimbus 6 ESMR 
data. Digital brightness temperatures of both horizontal and vertical polarization 
were available and used in all phases of the st~tdy. In additior., Nimbus 5 ESMR 
data in a similar format were used in the microwavc/snow lepth correlation 
studies. Conventional daily snow depth data were obtained from the NWS 
publication "Climatological Data" for selected stations in the northern United 
States. In addition snow depth and water equivalent measurements on an imgu- 
lar basis were available for Alberta aid Saskatchewan observing statioils from the 
AtmosrGeric Environment Service. Environment Canada. For comparison pur- 
poses northern hemisphere snow and ice boundary maps p~blished weekly by 
NOAA's National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) and derived from 
observations maA- by NOAA -4 and synchronous meteorological satellites w r c  
also obtained. 
The accumulation and depletion of snow as compared to brightness tempcn- 
ture variations was studied for the following NOAA HWS reporting stations: 
Lafayette, Indiana; Urbana, Illinois; and Bisn~arck and Williston, Nonh Dakota. 
A discriminant analysis interpretation of snowcovered area using ESMR data was 
canied out over the 48 conterminuous Uniled States and large portions of 
Canada, specifically, an area bounded in latitude by 2S0N to 6S0N and in longitude 
by 6VW to 130"W. Snow depth and brightness temperature correlations were run 
for data from the four NWS stations previously mentioned. but a detailed study 
was also conducted over a region of relatively homogeneous vegetation and 
topography on the Canadian high plains. This area includes the southern portions 
of Alberta and Saskatchewan and is bounded in latitude by 4PN to 53'30'N and i;. 
longitude by 103"W to 114OW. 
Snow AocumuMkn nd DoplotJon 
Comparison of snow accumulation and microwave changes from 1 November 
iY75 to 30 April 1976 at Lafayette, Indiana and Urbana, Illinois indicated a 
general but weak inverse variation between snow depth and ESMR-6 brightness 
temperstun. Little snow accumulation was evident during this winter season (no 
more than 12.5 cm at any time) and the snowcover did not last for more than 10 
days st a time. Under these shallow snow conditions, the bbhtness temperature 
variat~un due to the snow laycr could not be easily separated from the effects of 
boil moisiurc, surface roughness. and vegetation cover. 
The snow conditions for the 1975-1976 winter in North Dakota difiered conri- 
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Fig. 1. Snow rcumula?ion and Nimbus 6 ESMR horizontally polprized 
bnghtncss tempcraturr data (15751976) for Williston. North 
Dakota. U.S.A. 
derably from the Lafayette and Urbana sites. From 25 November 1975 to 20 
Mach 1976, the Wil!iston, North Dakota site was completely covered with snow 
while Bismarck, North Dakota was snowcovered threequarters of the time. 
figure 1 shows the brightness temperature and snow depth variation for Willi- 
ston. 
l'he measured brightness temperatures (horizontal polruization) for the Willi- 
ston area were between 190 and 210 K and the snow depths were between 20 cm 
and 40 cm in the month of January, 1976. During the same period, the brightness 
temperatures were bttwecn 208 and 220 K with 7.5 cm to 17.5 cm of snow depth 
in the Bismarck area. This low brightness temperature is probably due to the 
effect of volume scattering of the snow grains (Chang et al. 1976). By coxparing 
the snow accumulation of the two sites in North Dakota, the amount of decrease 
in brightness temperature seems direcrly proportional to the snow depth. The 
modulat~ons of the brightness temperature by sncw accumulation give rise to the 
eventual possibility of inferring snow depth from remote measurements. 
snow A m  Dotwmlnrtion 
In order to assign a snow or no-snow classification for an area, a statistically 
oriented discriminant analysis was prepared from data on snow accumulation and 
ESMRd bnghtness temperatures. The purpose of the discriminant analysis was 
to find the dividing function which best separated the snow and no-snow condi- 
tion. The position of the point along the discriminant fbnction was used to assign 
each individual data point to its most probable caiegory. The main assumptions 
considered in tne discriminant analysis were that the two groups had homoge- 
neous variancetovariance matrices, and the variables were normally distributed. 
The first assumption ensures that the two groups arc spectrally different f r ~ m  
each other, and the second assumption is necessary if significance tests arc to be 
utilized. The variables used in the discriminant walysis arc the horizontally 
polarized brightness temperature. TH, and the vertically polarized bnghtness 
temperature. Tv.  The discriminant function derived according IG Mather (1976). 
can be expressed as: 
where R is the projection on the discriminant axis. The averaged R for the snow 
class is 17.17, while the average R for the no-snow class is 11.21. Therefore, any 
individual data point with calculated R value closer to !he average of snow class 
than the average of no-snow class will be assigned to the snow class and vice 
versa. When this technique is used to assign the snow, no-snow classes for the 
area of interest, the probability of misclassification is abcut 0.2 per cent for a 
normally distributed data set. 
Because ESMR brightness temperature differences can result from factors 
other than just snow and no-snow categories, some precairtions should be taken in- 
the discriminant analysis. A combination of watel and land mass within an 
ESMR's fieid of view could give a brightness temperature similar to that of a 
snowfield. The signature of a relatively wet ground could also resemble the snow 
signature. Under these conditions. more than one c'tscriminant function will be 
required to separate the different categones. In this study, a geographical and 
climatological approach was used to analyze and resolve these discrepancies. For 
example. the coast of Florida has usually been misclassified as a snowcovered 
area by the discriminant function. This obvious misclassification is due to the 
mixed signatures of water and land mass within the ESMR footprint. By knowing 
the geographical location. the misclassified pixels can be reassigned to a no-snow 
class without using other discriminant functions. 
By using the derived discriminant function it was possible to sep-te snow and 
no-snow areas over the North American continent using the Nimbus-6 ESMR 
brightness temperatures. The calibrated brightness temperatures for each time 
period (usually seven days) are projected on a 1" latitude t ay 1" longitude @d map 
before applying the discriminant function. The map sequence started in mid 
November 1975 and continued to mid April 1976. In order to validate tbe snow 
coverage maps derived from the ESMR data, a comparison was made with the 
northern hemisphere averaged snow and ice boundary maps, published weekly by 
NOAAINESS. The NOAAlNESS boundary maps were derived from observa- 
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F*. 2. Snow coveragt MDS of Nonh Amnca for the period of 15-21 Dcce~nhcr 1971. 
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Fip. 3. Snow coverage maps of North Amenca for the pcnod of 15-21 March 1976 
tjons made by NOAA-4 and synchronous meteorological satellites. Figures 2 and 
3 arc example comparisons of the snow coverage maps for the periods of 15-21 
December 1975 and 15-21 March 1976, respectively. The snowcovered area data 
from both maps were generally comparable with the ESMR boundary maps 
showing a sl@tly less overall snow areal extent. Specific differences in locations 
of snowcovcrtd areas between the two snow boundary maps is probably due to 
the 1" x 1" grids used to plot the poor resolution ESMR data and the lack of a 
geometrically registered ESMR data product. The large grid units result in blosky 
snowlinc boundaries compared to the smooth snowlincs in the NOAA maps. The 
ESMR registration problem can result in funher discrepancies between the two 
snowlin:~. In addition. the fact that the microwave emission from the soil can 
penetrate veg  thin snowcover without apprec~ahle effect on the brightness 
temperature can result in a n o - s n o ~  classificatron whereas the NOAA visible 
sensors will record a snow c l a s s i f i c~ :~~~n .  .4nother potential problem in generating 
snow coberage maps IS the effect of the surt'3ce slopc. Since the amount of 
radiation emitted and reflected from .I smooth surface is a functicn of incidence 
angle, the average slope withln the instrument's instantaneous field of view will 
affect the measured bnphtness temperature and the difference between the 
vertical and honzont.il hnghtnr.5~ rempcr.itures The surface slope effect ter.Js to 
probide disagreement for snow coverage maps in mountarnous areas. 
Snow Depth Rdrtlons 
Snow depth and t S M R - 6  brightness temperature darn for the four previousl! 
ment~oned stations In Ind~ana. Ill~no~s. and North Dakota were examined first. A 
multipie livc.ir regresston was performed u ~ t h  the \erticall! ( T ,  1 arid horizontall! 
( T I { )  polanred brightness temperatures as the predrctor variables :~nd snow depth 
In cm (1') as the cntenon vanable For approrrimatel! 5011 data points the 
follow lng represwon relat~onsh~p s~gn~fic.~nt at he 0.01 Ieb el resulted: 
where 
the coeflic~ent of deterrti~nation. R 2  = 0.31 
the standard deblation of ?he snow depth values, S,q = 7.9 cm 
the standard error of the est~mated snow depth value\. SE = 6.6 cm 
Although t h ~ s  rel:a:~onshrp I S  sign~ficant. the rei.~trbel) low R 2  value and the fact 
that the .\E of 6.6 cni I \  not much of an Improm ement over tht. 51) of 7.9 cm limits 
the appl~cat.~!~t> for estrrnatlng snow depth Considerzible ground cover and 
clrma~olog~ial banuilons between the s t u j  area\ ma! expiarn the marg~nal 
regresslon relatio:~ship Mr~ed  cover types including dormant agricultural land, 
pasture, and trees have a varying efl'cct on the hnghtness temperature of the snow 
which Iihely masks the hnghtness temperaturt- response to varying snow depth. 
The generally colder environment o f  Nonh DaLota as co: .pared to the warmer 
Indrana-lll~nois area. where melt-freeze cond~tions perstst during :he winter. will 
result in different snow emisslon condit~ons. I n  indrana-Illinois melt~ng and then 
f r ~ e ~ ~ n g  co d~tions produce s~gnificant crusts and Ice lavers. and free water will 
exist in the snoupach more of the trme In North Dakota the colder temperatures 
will result In n dner and more homogeneous snowprich with generally small grains 
or crl stalh scrvir~g as eflic~ent scarterers of the emitted mrcrowave radiation. As a 
result the North Dalota snowpack would produce microwave hrightness tempe- 
ratures con\iderably lower than Ill~no~s-Indiana and with more consistent vana- 
tions in response to changes In snow depth. 
In order to try to mlnlmlze these variatrons between study areas and perhaps 
improve the snow depth and hnghtncss temperature reiationship. data from a 
more homogeneous area. the Canad~an high plains, were examined. Fig. 4 shows 
the area that was studied in southern Alberta and Saskatchewan. Four general 
vegetatlvn t y p s  are prevalent over this rclativcl) flat area. In order to make the 
cover conct~tions as uniform as possible snow depth and brightness temperature 
data an.i!)s~s w a s  rts'rlcted to th: ;weas of short and hrgh grass prairies. Snow 
depth values for each of the numbered statit->nq \\ re used to draw lscn~vals which 
weie th:n averaged over the 1" x I" gnd blocks for comparison w~th  the averaged 
ESMF ;inghtness temperatures. Both vertlsal and hori~clntal brightre;.; 'qTr<ia- 
lures were used in s~mple l iner  regression analyses. Fig. 5 illustrates the snow 
d:pth vergus brightness temperature data for Nimbus 5 and the resulting s~gilifi- 
cant (at the 0.002 level) rcgresslon lrne and statistics. The Nimbus 5 data are from 
the nighttime pass on 14 March 1976 and the snow depth data are from 15 March 
1976. .Air t cmpntures  pnor to I5 March were well below 0°C wrth little chance of 
s~pnificant melting. and, as a result. dry snow conditions were assumed. Fig. 6 
presents a compdrable plut for snow depth and Nimbus 6 vertically polarized 
trnghtnc\s temperature from the dayt~mrt pass on 15 March 1976. Analysis of the 
honrontall) polanzed data produced cssentlaily srmilar results w~ th  marginally 
louer and h~pher K 2  and SE kalue3. rcspectikely . The snow depth data in Figs. 5 
Fia. 4. The Canadian !ugh plains snowlmicrowrve study uu. 
and 6 arc from the same ground measurement so that the f ~ u r e s  may be 
compared. It does appear that in simple regression analysis that the Nimbus 6 
data produce better relationships than the Nimbus 5 data. This most likely results 
from the fact that the emission from the relatively thin snowcover at 1.55 cm 
contains a more significant contribution from the variable underlying soil layer 
than at 0.81 cm. Multiple regression approaches using brightness temperatures 
f-om Nimbus 5 and 6 as predictor variables provided no marked improvement in 
the relationship. I t  appears that in this case a simple linear regression using the 
Nimbus 6 venicall; or horizontally polarized brightness temperature as the 
predictor vanable and snow depth as the criterion variable would be suficient. .St1 
data were also avail;,blc and were used in place of snow depth as the criterion 
'variable. The relationships were similar to those drscribcd previously for snow 
dcpth. but in general the goodness-of-fit was somewhat less. Fig. 7 shows the data 
and the resulting regression statistics for the Nimbus 6 vertically ,polarized 
brightness temperatures for comparison. The pattern of data p ints  is very similar 
to Fig. 6 because the snow depth and S, values are closely related. 
The acquisit~on of concurrent snow survey and satell~te brightness temperature 
data has been difficult. especially for dry snow conditions. Both satcll~tes, 
because of their research nature, experience significant intervals when data are 
not available. The ground snow data are not taken cont~nuously and many times 
arc not available during appropnatc satellite passes. Furthermore, when b ~ t h  
types of data are available. weather conditions causing snowmelt result In 
signscant changes In the relat~onsh~ps reviously yrescnted. Free water rn the 
snow causes all bnghtness temperatures to he markedly increased. in th~s  case as 
much as 35 K on the Canadian high plains. As a result when temperatures are 
ahove freezing for any extended period pnor to an otherwise good data set. ~t has 
to be elinlinated from analysis for at least the dry snow conditions. On the clther 
hand, such an occurrence allows the inference of the effect cf free water on the 
microwave emlsslon. The effect of free water is so strong that the regression 
rclationsh~ps can he reversed so that deeper snowpacb-s (with presumably more 
free water) can have a greater bnghtness temperature than that of a shallow wet 
snoupack or bare soil. Th~s was observed during n~elting in the Canadian high 
plans study s~ te .  
Examination of snow dcpth and brightness temperature relat~onsh~ps in other 
regions such as a site In the Montana-North Dakota area has been accomplished 
on a prel~minary ham. S~gnificant rclatlonships between snow dcpth and bright- 
ness temperature exist as on the CanadIan high plains, but therc may be d~fficul- 
tles In cxtrapolatlng relationsh~pz from one area to another. The most probable 
cause of diss~milantics in the relat~onships between areas are ddferences in 
underlying soil types and moisture conditions and d~ffcnng cl~matic ~nflucnccs on 
the snowpack Better correspondence between areas may result after more data 
have been obtalnrd. 
"I, Fig. 5. Nimbus 5 microwave brightness v U Ull8-0 Y3?21 a 7s 1 temperature versus snow depth on 
Sr 15M5 
SD 3 2121 1 the ~acad ian  high plains. ~ i m b u s  n 30 5 data from nighttime pass 14 
March 1976 summarized by one 
degree latitude-longitude grid; 
snow depth data from 15 March 
1976 summarized over same grid: 
data included from short and high 
' 1  grass prairie areas only. 
I i 
Fig. 7. Nimbus 6 vertically polarized mi- 
crowave brightness temperature 
versus snow water equivalent on 
the Canadian high plains. Nimbus 
6 data from daytime pass I5 
March 1976 summarized by one 
degree latitude-longitude gnd; wa- 
ter equivalent data from 15 March 
1976 summarized over same grid; 
data lncluded from short ana high 
grass prairie areas only. 
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Rcsently and for the next few years passive microwave resolution from space will 
be no better than 20-30 km. This will change in 5-10 years as large antenna 
structures in space become feasible. and resolution should improve to as little as 1 
km at the siron wavelengths. This projected improvement has a direct bearing on 
future applications of the data. 
The capability for mapping the snowcovered area on a continental basis is now 
provided by visible xnsor satellites such as NOA.9. Clouds. howevcr. can be a 
sign~ficant problem in the derivation of these maps. ESMR-type data could be 
used to supplement the NOAA maps by providing an "all-weather" capabil~ty 
durin$ cloudy intervals. As the resolution improves the microwave xnsor may 
pro- idc a better alternative for compiling the operational product. 
Currently the accumulation and depletion of snow at established measurement 
points is best done o l  the ground. The microwave capability for doing this. 
howevcr. is best suited for unmeasured and perhaps remote locations. The 
additional advantage of the microwave approach is that detection.of the rime of 
mclt and initiation of snowpach priming is also pssible. This information. 
although extremely Important for hgdrograph timlng, is not measured at conven- 
tional observation stations because of the difliculty associated with direct measu- 
rement. In most cases temperature records are used to infer melting conditions in 
ttle scowpack. Thus, the microuabe sensing provides a possible new and addl- 
t~onal source of snow information w~th the greatest appl~cation most likely for 
areas lacking temperature measurements. 
As had bccn hypothesized by previous modeling, ground-based, an0 aircraft 
cxpenments, there appears to bc a sign~ficant rela'lonship between snow depth 
and hnghrness temperature which could be used for snow surveys over large 
areas. Because of poor sensor resolution currcnrly, the use ot such relationships 
IS restricted to large. homogeneous regions such as the high plains. Even this 
could be valuable for runoff predict~on purposes during rapid spring mclt In these 
areas once enough representative data sets are collected. Again as resolution 
improves applications should be found in other zones such as intermountain 
valleys and large. mountaln open areas. Such capabillt~es would then become 
more d~rectl! applicable to seasonal and shon-! zrm runoff forecasts. 
The realization of these future potentials requires refinement of the various 
techniques through acqu~sitiori and analys~s of additional data. The multispectral. 
dual polarization microwave capabil~ty that exists on the N~mbus 7 satellite in the 
SMMR instrument appears to he the ideal data source at the moment and should 
permit better discrimination of snowpack properties. Modifications of the SMMR 
instrument in 5-10 years will be tested with larger antennas, thus sign~ficantly 
improving the resolution whlch will further promote utilization of the passive 
microwave data. 
1. Variations in snow accumulation and depletion at specific locations fuc reflec- 
ted by related variations in passive microwave brightness temperatures observed 
from the Nimbus satellites. Qualitative monitoring of snowpack build-up and 
disagpearancc during the winier appears feasible. 
2. Using both vertically mid horizontally polarized brightness temperatures from 
the Nimbus 6 ESMR instrument. a statistically-oriented discriminant function can 
be used to separate snow from no-snow areas and map snowcovered area on a 
continental basis. This "all weather" microwave approach is especially valuable 
when mapping using visible wavelength sensors is prevented by the presence of 
clouds. The microwave-based snowcover maps compare favorably with northern 
hemisphere snow and ice boundary maps published weekly hy NOAA. 
3. In a relatively homogeneous. flat area, such as the Canadian high plains, a 
significant regression relationship between snow depth (criterion variable) and 
microwave brightness temperature (predictor variable) can be developed. The 
estimation of snow depth under dry snow conditions is thus a possibility in the 
study area using microwave Gats: after funher data sets arc acquired these 
estimates could be expanded over a greater range of snow depth. Similar specific 
relationships would have to be derived for use in other snow study areas. 
4. The presence of melt water in the snowp~ck radically changes the microwave 
emission characteristics resulting in as much bs 35 K incrcases in brightness 
temperature over dry snow conditions. Such cha~!ges allow the monitoring and 
easy detection of a melting snowpack with direct pelincnce to the estimation of 
the timing of snowmelt runoff. 
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Since 1972 several e v r h  resources and enviroamental satellites, such u Landsat 
and Nattond Oceantc and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have been 
hunched that have direct application to snow-cov:r mapping. f i e  charactenstics 
of these satellites and their potentials for snow-cover monitoring and subsequent 
runoff predicttoo have been treated previously (4). Although the utilization of 
snow-covered area (SCA) as an addiuonal parameter la seasonal runoff predictions 
seems logical anti has been s h o w  to be useful (3). the duntion of satellite 
data is too short for conclusive testing of SCA in convcntiond approaches. 
In order to expeditiously estimate the potential value of satellite SCA data 
in runoff predictions. sunplified linear multtple regression lnllyses of longer-term 
aircraft vlsud observations of SCA for two watersheds in the southern Sierra 
Nevada in California were conducted. 
Study Area kcripdon.-The Kings and Kern h v e r s  u e  adjacent watersheds 
(Fig. 1) that discharge into the Central V d e y  near Fresno and Bakersfield, 
Calif.. respecttvely. Each basin ranges m elevation from below 1.000 ft 1300 
m) in the foothdl areas to over 14,000 ft (4.300 mi) along the Sierra Nevada 
crest that u the eastern boundary for both watersheds. The Kings River has 
an east-west onentauon w t h  hgh subbas~n l v ~ d e s  and subbaslfi dratnage tn 
deep canyons. The Kern h v e r ,  03 the other hand, has a nonh-south onentation 
anth the S i e m  crest along the eastern dramage boundary and the s~mdanly 
-
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hifi Great Weitern Divide dong  the western boundary of the buin.  The Kern 
River is  chrrrcterized by plateau r r e u  with broad meadows and timbered slopes, 
although the Nonh Fork herds in steep rocky r r e u  near the Kings-Kern divide 
and flows in r deep any . ;  through most of its I e q t h  to Lake Iukllr. 
Arer.elevrtion atrphs in Fia. 2 show the rclrtively uniform diitribution of area 
with elevation on the Kinjs River u contrasted with the concenmtion of area 
TABLE 1 .-Seaaonrl Stnrmtlow for Kings and Kern Rlvrr W r t m h d r  
RG. 2.-Arer-Elevmtlon Scat ink  on Kinga and Kern Rlver Watmnhod8 and Loution 
ot Avemge April 1 Snow-Une Elevation (1 ti - 0.305 m) 
Season 
(1) 
1976 
IW9 
A v a q o  
between 6,000 ft (1,830 m) md 9.000 ft (2.750 m) on the Kern River. The 
rvengr  elevrt~on of the ApnI I s n o w h e  u taken from Californu Department 
of Water Resources (CDWR) records u Jlo shown m Fi). 2 for Soth watenhedr. 
The 1.545-sq rmle (4.002-km') IGnp b v e r  hu m r craae aanw runoff of 
1.567.600 rcre-ft (1.934 bdlion m') that represents 19 m. (480 mm) of runoff. 
74% of whch occurs dunn) the .4pnl-July snowmelt penod. Snowpack acca- 
m S t i o n  lncreues wlth elevation to about 9.500 ft (2.900 m) and v fairly coaristent 
- 
APRIL-JULY RUNOFF 
Kinjs 
In acre-fret I Percrntaga 
(cubic mrterr) ' of avaragr 
301.800 26 103,900 23 
(128.200.000) 
2.631.800 i.349.500 
(3.244 blllion) (1.665 bdlion) 
l.lS7.000 420.000 
(! ,428 blllion) 
.., Kern 
(2) 
-
In acre-few- 
(cub~c mrterr) 
(4) 13; 
Percrntrgr 
of averrgr 
(5) 
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at about 30 in. (760 nun) of water above that elevation, r l thoua local topography 
m y  affect a c ~ u l a t i o n  to some extent. Averye m u d  precipiution at the 
9.000-ft (2,750-m) elevation u about 35 ia. (8% mm). Rcci~itation meuuremcnu 
mule don8 the frontal slope at the western side of the Win appear to be 
reprcnntative of or at leut  proportional to precipitation at tne higher elevatioor, 
vlthou@ some minor variations may occur. 
The 2,074- mile (5.372-lm') Kern River watershed (above Lake I u k l l a )  
h u  an averqe annul runoff of 626.600 acre-ft (773,200,000 m') that represents 
5.7 in. (145 mm) of nmoff. about 67% of which occun during the Apd-July 
mowmelt. Precipitation baries both with elevation m d  location in the buin. 
At 9.000 fl (2,750 m), average lanull precipitation don8 the Great Western 
Divide exceeds 35 in. (890 mm). while at the u m e  elevation along the Sierra 
crest precipitation may be u low u 16 in. (410 m). Precipitation. snowprck 
accumulation. rod snow cover appear much more vanablc over the Kern buin 
thrn over the Kings buin. 
Recipiution m d  rcsult~ng runoff are extremely variable from seuon to seuon 
in 'he southern Siem, emphasizing the irnponrncc m d  need for an adequate 
water-supply forecasting program. Table 1 dlustntes the wide range of runoff 
experienced wathin the retent pu t .  
Wtorlcil Water-Supply Forecut.--The CDWR makes water supply forecuu 
of April-July (snowmelt period) runoff for all malor snotvmelt streams in 
California, including the Kings and Kern hvers. The California Coopcntlve 
Snow Survey Program was m ~ d a u d  in 1929 and the first f i  . t cu t s  using snow 
survey dvta were usued k, 1930. Forecasts arc issued by CDWR u ~ u l l r t i n  
120. "Water Conditions 19 Califorma." in four repom stating conditions u 
of February 1. March 1. April 1. m d  May 1. The Kings and Keru Rivers. 
u well u other selected Sierra streams. have weekly updates of water supply 
forecasts from February 1-July 1. Present methods for updatmr u the rnow.c.~ ;I 
season proyeues are lirmted bv the quality and type of real-time data. . ;;&is 
during the melt period. Forecut error tends to be concentnted in the remaming 
runoff volume. Current forecast procedures u e  bued upon about 45 yr of 
&u to reflect thc txtreme vanabdity that h u  been noted from season to season 
in these buins. 
Ihu 5ourca.-One of the primary reasons that the Kings md Kern h v e n  
in the southern Sierra were selected u watersheds for invcstrgation of SCA 
u a water-supply forecut parameter w u  avulrbllity of tustonc data on 
snow-covered area. Since 1952, the U.S. Amy Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
hu coCected and assembled idorrr~t1on c a SCA Cram the Kiogs, Kern. and 
several other a t e n h e d s .  SCA has k e n  mapped from. a low !lyini Light urzrdt  
by M okcrver .srLy topographc maps with sutable landmark ~dentification. 
Airmn observaticas ~ e n e r c y  starled before May 1 and coatmued penodivlly 
utd the SCA of the Kuys River w u  depleted to !eu than 100 sq miles {TSO 
tm'). Mort y u n  had only three or four obscrva~roar, but heavy snow ;e rn  
rorneumcs bad u m a y  u eilpt obwtrvauoor. 
Dur on SCA from wcnZt obscrvutoar md  utellitc unyery were plotted 
v m u r  m e  to provtde etanates of SCA on spec~qc dates for use ui ualysu.  
Only during 1973 were there adequate b r a  from t., lh urcrdt  and satellite for 
compuuon. Dunng 1971 only one urcnft obrcrvauon w u  made and the USACE 
program w u  t u ~ u e n d y  dirconurrued. Fig. ! u a plot of snow-coverrd ares 
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for the Kinp River for 1973 showing both M t  m d  L.ndut dam. Unform- 
nudy,  lircrrft observations for 1973 were not nude by :he rune personnel 
who Jml compiled the d e r  &u. After reviewing the data with past m d  
present USACE personnel, minor adjustments (us& hyhwr j  and weather station 
maw depth information plus saow survey cater quivdent &u) were made 
in the historic ahraft mow-cover observations to makc. them more comparable 
to the satellite obQmations. There is still a consistently W t e r  snow-covered 
urr observed by L m b t  t h ~  observed by the acrid surveys. This difference 
wu noted previously (1) and attributed to the fact that acrid surveys excluded 
Iowa elevrtion transient snow cover from their meuwemeats. 
Tie conventioud water equivalent (rlw referred to u water content) &u 
@able  to the Kings m d  Kern Riven w e n  obtaiaed by coopenton in the 
California Snow S w e y  Program m d  sent to CDWR. Other pertinent hydrome- 
RO. 3 . - A d  Exim of Sndw Cover from Satellite and Ainmtt Obun8tionr for 
-8 h W8tomhoda. in 1#?3 (1 sq mile - 2.59 kmf) 
teorologicrl infonnrtion such as 2-ecipiution aad m o f f  records were obtained 
by CDWR on &a ope:atiorul buu for water-supply forecasting and other purposes. 
The &U u a  developed by CDWR into b u m  indices for application to vgreuion 
cqurtiou3 or m d t i p p h i u l  solut~oru for predicting Apia-July nmaff. Forecast 
~nxcdures after April 1 u e  cu~cntly bued on the April 1 forecut updated 
usin@ observed precipitation m d  limited telemetered automatic snow e a r o r  data. 
The indices uxd i3r development of the April 1 forecut procedures are as 
follows: 
1. Snowpack Index-This index is based upon the observed water equivalent 
at approximately 20 inow counes in each basin u of April 1. On some basins, 
inc ludq the Kioy and Kern, two scpuate indices are developed for the h~gb 
and low elevation snow zones, respectively This index u expressed in terms 
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of percentqe of averye, u u c  most indices in the forecut procedures, and 
represtnu the relative quantity of water stored u saowpack on the date of 
f m t .  Adjustment may k made for precipitation o c c u m  between the actual 
&te of m#rurtment and April I. 
2. October-Much Rccipiution Index-This index. developed from approxl- 
mrrtely six lower elevation mountain stations, provides an indication of basinwide 
reuonal wetness. 
3. Aprii-June Precipitation Index-This index is a m e u u n  of precipitation 
occurriry during the mowmelt season at about six stations and prmits a level 
of updatiq u the s e w n  progresses after April I .  Observed precipitation data 
u e  w d  to replace averye precipitation fqi~ures as the saowmelt reason 
pro&iwses. 
4. October-Much Runoff Index-This index relates both to basin wetness 
and vo!ume of water not stored in the buin u r result of early s e w n  runoff. 
5. Previous Year Runoff Index-This index is expressed as a volume for 
the previous April-July u d  may be related to the carryover from the previous 
runoff s e w n .  
For use in this study. these indices were developed according to the CDWR 
procedures with d a u  supplied by CDWR. Analysis was performed for rhe period 
of record represented by the combined aircraft and satellite observations of 
snowtover data, which w u  25 yr on the Krngs Rivet and 23 yr on the Kern. 
Independent analyses were undertaken almost ~ixnultaneously by National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) uld Siem Hydrotech-CDWR 
team utiking similar buic  data to demonstrate the potentiai effect of SCA 
in water supply forecasting on the Kra(ls and Kern Riven. Although the objecsves 
of the two investigators were somewhat different. similar results were obtained 
in both investhations. The NASA study (Investigation 1) w u  intended to 
demonstrate that SCA on r @ven date is ap?licrble to forecasting seasonal 
.doff. The Sierra Hydrotech-CDWR study (Investigation 2 )  a -2 ~ntended to 
go one step funhcr and to develop and demottqtnte a procedure for updating 
water suppiy forecasts d u n q  the period of snowmeh uuliung SCA as a parameter. 
Both investigat~ons were exploratory in nature and not mended to represent 
the most advanced t echques  in stawtrcal methods or water-supply forecastmg. 
~nvadgrdoa 1 
Approach.-An evaluation of convenrionally bued and SCA-based seasonal 
runoff predictions on Mav 1 was made. In this approach only the low altitude 
estimate of SCA w u  uwd in analysis. Althoue a i r d t  observations begul 
in 1952 and ended in 1973, observations were not readily avulable for each 
watershed in every mtervening year. As a result. at the tlme Investigation I 
was conducted. only 20 yr and I8 yr of a u c d t  SCA data were initially available 
for the KuU, m d  Kern River watersheds. respectively. Convenuoad data were 
developed mto forecast ~acticcr only for the yeus  wth exutmg SCA data. The 
exiruq foreurr proccdute u e d  by CDWR .WU employed u the model for 
developrng the "modifid" (reduced &la bue )  coaventlond reycssion equation. 
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deriviq a regression model us- SCA for predictin; seasonal flow. standud 
stepwire techniques were frnt utilized to determine the order of entry of the 
pndicton. Several altenuti:.e orden and combi t ions  were then considered 
to invctti(ate potential redu~tionr in the number of variables required while 
achirviq an rccepuble -cance level (s 0.05). The "modifled" conventional 
'model w u  run ag&o dl the statistically acceptable SCA m*ls in a prediction 
mode, and the vuious m~ff o r e w t  values w e n  compared to tho actual runoff 
r i w .  
On the May ! forecut d u e  all data were ryaihble except h e  April-June 
precipitation index. To simulate a real f o r e c u u g  situation on May 1, the actual 
April precipitation wu combined with the expected (avenge) May and June 
precipitation to obtain the best estimate of the April-June precipitation index. 
Both the "modXed" conventional and the set of "snow-cover" models were 
e x e r e i d  to determine which would provide the better forecost for each 
watenhed. Since the number of available data points was limited and several 
variablca were bcuq considered. a series of regressions was used to make the 
f o n w u .  This technique consisted of deleti~g h e  forecast year from the data 
base. deriving the regression quation coefficients from the r e m a w  data. 
and then makiq a forecast for hi deleted yew. The zbsolute value of the 
difference between the forecast aud the actual runoff represcr:ed the error 
of the forecut. The forecast m d  forecast error wrtc computed for each y r z .  
The a v e w e  and .he standard deviation of the erron were calculated and tabulated 
for each watershed and the best "snow-cover" m d e l  was selected bued  on 
m;nimiting these values. 
Results.-The regression model wed by the CDWR on the Kigs River is 
of the following fonn: 
in which Y, = Kings River April-July runoff, in acre-feet; X ,  a April 1 snowpack 
index; X, * October-Much precipitation index; X, = previous year April-July 
runoff; and X4 = April-June precipitation index. In this "modified" conventional 
equation the regression cocMcienu, a , .  b, . c,  , and d, . and the regression constant. 
kt. u e  slyhtly different than their counterparts m the CDWR model beca\ue 
of tbt reduced data bue rrsulting from the t t s t iq  of SCA. 
Tde r e m i o n  mode! used by the CDWR on the Kern River is of the fonn: 
in which Y, = Kern River April-July runoff, in acre-feet; X ;  = April 1 huh 
elevation snowpack index; X ;  = April L low elevation snow-pack index; m d  
X, = Kay 1 snowpack index. The regression coefficients and oonstant in the 
"modifled" cocventioad q u t i o n  are again slyhdy different than those in the 
cum41 CDWR quation. 
bn the b g s  h v e r  the resulting "snow-cover" model for all yeur  of record 
M the following form: 
in which X, = Mi y 1 SCA, u a percentage of basin area; a, = 1.18869; b, 
= 0.17573; and k, = 45.58954. On the Kern River the best dtemat~ve model 
had the following form: 
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Y,=a,X,X,+b,X(+c,X,+k,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(4) 
in which a, = 0.04332; b,  = 2.U; c, - 2.0Z md k, = -133.022. Both fwl 
Kings md Kern "snow-cover" models resultcd from the step* n(rtuion 
d*. 
The statistics for the models on the Kmgs and Kern K v e n  ue shown in 
TABLE Z.-Cornocrriron Strtinicr for Ragnuion Equation8 
'SirniT~ant at the 0.005 level. 
Strt in ia 
(1) 
-f-freedom 
F4at value 
R' value 
Standard ermr of 
esiimue 
Sundud deviation of 
Ih8 seasod yield 
TABLE 3.-Comparison of "Modifid" Convandon81 and Snovr-Cavar Model Avarrga 
Fonast  Enom. in acra-faat 
Convantionrl Snow-covar Change. as a 
Enor / rn*" 1 m i  1 parcantage 
(1) I (2) (4) 
Kings 
River 
"moditid" 
conventional ' 
model 
(2) 
4, I5 
16 1.3' 
97.1 
120.9 
712.5 
Note: I me-f i  - 1.233 m'. 
(a) Kiap bver (n - 20) 
Table 2. These models were then compared on each watershed by evaluating 
the differcncz between r a d  md forccut runoff (which w u  assumed to be 
the forecast e m r )  for each y u r  iu the drta b u e .  The average yeuly forecast 
e m n  and the omdud deviation3 of the erron are tabulated in Tables 3(0)  
and 3(b) along with the change in forccut puuneter resulting from the incorpo- 
ration of SCA. Although sliChl increases m forecut error occur when SCA 
K m  
R i v r  
mow- 
c o v u d  
are8 
model 
(5) 
3, 14 
355.3' 
98.4 
30.5 
243.2 
Kings 
Rivar 
snow- 
coverd 
we8 
model 
(3) 
2. 17 
218.4' 
95.9 
145.7 
712.5 
Avcryr forecut error 
Sundud dcvuaoa of 
foreurt c m n  
Kern 
Rivrr 
" m o d i t i d  
eonvant~onrl 
modal 
(4) 
5, 12 
156.0' 
9 . 9  
35.6 
243.2 
114.900 
106.400 
( b )  Kcfn bver ( n  - 18) 
120.900 
101.700 
+ 5 
+ 1 
Averyr f o m t  mor  
Sundud deviation of 
fonar t  mon 
40.110 
25.290 
28.670 
23,313 
- 29 
- 8 
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is included in the predicbon procedures on the Kings River, major reductions 
in forecast error u s i q  SCA are realized on the Kern River. 
Lratlgatioa 2 
Approach.-lnvatigation of the application of SCA u a parameter in CDWR 
water-supply f o r e c u t i t  hu been limited to the April-July snowmelt period 
k a u s e  most watenheds u e  100% snow covered before April I. On h e  avenge, 
only about 10%-15% of h e  annual precipitation falls after April 1. Prior to 
April 1, most of the totd error in water-supply forecuts is attributed to the 
uncc~ainty of the moun t  of precipitation occurring after the date of forecut. 
As the snowmelt seuon progresses, however. procedural error contributes an 
i nmuiug  portion of total forecut ermr, justifying additional analytical work 
to improve techniques for correcting or updating the forecast during the snowmtlt 
period. 
This approach was prdicted on the operational requirements for accurate 
updatiw of water-supply forecasts throughout the period of snowmelt nuroff. 
Forecuts prepued by CDWR have historically been for the April-July snowmelt 
period. Updating h u  been primuily on the h i s  of precipitation observed 
sub6cquent to the Apnl 1 forecast. Any procedural error in the Apnl I forecast 
would be forced into the forecast of remuning runoff dunng the melt s e w n .  
A forecut made on June I might contain the same procedural error rs the 
forccut made on April I, even thou& hdf of thc snowmelt runoff for the 
s e w n  may have drcady occuned. The desirability of providin8 a forecast 
technique that would reduce the magnitude of procedural error as the season 
pmpwses 1s obvious. 
Only a Limited amount of data is avadable from these high mountain watersheds 
durina the period of mowmelt. Rec~pitation from manned stations and some 
telcmetered stations is available on a daily basis. Snowpack water equivalent 
masuremenu on a few snow courses are made about May 1. and some continuou, 
snow sensor records are available, but dtta art  Limited. Additiondly. the melt 
process durin8 April mtioduces uncenamty into the m e u g  of observed water 
apuvdcnt at smc locations. May I measurements have been used wrth some 
success in the Kern b u m  to reflect precipitation and melt occurring dunng 
April. 
Observed runoff and depletion of SCA u the melt s e w n  pmgesscs prov~de 
additional parameters on a near real-time basis to reflect the progress of melt 
in the watershed. This invati(rtion developed and demonstrated techmques 
for uphung convenuonal CDWR forccut procedures dumg the progress of 
melt. Forecut procedures were developed for Apnl 1. May I .  May 15. June 
I. and June IS for the K i u s  and Kern hve r  basins. The use of Landsat SCA 
data for 1973-1976 and previous aircraft obrvat ions  available for Invesrlgation 
1 provided 25 yr of record on the Kmgs and 23 yr of record on the Kern 
for malysk. Procedure stability w u  an mponant factor to assure r logical 
scqutnce of o p m u o n d  forecuu dunng the progress of the season. 
Basic data utilized in the conventionll CDWR procedure were used to prepare 
the April 1 procedure. Two procedures were then developed for Yay I and 
each subsequent date. one wwtb md one without SC.4 t:, observe the effect 
of SCA in improving forecast reliabdity. In both procedures. runoff between 
Apnl 1 and date of forecast wu uSed u m additiond parmeter. Since exlsung * 
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CDWR procedures have techniques for handling precipitation during the snowmelt 
seuon. prrcipitation subsequent to date of foreust was u s ~ m e d  known and 
docs not contribute to "procedural error" described in the analysis. 
The general form of the forecast procedure equation is 
Y, = a,X1+ b,Xn+ c,X, + d,X, + e,X, + f,X, + g,X, + h,XIX, + k, . . . ( 5 )  
in which Y, = basin runoff, in acre-feet. from date of forecast through July 
31; X p  = high snow index; X" = low snow index; X, = October-March runoff; 
X, = m o f f  April 1 through date of forecast; and X, = SCA, m square miies. 
Regression coefficients are represented by a,-h, and k, represents the regression 
constant. The conventional Apnl I procedures use X', X", X,. X,, X,. and 
X,. Procedures for other times use X, or X, and X,, depending upon whetnet. 
SCA is to be included or not. The SCA tines April I snowpack index (adjusted 
for precipitation between Apnl I and dare of forecast) was used as an index 
of the volume of water available for snowmelt runoff during the melt period. 
Constraints on time and period of record did not permit investigafon of more 
complex nonlinear analysis techniques, and exploration of hydrologic models 
wd in water supply forecasting was not juttified at this time. 
Eaiployiq techniques presently utilized by CDWR, "forecasts" were made 
for each year of record and compared to observed runoff. Becawe of the 
limited data set. independent test data were not available and fo:ccasts were 
made using data employed in derivatioc of the regressions. Although not 
statistically acceptable, the intent~on here was only to see if the SCA was a 
predictor worth pursuing for runoff prediction technrques. If the answer to 
this question is positive, more ngorous techniques would be used to incorporate 
SCA into open t~ond  procedures. Standard erron and other penlnent statistical 
measures were calculated for each date of forecast and resuits wlth and without 
SCA as a panmeter were then compared, recognizmg the limitat~ons of these 
simple regression techniques. 
Rest&.-Fig. 4 shows the vuiat~on in standud error. expressed as a percentage 
of April-July runoff. for forecast updates. depictmg the effective reduct~on 
in forecast error u snowpack is depleted. Updating procedures with SCA n e  
shown as a dashed line while updating procedures utilizing SCA are shown 
or a solid line. Fig. 5 shows the same variation m standard error, expressed 
iu a percentage of remixirung snowmelt runoff for forecast updates. The dashed 
and solid lines represent standard error of procedures without SCA and with 
SCA. respectively. The dotted lines represent error remahmg d the procedure 
were w d  according to standard CDWR practice at the current time. In 
interpretation of Figs. 4 and 5, it should be noted that although procedural 
error, in acre-feet, remains constant throughout the period, it will increase in 
terms of parcentye of remaining runoff as the melt season progresses. 
On the Kings River (Fig. 4), standard error incresses sli&htly between Apnl 
I rod May I, probably as a result of additional forecast parameters used on 
May I that incruse degreessf-freedom lost. After May 1, standard error declines 
appmisbly until on June 15 1t is approx 70% of the error on April 1. T h ~ s  
reduction in e m r  u expressed in t e r m  of percentage of remzinh( runoff in 
Fi. 5. The improvement over the cxistmg procedure 1s apparent. The addition 
of SCA u a parameter, however, seems to offer little or no s ~ ~ c a n t  
improvement in procedural error dunng the melt season. 
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On the Kern River (Fig. 4), standard error for the procedure without SCA 
follows approximately the same pattern as on the Kings. If SCA is included, 
however, substantial reduction in standard error is apparent as the season 
progresses. By including SCA u a parameter. May I error is reduced approx 
45% m d  May 15 error about 40%. representing a corresponding decrease in the 
volumetric error of remaining nmoff. The late seuon values of standard error 
on the Kern and the Kings are now reldvely close. It is suggested that the 
w of SCA as a forecast parameter dumg the snowpack depletion period has 
allowed forecast accuracy on the two watersheds to be brought more into line 
with each other than possible with conventional parameten alone. The reduction 
ia tenns of percentage of remaining runoff is depicted in Fig. 5. Further inspection 
of c h g t s  of regression coefficients from date to date suggests that the Kern 
River equations are relatrvely stable-more so than those on the Kings River. 
Even though the precise numerical value of decrease m procedural error to 
FIG. 4.-Svandard Error of Forwart FIG. 5.-Standard Error of Varioua Foro- 
Procodurr (with and without Snow- cart Procaduras Venus Data during 
Covamd Arm) Vanua Data during Snowmalt 
Snowmalt 
be obtained by wing these methods can not be generalized for a l l  watersheds, 
it is apparent &at SCA provides infonnatlon pertment :o updaung forecasts 
&at is not readily available from other sources mvestlgated here. 
U e  of SCA as a parameter m forecasting snowmelt runoff may result m 
sigmfkant improvement of forecasting procedures under certam circumstances. 
The SCA m Investigation I reduced the average May I forecast error by 29% 
and :he standud denatlon of forecast error by 8% on the Kern hvcr.  but 
appeared to have no substantial or sagmf~cant effect on the Kings kve r  Sunllarly. 
under hvestigauon 2, there appeared to be consaderabie unprovemett for each 
update on the Kern River us~ng SCA. but no s ~ ~ c a n t  changes on the adjaceet 
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Kings River. I?. may be hypothesized that watershed characteristics, as well 
u availability of ,data representative of the watershed, may be related to the 
response of forecast prrxedures to SCA. The following is a review of factors 
that may inluence tae effectiveness of SCA as a parameter m water supply 
foreustin& 
The conventional April 1 forecast procedure for the Kings River is relatively 
more accurate (when expressed in tenns of percentage of April-July runoff) 
- is that for the Kcrn River. April I procedural standard error represents 
about 7.5% of avenge April-July runoff on the Kings River and about 11.5% 
on the Kern, w u m i n g  that precipitaticln after April 1 is known. The higher 
degree of accuracy for the Kings k v e r  procedure may result panlally from 
greater unit runoff and data that are more representative of condrtrons wlthin 
the watershed. In any event, the iugher mitial degree of accuracy on the Kmgs 
b v e r  may make it consrderably more difficult tz obtain a marked improvement 
u a result of SCA or other update parameters as the season progresses. 
f'he relatively inconsrstent relationsh~p between precipitation, snowpack accu- 
mul.stion, elevat~on, and locatron with~n the Kern River watershed descnbed 
previously may be one of the more imponant reasons why SCA represents 
an effective parameter in updatmg Kern forecasts. The Kings River has a much 
mote *inifom area-elevation distnbutron than the Kern River (Fig. 2). The 
relat1ve:y large area between 6,000 ft-9,000 ft (1.830 m-2.750 m) on the Kern 
Rivet is subject to extreme vanabllity in snowpack accumu1at:on and depletion. 
perhaps cnhancing the value of SCA as a pred~ction parameter It might be 
visualized that the Kmgs Rrver conslsts of a number of smaller 5. .ims somewhat 
similar m character and can be predicted wcll w t h  a fcrecast procedure 
representmg bastns of that character The Kern River, on the other hand. conslsts 
of a number of smaller b u m s  of diverse character. It mrght be possible to 
break the Kern area into a number of subbasms and forecast each subbasm 
mdependentiy. The SC.4 may provide an attractive lntemcdtate solutlon to 
water-supply forecasts m areas wlth inhomogeneous charactensrrcs and Limited 
hydrologic data. 
Most watersheds m the central and southern Sierra appear to be qurte 
homogeneous from a h y d r o l o ~ c  standpomt. more so than perhups most other 
wes:ern United States watersheds. Northern Srerra, eastern Sierra. and other 
watenheds m Cakfornla, however. appear much more diverse than the Kings 
River and  hose watersheds unrnedrately to the nonh of the Kmgs. suggesting 
that SCA mght prove to be an effective parameter for water-supply forecastlng 
in California. Watersheds with a substant~al degree of area witbn a h l t e d  
elevation nnge,  an erratic precipitatton and snow accumulatron pattern not 
strongly related to elevation, and poor coverage with preciprtation data or stations 
that do not glve a reliable index to the water producing areas of the b u m  
may show the greatest response to use JI SCA as a parameter m volumetric 
forecutlog. 
Even though the Kin6s h v e r  did not appear to respond s i g m f i c ~ t l y  to use 
qf SCA m rrater-supply forecast~ng m ths prekmlnary Lnvesugauon. one should 
not discount possrble a p p l a t ~ o n s  on streams similar lo the Kmgs b v e r .  The 
SCA on the Kings b v e r  has been found useful m hydrologrc modeirng of dally 
snowmelt and runoff (2). Hydrologrc m o d e k g  procedures are used in some 
operational foreastmg, and ~t is hoped that near red-tune satethe lmagery 
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may prove to be useful for these types of predictions. 
Procdures for updat i r~  the remaining volume of snowmelt runoff using SCA 
will be rued operationally on the Kia(s and Kern Riven during 1978. In order 
to w r e  widespread use of SCAderived operational forecasts, however, it 
will be naceuuy to receive SCA information on a regular n e u  real-time b u L  
( ~ 7 2  hr). The possibility of cloud cover during a Ladsat  overflight may at 
times result in lo Ill-dry or perter  interval between observations. Some type 
of alternative obsewationrrl capability, such as NOAA or aircraft SCA estimates. 
d u m  such periods may be required. 
1. Long-tenn SCA data from aircraft and satellite observations have been 
shown to be weful in reducing seuonai runoff forecut error on the Kern 
River watershed when incorporated into water-supply forecut procedures. Both 
one-time and resular updates of forecuts were improved ruing SCA. Similrr 
aadysi8 on the Kings River indicated that SCA-produced forecasts were generally 
u good as conventional forecasts but no sigdicant improvement was noted. 
2. Comparison of the Kings and Kern River watersheds indicates that certain 
watenhed conditions may enhance the usefulness of remotely sensed SCA data. 
The SCA will most likely reduce forecut procedural error on watersheds with: 
(a) A substantid part of the area within a limited elevation range; (b) an emtic  
precipitation or snowpack accumulrtion pattern, or both. not strongly related 
to elevation; m d  (c) poor coverage by preciplution stations or snow courses 
restricting adequate indexing of water-supply conditions. 
3. Assuming that operational acquisition and delivery problems associated 
with space information wiU be resolved, accumulated satellite date should provide 
a m a s  for enhancing operational seasonal streamflow forecuts for a r e u  that 
depend on mowmeltderived water supplies. In many cues. satellite-acquired 
SCA data can provide for much more objective, uniform. and controlled 
information than that possible from aircraft p1atforms. 
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The/ollowing symbols are  used in t h u p a p t r :  
a,,a2.a,,a.,a,, 
bI,b>vb,,ba,bj. 
c ~ , c ~ ~ c . , c , . ~ ,  , 
da,d , ,e l ,e ,  Jj, 
g , . h ,  = 
k 
SCA = 
XI = 
x ;  = 
X'  = 
x: = 
x- = 
X2 = 
x ,  = 
x* = 
x ,  = 
x ,  = 
x ,  = 
x ,  = 
x ,  = 
YI = 
Y2 = 
y, = 
regression coefficrents; 
r e p s s t o n  constants; 
3C ~w-ccvered ate*; 
April 1 snowpack index; 
April 1 hi& elevation snowprck index; 
high elevation saowpack index; 
April I low elevation snovpack index; 
low elevation snowpack index; 
October-Much precipitation index; 
previous year April-July runoff; 
Apnl-June prec~pltatir o index; 
May ! raowpack index; 
May 1 SCA, u a percentage of b u i n  area; 
October-March runoff; 
m o b  April 1 through date of forecast; 
SCA, in square d e s ;  
Kings River Apnl-July runoff, in acre-feet; 
Kern River Apnl-July nuroff. in acre-feet; and 
k i n  runoff. IL acrc-feet. from date of forecast through 
July 31. 
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ABSTRACT. Lonptmn d r u  on mow-?overed area from urcnft md wulkte ; 
obrmraona have mvatipted for rpp:icrtion to water-supply forr;uting in : 
C a l i f o ~ ' ~  southern Shem Nevada Mounulnr These obonvrtrons have proven w t u l  
m rcducia& -MI ruaoff forecut mor  on the Kern R i v e  watershed when ; 
tnrorponted lato procedures to updrte wrter-suppl forecuu u the melt scuon 
pmgmsa Sirtub UM ot morsovered area on Be kinas River w r ~ h c d  produced 
d o  rhrr were about qwvalent to melhoda bued solely on sonvmtion&i dau Saow- 
covered ucr wll k most effccnvt in reducunl i o m u t  procedural mot  on 
xrtenhcdr with: (1) A subaunnJ m o m t  of uer  wthm r hmttcd elev8uon mp; (2) 
M enaac preclpuaon or saowpuk ucumularron pattern. or borh. nor swon Jy relrted 
ur elrvraon: and (3) poor covmge by prcctplunon ruuonr or snow c o w  rertnctlng I &qua ~ndexmg of wrwsupply condinonr. When urell~te d ru  uquurtion md 
delivery problcmr are raolved. the denved snow-cover lnfonnruon should provide 1 
m a n r  for enb.nnn& opnuond  strnmflov forecasts. 
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Application of a Snowmelt-Runoff Model Using 
iandut Data 
A. bngo and J. Ylrtinoc 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Muryland, " ; .S. A., 
:and 
Federai Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research 
Weissfluhjoch~Davos, Switzerland 
The snowmelt-~noff model developed by Martinec (1975) has been usetl to 
simulate d i l y  streamflow on the 228 km2 Dinwoody Creek basin in Wyorn~ng, 
U.S.A. usnng snowcover extent from Landsat md conventionally measured 
temperature and precipitation. For the six-month snowmelt seasons of 1976 
and 1974 the simulated seasonal runoff vo l~mes  were within 5 and I % ,  
resy~ctively, of the measured runoff. Also the daily fluctuatio ., of discharge 
we,re simulated to a high degree by the model. Thus far the limiting bu in  size 
for applying the model has not been reached, and improvenunts u n  be 
expected if the hydrometeorolc~gical data a n  be obtained from a station inside 
the basin. Landsat provides an efficient way to obiun the critical snowcover 
input parsmeter required by the model. 
A snowrnt:lt-runoff model has been developed on the basis of experimentai 
measurements in two small mountain watersheds of central Europe (Martinec 
1975). In the present study. the model was applied to simulate the snowmelt- 
runoff in a, basin significantly larger than thcm on which it was developed. The 
changing areal extent of the ~easonal snowcover is an essential variable in this 
procedure. Progress in satellite remote sensing (Rango and ltten 1976) has 
enabled aircraft photographs to be replaced by a more efficient monitoring of 
snowcover by Landsat. Another aim of this study was to test the use of the 
mowmelt-runoff model under conditions of a nonnal hydrometeorolo~icrl 
network, i.e., a low density of measurement points usually at low elevation 
stations, in contrast tcl a wellcquipptd experimental or representative basin. The 
model seems particularly amenable to these kinds of data becruse it is relatively 
simple and requires as input data only the extent of snowcover, temperature 
(degree days), and precipitstion. 
R o w  Fkmrch 
Earth resources and environmental satellites have provided a means for the 
timeiy. efficient and accbrate monitoring of watershed snowcovered area. Rango 
and Irten (1976) describe several techniques available for analysing the data 
ranging from simple photointerpretation to automated digital methods. The most 
appropriate method should be selected based on required accuracy, turn-around 
time, existing remote sensing expertise, and facilities available. Rango and ltten 
(1976) indicate that snowcovercd area measurements from Landsat are as 
accurate as aircraft surveys, less expensive and hazardous, and can be used to 
cover much more extensive areas. 
The satellite-derived snow extent data have shown significant promise for r;x in 
seasonal streamflow estimation. Rango, Salomonson, and Foster (1977) used 
meteorological satellite snow extent data to derive a regression relationship 
between early April snowcovered area and April-June seasonal yield on the Indus 
River in Pakistan. In large data sparse areas such as these, the snowcovered area 
data may be the only available hydrologic information. Thompson (1975) in 
Wyoming found that the snowcovered area on a particular date was k t t e r  related 
to the runoff accumulated up to the date of the Landsat pass expressed as a 
percentage of the seasonal runoff than to just the seasonal runoff. Such 
relationships are not only useful for volumetric flow forecasts but also for short 
tern. --;Imates of time disrribution of seasonal runoff. Long-term snowcovered 
area data from aircraft and. subsequently, from Landsat have been found to be 
useful in reducing seasonal runcff forecast error when incorporated into procedu- 
res to update water supply forecasts as the melt season progreus (Rango. et al. 
1979). This study found that snowcovered area will be most effective in reducing 
forecast error on watersheds with substantial area in a limited elevation range. 
erratic precipitation or snowpack accumulation patterns, and poor coverage by 
precipitation stations or snow wursts. 
Regarding the use of snowmelt runoff models for daily flow simulation 
Viesunan j l W \  stares that the areal extent of the snowpack must be known as 
this relates to the potential snowmelt contribution froni a brtiil and to ititial 
ground conditions which materially affect the disposition of melt water or rainfall. 
Models such as by Manincc (1975) or the Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir 
Rtylat ion (SSARR) m d e l  (U.S. A m y  Corps of Eng inen  1475) recognize this 
and call for direct input of ?nowcovered area. The effects of elevation in relation 
to snowcovered area have keen considered by various investigators. Man i~~ec  
(1970) provides the option of treating mowcover in ,%I rn elevation zones, 
whereas the SSARR model h u  been modified by Speen, Kueh:, and khermer- 
horn (1W9) for snowmelt r~noff  iimulation utilizing up to 20 elevation bands. 'The 
Swedish HBV model also has the capability of handlitig snowcover in 10 different 
elevation zones in a basin, assuming uniform snow ronditions witnin each band 
(BergstrBm 1979). Several hydrolo@c models, although not originally requiring 
mowcover input, have been modified to accep. sak.rite anow extent data for the 
generation of daily discharge values (Leaf 1975; Hannaford 1977). 
Previous applications of the snowmelt-runoff model have occurred on a variety of 
small experl?nental watersheds in Europe. n e y  arc shown in Fig. 1 in ccrnpariwn 
with the watershed uwd in this study, the Dinwoody Creek basin in west central 
Wyoming, U.S.A. Dinwoody Creek b in the Rocky Mountains, whereas Modq 
D(I1 is in the Krkonok Mountains, Lago Mar in the Pyrenees. Lainbachtal in the 
Bavarian Alps, and the Dischma basin in the Swiss Alps. 
Dinwoody Creek is located in nCe portion of the Rocky Mountains reierrcd to 
as the Wind River Mountains where the range of elevation is from about 2,000 m 
to 5,W m. Two major riven rise out of the Wind River Range, namely, the 
Fy. 1. Area and elevation raqe (AH) of buinr in which the mowmelt- 
rmff modcl (Mutiaee 1975) has been applied. 
Fig. 2. Elevation zones and ,,,as of the Dinwoody Creek basin. 
Green and Wind Rivers, and flow divenicns fbr irrigatior. are numerous; only in 
the extreme headwaters or on small tributary streams do relatively unimpaired 
records exist. Dinwoody Creek is a tributary iz :he Wind River and flows from 
southwest to northeast. As shown in Fig. 2 the streamgsge is at 1.981 m, and the 
highest pant  is 4,202 m. 
The Dinwoody Creek basin is typical of many in the western Uni:cd States in 
that although it has a high water yield from melting snow no conbfntional 
hydrometeorological measurements are made inside the basln. Hourly temperidure 
and precipitation are measured by the National Wzather Service in the valley a! 
Lander, Wyoming at an elevation of 1.6% m and 100 km from Dinwoody Creek. 
and these data were used for input to the snowmelt-runoff model. The U.S. Soil 
Conservation Service measures snow depth and density at 3,lrX) m inside the basin 
on the 1st of cach month from February to May. Streamflow is measured year- 
round at the streamgage by the U.S. Geological Survey. The areal extent of 
snowrover used in the study was extracted from all available 0.6-0.7 pm band 
2693 
, 
, i2y Fig. ?. Area-elevat~on curve of !he Dinwoody 
Creek basin w ~ t h  the h!psometric mean 
0 50 IDC 5 200 228 
naEb 7 h  b d  alt~tude of each zone shown. 
Fig. 4. Landsat imaet of rhc I3nrvck.d~ Creek bavn on 11 May 197CI. 
images from tanchat and evaluated separately for the elevation zones shown in 
Fig. 2 .  Fig. 3 shows the area-eltvation curve for D i a w d y  Creek w ~ t h  the 
hypsomttnc mean elevation ~f tach zone indicated. Ftg. 4 is a Landsat image of 
the Dinwoody Cr~ek basin that was used for snow mapping as ricwcd thcou~h a 
mask nf the watershed hundary 
Applicmtlon ol tM klodsl in the Vlnwwdy C m k  -In 
The deterministic approach used in the development of rhc model facilrtatts its 
application in  new conditions. Cor the D i n w d y  Creek basin. it was mtrcly 
found nemsary to incrzasc the number of cleverion hands ro four as show in Fig. 
2 and to rake into account a longer riwc lag in cornpriwn wtth !he Dischmabasin. 
The model quation (Mafiincc 1975) wTas thus rearranged as follows: 
k n + l )  + Q n k n + l  
where 
Q is -he average daily discharge [m3s"] 
c, is t runoff efficient 
a, is the degreeday factor [cm . "C' . d-'1 
T, is the measured number of degreedays 
AT, is the correction by the temperature lapse rare [.C.d] 
S, is the snow coveragc (100% = 1.0) 
P, 1s the precipitation contributing to runoff jcm) 
A is the area [m2] 
k,  is the recession coefficient 
n is an index referring to the sequence of Jays 
A,  B, C, D as subscripts refer to the four elevation zones 
Values determined for certain model parameters are pertinent throughout the 
entire snoumelt season. 'Ihe watershed area of D i n w d y  Creek as obtained fn;m 
topographic maps was 228 km2 with 13 km2 for zone A. 28 km2 for zone B, 95 kmz 
for zone C, and 92 km2 for zone D. The recession coefficient is determined from 
the equation 
- 8 . 0 6 7 7  
k = 0.884Q ( 2 )  
where f) is d~scharge in m%ecec''. 
The equation was derived by plotting Q, against Q,,, for recession flow crses 
for 1913-1976. From the envel~pe of points defined it is possible to determine k 
for any desired Q. By plotting k versus Q on log paper. a straight line cm bt 
defined and its equation determined (Fig. 5). It is evident that k increases with 
decreasing Q. The result for Dinwoody Creek cogfirms the experienc: of k 
generally being greater in larger basins. From analysis of the hydrographs. the 
time lag for Dinwoody Creek a approximately 18 hcurs, i.e., snowmelt runoff 
Fig. 5. Relation between the rectssion coefficient k and the 
discharge Q for Dinwoody Creek. 
from the basin starts rising at about midnight so that temperatures from 0600 to 
0600 hours correspond to discharge from 2400 to 2400 hours. 
Other m d e l  parameters logically change throughout the snowmelt season and 
can be adjusted every 15 days. if necessary. The degree day factor, a was shown by 
Martinec (1960) to be reldted to the relative snow density. 0 ,  by the equation a = 
1.1 o. Thus the general seasonal increase in 0 could be used as an index for the 
increase in a .  The Dinwoody Creek basin a was gradually increased from 0.35 on 1 
April to 0.60 on 30 September in zone D. In view of the length of the snowmelt 
season. seasonal variations of other parameters have to be evaluated. Based on 
sparse information on climate (Barry and Chorley 1970). the temperature lapse 
rate was estimated to be higher in the Wind River Mountains than in the Alps and 
to vary from 0.85.C per 100 m in April to 0.95T per 100 m in July to 0.80°C per 
100 m in September. A lack of direct measurements prohibits the actual 
determination of the lapse rate. Regional differences between the meteorological 
station at Lander airport and the mountainous basin were accounted for by 
subtrocting up to Z'C from the Lander data. The runoff coefficient was also 
assumed to vary during the season; it was estimated in the range from 0.S in 
April to 0.75 in July to 0.90 in September. 
Three variables need to be currently assessed for model calculations of daily 
snowmelt runoff, namely, snowcovered area, temperature (degree days), and 
precipitation. Landsat 0.W.7 pm images are used at a scale of 1:1,000.000 with a 
zoom transfer soope which allows registration and interpretation of the snowcover 
on Dinwoody Creek at 1:250,000 sa l e .  The snowline is traced across the entire 
watershed and then the snowcovered area is planimetered manually in each of the 
four elevation zones. The pGnts for each Landsat pass are used to cor~struct a 
temporal snowcover depletion cunle for each zone. Once the depletion curves for 
the April-September period are drawn, the daily snowcover values are read off 
and substituted into Eq. (1). 
Air temperature expressed in degree days is used in this simple model as an 
index of snowmelt. For the Dinwoody Creek basin the Lander airport temperature 
data were used. The number of degree days for each 24 hour period is determined 
by sbmming the hourly temperatures and dividing by 24 and using (rC as the base 
temperature. Temperatures below the freezing point are regarded as CPC. 
Maximum and minimum temperatures could also be used in this degree day 
determination. The degree d:y figures refer to the 24 hour periods starting at 0600 
hours. These temperature data are extrapolated to the hypsometric mean 
elevaticn of the respective elevation zone by the previously discussed temperature 
lapse rate. The resulting degree days are used for calculating snowmelt. 
Extrapolation errors would be minimized if the temperature was measured in the 
basin and near the menn elevation. 
Daily precipitation amounts at Lander were employed to satisfy the model 
input requirements. Lacking an acceptable method for extrapolating the precipi- 
tation data both horizontally and vertically, the Lander data were used as zonal 
inputs as recorded. Again. measurement of precipitation in the basin would 
greatly aid in the application of the model for snowmelt runoff simulation. For the 
final snowcovered area determinations, the wquence of precipitation events at 
Lander was used for identification of late season transient snowfall temporarily 
causing an increase in snowcovered area but not contributing to the snowmelt 
hydrograph. 
Once all the necessary input data were prepared on a daily basis. Eq. (1) 
wat used to calculate snowmelt depths by zones and to transform these values to 
runoff by the previously mentioned recession techniques. In the Dinwoody Creek 
basin snowmelt starts about 1 April and continues well into September. The 
model was used to simulate daily sireamflow from 1 Apr~l-30 September for 1976 
and 1974. Specific parameter values decided on before running :he model were 
used throughout. An optimization of these values with the aim to improve the 
agreement of the computed and measured runoff did not appear necessary. Model 
runs both with no updates through the entire period and with runoff updates every 
two months were performed. This updating provided certai*! impravements in 
simulations. but because possible application on ungaged watersheds is of 
considerable interest, only simulations with no updating will be d~scussed. 
Simulated flow was compared with discharge measured at the U.S. Geological 
Survej streamgage both on a seasonal and daily basis. Total volume differences 
for the six month period were compared on a percentage basis. To facilitate 
comparison of the daily discharge amounts a nondimensional *goodness of fitn 
function was used as proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe (1970) in the following 
equation: 
whrrc 
R~ is a measure of model efficiency 
q, = obxrvr J discharge 
q: = simulated discharge 
- q = mean of observed discharge 
n = number of discharge values 
The measure of model efficiency that they propose ( R )  is analogous to the 
coefficient of determination and is a direct measure of the proportion of the 
variance of the tecorded flows explained by the model (Kite 1975). 
The changing areal extent of the seasonal snowcover monitored by Landsat is 
important information for the snowmelt-rut~off model. Fig. 6 shows the zonal 
depletion curves of the snow coverage in 1976. In plotting these curves it is 
advisable to bear in mind their characteristic shape (Leaf 19~7) and to disregard 
short term deviations which may be caused by occasional snow stsrms in the 
summer. This new snow is taken into account as precipitation contributing to 
runoff on the first melting day aftcr the snowstorm. 
With parameters and variables determined on each day as desribed in the 
previous section, a day-to-day simulation of the runoff was carried out. A 
temporal comparison with the discharge measured by the U.S. Geological Survey 
at the outlet of the basin is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 6 Since the simulation was 
Ftg. 6. Depletion curves of snow coverage In the Dinwoody Creek basin 
In elevat~on zones A. B. C. and D for May - August 1976. 
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Fig. 7 .  Simulated and actual streamflow for Dinwoody Creek for Apnl - September 1976. 
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FIB. 8.  Simulated and actual streamflow for D~nwoody Creek for April - September 1974. 
continued for 6 months without any updating by the actual discharge, these 
examples indicate possibilities of the runoff simulation in ungaged basins by using 
Landsat data and temperature measurements. 
Comparison on a seasonal basis for 1976 indicates a 5% differewe between the 
6 month volumes for the computed and measured sows. For 1974 this volumetric 
difference is only about 1%. Such differences are qulte reasonable when 
compared to conventional simulation procedures. The daily differences in 
simulated and actual discharge were evaluated using R Eq. (3). Fnr 1976 R~ was 
0.86 and for 1974 it was 0.83. This indicates that about 85% of the variation in the 
actual duly runoff values is exp!ained by this modeling approach. 
The agreement between the simulated and measured runoff could be improved 
if temperature and precipitation were measured inside the basin. Although there 
is a procedure for extrapolating the Lander temperature data to the Dinwoody 
Caeek basin it does not take into account the inherent climatic differences 
between the volley and mountain locations. The uncertainties of temperature 
extrapolations can be reduced by installing inexpensive automatic meteorological 
stations (Strangeways and McCulloch 1965) in the areas of interest. The 
precipitation values assumed for Dinwoody are probably in even greater error 
because of the same climatic differences. As an example, Johanson (1971) showed 
that as the precipitation gage density increased from a single gage for a 2,500 mi2 
(6,475 km2) watershed to one per 250 mi2 (648 km2) the calibration error between 
simulated and recorded flows improved from 19% to almost zero. 
An important application of mnoff rr~odels is, of course, for use in discharge 
forecasting. Fig. 9 shows different runoff patterns in the two years which have 
been simulated with a reasonable accuracy. By replacing a simulation based on 
data from a past season with an operational forecast, the operation of a reservoir 
for water power generation or for water supply could be improved. 
To enhance this prospect, the processing of the Landsat data should be 
accelerated in order to update the depletion curves of the snow coverage within 
several days after each satellite overflight. The behavior of the depletion curves in 
relation to the initial snow accumulation and to subsequent temperatures should 
be studied enabling extrapolations to be made. The range of short-term discharge 
forecasts depends on possibilities of temperature forecasts. Statistical temperature 
RB. 9. Cumu:rtive mwes of computed and measured runoff volumes 
Car June 1976 and 1974 for D i n w d y  Creek. 
data can also be used to predict the runoff to be expected with a given probability. 
In these cases the model does not require information on the water equivalent of 
the snowcover at the start of t1.e melting season. This value is naturally important 
for seasonal forecasts of ~ n o f f  volume, but it can hardly be measured on an areal 
basis in a large mountain basin. It remains to be seen whether water equivalent 
can be measured in the future by remote sensing or at least approximately 
estimated by frequent snowcover monitoring. 
Conclusions 
The snowmelt runoff model developed by Martinec (1975) was designed to 
operate under conditions where snowmelt is the major contributor to runoff and 
in mountain basins with a great elevation range. Originally the model was 
developed in small basins. but it appears to be applicable in watersheds of several 
hundred km2, based on results from the Dinwoody Creek basin in Wyoming. The 
limiting upper size apparently has not yet been reached. Improved simulation 
accuracy would most likely result from the location of a hydrometeorological 
station in the basin at or near the hypsometric mean elevation. In fact, it seems 
that the quality of the hydrnmeteorological data has had a more significant effect 
on simulation accuracy than the increase in basin size from 43 km2 to 228 km'. 
Conversely, snowmelt runoff computations in the Dinwoody Creek basin were 
facilitated by the relatively low summer precipitation in the area. 
Landsat provides the means for obtaining the critical snowcover input 
parameter required by the snowmelt model on the Dinwoody Creek basin. The 
satellite platform is the most efficient way to obtain snow extent on a basin of this 
size. It must be considered, however, that certain locations such as the Swiss Alps 
or the northwestern United States have a high frequency of cloudiness which 
severely hampers the effectiveness of Landsat. In such conditions geosynchronous 
satellites or the use of cloud-penetrating sellsors operating in the microwave 
region must be considered. 
The determination of modcl parameters and variables on a rational basis such 
as in this model wlth little or no optimization facilitates its application in new 
basins. Although only stseamflow simulation was attempted in this study, the use 
of this model for d~scharge forecasts has great potential. A means of extrapolating 
the snowcover depletion curves based on more commonly observed parameters, 
such as temperature and snow water equivalent, would be required. Coupling this 
with either forecasts of temperature or statistical temperature data would permit 
use of the model as a water management tool. The fact that the model can provide 
reasonable flow simulations for a 6 month period without any updating by actual 
discharge measurements further indicates the possible application to ungaged 
watersheds. 
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Remote Sensing of Surface Soil Moiz,turei 
Thc unique thennd m d  dielectric propertia of water afford two pouibiiitia far remotely d n g  the 
mdrturc content in the surfue layer of the soil. OkMti0fLS of the diurnal mp of surfue tempenture. 
the miuuwave brightnus tempemtun (emissivity) md mdrr hckscatter of the roil have shown correlations 
of up to 0.9 with the moisture in the surfue layer (-5 crn thick). The microwave techniques r p p u  to 
nuinwin their sensitivity to moisture vrrirtioru in the praence of a crop cmopy. O t n e ~ t i o r u  of micro- 
RYC brightnus ternpemture from satellite platforms have quditrtia.ely confinned this sensitivity for r 
mdc range of conditions. 
1. Introduction 
The unique thermal and dielectric properties of 
water afford two poss;biiitics for remotely sensing the 
moisture content in the surface layer of the soil. The 
luge heat capacity and thermal conductivity of water 
enable moist soils to have a large thermal inertia. This 
t~.ermal inertia can be remotely sensed by obsening 
the diurnal range of surface temperature. 
The dielectric constant for water is an order of 
mapitude larger than that of dry s o h  at microwave 
wavelengths (30 cm> A > 1 crn). As a result the surface 
emtsivity ~ 7 d  reflectivity for the soils at  these wave 
lengths are strong functions of its moisture content. 
n.e changes in emhsivity can be observed by p-ssive 
m i u o r ~ ~ v e  t chniques (radiometry) and the changes 
in reflectivity can be observed by active microwave 
technique (radar). 
Both of t h e  approaches, thermal and microwave, 
have been demonstrated in extensive field and aircraft 
measurements. Correlatioru ~f aboilt (2.9 have b u n  
obtained between soil moisture in t t e  surface layer 
( -5 cm thidr) and microwave brightneu temperatures 
or &ma1 range of surface temperature. The microwave 
techniques maintain their sensitivity to soil moisture 
vuiation in the presence of a crop canopy. Qualitative 
observations of the passive microwave sensitivity have 
been made from satellite platforms at wavelengths of 
21 and 1.35 cm. Thus, it appears to be possible to 
monitor the moisture status of the suriace soil using 
these techniques. 
Since NASA is planning or proposicg spacec:dt 
tau of these approaches this paper will provide an 
opportunity to present the results on which these 
Pre~nntd rt the Second Conference on Hydrometmmlo(n. 
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proposals are based and to discuss the relative advm- 
t a g e  of each method. 
2. Thermal methods 
The amplitude of the diurnal range of surface 
temperature for the soil is a function of both internal 
and-external factors. The internal facton are thermal 
conductivity (K) and heat capacity (C), where 
P= ( K C ) i  defines what is known as "thermal inertia." 
The ertemal factors are primarily meteorological~lar  
radiation, air temperature, relative humidity, cloud- 
iness, wind, etc. The combined effect of t h a c  external 
facton is that of the driving function for the diurnal 
variation of surface temperature. Thermal inertia, 
then, is an indication of the soil's resistance to this 
driving force. Since both the heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity of a soil increax with an increase of soil 
moisture, the resulting diurnal range of surface tempera- 
ture will decrew. 
The basic phenomena are iUustratd in Fig. 1, which 
prrents surface temperature as measured with a 
thermocouple for a 6eld Venus time, before and after 
imgation. These data were ~btained at  the u. S. Water 
Conservarion Laboratory in Phoeni. (Ib el d., 
1973). 
The solid line in Fig. 1 is the plot of surface tempen- 
ture before imgation, and the sled circles redect the 
data on the day following imgation. T h u e  u a dramatic 
didtrence in the maximuin temperature achieved on 
thee two days. On succeeding days the maximum 
temperature increases as the 6eld dries out. 
The summary of r a u l u  from many such erperimenu 
is shorn in Fig. 2  hue the amplitude of the diurnal 
range is plotted a a function of the soil moisture as 
me3sured at rhe surface and at +1 cm. C-2 cm and 
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W cm layen. There is a good correlation with the 
roil mouture in the 0-2 cm m d  0-4 cm layen of the 
roil, and thir response is related to the thermal inertia 
of the soil. Initially, when the surface is moist, the 
t tmpcntura are w r  or less controlled by evaporation. 
Once the surface layer dr ia  below a certain level, the 
temperature will be detrrmins by the thermal inertia 
of the soil. Thew rnu lu  indicate that for this particular 
soil, the d i d  range of suface temperature k a good 
musure of its moisture content. 
When these mcaruremenu are repcued for different 
roilr, then u e  difftrenccr which depend on the soil 
type. However, there u e  ceruin chrncteristia that 
u e  independen: of the soil. type, m d  t h u t  relate to 
the evrporation 2f the water from the roil. Soil physicists 
have characterued the drying of a soil in three stages: 
e The wet s tye ,  where the wapontion is solely 
deterrnind by the meteomlogicd condition. 
An intermediate or drying stage where it starts 
out bting in the wet s t y e  euly in the day, but 
beuw there is not r s a c i e n t  amount of water 
in the roil to meet the mporrtive demand, the 
evrpontion rnte fails off. 
The dry suge, where ewpotition is solely d e w -  
mined by the rnolecu!~ t d e r  propcrtia of 
water within the bil. 
Thut ia a striking change in both the albedo md the 
ewqorrtion rate u the ,wil dries during the truuition 
b m  the wet suge to dry~ng stage. 
Temperature meuuruncnu were repntcd for dif- 
ferent soil types. The wik ranged from w d y  or Light 
soih to htrvy d r y  soils. i t  u clur  thrt for a given 
d i w l  tempenture difierence, there can be a wide 
range of moisture content for thae wila (I& rt d., 
197s). 
Howwer, the AT values observed o, the soils dried 
through the truuition, between the stage, mentioned 
above were appmldmately the same for all of the roil 
t y p a  studied. Thus it hu been concluded ( I b  et d., 
1975) that while the relation between 0: and moisture 
content depends on soil type, the relation between AT 
and preuure potential (the te Asion with which rater 
is held by roil particles) is independent of soil type. 
This is the basis for expressing nioirture valua as a 
percent of field capacity (FC), where field capscity is 
taken to be the moisture content at the -4 b u  pnwure 
potential. 
I t  should be emphasized thrt these e.xptrimenu 
were rll made in a field, using thermocouples, rad 
were not remotely ~naed.  In March 1975, an e.xptri- 
ment wu performed in which remotely s e n 4  thermal 
infrared temperrturn from m aircroft platform were 
compared with the in ~ i t u  ther .acouple measuremenu 
over a .May period. There w u  good agreement between 
the thermocouple meuuremenu and the remotely 
=Ned radiation meuuremenu made from the aircraft 
(Reginato rt d., 19i6; Schmugge et d., 19751, indicating 
that the conclusiotu b d  an the thermocouple mea- 
surements would also be valid fcr radiation temperature 
observation. 
In Fig. 3 tbe r a u l ~  from both the field experiments 
(from Fi. 2) and the aircrlft experiments are presented. 
The field results u e  cxpra3cd as a percent of field 
capacity so they can be compued with the aircraft 
resuits obtained over a wide rmge c. soil textures. The 
good agreement between the field and aircraft rnulu 
indicate that the rnulu based on the tield measure- 
menu can be ~ w p o l a t t d  to the remote sensing 
technique a h .  
This technique is not applicsb!e to tielb with a 
vegetative cmopy. However, the difference between 
M o p y  temperature m d  ambient air temperature h u  
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bcea ahom to be m indicator of crop wata use (Jack- 
son d d., 1977), thua u t e n i i i  the usefulnesn of the 
tbarrnrl IR approach. 
Thiu approach rill be studid further by rdditionrl 
high Jtitude a i r d t  diqhu .ad by the Hmt C@ty 
Wppmg Worne te r  launched on the bnt Appltrtionr 
E@orer Satellite in April 1978. Thir Knror hu two 
rhurnrl. (10-12 Ma 8ad 0.s-1.1 m), the h t t u  for 
mcu- surface albedo. The spatial raolution w i l l  
k 0.6 lun. The satrllite w i l l  be in r 600 tm sun-syn- 
chronoua orbit with a 1400 LST q u t o r  crossing 
to okcrve the maximum surface temperature. T h e  
nunhum will be oburved either 12 h before or after 
to provide the diurnal q e .  Thia coverage will be 
rcptrted every eight drys. 
a. Soil dkkfric popatiu 
. 4 ~  noted in the ~nubduc t i~n  the didtctric propwtir 
of r soil are strongly dependent on its moisture content 
beuw of the l y e  dielectric conrunt for water, 
approximately 80 u compand with 3 or 4 for dry wib. 
Thh dependence is shomn in Fit. 4 which presents the 
GAILY MAXIMUM - Y INIMUM 
SURFACE SOIL TEMPERATURE (*C) 
FR;. 3. Plbt of AT venw soil moisture in the 0-2 cm laye:. 
The rymbob represent the diaemnt rypa of temperature memire- 
meat: (el, ( 0 ) .  d a c e  thermocouple; (O), &ad-held d i m -  
em; (A), aircraft 'bu over ta t  plot; (X), aimaft dam orer 
the ~ n e d  @cuItuultunl fields. [(mi, ( a ) .  (0). (A) from 
Rqiruto.J d (1976); (X: fmm Schmuggc cr d., (1978) ] 
results of laboratory measurements at ~i-avelengtb of 
21 and 1.55 an. The wavelength dependence is due 
to the difference in the dielectric propertia of water 
a t  the two wavelength. 
At low levels there is a ~ low increase with soil moisture 
but above a certain point there is a sharp increase in 
the dope of the c w e  which is due to the behavior or 
the water in the soil. When ater is h t  added to a 
soIl it is tlghtlv b u n d  to the joil particle and in this 
strte the wate~ molecuia are ~t iret to become aligned 
and the dielectric pr~pertits of this water are similar 
to those of ice. As the layer of wber  around the wil 
partide becomes larger, the binding to the particle 
decreases and the water m o l d a  behave as they do 
in the liquid, hate the greater slope a t  the higher soii 
moist. e values. The transition depends on the soil 
texture, i.e., partide sue  distribution k ing  lowe: for 
a sand and large for a clay. This effect has been demon- 
strated in laboratory meaturements of the dielectric 
constant $undien, 1931; Newton, 1976). 
Recall tha: the dielectric constant, of the medium 
describe propagation characteristics for an electro- 
magnetic wave in the medium. Therefore, thzy deter- 
mine the emissive and reflective properties for a 
smooth surface. 
A microwave radiometer measures the t h c t ~ ~ d  
e n h i o n  from the surface and at these wavelengths the 
intensity of the observed emission ib asenti ally propor- 
tional to the product of the temperature and emissivity 
of the surface (Rayleigh- Jeans approximation). This 
prod~ict is commonly reterred to u brightness tempera- 
ture. All our results ~4.i be e-qressed as brightness 
temperatures (TI). The value of Te observed by a 
radiometer a t  a height h above the ground is 
T~=+(rT.lv- (l-r)T.utr)+Tatm, (1) 
where r is the surface reflectivity and T h e  atmospheric 
transmission. The first term is the reflected sky bright- 
ness temperature which depends on wavelength and 
atinospheric conditions ; the second term is the rmbsion 
from thc surface (I-r-c, where c is tbe e.missivIiy); 
and the third term is the contributicn from the atmo- 
sphere between the surface and the receiver. At the 
longer wavelengths, i.e., these best suited for soil 
moisture sensing, the atmospheric e5ect.s are minimal 
and mill be neglected in this discussion. 
The range of dielectric constant presented in Fig. 4 
produces a change in emissivity from greater than 0.9 
for a dry soil to less than 0.6 for a wet soil, assliming an 
isotropic soil w i t ! !  a smooth surface. This change in 
emiss&ity for asoil has been observed by truck-mounted 
radiometers' in field experiments (Poe et al., 1971; 
Sewton, 1976), and by . radiometers in aircraft 
(Schmuge el d., 1954) and satellites (Eagleman and 
Li, :976). In no case were emkivi t ia  as low as 0.6 
observed for real surfaces. I t  is believed that this is 
primarily due to thr effects of surface roughness which 
generally has the etlect of increasing the surface 
emissivitv. 
.4s ccad be seen in Fig. 4 there is a greater range of 
didectric constant for so% at  the 21 cm wavelengths. 
This fact combined with a larger soil moistur; sampling 
FIG. 4. Depcadence oi the ~ 1 1 ' 3  dielctric constant 
on iu moisture content. 
FIG. 5. Resulb from field rncuurcmcnu performed at T e s u  .+&\I University (a) T, -nus angle for di5ertnt moisture i w b .  
(b) T. w n u s  angle for didercnt surface roughness at about the same rnoisturr level, (c) 7, versus mrl moisture in different layers for 
the medium rough 6cld (Sewton. 19fb). 
depth and better ability to penetrate a vegetative 
canopy make the longer \vaveleny;h sensors better 
suited for soil moisture sensing. 
In Fig. 5, the tirld mesurernents of Setvton (1970) 
are plotted versus angle oi obsewotion ior various 
moisture contents and for three levels of surface 
rcrighness. The horizontd polarization is that ior which 
the electiic tield of the nave IS pardlel to the surf~ce  
and the vertical poLuii;lt~on is perpendicular to it. 
T h a e  rcsuls indicxe the ctfcct o r  moisture content 
on the obsemed values of T B  and the cdect of surface 
roughness which is to incrrase ~ \ e  cqective ernissivity 
at all angles m d  to dccrellse the difiercnce in TB for 
the two polarizations at the iargcr mgles. 
m -  - - . .. - --- 
mum I r n  
a.>,,:: 2 
--a,. . . UllRaOI Rlocr 
V v . 1 -  a * .  -, 
> , .a- I =- 
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Fcr the smooti [ield there is a 100 I; change in TB 
in going from wet to d v  soib and it is clear that this 
range is reduced by surface roughness. The edect of 
the roughness is to decrease the redectivity of the 
surface and thus tc increase its rmissivity. For a dry 
tield the reflectivity is alread:; small ;<@.I! so that the 
resulting increase in emissivit i4 small. .4s seen in 
Fig. 5b surface roughness has a signiricant edect for 
wtt fields whtre the redcctivity is larger (-0.4). 
Thus the range of TB for the rough held is reduced to 
about 60 K. The sniooth and rough tields represent the 
eTtremcs of surface conditions that are likelv to be 
encountered, e.g., the rough suriace nu an a held with 
p heavy clay soil (day fraction>bV.;l'i that had been 
Frc. 6 .41rcrsft ~ b K n l t l o n s  of T r  over ~qncultuml ncids around Pboen~x ,a! bare held m u l ~  from 1 75 diqht 
. b)  !arc neld mults  irom 1075 hght l :  ~ c i  vegetated ntld ruults from both yean. 
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F~G. 7. Skylab olxervatiou of fa at 21 cm compared with 
antecedent precipitation over Tcxu and Oklahomr ( M c F A n d .  
1976). 
deep plowed which produced large clods. Therefore 
the medium rough field, with a T B  range of 80 K, is 
probably more representative c.f the average surface 
roughness condition that w i l l  be encountered. Another 
important o b ~ ~ a t i o n  from Fig. 5 t fx t  the average 
af the vertical and horizontal TB's is essentially 
independent of angle out to 40'. This indicates that the 
scnsitlity of this quantity, f(Tav+Tarrj, to soi! 
moisture will be independent of angle. This factor will 
be useful if the radiometer is to be scanned to provide 
an image. 
When the brightness temperaturn for the medium 
rough field are plotted versus soil moisture in die 
0-2 cm layer there is an zpproximate linear decrease 
of Ts (Fig. k). .h the thickness of the layer increases 
both the dope and intercept of the linear regression 
result also increase. This is because the moisture for the 
high T s  cases increases, while it remains essentially 
the same for the Low TB or wet cases. This type of 
behavior was a h  Ken in the results obtained from 
aircraft platforms and has led us to condude that the 
soil moisture sampling depth is in the 2-3 cm range 
for the 21 cm wavelength. This is in agreement 'with 
h e  predictions of theoretical results for radiative 
transfer in soils ( W i e i t ,  1978; Burke zt al., 1978). 
Tke raults  from aircraft eqxriments are summarized 
in Fig. 6 where the results from dights in Februar). 
1973 (Schmuggc el. d., 1976) and Much 1973 
(Schmugge, 1976) cver Phcenix, Arizona, are presented. 
The T s  values are plutted versus soil moisture e.xpressed 
as a percent of 6eld rapacity as was done for the 
thermal inertia case (Fig. 3) to normalize the effect 
of soil texture differences. 'The agreement oi the slopes 
for the ihree regressions indicates that the results are 
rqxatable. The diiferences in h e  intercepts are due 
to the diBerences in soil temperatur:. This is particularly 
evident in the dllferrnce hehveen the 1975 morning and 
afternoon results. Also, note that the q e  of T o  
(80 K) is in good agreement with the medium rough 
field of Fig. 5. 
The effect of a vegetative canopy will be that of an 
absorbing layer that depends on the amount of the 
vegetatiot and the wavelength of observations. In 
Fg. 6c the raults  for vegetated fields from the two 
yean are presented. The vegetation was either alfalfa 
or wheat with the wheat being 20-3C cm high in 
1973 m d  50-60 cm high for the 1955 data. The slope 
of the w e  is in good agreement %ith those for the 
bare 6elds. The intercept is lower due to the cooler 
soil temperatures. Thus the sensitivity to sail moisture 
is maintained through the moderate vegetative canopies 
considered here. This result is supported by the field 
measurements of Newton (1976) n-ha found the sensi- 
tivity maintained through 125 cm of closely planted 
sarghum. 
As has been reported by SIcFarland (1976) and by 
Eagleman and Lin (1976), the sensitivity of the 21 cm 
d i o m e t e r  to soil moisture has already been demon- 
strated from space during the Skylab mission. 
McFarland sho\ved a definite relationship between the 
Skylab 21 cm brightness temperatures and :he Ante- 
cedent Precipitation Index (API). Fig. 5 presents these 
results for a pass starting over the Texss and qklahoma 
panhendies and proceeding to the southeast toward 
the Gulf of Mexico. Each point plotted is the observed 
brightness temperature and the .lP! calculated frorr. 
d l  the rain gages within the 110 km footprint. S~nce 
there is considerable overlap for the radiometer foot- 
prints presented here, this plot should be considered as 
a comparison of the running average of T B  with API. 
.b such it shows the sensitivity of spaceborne radiom- 
FIG. 8. Skylab obsema~ion oi Ts at 21 cm compared nith 3011 
moisture a t i m r t a  i n m  dve pum over the wu:hcrn Great 
Plunr (Eagleman and Lin. 1976) 
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e t u  to the soil moisture variations caused by the 
ninfd. 
Eagleman and Lin (1F76) carried the analysis of 
the Skyiab data a step further, and compared the 
* brightness temperature with estimate of the soil 
moisture over the radiometer footprint. The soil 
moisture estimates were based on a combination of 
u t d  ground meaurements and calculations of the 
soil moisture using a climatic water balance model. 
A summary of their results is presented i.1 Fig. 8 for 
12 footprints obtained du-ing five different Skylab 
poua over the s t a t e  of Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas. 
The correlation ca f iuen t  for these I? data points is 
0.96, which L very good considering the difficulty of 
obtaining soil moisture information over a fcmtprint 
of such a size and considering the fact that the bright- 
ntu temperature au averaged over the wide range of 
cultural conditions that occurred over the area. 
Thcse results from space supported by the more 
detailed aircraft and p u n d  measurements presented 
eulia give strong support to the possibility of using 
rnicroyave radiometers for soit moisture sensing. There- 
fore, to punue &is technique further, N.4S.4 is giving 
strong consideration to flying a 21 cm radiometer on a 
future &ion to mcnitor soil moisture variations 
globally. h candidate system would have a 10 mX 10 m 
antenna which provides 2040 km spatid reslution 
from a 809 km orbit. The proposed launch date for this 
mission IS the mid 1980's. 
the link between the-target properties and the scatter- 
olneter responses. For a given set of sensor par8meten 
(wavelength, polarization and incidence angle relative 
to nadir), o0 of bare soil is a function of the soil surface 
roughness and dielectric properties which depends on 
the moisture content. The variations of oO with soil 
moisture, surface nughnru,  incidence angle and 
observation frequency have been studied extensively 
in ground-based experiments conducted ' y xientisu 
at  the Univenity of Kansas (Batlivala and Ulaby, 
1977) using a truck mounted 1-18 GHz active micro- 
wave svstem. 
4~ ~~ 
To understand the effects of look angle and surface 
roughness consider the plots of a0 versus angle presented 
in Fig. 9 for i v e  fields with essentially the same moisture 
content but with considerably diiferent surface rough- 
ness. At the longest \vavelength (1.1 CHz, Fig. 9a), 
o" for tire smoother fields is very sensitive to incidence 
angle near nadir, while for the rough tield a" is almost 
independent of angle. At sn angle of about j0 the 
effects of roughness Are minimized. .-\s the wavelength 
decreases ( F i e .  Pb and 9c) all the fields apptar rougher, 
especially the smooth field, and as a result the intenec- 
tion p i n t  of the five curves mova out to larger angles. 
At 4.25 GHz the intenect~on occurs at  10"' and it was 
this combination of angle and frequency that yielded 
the best bensitivity to soil mcisture independent of 
roughness. 
T h e e  eqcnments were performed in both la74 and 
10i5, the &t on a field with high clay content (62y0), 
c. Active rnicrmum r e s p m u  to sml moisture the second with a lower clay content. Although both 
The backscattering from an extended target, such e - ~ r i m e n u  p m n d d  the s~ecificclt iokoi the 
u a soil medium, characterized in terms of the radar parameters for soil moisture sensing, i.e., fre- 
target's scattering coefficient o". Thus, o0 represents quency around 4.75 GHz and a i - t  iO nadir angle, 
FIG. 9. .bplu rnponu of scattering codiicient lor the five fields In high levcis o i  moisture content (a' t-l ;nd (1.1 GHrl . (b) C-baad 
14.25 G H z ) .  \cl X-bud 17 23 &Hz). 197s wil mouturc e.tpenment (Badivala and Lbbv, 1977). 
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Fm 10. Backsuttering coefficient plotted u a function of soil mouturc given (a) in percent of field capacity 
of the top 1 cm rnd (b) *xdurnetricaily in the top 1 cm. I974 m d  19i3 b u e  soil experiment dam arc combined 
(Eatlivah and Ulaby, 1973. 
the observed sensitivity of a' to soil moisture was 
different for the two e.speriments (Fig. lob). \\;hen 
the mil moisture content is espressed as a percent of 
field capacity to account for textural diberenca, the 
semiti.ritia became almost identical (Fig. 10a) w i ~ !  
a carrelation of 0.84. This dependence on the percent 
of field capacity is similar to that. observed with the 
thermal inertia and pauive microwave technique. 
There have been some recent e.spcriments studying 
the active microwave approach from aircraft and the 
results should be available in the near future. In 1958 
the,, will be additional esperiments performed with a 
xatterometer operating near the optimum frequency 
and should demonstrate the capabilities of this 
approach. 
3. Discussion 
At the present time none of the three methods 
presented here has the clear advantage for being the 
preferred method of remote sensing of mil moisture. 
The thermal IR approacn ha, the advantage of provid- 
ing w f u l  thermal data that may be an indicator of 
crop status and is capable of providing soil moistue 
data at  high spatill r&lutions. ~awever,  the usefulness 
of this approau lost in the presence of cloud cover. 
spacecraft instruments, but the spatial resolution is 
limited by the size of the antenna which can bc flocvn. 
For example, at  a wavelength of 21 cm, a 10 mXlO m 
antenna is required to yield 20 krn rwlution from a 
satellite altitude of 900 km. I t  is possible to make use 
of t k  e coherent nature of the signal in active microwave 
systems (Synthetic .\perture Radar, S.\R) to obtain 
better spatial resolutions (Moore. 19ij!. However, 
the caoabilities of such systems for sol1 moisture 
sensing remain to be demonstrated from either aircraft 
or spacecraft platiorms. Also, the jtrcng etfects of 
incidence vrgle and surface roughness makes the 
unambiguous determination of soil moisture ditficul: 
with this t!p of sensor. 
Wlile it is clear that no one system will satisfy ail 
requirements that may be desirable for a soil moisture 
sensing ,\?item (i.e., frequent, high-resolution coverage 
on a global basis), a microwave radiometer with the 
characteristia mentioned above would provide wide 
area coverage with 1Ck-20 km resolution every two or 
three days. This system could be supplemented with 
either the thennal IR or radar high-resolution data or, 
a sampling basis. 
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SOIL MOISTURE SENSING WITH AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS 
OF THE DIURNAL RANGE OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE' 
ABSTRACT: Aucrrft obxnations of the surface temperature were made by measurements of 
the thermal emhion in the 8-14 p band over agricultursl tields around Phoenh. Aruona. The 
diurnal nnle of thew surf~cc temperature measurements \ven well corre1~ted with the ground 
measurement of soil molsture in the 0-2 cm byer. The surface temperature oburvat~ons for 
vegetated fnlds ueere found to be w~thin 1 or ZUC o i  the ambtent air nmperature indicar~ng no 
moisture stress. Thew results Indicate that for clear atmospheric conditions remotely scnwd 
surface temperatures can be J reluble indicator of soil moisture condlt~ons ~ n d  crop starus. 
(KEY TERMS. remote unrlnp: w ~ l  moature: crop st~tus: thermal lnerth.) 
In a recent paper Regtnato. er 01.. (1976) discussed the poss~bllity of uslnp remotely 
sensed surface temperature data for estimating soil moisrure. Their observations were for 
their laboratory field at  the Water Conservation Laboratory in Phoen~x.  Data acquired 
by aircraft radiometers operating In the 8-1 J Ctm band for agricultunl fields around 
Phoenix support their conclus~ons and extend them t o  a wider rarlge of  condit~ons.  
Temperature observat~ons for fields with a vegetative canopv are also ~:esented.  These 
temperatures were generally within I or 1 K of  the alr temperatures reported for the area 
w h ~ c h  is to  be expected for non-molsture stressed plsnts ( Idso and Ehrler. 1076). 
BACKGROUND 
The ~mpl i tude  o f  the diurnal range o f  surface temperature for the sod 1s 3 i u n c t ~ o n  of 
both internal and external factors. The Internal factors are thermal c o n d u c t ~ v ~ t y  ( K ) .  
density (p) and hear capacity (C), the combinat~on P * ( K ~ c ) ~  defines what 1s known as 
"thermal inertia." The external factors are primarily meteorolog~cal: solar iadiar~or,, 
air tempentur:. relative humidity, cloudiness. wind. e tc .  The combined effect of tlicsc 
external factors is [hat  of the driving func t~on  for the diurnal varlatlon of surface tempera- 
ture. Thermal mertla then IS  an Indication of  the soil's resistance ro 1111s drlv~rig i o r ~ e .  
'P~per No. 77083 o i  the h'arcr Rcsottn.rs Bitllcrrrr D~.*curvon, Jru open unrll Ocrolwr I .  19'3. 
' ~cspcr tnc l~ .  Atmospheric ~ n d  Ii,dro*phr.r~c. 4ppI1cat1011\ D~vluon. YAsA,Godd~rd S Q J ~ L .  I.lqlit 
enter, Greenbelt. Wary1;lnd 20711. Rcmote Sensins Centcr. T e \ ~ r  A S \ I  Cn~vers~ty. College Sutlon. 
Trxas 77843; HASAICoddard Spare Flivht Center. Grccnbclr. t l~ryland 2l17:l. ~ n d  Locklircd Flcc- 
tronicr Company. Inc.. I4oust~n. Texaz 77058 
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Since both the heat capacity and thermal conductivity o fa  soil increase with an increase 
of  soil moisture: the resulting diurnal range of surface temperature will decrease. Typical 
values of P in units of cal/cm2 S C C ~ O C  will range from 0.02 for dry soils to about 0.1 for 
wet soils. 
The basic phenomena are  l lust rated in Figure I .  which presents surface temperatures 
as measured with a thermocouple for a field versus time, before and after irrigation. 
Th.-se data were obtained by Dr. Ray Jackson and his colleagues at the U.S. Water Con- 
servation Laboratory in Phoenix and have recently been published (Idso, et al.. 1975). 
in, 
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Figure I .  Diurnal Surface Tempentun Variation as Measured by a 7hermocouple. 
(Data from U.S. Water C o n r n a u o n  Laboratory in Phoenix, Arizona) 
The solid l~ne in Figure I is the plot of surface temperature before imgation. and the 
so!id circles reflect the data on the day following irrigarlon. T'here is a dramatic dif- 
ference in the maximum temperature achieved on these two days. Oil succeeding days 
the maximum t e n p e n t u n  increases as the field dries out. 
The summary of results from many zuch experiments is shown in Figure 2 where the 
amplitude of the diurnal range IS plotted as a function of the soil moisture measured at 
the surface and in 0-1. 0-1. and 04 cm layen of the soil. and this response is related 
to the thermal ~nertia of the soil. Initially, when the surface is moist, the tempera- 
tures are more or less controlled by evaporation. Once the surface layer dries below a 
certain level. the temperature will be de termlned by the thermal inertia of the soil. These 
results indicate that for this partlcular soil, the diurnal range of surface temperature is a 
good measure o f  its moisture element. 
Soil Moisture Sensin8 with Aircraft 0brcrv;rtionr of the Diurnal Ranp 
urn,  0 0 0  1971 
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VOLUMETRIC SOIL WATER CONTENT (ems 
Fipre 2 .  Summary of Results for rhc Dturnill Trmpcr~rurc V ~ r n l n ~ n  
VCI~UII  Soil Mobtun (from Idw. cr o f .  197s). 
Scllrnngpe. Bbncliard. Andcrwn. ~ n d  Won# 
When these measuremetits are repeated for different .soils ranging in tcxture frotn 
undy loam to ~ 1 ' 3 ~  there are differences which depend on tile soil type. o sllown in 
Figure 3. However. when Idso. er a/.. ( 1975) colnpured AT with the soil watcr pressure 
potential (Figure 4) the results were largely it~dependet~t of soil type. Tlris indicates tllat 
i t  may be possible to remotely sense the statc of the water indepel~dent ot'wil typc. 
AVONOALE LOAM - 
G R I N  SAWOY LOAM 
o CASHION SILTY C L A Y  - 
A NAVAJO CLAY 
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- 
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IL 
I 
4 
r i ~ u r e  3 The Amnlltudc of rhe Diurnal Sur l~cc Soil Tcmper~lure D~ftcrcnce 
Vcrsur the Yean Dayllght Volumetric Sad W ~ t c r  Conrent o i  the 0-2 cm Depth 
Increment for Four Different b l l s  (Idqo. er al.. 19 IS). 
Two recent papers (Idso and El~rler. 1976. and Jackson. er al.. 1977) have reported 
that observjttons of the canopy temperature of u crop were tndicat~ve of the moisture 
status of :he crop ldso and Ehrler found thi~t a posltlve value for TC - TA. where TC IS 
the canopy temperature and TA 1s tlie alr temperature. 1s an ~ndicutor of  moisture stress 
in the plant. 111 the second paper (Jackson. er al.,  1977) th~s concept was exrended to rhe 
ntlmatron of water use by wheat. They found that the summutton u i f c  - TA over time 
yielded a factor termed the stress !epee day which was well sonel;rted w ~ t h  measured 
water use I R  SIX exper~mental p l ~ : s .  
Soil Moisture S ~ n a i n ~  with Aircraft Ob~rvations of the Diurnal Range 
"I--- .- - I I I -r--l 
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Figure 4. The Ampl~tude of the Dlurnal Suriace So11 Temperatuie Difference 
'r'crwr the Mern Daylight So11 Water Pressure Potcnrlrl of the 0-2 cm 
Depth Increment for Four D~iferent S o ~ l s  (Idso. er 01.. 1975). 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The aircraft measurements were made by a Barnes PRT-5 radiometer installed on the 
NASA P-3A aircraft. The flights were In Apt11 1974 and March 1975. The radiometer 
operating in 8-14 pm band had a !O field of view and a precis~on of I°C. The surface 
measurements of the so11 moisture were made at four polnts in a 400 u 400 rn (40 acre) 
field. At each point soil samples were taken for the following depths: 0.1. 1-2. 1-5. 5-9. 
and 9-15 cm. For furrowed fields the five samples were taken irom both the top and 
bottom of furrows. '13e values of so11 moisture presented here are the averages of the 
four points. The details of the surface measurements are described elsewhere (Blanchard. 
1975). To correla;e the surface measurements with :he alrcraft observations air photos 
were used to locate the aircraft as a function of time. 
Surface temperature observations were made durlng predawn and early afternoon 
Bights on March 18 and 21, 1375. The area was cloudy for the afternoon fli@t on 
March 22, thus rendering the surface temperature measurements on this day unusable for 
remote sensing purposes. The 0 b ~ ~ a t i o n s  on March 18 agree wlth thost reported rn 
Idm, er al.. (1975) for both the d~urnal range of soil temperature and the so~ l -a~r  
temperature difference. 
The 1974 flights were on the afternoon of April 5 and the early mornlng o i  April 6. 
A complete set of so11 moisture measurements were made for afternoon flight only. For 
this flight the range of  the PRT.5 was set for a maxlmum temperature 40°C:surface 
Schmup$c. B13nshard. Anderson. and W~np 
temperatures above this value were extrapolated using tlie gray levels o f  an imager (l'exas 
Instrument RS-15). Tlir details o f  this process are given in the report o f  that niiuian 
(Schmugge. et al.. 1976). 
As noted in Figure j AT for giver1 so11 niolsture depends on  soil type. but that AT is 
related to  soil moisture expressed in terms of pressure potential independent of soil type. 
Since we d o  not have data on the rnoisture cl~aracteristics o f  tlie soils studied we have 
chosen !o relate tlie measured soil moisture to  tield capacity for the soil estiniated from 
soil texture informailon for each field. Tliis was done usirig regression relationships 
developed from data of over 100 wlls for which the nioisture characteristics arid texture 
information were available (Schmugge. rr al.. 1976). The expression used for estimating 
the field capac!ty (FC) was. 
FC = 25. l - 0.3 1 c sand + G 22 x clay 
where sand and eta!, Are t l~elr  espi3stwe fractjon expressed in pcicenl. 
RESULTS 
Three passes werc flown over each line for both the nlorninp and afternoon flights ,!n 
March 18. 1975. In the rnornlng tlie flights \\.err from 6 . 0 0  to 7:31 \!ST. sunrise being 
at 6:08. The rnlriimum temperatures were observed d u r ~ n g  the second pass &tween 6:26 
and 6:52. 1.e.. before solar heat~ng had an effect on the surface. The afte:nooii tllghts 
we-t betweei, 12: 10 m d  I :2O \!ST w~r l l  the rnaxlnlum te!npeiatures observed during the 
thlrd pass I :00 and 1 :20 I t  1s pors~ble that Iilghcr surface temperarures may have been 
attamed later 111 the afternoon (1.e.. a x u n d  2.00)  but i t  IS expected rliat the difference 
would be ~pproxlmsrely I or 2OC. 
The data for the difference between the tli~rd pass in aftenloon and the second PASS 
in the morning are preserlred In F~gures 53 and jb .  The so11 rnoisture values used liere 
are the averages of the data t~ke11 during [lie predawn and ~ f t e r n o o ~ i  fl ghts. Jackson. 
cr at.. ( 1976) Iia\e slivuri rhar the 2Jhour  average so11 rnorsture 1s well :epresented by the 
averages of measurenients madc ar 0500  and I400  hours. These were approximately !lie 
times of the 1975 measurernelirs. and thus our rnolsture values cliouid a s c c r ~ t e l y  reti:ct 
the average niolsture conrent for the d l .  On the basis ofdet31led salnplin? done for one 
field the uncertainty of !he 0-1  cm tnolsrurc sample uslng only iour pulnrs per field 1s 
est:mated t o  be 1 5 7  fSihmugge. er a/..  IU76). The csrlrnares of field dapaclty front so11 
texture also tntroduces ~nccrrarnt)  at about [lie same level result~ng In rota1 uncertatnt! 
of about 255. 
In F~gure 53 the AT values 3re plotted versus the raw so11 mo~srure.  the iorrelatlon 
coefficienr ( r )  is 0.82. Tlie value of r ~ncreased to 0.89 when so11 rnolsture IS expressed as 
a percent of ticld capacity. In spite c f  t l ~ e  Increased qcertalnty 1n:roduced by cur  estl. 
mate of field capacity. 
The Aprll 1973 data are presenred in F~gure 6 The correlat~on tbr these data aione is 
0.70: when the 19?5 data are ~ d d e d  tlre correlation IS lmpro\?d !o 0.78 The so11 
mo~sture ~ne~suremeri ts  ncre only tor the ~ f r e r n o o n .  ~ n d  uould he expected to be drler 
than the 24.trour dverage. Scatter in [lie data ior low $011 rnolstures is due ;)arrl~Ily to 
i to  :"C unnrerralnty u i  the rneasurernents above 40°C. and ~ l s o  rile u n c e r t ~ ~ n t y  o i  r he 
so11 estimates. The r a n p  o i  1T's  observed In both ot' !Iiese d ~ t a  sers Jgree ! t ~ r l i  rliose 
of R c ~ l n ~ l o  lcr ul  . 1QyO ). I.c. .  dbour 40°C Llr dry 5elds ~ n d  10°C for [lie wer fields 
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C o - APRIL 5-5, 1974 FLIGHTS A - MARCH l.8, 1975 FLIGHTS 10 AT = 41.9 - (0.22 i . O 2 ! X  
J 
OO 20 4 0 60 80 100 
SOIL MOlqt:!RE IN 0-2crn LAVER 
EXPRESSED h3 A % OF FIELD CAPACITY 
Figure 6. The Combined Data of the 1974 and 1975 Flights Over Phocnrx. 
When our 1975 aircraft results are compared with the total neasurernent set of  
Reglnaro, rr al.. (1976) the agteement IS very good. In Flbrrre I we have plotted our 
data on F~gure 2a of their pap*. To compare t.?c so11 moisture vrlues between the two 
experiments a value o f  0.i76 was taken 3s field capactty of the Avondale loam so11 
(Jackson, pnvate cornmunlcat~on). Our data from Figure 5 are plotted on thelr graph 
using the va!ue 0.176 u lo% of field capacity. I t  i s  ev~denr that the values of AT 
measured iiom aircraft data I.rve the same variation with so11 molsturr! as rhe~r con,u~nrd 
data set acquired by several uifferent means. 
The aircraft ob~rvatlons ot' canopy temperature for several vegelated fields art  pre- 
sented in Table I. The 2:M) p.m. temperature at the Phoenix airport was jl.7OC. Tlie 
airport i s  located app:oxlmately 20 km east of the southern end u f  rhe tligtrt lirre. The 
car:crpy temperatures were approxrmately wirhln a degree or so of 311 retnpmture. Tills 
weald appear to indicate a sl~ght amount of tnolsture stress, *-ih~cli probably lm'r the 
case since the 0-15 cm average so11 moisture IS above S m  of field c:oacrty in e:ruh CJK. 
However. the two wheat fields with the h~ghat remperature had the ,llc)rresr p l~ntr .  1111. 
plylns that some bf  the bare -;s;lnd may be co~~trlbutlng to the observed ct~irss!on. 
S I ~  hbicture %n*ing with Airct~l't O b ~ ~ ~ t l o n s  of the !)iurn;rl R ~ n p  
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Figu:- 7. Plot o f a T  Data trnm this P.~pcr Ccrnbincd \\ith t h ~ t  from Rec~nato. cr 61.. 
(1976) Vcrsuiu~ So11 3lnw:urc In rhc It-! crn L~yer. t fhc 8ymbols reprsrnt rhc difiercnt 
type3 o i  ternpraturc rnr;rsu.cment. 0. - \uri~cc thrrmocoupls. '- I l~ t l d  hsld PRT-C. 
b i r c r ~ i t  d 3 t ~  over rhc~i  test plot. and \ dara from tlilr paper.) 
TABLE I. Surfarc Ternper~rurc for Crtrppcd Fields. 
FnlP Temp. Crop Cove 0.15 cm 
NO. OC Type and height Soil \loi*ture 7 of FC 
97 13.1 alfalh. 50 ern 11.0 
106 24.1 wheat. 10 to 50 em 29.1) 
I I 1 21.3 w k ~ t . 6 0  to 70 crn 27 3 
I I! 12.7 R l i r ~ t .  2 0  to 30 ~ r n  23.8 
113 2b.5 t;lrea;. 30 to 4O crn 17.5 
114 22.6 wheat. 30 to a0 crn 22.6 
I I5 24.1 ~ t l e ~ t .  15 to 25 <m Ia.$ 
Schn~ume. Bhnchard. Anderson. and \Van& 
DISCUSSION 
These results have demonstnied the feasibility of using aircraft observations of tlie 
diurnal range of surface temperar~re for soil moisture serlsing over a wide: range of tield 
conditions than those presented in the paper of Reginato. c.t 01.. (1976). The conprrison 
of remotely sensed canopy temperature with air temperatures as reported by the local 
weather station is a means of qualitatively assessinp the state of moisture stress in the 
plant. This approach may be applied to determine the status of pasture grasses. Tjrus the 
condition of rangeland, which is disttlbuted throughout the agricultuml areas of tlre 
u*orld, may be used as an index of the local soil tnoisture conditions. Indices of this 
nature would enhance opportunities for estimating crop ylelds and for improving current 
flood p n d i c t i o ~  technology. 
T h e n  are many llmitations on the applir.ab~lity of !his technique. e.g.. clouds. atmos- 
pheric water vapor. and vanatiofis in surface slope. but there is tlle potential that frequent 
high resolut~on coverase would yteld much useful data. Thrs poten t i d  will be studied from 
spacecraft altitudes when NASA launches the Heat Capaclty Mapping Mission satellite in 
the spring of 1978. The purpose of the mission is to Teasure the diurnal range of surhce 
temperatures over large areas with an infrared rsdiomcter operating in the 10-1 2 jim band 
and having 3 spatial resolution of 500 meters. These dturnal measurements will be re- 
peated every etght days for most areas; daytltnc only coverige will be repeated every 
three days. Thus this sensor should acquire sufficient data to adequately test the appli- 
cability of ttih technique ovet w~de  areas. 
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SELECTING RE.' )NNAlSSANCE CTRATEGTES 
FOR FLOODPLAIN SURVEYS1 
Scott C. Sollers. Alberr Rango. and Donald I-. Hennin8er2 
ABSTRACT: Multi<pcctr~l aircraft and satellite data over the \Ve%t Brancll of the Susquehanna 
River w h c  a d y z e d  to evaluate potential contributims of remote sensing to floorlpiain sumys. 
Slultk;pcctral d i t a l  chuitications of land cover k a t v n s  indicative o i  i l o o d p ~ ~ i n  areas were 
used by interpreten to locate various floodprone ~ r c a  boundaries. The boundaries thus ob- 
tain& \vcre fwnd  to IJC more sr-7cing and cantinuou* in the Landsat data th.n in LL low alti- 
tude aircraft data. The digital apprnact1 pcrniltted satellite results to be dikphytd at 1.34.093 
s a l e  and alrcmf; results at even larpr  %ales. Results indicate that remote sensin8 t echnqua  
cm delinelre floodprone arcas more easily in agricultural ~ n d  !irnitcd development areas than in 
m s  covrrcd by .I heavy t'orcst canopy. At rh~s  time it apoears tha: the h-mote sensins dat ;~  
would k b e t  u r d  JS a form or' pretirninxy planning int'oimation or JS an intern1 check on 
previous or onnoin? Mondptin studies. In .tddition. the :emote rnsing techniques can assist 
in rffectivcly mnnitnnng findplain ~criv~tie,  after J community sntcrs into the Narioru! Flood 
l m u n n u  h o g a m .  
(KEY TkRMS remote annng ;  noodpl~in survey$: multispcctrul digital c~assilication: plan- 
ning information.) 
The concept of  using the capabilir~es o f  remote sensing to assist in the management of  
floodplains has an understandable appeal because of the inherent complexir j  of conven- 
tional survey methods and the need t o  monitor condit~ons over extensive floodplain areas. 
Before 1972. aircraft r tmote sensor capabilities had been considered and generattd some 
interest in the tloodplain management ;ommunity. Thts interest in rerrote sensing was 
ftrther spurred in 1974 when the E ~ r i h  Resources Technology Satellite, now referred t o  
s Landsat. was launched. This satellite provided the prcviously unavailable capabilities 
of constant J i i tude  and stabi!ity and reduced sun angle variability, while recording mul- 
tispectral variations on s repetitive basis. 
Coupled with this idea of somellcw delineating 3 narrow floodplain boundary from 
a h r  (from 3 few kilometers J t t t u d e  with 3ircraft to over QCO kilorneten wit11 Landsstr 
h p e r  No 77084 o f  the k'eter R C ~ O I ~ ~ C C S  Bullcnn. D~scussicn* Jre open until December 1. i 9'9. 
2 R c z p - t i d y .  formerly \\ith the U.S. .arm:: Corps at Er,pnr'trs. Ssn Francisco District, Sdn Fran- 
circo. CaLifornh 93105. presently w~th  Hornblower. Weeks. Noye5 k Trask Inc., Public Finance LIVI- 
rip- San Frurasco. Cdifomia 9.'' 1 1 .  Code 913. Goddvd Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Maryland 
2 1. and iormerly with the . !*,,. : for Remote Serulng of Eatth Rewurces, Pennsylvylia State Um- 
nniiy. tniverwt) Park. Pennsylvania l b$i \ ! .  presently w t h  Lockhctd ElectronlcsComp3ny. Houston 
T e ~ a s  77055. 
SoUen. Rmgo. and Henninpr 
was the existing knowledge that historical. geomorphologicd. and botanical indicators 
associated with the boundary between floodprone and nonfloodprone areas could con- 
ceivably be recognized using remote senting techniques. Further justification for inwsti- 
gating this potential grew out of the aftermath of the 1972 Hurricane Agnes floods in the 
eastern United States where several billions of dollars in damage occurred in floodplain 
areas. Emphasis on improving the National Flood Insurance Program resulted. and the 
Flood Disaster Pwention Aci of 1973 was instrumental in making an increased number of 
communities eligible for flood insurance protection. With t h  hcreased participation the 
~ e e d  for and backlog of floodplain sulveys rose dramatically. 
In 1968. when the flood insurance program was started. the U.S. Army Corps of En- 
gineers (USACE) estimated that 5,000 communities wen  identified as floodprone. By 
May 19?3 the Federal Insurance Administration (FIA) had increased that estimate to 
10,000 communities, 13,600 by December 1973, and 16.300 by June 1974. A year later 
in June of 1975 the total identified noodprone communities had risen to 21 ,J1 I with 
little potential for further increase (Comptroller Ger,eral of the Ur~ited Stater. 1976). The 
result of this rapid increase in comrnun~ties requiring surveys has been a staggering in- 
c r e w  in associated costs. In f i m l  year 1977 FIA $11 spend close to 575 million on the 
mappi~lg prograrr with $45 million apportioned for private contractors and $30 million 
for cooperating Federal agencies. The USACE will receive S I 5  million from FIA and wlll 
spend about $3 million additional for their own studies (G. Phippen. personal communi- 
cation, 1976). It IS expected that the entire mapping program, when completed. will ex- 
ceed S1 billion. Ths costs for a flood insurvtce study currently average irom 5750 to 
53,000 per stream kilometer (Comptroller General of the United States, 1976) depending 
on length of stream, sources of available data. basin configuration, and scheduling of 
.asks. Table 1 presents the averat : USACE costs per task involved in preparing a flood 
hazard map. The main objective of utilizing remote sensing in the mapping of flood- 
plains would be eithtr to reduce overall costs by assisting in the preparations of conven- 
tional products or to prov~de superior products at increased efficiency at similar costs. 
TABLE 1.  Avenp Cosu Associated with Specific Tulcr in Mapping flood Hazard Areas.. 
Rmnaixtmce of Site 
Aerial Surveys 
Hydroloty 
Hydnulia 
Rome Concumnn 
Land S u n y r  
Coordination 
T m l  
Map Repurrion 
Report 
Total cost to ~~~~~y and prepare report for 32 km reach is $72,000 or S2.2SOlkm. 
This assumes 16 km of &tailed suney work with six cross sections per km. 
.Based on rnnge costs to complete each tuk u alculoted for p.-ewous srudicr 
by USACE. J a n w  19-6. 
Selecting Reconnaissance Strategies for Floodplain Suweys 
The parpose of t h ~ s  paper is to evaluate the current capabilities of remote sensing for 
floodplain management and tn report on a specific case study regarding the feasibility of 
utilizing remotely sensed multispectral data to delineate floodplains. Because the 80 m 
resolution of Landsat is not entirely optimum for floodplain applications, higher resolu- 
tion a i r ~ a f t  data were investigated in parallel as a coop~rative ffort by the USACE, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the Pennsylvania State 
University. 
RELATED RESEARCH 
In-SilU Pmgrams 
Historical techn~ques involvc observations of high water marks and flood damage rela- 
ted to specific flood;. Several investigators have mapped flood lines based on trash accu- 
mulation. scarred trees. anu sediment deposition (Leopold and Skibitzke. 1967; Sigafoos. 
1964; and Lee. Parker. and Yanggen. 1972). Several lim~tations compromise tire effec- 
tiveness of this technique. First, the flood which produced the evidence may have obli- 
terated similar indications of earlier and less severe floods; and second. rare floods and 
their high-water marks may not have been observed on the stream which one desires to 
map. 
Several investigators have rel~ed on geornorphological features to indicate the locztion 
and frequency of flooding (Burgess. 1967; Reckendori. 1963: and Wclrnan. 1971). The 
predominant f e a t ~ r e  used is the terrace but alluv~al fans. natural levees, bars. oxbows, 
abandoned channels. marshes. deltas. and swdes are also of significant value. These in- 
dicators, however. are of little more than locd value and may not even be presrnt from 
one watershed to  the next. 
Field imestigators (Parsons and Hemman. 1970; McClellanc', 1950; Coleman, 1963; 
and Woodyer, 1966) have shown that soils are configured horizontally and verticaliy to 
reflect flooding patterns. These patterns have been mapped by agencies such as the So11 
Conservation Service (SCS) and have been used t c  delineate boundar~es by Yanggen. 
Beatty. and Brovoid (1966). McCormack (1971). Cain and Beatty (1968). and Viaene 
(1969). The difficulty in employing this approach u simply that many areas have not 
been mapped and that onginal field work a expensive and tlme-zonsuming. 
Finally, vegetation has been shown to e x h ~ b ~ t  patterns related to flood conditions 
(Everitt. 1968; Wistenddl. 1958; Helfley. 1927. Sollers. 1974; and Siyafoos. 1961. 1964). 
Various species possess tolerance to standing water or poorly-drained soils and are typi- 
cally associated with th~r floodplain. Others requlre welldrained soils and are usually 
found in terrace locations. Broad size-grouping also are related to distance from the 
floodplain. The problem associated with using vegetation 1ndic3tors is that. beyond hi r -  
ly general relationships, distinct boundary delineation is difficult due to the capaclty of 
vegetation species to tolerate and often flourish under !ess than optimum conditions. 
The result is a heterogeneous nlixlure thsr becomes difficult to interpret ~t close inspec. 
tion. ' h e  best ptrspectlve ior th~s  approach 1s s distant one. 
floodplain Deiineanon L'slng Remote Sensing 
Remotely sensed informat~on from arcroit and satellites has been used ;o p e r f ~ r m  
floodpla~n mapplng by two iomplementary rethods.  The d ) n ~ r n ~ c  method images tlooas 
Sollers. Rango. and Hcnninger 
as they actually occur or soon after the high waters have receded. It takes advantage of 
the fact that visible evidence of  inundation in the near inirared reglon of the spectrum 
remains for up  t o  two or more weeks after the flood. This evidence lncludes signiticnntly 
reduced near infrared reflectivity in the flooded areas caused by the presence of 1ncri.sed 
surface-layer soil moisture. moisture stressed vegetation. and isolated pockets of  stsqd- 
ing water. Satellite data from Landsat 1 and 3 provide the most pe!tinent spacecraft il - 
formation for flood observations because of the relatively high resolution. cartographic 
fidelity, and the near in f r sed  sensor, onboard. Flood mapping from L~ndsdt  photo- 
graphic data has been reported by Hallberg. Hoyer. arld Rango ( 1073). Deursch and 
Ruggles (1974). arid tlango and Saldmonson (1974). W'lllian~son ( 1974) has employed 
digital Landsat data for slmrlar flood mapping. The cornpilaflon of d flood niap from m 
actual event constitutes a tloodprone map for that section o i  strearn t'or a particular 
flood frequency. Thls dynamic map i3n  be contrnu~!ly improved JS ~ddlr lonal  tloods are 
observed on the stream in ques t~on .  
The second meth4)d. referred to  ds the static ~ p p r o ~ c h .  urtllzes the fact that m m y  
tloodplains have been recognized wlth remotc sensing becauge of permanent or long-term 
features formed by hatorlcd tloods. These natural and ~ r t ~ f a a l  ~ n d l c ~ t o r s  have been 
enumerated by Burgess (1967). Floodprone Jreas also tend to have muitrspectrd signa- 
tures that are distinctly different t lur  rliose of surrounding nontloodprone Jreas. Harker 
(1974) performed 3 mult~spectral t n ~ i y s l s  oidlg~tizeri ~ircruir  ?ho togr~phy  in Texas tliat 
indicated a reasonable correlat~o- between tloodproric .ire3 bounda:les b ~ s e d  on corn- 
puter processed mult~spectrd dlgitJ 2nd those produced b) ionvent lon~l  techuiquc3. 
A combination of high altitude ari:.\ft ~ n d  iatelllte data heye used tc, ~ r o d u c e  ~ l u o d -  
prone area maps t o  meet Arizona state iegislature requlrevncnts set fort11 In House B~ll 
2010 (Clark m d  Altenstadter. lQf4). R311g0 and .Anderson (1974) used L ~ a d s ~ t  t ~ i i u -  
s!vely t o  provide small-scllc floodprune area maps in the Xl~ssissipp~ River Basin t l u r  
compared favorably with exnting suneys.  
Flood and floodprone ~ r e a  observdtions from Landsat are ~ndeed promising, but only 
on a regional bzsis. Most satellite r, otographlc tlood and tloodplain mapplng has been 
done at scales no larger r h w  I .1SO,O(iO. Diptal Landsat maps of floods and floodplains 
have beer! produced at 1:Zt.OOO m d  1.6',500 scales, but they do not meet natlonal map 
accuracy standards. For most legal requirements. 11 1s necessarj to  produce maps at even 
larger scales. 
CENTRAL PES\~;\~SYL"XL'I.A STUDY 
Tar Sires 
Capitalizing or! prevlous work, the US,ACE elected to pursue the potential of mapping 
floodplains based on n a t ~ r a l  indicators. The study are3 was a portlon of the West Branch 
of the Susquehanna River In north central Ptnnsylvanla as shown in Figure : The test 
site was seltcted because it e :hb i ted  a variety of land cover types iilcluding resident~al. 
light ndustry . agriculture. and forest. P h y s ~ ~ g r a p h y  is charac tented by both steep and 
gently s iopng valleys . .ld !loodplains of varying w ~ d t h s .  The section o i  the West Branch 
of the Susquehanna River from pornt .A t o  point 0 (Figure I 1s in the k d g e  and Vdley 
Rovlnce. where the valley is broad with t moderate!y wtde tloodpian predominantly used 
for agriculture, and will subsequently be referred l o  u the "~gricul turd and developed" 
Sclectin8 Reconn;rL;wnw Str~tcgicr for Floodplain Surnyr 
m a .  The section of the river from point B t o  point C (Figure I )  is in the Allegheny 
Plateau Province. where the large forested valley is steep with a narrow floodplain. This 
portion of  the area will subscquen:ly be referred to as the "forested" area. 
The study area has a humid continental climate (U.S. Department o f  Agricul tsn,  
1966) with warm summers and lone cold winters. The average annual temperature is 
10.7'~. with January and July mean ternpentures o f  -14'~ and 23. 1°C. respectivejy. 
The  average annual precipitation is about 102 cm. which includes an average total sea- 
sonal snowfall depth of 94 cm. 
&fa Sotrrces 
Ground Data - The Flood P l i n  Information report (US. Ariny Corps of Engineers, 
1073) prepared for the West Branch of the Susquehanna River was used t o  obtain the 
floodplain liaiits. established on tlie b ~ s i s  of  e n p e e r i n g  parameten. for comparison with 
thosc linlits estab11sl;ed using remorely sensed data. Maps o f  the West Branctr of the 
Susquehanna River at 1 :14,000 scale. showing the exreilt o f  tlie IOO.year return period 
flood u well as the extent of tlood waten  during Hurricme Agnes in 1979, were provided 
by the USACE. 
Among other sources of information available for the study area were the USGS 7.5- 
rnlnute quadrangle topograpl~ic sliects. The So11 Survev o f  Clinton County. Pennsylvania 
(U.S. Depart~nent of Agriculture. 1 L ) h O ) .  as well 3s the SCS workslieets for the Lycoming 
Courity Soil Survey ( in progress) provided soils ~nformetioti .  Various gcologc maps and 
reports were also consulted (S~osc and Ljungstcdt. 1932: Flint. 1947: MacClintwk and 
Apfel. 1944; and Peltier. 1949). 
An extensive tield analysis of  the entlre test region was conducted in July 1973. River 
banks and terraces were inspected t o  Jeternline vegetation species type and cornposit~on. 
bare soil texture. and drainage of the tloodplain to facilitate the cdculation of  spectral 
signatures. 
&rcr;lft Data - The NCI3OB aircraft of NASA tlew tht* test area at  altitudes o f  a p  
p r o x ~ p s t e l y  1525 Iiieters ( 5000 feet) ~11d 4575 rnrters ( 15.000 feet) in April and June 
1973. Color positive ~ n d  color infrared photography w s  taken. along with data from 
14 channels of tlie Bendlx Il-channel mrlltispectrd scanner. 
A multispectral scanner (MSS) 1s J I ~  opticd-rnechanic;aI scanning devlce used to detect 
levels of  electromagnetic energy ernanding from the earth's surface In many discrete 
wavelength intervals (channels). Through [lie use of 3 rotal~rlg mirror. the area beneath 
the aircraft is s c ~ n n e d  In successive contiguous lines in a d i r e ~ t l o n  perpendicular to  the 
flight of the alrcreft. The energy received from the eartli's suriace is reflected b y  tlie 
rnlrror through a series o i  lenses m d  prlsrns which refract the energy into components of  
selected wavelengths on to  an Jrray ot' detectors. Each detector rhen products an electri- 
cal output signal proport~onal to the energy received. These signals can then be used to 
modulate light source t o  expose photogmpli~c film. o r  they can be recorded on  magnet~c 
tapes for later analys~s. 
.At the ; 5 2 5  11ieter a l t~ tude .  the s ~ z e  u i  3 groul~d resolu!lon element ( o r  pixel) ot ' the 
2 k S a n n e l  MS3 1; a y p r o ~ r r n ~ t e i y  3 meters on 3 side. depend~ng d n  minor zircritt't alti. 
tude ~ n d  veloc~ry vJilatl,ms At the -1575 Ine!er altitude. [lie size o i  J grouild resolution 
elemen: or pixel 1s apprur;~iiateiy 9 meters on J s ~ d e .  S A S A  pruv~ded the computer 
compat~bie ;apes. ioiitaining [lie uncA ~ r ~ t e r l  dlgrtlied MSS dara. 3s wc.Il as Iniapery of 
selected chimncls. 
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SIhcting Reconnriwrncc Suatcgies for Floodplain Surveys 
SItellitc k t a  - Most ob~rva t ions  by Landut have been taken with the MS5 in the 
visible and near infrared wavelengths. The four MSS channels (discrete wavelength inter- 
vals) cover the 0.5-0.6.0.6-0.7. 0.7-0.8, and 0.8-1 .I pm portions of the electromag- 
netic spectrum. The resolution of !he Landsrt MSS is approximately 80 m, although 
smdier features may sometimes be detected because of favorable geometric and contrast 
chuacteristics of  a given object c:, the earth's surface. 
In the *griculturd and developed portion of the study area (from point A to point B, 
Figure l), data from the 16 May and 25 October 1973 scenes (identification numben 
1397-1 5245 and 1459-1 522 1. respectively) were selected for analysis. These scenes were 
selected io obtain the maximum area of exposed bare soil. Data from the 6 September 
1972 scene (identification number 1045-1 51N) were selected for analysis of the forested 
portion of the study area (from point B to  p a n t  C. Figure 1). This scene was selected 
for maximum expression of tree foliage. All LYldsat MSS data were supplied by NASAin 
the fonn of compllter compatible tapes as weil as Imagery of selected channels. 
-4ppmaCh 
The Penn State Office of Remote Sensing of Etrth Resources (ORSER) system for 
analyzing multispectral scanner data is based on multivariate statistical techniques. 
Each observation. Identifiable by scan line and element number, consists of a vector com- 
posed of muItispectraI scanner response values w ~ t h  as many components as there are 
channels. The programs used in this study are ail operationai and are documented at the 
user level (Borden. er al.. 1975). 
The first step is to select the particular targets and areas of interest and the con:puter 
tapes conapond~ng  to these areas. A subset ~f data is then produced for the specific area 
of interest. The following step a to produce a brightness map employing all available 
channels which can be used for verifying general location and identifying specific targets. 
No previous knowledge of target spectral signatures is required ;fir the brightness map. 
Subsequently. a propam is employed to idenofy areas of local spec!ral uniformity 
b a e d  on variation between' spectral signatures of near nelghbon as "the measure of 
similarity." The oulput shows the pattern of miform~ty and contrasts from which the 
user can designate coordinates of trainrng areas to be used for developing rr,ultispectrsl 
s i p a t u n s  for use in supewued classifying routines. Multivariate statistics of the signa- 
tuns  are then calculated for the training areas. Using these statistics, supervised classifi- 
cation and mapping can be done for the entire study area. The output is a dtgital char- 
acter mop with each category of classification represented by a unique symbol aalgned 
by the user. Unsupemsed clnriification or clustering options may have to be employed In 
combimtion with l u p e ~ s e d  classification to effectively classify ma l l  area or linear 
features. such as streams. 
The ORSER system has the capability to perform a geometric correction on a charac- 
ter map to rectify simple distortions resulting from sensor. satellite. ;?d earth effects. 
n e r  conected classlfication maps can be overla~d on other maps of the same scale. such 
as 1:24.000 scale topographic maps. This scaling feature fac~litates the sompanson o i  
MSS (aircraft or Landsat) classlficat~on results with available ground truth. 
Once classlfication of land cover has been acc~mplished. a number of Interpreters 
attempted to use thc il:\\~tied resuits to determine which classes were indicatlve of flood- 
prone ?reas. In ! l rc  .~!.~.~til:ural and developed region, bare floodplaln so~ls were u ~ e d  as 
the key feature for drawing the floodprone area boundary line. In the forested area. 
different vegetation classificztions w e n  related to the floodprone veas. Attempts to 
draw in the floodprone area boundaries were made using classified data only and then 
with the addition of ancillary data such a topographic maps. 
Results 
Floodplain Classification Using Digital Aircraft Data - Sevenl sites were selected to 
test the applicability of diptal aircraft data to floodplain mapping. Tlie two ~najot cate- 
gories of interest were agricultud areas. especially those with bare soils. and forested 
areas. Initial individual test site selection was based on various physical characteristics of 
the areas. such as vegfitation. topography, and (in the c u e  of forested test sites) freedom 
from alterations due to  the activiti?~ of man (such 3s housing developments) within the 
recenr past. 
The results from computer analysis of the digits1 MSS data in ; t~ricultur~I areas dis- 
tinguished between floodplain and nonfloodplain 3rr s in small isolated portions of the 
test sites. In addition, the computer clasnfication within one tebt site separated an area 
of moderately welldrained soil from the sunolinding well-drsined soils. Comparison wit11 
SCS data for this vea  indicated the moderately welldraned soil to be less extensive than 
shown on the computer output, but field inspection supported the results of the digital 
classification. In general. the results from coniputer analysis of the digital MSS data In 
agricultural areas were not suiCciently conclusive to  delineate a continuous floodplain 
line. The presence of extensive bare soils in the agr~cultursl and developed area :i\rde :he 
April data more useful than June data In detecting soil differences. 
Results using the MSS data irom the 1915 meter June flight indicate that classificat~on 
differences in the forested area c m  be related not only to species differences. but also to 
differences in crown closure or canopy density within a forested area. These density dil- 
ferences may be a result of species composition. site quality, or a cultural practice. Locd 
topography and the aspect of the test sites also coqtributed to classification differences 
unrelated to the natural vegetation. A comparison of the classification results of' each of 
the available data sources (i.e.. the April and June flights at both 1525 and 4575 meter 
altitude) showed the MSS data collected during June to be mow effect~ve than the Apr~l 
data owing to greater rrgetative c ~ v e r  existing in June. Class1fr;ation differetlces obtained 
using the April data were additionally ambiguous because of extensive shadow patterns 
which wen prevalent over much o i  the study area at the time of rhis particular flight. 
The June M S S  data at an altitude of 1525 meters were the only data which. when used 
for claui".ation, were useful in delineating an ares related to the floodplain. 
Floodplain Classification Using Digital Landsat Data - Preliminary analysis ot' the 
16 My and 25 October 1973 h d s a t  scenes indicated both to be potentially good data 
sets for the purposes of differentiating floodplain bare soils from nonfloodplain bare 
soils. Revious experience h a  shown that by merging tapes from two different seasons it 
is often possible to imprcve the classification of m a i n  targets, such as hardwoods and 
conifsrs (using data merged from surnmer and early winter scenes). Therefore, the two 
scenes wen merged and treaed as an Schannel data set on this basis. Merged tapes can 
he used in any of the ORSER programs, using the u m e  analy tlcal procedures employed 
for r k h z n n e l  subset tape. 
Selecting Reconnaiurnce Strategies for Floodplain Suneys 
n e  results o f  computer analysis of eight channels of k n d s a t  MSS data merged from 
two scenes w e n  sufficiently conclusive t o  delineate a continuous floodplain boundary in 
the agricultural and developed area. which was then quantitatively compared t o  the  
USACE 100-year return period floodpiain boundary. The bash for t l a  distinction be- 
tween the boundaries of the flaodplain and nanfloodplain areas .&as spectral differences 
in the bare soils o f  the two areas, which could be differentiated using the avtilrble corn. 
puter rcutines. 
Four individuals independe~~t ly  interpreted the resr;!ting classification map. Each 
interpreter first delineated a floodplain solely on the ba8;is of  the cl3ssification map and 
then was allowed t o  consult the corresponding USCS 7.:;-minute quadrangle topograpllic 
maps to  refine the interpretation. Each interpreter's floodplain delineation was compared 
t o  the USACE 100-year return period floodplain b o ~ n d a r y  in two ways: ( I )  on the basis 
of total area meaured  t o  ne floodprone. and ( 2 )  by calculations of the correlation coeffi- 
cient between the pairs of mc3su;cd distances from the center line of the river t o  the two 
floodplain lines on both sides of  the river. For thls second comparison a total of  100 
pa in  of  measurements were n u d e .  
Results of  the t w o  :nethods ofc.omp~rison for each of  the four interpreters are shown 
In Table 1. The are: o i  tlle USACE IW-year return period floodplain plus river is 4200 
ha ( 1 0 3 7 1  ~ c r e s ) .  Using only thc c o ~ n p u t e r  clossif.,ation map. the results range from a 
13.77 (574 hd') undercst~nlal~on of the USACE tloodplaii~ t o  a 4.4'; (18.) ha) overestirna- 
tlon. A d d ~ t ~ o n a l  co~nparisorrs made using information on the USGS 7.5-minute quad- 
rangle sheets improved the u n d e r e s t ~ r n ~ r ~ o n  percentages to  7.7T (324 /\a); however. the 
overestinlation was incrensed t o  8.8'5 ( 3 ~ 0  ha). 
TABLt  2. I ' l ocdp l~~n  Bound~ry romp;lri@ns for rile Agricultur~l and 
Dcnluped Portion of rhe Study Area. 
- -- 
Without sd of  W i t h  Aid of Without Ad of with Ajd of  
lntrxpreecr Topwaphic Map Topoplphic Waps T o p m p h i c  Yaps T o p m p h i c  Maps 
 he total Jrea oi the floodplain and river within the I@)-year return period tloodplain determined 
by thc U.S. Army Corps nf Engineers was 4200 hectares (10,371 acres). A positive value here ind'- 
cater ;u, overeslimation and negative v~ lue  Jn underestimation. 
'Based on I 0 0  observations with a11 correl~tion coet'ficientr highly ignl[ic;rnr. 
Correlation coefficients representing the "r*esrness o i  fit" o f  thc computer cl3ssifica- 
tion map and tlic USACE 100-year floodplain a d e d  by inlormarion glemed from L'SGS 
maps were calculated for each tnte~preter .  These coefficlents ranged from 0.87 to 0.91 
(Table 2). ~ndicatlng a n t h e r  close associiltion of the two tloodplain delineations. A 
scattergram ~llustratrng the relarionsh~p between the two floodplain delinearions. using 
one iaterprettr's ruults, is shown in Figure 2. In this case, th? horizontal differences 
k t w m  the two floodplain delineations ranged from 0 to 74 meters with r mew- 
differtnct of 13 meters. 
I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I I 
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DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF RIVER TO 
USACE FLOODPLAIN BGUNDARY (x 10' m r t r s l  
Ffirun 2. Sattotpun Compuing the USACE md kndrrt Floodplain Boundarks 
lor the AQfcultunl md Oewloped Anr (Interpreter 1). 
A substantial lack of correlation between the US ACE floodplain limit and the flood- 
phis &linertion b w d  an the computer clusification m-p existed it: two situations. 
In the flnt cue ,  ,TIJ~ isolated a reu  in the floodplain having vegetated or developed land 
cover were not recognized u floodplain in the computer classification. h was 11ot 
totally unexpected, since the classification map was deve!oped primarily on the b w  of 
diKerentiatlng floodplain from n o n f l o o d p h  bare w~b. Interpretative skills played an 
important role in overcoming the lack of lnfonnation in these relauveiy mall  areas. 
Selecting Rcconluirsura Strategies for Floodplain Surveys 
The second situation in which a discrepancy appeared between the two lines occurred 
where the computer classification identified "floodplain" areas based on the  presence of  
bare soils while the USACE conside~ed them outside of  the floodplain, The elevation of  
these a r e a  is only slightly higher than the adjacent floodplain area an3  could be remnants 
of old river terraces. Field inspection revealed a strong possibility that inunc rrion by  
floodin8 waters could occur since the meand:: of the river channel would al:ow flood 
waters to  flow in the direction of the areas in question. Based o n  the results of  this 
field inspection, the three cross-sectional observations in this are: were no t  included in 
the calculation of  the range and mean but  were included in the calculation of  the corre- 
lation coefficients. 
As opposed to the 8-channe! data set used in the agricultural 3nJ developed area anal)... 
sis. tile delineation of  the tloodprone area in the forested reglon c f  the study area was 
based on  classification results from a set of spectral signatures developed from only three 
channels of Landsat.1 data on a single date using the unsuper.~ised classification approach. 
The resultant nine signatures crtegorited as floodprone do nor correlate with individual 
floodplain features. such as floodplain bare soil or floodplain vegetation. but represent 
a vanety of  physical features associated wlth the floodplain In this area. 
The separation of open and developed a r e s  f r o n  forested areas accounts for s major 
portion of the floodplaln classificat~on. Centrally. these open areas are wide and flat 
terraces adjacent to  \he river. In several Instances upland open 3re3s were incorrectly clas- 
s~fied as floodpla~n These a r e a  c m  be readily identified as nontloodplain because of 
their pcsition relatlve to areas classified as river and because thelr shape su~qgest! . featurr 
other than a floodplain This discrepancy was easily accounted for during ~ ~ t e r p r e t a t i o n  
of  the classified data. 
An attempt at imprcving the deiinestion of  a t l v o d ~ r o n e  3:ea boundary In fore;ted 
areas on the classification map was made by three interpreters in the same fashion u 
performed in the agncultural areas. In dl Lases the interpreted floodplain area overesti- 
mated the USACE floodplan area ranging irom 751 ha ( 3 8 4 )  to  1-12? ha ('72%'). I h i s  
overatlmatlon. however. may i n d l ~ a t e  that tbe interpreted line identifies a boundar) that 
represents a higher flooding f r e q ~ e n c y  than the 100-year qood The co*relatlon coeffi- 
cients between the USACE flcodprone boundanes and the interpreted boucdaries 
(0.29-0.35) in the forested sites ;...ere nluch lower than for the agncultural areas. There 
is 3 strong correlation, ho1krever. between each of the interpr**ed boundaries (0.82-0.90). 
indicating a high degree of  repeatability. On several sites where the interpreted line 
grossly overesnmated the USACE 100-year flood line. inspection of aerial photos revealed 
close proximity of mountain streams that would affect and enlarge the previously mapped 
floodplain. In general, however, floodpiain delineation m the agricultural and developta 
ar-as was much easier than srmllar de!ineation in foresteu areas. 
.\lrciaft - A continuous floodplaln line could nor oe delineated on the basis of ;otn- 
put t r  analysis of the urcraft collected MSS data. However, the computer analysis dld m. 
dlcate a break between floodplain and nontloodplun w i t h n  small areas which correlated 
with one or mote floodplain limits derived from USXCE maps. soils data, and USGS 
sources. 
The inabiilty to  consistently rriay 3 :li;~dplain Soundarp using 31rc:afl data based on 
natural indicators was due to  several factors regarding the data ;ollection medium and the 
Solktr. Ranzo, and henninyr 
study area. The study area has a very ~:omplex topography one many land cover types. 
The slopes range from nearly levc! t o  quite steep, with greatly varyinp aspects. The land 
cover types include ~ r b a n  and residential areas. small agricultural fields, and hetero- 
geneous forest stands. Research in more uniform study rites has yielded cunriderab:y 
more succeuful results. The impact of variable terr-in and land use on  pattern recogni- 
tion is profound. 
No attempt was made at 3 sensitivity a..Jysis of spectral b u d  seiection t o  discern only 
those natural features that a r t  strongly associated with flood frequency. The deciiion was 
m:rde t o  proceed with a multispectral analysis since this approach was the strength of the 
ORSER software. There may well be. however, f2atures in nature that are more easily 
identified by relective band processing and this approich ~ h o u l d  be conducted in any 
fullow-on inves:;gation, especially if similar terrain is selected. 
The method arid type of a~rcraf t  digital data collection system were also f a c t ~ r s  
affecting the poteniiai for successful findings in this portion of the investrgiltion. yn. 
data volume alone ytr!ded enormcss blts of ~nformatiot;  that had t o  be arrayed. ' L  
matted, screened. catalogued. and analyzed. In this regard the wtellite tcchnio, b .  . 
preferable in that sign~fisantly less data are required to  cover the same size area. . *.e 
aircraft platfarm, being subject to  "ariable atmospheric buttressing, will occasionally 
render irreguia: 'and parcel data. This phenomenon has a serious impac. .In the tra;,s- 
ferability of  signarures derived in one l o c a t i o ~  t o  dnother. In addition. the platform. &- 
cause of  the narrow field of  view afforded. needs t o  be directer precisely over the !arget 
t o  obtai t~ radiometrically accbrate resl~lts. In many cases d ~ i i n g  ,?is study. continuaGon 
of  analysis along a floodplarn segment was aburted due t o  lack of coverage. T h ~ s  problc:a 
would have been obvia ed by using shorter tlight lines t o  accomrnvdate st!eani ~ n e i ~ n d e r  
patterns. 
- The supplemental. h ~ g h  quality, aerral photography collected for t h h  study war ex- 
tremely uscfil! as a source of ground truth to  wh;ch iamputer  ;lassifisar~on results of the 
digital MSS data could be easrly compared. I t  was also used to identify areas which re- 
quired more lntensrve on-site investrgatlon. 
Satellite -- As opposed to the disc~)ntrnuous. iir~i.~f!.derived Flaodplain boundary. 
satellite data afforded a continuous boundary that cou!l. ,.e statistically compared to a 
boundary based on engneering parameters. The compan.c,;. revealed strong agreement 1.1 
the agncult*~ral and developed sites 2nd indicaied 3 marc *d o.:erestimat~on In forested 
sites. The discrepancy betw?en the two areas may be due IT. part to  the fact that two 
scene: of foilr chanr.rls etch were merged and used as an e,&*-cha'; )el set in the agn- 
cultural and developed st. dy area, where& data from a single scene consistirg of only 
three good quality channels we:e used in the forested :cud) area. Thus gr r l t t r  differen- 
tiatron potential existed for the agricultural and deveiapc? itudy atear. I: is also ; ~ u i b l e  
that the remote ser.;ing boundary ident~fied ;n the fore:reu I':? was in ;nd;rator of the 
l i m ~ t  of  a flood with a return period freater than iird yews. 
It appears that Landsat digital MSS data is superior !o low altitude a~rcraft-colleck :d 
diytal MSS data for floodplarn mapping. However. t h ~ s  hould not kc taken 1s a rec . , i i ~ .  
mcndation of an op t imun altrtude for data coilect~on. but only 2s a cr,:np;lr;son of di113 
from the two altitude ranges avarlable. Based on Fast ertper~ence with h1@1 ~ i i r l , ~ d e  :it .  
craft ima,{ery, it is pzssrble rh:. MSS datz from tuch 3 platform would be <!:.e~,iy 
amenable :o floodplain ~dent~ficat ion aria mapping. 
Sdcctiq Reconmissma Strategies for Floodphin Surveys 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The centnl Pennsylvania study differed from most of the previously mentioned flood- 
prone u e a  studies in that the approach primarily employed multispectral classification 
techniques using digital MSS aircraft and satellite data. f i s  approach not only makes 
maximum use o f  the resolution capabilities of the sensor systems but also contributes to  
objective interpretation of the tloodprone areas. The analysis of these floodprone areas 
is not fully automatic. however. but requim the attention of an expert in remote sensing 
who is familiar with floodplain areas to allow for the final interpretation and loc?tion of 
the floodprone boundary. The Pennsylvania State ORSER digital approach permitted 
Lvldut  results to be dispiayed at a convenient 1 :24.000 x d e  and aircraft data at even 
luger scales. 
In this case study it appeared that the hist1 resolution of tlie low altitude aircraft sur- 
vey detracted from the identification of the tloodpronc area boundary. The smdl pixel 
size of air-aft &ta resulted in an overabundance cif Jetail which camouflaged the detec- 
tion of the subtle t l d p l a i n  boundaries in many areas. In contrast. the lower resolution 
of the h d u t  MSS data seemed more effective m deliniitin? tloodplain boundaries in 
complex areas because the hrptr pixel slze integrated over 3 number of specific i ea tum 
to come up wirh t single radiance value. When comp~red to other radiance values. the 
satellitederived tloodprone area boundaries tend to stand out more predominantly than 
they d o  in the low ~lr i tude  aircrdit data. 
Based on the results irom remote sensing tlodplaln studies. including the central 
Pennsylvania study. several comments on the gneral suitability of using remote sensing 
data In floodplain manapemen1 a n  be made. Digitd multispectrd scanner data and 
automatic digltd analysis combined with a ier13irl amount o i  user interpretation is to be 
preferred over ivnveational piiotointerpretaiion. I t  appedrs that remote sensing analysis 
can delineate tlmdprtnie awls best in ~gricultural u ~ d  limited development areas as op- 
pored to areas covered by a heavy forest cover. Visible and 11ear infrared shanneis a n  
recommended for analysis. 
The di@tal data mdysis can produce tlood Iiazard boundary maps at a usable scale 
for rural areas. namely. 1.24.000. Similar maps at scales useful to urban areas must awalt 
improved resolution MSS data from space or froin ll~gh altitude aircraft data. Even if the 
maps were at tire appropriate scales. it n unlikely that floodplain management agencies 
would immediately adopt this new procedure. fbther. it is more likely that the nmote  
sensing technique would be used as a form of preliminary planning information or as an 
internal check on previous or ongoing floodplain studies. Remote sensing can be used as 
aicther form of 1-1 knowledge m d  could be important in identifying areas where major 
discxepmcies in the conventional map may exist and further surveys are merited. 
Once a survey has been completed. whether i t  be conventional or remote sensing based. 
the nmote sensing data can provide detailed land use analysis in tloodprone areas that 
can u n e  as a base for assessment of potential flood damaee. The enforcement phase of 
the Yational Flood Insurance Program has received little attention to date because of 
seven FIG manpower limitations (Comptroller General of the Lnited Slates. 1976). The 
Comptroller General report recommends In addition to improving community involve. 
ment in the enforcement of floodplain management regulations. the FIA "provide a 
means of  systematlcdly spot checking cornmunlly compliance with program require- 
ments.'' It  is quite sunceivable that remote sensing can asist  in eifectively nionitoring 
floodplain activities. Even at Landst  resolution. major and minor land use changes m 
floodplain areas can be detected. Such an enforcement system would permit a check on 
rcportirq of the l o d  communities in the program. 
Ths continued acquisition of mnote sensing data over the United States will serve to 
record actual flooding events on an increasing number of streams. Such data will increase 
the availability of actually observed flooded area m a p  and update flood hazard boundary 
maps when they already exist. Continued remote sensing teseluch in floodplain m m q t -  
ment should concentrate on attaining the optimum resolution with multispectrrl senson, 
whether from hi@ altitude aimaft or space platform. Finally. u the enforcement phase 
of the National Flood Insurance Program receives increasing emphasis. the capabilities of 
mnote rensing should receive serious consideration a an integral pu t  of the program. 
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Arnr r *u  Ytuodabal bckcy 
R b t J  im U. I. A, 
Relation Between West Coastal Rainfall and Nimbur 6 SCAMS Liquid 
Water Data over the Northeastern PacMc Ocean 
(Manuscript mdwd 7 Mulrh 1979, La LLad fona 18 May 1979) 
We dacrik r rclcuch study in which we u p l d  &a rpplicrtba to rainfall predictian of cloud liquid 
water dru  obtained fmm the SCIWIS experiment d Nimbus 6. The study uu is tbr PIciec Sonh*at 
cout of the United S u t a ,  when rainfall is producd by u t m t m p d  rtorma h t  approrh from uron 
the M c  b r a .  
SCWIS data mhtm to cloud liquid water over the ocean. md c o u u l  ninfall d r q  ur raalyud for 
20 dillcant atom systems is the northcutern PIcif~c Ocnn; these produced signilkmt Wall from 
Wuhmton to c a r d  California during the period October 197S-blutb 1976. Raulta rbor that tho 
distribution of starmsloud water analyzed from the SCAJIS d r u  over the mesa fomhdows t& distribu- 
tion of coutrl rainfall rmunu&tcd from the storm at a later time. 
Wa conclude rnrt purive rnicrovrve sensor mnrunmenta of cloud water over tba orcrs, when uwd 
in conjunction with numerical md other objective p i d u m ,  can k wed to m h c e  the ucuney of pmlic- 
tionr of c w u l  &all dirtribution. 
Limitations in Lhc SC.C\IS mcuuremcnu and in the d r u  malytu and interpreutian ue noted. 
1. Introduction Purive microwave senson carried on research 
In the Pacihc Sorthwnt res t  of the Cascades, rapid 
increase in mountain snorpack or in runoff can be 
predicted reliably only if precursor meteorological 
conditions can be diagnosed over the northeastern 
Pacific Ocean, where little or no conventional weather 
dat6 exist. 
.4t present, the regional Limited-Area Fine-~I& 
Model (LFSI: of the Yationd Yetcrorological Center 
(XMC) predicts precipitation for the W e t  Coast. 
However, as painted out by Fawcett (19771, the model 
is I n s  accurate for the wntern United States than for 
other geographic areas, due to the absence of obrerva- 
tions over the eastern Pacific and the failure to correctly 
model atmospheric convection m d  effcctr of comp 
licated terrain on the atmosphere. The output oi the 
numerical prediction models is currently complemented 
by objective precipitation forecasts from the Model 
Output Statistics (MOS) technique and the maptype 
Probabilities of Precipitation (PoP'sl method (IClein 
m d  Glrhn, 1974; Rasch and 3locDonald. 1973) : also. 
cloud-image data from lrtellita are increasingly 
satellites provide measurements inside cstenrive rtorm- 
cloud systems that the visible and infrared radiometen 
cannot obtain. For example. the Electrically Scanning 
Microwave Radiometer (ESJIR) and Scanning Micro- 
wave Spectrometer (SCAMS) instruments on the 
Nimbur 5 and 6 satellites have provided d ~ t a  directly 
related to precipitable water, cloud liquid water and 
rainfall over the ocean (Staelin tr ul., 1956; Wilheit 
d d., 1975; Viezn rr d., 1978). This information should 
be exploited in research related to the precipitation 
and the hydrology of the Pacific West C o u t  states. 
Knowledge about cloud water conditions over the ocean 
beyond the range of weather tadan may help to 
anticipate the extent of significant coutal  precipitation. 
ThL study emphasizes the anal!$r and interpretation 
of data related to total nor.precipitatin8 cloud liquid 
water obtained from the Nimbus 6 SC.4JIS. The 
objective is to see if satellite microwave data related 
to storm-cloud water over the northeastern Pacific 
Ocean c m  enhance precipitation prediction for the 
Pacific West Cout.  
used in b n c u t  prepntion.  I t  m a i n s  d ~ ~ c u l t ,  2. ol data m.l,,i, however, to identiiy those storm systems over the 
ocean that produce surges of heavy precipitation over The Simbur 6 SCAJIS w u  launched into a noon- 
Imd, especially between October and April, which is midnight run-synchronous orbit in June 1975. The 
the time of greatat rainfall. sensor was ddgncd  to map the ewth by scmning 
3021.bOS2,';Pi001151-07S05S~S 
Q 1979 .bnericm Mcteoroloficd Soc~e*. 
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cam 
Data No. htn 
1-9 October 197s 11 23-U Dmmber 197s 
IS17 October 19711 12 66 Jmuuy 1976 
2626 October 1975 13 12-14 Jmuuy 1976 
27-29 0aokr 1975 14 2S2? Jmwy 1976 
3-J Novrnrkr 197s IS 11-13 Fobnuy 1976 
12-14 Novambu 197s 16 1Q-21 Febnruy 1976 
17-19 Novrmkr :97S 17 2SU February 1976 
3-S December 1975 18 2 6 4  Febnury 1976 
10-12 Lhclmhr 197s 19 11-19 Much 1976 
19-21 Lkambu 197s 20 l0.22 Much 1976 
l a t d y  through nadir, yielding full coverage about 
every 12 h. Integrated liquid water and water vapor 
a b u n h c e s  are obtained over the ocean from the 
22.2 and 31.6 channel radiraca. The 22.2 GHz 
channel is approximately twice u sensitive to water 
vapor u the 31.6 CHz channel, and the 31.6 channel 
is approximately trrice u sensitive to t k  liquid water 
content of the atmosphere, so two meuunments 
enable both water vapor and liquid water estimates 
to be made. No valid a t i n u t a  can be made over land. 
Details of the statistical retrieval technique are de- 
scribed by Staelin d d. (1976). 
We have malyted SCAMS data to obtain the 
distribution and amounts of liquid water in 20 cyclonic 
storm situations.' These occurred in the northeastern 
P d c  Octrn m d  resulted in &dl dong the r a t  
cout of the United S ta ta  during the winter season 
October 197S-March 1976. 
Table 1 Lirts the 20 3-d.y periob for which storm 
cases were selected. In each case, the storm system 
moved cutward toward the West Coast. 
X i b u s  6 SCATS digital data taper wen wd in 
the anal)= Two time priods at  intervals of 10-13 h 
(wending and descending node) were available for 
each storm b y .  
D d y  precipitation records wen examined in 
conjunction with Kquencu of SMS-2 cloud images to 
determine the time period during which each selected 
storm system &ected rainfall dong the W a t  C w t .  
For this time period (usually thm succeuive da>r), 
rainfall observations rt 27 coastal stations extending 
from Quillayute, Wuhington (47.95.N) to SIDta Maria, 
Cdifornia (W.30.N) were analyzed in t e r n  of variation 
in latitude or distribution of cou td  precipitation. 
The computer p m p m  wd in analyzing the Nimbu 
6 SC.4AlS digitd datr and the coastal nidoll data 
has thm major subroutiaa. One subroutine prints the 
stellite xm spot values for a given time period on a 
Merestor map extending from 30'-W'S latitude 
md 120.-168W longitude. The second subroutine 
avenges thew datr on a 1" mesh gridpoint array 
(25 rows, 27 columns). For each time period, the 
third subroutine characterizes the storm (on the basis 
of the SCAhfS data! in terms of the distribution of 
liquid water u a function of latitude from north to 
south a v o u  the storm area, and computes the degree 
of linear correlation between the observed distribution 
of coastal precipitation and the antecedent conditions 
of the storm's liquid water distribution over the ocean. 
To illustrate the above method of anal>-sis, Fig. 1 
shows the conditions of SCAAIS-derived cloud water 
usociated with r major storm *stem over the ocean 
identified by SMS-2 data at 0230 PST 7 October 19i5, 
and about 21 h later, at  0100 PST 8 October 1975. 
These conditions preceded the coastal rainfall shown 
in Fig. 2, which shows the observed distribution of 
24 h coutal rainfall for 8-10 October and the i 2  h 
cumulative total for the three days. In Fig. 1, the 
SCAMS liquid water contents derived from SC.4MS 
data (middle frames) are analyzed on the 1" mesh, 
grid-point array. Each printed number represents the 
vertically integrated (columnar) liquid water, averaged 
over the grid square, expressed in units of lo-' rnm 
(mg an-'). Uncertaicties in these data have been 
discuwd by Rosenkrariz and Stnelin (1932) and by 
Staelin ef ol. (1976). .4n estimated rms accuracy of 0.1 
mm (10 mg cm-9 in the individual data points can be 
considered. hIa.ximum values range from 100-138 rng 
cm-' in the northern part of the cloud system on i 
October, and from 100-129 mg un-I in the southern 
part on 8 October. The characteristic distributions of 
total liquid water (1' latitude strips across the grid- 
point area), e.qrcssed in units of 10' tons, are shown 
on the right side. The data of Figs. 1 and 2 show 
that the distribution of cloud water analyzed from 
SCAMS hos a maximum (>0.9X l(r tons) at about 
OlOO PST 8 October between latitude M and 3i0Y;  
coutal rainfall hos a rna6mum on 9 Octokr and also 
in the thmdpy cumulative total, between thae  same 
latitudes. Thus, the distribution of the cloud-water 
content obtained from the Nimbus 6 SCAMS over 
the ocean is positively correlated with the distribution 
of coastal rainfall obsewed at a later time. .inalyses 
such as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 were made for all 
20 storm cases. 
For each of the 20 cases analyzed, the distribution oi 
72 h cumulative rainfall along the West Coast from 
Astoria, Oregon, to Santa Maria, Caiiiorn~a (46-&"XI, 
was correlated with the distribution oi storm-cloud 
. . . water over the ocean analvzed from the SCAJIS data 
lSkJkr ** urinl SC.uS at t ima ranging from 3 6 %  h eariicr.  he particular toulpcrcipiubk rour but nrula r r m  not si@i6aat. A diUemt mh d bt. to pdpitdoa p d c t i o n  i, hd antecedent time at which ~- the positive correlation - was 
byybrr d d. (1978). m u h u m  was identified for each case. Table 2 shows 
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how these m~timum correlations u e  distributed with 
respect to the corresponding antecedent time period 
for dl10 cum analyzed and, in parentheses, for those 
14 a s a  that had mumum correlation ~3eBicients 
2 +0.70. In the prirnuy (2O.cue) data sample, the 
lowest and highest codations wen +0.39 (Cut 8 
and +0.99 (Caw 121, respectively. It u wtn that the 
72 h coutd &all distribution b most frequently 
correlated with the stoncloud liquid water dirrtribu- 
tion over the ocnn analyzed from SCAMS data that 
uc available 60-72 h wliu. The 72 h cumulative 
ninfall wrs correlated with the antecedent doud-water 
distributions, bcaw it repmenu the total precipita- 
tion fmm the storm s!ltem. A h ,  high positive c o d a -  
tions ocnvrrd most frequently when the two stations 
in the state of Wuhington (Quillryute and Hoquiam), 
where rainfall is igaibcmtly aficcted by orography, 
wen eliminated from the data samples. 
Table 2 shows that for the storm cues examined in 
October, November, Jmrwy m d  Much, the distribu- 
tion of the i2  h cumulative coastal rainfall ic highly 
correlated with the distribution of storm iiquid-water 
content over the ocean at n time period dQ.72 h earlier, 
eaclusivcly. The December m d  February cues include 
muits witb the variable antecedent time periods. 
Storm development and movement were not accounted 
for in our d y e  but mwt be considend when 
interpreting the correlation cocBicients. For example, 
Fig. 3 praents the individurl data sets and lineal. 
cordations (r) of the th&y cumulative coastal 
T w  2. Frqwncy (number of arn) of maximum podtiva cornirdoa kMan 72 h niaNl doag the W a t  Cout (46-W*M md 
aatardmt SCAXS cloud-lipuid water o m  th astern PIcidc Ocna. 
timed 
amdmum Fnpuracy d m u h u m  pOIjLiVI d r t h  
October 210vmbw Ommkr J~lluuy F ~ b n u y  Much (h) . 197s 197s 197s 1976 1976 1976 I: 
FIG. 3. Data sea and linear comlations (r) for the 3-dry cumulative c w t r l  minfall dirribution okrved  at 1, (lower frame) .ad the 
antardent distribution of SCAMS liquid water over the o c u n  at 1. -72 h (upper fnme) for cases 1-4 (October 197s). 
rainfall distribution observed at  to (lower frames) and 
the antecedent distribution of SCAMS liquid water 
over the ocean at to- i2  h (upper frames) for cases 1 4  
(October 1973). For can 2 and 3, the storm's dirrction 
of movement was eastward and, consequently, the 
correlation coefficients are relatively high. For cases 
1 and 4, however, storm movement was southward 
and northward, respectively. Translation oi the 
antecedent water rlistributions to account for storm 
movement during the next 72 h would have increased 
the coefficients to +0.80 or larger. 
For the 14 storm case  associated with correlation 
coefficients >, +O.iO, Fig. 4 shows the relationship, 
e.spresxd by linear rcgtcssion, betmen total storm 
water (LV) over the ocean and total 72 h rainfall (P) 
subsequently recorded along ihe coast from 46'-34'Y. 
The standard deviation of P (3t 14.67 cm) about the 
linear fit is too large to give much praclical significance 
to the regression quation. This indicates that the 
mint measurements of liquid water obtained from 
SCAMS do not reoresent the rainfall for the entire 
storm. I t  is encouraging, however, that in spite of the 
large fie!d of view of SCA31S (145-200 km) and the 
simple algorithm used to derive liquid water from 
SC.lblS measurements, a positive correlation between 
remotely sensed total storm water over the ocean and 
recorded total rainfall along the coast is evident. Such a 
quantitative relationship wodd be very w f u l  in 
operational weather prediction and hydroloqy and 
should be further explored with cloud-water data such 
as those available from the Scanning Sfultichannel 
Micmwave Radiometer (SMMR) of Nimbus i. 
4. Discussion 
bIany of the storms examined were associated with a 
cloud system oriented irom southwest to northeast. In 
these cases, the northern part of the doud system 
crosses the coast first, after wh:r I rainfall from this 
part no longer contributes to our objective analysis. 
Our finding that the distribution of total storm rainfall 
is b a t  correlated with the storm-cloud liquid water 
distribution over the ocean 60-72 h earlier results 
because, after this :ime perid, the storm-cloud system 
is no longer entirely off the coast. Consequently, its 
total liquid water content shows decreasing positive 
correlation with the total storm rainfall. To relate storm 
liquid water over the ocean a t  time periods <36 h 
before landfall to the distribution of coastal rainfall 
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FIG. 5. Comp.riron beoreen LFM prediction of c o u u l  ninfall distribut~on (lower fnma), observed &all distribution (m~ddlc 
frames), and antecedent SC.UlS liquid water distnbutioa over the ocean (upper f n m a )  lor two difiewnt cues .  Data comparisons 
show how cloud liquid water data from purive microwave senson over the ocean can be used to :a) reinforce m d  (bi mend numerical 
predictions of couul ninfd disvibuuon 
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r q u i r a  additional data interpretation and analysis. converted to liquid water is based on the jsjurnption 
The m.~lts of two case studies are presented below. that the transmittance oi water clouds is proportional 
In interpreting the study results, we must remember to the total (integrated) liquid-water mass regardless of 
that cloud water in the form of ice crystah does not distribution of dmp size. This Rayleigh approsirnation 
interact significantly with microwave radiation and is applies to c!ou& with tvater-droplet radii 550 rm. 
not accounted for in the SC.bMS da12. F'urthermon, Thus, the SCAlIS liquid-rater valua are derived by 
the algorithm by which SC.4JlS radiance &ta are neglecting xattenng and increased absorption due to 
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precipitation. Grody (1976) hu pointed out that the 
SCAMS idgorithm wd to derive liquid water nrults 
in an o v w r ~ t t  for cam when precipitation is 
praent. Since precipitation was always present in the 
rtormdoud system examined, ow study emphacircr 
(md its nrulu d e c t )  the application of rclah'vr 
wir t iom (distributions) in storm-water content 
rather than of absolute valu5. 
h noted, storm development and movement were 
not account4 for in our analysa but must be cmiderrd 
when interpreting the correlatiol~ coe5cienu. The 
d y s u  ue stmightforward when storm s) l tem move 
from west to east, and our grid area (25' latitudex 26' 
longitude) end- only one system at a time, u w u  
the CMC in October, November, January and March. 
For December and February, however, two frond- 
waveayrtermr moving from southwest to northeast were 
frequently present within the area of analysis. In such 
a~s, the compute: program should be expanded to 
enable the separation of liquid-water distributions of the 
two storm and to account for direction of movement. 
Cur study indicates that passive microwave sensor 
mnrurements of storm-doud mter  over the ocean, 
when wd in conjunction with numerical and other 
objective guidance, can enhance the accuracy of 
pndictions of cwul rainfall distribution. This applica- 
tion is further e.r~mined by comparing our data with 
LFM forecuts of the amount of coastal precipitation, 
at  times corresponding to those of some of our case 
studies. LFM forecase periods of up to 36 h are avail- 
able. Forecasts for longer time periods would have been 
pcefenLlt for comparison with the results of our case 
studies, which showed high positive correlation between 
72 h couta: rainfall distributions and the 60-72 h 
antecedent SCAMS liquid water distributions over 
the ocean. From the available data, the LFM 24 h 
precipitation predictions were selected for further 
d y s u  in the following manner: 
The cue r v ~ d i o  for which LFM data are available 
r u e  mx~rnined for high positive correlatio.1 between 
the distribttiom of obwrved 24 h coastal rainfall and 
of SCk\lS data over the ocean at antecedent time 
periods lar than those considered previously. 
e For thew "short-term" periods, our computer 
program w u  modified so that corresponding data sets 
of observed nipfall distribution over land and ante- 
cedent toul liquid water distribution over the ocean 
could be correlated on a smaller space and time sale. 
Also, the coutd distributionr of LMF-prcclic:cd 21 h 
precipitation closest in validation time to the time of 
obmved precipitation (2400 PST) were included in 
the mdyais. 
t Two exunpla are illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows 
the 24 h LFM prediction of 24 h cumulative coastal 
nhrfd dhtribution for 0345 PST 26 October 1975 
(lower frame), the rainfall distribution observed 3.5 h 
earlier at  2400 PST 25 October (middle ! m e ) ,  and 
the rtonn-water distribution analyzed f r ~ m  SCAMS 
over the ocean -24 h earlier at 00174243 PST 25 
October (top fnme). The LFhI-predkted rainfall 
dirtribution shows #enend agreement with the observed 
distribution and with the SCAMS data analysis. In 
this particular cue, if SCAMS data had been avaiiable, 
their mdysir would have reinforced the accuracy of the 
LFM prediction. On the other hand, Fig. 5b shows a 
cue for which the LFM prediction could have been 
amended on the b u u  of the SCAM!; data analysis, 
since the latter is in better agreement with the observed 
ninfdl distribution than is the LFM ptdiction. 
Application of satellite remote nleosurements of 
doud liquid water to rainfall prediction, u discusxd 
above, requinr the availability of near-real-time 
satellite data. I t  remains to be determined whether the 
potential for enhanced accuracy in p~.edicting coastal 
rainfall distribution justifies the cost >f making such 
data available. 
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APPLICATION OF NIMBUSd MICROWAVE DATA TO WOELEIUS I N  
PRECIPITATION PREDICTION FOR THE PACIFIC WEST COAST 
W. V i u r  md H. Shiglihi, SRI I n ~ t i o ~ l ,  Mmlo PuA, C d i h u ,  and 
A. 1. C. Chmng, Labomtory for Amnnphwic Scbce, Goddrrd Space Flight 
Reliable predictions of the npid augmentation of mountain rnowpack a of run- 
off in the Pacific Northwest westward of the Cucades depend largely on the exttnt 
to which pertinent percunor meteorolo@cal conditions can bc diagnosed over thc 
northeastern Pacific Ocean, where little or no conventional weather data exist. A,, 
though interpretations from satellite doud-iiagc data u e  increasingly used in weather 
forecast preparation, it is difficult to identify in advance thow storm systems that 
produce surges of heavy precipitation over h d ,  especially between October and April. 
At p n m t ,  the regional Limited-Area Fine-Mesh Model (LFM) of the National 
Meteorological Center (NMC) predicts precipitation for the Wet  Corn. However, u 
pointed out by Fawcett (1977), the absence of obunations over the eastern Pacfic 
and the failure to  model correctly atmospheric convection and complicated terrain 
effects on the atmosphere make the model leu accurate over the western United States 
than for other geographic mu. Weather forecasters, therefore, must still depend on 
personal insight and experience in conjunction with numerical guidance when fore 
casting precipitation. The output of the numerial prediction models is currently 
complemented by objective precipitation forecasts from the Model Output Statistics 
(MOS) technique and th t  magtype POPS (Klein and Glahn, 1974; Rorch and MacDon- 
ald, 1975); however, prccipitatron in moderate and heavy amounts remains one of the 
most difficult weather variables to predict. 
h i v e  microwave sensors carried on satellite platforms provide measurements 
inside extensive storm cloud systems that the virible and in fnnd  nd ic  - eten cannot 
obtain. For example, the c lec t r idy  scanning microwave ndiometer (LSMR) and 
scanning microwave spectrometer (SCAMS) instruments on the NIMBUS 5 and 6 u t -  
ellites have provided data directly related to precipitable water, cloud liquid water, 
and rainfall over the ocean. Thk information should be exvloited in mearch related 
to the prec~pitation prediction problems and the hydrology of the Pacific West Coast 
States. since conditions antecedent to dmificant vtecivitation and those with which 
nume;ical vrediction models must be inkrlited &vel& over the ocean. 
ndis iaper reports on the preliminary -Its of r k u u c h  study t h t  emphasizes 
the ana l~sh  and intermetation of data related to total orecivitrbl= water and nonvm 
clpltatlng cloud liquid water obtained from  NIMBUS-^ S C ~ S .  
Sixteen cyclonic storm situations in the northeastern Pacific Ocean that resulted 
in significant rainfall done the west c a s t  of the United Stater d u r i q  the winter w e  
son October 1975 thrwfi February 1976 are uuiyzed in terms of their dist;ibutionr 
and amounts of total water vapor and liquid water, u obtained from SCAMS data  
The watersubstance urdyaa  for each storm case are related to the dutribution and 
unount of c o u u l  precipitation o h n e d  durina the rubrequcnt time period when 
the stonn system crores the coutline. Concomitant precipitation prodictionr from 
the LFM arc incorporated into the study rbo. The w e n l l  objective of the reuuch  
b to  explore Qchniqua by which satellite microwave data over the oaur cur be 
umed t o  lmpnrre prsdp~tation prediction for the M n c  West Cout  states. 
NASA Technical Memorandum 8059'7 December 1979 
THE DIELEmRIC PROPERTIES OF SOIL-WATER MIXTUREB 
AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES 
J. R. Wang 
Laboratory for Atmospheric Sciences 
ABSTRACT' 
Recent measurements on the dielectric constants of mil-water mixtures have 
shown the existence of two frequency re@ons in which the dielectric behavior 
of these mixtures was quite different. At the frequencies of 1.4 GHz - 5 GHz 
there were strong evidences that the variation of the dielectric constant c with 
water content W depended on mil type. While the real part of c, c', for 
sandy soils rose rapidly with the increase in W, c' for the high-clay content 
soils rose only Jowly with W, As a consequence, 6' was generally higher for 
the sandy soils than for the high-clay content mil it a #hen W. On the 0 t h  
hand, most of the measurements at frequencies < 1 GHz indicated the increase 
of e with W independent of mil type& At a given W, c' (sandy mil ) 2 e' (high- 
clay content mil) within the precision of the measurement& 
These observational featwen could be satisfactorily interpreted in terms of a 
simple dielectric relaxation model ruegeded by Schwan (1962), with m appro- 
priate choice of the mean mlutation frequency f,,, and the mp of the activa- 
tion energy 8. It was found that undler fm and larger &9 were required for the 
high-clay content mils than the m d y  mils in order to k consistent with the 
measured data. There requirements on f, md  &9 were drondy rupported by 
the observed dependence of the WU rurfacs wrb per unit weight on the mil 
types* 
Paper 106 
NASA Technical Memorandum 803 1 1 June 1979 
PASSIVE MlCROWAVE P.EMOTE SENSING OF SOIL MOISTURE: 
THE EFFECT OF TILLED ROW STRUCI'URE 
J .  R. Wang, R. W. N e w t ~ n , ~  and J. U.. Rouse3 
June 1979 
ABSTRACT 
The tilled row structure is known to be one of the important factors affecting the observations 
of the microwave emission from a natural surface. Measurements of this effect wen carried aut with 
both L and X-band radiometers mounted on a mobile truck on a ban 40 m x 45 m row tilled field. 
The soil moisture content during the measurements ranged from - 1096 to  -30% by d r j  weight. The 
results of these measurements showed that the variations of the actenna temperatures with incident 
angle 0 changed with tk? azimuthal angle a measured from the row direction. In particulr, at 8 = 0' 
and a + 45", the obsmed horizontally and vertically po!uized antenna lempenhues, TBH(8, a) 
and TBV(O, a), wen not equal. 1r. general, TBH(OO, a) > TBV(OO, a) when 0' < a < 45" and 
TBH(OO, a) < TBV(OO, a) when 45" < a < 90". The difference between TBH(OO, a) and TBy (0°, a) 
was observed to decrease with a approaching 45" and/or with soil moisture content. 
A numerical calculation based on qcomposite surface roughness - a small scale RMS height 
variations superimposed on a large periodic row stmctwt - was made and found to predict the o b  
served features within the model's limit of rccuncy. It w u  concluded that the difference between 
TBV (0°, a) md TgH (Om, a) was due to  the c h a p  in the lo& angle of field emission within the 
antenna field of view a w e d  by the lugescale row stnrctun. 
bbontory for Atmospheric Sclenm, W ASA Goddud Space wt CeIIta 
'Remote Sensing Center, Tcxu A M  Uniwnity, CdLge Station, Teur 
3~eputmsnt of Electrid Enginwring, Udvsdty of Mirouri, Cdumbh, Mhrouri 
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NASA Technical Memorandum 79659 October 1978 
AN EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR THE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC 
PERMITTIVITY OF SOILS AS A FUNCTION OF WATER CONTENT 
J. R Wang and T. J. Schmugge 
ABSTRACT 
The recent measurements on the dielectric properties of soils have shown 
that the variation of dielectric canstant with moisture content depends on soil 
types. 'rhe observed dielectric constant increases only slowly with moisture 
content up to a transition point. Beyond the transition it increases rapidly with 
. . 
moisture content. The moisture value at transition region was found to be higher 
for high clay content soils than for sandy soils. Many mixing formulas reported 
in the literature were compared with, and were found incompatible with, the mea- 
sured dielectric variations of soil-water mixtures. A simple empirical model 
was proposed to describe the dielectric behavior of the soil-water mixtures. 
'IWs model employs the mixing of either the dielectric constants or the refrac- 
indices of ice, water, rock and air, and treats the transition moisture value as 
an adjustable parameter. The calculated mixture dielectric constants from the 
model were found to be in reasonable agreement with the measured results over 
the entire moisture range of 0-0.5 CIL /cm3. Ihe  tramition moistures derived 
from the model range from 0.09 to 0.30 and are strongly correlated with the 
wi1t . i~  points of the soils estimated frcnn their textures. This relationship 
between transition moisture and wilting point provides a means of estimating 
80il dielectric properties on the basie of texture information. 
NASA Technical Memorandum 80277 May 1979 
AN AIX;ORITHM FOR RETRIEVAL OF OCEAN SURFACE AND 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS FROM THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE 
SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SMMR) 
T. T. Wilheit and A. T. C. Clung 
NASA/Goddard Spaa Flight Center 
ABSTRACT 
The Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) is a S-frequency (6.6,10.7,18,21, 
and 37GHz) dual polarized microwave radiometer which was hunched in two separate satellites, 
Nimbus-7 and Seasat In 1978. A formalism b developed which can be used to  interpret the data in 
terms of sea muface temperatun, sea surfaa wind speed, and the atmospheric overburden of water 
vapor and liquid water. It is shown with reasonable instrumental performanct assumptions, these 
parameters can bt derived to useful aauracies. Although the algorithms an not derived for use in 
nin; it is shown that, at least, token rain rates can be tolerated without invalidating the retrieved 
gtophysid pamneten. 
NASA Conference Publication 2076 - Fourth NASA Weather and Climate Program Science Review, 
January 14-25, 1979, NASAIGSFC, Greenbelt. MD. 
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ANT ARCTIC SEA ICE VARIATIONS 1973-76 
H. J. Zmlly, C. Pukimon, F. Wwy, P. GI-, L8bomlory for Ahrocphrric 
Scimcrr IGLASI, Go- Space Flwt Win, Natiorul Awonrutb Md Sprcr 
Adminkartion, G r m W t ,  MO 10771 
W. J. clmpbdl, U.S. GdoghdSurwy, Th-om, WA -16 
R. 0. Runuiar, -t of Envirwmmnt, Ottrm, Cvwdr KIA OH3 
ABSTRACT 
Variations in the extent and concentration of 
sea ice cover on the Southern Ocean are described 
for the three-year period 1973-75 using informa- 
tion derived from the Nimbbs-5 passive microwave 
imager (ESMR) . 
VI. CLlMATE AND RADIATIONS BRANCH 
Psper 110 
Reprinted from Bulletin o f  the American Meteorological Society, 60, pp. 141 4-1426, 1979. 
A Hydrological Anahsis 01 East 
AustralIan floods Uslng Nlmhus-5 
Electrlcall y Scannlng Riidlo~etfir 
Abstract 
Tht chronological development and diminution of six floods 
in artern Australia during January, February, and March 
1974 were mapped for the . h t  time by the Yimbus Elu-  
viai ly Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR). Day and 
nighttime ESMR (19.35 GHz) coverage was analyzed for 
the low gradient, flooded Duling River system in Sew 
South Wala. Apparent movement d surface water as indi- 
cated by low brightness tempemturn (<2M K, day and 
<240 K, night) was easily followed around the curved runoff 
hria dong the northern shoreline d the flooded Darling 
River during this 3-month ~ r i o d .  This pattern was in good 
agreement with flood erert data at r l e t e d  river height gage 
stations, even under cloudy conditions. 
1. Introduction 
The Nimbus-5. a research and development satellite 
launched on 12 December 1972, carried the Electrically 
Scanning ~Iicrowave Radiometer (ESMR). which re- 
corded microwave brightness temperatures (TB) from 
whic' .t  has been possible to estimate meteorological 
an, .~ydrologial parameters on a global scale. 
The microwave brightnnr temperature (TB) of the 
earth's surface is essentially the product of the surface 
temperature a l ~ d  surface emisridty. with additional 
attenuation and emissions due to atmospheric water 
vapor and liquid water droplets (Allison. 1975 ; Zwally 
and Gloerren. 1977). Ice crystal clouds (cirrur) have 
little effect ..I microwave radiation and are  essentially 
tnnsibarr..t a t  the 1.55 cm ESXIR wavelength. >To- 
Iecula~ , rygen absorption can also be neglected a t  this 
w;,*dength (NYlheit r t  d.. 1977). Emirsivity is the 
a J o  of the radiation from a surface a t  a measurable 
temperature for a given wavelength interval to that 
from a black-body source a t  the identical tempera- 
ture. When thc erniuivity is 1, the surface rad ia ta  
as a black body. When it  is less than 1. the surface 
behave  as a gray body. The emissivity of the surface 
depends 07 among other things, the medium's di- 
electrir properties, and for a smooth surface can range 
 fro^,^ 0.4 for water. which has a large dielectric con- 
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FIG. I. The NirnbucS rpacmaft and urociated esperirnents. 
stant. to about 0.7 for wet soils. and to >0.9 for dry mils 
and dense vegetation. 3licrowave emission from sur- 
faces is also affected by roughness, topographic slope. 
stratigraphy (layering of different materials), density 
of rocks. and vegetation cover (JIoore et d.. 1975; 
Claby. 1977: Allison. 1977). For example. a smooth 
bare dry mil z ~ r f a c e  whore physical temperature was 
290 K and e m i i v i t y  war 0.9tb0.95 would indicate 
a T8 of 261-275 K. This is to be contrasted to  the 
low TB over the calm ocean. which is approximately 
120 K. a result of low water emirsivitin of -0.1 a t  
19.35 CHz. The state of the sea surface (wave height. 
roughness, and foam) would increase the observed 
- 
brightness temperature for winds above 7 mis  a t  the 
rate of 1 K,'(m s-I) (Sordberg et d.. 1971). 
Nimbus-5 ESMR data have been used to detect 
rainfall over the ocean by .-\llison et al. (1974). Rao 
Id) 
FIG. 3. bnwntionnl photographa showing t d n  and 
vegetation [eaturn tn Sew South N a l n  and South .~LER~PIIL 
r L u t  61 d.. 19771. Ia) Hill and > t u n  with d t b u l h .  (b) Gibkr 
Plain vlrh tufttd rcb Duna. elnypana. and channtlr 
near Lsbc Ewe. td) Dune qwth -on rtrnnlntf and !hc 
: C )  labx in rhc bkckgmued. I 
F~G. 4  M n w  rivrr ryl lrme 6 t h  mi- trihwirr urd hkt ktm& cum half d A u r t d h .  
Doc& box autlim thq ~ u d y  urr a d @  an thu p . ~ .  (Dmrtmmr d S a u d  Dlvrlop 
rf al. 11976). Xidda and Yon dcr Haar (10771, IYilhdt 
ct u1. (1977). Adlcr and Rodgerr ( E Q f Y l ,  Austin and 
k c i r  (1978). and b o u t  and llrnin (19701. This 8s 
m i h l e  h u w  tht  octans provide r rclaziutl!: con. 
scant. law Tr ( < 150 K) background lor obwnqng the 
atmoaphac. Over land the back~round Ts is higher. 
typically >?50 K. and more vanablt: as a result at. 
tempts to measure minBII over land with the Simbur-3 
ESM R have lailed (>lennly, lo7 5). Hawcvtt. there 
hu been some l im i t4  SUCCM in drlinnting rain over 
.and using thmretiml analysis and actual c u r  studia 
of the dual pdlarizd Simbum-6 ESMR (37 GHr) 
(Rodgem rr *I., 1078, Savage and it'cinmrn. 19751. 
The e a e t  01 raintoll ovtr the Dccan is ro inercasc 
the T r  obeewrd [:om space up to 250 or 2 6 0  K lor 
high t i n  ratn. The rate of i n a t n u  in 78 depends 
on  the  wavelength. .At the 1.53 cm Simbu~-5 ESlrlR 
waveltngth. chi5 maximum is reached for a mln rate 
oi approximarely 10 mm h (il'ilheit rt al . ,  IQ::) Thia 
relrtionrhip has b e n  uiwd to  dcrtrmlne mnirll rates 
over the oceans. rhur provtding ~nfermatian for rwanr  
ol  the earth for which there were v t v  lcw conven- 
tional data rvathblc. Thme data have been combrncd 
to prducc on a t lu  oI the rnonthlv averam oi rainfall 
aver the octana (Rao and Theon, 197: ; Rao rt u l  . 
297b). 
The extent oi a diwrrrnus regional Rood in the 
Xtissimippi C'atfey a t  vatying recurrrnct rlrrcrvals was 
mapped by use ot l a n d s r  {Rango and .+ndcr~n. 
19TI: Rango and Salomonsan. lQ74. Ofterman rt d l . .  
IPTb), SOAA \'HRR [!Sinnet rl ul.. 1974). and 
Simbur.5 ESSIR data (Schrnugge rf ai., 1974). 
However, r carnpltrc time sequence o l  a malor A d  
had not vet been dtmonstratcd bv saccllite analygis. 
This paper will present ?;imbus-: microwave data 
that were u d  to drtcct and map the movcmtnc of 
tldd areas in  eastern .~usrralia from J a n u a ~  !'to 
Xfrrch t P i 4  
The Simbus-l spacecralr (Fig, I! was flown in a near. 
polar (3 1 * retrograde) suns\ ncbranous circular orbrt 
of about IIOO km. Each o r b ~ t  crossrd the equator 
northward at &pprax~mmte k a l  nwn  and muthward 
a t  mldnlght w t h  a T o  lonqitudc 3eparatton and a 
Ftc. 6, Rainfall (in prmnt normal) tor January and February 1074. Quccnsland and Scw 
South \Vale 
period oi 207 rnln. The Simbus-5 E S l I R  mtssurcs 
the cmirtcd radiation itom the carrh'r surfare and 
in tmtn ing a~rnoephrrc in the 150 M H z  band centered 
a t  19.35 CHr (1 .55 rml .  wrh  a nolsc equ~z-dent trm- 
ptrarure didrrrnct <%EAT1 a i  approx~mattlr 1 K. 
I r  n n s  tranavenc to :he rlighr path t r n e y  1 I irnm 
SOo to the left thrnugh nadtr to 30. to the nght i n  
78  steps wth -me wverlrp. The scanntng pmcma i s  
cnntrolled bc an onhoard computer and the radinme- 
ter wan9 a region whose wi$th 13 rpprou~marrl \  !Oa 'oi 
longitude at 3Q0S T h t  hal[-lrcrucr bc., . is~drh u i  r h t  
antenna IS I 4' at n ~ d i r  and t h e  2.2' ~t '0 edges 
rvirh rrsultanr botprlntl  ot 12 km ~ n d  45 1 3 ~  1M k n ~ .  
rrsptcr~vtl \  Since I hr ES3t R sense* "Imzantallu pn- 
l a n d  rsdiatlnn a scan-angir depr.rdcct correcrlon 
rrJs ~ \ r ( d ~ c d  tn t5c data tn 11lake each v~hsrrvatiun 
more closeit c q u ~ \  alcnt ro A I~nrarlk : r o l ~ r r z d  nadir 
clbservar~nn Il ilherr lO7J) The instrument and 11s 
barlc phz gics a r t  F ~ ~ X U ' J S C ~  In mure derail hl  i l ' i lhe~t  
1 I ?  I r t :*;I) dnd ,4111slln rr I I  la741. 
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FIG. 7. Nimbul-f ESMR (19.35 
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FIG. 8. N i b u d  E5MR (I9.JSG HI) fid-print m a p  d brilhtncu tcmpcnrum (Tm, K1. 
Tl~~hr l int le arrow indiatm the flmded Darling R i w  mystern. Thc double a v w  i n d i u r a  the 
h k e  Yamma Yamma and fl&d Carpcn C m k  atcr. 10 Jnnlury-14 3Iareh kPi4.  
Figure 2 Qown the annual mean rainfall in inch- [or 
huntmlia. The wetter areas art  indicated by grey 
tonen (>20 in) and are focatd along the coastal 
ltripa to  th t  nonh, n~rthemat, c u t ,  mutheant. and 
lour!, ~ t l t .  During the summer months (December- 
February) the rainy i n t ~ r t r o p i n l  rant of convtrgencc 
(F tC)  in indicated by a Io* prtrsure monsmnal area 
that farms over the north equatanal c m t .  Extensive 
extremely dry d n t r t  -ion* .< 10 in (250 rnm}, yt) 
are #hewn cevtring Iarnr a r t u  of central and wntern 
Awtmlla. Evaporation IS high and on c h t  average is 
equivalent to 87% oi the rainfall u cornpard to Mrc 
[or Europe an$ Sorth America. Thus only a amall 
proportion of rainfall brcomm surface runoR cxccpt 
durina htavy rain periods. During the winter months, 
~ u n e : A u ~ u r t .  the k ~ t h  corrt is  dry am rhc ITC moKn 
northward into the ::orthem Htminphtte while the 
louthern c m ~ t a I  ntr ipr  receive rain from the wm:- 
tweast traveling Iowa i n  the "Roaring Forria" "(tnper. 
1913). ..in average of IS26 in o l  n i n  ptr ycrr fnlla 
in nemiarid Qutcnsland and Sew b u t h  Watcl ( m c h  the 
exception of coastal $trips) and permit3 nhwp and 
cattle p z i n g  in vast treeleu grrulanda and low opth 
hrllv woodland. trarnplcr o l  wh:ch are ahown In 
Fig. fa and b ( taut ct ai. ,  1Q77). .4 large number of 
dtcp artesian wcils in the G r e ~ t  A m r l l n  Brrtn (the 
tutern quarter of Awt:alia in the Ctntral Buin)  
supplement the surface water supply tor tire shctp and 
cattle industnn. Orogmph~c maps of Australia indicate 
that elcvadonn m n ~ i n g  from 3M ?o lm m ?ti<* in the 
tmotrm highlands. wh i le  the C t n t n l  Barin is gcnemllv 
k l o w  150 m. -hi# banin har two major $rainage 
FIG. P t n d v r  1 1 SISS-7, Inme no. 1563-235301 mdd 
on b Febnury I9i4. Lake I'amrnn Yamma (appendage lower 
left) u &own n t u  darker A d d  Cmpcrs Crerk lowland 
( C t n t f f  right). 
syatml :  the Lake Eyrc inimor draieage and the 
l lurrry-Darl ing River. Thcsc two gently doped syn- 
ttmJ have C 1 In (Z.5 em) wno6 annually t h e  typical 
zrnd dune, eroseon channels, and clavpans ol the 
Sake Evre region i n  rourh central ..Sustral~a are ~ h o w n  
in Fig- 3c and d. 
T h t  Iakn In the central internal drainage balin In  
south Auatnlia art dr.. molt a[ rht t lmt and only 
fi.. dvnny pendl o l  htrr.! ninfalt. Ln 1 Q i l  i t  warn 
pouible to momtor their Awdinq wtrh the Yimbur-5 
EFlI R. The paraculrr l a k e  ihac wll Sc d i r c u r d  In  
RAINFALL I RAINFALL (mm) 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
?l fl 
i 3 t r ~i i ia i~ironntrnaaair  r e ~1mir141r1~nnrrnn 
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FIG. 10. B u r o n  River at Walgett. Sew South Wale* 1974 flood hydrograph and superinpard 
Nimbus-5 n~ght ESMR brightness tempenturn (T r ,  K) and daily rainfall (rnm). 
some de ta~ l  are: Bullw Lake. which is the terminus 
~f the Bul!oc, River In south.r.cstern Queensland. and 
Lake Yamma Yamma w ~ t h  the nerghbonng lowlands 
of Cooper's Creek ( F I ~ .  4). 
The area of flooding that a l l 1  be discuued is along 
the 9arI1ng River ~n S e w  South \\'aler. Early In the 
period ;he dooding was concentrated around :he town 
af \\'algct* in :he northeast section of Sew South 
\Sales (Fig. 5 )  The flooded area ~ 1 1 1  appear to move 
downnver. enaing up  a t  l l en~ndae  in March 1974. 
The January-.\[arch 1974 penod w u  an anomalous 
wamn in that heavy ra1nia11 and severe flooding oc. 
ct-:red in the northern coastal plains of Queensland 
(south of the Gulf of Carpentaria. the Coopers Creek 
area of routhwtat Quctnaland. the Lakcr Eyre. Frome. 
Gairdner, and forrens area in South .4ustralia, and 
the Darling River b u i n  in Sew South \Vales and 
south Guetnsland. Figure 6 shows the rainfall in both 
Queensland and Sew South \\'ales for J a n u a v  and 
February 1974. which ranged from 50 to 2000y0 of the 
normal 25-400 mm per month (Bureau of \Ietwro- 
logy. 1974). The runoff due to this heavy rainfall 
flowed slowly southward through normally dry chan- 
nel* into a network of riven that feed Into Lake Eyrc 
and the Darling River system (IVarner. 1977 ; Vicker).. 
1974). -4 similar flood occurred in . iustral~a during the 
FIG. 11 Six regions in Eastern Australia that were covered by Ximbus-5 ESIIR br~ghtnesm 
tempraturn < 240 K (night) and 6 250 K (day). 
1949-50 period in which large areas of the Lake Eyre 
drainirge division were inundated and rivers flooded 
up tc,~ 30 km in width in certain areas. Flooding in 
the iower reaches of this inland r a t e r  system can 
occur 3 months after the rainfall event in the head- 
w r t c n  of these drainage divisions. (.4+iatraliun \Vater 
Ruaurces Council. 1976: Cibbs and .\laher. 1907. 
Pittock. 1975 : Foley. !954.) 
In the last 100 years, the worst previous Had years 
in Australia occurred in 1852-3. 1863. 1870. 1875. 
1387, 188e94. 1909-11. 19:6-17. 192:. 1925. 1931. 
1934, and 1949-30 (Foley. 1954). 
b. Chrmo!ory of the I974 .dood 
At the beginning of January 1974 a normal summer 
monroanal trough extended from the Gulf of Carpen. 
:aria routheastward through Queensland and northern 
Sew South \\'ales. By %I0 January 1974, th*s rurface 
trough beranze well defined and ensuing heavy rains 
i >300 m n ~ )  !ell in Quecnrland ;.nd Sew South \\'ales. 
In addition Tropical Storm \Vanda moved westward 
inland over southeast Queensland and increased the 
anomalous rainfall ( >  200 rnm) from 24 rc 26 J a n u a q  
1974. (Bureau of .\ltteorrlogy, 1974.) The Ximbus-5 
ESMR photofacsimile 1)ictures (Fig. 7a. b), starting 
9 January 1974, show ihe S\\',SE-oriented trough 
with wh~te  indicating "cold" brightness areas of rain 
and or wet ground over a dark "warm" ground 
background. Ocean areas are white r ~ n c e  t h y  consist 
of iower Ts values due to :lx\v surface emissivities I O . 4 )  
Heavv rains (300 rnm from 7 to 10 January a t  \Valge:~, 
fell on the u.)land portions of the Darling River 
watershed produc~ ng a large. almost ci~cular,  region 
of lowered Ta taiues. seen in Fig. 7c-e. .4s the re- 
gion dried out, the total area of lorered Ts decpenred 
and began to move down to the south and take the 
ahape of the lower portion of the drainage basin 
(Fict. If-j). Additional rain (35-62 mm) on 19-20 la 
February in-& the size of the low TB region 1s 
(Fig. 7k). The region continued t o  move southward 
md decrease in size until 21 March when the sequence 
s tom (Fig. 71-p). T o  the vat of the  Darling River 
h r i n ,  the left side of Fig. 7, are the interior l a k a  of 
South Australia. These I a k a  show a large change in 
site from 9 January to 23 February u the runoH 
from the  uplaads driinr into these ifiterior brim. 
A more quantitative p m m t r t i o n  of these fea turn  
is given in Fig. d. which contains contour maps of 
brightness temperature valuer for the Darling River 
basin. Regions with TB < 240 K for night orbits and 
TD < 250 K for day orbits are shaded or ziptoned to 
indicate regions with substantial flooding. This is a b  
b a d  on the assumption that  areas with penistent m k  
low brightness va lun  a n  those having a substantial 
amount of standing water within the sensor held of 
view. Re .o presented over Illinois in 1973 (Schmuggt 
e# d.. 1977) and in Australia in 1976 (Barton. 1978) i 5 m r s m a m r  s ( 0 1 s  m s a o  m IS I) UWYRv rsrryrn wUOI indicate that wet soils d o n e  woxld not produce the lm (~JI m* 
penistent low TB values. Barton (1978). in a n  anal- 
ysb of ESMR data over Australia, found that there 
was no repol.,= to wet ground if there was vegetative 
corn. e.g.. in his cue a t  Denilrquin with native grasses. 
In the other analysis. Schmugge d d. (1977) found 
that if wet bare soil was exposed. the surface layer 
would dry rapidly. producing a high TB value. I t  was 
concluded from t h e e  studies that bare soil regions 
with persistent low TB values were tor-ered with a 
large amount of standing water in a warm season 
period. The particular values of TB chosen to delineate 
areas with substantial flooding were those that would 
i n d i a t e  that 2s-307, of the area wkhin the sensor's 
field of view w u  water covered. This percentage w u  
determined by observing that  the TB of unflooded 
gramland w u  280 K. while the lowest TB observed 
for the interior l a k a  w u  in the 170-180 K range. 
Thus for a daytime orbit. 
Percent of standing water = TB ( d p )  - TB 
TB (dry) - TB (wet) 
I t  is recognized that this is only an estimate and that  
regions with temporarily saturated soiis could also 
have TB in the 250 K range. 
Figure 8 s t o w  the TB contour map lor the rime 
of the most intense rainiall over the area with ex- 
tensive pound  wetness. The low Tn values are the 
r a u l t  of increased ground wetncw rather than being 
due to the rain itself, since the lowat  Tr expected 
for intense rain is approximately 250 K (LVilheit ef d.. 
1977). By 22 January (Fig. 8b) the shaded area has 
decruaed to a 150 by 200 km section centered around 
the town of LValgett. The other shaded 3 north of 
the town of LiTlcannia is Lake Bu!loc -n internal 
drainage basin. Above that is Lake Yamm; Yamma. 
FIG. 12. Estimated total fiwded wrlace area (ha) for 
M 6 (shown in Fig. 11). in Eartern A u u n l u  from Jlnuuy 
to March 1974 derived from Sirnbus-5 ESMR (19.35 CHzj 
data (day: TD Q 250 K. night: T 8 Q 240 Kj. 
and the Ccope: Creek lowland is apparently just 
mginning to fill with water The  shaded area around 
kValgett cont inua to shrink on 24 January while the 
Lake Bulloo and Lake Yamma Yamma-Cooper Creek 
a r e a  continue to grow and intensify. -4ddi:ional rains 
on 25 and 26 January (18 mm a t  LValgett). produced 
little change in the 30 January map oi the Darling 
River basin except for the movement of the shaded 
area to the southwar.  There was a substantial in- 
crease in the shaded area for the lake regions where 
heavier rains had fal!en. The 2 and 7 February 1974 
maps show the continued shrinkage oi the shaded 
area in the Darling River basin and the movement 
of the flooded area to the southwest. The leading edkc 
moved from 70 km to aqprosimately 30 km north- 
west of the town of LYilcannia during :his i;.terval. or 
about 8 km per day. In each case. the ;owest was 
210 K or icu. indicating a t  least 5040% water within 
the field of view of the ,;diorrreter. The two lakes in 
the northwestern portion of this analysis have become 
well defined with TB as low as  170 K. indicated by 
the double arrQws in Figs. Se to h. Figure 9 is a Land- 
sat 1 <SISS-?; image ol the same area on 6 February 
19i4 when waten in the Barcoo River channels over- 
flowed into Lake Yamma Yamma and Coopers Creek 
lowlands, reaching a masimurn width of 60 km. The 
flood boundaries are readil! d~acernable because ol 
large diffcrenca in surface reflectance between the 
dark flooded area and the lighter d ry  uplands (Rob[- 
nove. 1978: Short r f  al.. 1976). From this Image. the 
total extent of the flooded area IS estimated to be 
160 km by 50 km. which 1s In reasonable agreement 
with the area with~n the 130 I< contour line :n Fiq. St 
fl F.. -
30 1 1 .  
1 8 10 IS 20 25 
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FIG. 13. Estimated total flooded surface area (km2) for the six regions shorn in Fig. 11. in 
Eutern Australia from January to March 1974 derived from Simbus-5 ESJIR (19.35 GHt) 
data (day: T, < 250 ti night: TD S 240 K). 
The 5 and 14 >larch maps (Fig Sg, h) indicate the 
continued movement of the shaded area southwest\vard 
down the Darling River. with the lowering of TB be- 
coming less intense. i .e .  the minimum is now about 
220 K. Similarly the shaded region of the lakes has also 
shrunk. 
T o  study the temporal variation of TB. a hydrograph 
(Fig. 10) for the Barvon River a t  \i'algett. provided 
by the Sew South ll'alcs \\.'ater Resources Com- 
xission. was compared with the values of TB for a 
SO km by 30 km area around the town of iyalgett. 
Generally, the low TB values relate well to the river 
page height that is ar, indicator o i  the overbanic dow. 
In particular. :he peak oi  gage height occurs qn 1: 
January, siightiy prior to the minimum value of 
Tb = IS4 K on 19 January 1974. T h ~ s  value indicates 
that  80-90% oi this 50 by 50 km arca was flooded. 
The subsequent rise of TB corresponds well to the 
decrease in gage height. 
.An initial attempt was made to measure the flooded 
area from the S~mbus-3  ESl IR grid print maps of 
brightness temperatures. Six regions that were covered 
by T'B $240 R (night) and ,250 fi (day) were nia- 
nimetered (Fig. 11). The daily integrated changes for 
area 6 along the Dar!ing River bas~n is shown In 
Fig. 12. Starring a t  zero before the rains oi 9-11 
January. it reaches a peak on 10 j a n u a n  that prob- 
ably includes a substant.al area with bare wet soils. 
By IS J a n u a n .  these surface soils have dried out. 
the area reduces to a \.aiue of 50 000-60 000 km2. and 
the area continues to decrease with the exception of 
sharp spikn result~ng from rains in late January and 
mid-February 1974. Recall that  the shaded areas 
contained a t  least 20-30s standing water: therefore. 
the actuai flooded arca w i l l  be somewhat less than that  
indicated in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 shows the daily inte- 
grated flooded area changes for all areas 1-6. One 
major dood peak occurred on 30 January 1971. while 
minor peaks occurred on 10 and I8 J a n u a q .  20 Feb- 
ruary. and 11 March 1974. Color pictures of the near- 
Hood area maximum on 1 February and near-minimum 
on 11 March 1974 are shown on the cover. A more 
compiete description of the wet season flooding in the 
South Carpentaria P!ains (.Area 2)  may be found in 
a paper by Simpson and Doutch (1977). 
4. Conclusions 
The passive microwave brightness temperature ob- 
servations of the Simbus-5 E S N R  were used to 
detect a r d  monitor the development of flooded areas 
in the Darling River basin of Sew South Wales. 
.Australia. This capacity was based on the observa- 
tion of areas oi oersistent lowered values of TB. which 
were actnbuted to the presence oi Hooded areas or 
standing water xithin t3e EShI R field of view. In 
the Darling E v e r  basin. the temporal variation of 
both size and locat~on was mon~tored through the 
first quarter or' 1974. The area with substantial hooding 
varied in size from approximately 60000 kma im- 
mediately foilowing the heavy rains in mid-January 
to about IOOOQ km' In late hiarch 1974. Its center 
moved approximately 600 km from the town of 
Ll'algett to halfway between the town of \Vilcann~a 
and llenindtc. and it changed in shape from roughly 
circular to oblong a s  it mo\ed downstream. The  
motion is believed to be tha t  of the tlood\vaten since 
there were no anomalously large rains over the  down- 
stream portion oi  the  h a s ~ n  following the heavy rains 
early in January 1974. 
f hcse results indicate that  microwave brightness 
temperature ~ b r t r v a t i o n r  a r e  another t w l  for moni. 
toring surface water. This satellite capability will be 
considerably enhanced when improved spatial resolu- 
tion becomes available in the  future. Longer wave- 
length sensors v ill also provide greater sensitivity to  
roil moisture and standing water with less sensitivity 
to  vegetation cut er. 
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ABSTRACT: The use of n te i l i t a  for the remote sensing at the earth and its a*'t~Sphere 
is reviewed. Meteorological satellites have been in use since 1960. The polar orbiting 
satellites at 650 to lSOO km make 12 to 14 orbits daily with nearly Cull earth coverage. 
The geosynchronous satellites at 36 000 km remain appro xi mat el^ fixed in spa- 
&ti- to the esnh  and v m  rhe same MI mntinuous1,*. 
Camcrrr obtaining nrth images in the nrible d e t m  clouds and monitor storm 
system. Infrared rad iommn n I c w r e  tempenturn of the surface or cloud t o p  and 
rlro determiac amounts of ozone acd water rapor in the atmosphere. W i o m c t r n  
sensitive to diffmnt spectral regions in absorption ban& (such as carbon dioxide [Cod u 15 and 4.3 pin) ?re used to determine atmospheric verrial temperature 
P- 
Rn w h ' s  radiation budget is determined from satellite measurements of the 
d a m d  solar ndiation and the emined Ionpave temstnal  radiation. 
Atmaphcric win& ue obtained by doud tracking from geosynchronous satellites. A 
nwjor p b l m  IS height detenninrtmn. Infrared "wtndow" measurements of the 
brightaar tcmpmture from clouds provide some tntomat~on on cloud top heighu. 
but doud emiskivrty and msor molutlon arc snil sources of error. 
~ H i a v e  im- has been used to detenntne rainfall tntensitin over the m a n .  
mow. and ice cover and tlood mapping through clouds. It has also k n  pou~ble  to 
d i n i n ~ i r h  betwcm fim and muiti!ear I=. fhm IS a potential capability tor meuunng 
mil moisture using long-wavelength (21 cm) radiometerr. Landut nsual and near- 
i n f d  rr.euuremenu rlso allow flood monitoring and obsewat~ons of crop growh. 
Rn Nimbus 4 Backscaner Ultraviola (BUV) instrument h a s  provided w e n  yean 
of m c w m n c n a  h m  which t a l l  ozone and ven~cal ozone distnbut~on can k 
dnmnined. 
Future mlvionr include TIROS N satellites wtth ~mpmvcd c l p b ~ l t t i a  for measuring 
sa surface temperaturn. mapptng snow and Ice fields. monitoring global ozone. and 
conanued mcuuremenn of the ennh's nd ia r~on  budgec. S U S A T  A WIII be devoted 
to omnographic measurements. 
Nimbus G senson wll observe cenaln atrnosphenc pollutant:. xesntc panmeten. 
and aeathcr and cl~mate vanabla. The Shunle. In addit~on to sentng as a launch 
lGoddard Space Right Center. Greenbelt. Md. 207'1 
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vehicle fa free flying satellites, will nuke periodic calibration checks of instruments 
on the free flyws and provide frciliriea for dmlopinp, testing, and &mnmuin) new 
refnote msors. 
KEY WORDS: satellite mctaodogy. rrmoce senring theory. satellite inatrumnu. 
mmdogy,  opmtionrl satellire data, first GARP global experiment, ca*ironmental 
satellite pmgnrm. dimte  program. ozoat 
Imaging systems that respond to electromagnetic radiation (EMR) within 
the spectral response range of the human eye have had a long and productive 
history of development since Daguenr and Niepce reported on their ht 
photographs in 1839. Aerial photography was utilized as early or 1920 by 
petroleum geologists and was used in 1944 for mineral exploration. Today. 
aerial and satellite color photography is used in almost all the ea th  scienm, 
including geology, soils, fomtry. agriculture. hydrology, geognphy, and 
range and wildlife mmnagcment. The existence of EMR adjacent to the 
blueviolet region of the visible spectrum was demonstrated by J. W. Rirter 
in 1801, by shouing that this invisible EMR was even more effective than 
visible light in blackening silver chloride. The existence of the inhred (IR) 
spectral region was demonstrated as early as 1800 by Sir Frederick Herschel. 
and tnitial work in IR observations of celestial bodies was done by S. P. 
Langley in the late 1800s. 
Although the existence of these regions of the EMR spectrum beyond the 
range of human vision and photographic sensitivity has been known to the 
scientific world for over 170 years, nearly all useful applications have taken 
place over only the past 40 years. The term "remote sensing" hiits become a 
commonly accepted term and is used in the present context to refer to the 
whole realm of possibilities afforded by the entire EMR spectrum for ob- 
sewations of the earth's surface and atmosphere from satellites. As sunlight 
fiiters down from the top of the atmosphere, it interacts with a11 panicles 
in my thin slab of the atmosphere-atomic, molecular, and larger-and 
each slab scatters and absorbs radiation (as does the surface, that is, the 
lower boundary of the atmosphere). All photons scattered in the direction 
of the satellite from a11 intervening slabs of the atmosphere (as well as the 
surface) have the same energy as the incident photons. The solar eaergy 
absorbed throughout the atmosphere (and by the surface) is ultimately 
remitted at different wavelengths so that atmospheric interactions through- 
out the EMR spectrum are imponant to remote sensing. 
Any physical interaction between the radiation field and the atmosphere 
offers a potential means for probing that pan of the environmect involved 
in the interaction. It is only nemsary to find interactions that are strong 
enough to be observable, sensitive enough to allow detection of variations. 
and isolated enough from other interactions to permit unambiguous inter- 
pretations. 
In the following section, the basis for remote sensing will be outlined, in 
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the q u e l .  the evolution of emote senson will be illustrated dong with 
exarnplts of practical applications and a prospectus of futurr develop- 
ments. Many volumes atready caist on single top~cs cavemd he=, so that 
mmpterenesr has betn curtailed in the Inrerest of presenting a bmad 
~ v e r v i r v .  
The prime sourct of energy that products and maintains the atmospheric 
motions and he spatial and temporal variations of weather is the solar 
s~diatior! intempttd by the canh. The ra te  at which this cnerc is r tce iv td  
at the earth's distanct from rhc sun is nearly 1400 w/mZ. but, on t h t  
average. approxrma rely 30 pcmnr  of t h ~ s  is mflecrta back to spa= by the 
ctoud sudaccs, the c!car atmosphere, the dusr and ice crystals suspended 
in the atmosphcn. and by rhc earth's surface. Figure I itlusrratcs schc- 
rnancally bow r h t  flux from rhe sun can arrive at an Earth-viewing satell~te 
dcrmor. The radiation may habc been scattered. aflccted. abso~bsd, and 
reemitted several times, and tach time in h way that is characteristic of 
the composition, temperature. and pressure of rhc atrnosphcric gases and 
FIG 1-4 . ihrmut~c , , :rrr-~rlrrrn t,r rurrh ruo.gur.ilrr~ redrartvr :nr.mcriow 
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the physical properties of the various scatterers. A more complete descriptic : 
of light scattering in planetary atmospheres is given elsewhere [ I ] .  
Figure 2 shows the extent of the EMR spectrum and indicates the kinds 
of physical procwes involved at different wavelengths, along with the 
names associated with the various intervals. Generic types of instrumentaticn 
commonly associated with these intervals are also indicated. 
Figure 3 shows the spectral characteristics of sunlight. The upper solid 
c u m  is for above the earth's atmosphere where the maximum occurs at 
a wavelength of about 0.47 gm. About 20 percent of the total energy is in 
the region below 0.47 pm; 44 pcmnt is in the visible band between 0.4 
and 0.76 rm ,  and 99 percent is at the so-called short wavelengths between 
0.15 and 4.0 rm. The lower solid curve is typical of sunlight for cloud-fm 
areas at the surface, so that the difference represents that which is scattered 
or absorbed. The atmosphere is essentially transparent in the visible and 
near-infrared portions of the spectrum, and these hands of least (but not 
insignificant) attenuation are called "windows." The windows of importance 
to remote sensing a n  shown in Table I .  Atmospheric absorption at wave- 
lengths below 0.3 pm is so iniense that little energy reaches the surface. The 
lower solid curve of Fig. 3 is typical of the diffuse shortwave radiation that 
reaches the suriacc after absorption by the indicated atmospheric gases 
with the remainder being scattered by water vapor, dust, and other at- 
mospheric molecules. 
Figure 4 is an expansion of Fig. 3 with the addition of typical thermal 
infratrd radiation emitted From t.le surface. In this band, from about 
4 to 20 pm, strong absorption bands occur that are caused by vibrational- 
rotational changes due to water vapor and carbon dioxide. These absorption 
bands break up both the near-infrared and thermal infrared regions into 
a series of windows of modest transparency interspersed with regions 
ihuttercd by absorption. Figure 5 shows the transmittance of the atmosphere 
within this band and illusrratcc the complex and pervasive nature of the 
EMR spccm!m that must be dealt with in remote sensing [2 ] .  
At wavelengths larger than 22 pm, a whole set of rotational transitions 
due to water vapor out to 1 mm and beyond, effectively close the long-wave- 
length infrared and, 1-mm regions to remote sensing. No important molec- 
ular transitions occur for wavelengths longer than a few centimetns. 
Figure 6 shows a funher expansion to include the microwave region 
where the indicated atmospheric absorption bands are between the windows. 
as given in Table 1, while the rest is very transparent. The effects of clouds 
are relatively minor over most of the microwave region, but for measure- 
menu such as the sea surface temperature, their effects must be taken into 
rccount. Rainfall interacts with EMR in ways that are strongly dependent 
on wavelength and drop-size in the 1 to 10-cm region. Only the most intense 
lThr ~trlic numben In bmckeu refer to the list ot references appended ro thls paper. 
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Solar l r rd lat~on Cunr Outudr A t m w h * r r  
SOIN I r rd~at lon Curvr at Sea Lnrl 
Curve lor B l ~ k b o d y  at 5900°K - 
- 
- 
0 01 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 i.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2 6  28 3.0 32 
Wavelength ( m) 
FIG 3-Sprcrral irradiancr (HX1 of d~recr sunlrghr b r ~ o r r  and gircr rr passes rhrouglr rhr 
earths urmosphtrr The srrpplrd porrlott grrrs rhr ~rmosphrr rc  ~b ro rp r ton  rhr sup1 IS ur 
: tnirh 1911. 
TABLE 1-.Major utmacphenc windows dwrlable )or ~pacecrofr 
Remore Srnsrng (301. 
rJlnav~olrt  and v~stble urn 0.30 to 0.75 
0 . 7  to 0.91 
Neat ~nfrared,  pm 1 0  to 1.12 
1.19 10 1 3: 
1.55 to 1 .'S 
2.05 to 2.4 
Mid-infrared. r,? 3.5 to 4 16 
4 5 t o 5 0  
Thermal infrared, prn 8 0 t o 9 2  
10.2 to 12.4 
1: 0 to  22.0 
Micmvave.  ~ n m  2.06 to 2.22 
3.0 to 3 ' 5  
' 5 t o 1 1  5 
20 0 * 
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rainfall can be detected by microwave at wavelengths beyond 10 cm because 
rain echoes are proportional to the inverse fourth power of the wavelength. 
Evolution of Environmentd Satellite Instrumentation 
The development of the first meteorological satellite was a final result 
of man's determination to increase his perspective of the world in which 
he lives. An early experiment in satellite meteorology began in 1959 with 
the U.S. launching of the Vanguard 2 and Explorer 6 and 7. The first two 
Wavelength i Mrronsl 
FIG 4-Elrctromagnrr~c Iprcrra ot  ~ o l u r  ~ n d  r rn r r r r~o l  rudrar~on [Q:I 
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FIG. 5-Mraaumd tmnsmlcrancrr through the armorphrrr for rhr 5 to 25-fim -ton (21. 
spacecraft wen quipped with two pho:ocells and primitive television 
scanning devic~s, respectively, wh~ch were designed to observe large-scale 
cloud patterns. Explorer 7 was fitted with a low resolution, omnidirectional 
radiometer to measure incoming reflected solar radiation and outgoing 
thermal radiation emitted by the earth's atmospheric systenr, in order to 
determine the he-( budget. The* early flights. while not entirciy successful, 
provided U.S. scientists with valuable in-house experience and encouraged 
the development cf the first experimental spin-stabilized TIROS satcllite 
[3]. Figure 7 shows an anist's conception of the wide variety of U.S meteoro- 
logical satellites which were launched into polar and geostationary orbits 
from 1960 to 1976. 
Polar-orbiting environmental satellites circle the eanh at aititudes which 
vary from 650 to 1500 km. Near-to-global data arc recorded by tape recorder 
from 12 to 14 daily orbits, with each orbit being 90 to 110 min in duration 
By command. ground stations receive the ciato: and further process it for 
interested user agencies. Satellites in this category am tkz TIROS. EZSA, 
ITOS, POAA. NIMBUS. and LANDSAT series. With successive launches, 
it became inmasingly apparent that the polzc orbiter had a aisdnct ad- 
vantage Jr rnany usen by repetitively viewing large areas with high, medium. 
and low m l u ~ o n  sensors under si .'!ar solar illumination and orbital 
operating conditions. 
Gmstationar) .atellita were positioned into orbits approximately 36 000 
km above the equator at predetermined longitudes. Since the satellite has 
8 period equal to the sideral rotation of the earth (23 h, 56 min), it remained 
fixed in space relative to the eanh, and thus observed the same area con- 
tinuously with visible and later infrared instruments. Satellites in this 
category arc the ATS and SMS/ GOES series. Table 2 lists in chronological 
order, tiie basic scientific-instrumental accomplishmentr of the U.S.  en- 
vironmental satellite program from 1960 ro 1976. 
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In the subsequent sections, the development of t h m  major instrument 
classifications, that is, cameras. scannen. ar,d atmospheric sounders will 
be discussed briefly. 
Cameras 
The evolution of meteorological satellite came* is shown in Fig. 8. 
TIROS 1. 2, 3, 4. and 7 carrid shuttered television cameras. The phot* 
sensitive vidicon tube face. 1.27 cm in diameter. which viewed ihe earth 
scene below was internally xanned (500 times per image) and convened 
to a recorded analog signal which was later transmittxi to the earth upon 
command. 
An example of early TIROS 1 :elevision pictures is shorn in Fig. 9 [dl. 
The Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) and the Automatic Picture 
Transmission system (APT) wzre tested on the Nimbus 1 and 2 utel!ita. The 
3-camera -4VCS was intended to provid: fairly high resolution cloud cover- 
&)!) TV lines. 926 m (0.5 nautical mila [NM])-over the full earth and was 
iater flown on ESSA. ITOS. and NOAA operational satellites. A more 
complete description of the degradation and othcr limitations of the vidiwn 
=be is given by Schwalb and Gross 151. The Nimbus 1 arid 2 APT cameras 
used s p e d  locg-storage vidicon tubes w h m  dielectric surfaces were 
mpabk of holding the earth imrge for the required 200 s, slow-scan read- 
out period. The APT vidicon system (800 TV lines, 3704-m [2-NM] mo- 
lution) vias designed for medium resolution cloud cover imaging for direct 
readout, and was flown on ESSA, ITOS. and NOAA satellites. The A P f  
data from three successive orbits coven 3445 km (1860 NM) and is re- 
ceived daily by 600 to 800 ground stations, ir;cludi:ig 78 nations in 43 
foreign countries 161. 
The Image Dissectcr Camera (IDCS), an electrica!ly scanning photo- 
cathode, wa- flown on ATS 1 and 3. Nimbus .! and 4, and the ESSA-NOAA 
series. and had a higher dynam~c range (1300 TV lines) than the AVCS 
system. But due to Its complexity, the IDCS was replaced by the simpler 
Spin Scan Cloud Cover Caners on the peostationary ATS satellites [7,8]. 
Scanners 
The evolution of meteorological satellite scanner is shown in fig. 10. The 
Medium Rbwlution Infrared Radioneter (MRIR) was the first 5-channel 
scanning radiometer to be flown on the TIROS-Nimbus series. It recorded 
the visible and infrared radiation emitted and reflected back From the 
earth. clouds and oceans with a ground resolution of 64 km (35 NM). For 
the fin time, estimates on a quasi-global scale were made of cloud heights. 
sea surface and ground temperatures, and radiation budget. This innru- 
rnent, which suffered from a lack of inflight calibration. was the forerunner 
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TABLE 2-Bark scientific-irurrumental ~rrompluhmcnts of the United States cnvtmnmearol 
satellite program fmm 1966 to 1978. 
First cloud cover imaging in the visible 
(Vidicon). 
Fint multupmral imaging in the 
visible and infrared. 
. . 
Erst Automatic Picture T nnsmksion 
(Am).  
Nimbus 1 Cuned Advanced Vidicon Camera 
System (AVCS). APT. and High 
Resolution Infrared Radiometer 
(HRIR) for night coverape. 
Fint TiROS sarcllire is sun-syn- 
chmnous orbit. 
... 
Fint o p t i o n a l  weather srte;lite: 
carried 2 wide-angle TV cameras. 
Caned APT umru; APT carried 
onallmn-numberedESSA~ttllita. 
Firs: d imreadout  of HRIR. Carned 
Medium R d o t i o s  Infrared Rad~o- 
meter (MRIR). 
Carncd tint optat~onal AVCS cam- 
trar: AVCS carncd on all odd- 
numbered tdSA satellira. 
r r:cd Ant Spln Scan Cloud Camera 
(SSCC). mntinuoutly imagtng !n 
m~ble .  
ESSA 2 
Nimbus 2 
ESSA 3 
W A  4
ESSA 5 
ATS 3 C a m 4  tint Multicoior Spin Scan 
Cloud C a m m  (MSSCC). 
ESSA 6 
ESSA 7 
ESSA 8 
ESSA J 
Ntmbw 3 Ftnt venlcal sound~ng of the atmos- 
phere (SIRS. IRIS) data i o l l ~ t ~ o n  
and lacat~on (1Rl.s). and Solar U V  
monitoring (MUSE). Also carncd 
MRIR. 
Second generat1011 o p n t l ~ n a l  proro- 
type tlmproved TIROS Opent~onal 
Satellite). 
Fint veninl sounding to b0 km ISCR) 
and ozone wwrndtng globally t BL'V). 
Fint NOAA-funded.ucond-generat~on 
o p n t ~ o n a l  utelltte. 
;dim& 4 
NOAA 1 
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TABLE 2-4'0nt1nunl 
k b t  1 
NOAA 2 
Nimbus S 
NOAA 3 
SMS I 
NOAA 4 
Landsat 2 
SMS 2 
Nimbus 6 
GOES I 
NOAA 5 
Landsat 3 
. . . 
W,16/76 
04, M/78 (Standby) 
Fint Eanh resources technolorn sat- 
ellite. MSS failed 031 77. 
Fint operational satellite to carry 
visible and IR Scanning Radiometer 
(SR) an2 Venial Tempenturn Pro- 
file Radiometer (VTPR). 
Fint w i v e  mlcnnrave sounder 
(NEMS) and imager (ESMR) flown. 
Fint operational satellite to permit 
d i m  broadcast of VfPR data. 
Fint Synchronws M c t d o g i c a l  
Satellite (GOES protype). Carried 
visible and IR imaging ndiometer. 
Fint chm-us-stabilized geostationary 
wouke. (InfrnrrQ ud visible 
scanner failed on 0 8 4  15'74). 
. . . 
. . .  
Second operational peolratlonary 
SMS;GOES prototype. 
Fint sounder including .).3-~1m CO 2 
band flown (HIRS). First meas.irc- 
ment of Eanh radiation budget ar 
synopric.'planetary scales (ERB). 
Fint Geostationary Operational En. 
vimnmental Satellite. (mctivared 
M/W/78). 
SR tailed 03,lj; 78. 
. . 
d several scanners: the High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) [ 9 ] ,  
the Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) on the Nimbus 
series, the operational Scanning Radiometer (SR) and the Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) on the NOAA series, the Very High Reso- 
lution Radiometer (VHR) on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Trogram 
(DMSP), and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 
on the planned TIROS-N series (1978). 
A typical scan sequence of the two-channel THIR on Nimbus 5 is shown 
in Fig, 11. the two detectors ( 11 and 6.7 pm. 8 and 23-km ground resolution 
at nadir, respectively) simultaneously view the spacecraft housing, A at 
zenith (zero seconds). Seven synchronous pulses sran at C. followed by 
six 1-V calibration steps. A space scan stans between D and G, followed 
by an earth scan (117 deg wide) to I, a space scan to K, a housing scan to 
M, and then back to zenith. The entire sequence lasts 1.23 s. The space 
and housing scan serve as pan of the imflight calibration check. Note the 
small noise ripple on the housing and space scans [ lo] .  The noise equivalent 
S temperature for the 11-pm channel is approximatrly 1.5 K at 185 K 
and 0.28 K at 300 K. Comctions of 1 (dry desert areas) to 10 K (moist 
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% I N  U I I U M  L M I T I m * I  *O r m C U l 1  s*O * A O l W l T l l  DW-0 
u l o  C ~ L ~ B ~ ~ T I F ~  CcrnAL S~QUIMC~~  1 %  1144rto t r  n c m  F * W ~ L  
C l n h  3 t Z m y t C  f C h 0 m Y A 1  
t m p i ~ d ,  must k added to equivalent blrckbdy tempemturn of the ealzh's 
rurfan and ckuds for 10- due to atmosphtric water vapor. Aa example 
o f  SR imagery is shown in Fig. 12, whrch depicts the developrncnt of a 
h f i c  norm as m r d e d  by the visible channel of NOrU-2 from 12 to 14 
March 19.4 at appmxirnarc!y 22100 to 2300 GMT. figurr 13 sbou* a 
global rnonrage of nighnime infrared data from NOAA.2 SR for 25 to 26 
Aup. 19'4. The locat~ons of mcral c s ~ t t r n  and wesrcnt Pacrfi: tvphmns, 
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tht Asian monsoon cloudiness and the intenropical zone of convcrgcnn 
o m  Cenml Africa ere indicated. 
n e  AT$-1 and -3 (Fig. 10) were quipped with a Spin Scan Cloud Cover 
Camera (SSCCI that provided full disk (daytime only) pictures of the 
earth's cloud cover on a 20-min basis. Film Imps of thest early pictures 
wl,m ur*d ta provide winds daily at wo lcvets over the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans. The SSCC and the MultimIor Spin Scan Cloud Covet Camera CMS 
SCC) on ATS-3 [ti] were the forcrunnen of the operational Visible and 
tafrartd Spin Scan Radiomettr (VISSRI flown on SMS-1 t19741, SMS-2 
(1975). and GOES (19751. and the Geosynchronous Vcry High Resolution 
Radiometer (GVHRRI on ATS-6 (1974). The lamr two insrnrments per- 
mitted the Erst continuous day and night full disk cloud obscnration. 
The FJISSR scans from west to em, due to spacccraFt rotation. with eight 
identical visible and two redundant infrared channels. T"hc ground molution 
at nadir of the visible (0.55 to 0 . M  pm) and infrared (10.5 tu 12.6 prn) 
channels are 0.5 and 8 km (0.43 and 4.3 NM). mpcctiwely. Tht 5MSiCOES 
mtata at 100 rpm; tht VISSR scan mimr w w s  the earth for one wentieth 
of each 360 deg rotation The radiometer scans fmm north to south in 
18.2 mia and 1821 sumssiw ssan steps. Adding to this the time needed 
for gound data acquisition and processing. the final VlcCR picture is  
o d a 3 l c  to users trcry 30 min. The satetlitt can also k programmed to 
scan in a limited mode for rcs~arch and development srudics over severe 
storm artas [11.13]. Figurn 14 shows an example of a SMS-l visible. full- 
disk picturr with a sector of the Unifed States and Husricane Amy off 
ic *as? coast on 30 Junc 1975 (1852-rn malut~on). 
The theoretical basis for the determination of the verrical profile of 
tempcrasurr in !he rtmosphm was suggested by Kaplan [id;. Basically, the 
concept utilizes measuremenu by a radiometer with channels xnsitivc 
to different spectral rcgons in and near an absorption band ICO2. dioxide [a]. and water [H?O]) such that the weighting funerions peak in different 
puu of the atrnosphcr. The measured radiances art thtn "inverted" 
m~thtmtical ly  in order to derive the ;trnpcraturr structure of the atmos* 
phcrr. However, there IS no unique solurion ro the problem, For t h ~ s  reawn 
it is ncmsay to sxan with a "firs1 guess" venical tcmptrature protile which 
isobtained titherfrom a forecast or clirnatalogical profiit. Various rechniques. 
such as inverse matrim. regression methods, and ~rciation. are used to 
obtain r solution. The pmccdure generally ~nvalvts knowledge of tht trans- 
mission functions of the different channels. The ransmiuion functions are 
derived bv matching themtical absorption-bawd models with experimental 
rnusurrrntnrs of absorpt~on and thtn apptytng the models to the atmob- 
phtrr. Errom arise due to imperfect models and ta txtrapolatlon from 
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expcrimcrital measurements to differem *?rnospheric pressures and tcm- 
pcratuns. In some cases the rransmrssion Functions have been modified 
empirically by comparing measurd :~dsancts with coxputcd radiances 
1151. Given the transmission functions. the rntazured radiances arc compared 
with radiances computed fmm the first guess profile. which are then mod- 
ified by iteration uatll minimum diffcrtnccs between computed and measured 
radiances art obtrintd, 
The tvotution of atmospheric sounders is illusttattd in Fig. 15. X Medium 
Resolution Infrared Radinrnercr (MRIR)  was onginalfy flown on Nimbus 
2 (19661. l t  contained a 14 to 16-prn (carbon dioxide) radiometer which 
essentially measured stratorphrric temperatures. Nimbus 3 cariied a Satellite 
Enfrarcd Spectrometer (SIRS) and an Infrared fntcrferometct Spcarorncter 
(IRIS). both of which provided data allowing the first temperature soundings 
to be derived. Nimbus 4 camrd improved vcnlons of rhcsc instruments. 
Another version of s sounder. thr Infrawd Temperature Profile Radio- 
meter (ITPRI was flown on Y~rnbus J .  It had four channels in the CO : band 
between 13 and 15 urn. one channel near 20 prn for sensing atmosphtnc 
moisture and nvo "wind~w" channcls ar 11 and 3.7 pm. The wlndow 
chanetl rncasurrs the surfact temperature .ninus s corrccticn for atmospheric 
moisture. The putpose of the two w~ndow channels was to detect clouds. 
The 3.7aPm chnnnel is much more sensitive to warmer temperatures than 
zhc ! l-prn channel. Hence, if partial cloud cover is in the field of view. r he 
3.7mrrn channel wilt measure a h!gher brigh:ncss temperature than the 
I l*rm channtl. 
A recent improved infrzrcd sounder flown on Yimbus 6 w s  r h t  High 
Resolution Infrared Radiation Soundcr (HI RS) w h ~ c h  contamed channds 
in dtt 15=prn CO: band, four cb-nncls in the 4.3-urn CO: band (also 
sensitive to nitrous oxide ($:0];. w o  water v a p r  channel3 at b.? and 
8.2-pm, and NO window channcls 3.: and I I ~ m .  The r p ~ r ~ a I  resolur~on 
of HIRS was a b u t  25 km. 
Yirnbus 5 also camied a nadir-vicw~ng Microwave Spectrometer iNEMSI. 
which contained 3 channels in rhe 5-mm O t  band. and N O  channels near 
1 cm which arc ~ n s ~ t i v c  to water vapor and clouds over the ocean and to 
temperarure and cmissmty over land. Yimbur b contained a scanning 
uenion. the Scanning Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS1 which ptovidts 
nearly full t anh  coverage cvcy 12 h. The weighting funnions in the 5-mm 
0: band peaked near 20 000 and 50 000 Yrn -: ( 2 0 0  and 500 mbar) and 
near the surface T h e  advantage of the microwave rptctmmzter i s  its ability 
to sound fn t  rtmosphme temperature profile through cloudr. The corn. 
binations of NEMS, ITPR. SCAMS. and HIRS pmvlde improved munding 
capabilities as compared ro rhe infrared wundcrs alone. 
Nirnbur 4 and 5 also contalncd the Scltcave Chopper Radiometer 1 SCR! 
with eight spectral chrnnds in rht  t2-pm CO: band for meuunng rtm- 
pcrrtuse pmti1cr up to 50 km. An advanced rerslon. the Pressure Modulator 
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Radiclmerer (PMR1 was flown on Nimbus 6 .  SCR and PMR have ~mvided 
some rtr?tosphtric temperature profiles on a stsearch bas::. 
Figum :b  ( , ighr)  rhows the functions of the HI RS and SCAMS, 
and ( lef t )  the average temperature difference between soundings derived 
from HlRS and raobs at 30 tu bn dcg N. I t  can be seen that the combi- 
nation of the IS and 4.3arm channels provide smaller ternpram* 
diffettnc% than the 15 or ..3.,,n channels alone. Betrvcen 80 000 and 
30 000 Nm-* !890 and 3U0 mbar) the mt mean square :tmpttaturc dif. 
fetrnm arc between 1.5 and 2°C. Differences are greater near the surface 
(about Z.S°C1 and near the tropupausc 13.5"C). It  should be pointed our 
that mobs arc nor necessarily ground trurh. since two rmbs obtained at the 
=me site and time often have temperature differences of 1 ro 2°C. Hence, 
in the range between 50 000 and 30 000 Nm- I  (800 to 300 rnlrar), the 
HIRS soundings may be considered as good as raobs, k v c y  good agree- 
mqnt bcwcen HIRS derived tcrnperaturc profile and mob was obrained on 
29 June 1975 I Fig. 171. T h e  inverrion btm'ecn 90 MU and 70 000 Nm -1  
(900 and 70i) rnbnr) was not deltcied bf HIRS but all other features a g m  
well. f h t  impcqance of the J.3-prn CO: channcls for low level tcmperalure 
dctcrm~naticrn is evident since without those channels the derived tcm- 
peraturn; drffcttd b;, as much as 10 K from the mob temperaturns. Srglrre 
Id shows a comparison of water vapor profiles derived from HIRS and 
raobs. Since rhcrr were only two water vapor chati~cls, t h t  shape of rhe 
profile had to be assumed for the HIRS dcnva~ion. However, the results 
showed good agreement and indicate that useful informarion can be obtained 
from ?4e water vapor channels. 
An oprationai atmospheric souadcr, the Y tnical Temperature %file 
Radiometer (VTPR) has bcm flown on NOAA wrellitcs since October 
1972. It contained five 15-ym CO channels. one rorationat H :O channel 
at 18.7 pm and a window channel at 12 pm. In order to obtain satisfactory 
mults. tt was found ncecssary to uu radirwndes for "tuning"  he mlulion 
of be m i o n  coefficicnu. Then a grearzr density of soundings was used. 
whreh gave RMS di f fcmce  of 2 to 3'C at 85 000 to 20 000 Sm': 1850 to 
200 mbar), rcsgctively, fmm nearby radiosoedes [ 16 1. 
The Cimychronolllr Optrat~ona! Ennronrncntd Satellite YIS,C9 At* 
nanphmc Sounder r M E S  VAS) KG be llown on GOES D t 19801, e.rtcnS 
the SMS. GOES Vis~ ble and Enftarcd Sptn-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) 
dpabtliry to inctudc additional thermal channels for measurements of the 
verhca1 pmfiles of atmospheric reinpcratun and water vapr. The VAS 
radiometric meuurcmcnts consist of eight visible channtls and two IR 
channels. The spatial molution 8s 903 m far the band. ' km for the I l - : ~ m  
band, and 14 krn In the sounding bands. Iht YAS can o~%rc in the 
n o m l  VISSR mudc, a mulris~cml trnagc scanninw m d c .  and a dwelI 
soundink m d c .  The lsncr m d e  provtdcs rhe mcrt accurate localized 
temperature soundings under the cicar ~ k y  condir~onr in the ncrnity of 
~ v c m  storms. A VAS dtmonstraaon rnpmmcnr ~ponsored hv The %a- 
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FIG. 1 ~ - C o m ~ ~ a a  of .Vimb w  d HlR5 and mdio~mde nmpmrlrrrpmfir on ZPIunr 1375. 
FIG. 18-Compon~on o f .Y~mbu~ b HIPS und mdrwofldr w t r r  wporpnlti/r nw Idlrrnr 10-5 
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tiom1 Atmaut ia  and Spa= Adminisartion (NASA) and the National 
Oceanic and Amwphcric Administration (NOAA) will exmine the a m -  
racy and utility of geosynchmnous soundings at r prototype opcntiond 
ground system at rht Lnirenity of Wisconsin and at a limited data facility 
at Gaddard Spacc Right Center (GSFC!. 
Soma R m n t  AppU .mamu of Ea*ZmnrmauI SatsUlte Data 
The Scanning Radiometer (SR) replaced the AVCS nlcvision mmtru 
used earlier on the ESSA, ITOS, and NOAA sattlliw and thus gave user 
agencia a vital nj~httime mvctage [la. Figurr 19 shows an overview of the 
p m t  NOAA-NUS operational wttllite data flow. F m e n  at 50 
National Weather Sewice Fieid Offim use the satellite pinurn to impmrt 
shon-tenn forecasts ar,d provide advisoty %.vim to the public and industry 
regarding aviation, agriculture, and shipping 1181. 
An interesting ayplication of SMSIGOES infrarrd data is its rw in r 
numerical model to fomw nighttime minimum gmund tcmpcntures for 
the cims i n d u q  in mnml Florida. Figurr 20 k a real-time surface 
tcmpctaturr map of Florida 17.4 km (4-NM) rrsolution) on 10 Jan. 1976 
which is one of a 30-min series used to mck the cold air as ic moved south- 
ward across the state. Based upon this movemtnt, frost-fmtt forecasts 
arc issued 4 times daily to the cims gmwen. who must decide whether 
or not to take protmivc actioc in [heir growts. An Application Syrtern 
Verification Test 1;ISVT) far this frost-fmze system will be sun for t h m  
pass t~ determine the mnomic value of the satellite system. 
A qmem cntitlcd GOES-TAP provide :he oppcrtunity to mivt SMS/ 
GOES standard sector picrum every 30 mir. by ttltvision rtations. !WPI 
governments. Federal agencies. and unimsi~ics. The S M S i  GOES stellites 
arc quipped with a Dara Colleaion System (DCS) which d a y s  mvtron- 
mental data sensed by surface platforms, for example. tail and river tide 
gages, ships. buoys, and automati: weather stations. Each spacecraft can 
receive data from 10 OW platforms orcry 6 h and relay the data to a m t r a l  
facility for pnxcssing. 
Simulzanmus pain of visible images from SMS-1 and 2 s~tdlites haw 
been analyzed stemgraphically to yield cloud heights ranging fmm I to 18 
km with a 2-sigma repcatabitifv of 0.J km. These measurrmenfs w m  
made from apprvxlmarely 50 deg N to 50 dtg 5. In a larqc overlap arra 
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FIG. l%An o m -  of rhr m o t  NOM-.YESS. Dtpt. of C o m m m  opemtianal sorrflin 
dutaftor diurmm. rhr en6 pmdurr of which u u d r k w f o r ~ ~ t ~ .  
80 dcg of longitude wide. which is common to h r h  sattllitts in the nonhern 
w d  southern hemisphere. 
Figurn 21 indicates cloud htighrs derived stemgraphically !?om SXIS-E 
and -2 on 17 Feb. 1975 over the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea 1/91, 
A nCw high resolution ground station for receiving pierum d i m  from 
weat!+tr wtellitts was dernonnrattd m t l y  at GSFC. fhe Local User 
Terminal (L'UT). Fig .  22, is far superior lo the APT sytenl dcvelopcd in 
the 1940s. It pmvides greater piecure resolution from VHRR data by day. 
C.9 versus 3.2 km: by night. 0.9 v m u s  -.S km. The higher molution 
provides mcttorologists with kncc cloud and frontal system idenrifcation 
and dtlintstts porentially severe storm clouds for early warning advisories. 
AFrer the launch of ATS-1 in 1%. it was recognized that rinds could 
be determined by tacking clouds. Although indivrdual clouds are aticcrcd 
by growth and dissiparion p m e w s .  other cIouds. and gravirv waves. it 
wos found that clouds pnerallx move with the wind tit!ds with accuracies 
approximating opcrationaI rawinsonde data [201. 
In order to calculate winds from satellite imagery of ctauds. careful 
p g m p h t c a l  tegistrar~on of succession photographs must be done. This is 
done by matching landmarks on rhc stdes of rht area in which doud motions 
arc rncasurrd. Thcn the displaecmcrtrs of clouds from succcssivc pinurss 
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FIG. 21 -Cloud k r i ~ h f s  Ikm) dtrind ~tr*~~rrrphrcalEv Jmm S.WS.1 and -2 on 17 Frh 
1975 o w  rhr U.S.. GulFqT.Mtxico. and Cunbbrnrr Sea. 
are rncasufcd and the winds calrurated. In the SMS photographs, mo. 
lutions arc 2 to 4 km (risibtcl and S kr (infrared) so that often patches 
of  clouds rather than individual clouds are tracked. 
O p t i o n a l  dttmniaation of wind from SMS:GOES are made at 30-min 
intervals, The lifetimes of indi%idual cumulus clouds arc alro of the ardcr 
at "th. Nwenheltss. mesoscale patterns of cumulus clouds generally have 
lifetimes of hours. and the morion of these panems an not greatly differenr 
from the rawinsonde measured air motion [:I 1. Measurements st shorter 
inremls of 15 or ' min. or even less. have k n  made. and it has been 
found that the areal coverage has inctcased significantly. Howcvct, amracy 
of measurement. especially for low wind spnds.  is morr critical at the 
lower clme intervals. 
A major prob!cm is rhe assignment of heights to winds detcnntned by 
cloud tracking. A skilIcd operator can distinguish between low, middle. 
and high clouds. Use of the i n f r a d  to determine cloud top tempemturn 
may provide more accurate heights. For a thick croud the cmissivzty of the 
top 100 m may be considered to have an emisnrity of  unlry, so that heights 
can bc detemlntd by marching rhc measured cquivaicnt black-body temp:- 
arum wtrh a temprrarure height profile dcrcrrnined by radiosonde. Howtvcr. 
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FIG. Z-Thc L m l  Usm Tmnmol. drwlopd by NASA for hrth m d r t t o n  ~ m - v p  
~pmxion. 
some clouds, such as rims. have emkivitits appreciably lower than unity. 
In addirion, other clouds, such as cumulus. may not unif~rmly fill the 
field of v iew of the sensor. For these masons, heights determined from 
i n f r a d  measurtmmts may h. subject to considerable cmr.  Low Level 
ciouds over the weans arc assigned to the 90 COl-lum-z (900-mbar) level 
which is natisticatly near chc cloud base over oceans. Measurrrnenu by 
Hasler tt a1 (221 indiate that low Fml ciouds tend ta mwe with the wind 
at the cloud base. The heights of middle and upper level clouds are deter. 
mined by empirical pi thods  using infrared measummtnrs over the denstst 
portions of the clouds. and by using estimated enrrssib~tits mnging upward 
from about 0.". 
Winds fmm cloud tracking are generally oo:aintd by man-machine 
inter-active devices such as McIDAS at  the Univtnizy of Wismnsin, the 
optrational MMIPS at NOAA/NESS, and AOlPS at GSFC (Fig. 23). 
The man is ntmssry in order ro dcrcmine which clouds arc being rracktd 
as a single layer and mmcd with the wind rather than being formed by 
gravity waves. f h e  man atso diszingu~shcs bewen  low, middle. alld uppcr 
clouds The computer complex is necessary for spnd and Jccutaq [Z]. 
An example of low level winds of Tropical Storm Holly over the Atlantic 
obtatned fram 3 m i n  GC€S-I pinurn produced on the AOIPS is shoun 
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FlG. U--Componm~x of the .4finwphmc and Orrnnogmphic Infarmario~ Procrr~rmg 
Symm U OIPn PI Goddad Jpucr R i l h r  Onrw 
in Fig. 24. The wind data are quite denst over the southern smor. Ihe 
wind merage for "1-h intervals would be only A small fraaion of the 
n u m k .  T h c  map shows an asymmttnc flow panm, with strongest wind 
spctds to the cast and lightest speeds to the wuth o i  tne rtorm center [24 1. 
Another example of low level wnds  on a larger scale. Fig. 25 was produced 
by McIDAS during a Data Systems T a t  for FGGE. Prominent low level 
faturn arc the antiqctonic circulations shown in rhe westem North Atlantic 
and in the eastern South Pacific. 
Sea surfam temperaturn ISST 1 is determined presently from intake 
tempeaturn by ships of opportunity, drifting and moored buoys, and 
from satcllit~s by infrarrd radiomay 123'1. Shlp and buoy SST measure- 
mnu am mutate ro about L.jgC (RVS) when ccmparrd to cmanographie 
mearch m ~ 1  tcmpr?tarum. Since 19-0, YOAA meterralogical sarellats 
hawe cavicd the SR and whtrc doudr were nor la the field-of-new, horizontal 
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FIG. 24-An r r ~ m p l r  of lor Irwl r inds drnudfmm cloud matron on rhr AOIPS from 
3.min vhbk GOEJ-1 ptrrum rrcnrdd ow* Tmfirc8i Storm Hal@. :b Ocr. 1973. 1300 GMf 
xr surface tempraturn haw bttn obtained. For a nominal case when the 
SR mlibmtion tempcaturt was 25'C and the m a n  scene temperanm 
was 27°C. the NEAT is appraximattly 0.3OC. The NEAT increases to 
1.4*C for the same instrument temperaturn when the scene is vev cold, 
that b. -88 "C (cloud contaminartd). A system noise can rcsulr in a NEAT 
of 1.2 and 3.5 "C for scene temperatures of 27 and -68°C. rrspcctively. 
An ertmplt of a month ty ,YOXA-4 5ST map of the globe is shown in fig. 
26 [26]. Comct~ons for water vapor absorption were applied to the SR-SST 
data from coinerdent lTTPR soundings. An updated triweekly Gulf Stream 
analysis ;Fig. 27) derivtd from the VHXR data has betn used by the oil 
tanker industry to save on fuel shipping costs [27-291. 
Visible, infrared, and rnicrowavc scnson are also capable of dtrccring ice 
over lakes and mans.  NOAA sensors lVHRR 2nd VISSR) have becn used 
to detect changes in i c t  cover over rhe Great L a k e  and in the Xrcnc. I n  
the Great Lakes. four scales in petcent of ice cover are used to designate 
ice cover. Figure 2% indicates that the frozen area of rhe Grtat Lakes 
(black1 in t h e  winter of 19" was larger than in 19'5 1301. 
U N D S A T  visible imagery has been used to study ice tlm morpholoq 
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and dynarnia in the A m i c  on ttte scale et severrl days to month; lead and 
plynya dynamics of one to several days has also bcen studied. Nimbus 4 
IRLS (Inttrrogatian, Rer-rding, and Location System) drifting buoys haw 
pcrmitttd the mapping of gross i c  drift in the Bcactbrt Sea [31]. 
With microwave imagery f n m  ESMR-5 (19.35 G&) and -6 /37 GHz). 
fim and multiyear ice can be distinguished. The crniwiwity of first year 
iix is clmt to unity in the wavelength region of 0.3 to 11 cm. Multipar 
ic t  has a lower erniuivity, either btcausc of the pmenct  of empty brine 
p k e a  above sea level or the crystal struautt of ice [32). The brighmes 
temperaturn (TB) of Greenland glacier im showed variations of 50*C, wirh 
the hightst cmittance corresponding roughly to the highst dmazion. ncse  
variatio~s in ernissivity am related to the ice eryrtal size in the glildet snow 
eont 133-3513. 
The seasonal ice boundary w che Arcric and Anra-etic can be detcctd 
easily by the sharply higher Ta of the ice as mmpamd to the o p n  water 
(ED. 29 and 30). Figure 31 showr the pcmntage of irz in 5-deg latitude 
belts in the Ant?mic taken Smm ESMR-5 imagery b e w e n  July 1973 and 
October 197 4. In February the ice cover is 95 percent at 75 to 80 dtg S and 
35 pcmnt at 65 to 70 dcg 5. Maximum ice cowr is during August and 
Scprember, with 95 pcrmnt at 65 to 60 deg S and about 24 preent at 55 
to 60 deg 5. Thc year-@-war variarion in a belt is only a few percent, as 
may )r seen by comparing the cums foe July to October of 1973 and 
1974 136.313. 
In an analpis of Arctie ice using visible imagtp from U S A  saretIites 
srn 1956 to 1974. Sandman [38] showed that the mtal ice cover during 
the winter months has very little variation fmrn .year to year, although 
there may 'be wide variations wonally. This is beaux  ex- ice in some 
regions is counteracted by l a  ice in other regions. The same appears to 
be me for Antarctic in [391, and for winter snow cover in the northern 
hcmisphtre 140. $1 1. 
Rainfall measurements and estimations have bccn made by conventional 
mctcorological nerworks using ground. ship. and sircraft observations. rain 
gaga, and weather tadass. With the advent of the rnncorological sattllitt 
new technique have bcen developed to estimate average hourly. daily, and 
knonthly ramfa11 from satellite cloud ~hotogfaphy using cloud categoria 
and brightness, cloud top temperahim. and monthly cloud ncphanalysn 
[4244) .  The Nimbus 5 ESMR ( l o  35 GHr) was uKd ta delineate rain 
areas and provide semiquantitative rainfail rates wirhln cmanic tropical 
cyclones on a 12-h basis using a theortncal model for caIibratron [J5. $61. 
-. t ~ p ~  32 shows the "dark" rain bands of Hurricane Fifi 11974) in the 
phorcfacsim~le image, while the THIR image shows : st the ovrmIl cloud 
cover and cioud hcrekr. ' ra~nfall atlas depleting global oceanic rainfall 
rate based c p n  the :-;-L .: J ESMR 5nghtnss temperarum was published 
recently. Figure 33 shows the Enr sarel!itt-denmd annual distriburion of 
- 
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FIG. 32-'v1nbw j U I Q R  l i 9.25 GH: l m d  THIR ( 1  1 u m l w r ~ m ~ i r  m rurrs owr Hum- 
- FJ~. a m  I ?  S rp  l P j J  l l d t l  EIu~nrai(v f r u ~ n t q  m t c r n u r  rud:m.ttr ingnr, Trm- 
p f r m  ~rrmrdtrv rrrrm*rJ rudromrrrr 
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rainfall over the mans  for Januaq 19'4 to December 1974 117). The 
weekly and rnonthlv maps permit rht  monitoring of the movement of the 
Intertropical Zone of Convergtnrr, the advance of the Indim Monsoon. 
and Pacific oman minfa11 associated with El Nino phenomenon. 
Satellite micmnue radiomercrs hare an excellent potential mpobility to 
detm soil moisture. fht T, rrcurdcd by a microwire radiometer is tqurl 
to the product of the tmiss iu i~  and rempcraturt of the surface in the fcld 
d view. The t r n i ~ s i ~ i t y  of the soil IS determined by the ditltcmc properties 
of the suriace Iayer. a few tenths of a wavclengt.: in thickness. Thc emiwivity 
varies with the ~ p t  of soil, percentage of morstutt, md vcgct&tiwe mwr [48). 
A photofaaimile micmusvc image. recorded by Nimbus 5 ESMR on 
22 Jan. 19'3 [Fig. 34) indicued a persistent soil moisturn ftaturr over the 
lower Misslssipp~ Valley. Xbnormalt?' htav). pkpitation had occumd in 
Ocrokr. Yorcrnttcr. and D m m k r  19'2. leaving the alluvial Mississippi 
VrElcy soiis mated wth standing and rubsurfact water. Wet soils radiate 
as cold surfaces in the m i c r o ~ ~ v e  imagery which shorn as whrte in thi 
figure. X gnd pnnr map anatysrs ( b )  shows two major areas of Tr v.lufi 
of <. 220 R in ?he Mississrppl t'altey w h ~ c h  lie within a large envelope 
where T,, = 240 K. Th is  arra w~rlaid the outwash aquifcts in the dminlge 
field IJO 1. 
Data f x m  two radiomtrtrs. (21 and 2.2  cm) flown aboard Skytab we= 
alw compared with d313 obtained from ESMR-5 (1.55 cm) for a 300-km 
swath acmss north-crrrtral Tcxas in June 1Q-3 [do]. Soil moisture in t h t  
top 2.5 em vaned from 15 to '0 pemnt of field $04 capaciy. The f range 
was 45 K for the ?I-crn radiometer. 15 K for 2.2-crn radiomcrtr. an$ only 
S K for I . S - c m  radiometer. The small mpnss of the 1.55-crn instrument 
v u  sscriM to the ptesencc of vegrtatlon canopy tvhtch inhibits pcnrtra- 
tion for the shonrr wavelengths, 
Expenmenral t l~ghu  over ngncultural 3mn5 near Phmaix, Arizona. and 
lmpcnal \'alley. California showrd that the range m TI bemeen wet and 
d y  ground for link or no vcgctativc mvcr is about W 90 for 21 cm and 
bO K for 1.55 cm. An example nf one tlight rs shown in Fig. 35 where rht 
21 -cm radiometer ~ndicarcd T r  of ?Oh to : 10 K for 35 percent IielJ so11 ca- 
psczty while d~ drsen a 3 pcrccnr field czpaap)  showed a TI of 2-2 K. fht 
slope of the TI cune w 3 s  grcatcst beyond 25 pcsccnt field crpaclp [TO'Of. 
Pre 1.55-cm radiornctcr was found to be incapable of dctecrrng soil rnois- 
mre t.dtld:ron ~hrough a planr campy. The 2l.c.m radiornttcr showed only 
slight bnqhtness d!t'fcrcnccs otrr rcyaattd and bare fields; h c n ~ r ,  n was 
found to be marc surrablt for obsening a wider spectrum d so11 moistum 
than rkdrorneten uslng shorter *avcYengths {'/I. 
Landbat 1 z t"3 dat3. I 90-rn molut~~>nl was also found to be very useful 
as a rtyronat tool for f l d  mapping dunns; the Sprrng 13'3 Mirsissippi 
lirver d~sasrer. Pamcular!y m rht d.8 to 1. I urn \Bond "1 speerral rcgion of 
the Xlulttspertnl Sc3nnrr Subsystem \51551, warer or molst ground surfarr. 
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or both. shm up much darker than dp soil or vcget~rcd areas (521. Figun 
36 shows the p r e t l d  stage of the Mississippi %vtr in the St. Louis arts. 
Arras C and B indicate the mfluenct of the Missouri and the Mississippi 
and the Illinois and Mississippi River. mpecnvely,  and D indicates areas 
of significant f l d i n g .  The swam flow in this a n a  was the h i g h a ~  since 
1844 and law arras wem inundated [53]. Sirnilarlp. Band 7 wa- x d  to 
show the w a t m  N w  (vegetated-dark) and nonvcgetated ( l ' , ~ t )  Sinai 
desert area an the Ismel-Eg)lpt border (Fig. 371. A fence runs along this 
demarcation line. and the bleaknts~ of the pound south and west of the 
fence is due to ovcr-pzmg by camel, sheep. and goats. denuding the 
existing vcgetntlon 154-5 q. 
LINDSAT C ( 19-81 which a= launched 3.5tI8. camtd  a iifih channel. 
a thermal ~ n f c l m i  band In the MSS which wil i  have a laser ensor spatial 
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FiG. S A i m - a f t  t h m d  i n f w d  ( I0  to E? prnl and mrmwaw [I1 cml brightness 
m p ~ ~ t r r m  wmw f i h r  duronn af th ~orrlr rnd UJ' fbr Impma1 Vaflty, Gal$ Thr 21-rm 
bn#hm.rr ~mprmrw* and m w u d  IWI moutun for JIW~I q n a r d  f i l d ~  rhr Sc~lcom 
Sa and d . 1 ~  lend at .  imd~card. 
molution than IAIYDSAT A and B, namely, 200 rn. This channtI will 
improve the capability to classify crops, vegetation. and sails. 
A Heat Capacir Mapping Mission (HCMMUI) is planned by GSFC to 
map the northern hernisphtrt surface rcmperatum and derive thermal 
inertial images near hours of maximum hearing (S:30 p.m.) and cooling 
(230 a.m.), with 500-m rrsolution. It ir expected that soil moisture pat- 
~erns. mi1 and roek compositions. and gcothtmal soums can be dis- 
tinguished better with this satellite than with LANDSAT [58]. 
A n e m t i c  Mapper, LAYDSAT D (19811, is under study at GSFC with 
plans for a l%day repetitive coverage with a 30-rn ground molurion for 
visible chmncls and 120 m for infrared. Four bands will most likeiy be 
rrntmd at 0.48 rm {blue), 0.56 prn (gmnl. 0.66 prn (red) and 0.83 pm 
(reflective infrarrd). Two additional bands, near 1.65 and 1 1.5 pm, will 
a h  be added. The Thematic .Vappr will be npecialIy useful for improved 
rnoairoring and prediction of the agricultural fwd mourns an a global 
scaIe. The system feasibility has been demonstrated by WSDSAT 1 in the 
hge Ares Cmp Inwnzoy Experiment (LACIE) [59] .  
Identification of snow cover from satellite generally has been made from 
v5sible imagery, anC to some txtenr from infrared imageq-. Microwave 
dtttcrion of snow has also been used in some areas. The primary snow 
moppng m u o m  on the YOAA satellira is the C'HRR (Very High Rcsolutioa 
Radiometm) with one channel in the visible (0.6 to 0.: prn) and another in 
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FIG. Iti-PhJd (3 Oct. 1977) a m d " f f d  ( J t  .~lo.ck lQfJl stale Cr thr .Hissts~ipp~ Riwr 
h w m  by Lundrer .W. hrrd 7 (O.$ to 1. I rml  Pornt A mdicarrs 51 Lovu. .tfo.. Pumls 
C and B rr,drrarr thr mnflurrrc* qf fhr .Ctusoun and rhr .Wrrrrr~~pp~ Rnrrs dnd f i r *  Il.'tworj 
and .Wusu$rppr Rrvrn w p c ! r r r l ~ .  Pmnt 0 rndrcatcf 0-3 ur ~ rgr r~r icdnt  f fmdrnrg 
the window infrared (10.5 to 12.5 &m), and the Scanning Radiom rtr ISR) 
with similar sensors but p r e r  molution [80.51]. 
Snow has about the same high albedo as many ciouds. Hoaever. snow 
en be distinguished from douds by pattern recognition and stabdity, since 
clouds do not retain the same shape for more than an hour. Cloud shadow. 
on the ground ran also be weogn~zed at low sun angle. 
Wiesnet and Matson [do] have prepared norrhctn hemisphere average 
snow cham far the period 1% to IS-5, dunny the months Stprernber 
through March. Thee cham were  prepand from photo inrcrpretatlon of 
satsllirc imagcp obraintd from ESSA. ZTC15. W A A ,  and SMS-1 sarcllrtes. 
An example of snow derrc:run in the visibie ustng LAKDSAT imagery 
(80-m resolution) is shown in Fig. 38 lor the Sierra Nevada Mounta~nr 
in Califomla. The winter of 19'5 was a normal snow year as corn?.lsed 
to 1QT". a drought year. 
Since LAYDSXT and YOAA sarcllitcs have demonstrated abillry to 
accurateiy mearum snow-coverrd areas on vonous site watenhcds. an 
Applicmon Sysrcms Vcrificatlon Ta t  1 ASIT)  Program was ~nn~atcd ra 
test the results of these studies m Arizona. Californu, Colondo. and 
nG. Jf- W m m  ; Y ~ c v .  (u+lrtorrd.dmrkl mmd S i a  dcsm n n u - ~ ~ a r d  Iliqhtl ow rhr 
Dmrl*ELypt bbrr ar show.* bv UlvDS.41 I .  , T S .  Baud 7 prcrurr 24 Arg. 1973 (8@-s~).m 
m d u t r o n l .  
Orrgon / # I ] .  I n  addition. seasonal otrcarn flow estimations can be made 
for fld and watershed conditions 1621. 
Similar wmtenirnt LANDSAT Imagery (Fig. 39) over Lake Michigan 
w 24 Nm. 1972 shows smoke plurncs fmm seven srnl mills and power- 
plants in the Chicago, fllinoir-Gaq. Indiana m a .  These plumes line up 
directly with stratofom cloudr over tht lake. and the location of snow 
on the emtern lakerhorr. This picturr is  an observable example of weather 
modification due to man's mdustrial aerivities [163.CJl. 
Srrx detccrion using the window region of *e infrared 110 to I I pml n 
prrs~ble because of rhc lower T, a w i a t c d  with snow mMr. Hcucvet. 111 
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nG. aj m , h m  madttimtim d m  10 morns ~ndusrnal ac f tv~ i~"  
a W ~ T  I, 5 )  p m ~ m  -rdd nn I4 u r .  10r o r r  Ldkr .~l icR~yun. 51Y 10 
M ~ W J  md p ~ l  10 s ~ k '  I I M L I  pi."* INIrCtOl OW' th. **.* hd* 10 
rlord 3bn, ~1 A m t r  j j i l  d.r(uprnw~, 1 i m h r f  du~nwt, iJ .  A:r ~ r t n p f f ' ~ "  ~ ~ ~ b l ~ f ?  u*d 
,,,, m~,rn .re p l ~ t t d  to 1.11 u] ' ~ : * r r  stetm* cfmb 
mntdnous -in are mum be taken when i n t e ~ ~ t i n g  t e m p n m e  
diYticrrncer which depnd on elnation 
M i c m w t  hms the adranmy: of dcnning snow m r  thmugh clouds. The 
miss iv i ty  of snow is markedly different from that of b a e  gmund HOVIYW. 
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m i r r i t y  also varie~ wirh the age of tke snow. depth. md the amount of  
prior melting and freezing. A camparison of snow cover depths and micto- 
wave imagery fmrn ESMR-6 (47 GHz) over Minnesota in Dmrnber 1973 
rhowrd that tht 230 K T ,  isotherm was a pod delineation of the snow 
bcundary (511. Aisbornc r n i m a v c  obscfirtions of snow indicate that it 
may bc possible tc disringulth dry and wet snow due by their differrns 
dielc,-trie propmties I34.491, 
The Earth Radiation Budgrt (ERN txpctiment flown on Nimbus 6 
(19751, made measurements of the reflected shortwave and tmiittd long- 
wart +adistion from the canh and the solar constant. Radiathn budget 
calculatiuns we= matt over the entire eanh disk 13500-km ndiusE from 
1100-krn sueHitt altitude, with wide-angle channels I130 dtg Rcld of view). 
while narrow-angle channcir (0.25 bq 5 d q )  measurrd repzonal values and 
the angular discribut~on of outgoing radiation. fht ERR solar channels 
indicated a 1394 w, rn:valuc for the solar eon5tant while rocket mcasurtrnents 
taken on 29 June 1976 indkatc a lower value, that is. 1.16': w / d  [66).. 
The planetary global albedo, longwavc radiation fluxes. and net radiation 
wen? compulrcd ro be 30 peren?,  240 u -m:. and - J a ,m:, respec- 
tively, for the months of July and August 1975, and thus show gwd 
agreement with prior Nimbus 3 calculations [67], Albedo ck am far A u g ~ a t  
1975 prepared from wide angle data rD.2 to 3.8 pml show maxima rwer 
northern tropical S ~ u t h  America. the bright sands of the Sahara &sen. 
and the Tibetan Pla:cau, whlle minim; wcrc found in xht m a n i c  subrmpical 
high-pressure ridges. fhr n a m - a n g l e  rntasu: tments showed that Gntn- 
land was I highly specular refleaor of shorn-arc radiation. but a diffuse 
emitter of longwave radiation, whereas t'clc Sahara Desert displayed the 
apposite characteristic. The variation in global albedo \with latitude fclr 
drffercnt monrlrs ,s shown In Fig. 40. Crubcr (681 (19%) used SR data 
(0.5 ta 0.7 pm and 10.5 to 12.0 pm-channtCsE to compute net radiation 
balanct profiles f'mm June 19'4 to Ma! 19'5 (Fig. 41, lej?). There was 
e net radiation loss In the winter hemisphere and a gain rn the summer 
hemirphcels. The ner gain In the mulhcnl 9em1sphtrr summer is larger 
than the nonhcrn hemtsphtrr summer. .Mean annual rnttidional rranspon 
of e n r r p  conpmlttd by Gntbtr (Fig. 41. ngJtt) a g d  wejl with others. 
r w p t  that northern hemlrphett mesport was appmciably parer in rht 
southem hemisphere. 
Mruurtmentr of total atmospheric ozone content we= mode in [he last 
40 ycan by a poorly spaced, quasi*global nework of gmund-based Dobson 
rpcctromcters, ballmns. and sounding tockns. Many of  the mot, rrcent 
sorellite ozone rncasunmentr u 'ce made by Yimbus-3 and -4 IRIS (69.701 
anC Himbus-4 Backxartcr Ultnvioltt tnstmment (BCVI. 1713. The BUV, 
1 double (cascadedi Ebtrt-Fame spcctrophotom~tct which was launched 
En Apnl 19*0. u still providing darlv ozone data after w e n  years of  op 
eratlon. A s~rnilar insrmrnent. launched on Atmosphere ExpEmr 55 in late 
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nG. .4bt;m'anon in #loM alhdo u w u u d  by Nimbw 6 ERB fmm July thmqh 
Howmhr  I ' I R ,  u~rw# ~ d u r  and rrdr  an#/# rhannrlr. 
1975, is pmvidinq ozone drtr in an quatorial orbit wet the *on of the 
m,n active ozone formation. The BUV dererminn th : total ozont content 
.ad ve~ini ozonc dmributio~ by measuring the brcks~orterrd ulttrwiolet 
solar energy at the satetlitc nadk at 12 waueiengthr from I55C co 3400 A in 
the ozone obsospricn bald (Fig. 42). The shorfer w.veCengthr ate more 
vnsitive to ozone high In the s t n m p h m ,  and the longer wavdtngtbr an 
most sensitive to ozone low in the stratosphere. To infer the ozonc profile, 
the atmospheric albedo must bc determined to within one perecm. 
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Figun: 43 show5 mo periods (Aptil ?o May 19701 of global ozone data 
pcoc#std from Nimbus 4 BLt' b r a .  A fc !-5c?le &om t~ prduct an adas 
of rhe scvcn yeam of BUV ozone dara a now undcruray a* M d c r r I .  n c  
Solar 3ackscarrcr Yltravioler and Total Ozone Mapping Spcsrromctr 
(SBCV TOMS: e x p e n  iznt to k flo-.vn on Ximbus G in 10'8 ~ 1 1 1  measure 
?he ozont v t r r i c a l  profile and solar WV s p e m w ,  and uii: prc:ide a total 
mane map by means of a mechanical scan across the Yirnbur track. This 
insut~mmt is a refinement of the B u V  system with special pmnisions Tor 
minimulng rhc cffect~ of space radiat~am [,TI. 
-,It Limb Radiance Irncrs~on Radiometer tLRlRl ilown on Yirnbus 6 
(la-5) also made measurcrnerals nf rhc vertical disrnburton of ozont. 
7r~r.r-amre. and water upor  from 15 'O 0() km on a global scale {;J]. 
v ,  :.cx! dktnbttlons were dtttrm~zed by inventny ncasurcd limb raaianct 
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profiles from the LRIR, an infrared multispectral scanning radiometer. 
in four specttal regions: two in the 15-pm CO* band, one in the 9.6-rm 
ozone band, and one in the 23 to 2-pm rotational water vapor band. 
Future EnvironmenUI ktellite Programs 
The Global Atmospheric Rexarch Program (GARP! was established in 
1%7 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the lnter- 
national Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) in response to resolutions of 
the United Nations. It is an international cooperative effort to increase 
the accuracy of medium range weather forecasting (from 1 day to 2 weeks). 
to develop rnathematica! models of the atmosphere which will permit 
reliable long-range weather forecas:~, to guide the design of a cost-effective 
global observing and forecasting system for routine use by the international 
community. and to investigate the mechanisms underlying climate variations 
which may lead eventually to some level of climate prediction. The Fist 
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) will have 145 counmes participating, 
and global observations will be taken from 1 Stpt. 1378 to 31 Aug. 1979 
with intensive observing periods during January and Febmary and during 
May and June 1979 [74]. The system will utilize the following: 
1. W ,rid weather watch surface-based stations (global). 
2. 4 Polar orbiting weather satellites (global). 
3. 5 Geostationary weather satellites (SO deg N to 50 deg S). 
4. Special and commercial aircraft releasing dropsondes (tropics). 
5. 50 ships releasing radiosondes (tropics). 
6. 390 ocean drifting buoys (southern hemisphere). 
7. Commercial ships quipped with weather instruments (southern 
hemisphere!. 
Figure 44 shows the full complement of weather satellites to be in orbit 
by 1378-1979 for this expriment. while Fig. 45 illustrates schematically 
the global data flow and planned utilization for the FGGE prqram. NASA 
has already conducted six Data System Tats (DST) to date to address 
problems in data management and utilization, and to demonstrate the full 
potential of satellite temperature sounding data (751. 
A Climate Research Program. now under study at GSFC will make full 
use of the TIROS-N, GOES-METEOSAT, and proposed CLIMSAT and 
ERBS-A satellites shown in Fig. 46. With this system. most of the climate- 
da t ed  observational requirements now anticipated can be met [76]. In 
those areas where the requirements cannot be met by direct observations 
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FIG. 44-Wwthw ~urrllrrcs ro be I 7  orbit dunfrg rhc F~nc CARP G1vkl Expenmrwr 
(FGGE) 1978- l9tP. 
FIG. 45-A sche~sunc 01' !kc globul duru !low und plutmnl dlrru urtir:~rtun /or FGCE 
prol'=m. 
special intensive studies a n  planned so rhat the climate parameter can be 
derived and modeled later. Figure 47 illustrates the complicated c1irna.i~ 
cause-and-cffecr (feedback) linkages which have an imponant effecr on the 
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earth's climate. These and other meteorological parameters which may be 
partially monitored by satellites will be recorded and fed into mathematical 
climate models for further study (77-803. 
The TIROS-N, a two-satellite system to be launched in 3rd quarter of 
1978, was designed to provide better meteorological data than the pmcnt  
NOAA polar orbiting satellites. It's major improvements will be (a)  higher 
spatial accuracy; (b )  an increase in the number af tropospheric and seato- 
spheric temperature and water vapor soundings under clear sky and cloudy 
conditions by the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS); (c) in- 
creased spectral radiometric information by the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) for more accurate sea surface temperature 
mapping and delineation of melting snow and ice fields; and (dl a remote 
platform location and data collection capabiiity (ARGOS) and increased 
proton, electron, and a!pha particle spectral information by the Space 
Environment Monitor (SEM) for improved solar disturbance prediction 
(81,821. Direct readout of Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) and High 
Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) data to a worldwide ground 
network will be provided for operational coverage. For purposes of the 
Climate Program, and to support hOAA operational needs, it has been 
suggested that two instruments be added to TIROS-N: (a) a solar Back- 
scatter Ultra-Violet Instrument System (SBUV) to monitor global ozone 
and solar ultra-violet flux. and ib! an Earth Radiation Budget Satellite 
Instrument (ERBSI). 
The SBUV measures backscanered and dirtct solar ultraviolet radiation 
in 12 channels of the UV spectrum. The instrument is nadir-viewing with 
a field of view covering 165 km on the earth. These data are used to derive 
the total ozone in the vertical coiumn and also the venical profile of the 
ozone concentration. The second instrum-nt is the Earth Radiation Budget 
Insuument. This instrument system, consisting of two optical units, measures 
the total upwelling radiation in the 0.2 to S r m  band and the reflected 
visible radiation in the 0.2 to 5.0-rm band. Thm spatial resolutionS 
arc used in parallel, a wide field-of-4ew (1000 km) sensor, and a narrow 
Eeld-of-view (87 km) scanning unit. These data arc used in combination 
to derive global, zonal, and regional values of the components of the earth's 
radiation budget. For calibration purposes, a solar constant measurement 
channel is also included. Interest in includ~ng both the ERBS and SBUV 
instm Ients on T'ROS-N has been expressed by NOAA. Table 3 gives 
the TIKOS-N pay1 ad characteristics. 
The orbital pa-ametcn and instrument payloads for an earth radiation 
budget and strdtorpheric aerosol satellite (ERBS-A) and CLIMSAT A and 
B are still under consideration for final selection. 
The oceans, which cover about nvo-thirds of the earth's surface. have 
important intlucnces on our weather and climate and arc an important 
resource needing further exploration. The SEASAT-G program will demon- 
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mate  synoptic monitorings of the motions and temperatures of the oceans 
and provide better ocean ship routing and warnings of severe wind-wave, 
nin, sea current, and icc: conditions which should benefit the oceanographic 
community. 
SEASAT-A (Fig. 48) was launched in June 1978 and carried instruments 
fully dedicated to oceanic prediction [83]. The sensor applications are as 
follows: 
1. Altimeter-A nadir-looking instrument that mcasures the displace- 
ment between the satellite and the ocean surface to a processed accuracy 
of 10 cm every 18 km and a RMS rouqhness of that surface to 1 m. 
2. Radar-A 100-km. swath-width image of the ocean surface with a 
25-m spatial resolution viewed every I8 days. 
3. Scottmmeter-Low to intermediate surface wlnd velocity determined 
over a swath-width of I200 km, providing global coverage (f 75 deg latitude) 
every 36 h on a 100-km grid basis. 
4. Microwave Radiometer-Ice boundaries and leads. atmospheric 
water vapor, sea surface temperature, and intermediate to high wind speeds 
are provided over a swath-width of 1006 km every 36 h. Spatial resoiution 
of ice features is 25 km. and 125 km for sea surface temperature. 
5. Viiblr and IR Radiometer-Rovide a 7-km spatial molution imag- 
ety for feature identification for the microwave data. 
An example of the ocean data distribution plan for SEASAT-A is shown 
in Fig. 49. 
Nimbus G. to be launched in the 4th quarter of 1978, is a multidisciplinary 
satellite with application to pollution monitoring. oceanography. and 
weather and c!imate (Fig. 50). The payload consists of eight instruments 1841. 
1. Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SiUMR)-Measures 
radiances in five wavelengths and ten channels to extract in f~~mat ion  c
sea surface roughness and winds. sea surface temperature, cloud liquid 
water content. precipitation (mean droplet size), soil moisture, snow cover. 
and sea ice [85]. 
2. Smtosphm'c and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS)-Measures venical 
concentrations of H1O, N20, methane (C)t), carbon monoxide (CO). and 
nimc oxide (NO); measures temperature of stratosphere to -90 km and 
trace constituents. 
3. Solar-Bacbcattered Ultravioleri Total Ozone ~Uapper Svstenl (SBUV 
TOMS)-Meu~m direct and backscattered solar U V  to extract infor- 
mation on variations of solar irradiane. vertical distribution of ozone and 
total ozone on a global basis. 
4. E4rrh Rudiatron Budget !ERE)-Measures short- and Ionpave up- 
welling n d i a n m  and fluxes and direct solar irradiance to extract information 
on the solar constant. ebnh albedo, emined longwave radiation. and the 
anisotropy of the c ltgolng radiation. 
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FIG. 48-SEASAi.4  n.rrlr Jssocrutrri ~ * ~ p r r . r ~ r r t r r ~ .  
5 .  Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCi)-Measures chlorophyll con- 
centration, sedin;ent distribution. gelbsrof (yellow substance) concentration 
as a salinity indicator, and temperature of coastal waters and open ocean. 
6. Stratospheric derosol .~leosuremenrs II  Experiment (SAM In- 
Measures the concentration and optical properties of stratospheric aerosols 
as a function of altitude, latitude. and lor.pitude. Tropospheric aerosols 
can be mapped also if nr; cloud; are present in the IFOV. 
7 .  Temperalure-Hurn;dl~? Iryrured Rudiomerer ixperrrnent 1,THIR)- 
Measures the infrared radiation from the earth In two spectral bands (11 
and 6.7 pm) both day and n~gh: to provide pictures of cloud cover, three- 
dimensional mAps of cloud cover. remperature maps of clouds. land and 
ocean surfaces, and atmospheric mois~ure. 
8. Limb Infrared .Clonirortng of rhe St~arosphere Experrmenr (LI.MS)- 
Makes a global survey of selected gases ftom the upper rroposphere to 
:he lower mesosphere. Invrrs~on techniques dl? used to derive gas con- 
centrations and temperature profilts. 
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FIG. 49-A schrmu~tc o/ SE.4SAf.A xrutr duru drsrnburro~r plunr. 
The Nimbus G launch will coincide with the FGGE and substantially 
enhance the results of that experiment. 
The main objective of the proposed STORMSAT mission is to observe 
mese  and synoptic scale meteorological parameters from geostationary 
altitude for use in early detection and prediction of severe local storms 
[86.87]. Vertical temperature and moisture sounding under cloudy and 
clear sky conditions, and high resolution imagery from the Advanced 
Atmospheric Sounding and Imaging Radiometer (AASIR) and Microwave 
Atmospheric Sounding Radiometer (MASR). can best be obtained from a 
thm-axis stabilized satellite. This system offers an order of magnitude 
sensing improvement over a spinning GOES VAS system. Preliminary 
design studies of the AASIR and the spacecraft and ground system design 
for STCRMSAT has been completed [88] (Fig. 51). Figure 52 shows tke 
chrono!ogical development nf geostationary satellites to the present STORM- 
SAT concept [89]. 
From early in the 1980s. and at least throughout the following decade. 
th; Shuttle will be NASA's transportation system for a m s r  to space. Beyond 
that, the joint venture with European mantries in developing the Spacelab 
will provide a functioning manned laboratory facility in space. These two 
proqrams will play vital mles in the development of future remote sensors. 
The four functional categories that these programs will provide are as 
follows: (a) calibration of instruments on operational satellires. ( b )  direct 
monitoring of slowly changing eanh/atmospherc parameters. ! c )  develop- 
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ment and demonstration of new remote sensors. and ( J )  S F C ; . I ~ ~  experiments 
rmpossible o r  impractical by other means. 
The  difficulties inherent to callbration and correction for long-term dntr 
of satellite instruments, !n the past. has presented man~fo ld  problems. First. 
logistic problems associated with deployment of enocgh ground systems 
and rnterrelating their independent errors imposed severe limitations. A 
second factor is :hat ,ground rnstruments ilo not generally measure the 
sarnr quantities as  satellite instruments. For example. 3 satrlllte radlornerer 
measures a Tr integrated aver ihe cnrire scene In bicw, uhrle ground truth 
data  are  restricted ~ s u a l l y  to pnlnt measurements Thus. ar least cali- 
brations of s ~ t e l l ~ t e  :nstruments over their several years of useful Irferlr,.es 
and the ability to interrelate succeeding satellites, IS a c ruc~a l  requtrement 
at least for NASA's emerging Cllmate Program. The Shuttle can fulfill this 
requirement bv penodic flight of ~ns t r -men[> ,  clllbrated agatnsc s tanJards 
before and after t l ~ g h t .  that :an provide comparattve measurements at 
points of orbit conjunction wlt!~ the satelittes when ldrnrical scenes 3re In 
view. 
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FIG. 31-Cotrcrprltoi STOR.ClSAT rpucrcrar. u r r h  ~ r ~ o c l 6 I r r d  r.rprnmrnrs 
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Monitoring of certain slowly varying parameters can be accomplished 
dimtly by regular flights in conjunction with Shuttle-Spacelab missions. 
The requirements for meauring the solar spectral irradianct can be met 
adequately by two flights per year spaced at six-month intervals (fig. 53). 
E x p e r h e  with the Nimbus4 ERB instrument substantiates the desirability 
of continui1:g teal solar flux measurements at six-month intervals. Such 
measurements will provide an independent and highly calibrated set of 
data by themselves. but will also serve to interrelate the total solar flux 
measurements of the ERPSI proposed for TIROS-N. Other parameters 
that can be dirmly monitored by the Shuttle-Spacelab include a number 
of the well mixed atmospheric constituents. ozone. and tropospheric aero- 
sols. For example, annual measurements are probably adequate for C01. 
CFMs. NzO. NO,. and CHI. 
The Spacelab will also provide the needed facilities to develop, test. and 
demonstrate new remote sensors. These include: 
1. Sea Surybce Temperarure-Improvemen~s that appear possible include 
increased signal-to-noise ratios and additional wavelengths to reduce 
errors due to atmospheric wa:er vapor and clouds. 
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2. Vertical Temperature Profile-Accuracy of passive sounding below 
20-km altitude cru be improved with measurements at 4 pm and with band- 
widths of 2 wave numbers. Active Lidar promises even higher accuracy 
dong with m order of magnitude-improved vertical resolution. 
3. Win&-Lidar techniques may be able to measure wind speed and 
direction in cloud-free regions. 
4. SmrarghIlic Aemob-Stellar mums  provide a large number of 
occultations not limited to the ecliptic plane, so that reasonably good 
coverage of stratospheric aerosols is possible. 
5. Tropaphnic Aemsob-At present, no technique exists for meuuring 
tropospheric aerosols, but a pulsed 1id.r system is believed to hold promise. 
As plans ue formulated for the development of these instruments (as 
well u any others that may yet be identified) to the point where space 
flight development and testing can be visualized, the advantages that 
Spacelab can provide will be capitalized upon to the maximum extent 
possible. 
T h m  are two puticululy important special experiments in the area of 
remote sensing that arc especially suited to the Spacelab capabilities. These 
uc extended cloud physics and radiation studies and precipitation over 
land and water. In the case of the extended cloud and radiation studies 
r! group of instruments. including two separate radiometers and a lidar 
system. are required. In the cue  of the precipitation studies. a microwave 
radiometer. a visible band radiometer, m IR radiometer, and a 10-cm 
radar are q u i d .  A number of short duration flights are adequate to 
meet the objectives of both of these studies and Spacelab offers a unique 
capability for their accomplishment. 
The meteorological satellites have used instrumentation sensitive to 
different portions of the clecaomognetic specrmm to o b m e  and measure 
atmospheric and s~irface properties. In the ultraviolet. solar variability 
has been r~euured and total atmospheric ozone detemined. In the visible. 
imagery of cloud systems has ( a )  provide better location of storms in datr- 
spanc areas, (b )  observed ice and snow boundaries. and ( c )  monitored 
floods. In the infrared. sea surface and cloud top temperatures hove been 
measured and water vapor flow patterns determined. By using infrared 
CO2 absorption bands. centered at 4.3 rnd 15 urn. radiometers have (.:rived 
atmospheric vertical temperature profiles. Microwave radiometer measure- 
ments in the 5-mm, 02 absorption bands have improved these atmosphtric 
soundings and allowed penetration through clouds. Microwave measure- 
ments near 1.55 and 0.8 cm have determined rainfall intensi*ies over the 
ocean. snow and ice boundaries through clouds. and have provided some 
indications of soil moisture. 
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Cloud tracking from geosynchronous satellites have allowed wind 
deterninations at different levels from which important properties. such u 
divergence and vorticity. have been derived. Geosynchronous satellites have 
also monitored the development and motions of mere  storms such u 
humcmes. or severe thunderstorms with hail or tornados. These obser- 
ntions and measurements have not only increased our knowledge of 
atmospheric processes but have also been used operationally in shon-tern 
fornutine. For practical use, the satellite provides observations denser in 
time and space scales than my national network of surface observing 
nations. 
Future approved satellite missions include improved molutions for some 
of the foregoing measurements. but also include new experiments such 
u pollution drtrctirm and m o q r a p h i c  monitpring. Proposed satellite 
missions include STORMSAT, a geosynchronous utellite, for k n e r  mon- 
itoring of severe norms with temperature and moisture sounding capabilities. 
A proposed Climate Program would provide ob~rvations from a system 
of satellite sensors for numerical modeling of climate. leading to a better 
understanding of climate processes and. hopefully, to an improved capa- 
bility to predict climate change. 
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A Fourier Approach to Cloud Motion Estimation 
G d d  S p a  Flilkl C W ,  GmrdJ1, Xd. t o n 1  
ROBEXT C. h' AND &EXEL ROSEN~ELD 
(Mmuurlpt d v c d  17 August 1977, in bad form 13 Jmuuy 1978) 
ABSTRACT 
A Fourier phuc Mennce technique for cloud m o t h  estimation from pain of pictures is described. 
This technique mdca use of the phuc of the croa+.specurl d e ~ i t y ;  it allows motion estimates to be 
nude for individual spatial frequencies, which are related to doud pattern dimemions. Raultr obtained 
wing this technique ur presented and are compared with the multr of a Fourier-domain cw-cornla- 
tion =heme, using both artibcial and 1-4 cloud data. It is concluded that the phuc diAercnce technique 
is relatively sensitive to the pmcnce of mixtum of motions, changes in cloud shape and edge effecu. 
Under thee circumsunca, t cnnr-comlation scheme yields a more reliable estimate of cloud motion. 
1. Introduction s u c c d v e  doud cover pictures, from which doua 
Sequences of high-resolution photographs from satel- 
lites in geos~nchronous orbit have been utilized by 
many investigators to measure doud motion and 
derive sin&. The techniques for extracting such 
information range from a manual analysh of closed 
"movie loop" (Fujita el uf., 1969; Hubert and 
Whitney, 1971) to completely automated methods in 
which the images and, or data are computer processed 
but selection of cloud targets u controlled manually 
from m interactive display console (Serebreny a uf., 
1969; Smith and Phdlipr, 19i2). 
The main advantage of manual and semi-automatic 
methods b in target selection, making it possible to 
incorporate a wide variety of criteria, not necessarily 
defined beforehand, ior choosing cloud elements repre- 
sentative of aunospheric motion. These criteria are 
sometimes related io the h e  of the cloud element, 
the idea being that mall elements move wi th  the 
wind, while massive elemenu mav diirmLe the actual 
motion of the atmosphere due -to i o u d  formation 
and deformation processes. 
Early studies by L e c ~  and Epstein (194.3) have 
shown that cne can identify the predominant dimen- 
sions of cloud patterns by a spectral analysis of satel- 
lite photographs. Subsequently, Le+se a d. (1971) 
wd the Fourier t r a d o n n  as an d c i e n t  computa- 
t i o d  tool for obtaining the mu correlation between 
'Prewnt rbllkrioo: Computer Scicncm Ccrp., Silver 
s9rinc, Sf6 
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diplacements are de~ived. The fact that displacement 
information appears separately for each spectral com- 
ponent in the Fourier transform of the cross-covariance 
function was pointed out by \Veinstein (1972). The 
combined advantages of the Fourier transform-as an 
etlicient computational tool for measuring displace- 
ment and as a means for extracting cloud pattern 
dimensional information-have mofivated the present 
study of the Fourier transform properties of real and 
simulated sequences of satellite cloud cover pictures 
and their cross correlations. Specifically, we describe 
an attempt to derive winds from cloud motion. while 
discriminating with respect to cloud size. 
The mathematical aspects of the Fourier transform 
method are outlined in Section 2, the results of a 
simulation study are presented in Section 3, a pre- 
liminary experiment with real pictures is described 
in Section 4, and the outlook is discussed and con- 
duioru  d r a m  in Stition 5. 
2. Roperties of the Fourier transform 
A function de6ned in the space domain, say f ( x , y ! ,  
where x and y are coordinates in 3 two-dimensional 
Cartnian space, can be transformed intc a function 
in the frquency domain by using the Fourier trans- 
form F, i.e., 
, j * , y ) 4 u d y F u , r ,  (I) 
4 
J O U R N A L  O F  A P P L I E D  M E T E O R O L O G Y  
ORAI L L V L L ~  OF FIRST 1n10t ORAI LLVLLS OF SLCOND INAOI 
Fm. la. Cny levels of pair of images simulrling cloud motion. A lvgc m w  of relatively dim cloud is undergoing 
r disp&wnent (in pixels) of X - 2  and Y-1, on which are ruperimpoaed under but b*hter clouds undergoing 1 dh- 
pluunent of X-4, Y-6. 
PWBR SCECTRIJN OF FIRST L U G E  
8.73 0.51 0.15 0.13 0.19 0.13 
0.47 0.28 0.10 0.08 0.18 0.12 
0.a 0.29 0.16 0.05 0.14 0.12 
0.26 0.26 0.15 0.02 0.12 0.10 
0.18 0.22 0.15 0.01 0.09 0.06 
0.10 0.16 0.14 0.05 0.05 0.07 
0.05 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.05 
0.00 0.04 0.06 0.06 C.04 0.02 
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 
0.00 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 4.03 
0.05 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.04 
0.10 0.01 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.06 
0.18 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.10 
0.26 0.13 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.11 
0.28 0.16 0.01 0.18 0.17 0.11 
0.47 0.38 0.09 0.16 0.19 0.13 
8-73 0.54 0.16 0.15 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.54 
0.56 0.42 0.14 0.11 0.17 0.13 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.10 0.40 
0.33 0.29 0.15 0.05 0.15 0.13 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.17 0.16 0.03 0.21 
o.a 0.n 0.16 0.02 0.13 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.05 o.Gr 0.08 0.15 0.16 6.06 0.13 
O*lT 0.21 0.14 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.14 0 . i O  0.05 
0.12 0.17 0.13 0.05 0.35 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.0 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09 6-07 0.01 
0.06 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.d5 0.01 
0.01 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.Gt 0.03 
0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 
0.01 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.0) 0.02 0.03 0.04 C.02 
0.06 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 
0.12 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.13 0.17 
0.17 0.05 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.14 0.2, 
0.25 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.15 o . ~  0.08 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.13 0.02 0.16 0.8 
0.33 0.21 0.03 0.16 0.17 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.13 0.15 0.05 0.15 0.29 
0.56 0.40 0.10 0.16 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.13 0.17 0.11 0.14 0.42 
Fro. lb. Power rpsctm of the urugm in la. The (0,O) cornpowat u in the gpper left conrsr. with wrvmumkr  invtuing 
Qmruddtothericht 
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A .  A R K I N C ,  R .  C .  L O  A N D  A .  R O S E N F E L D  
76.b 76.6 76.7 76.7 76.6 76.4 76.2 76.0 75.8 75.7 75.6 75e.1 75.7 75.9 76.0 76.2 
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FIG. Ic. Crou covariance of the images in 1. Zem displacement corresponds to the upper left comer; X displacement 
incrrua to the right and Y displacement increasa downward. . 
where u and o are frequency domain variables. Con- 
versely, a function in the frequency domain can be 
transformed into the space domain by using the 
inverse Fourier transform 
For application to discrete data, the Fourier trans- 
fonn process is redefined as 
One indication of the relative displacement between 
successive picture is the location of the peak of 
the cross covariance of the two images (Leese et d., 
1971). Letting f(.r,y\ and g(x,y) represent the bright- 
ness distribution of the two images, the cross-covari- 
ance is defined as 
The Fourier transform provides a fast way to cal- 
culate the cross-covariance function. From Eqs. (1) 
and (2), it follows that 
1 M-L n-1 a~ v C,, (x,Y) - F-'CF9 ( ~ ) G ( u , o ) l ,  (6) 
Y - F , I  e ( - ) ] ,  (11 M,V -4 M S where F0(u,o) is tllc con~plex conjugate of F (ic,o) while 
G(u,o) is the Fourier transform of g(r,y). The Fourier 
when M and .V are the sample siza in the x and y transform of C,,, namely, F*C & called the cross 
directions, respectively. spectral density of f and g. The positions of the 
PHASE ANSLES OF CROSS SPECTRAL OEMITY 
0.0 -3.1 -6.2 4.3 0.0 -3.7 7.0 4.2 0.0 -4.2 -7.0 3.7 0.0 -8.3 6.2 3.1 
-4.1 7.9 2.5 1 9 6 . 1  2 2 - 4  7.2 2 0 9 6.0 2.3 -0.8 
4.5 0.2 -4.2 8.0 !.9 -0.1 -2.5 7.4 8.1 1.0 -3.5 8.0 3.9 0.2 -5.2 -7.7 
-2.0 -6.0 6.1 -3.5 -2'.3 -5.6 6 6  1.C -2.0 -6.0 5.2 6 2 6 5.9 1.7 
7.8 3.8 0.1 4 . 8  -7.6 h.3 0.0 -4.6 8.0 k 8  -0.6 -4.8 8.0 3.3 0.0 -4.1 
1 2 6 5.7 1.7 -1.9 -3.9 5.5 2.3 -1.1 -5.3 5.9 2.0 -2.1 -5.9 0.0 
- 4 5  8.0 4.2 4 . 2  -3.0 -6.5 3.8 0.1 -4.0 8.0 ?a1 -0.7 -3.1 7.8 4.2 1.3 
7 7  1.5 -1.9 -4.9 -6.4 3.5 -2.5 -6.1 6.0 2 3 7.5 2.0 0.7 -2.1 -6.0 
0.0 -4.5 a7.3 4.2 0.0 -4.4 2.7 2.9 0.0 -2.0 -'.7 4.4 0.0 -4.2 -7.3 4.5 
7.7 6.0 2.1 4 . 7  -2.0 -7.5 3.1 -2.1 -6.0 6.1 2.5 -3.5 6.U 4.9 1.q -1.5 
8.5 -1.3 -4.2 -7.8 3.1 0.7 -3.1 9.0 b.0 -0.1 -5.3 6.5 3.0 9.2 -4.2 O.0 
-1.5 0.0 5.9 2.1 -2.0 -5.9 5.2 1.1 -2.3 -5.5 j .9  1.9 -1.7 -5.7 6.3 2.4 
7 4.1 0.9 -3.8 4 . 0  u.8 0.6 -4.8 -8.0 4.6 0.0 -4.3 7.6 4.8 -0.1 -3.8 
2.0 -1.7 -5.9 6.0 2.0 -1.6 -5.2 6.0 2.0 -1.8 -6.6 5.6 2.3 3.5 -6.1 6.0 
5 7 7  5.2 -0.2 -3.9 8.0 3 5  1 1 7 2.5 0.1 -3.9 6.0 4.2 -0.2 
4.1 0.8 -2.3 -6.0 5.9 2.0 -3.2 -7.2 4.9 2.0 -2.3 4.1 5.9 1.8 -2.5 -7.9 
FXC. 16 Phuc mgla of the cwspectn l  density of the m o  imyr. l%e (0,O) component b ia  the upper Lcit corner. with 
wrvenumkr increasing d o w a n d  and to the right. '.Note that r factor of 2.116 b supprmcd: 
J O U R N A L  OF A P P L I E D  M E T E O R O L O G Y  
Y DISCLACCHSNT CSTINATES 
5.1 5.0 7.2 6.2 5.9 6.2 4.7 6.2 6.9 4.5 5.8 5.8 5.9 5 3.9 3.9 
7.1 7.7 6.7 6.2 6.2 6 4 8  6.6 7.0 6.2 6.7 6.0 6.2 5.8 7.5 6.9 
6.5 6.2 5 7  5 6.2 5.5 6.9 5.5 6.1 6.9 7.3 6 4  5.9 6.2 8.9 6.6 
6.2 6.2 6.0 1.4 5.2 6 6.6 6.8 6.0 5.2 5 8  6.4 6.0 6.1 5.9 5.8 
6.2 6.1 6.4 5 4  6.7 6.3 3.9 5.9 5.7 5.9 4 5.3 6.0 5.9 5.9 -4.0 
6.0 5.6 5 5  5.9 8.1 8.6 6.3 5.5 6.3 6.9 7-5 6.6 5.1 6.1 5.9 -1.3 
3.2 6.5 6.1 4 7  3 6.0 -7.7 6 6.0 5.9 6.2 8 5 7.1 6.3 7.2 
-7.7 6.1 6 6.9 -6.4 7.9 -5.2 7.0 6.0 5.1 -0.r 3.7 2.0 5.0 5.2 5.5 
-7.7 5 5  5.2 5.0 2.0 1 0 1 6.0 7.0 -5.2 7.9 -6.4 6.9 6.8 6.1 
3.2 7.2 6.3 7.1 -5.1 7.8 6.2 5.9 6.0 6.1 -7.7 6.0 3 6.7 6 6.5 
6.0 01.3 5.9 6 5.1 6.6 7 5  6.9 6.3 3.5 6.3 8.6 8.7 5.9 5.5 5.6 
6.2 -4.0 5.9 5.9 6.0 5.3 8.7 5.9 5.7 5.9 3.9 6.3 6.7 5.4 6.4 6.1 
6.2 5 8  5.9 6.1 6.0 6.8 5.8 5.2 6.0 6.4 6.6 6.1 5.2 1.4 6.0 6.2 
6.5 6.6 8.9 6.2 5.9 6.b 7.3 6.9 6.1 5.5 6.9 5.5 6.2 -6.5 5.7 6.2 
'7.8 6.9 7.5 5.8 6.2 6.0 6 7  6.2 7.0 6.6 8 6.1 6 2  6.2 6.7 7.7 
4.1 3-9 3.9 5.7 5.9 5 8  5.8 5 8.9 6.2 8.7 6.2 5.9 6.2 7.2 5.0 
Fm. I t .  X urd Y dlpluemcnt arimrta derived from the crou-rpecv.l density. 
Fffi. If. Satter plot of the c l ~ t e s  in 1e. 
maxima of the cross-covariance function determine 
the relative displacement between the two pictures. 
The ratio of the computer t i m e  rtquired for the 
Fourier transform method and t . conventional 
method of calculating the cross covariance is approxi- 
mately (.V, 2).' (Brigham and >forrow. I%;), where 
.V is the lineu sue of the array. 
I.f the d i i re te  version of the Fourier transform is 
wed to compute the crow covariance. as in ( 6 ) ,  tire 
resulting function is cyclic, which is equivalent ta 
assuming that the functions in the space domain are 
periodic. Xn other words, the Fourier transform method 
assume that when r;\ovement of objects taka place, 
what move  out of the picture at one boundart must 
enter at  the opposite boundary Further examination 
and dixwrion of t!!is assumption is presented in 
Section 3. 
The Fourier transform possasu still another prop- 
erty which makes it possible to take A different ap- 
prorin to the estimation of motior.. .&ume that 
uniform t ~ s l a t i o n  L the only diierencc betwen the 
tmo functions, i.e., g(r,y\-f(x-a, y - 6 ) .  Then from 
A .  A R K I N G ,  R. C .  L O  A N D  A .  R O S E N F E L D  
the dcdnition of the Fourier transform in Eq. (1) it 
follow (Briegr, 1968) that 
G(u,o) - F(u,v)r.-hd(-". (7) 
The Fourier transform at a specific frquency (u,o) 
cm be represented by 
F(u,v) - I F(u,v) i d*(*"), (8) 
where I FI is the amplitude and v is the p h w  angle. 
Applying the m e  representation, to G(w,v), we have 
that one is a uniform translation of the otha,  the 
phaae diffciences u e  the w e  between d l  neighboring 
frequencies. However, when the displacement between 
the two images is not uniform-and specifically when 
diplacement is different for features with different 
chmcteristic dimensions-then the p h w  angle dif- 
ference will be a function of frqutncy. In the fol- 
lowing sections, we will uumine to what extent the 
phase angle differences continue to yield estimates 
of the displacement and how these estimate are 
related to the size of features in the image. 
Thus, 
w od A number of simulation s t u d a  were conducted to 
P(ulv)G(u,v) - I F(u,u) 1: eq[-2m(--+-)I. (10) invntipte the mmpantive effectivenlu of c m -  
M N correlation and phue difference techniques for erti- 
mating motion (Lo and Parikh, 1973 ; Lo d of., 1974). 
The turn P(U,V)G(U,U) 'u complur with amplitude particular, .r..ere studied that involved 1) d i s  
IF!' a d  P ~ W  - 2 * ( ~ + d ) ,  for v's. tortion, such robtion, %ale c h ~ g e ,  b r iqhma 
The the phm of change and noise, in addition to simple translation; 
neighboring frequencies have the propertin 2 )  mixtures of motion; and 3) edge effects-bjects 
2r moving off one boundary without coming back in at  
~ ( ~ , v ) - v ( ~ S ' l ,  ~)--a, (11) the opposite boundary, so that the displacements are 
M non-cyclic. 
I t  was found that if these conditions were not too 
We thus find that differences in phue angle between 
neighboring t e r n  in the F'C matrix yield x and y 
components of Lisplacement. (When referring to phase 
angles in the uunples to follow the facton 2r i .M 
and 2 r / N  will be s u p p r x d . )  
If the case where the two images differ only in 
strongly present, both technique yielded reasonable 
estimates of the motion (or, in mixture cues, esti- 
mates of the predominant motion). However, u the 
distortion, ~ i x t u r e  or edge facton become stranger, 
performanc began to deteriorate. Tt-.is situaticn 'q 
illustrated k the simulations shoun in Fips. ' 
In Fig. 1 a large m a s  of relatively dir., L 
moving at a comparatively slow speed (d; 3c  cnt 
components X -  2 and Y- 1) relative to sma!ler  ouch 
Fm. 2.. .bmb#wa to Pi. 1, but fw b u l r d a g  the molioo of two MU of clwb mlh the lrme bkhtnnr but diRcrcnt 
~ r m e a t s .  l % e ~ m u r i r d i r p L c e d . r - 2 ,  Y - 2 ,  u d  the r r o r m v l l u w - g u e  dispirccd .Y-C. S-0. 
J O U R N A L  OF A P P L I E D  M E T E O R O L O G Y  
PaYt l l  SPDCTIIUN OF SECOIID I U G E  
5.86 2-18 1.30 1.15 0.52 0.20 0.30 0.28 0.08 0.29 0.30 0.20 
1.28 1.98 0.17 0.82 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.08 C.12 0.09 0.16 0.17 
2.06 0.91 0.15 0.56 0.12 0.1t 0.08 0.31 0.30 0.33 0.19 0.?3 
1.12 0.87 0.61 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.38 0.20 0.02 n.16 3.27 0.13 
0.52 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.67 0.09 0.28 0.28 0.39 0.23 0.82 0.18 
0.36 0.10 0.11 0.56 0.33 0.17 0.89 0.09 0.39 0.10 0.09 0.26 
0.26 0.17 0.08 0.40 0.28 0.35 0.80 0.31 0.14 0.29 0.37 0.32 
0.30 0.06 0.28 0.16 0.8 0.11 o.n 0.42 0.05 0.43 0.32 o.*a 
0.08 0.12 0.28 0.19 0.32 0.40 0.12 0.50 0.08 0.50 0.42 0.40 
0.30 Oe04 0.29 0.23 0.32 0.10 0.32 0.43 6-05 6-42 0.27 0.11 
0.26 0.14 0.03 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.37 0.29 0.14 0.31 0,QO 0.35 
0.36 0.20 0.01 0.31 0.45 0.26 0.09 0.10 0.39 0.09 0.49 0.17 
0.52 0.43 0.09 0.50 0.28 0.18 0.12 0.23 0.39 0.28 0.28 0.09 
1.12 0.10 0.51 0.05 0.38 0.13 o.n 0.16 0.02 0.20 0.38 0.22 
2.06 0.49 0.41 0.91 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.33 0.30 3.31 o.ca 0.11 
t e n  2 . 9  0.35 0.46 0 . 8  0.17 0.16 0.09 0.12 0.06 0.18 0.16 
FIG. 2b. Power spectra of rhc imyn ia 24- Thc 0'9) component ir in me upper left corner. 
downward and to the k h t .  
0.52 1.15 1.30 2.78 
0.21 0.86 0.35 2.54 
0.09 C.91 0.81 0.49 
0.38 O*O5 0.51 0.10 
0.28 0.50 0.09 0.43 
0.45 0.31 0.07 0.20 
0.3b 0.32 0.03 0.18 
0.32 0.23 0.29 0.04 
0.32 0.19 0.28 0.12 
0.27 0.16 0.28 0.06 
0.28 0.40 0.08 0.17 
0.33 0.56 0.11 0.10 
0.67 0.15 0.07 0.06 
0.13 0.12 0.61 0.87 
0.12 0.58 0.15 0.94 
0.10 0.82 0.17 1.98 
with arwnumber increasing 
of higher brightness (X-1, Y-6). Fig. Ir shows the contrast clouds. Fig. Id shows the phase mgiw oi 
two pictures. Fig. Ib shows their power spectra and :Se Fourier transform product. and Fig. l e  shows the 
Fig. lc show? their crou-covarimcr, which has a pedc resulting X and Y displacement estimates from the 
corresponding :.I the ?isplacement (46) ot the higher phase diderence method, obtained by taking hori- 
CROSS-COVAIIIANC!~   UNCTION 
54.7 70.3 67.2 64.1 60.9 60.9 64.1 42.2 26.5 17.2 15.6 23.4 20.3 25.0 29.7 83.8 
62.5 71.9 75.0 71.9 65.6 62.5 53.1 43.8 25.0 15.6 12.5 15.6 21.9 25.0 31.8 43.8 
57.8 70.3 82.8 67.2 60.9 5z.i 45.3 31.3 20.3 7.8 9.4 10.9 17.2 23.u 29.7 15.3 
53.1 62.5 65.6 S9.4 53.1 43.0 34.8 25.0 7.1 8.7 3.1 6.3 12.5 18.8 29.1 !9.1 
45.3 53.1 54.7 56.3 M.4 40.6 29.7 17.2 10.9 6.3 3.1 6.2, 7.8 17.2 26.6 37.5 
42.2 50.0 56.3 53.1 50.0 43.8 34.8 25.0 la.! 7.8 7.8 6.3 12.5 18.8 ,6.6 35.9 
43.8 54.7 59.4 39.4 54.7 50.0 43.8 32.8 21.9 15.6 18.1 18.1 17.2 za.3 -0.1 38.4 
46.P 56.3 60.9 62.5 59.4 56.3 48.8 40.6 31.3 23.8 20.3 21.9 21.9 25.0 26.6 35.9 
43.8 56.: 62.5 9 . 8  58.7 54.7 93.1 86.9 35.9 26.6 23.3 26.6 25.1 26.6 25.0 32.8 
39.1 5r.7 54.4 93.1 50.0 90.0 56.3 51.6 35.9 28.1 26.6 28.1 31.3 29.1 26.6 28.1 
35.9 46.9 54.7 48.4 46.9 48.4 51.6 P6.9 Y.9 26.6 23.1 26.6 24.1 26.6 23.4 26.6 
38.8 40.6 45.3 16.9 46.9 43.8 82.2 37.5 31.3 23.8 20.3 21.9 21.9 21.9 20.3 23.4 
28.1 37.5 40.6 10.6 39.1 37.5 36.4 26.6 20.3 15.5 le.1 15.5 15.6 14.1  15.6 21.9 
26.6 v , r  n . 5  38.4 37.3 3r.r 28.1 21.9 8 ;.e 10.9 9.4 9.0 9.b 18.1 20.3 
2 3 7 5  9 3 4 1  1 3 2 8  ? 1 7.1 9.u 9.4 7.8 12.5 17.2 26.6 
46.9 50.0 53el 5O.P 53.1 53.1 43.8 37.5 21.9 l h e l  12.5 12.5 I f ' ?  19.8 25.0 35.9 
FIG. 2c. Qam-co- of thm b g a  in 2a. ZClO displumnent co-nb to thc uppu left comer; X dirpkrmmt 
l ~ a u r r o L b o * t . a d Y ~ ~ t ~ d o r n d  
93 1 
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Frc. 2d. Phrw uyla d the cmu spcctd M t y  d the rro i m q e s  The (0.0) component h in the upper left corner. with 
+.mumbe inausiry dompud and to the righrilht !Sate that r factor oi 2~116 is w p p d . )  
zontd and vertical dSercnces in Ti. Id. Fig. lf is mens arc determind modulo the image dimension 
a scatter plot of these estimates, which duster around (I@ and are shown in the range -8 to t 8 . I  
the displacement 0,6).  D u e  to the cydic assump Fi. 2 is analogous to Fig. 1 for a pair of pictures 
tiom in the Fourier transform method, the @lace (shown in Fig. 2a) containing two sets oi clouds nith 
X DZSPLACEHEJT ESTIMATES 
Y DISPLACfMENT CSTIPIATCS 
5.0 1.0 6.6 -4.4 0.8 2.1 4.5 -0.1 2.0 1.7 -0.6 1.8 0.8 3.5 -7.6 4.1 
-3.7 2 3 4  7.5 1.9 1.9 7 5  4.6 2.0 0.7 5.7 1.9 1.9 -2.3 -0.4 -5.8 
0.2 1.1 1.3 7.6 6.0 1.9 -2.8 7.8 2.0 4 . 8  1.8 2.9 6.0 3.5 0.1 4 . 7  
0 2.7 1.6 3 1 0.3 0 3 2.0 -4.1 4 . 5  1 1 1 '.O 7.6 
-0.9 3.2 1.5 2 6 3.3 1.2 -0.5 2.0 -6.1 4.0 0.4 -5.6 -4.7 1.9 0.7 
2 4  0.7 1.0 0.7 9.3 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.0 -6.7 0.2 1.9 0.3 t.6 1.4 1.6 
4.6 -3.9 3 1 3 1.9 -5.4 -0.2 2.0 2.9 -2.9 2.0 -0.3 3.0 2.4 0.7 
1.1 -6.8 1.6 1.4 1.0 2.0 -0.3 -0.1 2.0 4 . 1  0.6 2.0 1.0 -2.2 2.5 2.3 
1.1 2.3 2.5 -2.2 1.0 2.0 0.6 -0.1 2.0 4 . 1  -0.3 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.6 -6.8 
4 6  0.7 2.4 3.0 4 . 3  2.0 -2.9 2.0 2.0 4 . 2  -5.4 1.9 4 . 3  -1.7 3.8 -3.9 
-2.4 1.6 1 4  6 0.3 1.9 0.2 4 . 7  2.0 2.5 2.6 2.7 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.7 
4 . 9  0.7 1.9 -4.7 -5.6 0.4 8.0 -6.1 2.0 -0.5 1.2 3.3 -5.6 -7.2 1.5 3.2 
0 7 6  2.0 -1.4 -4.1 3.1 4 . 5  -4.1 2.0 -0.3 0.3 0.3 -Pel -5.3 1.6 2.7 
0.2 4.7 0.1 3.5 6.0 2.9 8 - 0 8  2.0 7.8 -2.8 1.9 6.0 7.6 1.0 1.1 
-3.7 -5.8 4 . 4  -2.3 1.9 1.9 5.7 0.7 2.0 O.6 7.5 1.9 1.9 7.5 -3.4 2.1 
5.0 4.1 -7.6 3.5 0.8 1.8 4 . 6  1 7  2.0 -0.4 4.5 2.1 0.8 -4.4 6.6 1.0 
FIQ. h. X and Y dkplvcrmrnt stham derived from the cmu p a r l  desity. 
J O U R N A L  O F  A P P L I E D  M E T E O R O L O G Y  
FIG. 2f. Sattcr plot of h e  atimrta in 2e. 
the pictures so that the dtplrcuncnt could bt ~ c u -  
ntely measured. The estimated displacement, avuPged 
over several cloud dements, nas X -  -5, Y = -3. 
The phase difference method applied to the prk of 
windows in Fq. 3a gave rise to a displacement ati- 
mate sf (-12, -4). This estimate was obtained u 
follonr: X and Y displacement estimates were ob- 
tained for each spatial frequency component. The 
means and stzndard deviations of. thee estimates 
were computed, and estimates deviating from the 
mean by more than one standard deviation aere 
discarded. The mean was then recomputed for the 
surviving estimates, and was used as the h a 1  a t h a t e .  
The uossn*nriance method, on the other hand, 
yielded a displacement estimate of (-6, -3), as d t  
terrnincd by the position of the cross-covariance peak. 
In this example, therefore, the cmss-mvuiance method 
vields better results (assuming the hand estimate to 
6e most re:iahle). 
An attempt wrrs made to improve the d b  ob- 
tained from the phase difference method by applying 
it to selected bands of spatial frequencies, rather than 
to all fiquen5es. The follouing results a-ere obtained: 
the same brightness but different velocities, repre- Band Fraquency range X Y 
sented by the displacements (6,O: and (2,;). Here tht 
cross covariance (Fig. 2c) corresponds to the dis- a O<(d+O1)(65 -8 2 b 56(d++)+<10 -I3 16 placement (22) of the larger clcud mass; br;t the c lO<(.'+t)+<61 -12 -4 
phase difiucnce estimates (Fig. 2e! show little tend- 
&cy to duster (Fig. 2fl. - 
It r ~ u l d  seem from these c u m p l a  that the phase 
difference estimation approach is more sensitive to 
the presence of mixtures oi motions than the cross- 
covariance approach. Similar results can be obtained 
by studying simulations involving edge &ecu a d  
other distortions. The details can be found in the two 
references ated a t  the begraning of the section. 
4. Experiments with r e d  data 
Severai experiments with pirs of real doud windows 
were a h  carried out, as described by Lo d d. (1974). 
The windoar \ued were selected from ATS-1 gm- 
synchmnous satellite images, taken at  in tends of 
47 min. Each window is 64 by 64 pixels, and has 
been scaled to the gray level range 0 to 63. 
The two windows shown in Fig. 3a contain relatively 
small clouds. In order to better evaluate the synoptic 
environment in which thae  doud patterns are em- 
bedded, two larger v.-indows (256 by 256 pixels) con- 
taininq the smaller windows at their centers are shown 
in Fig. 3b. I t  b evident that the douds in this scene 
tend to dissipate and reform relatively fast, so that 
considerable distortion has occurred between the 
froma. Nevtrthelcu, many of the cloud pattems in 
the fint window are easi!? recognizable in the second. 
Based on such patterns, a hand btimate of the relative 
0 displacement war made ruing computer printouts of 
Sote that the last result is the m e  as that obtained 
when all frequencies aere used, and that :hose results 
still do not agree very well with the hand estimate. 
The uoss-covariance estimates were also reevaluated 
usins only selected spatial frequencies (I.c.. the voss 
spectral density P C  was computed, the frequencies 
outside the selected band wen s u p p r d ,  and the 
invent Fourier transform of the result was computed 
to yield a "fltered" cross covariance). These Gul ts  
were as follows: 
Frequency Band .Y Y 
Results from bar.& a and b are quite close to the 
result 1-6, -3) obtained when no atering was used, 
an'd also agm well with the hand estimate ( - 5 .  -31. 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
The results of the e-rperimenu reported here indicate 
that both the crou-c-variance bnd phase diaerence 
methods can be good estimators of motion when the 
objects being tracked do not change their shape, size 
and orientation to more than a limited degree. These 
techniques sre leu edcctive when a mixture of motions 
A .  A R K t N t .  R. C .  LO A N D  A .  R O S E N F E L D  
Fm. 3. put of imyn Itlne:cd u aa urmptc fmm &e ATS-1 rrtdirc. 1 1 1  Thc &X(W pirc! pornon of exh m q e  lmm 
cbud motion :I ta k de:marned 15 \  The surrounding ama 12% by 258 purhl m w k c h  &t lu 3s am ctn- 
tdl, hMcd 
rdsm. unlca one ot rhc motions is strongly dominmt. 
Th- propcttin indicate that the Fouritr trandorn 
p h u c  dietmce atimadon rncrhods should be m!iab:t 
h pmblcm such u landmark mntckiiag, where rhc 
fa- do not change appncrabll; as v i e a d  m utel- 
lite photoqmpl. In the ~ tmophtrc .  &err the doudj 
gmw, &pate. rocart and move mlatlvc co each 
ocher, the ntimrtlon of rhnc motions using Fourier 
dorm mclhda is not rdiablc. 
i l c  mrin abmdc to accurate cloud motion utima- 
tion L klicvcd to be chc p m c c  ot mirrura of 
mo&m. h e  v b l c  way to miwe this problem 13 
to ux spatial frqucncy hltcrq to Kprntt the 
rnoriom oi ddemnt t ! ~  d cioud fearurn, since 
Joud sue is ooxl!  rclord on the one hand to spatid 
fnquency m d  on the other to cloud mouon. The 
&OR to V n t e  douch bv their azn thmuab ire- 
qucacy fltcrinq if, however, &waned by t!\e tact 
that for real picturcs each nrnponat In drc fqucncy 
&mun h a complicated functlon of tbe i ~ n v t s  
the rplcv domu,  Clcud pz:cm ut wr pcdeet 
pnwidd funcucnr. More lhan one trquurcy com- 
p a t  u J w r : ~  nccdcd to qrncnr r doud danmt, 
and conwncly a Itigh-iwqumcy comp~lmc may 
receive mntnbutiaru irom small cloud dements, a d  
a h  from sharp cornen oi a larpe ~Icud elements. 
To fuhtr complicate *e matter. the smdl cloud 
clement or hap corner nay  not cet m chc xcond 
picture aith which the 5rrt picture is king  cor- 
dated.  It ia not found possible to tbcctit-el?. x p u a t e  
cloud r y p  by sparid ftqucncy Bitcnng. 
Another e b l e  appmach to ~rpar~ting cloud t?w 
fcr mouon ntimauon purpo~a  is to segment h e  
doud coves windom using thrcsholbna or pattern 
c!amification tedrniqun 1Lo and Sfoh, lQ74. 23. 
l Q 7 j  b. T%c bright la^, the qul%dmt blackbody tem- 
p r m w  m mnow miom oi the 1nlraFcd spccvum 
and the uze of clouds are ail dostlv re lard  to the 
alatude of Lhc dou&. Since dou& at  c t m  altitude 
in a lit?ited @on zmd to mow at the u m c  velocity, 
thmhoiding tecbniqur; could be daiqncd m xparate 
cloud* acrordinc to their brighmeu and or spcctrd 
q u i d t n t  black M y  tmpcmturn. Ecnrrr mai:rir 
tdniqucs wluch determine cloud s i n  should alm be 
invnugated for i d  -tion oi clouds. 
It can k conciudcd imm clJ smdv rhrt r t d -  
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nique which separates clouds according to their mo- 
tions must be deigned and utilized to pn-process 
a picture bcfma applying Fourier transform motion 
a t h a t i o n  techniques such as the cross-covariance and 
@ax diiuence methods. In the absence of such 
separation, the cross-covariance met!!od yields a more 
&ble estimate of motion than the phase difference 
method. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper m a s  the stability of steady-state solutions of some simple. latitude-dependent, energy- 
balance climate models. For north-south symmeuic solutions of models w~th an ice-captype albedo feed- 
back. md for the sum of horizontal transpon and inbred radiation mven by a linear operator. 
it u possible to prove a "slope-stability" theorem: i.e.. if the local slope of the steady-state tceline latitude 
versus solar constant curve is positive (negative) the stedy-state solution is suble (unstable). Ccnain 
rather weak restrictions on the albedo function and on the heat tnnsport uc requ~red for the proof. 
and their physical bals  is dtscusxd in the text. 
1. Introduction (1976) and Norther al. (1979). Our theorem clarifies 
The parallel study of climate models within a hier- 
archy of models of increasing complexity is now a 
weU-established strategy in climate theory [for a dis- 
cussion see the review of Schneider and Dickinson 
(1974)l. One hopes that some features will be com- 
mon to all models from the simplest zero-dimen- 
sional globally averaged models to the most complex 
three-dimensional general circulation models. The 
one-dimensional Budyko-Sellers models have proven 
to b- :scful in exploring such properties. For ex- 
anr,.t, the catastrophic transition to an ice-covered 
planet if the solar constant is lowered by a few per- 
cent was fint discovered independently by Budyko 
( 1968, 1%9) and Sellen (1969) and appears to be 
common to a large variety of more compiicated 
models (e.g.. Temkin and Snell. 1976) ranging up to 
general circulation models (Manabe and Wetherald. 
private communication). 
the central result of these studies, and applies to a 
larger class of mean annual rnodels than those repre- 
sented above. 
We shall not dwell on the well-known assumptions 
and limitations inherent in the Budyko-Sellers ap- 
proach. since these have been adequately discussed 
in the recent literature. We shall start by motivating 
our study with a simple example in this section. In 
Section 2 we proceed to obtain formal solutions to 
the class of models being considered. In Section 3 
we derive the so-called slope-stability theorem for 
that class. 
We fint consider a very simple model, variants 
of which have been discussed recently by several 
authors (Sellers, 1974; Crawfoord and Kiiilen. 1978; 
Fraedrich, 19781. The model is a zero-dimensional 
energy-balance model (globally averaged) which 
may be defined by 
TI e r~ rpose  of this paper is to sketch the proof d 
of a .ability theorem for a large class of energy- C - To + I(Td = Qd(Toj. dr (1.1) b.ahnce climate rnodels.which include the Budyko- 
Lcllen models. The linear stability analysis of solu- 
,+,here c is [he heat capacity per unit area, T,  [he 
tions of several individual models in the class has globally land annually) avenged temperature, I (  T,,) been given previousl~ by a number of investigators the infrared radiation rate, Q the solar ccnstant di- (Schneider and Gal-Chtn. 19-13; Held and Suarez. vided by 4, and G(T,) the globally (and annua:ly) 
1974; North. 1975o.b; GhiI. 1976; SU and Hsieh. avenged co-albedo. which is presumed to be a func- 1976; Fndericksen. 1976; Drazin and G&l, 1977: tion of T, because of the Ice-cap albedo feedback. 
Nonh. 1g73. In addition. approaches to the fun non- The steady-state solutions to ( 1.1) are easily ob- 
line?.. stabiIity problem have been suggested by Ghil tained by setting did, to zero and solving the re- 
sulting algebraic relation for To as a function of Q.  
For a given Q there are typicdly several roots, as 
' affiliation. Advanced Study R-9 fhe Nulond illustrated by the solution in ~ i ~ .  1, 
Center for Atmorphenc Rexrrch. Boulder, CO 80307. 
r &wnt dkrtlon: wntw for Atmospheric s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  from a model with a linear infra-ed law and a cubic 
Goddard Space Right Center. Greenbelt. h4D 113771. co-albedo. 
00t?4PLWIV0711%-8-( ISOb.:! 
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In order to examine the linear stability, let To = T8 
+ &t) ,  where T8 is a solution to the steady-state 
problem. Then to the first order in 60) .  
a t )  + ( I '  - Q i 1 ) 6 ( t )  = 0, (1.2) 
where a prime denotes tile derivative. evaluated at 
To = TI. 'T -.e stability is determined by the sign of 
the expiession in parentheses. This sign can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the slope of the solution curve 
Q ( T J ,  as follows. Differentiating the steady-state 
equation I = Qci and substituting, Eq. (1.2) becomes 
This last equation embodies the "slope-stability" 
theorem 
dQ 
- > 0 t, stability 
dfe 1 (1.4) 
dQ - c 0 ~4 instability 
dT0 
The thcorcm is easily interpreted since branches 
with negative slope have an apparent negative heat 
capacity and are therefore unphysical. Budyko 
(1972) advanced a heuristic argument along these 
lines as a stability proof, but it is not obvious that 
it applies to systems with spatial extension. One 
such example is a model oTa star like the sun which 
has unifonn temperature, is held together by its own 
p v i t y ,  and a heat balance is maintained by nuclear 
reactions in the interior and blackbody radiation at 
the surface. Increase of the heating rate leads to an 
irlcreased radius and a cooler star (Nauenberg and 
Weisskopf. 1978). We presume such a star is stable. 
Counterexamples like this suggest that when possi- 
ble we should construct rigorous proofs ior stability. 
Moreover, rigorous mathematical results should 
help physical insight advance into still uncemin 
areas of climate theory. 
This paper concentrates on onedimensional en- 
ergy-balance models which retain the sine of the lati- 
tude. x, as the single spatial variable. Hemispheric 
symmetry is assumed, so that only values ofx from 
0 to 1 need to be considered. The horizontal trans- 
port and infrared radiation laws are assumed to be 
represented by operators which are linear in the 
temperature field. and whose sum has an inverse 
with certain physically reasonable properties. Rather 
than assuming an expliclt temperaturc de~endence 
for the co-albedo as in the global model (1.1). an 
implic~t tempenture dependence is introduced 
through a parameter .r,, the sine of the latitude of 
the ice cap edge; this edge is assumed to be attached 
to a given isotherm. We shall cons~der only tempera- 
ture fields having a unique .r,. and further assume 
that the temperature decreases northward across x,. 
FIG. I .  Global average temperature To as a functron of rhe 
solu constant Q tin urub of the present value Q,). obtained 
fmm a global model hav~ng a globally and annually averaged 
co-albedo depending on T, due to #e cap-albedo feedback. as 
discussed in the text The crosses indicate three soiutrons cor- 
mspond~ng to the present value of  the solar constant. 
Just as the multiple solutions of rhe global modei 
for a given solar constant are specified by the value 
of To. the different solution branches of :he one- 
dimensional models are completely specified by the 
value of .r,. Fig. 2 shows an exampiz of an exact 
solution to a specific model of this type (North. 
1975a). A given point on the curve corresponds to 
a unique temperature field. We shall prove a stability 
theorem related to the sign of the local slope of this 
graph. Dratin and Griffel(1977) have found that un- 
der certain circumstances there can exist nonh- 
south unsymmetrical solutions. In such cases more 
than .r, and Q would be requlred to rpeclfy a given 
solution and our theorem does not hold. 
The outline of the paper IS as follows: Sectlon 2 
employs the formalism of linear operators and their 
corresponding Green's functions to construct stesdy- 
state solutions to the model equaoons, and to denve 
a transcendental equation whose roots determine 
the stability of these solutions. Section 3 estab- 
lishes the slope-stability theorem by showing that 
the S I ~  of the minimum root. which determines 
whether pencrbations w ~ l l  grow in ttme or decav 
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1 I 1 I I 
1.0 - ICE-FREE %RANCH - 
FIG. 2. A graph of the sine of the latitude of the iceline, x,. 
u a function of the solar constant Q (in units of the present 
vdue Qo) obtuned fmm a zonal model having diffusive heat 
mspon.  as discussed by Nonh (197Sa). The co-albedo depends 
oa the temperature field implicttly v ~ a  x,, which is attached to 
an isotherm. Multiple soluuons correspond to a Bven value of 
the solar constant but different values of I,. 
back to equilibrium, is ideGical to the sign of the 
slope of the solution curve x,(Q) at the point which 
corresponds to the particular temperature field being 
perturbed. Also discussed in Section 3 are the as- 
sumptions for this theorem, its relation to the in- 
finite instability of small ice caps found in some 
cases (indicated by the cusp near x, = 1 in Fig. 2). 
and its relation to the formulation in terms of To 
rather than x,. Section 4 gives a brief discussion of 
results and concludes the paper. Two appendices 
are devoted to special cases: Appendix A treats the 
Green's functions of the Budyko and diffusive 
models. Appendix B the stability for a stepfunction 
albedo. 
2. Steady-state solutions and stability aigenvalues 
The class of models considered may be defined 
in tenns of their corresponding energy balance 
equation 
Here T E ( x )  is the equilibrium (sea level) temperature 
field, A x )  a given positive functiorr associated with 
the outgoing radiation rule, Q the solar constant 
divided by 4, S ( x )  the mean annual normalized solar 
distribution reaching the top of the atmosphere, 
u(x .x , )  the co-albedo which is a function of the sine 
of the latitcde, x ,  and the sine of the latitude of :he 
ice cap edgt, x, .  L is a linear operator representing 
horizontal transport and the part of the infrared rule 
which is Linear and homogeneoas in T( . r ) .  
We may illustrate the various terms in (2.11 with 
some specific examples. In the diffusive transport 
model of North (1975a.b) 
andflx) = A = constant. The first term here takes 
account of the heat transported by transient eddies, 
and A + BT is Budyko's infrared iaw. A mean cir- 
culation term v(x).VT as in Sellers (1969) might also 
be included, as well as possible latitude-dependence 
in D,A and B. In tlre Budyko model (Budyko, 1969: 
Chylek and Coakley. 1975) 
and again f ( x )  = A .  
The c~albedo in the solar input term on the right- 
hand side (RHS) of (2.1) has often been assumed 
to be discontinuous at .r = .r,, or as a function of 
temperature it is taken as discontinuous at a given 
iceline value T,. These are equivalent formulations. 
However, there is no observational evidence for such 
a shvp transition. Even neglecting the effec~ of 
clouds and seasonal snow cover, we may ex?ect 
that the zonal average of an iceline having large 
longitudinal variations such as Eanh's would intro- 
duce corsidcrable smoothing. Previous proofs of the 
stability theorem have been restricted to the step 
function co-albedo discussed in Appendix B. Unless 
otherwise stated we shall regard the source tenns 
in (2.1) as smooth functions of x .  As examples of 
stnooth co-albedo functions one might generalize 
the step function of Appendix B to include a linear 
transition of width Sx, around .r,, or simply replace 
it with asmooth function such as tanh[(x - x,)~ J.r,]. 
The presence of other feedback mechanisms. such 
as variable cloudiness, might also require some ex- 
plicit temperature-dependcncc in the co-albedo 
which cannot be directly formulated In terms of lati- 
tude, and we shall exclude such processes here. 
In addition to (2.1) it is necessary to specify the 
iceline condition 
TE(x,) TI. (2.4) 
where T, has a fixed value (Budyko. 1969) usually 
taken to be - 1VC. Ths condition introduces non- 
linearity into the model. Finally. we specify the 
boundary conditions such that no net heat Hous 
across the equator (north-s~uth symmetr). \. .r = 0. 
or into the pole. .r = I .  In what follows i t  is necrs- 
sary to assume that a Green's funct~on G, for L 
exists satisEjing the boundary condrtions 2nd 
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where &.r - y )  is the Dirac function. The existence we must also have 
of Go limits the class of operators L. but this is 
not a severe restriction since any physical, linear = X, f Sx, ( t ) .  (2.11) 
system such the ones we consider should have where the ice cap variation ax,  may be determined 
a unique response to a localized heat source. in terms of ST by expanding the iceline condition 
As an example for the case of diffusive transport, to first order in the small quantities. To first order 
L = Logiven by Eq. (2.21, we may constructGo(x,~) in S.r, and ST we have the temperature at the per- 
explicitly turbed iceline 
when f.(x). n = 0, 1. 2 ,  . . . , are the orthonormal 
eigenfunctions of L,. and L,.> 0 are the correspond- 
ing discrete eigenvalues. IGhiI(1976) has shown that 
standard Sturm-Liouville results apply here.] For D 
constant, the eigenfunctions are just the even-in- 
dexed, normalized Legendre polynomials. ( 2 1  
.t l ) l ' zP , (x) .  and L, = Dl(! + 1) + B with 1 = 2n. 
In this latter case a closed form can be found for 
G,D in terms of hypergeometric functions. The spec- 
tral form ( 2 . 6 )  is discussed in Appendix A along 
with its counterpart for the Budyko model. 
Returning to the general case. the equilibrium tem- 
perature field is given by the nonlinear integral 
equation 
where TE(.r) enters the inregrand through .r,. 
Evaluating (2.7) at .r = r ,  y~elds 
TI - [ &Go(x , . r ) [QS ' rhC~ . r , )  - f(y)l .  (2.81 
For a given r , .  Eq. (2 .8)  states that Q is deter- 
mined; in fact. we may solve for it and obtain 
From Eq. (2.9)  we have the desired relationship be- 
tween x,  and Q,  so that we may plot a graph like 
that in Fig. 2. Given values x ,  and Q,  we may com- 
pute the unique temperature field TE(.r) comespond- 
ing to them from (2.7). Hence. the steady-state prob- 
lem is formally solved. 
For a fixed value of the solar constant. we con- 
sider now a small perturbation of the temperature 
field about the steady-state solution. and apply the 
srmdard linear stability techniqae. The variat~on in 
zemperature will also produce a variation in ice cap 
size through the ice-albedo feedback rnechan~sm 
(provided 0 < .r, < 1 ;  special cases x, = C. 1 will be 
treated separately). Thus in addition tc 
where T ;  is (dT,ld.r),,,,. Due to the iceline condi- 
tions T ( x ,  +. 6 r , ,  r )  = T, = TTE(,r,),  the lowest order 
t e n s  cancel, and we have 
6.r; = ST(.r,,r)/(.- TL). (2 .12)  
Ice cap models for which x ,  may be defined must 
have T, ( , r )  decrease as we cross to the north of the 
iceline so that T i  c 0. Thus Z:q. (2.12) says that a 
positive vari~tion in temperature away from equilib- 
num causes the ice cap to shrink. and the amount 
of shrinkage is inversely proportional to the tempera- 
ture drop across the equilibrium iceline. The depend- 
ence on the temperature drop becomes clear if we 
picture the neighborhood of the iceline having a lin- 
ear falloff in TE and constant 6 T .  Thus in order for 
x, to follow an isotherm. we need ST,'6.r, = 1 slope 1 .  
Note that in writing Eq. (2.12) we have implicitly 
assumed that TI. exists, which may not hold when 
the source terns have a discontinuity and L con- 
tains integral operators as in the Budyko cat. No 
discontinuities in temperature arise in Sturn-Liou- 
ville type problems. but in other cases it may be 
necessary to smooth the source terms. 
The allowed temperature variations are deter- 
mined by the requirement that the time-dependent 
energy balance equation must be satisfied to first 
order in the small quantities. Expandinp 
to first order In &t, and 6T and eliminating T, by 
employing Eq. ( 2 . 1 )  leads to 
where a t  ~ndicates aa(x..r,)iax,. If we substitute Eq. 
12.  12) for the iceline shlft, we have a linear equatlon 
in GT(x,r )  which has solutions of the form 
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Substituting (2.14) into Eq. (2.13) and cancelling ex- I 
ponentials, we obtain for S T ( x )  the equation -Tk - 6 d~Gl(xa .y) lQS(~)ad~ ~ a ) l .  (2.19) 
The possible values of the parameter A ,  the "stability 
eigenvalues" A, of this equation, determine the sta- 
bility of the equilibrium solution T=(x) under a per- 
turhiiun given by ihc associated eigenfunction 
6T,(x). If any of these perturbations (modes) have 
an eigenvalue with a negative real part. the equi- 
librium state is unstable. Equilibrium states having 
all ReA, > 0 return to equilibrium with a decay time 
-C/ReA,,,. 
Eq. (2. IS) is an important tool in the study oflinear 
stability and has been previously analyzed for anum- 
ber of simple climate models. [See for example the 
appendix of Drazin and Gflel(1977) where the sta- 
bility eigenvalue eql-ation for the diffusion model 
with step-function albedo is given by Eq. (A6).] Our 
interest here. however, is not in determining the 
stability of a given solution to a given model. Instead 
we wish to relate the stability of such a solution 
to the sign of the slope of the steady-state iceline 
function at the point corresponding to t h d ~  d ~ t i o n .  
We proceed by first eliminating the eigenfunctions 
from (2.14) in order to obtain a scalar transcendental 
pquation whose roots give the stability eigenvalues. 
In the next section we then relate these roots to 
properties of the steady-state solution whose sta- 
bility is being tested. 
We may define a Green'. function GA which is a 
generalization of Go in Ey. (2.5) and satisfies 
along with the boundary conditions at x = 0, 1. We 
may think of G, as a function of the continuous 
parameter A except at the eigenvalues of L where it 
is not defired. For the diffilsive case GA may be 
constructed explicitly: 
where we have used the notation of Eq. (2.6) (cf. 
also Appendix A). From Eq. (2.17) one sees directly 
that G,D is singular at 1 = L., n = 0, 1. 2. . . . . In 
fact, in these examples it is a meromorphic 
function of A with simple poles at L,. 
Now the stability equation (2.15) may be rewritten 
in the form 
where the boundary conditions arc incorporated 
into G,. By evaluating this expression at x = x ,  we 
may cancel 6T(x,) and obtain 3 formula for T;, i.e.. 
On the other hand, if we differentiate (2.7) and 
evaluate the result atx = x., we obtain an equivalent 
expression for the slope of TE at the iceline: 
Similarly we may differentiate (2.8) with rebpect to 
x,, noting that the first term on the RHS after 
differentiation is just given by (2.20). Since T, is 
constant we obtain, after substitution, 
In the differentiation on the RHS of (2.21) we must 
allow Q to depend on x,. Substituting the result into 
Eq. (2.19) and combining the terms involving 
a Ay ,x,) yields 
- 
- Gdx,,y)]S(y)a,(y .x,), (2.22) 
where 
If we subtract Eq. (2.5) Emm (2.16) and use the 
linearity property. we obtain 
so that the term appearing in square brackets may 
be rewritten as 
Substituting this expression into Eq. (2.22) gives the 
filtd fonil of the eigenvalue equation as 
where the roots A, are determined by the properties 
of the function F(A), defined by 
F(A) depends on A through Green's function GA de- 
fined by Eq. (2.16). For a given climatic state 
T,(x; Q), represented by a single point (.r,,Q) on an 
iceline curve such as in Fig. 1. the left-hand side of 
Eq. (2.261 will be lixed. Thus (2.26) is a trailscen- 
dental equation for A;  the climate T&; Q) will be 
stable only when there are no roots A of (2.26) having 
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a negative real part. In the next section we shall b 
argue that for physically reasonable models, the sign Dm0.1 
of the real part of the smallest value of A is identical 
to the sign of the iceline slope, dQldr,. . 
3. Slope-stability theorem 
In the previous section we derived a transcen- 
dental equation whose roots A, are the stability eigen- 
values. If the lowest eigenvalue has a positive (nega- 
tive) real part, the system is stable (unstable). 111 this 
section we shall argue that for a certain class of 
models the slope-stability theorem 
1 dQ -> 0 * stability h, (3.1) dQ -< 0 t, instability dx, 
:oUows from the properties of the eigenvalue equa- 
tion (2.26). First, we state the main assumptions 
which limit the class of models considered. Aside 
from the assumption of north-south sy .nmetric solu- 
tions where the single index x, may be used [implicit G 
is also the assumption that T,(x) is decreasing at x 3 - LL x. 
= x,], we impose the following conditions: 2 
(i) The feedback is of the ice-cap type. Specifically I I I I . 
az(x,x,) 3 0 for all x. x, between 0 and 1. SINE OF THE LATITUDE 
(ii) The Green's function Go(x,y) is positive. FIG. 3. The diffusive response funct~on Gl(x..r,) given in Eq. 
(iii) The generalized G, (X,~)  is positive for negative (2.6) of the text, computcd with 8 - I a d  V P ~ ~ O U S  (Constant) 
real values of A with tne asymptotic behavior values of D. The area under the curve is independent ofD (units 
- 0.2). 6(x - y)/(-A) as A- -a. 
The drst assumption is obvious but does eliminate the expression 
- ),( - A) corresponds to keep 
certain cloud band feedback mechanisms from con- i,g the first term in an asymptotic expansion for 
sideration. large negative A and using the completeness relation To clanfy condition (ii), we first note that when ( , .x)fn(y) = 6(,r - y). Adding this relation di- an arbitrary heat source d y )  is introduced it vlded by - A  to (t.lT) leads to 
produces a temperature distribution T(x) = J dy 
x CO(x,y!p(y). U in addition p ( y )  is increased by G ~ J ( ,  ,) = - s ( ~  - j/A 
adding heat at a rate 9 at latitude x,, so that 3 d y )  * - 
= q&y - x,), then the temperature distribution 
changes by JT(x)  = qGo(x,xo). Thus saying that Go + 1 h(x)h(y) Ln ; (3.2) 
rn (Ln - A)A is ~ositive is equivalent to the statement that heat 
adced at one latitude will not lead to a decrease the second term on the RHS is equivalent to 
in temperature at any other latitude. Fig. 3 shows L[G,D](x.yYA,which can also be obtained formally from 
an example of the behavior of the Green's function rearranging (2.16). Although more singular at .r = y 
corresponding to L,, Eqs. 12.2) and (2.6) with D than the first term, since it contains derivatives of 
constant. This condition holds for L of Sturm-L~ou- delta functions. it is smaller by a factor of order 
ville type, and a proof of this is sketched in Appendix I /  A. This suggests that if G,D(x.y 1 on& appears as a 
A. We suspect that it holds for any physically rea- factor in an integrand multiplied by sufficiently well- 
sonable L includinp some iliragral operators such as behaved functions. (iii) will hold. It is possible to 
Budyko's (cf. Appendix Ai. Similar conditions have exhibit this asymptotic behavior of L explicitly in 
been applied r,, uther stability problems, e.g., certain specific cases. 
Joseph ( 1976). This ends the discussion of the conditions ri), (ii). 
The increasing localization of Go in Fig. 3 for de- and fiii) which are sufficient for our proof to be 
creasing values of D (or increasing B) is refared to valid. The theorem may hold also for a weakened 
condition (iii). For the Stum-Liouviile type systems form of these conditions in certain cases. In what 
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follows the reader may wish to refer to Appendix B 
where a special case is discussed. 
We now return to the discussion of the stability 
eigenvalucs. From (ii) we clearly have 
K, > 0. (3.3) 
since each factor in the integrand of (2.23) is positive. 
The behavior of F(A) may be determined from 
that of G,. According to Eq. (2.25) GA -. Go as A -. 
0, and for small positive values of A we have 
which again is positive in this interval so that G, 
is strictly monotonic for A c Lo. This is sufficient 
information to conclude that as A decreases through 
zero, the stability function AF(A) will also decrease 
through zero, and will monotonically approach its 
asymptotic value, determined by the behavior of GA 
to be 
AF(U a - 1; d ~ G o ( . ~ . . y ) S ( ~ ) a ~ ( y . x , ) .  (3 7) 
GA(x,Y) Go(x.Y) + AGAZ'(x.Y) > 0; (3.4) We may now establish the slope-stability theorem 
the "iterated kernel," given by 
represents the first term in a series expansion of 
G, in powers of A. Eq. (2.25) is in fact an inhotno- 
geneous Fredholm equation of the second kind, for 
GA. Its solution can be represented by such a power 
series in A ,  a ~Veumann series, which converges as 
long as 1 A I < Lo, where Lo is the first eigenvalue of 
L. The coefficient of A* in the Neumann series is the 
nth iterate of the kernel Go. Hence each term is 
positive for positive A .  Thus. G A  is positive for -= 
c A < 0 because of assumption (iii) and for 0 S A 
c Lo by the argument above: as A -+ Lo, GI -+ +=. 
Furthermore, if we compute the derivative with re- 
spect to A of Eq. (2.16) the solution of the resulting 
equation may be written in the form 
by considering the possible valies of A determined 
by the relation 
for a fixed point on the equilibrium iceline curve 
.r, = x,(Q). The graphical solution of this transcen- 
dental equation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. 
The constants L,, L2, etc., are the higher eigenvalues 
of L. bu: for now we concentrate on the region 
A C Lo. When the iceline slope is positive, indicated 
by the solid horizontal line in Fig. 4, the'smallest 
possible stability eigenvalue & is also positive, and 
determined by the intersection of the horizontal line 
with AF(A), computed from the Neumann series for 
GA. Perturbations in this region decay to zero in a 
characteristic time Cib. This is the situation in the 
positive slope branches in Fig. 2. As we approach 
one of the critical points indicated in Fig. 7 .  dQldx, 
(3.6) as well as A, approach zero and we have a situation 
of neutral stability. Finally, in the unstable regions 
b 
STABILITY 
PARAMETER -+ 
FIG. 4 A schernat~c graph of the right-hmd-side of Eq. (2.26) of the text Venus the 
smbdity parameter A .  The solid and duhed  horizontal lines represent porltlve and n e w  
tlvr values of the left-hmd-s~dt ~f Eq. (2.26). drtermmed by the slope at a a v e n  pomt 
on m lcehne curve such u in Fig. 2. Intenmion$ marked with circles gave the stab!liry 
eipnvalues. and A., is the muumum stability e ~ m v r i u e .  
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(negative slope) shown in Fig. 2, the iceline slope is 
negative, and we have the situation indicated by the 
dotted horizontal line in Fig. 4. In this case, the 
stability eigenvalue h, is negative, so that the corre- 
sponding perturbation 8To increases in time accord- 
ing to Eq. (2.14). Eventually the linearization of 
T[x,(t),r] and o!x,.t, t ) ]  breaks down, and the exact 
solution approaches b ne of the available stable solu- 
tions for the given value of Q, for example, that of 
an icetovered or ice-free planet. 
If, as Drazin and Griffel (1977) have suggested, 
the iceline curve can have a cusp in some cases, so 
that dQldx, -+ -a, asx, -, 1, the dotted line in Fig. 4 
might conceivably fall below the asymptotic value 
of AF(A), so that a region of tremendous instability 
(h, -+ -lo) would suddenly become stable. It re- 
mains then in our proof to show that the dashed 
line never falls below the asymptotic level of A F ( A )  
as given by (3.7). 
The slope of the iceline curve for equilibrium solu- 
tions may be computed from Eq. (2.21) and has 
the form 
where the positive constant K, is defined in Eq. 
(2.23). Since for the class of models (or solutions) 
considered the temperature decreases as one crosses 
the ice ca? poleward, the first term in (3.8) is posi- 
tive. The second t e n ,  on the other hand, is strictly 
negative. This latter i: in fact just the asymptotic 
value of AF(A) which is given in (3.7). Hence, 
(KJQHdQldx,) is always larger than the asymptotic 
plateau by the positive amount ( -  T ; ) / Q .  This con- 
cludes the proof of the slope-stability theorem. 
We should note that the cusp behavior of the x, 
vs Q curve pointed out by Drazin and Griffel(l977) 
and shown near x ,  = 1 in Fig. 2 comes about for the 
case of a(x,x,) a step function. In this case a,(x.x,) 
is a delta function so that the second term of (3.8) 
can be evaluated explicitly. The cusp comes about 
because the resulting expression is proportional to 
Go(.r,,x,), which diverges asx, -+ I .  Any smoothing 
of the albedo at the ice cap edge eliminates this 
divergence. (In fact. we have found numerically that 
a smoothing width Zr, of the order of 0.1 is suf- 
ficient to remove the negative slope portion of the 
curve in Fig. ? near r, = i altogether.) One also 
notes that the cusp is removed even in the discon- 
tinuoiis Abed0 case if S(11 - 0 .  in q c e m e n t  with 
Drazin and Gnffel. 
We may now examlne the special cases, x, = 0 
and n, = 1, the ice-covered and i:c free slruations. 
In both cases we may neglect the ice feedback since. 
for example, in the r,  = J case the equator is well 
below -10°C so that an enormous perturbation 
would be required to cause the ice cap to recede 
from the equator. Hence an infinitesimal perturba- 
tion of the steady-state solution causes only a per- 
turbation in the temperature field and ax, = 0. One 
easily deduces that in this case the stability eigen- 
values are L, > 0, and the solution is stable. The 
same arpment  works for x, = 1. 
Finally, we may relate the slope-stability theorem 
as stated for the x,(Q; iceline curve to the fnrmula- 
tion in terms of the corresponding To(Q) curvc, as 
discussed for the globally averaged model in the 
introduction. We shall see that the "heat capacity" 
argument does not invariably follow in the present 
class of spatially extended systems. First note that 
in the special cases x, = 0, 1 as discussed in the 
 receding paragraph. the connection is correct since 
dTddQ is clearly positive and the solution is stable. 
Elsewhere we may relate the iceline and To slopes 
by first integrating (2.7) over the hemisphere and 
then differentiating with respect to Q: 
dx, ' 
+ Q lo dx [ dyG0(x.y)S(~)nd~.xa). 
Since both of the integrals above arc bounded 
and strictly positive, and d.r,/dQ changes sign at an 
ordinary bifurcation by passing through infinity, we 
may assen that these derivatives have the same sign 
at least when 1 dxJdQI is large enough. However 
they could have opposite sign near a cusp for which 
dxJdQ -. 0. Hence. the theorem must be stated as 
(3.1) in terms of x, rather than as (1.4). 
4. Mxussion 
We have proven a theorem that states that the 
stability of a model climate solution depends on a 
Qropeny of the curve which determines the steady- 
state solutions. the latitude of the ice cap edge versus 
the solar constant. If the local slope of this curve is 
positive (negative) the corresponding steady-state 
solution wiU be stable (unstable). The theorem 
coven a fairly broad class of models of the ice- 
capfeedback type. but certain assumpticns are nec- 
essary. The most important of these relate to the 
Green's function for the linear part of the prob!tm. 
Existence. positivity and a certain type of asymp- 
totic behavior are sufftcient for our proof to hold. 
These conditions are satisfied by generalized dif- 
fusive (Stunn-Liouville) models and hold for some 
nonlocd models such as Budyko's. 
We have seen that positive values of the global 
"heat capacity" do not guarantee stability in these 
models. dthough negatlve values drfinitely imply 
instabdity. Instability may be s~rnply shown bv an 
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opportune choice of perturbation, but to demon- 
strate stability of a solution under an arbitnry per- 
turbation is less simple, particularly in systems with 
spatial extension, which may not follow intuitions 
appropriate for their global or homogeneous coun- 
teQWS. 
We have also pointed out that the stability of small 
ice caps, u determined by the slope of the iceline 
curve nearx, = 1, is highly sensitive to the smooth- 
ness of the albedo across the iceline. Such depend- 
ence unfortunately suggests that the true sensitivity 
and stability of small ice caps cannot be estimated 
from such simple models. This question is clearly 
important, considering the possibility of global 
warming and the effect of a melting ice cap on the 
present level of the oceans. The question of whether 
energy and mass balance requirements are sufficirl?t 
to model the problem, or whether specific dynamical 
mechanisms must be included. can only be answered 
through continued study of ice cap variations on 
many time scales. 
Finally, one may imagine attempting to generalize 
our theorem to models having more degrees of free- 
dom, with additional dynamics and feedback mecha- 
nisms. Rather than resort to pure speculation. we 
shall remain within the present framework of one- 
dimensional energy-balance models, and briefly dis- 
be possible to solve the linear stability problem 
analytically. 
Climatic noise is typically modeled by the addi- 
tion of stochastic forcing terms having given statis- 
tical properties. These then determine the statistics 
of the response, or in this case the temperature fluc- 
tuations. Such fluctuations will normally be governed 
by our stability theorem. but new stability questions 
arise and here we mention :wo which merit further 
study: 
1) The probability of finl~:. amplitude fluctuations 
may be sufficiently large tc effect transitions be- 
tween different branches of '.he solation curve. One 
must then consider the relative c:ibi!ity of the states 
involved. For example. st; hich have marginal 
stability in the determini ns: may be on:j 
metastable in the stochast,. -. 
2) The statistics of the i c  * -iay itself depend 
on the climatic state; for example. its variance may 
depend on the temperature. In that case the stability 
may not be related in a simple way to the deter- 
ministic solution curve. 
Many questions remain unanswered concerning 
climatic stability. and we hope that the present 
paper wili help generate further interest in and study 
of such questions. 
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APPENDIX A 
1) As Stope (1973) has suggested, the diffusion 
coefficient may be proportional to some power of Response Functions in the Budyko and 
the temperature gradient. Gcnerai DiRusion .\.Iodels 
2 )  ~n~ dependence of atmospheric carbon diox- In the Budyko model, the combined infrared and 
ide, water vapor or cloudiness on the surface [em- meridional tmnspon tenns 3re given by 
penture would tend to introduce some nonlinearity ;' in the infrared emission. The net effect has been ~[q(.~.*) = d:[(,, ~ ) 5 ( . ~  - - .,]T(:J), 1, 
much contested. but since analytical solutions to jo 
iinear models are known, it would be of much in- 
and il, this care i t  is that the terest to study the effect ofa nonlinear perturbation. 
3) Although we have generalized the d~scontln- generalized response iunct~on defined in Eq. (2.16) 
uous coalbedo to allow for smooth vanations in is given by 
latitude, a more realist~c trea:ment of cloudiness G.(X.!  
would also allow the co-albedo to vary smoothly 
with temperature. Even if no andyt~cal solution =B 6(.r - y ) + -  Y 
. (A:) 
to such a nonlinear problem can be found, l t  may y - B - . i  ( B - A I ( ~ * B - A )  
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which clearly satisfies our conditions (ii) and ( i d  
discussed in Section 3. Note that in the absence 
of ice feedback, any heat added to a given latitude 
belt doe: not afkct the temperdture gradient at m y  
other latitude in this model. since G, is conslant for 
x + y. Also, the delta function impiies that acy dis- 
continuity in albedo yields a discontinuity in temper- 
atwe, so that one must be very careful in applying 
the iceline condition. 
Next we consider a class of models given by 
energy-balance equations of the form 
+ B(x)T - QSb)aix,x,) = 0. (A31 
aioag with the boundary conditions of vanishing heat 
which along with Eq. (AS) clearly in~plies 
Go(.r,x) C. (A101 
For the case in which B and D are constant, we 
obtainji = (3 + 1)1'2P, and L, = Dn(n + 1 )  + 9. 
where the P,, are the even-indexed Legendre poi: - 
nomials. In general, for reasonabie D(.r), B(.r), t5e 
I; arc regular everywhere and we shall, therefol9. 
assume in the following that G,(x.y) is everywhere 
finite [with the exception of the singular point ,n 
Eq. ,44), v i i . ,  x,  y = 11. 
In order to show that Go is positive for x + .v we 
return to Eq. (AS) and choose a new 1ndependc.lt 
variable i(x) such that 
dx 
---. o D(x)(l - x') > 0. ( A l l )  
d: 
flux k the equator and polc, appropriate for a pioto- 
type planet with hemispheric symmetry, so that The integral of (A: :! ( 5  
The Grecn'r function for the equilibrium sointion 5 0  that :(O) = 0 and 1 )  = +. Multiplying [,AS) by 
of such a model satisfies dxld: leads to 
as well as the boundary conditions (A4). We wish to 
show that 
G&.y) r 0 if BCr), D(x) > 0. (A6) 
The proof is identical for G, as long as B - A > 0. 
We may easily demonstrate the ~ s i t i v i t y  of Go 
at the point x = y fiom the so-called "spectral 
representation." The eigenvalue equation 
determines the orthonormal eigenfunctionsf, as well 
as the corresponding eigenvalucs L, of the lincar 
operator. [See Ghil (1976) for a comparison with 
standard Stum-LiouviUe systems.] Multiplying 
Eq. (AT) by/.(x), integrating aver all . t ,  md employ- 
ing the boundary conditions to integrate the firs! 
term by parts y~elds 
so that the spectrum 1s posit~ve definite. I t  can be 
shown that the e~genfuncuons f, fern a complete 
system; hence we may represent Go as  
- - + C(:) Go(:,:u) = 6(: - :,) I A 13) 
[:2 I 
where C(:)  = (d.rld:)B(:) > 0 and we have cm- 
ployed the well-known rule that 6[.r(:) - = 6(: 
- :,)I ldxid: / , where .r(z,) = y .  According to Eq. 
(A13). :he curvature of Go is deterrnlntd Ly the 
s i p  of Go. Go is concave upward in the upper half 
plane, concave downward in the lower half plane. 
and has a point of inflection d it  van~shes. Thus. lf 
Go is to remain finite, i t  must be asymptotically 
flat as : 4 x, and according to the boundary con- 
ditions it is also asymptotically flat as : --. 0 Since 
Go is positive at : = Ie. and thus concave ~pwcird 
on either siJe of: = :,, it cannot van~sh mywhere 
and still become flat as : -- 0, x.  Thus. it must 
be positwe everywhere. 
APPENDIX 0 
Step-Function .4lbcdo 
In order to make contact wi th  prcvlous stud~e\.  
we may specialize our jtahllitv i ond~ t~on  I  Fq 
(2.26) to the case in which the absorpt~dn change5 
discontinuously at the icel~ne. 50 that 
where J,, and u ,  are given constants icjr wh~ch 
a u  > i l l .  and t+ I S  tbLe unit step funcrion Since the 
denvatlvc of n is a delta function. Eq 1: 271 
reauces to 
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If we insert the spectral representation 
where the f, are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of 
L which we assume to be complete, and the L, are 
the eigenvalues which we assume to be positive 
definite (as proven for general diffusive models in 
Appendix A). then Eq. t BS,) takes the form 
F(A) = St.t,)(a, - a , )  1 VnCx,,12 . 034) 
" Lm(L. - A) 
For A > 0, F(h) has simple pvles at h = L. and 
changes sign a '  k passes each L.. However. for 
A < 0 both f i A )  and dF(h$dX are positive definite, 
and h f ( A )  decreases monotonically to -=. Thus, for 
:his case the graphical solution of Eq. (2.26). 
will have the qualitative form shown in Fig. 4. 
already discussed for the general case in Section 3. 
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A SPECTRAL FILTER FOR ESMR'S SIDELOBE ERRORS 
Dennis Chesten 
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ABSTRACT 
Fourier analysis is used to  remove periodic errors from a series of NIMBUS5 
ESMR microwave brightness temperatures. The observations were all taken from 
the midnight orbits over fixed sties in the Australian grasslands during 1974. The 
angular dependence of the data indicates calibration errors consisting of broad 
sidelobes and qome m~scalibration as a function of beam position. Even though 
an angular reca1ibra:ion curve cannot be derived from the available data, the sys- 
tematic errors can k removed with a spectral filter. The 7-day cycle in the 
drift of the orbit of KIMBUS-5, coupled to the look-angle biases, produces an 
error pattern with peaks in ~ t s  power spectrum at the weekly harmonics. Abaut 
i4"K of error is removed by simply blocking the variations near two- and three- 
cy cles-per-week. 
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ALBEDO CLMATOLOGY ANALYSIS AND T H E  DETERMINATION 
OF  FRACTIONAL CLOUD COVER 
Robert J.  Curran and iG:frnond Wexler 
NASAjGoddard Space Flight C,orrter 
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1 
Myron 1,. Nack 
Computer Sciences Corporation 
Silver Spring, Maryland 209 10 
In a previous paper we developed a transformation of surface albedo to 
albedos at the top of clear, totally cloud covered, and fractionally cloud 
wvered realistic atmospheres. In this paper we present monthly and zonally 
averaged surface cover climatology data. which we use to  wnstruct monthly 
and zonally averaged surface albedos. Our albedo transfornations are then 
zpplied to the surfacc albedos, using solar zenith angles characteristic of the 
Nimbus 6 satellite local sampling times. to  obtain albedos at the top of clear 
and totally cloud covered atniospheres. We then combine these albedos with 
measured albedo data to  solve for the monthly and zonally avera3ed fmc- 
tional cloud cover. The measured albedo data n -re obtained from the 
wide field of view channels of the Nimbus 6 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) 
experiment, and consequently our fractional cloud cover results are repre- 
sentative of the local sampling times. These fractional cloud cover results 
are compared with recent studies. The cloud cover results not only show 
peaks near the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), but the monthly 
migration of the position of these peaks follows general predictions of 
atmospheric circulation studies. 
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ABSTRACT 
A radiometer which has two channels in the 1 1 to  13 pm window region, 
has been proposed for inclusion on the forthcoming NOAA satellites. It will 
be useful in estimating the sea surface temperature to within an accuracy of 
1°C. But this study shows that this accuracy could be improved to within 
0.3OC, if an independent estimate of total precipitable water vapor is avail- 
able. In order t o  remotely sense the total precipitable water vapor. a broad- 
band channel in the 18 pm water vapor band should be introduced in addition 
to  the two channels in the 1 1 to 13 pm window region. With these three 
channels the total water vapor could be estimated over oceans, which would 
improve the a c x a c y  of the sea surfac' temperature estimation. In addition 
the effect of the surface emissivity is taken into account in this scheme. 
' *NAS/NRC Resarch Associate on leave from C.N.R., Iatituto di F ~ a  d e b  Atmoden, 
Rome, Italy. 
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ABSTRACT 
The t o t a l  amount of ozone i n  a v e r t i c a l  column i s  being 
measured by Nimbus 4 and 7 observa t ions  of t h e  i n t e n s i t y  
of u l t r a v i o l e t  s u n l i g h t  s c a t t e r e d  from t h e  e a r t h .  The 
algori thm f o r  d e r i v i n g  t h e  amount of ozone from t h e  ob- 
s e r v a t i o n s  uses t h e  assumption t h e t  t h e  s u r f a c e  r e f l e c t s  
t h e  l i g h t  i s o t r o p i c a l l y  and t h e  albedo i s  independent of 
wavelength. The e f f e c t s  of a n i s o t r o p i c  s u r i a c e s  and 
c louds  on the  e s t i m a t e  of t o t a l  ozone a r e  computed f o r  
models of t h e  earth-atmosphere system. 
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Tk e&t of struospbuic mosols on the euth's montbly zonal n b i t i o n  b.lrado i~ i n v a t i p d  uriw 
a model laver conristinr d7S% mO.. which is th primary consdtuont of tho b.cklround u d  Iryor. 
fbr-reduciion in solar &arfy .brdrk;L by tho emb-umorphon system is determiad t h m d  tbr albedo 
rasitivity, dellnrd bn u tbc cbm* in Jbodo prt unit mid-visible opclcJ depth of tho mrod Iayr .  
fba o p t i d y  thin approximuion u uwd in conjunction with tho Honyoy-Gnmrt8i.a p h u r  k t i o n  for 
Mtrriat to rim& compuutioas. Suotlitedorivad plmot.ry d k d o s  uo uwd M tho h o  of ref* 
enco h u t  which the c h m r  in albdo is computed. An infruod ndi i t iv r  m r t o r  mod01 is uwd to ostimto 
rhr mcnurd p t t n h o w r  doct u v i b u t d  to tho ..roml layer. Tho infrued h e u h  tends to c o m p l n ~ o  
for tbo d b d o  effect in  dtetiag tho rd&n brlraco. The nruh indicate rbu tb. dormarnt iafluraco of 
tho thin model smoapkr ic  urord layer is M inaaucd mfloctim of  so lu enerly .11 over tho 30k 
except for the polu-wintor ng',on. but the chuya in tbo ndirtion b.lmco is seen to be uniform md s d  
q u t o r r u d  of UT. IW I-t permrb.tkns occur in the sprins and fr l l  in tho p o l u  regions with the 
equator-to-pole differonce in Miat ion b.l.nco i n m u i n s  by 6.5-7.0 W m-* for .n aerosol mid-visible 
optical deptb of 0. I .  
The role of stratospheric aerosols in enhancing the 
reflection of solar radiation has been investi~ated 
recently by numerous authors (Harshvardhan and 
Cess. 1976; PoUack er a l . ,  1976; Cadle and Grams. 
1975; Pinnick et al.. 1976; Herman et al . ,  1976). 
Model calculations by the above and also by Luther 
(1976) have shown that the dominant climatic effect 
of these aerosols is enhanced solar reflection with 
increased infrared opacity playing a smaller role. 
However, Herman ct 01. (1976) and Luther (1976) 
have also pointed out that the degree of albedo en- 
hancement is a strong function of the albedo of the 
underlying surface. Broadly speaking, this under- 
iyina surface may be divided into two classes, vir ., 
cloud-he potions of the earth-atmosphere system 
and the cloudy portion. This classification does not 
imply a high and low albedo differentiation because 
the effective albedo of a cloud layer above a snow 
or ice-covered surface may be lower than that of the 
suriace done (Dave and Braslau. 1975). However, 
with the above exception. the effective albedo of 
the cloud-free regions is between 0.13 and 0.3, 
whereas that of cloudy regions is w a t e r  than 0.4. 
Rus papor IS r condmuoocr of NASA Tochniccrl Memama- 
durn 7 9 9 3 .  Goddrrd Space Flight Cenar. Gmenbclt. Wd. 
Pment affkbwon: Metrorolqy Rog.m. Umvrmty o' Mary- 
Imd. CoUege FWt 20742. 
.The present study examines the albedo sensitivity 
of the earth-abmospherc system to a stratospheric 
aerosol layer under different assumptions regarding 
surface and cloud albedos and solar zenith angJe 
averaging procedures. Work to date encompasses a 
broad range of simplifying assumptions. Harsh- 
vardhan and Cess (1976) considered an albedo of 
0.3 for the unperturbed earth-atmosphere system. 
Pollack et al. (1976) assumed a ground albedo of 
0.1 and 50% cloud cover with a detailed radiative 
transfer scheme to yield aerosd layer perturbations, 
while Herman et al. (1976) assigned ground albedos 
to 10" latitude belts in the Northern Hemisphere 
with seasonal variations and assumed a 30% cloud 
cover of tcflectivity equal to 0.5. The marked 
changes in albedo sensitivity obtained by Herman 
et a l . ,  with changing seasons at high latitudes, due 
to changes in the mean solar zenith angle and sur- 
face albedo, suggests that incorrect inferences may 
be drawn if global average surface albedos and 
cloud cover are assumed in computing albedo 
enhancement. 
In this work the albedo of the cloud-free portion 
of the earth-atmosphere system in l(r latitude belt3 
is deduced following the recommendation of Budyko 
(1974). An empirical relation for the zffective cloud 
reflectivity is derived from calculations of Dave and 
Braslau (1975). With these two sets of albedas as a 
base. the global albedo change in the presence of 
a model stratospheric aerosol layer is computed for 
climatological cloud-cover fractions. The procedure 
is extended to include the zonal variation of albedo 
sensitivity by month. based on satellite-derived 
planetary albedos. With the inclusion of the effect 
of the stratospheric aerosol layer on the infrared 
radiation leaving the top of the atmosphere, the 
net energy deficit on a zonal basis is obtained. This 
quantity may be used as an input to energy-balance 
climate models used for investigating the climatic 
effects of stratospheric aerosols. 
2. PIanetary albedo 
The earth-atmosphere sxntem albedo a, is com- 
monly expressed as 
where a, is the cloud-free or clear-sky albedo and 
a, the albedo with cloud cover; C is the fractional 
cloud cover. The expression for a, may be used on 
a global basis or for individual latitude belts (Budyko, 
1974; Cess, 1976). For the remainder of the text a, 
will be used to denote the a!bedo for each 10" latitude 
belt, with the hemispheric planetary albedo A 
computed as 
A = 4s /5%'u;(OQ(O) cosmdb. (21 
where 4 is the latitude. Q the latitudinal distribu- 
tion of incoming solar radiation and S the solar 
constant. The penurbation of this planetary albedo 
with the introduction of a stratospheric aerosol layer 
enhancement (as following a major volcanic erup 
tion) is related to the optical depth of the aerosol 
layer. The albedo sensitivity may be defined as 
dAldr where the optical depth r is computed at some 
reference wavelength, usually the mid-visible wave- 
length of 0.55 gm.  Since the stratosp'\eric aerosol 
layer is optically thin ( r  4 1). the change in albedo 
is directly proportional to the change in optical 
depth and the albedo sensitivity may be written as 
hAIAt (Russell and Hake. 19f7). In succeeding 
sections. models of the planetary albedo and rr- 
flectivity of the aerosol layer are postdated and the 
albedo sensitivity computed. 
a. Surfocc and clear-sky albedo 
The fraction of solar radiation incident on a sur- 
face that is reflected by it is the surface albedo a@. 
Using the mean value of adbedo for various natural 
surfaces. Budyko (1974) hns suggested appropriate 
values of land albedos to be used for different cli- 
matic and seasonal regunes. The values vary from 
0.8 for stable snow cover in high latitude3 to 0.13 
for steppe and forests. The albedo of a water surface 
to be used for the ocean fraction of latitude belts has 
also been given by Budyko based on the work of 
Sivkov (in Kondratyev, 1975). As there is a strong 
zenith-angle-dependence of the direct beam albedo. 
there is a marked seasonal variation at midlatitudes 
and high latitudes. The albedo of both land and ocean 
change dramatically with snow and ice cover and 
this seasonal variation must also be incorporated 
in the computation of global albedo. In the present 
study, data on snow and ice cover compiled by 
Curran et al. (1978) were used to generate the sea- 
sonal march of albedo at high latitudes. The monthly 
zona! surface albedos for land and ocean were com- 
puted after identifying the surface type and in- 
corporating snow and ice cover. The clear-sky 
albedo a, is the effective albedo of a cloud-free 
atmosphere over the land and ocean surface iden- 
tified by the albedos a,. It is possible to make a 
detailed radiative transfer calculation averaged over 
the solar spectrum to obtain a,; howe.er, for our 
purposes, a simple parameterization that takes into 
account molecular and particle scattering as well as 
gaseous absorption in the atmosphere is sufficient. 
One such relation may be obtained from the model 
of Braslau and Dave (1973) for midlatitude summer 
water vapor and ozone distributions and an ab- 
sorbing tropospheric aerosol layer. Choosing their 
Model Ci, the planar reflectiviry of a clear sky over 
a black surface may oe written as 
where 8 is the solar zenith angle (deg) and R is the 
reflectivity of the underlying surface. To extend 
this relation to reflecting surfaces, a multiple re- 
flection model is used which yields (Coakley and 
Chylek. 1975; Wiscombe. 1975) 
where T, and T,, are the planar and diffuse trans- 
mission. respectively, and ad(R = 0) is the diffuse 
or global albedo over a black surface. The atmos- 
pheric absorptivity used to compute T, and T, has 
been assumed to be 15% which is an average value 
based on Braslau and Dave's computations. Using 
the above parameterization, one can generate the 
monthly zonal clear-sky albedos from surfait 
albedo ;dues and mean monthly solar zenith angle 
and also obtain the i~solation-weighted. mean clear- 
sky albedo of each latitude belt. This is the value 
of a, that should be used in mean annual global 
energy balance climate models as i r  is a measure of 
the totai solv radiation reflected back to space by 
the clear-sky portion of each latitude belt on an an- 
nual bas~s. The values of clear-sky albedo are com- 
pared with the minimum albedo obtained from 29 
months of satellite observaiions by Vonder Haar 
and Ellis (1973 in Fig. 1. Although sampling t j  
various satellites occlarrcd at just one local time dur- 
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FIG. 1 .  Model clear-sky albedos compared with minimum albedos 
from Vonder Haar and Ellis ( 1975). 
ing daylight hours, the ?%month set includes late 
morning, near noon and early afternoon orbits; sn 
the results may be considered to correspond to a 
mean solar zenith angle. 
Viewing geometry and the presence of clouds over 
snow and ice make observations near the poles un- 
reliable; so only the portion of the globe between 
latitudes 65% and 65"s should be considered. 
Substantial differences between the model and the 
minimum albedo exist at high latitudes in the South- 
em Hemisphere and near the Equator. The former 
is a region of extensive cloudiness [up to 80% aver- 
age cloud cover (van Loon, 1972)], and it is possible 
there were no totally cloud-free satellite viewings 
recorded, resulting in the 5-10% positive dis- 
crepancy. Since one set of radiatively active con- 
stituents is used in the atmospheric model to r eg  
resent the whole globe. the parameterization is 
adequate. 
b .  Cloudy-sk_v ulbedo 
The spectrally averaged redectivitv of an isolated 
cloud layer is a function of the pnysical properties 
of the cloud and the zenith angle of the incident solar 
radiation. The albedo of a cloudy sky further de- 
pends on the reflect~vity of the underlying surface. 
Since the number of va-iables involved in specdying 
a cloud completely for a radiative transfer com- 
putation is l a w  and the nature of cloud cover and 
underlyina surface is variable, parameterization of 
the reflectivity is necessary. In the present work, 
the cloud-sky albedo is assumed to depend on the 
mean solar zenith angle and reflectivity of the under- 
lying surface. An empirical relatic,, between the 
effective albedo of a cloudy sky over a nonreflect- 
inp surface, derived from the results of Dave and 
Bnslau (197S), is extended to yield cloud-sky 
albedos using a multiple-reflection model as in 
Wiscombe (1975). 
Dave and Braslau (1975) have presented results 
for a detailed atmospheric model with midlatitude 
summer water vapor and ozone distributions and 
two tropospheric aerosol concentrations, and also 
a nonabsorbing cloud layer between 3 and 4 km. 
For parameterization, their model with average 
aerosols (Cl-ST) has k e n  chosen and an excellent 
fit to the planar reflectivity over a black surface is 
obtained with 
where B and R have been defined previously. To 
extend this relation to reflecting surfaces, Eq. (4) 
is used. again with 15% absorption. The cloud 
model used by Dave and Braslau has an o~tical 
depth of 3.35 at 0.55 pm and a diffuse albedo of 
33.2%. This model (henceforth called Model C )  has 
been used to cdculate the cloud-sky albedo a, for 
each latitude belt and month of the year, and the 
insolation-weighted annual mean cloud-sky albedo 
IS shown in Fig. 2 along with the values of a, de- 
duced by Cess (1976) using satellite measurements 
of the global albedo and mean annual cloud cover. 
The model is seen to be an underestimate at all but 
equatorial latitudes. indicating that the optical depth 
used in the model is too low. Choice of a larger 
optical depth and assumption that the cloud layer 
is nonabsorbing. yields 
henceforth called Model A. Another model albedo 
intermediate between that of Eq. (5) and Model A 
is assumed to be 
and is called Model B. The mean annual results 
have been presented in Fib. Z along with the model 
given by (5)  and Cess ( 1976). 
The highest reflectivity is given by Model .4 and 
is seen to be an overestimate throughout, while 
Model B provides aood correspondence at mid- 
latitudes and high latitudes The three cloud models 
have been used in Eq. ( 1 )  to give the latitudinal dis- 
tribution of mean global albedo using the clear-sky 
albedos of Fig. 1 and cloud-cover fractions C re- 
ported by Cess (1976). The results are presented in 
' i a Fig. 3. Also marked are values of a, from satellite 
measurements (Ellis and Vonder Haar, 1976) and 
from the Nimbus 6 ERB experiment (Jacobowitz 
et al., 1979). Except for latitudes poleward of 65'. 
the variation is seen to be simulated quite well by 
Model B at midlatitude. The Northern Hemisphere 
planetary albedo A ,  defined by Eq. (2) for the t h e  i . s o 
models, is 0.323 for Model A, 0.308 for Model B 
and 0.291 for Model C. It may, be noted that the 
planetw' albedo derived from the satellite results of 0 .4 - 
Ellis and Vonder Haar is 0.306. The three models 
,a 
are seen to cover the range of reasonable values of m 
the cloud-sky albedo and the planetary albedo, and . 2 .,- 
as such may be used as the basis for computing the 
albedo sensitivity. 
3. Stratospheric aerosol layer 
There is a persistent tenuous layer of submicron 
size aerosols in :he stratosphere that is composed 
primarily of an aqueous solution of sulfuric acid 
(Cadle and Grams, 1975). The number concentration 
of this aerosol layer increases after major volcanic 
events, and as the residence time of these aerosols 
is of the order of a year or more, this enhanced 
concentration persists for up to three years. Recent 
measurements (Hofmann et al., 1975; Rosen et al., 
1975) during a period free of major volcanic activity 
have given a picture of the worldwide distribution 
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FIG. 2 .  Cloudy-sky rlbcdo~ for three models compued wtth 
vrlues deduced by Cess (1976). 
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FIG. 3. Flmetuy albedos compared w ~ t h  satellite-denved results. 
of the background stratospheric aerosoi layer. Fol- 
lowing a volcanic eruption in which the ejected ma- 
terial penetrates into the stratosphere, there is a 
very significant enhancement of the aerosol layer. 
Even after the larger panicles that form pan of the 
volcanic debris have fallen back into the tropo- 
sphere, the aerosols formed from the gaseous ejec- 
tion remain. Initially this enhanced concentration 
is limited to the vicinity of the exploiion but in 
a matter of months may spread globally (Dyer and 
Hicks, 1968). The enhancement of the layer may be 
10 or 20 fold in the latitude belt containing the 
explc.on (Volz. 1970) and this can definitely be 
expected to have radiative effects. 
One result of this severe enhancement is the ad- 
ditional reflection of solar energy back to space. 
and previous work mentioned in Section 1 shows 
that this indeed is the major radiative effect. How- 
ever. the magnitude of this effect is cruciai in deter- 
mining the radiative perturbation that may be ex- 
pected from an enhancement. The albedo sensitivity 
introduced in Sectron Z is a measure of the increased 
solar reflectivity. A radiative model of the aerosol 
is needed to com;ute the reflcctiv~ty of the aerosol 
layer. Mie theory for spherical pan~cles may be used 
to compute radiative parameters. The aerosol com- 
position is assumed ro be 75% HH,SO, [Rosen. 1971 
(optical constants are tabulated In Palmer and Wil- 
liams. 1975)] and a modified gamma size distribu- 
tion, normalized to 1 particle cmm3 is adopted 
(Shettle and Fenn, 1976): 
with dn(r)/dr the number of panicles per cubic 
centimeter per micron within the radius interval dr,  
where r is in microns. At the mid-visible wavelength 
of 0.55 pm. the radiative parameters are Be, = 
= 1.1 x lo-' km'', C = 1 and g = 0.73, with 
and Br the extinction and scattering coefficients, 
respectively, &the single scattering albedo andg the 
asymmetry parameter. 
a. Aerosol rejlectivip 
As in the case of a cloud deck overlying a reflecting 
surface. 3 multiple-reflection model may be used to 
determine the albedo sensitivity of the stratospheric 
aerosol layer. For this the reflective property of the 
isolated aerosol layer has to be determined based 
on the mcdcl introduced above. Here all computa- 
tions are made at a wavelength of 0.55 wm; how- 
ever. radiative properties may be averaged over the 
solar spectrum. The reflectivity of the layer at 0.35 
pm is roughly 25% greater than a solar averaged 
value (Harshvardhan and Cess, 1976). 
Since the optical depth of the aerosol layer is 
small even after major volcanic events, the optically 
thin approximation is used to compute the reflectiv- 
ity of the layer. ?n this limit the planar albedo a is 
given by (Coalr:ey and Chflek, 1975) 
where r is optical depth, ~+o the cosine of the angle of 
incidence of the sunlight, andp(p.pl) is the azimuth- 
independent part of the scattering phase function. 
The global albedo d is 
It may be noted that both a ( k )  and 6 are directly 
propunional to the optical depth in this Smit. The 
scattering phase function is computed from the 
model parameters and the integrations in (8) and 
(9) may be camed out for selected solar zenith angles 
following the procedure of Wiscombe and Grams 
l,1976). The use of the Henyey-Greenstein phase 
function (Hanscn, 1%9), which is 
where g is the asyametry parameter and 4 the 
cosine of the scattering angle. introduces only small 
errors in flux and is used here because closed form 
solutions can be obtained for a (p )  and l i. These are 
where & = 1, G, = 3g14 and (LLU-! = id1  t 3)gycl  
and P, is the Legendre polynomial of order I .  
Eqs. ( 1  1) and (12) give the reEcctivity of an iso- 
lated aerosol layer for direct and diffuse solar 
radiation. respectively. This layer is treated as 
a thin lid covering the earth-atmosphere system in 
order to compute the albedo sf itivity. An assump 
tion made here is that the reflc-.~on from the portion 
of the atmosphere above rhe layer is negligible. The 
altered albedo of :;.: underlying system which is 
composed of the atmosphere, clouds and land is 
obtained from the multiple-reflection model (Eq. (4)] 
using Eq. (2). to yield the albedo sensitivity. Each 
latitude belt is identified with a different mean solar 
zenith angle, so the planar reflectivity of the layer, 
a(*) ,  will be different. Also, land form and cloud 
cover are variable over the globe, so the radiative 
penurbation caused by the introduction of an en- 
hanced stratospheric aerosol layer will be latitude 
dependent. If seasonal effects arc considered instead 
of mean annual averages. the changing solar zenith 
angle. cloud cover and land reflectivity will prduce 
a seasonal dependence as was shown by Herman 
rr a/. (1976). 
4. Planetary albedo changc~ 
where a'(p,,) is the unperturbed system albedo and .As mentioned in Section 2 .  the hemispheric plane- 
d&) the albedo in the presence of the aerosol layer. tary albedo 1s calculated by integrating the albedo 
As ther? is no absorption in the model aerosol layer a, of each latitude belt over the hemisphere uslng 
at 0.55 pm (w = 1,. T, = 1 - a c k )  and Td = I - 2 .  Eq. (2 ) .  The urperturbed zonal albedo a, is cai- 
Eq. t 13) may be applied to each latltude belt and the culated using ( 1 )  in which mean annual cloud-cover 
resulting albedo integrated over each hemisphere fractions may be used. To compute the perturbed 
TABU 1. Albedo of aerosol Iayer at 0.55 rm;  8 - 0.73. 
Corino of 
Latitude mean col.r 
('M zenilh a@e a ( M r  
85 0.m 1.015 
75 0.274 0.5'41 
63 0.316 0.739 
55 0.W 0.520 
45 0.453 0.384 
35 0.513 0.302 
25 0 . m  0.29 
15 0.592 0.m 
5 0.609 0.214 
air - 0.41 
planemy albedo, climatological cloud-cover frac- 
tions should be used as the albedos of the cloudy 
and cloud-free portions of the zone are significantly 0.1 - 
different and so may be expected to be perturbed 
to different extents with the addition of a reflecting 
layer. Moreover, lower latitudes cover more area . , [ , , , , . , I I , , 
and have greater insolation over the year, so plane- o 0.1 0.2 a3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 a8 0.0 1.0 
tary albedo changes will be weighted in favor of low- 
latitude changes. Apart from the above, the wide SURFACE REFLECTIVIT Y 
variation in planar ieflectivity a(p,,) of the strato- 
spheric aerosols with latitude will be a dominant 
effect. Table 1 gives the planar albedo at 0.55 ~ r n  for 
the model aerosol layer for annual mean solar zenith 
angles cornsponding to the different latitude belts. 
The effect of latitude on the albedo sensitivity may 
be illustrated by using (13) to compute the change 
in the albedo of the earth-atmosphere system 
for arbiuary unperturbed system albedos. This 
is presented in Fig. 4 for the model nonabsorbing 
aerosol layer. The ordinate is the albedo sensitivity 
[a(*) - a ' (~~g) ] l t  and a' (p)  is the unperturbed sys- 
tem albedo. Results are presented for direct beam 
ndiaacm at the :o!ar zenith angles comsponding to 
different latitudes and for diffuse radiation. Two f a -  
tures may be noted from this fieure. The albedo 
sensitivity for latitudes equatorward of 45" is less 
than that for diffuse radiation. Thcse latitude belts 
contain over 70% of the surface area and receive 
more solar insolation than regions poleward of 45". 
This explains some of the discrepancies in planetary 
albedo sensitivity obtained by using ditrerent aver- 
aging procedures as described later. The other no- 
table feature is the almost linear relationship be- 
tween the albedo sensitivity and surface reflectivity 
at hlgh latitudes. This feature is present also in the 
case of slightly absorbing aerosols as shown in Fig. 
5, in which results at two mean solar zenith angles 
corresponding to 85 and 5"N latitude are presented 
for G = O.(R. 0.95 and 0.9. 
Here three methods of estimatin~ planetary 
albedo changes are compared. A hemispheric an- 
nual average albedo sensitivity 1s obtained by con- 
FIG. 4. Albedo sensitiwity for model acmroi Iayer for direct- 
beam radiation u mud m a n  s o h  zenith rnples corresponding 
to Utudes 83. 65.. Sf. 33. 5' aad for diffuse radiation. 
SURFACE RECLECTIVITV 
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 except for only 83 md S' lrutudcs with 
6 - 1.0. 0.99, 0.95 and 0.9. 
sidering the change in the Bond albedo of the earth 
atmosphere system. For a particular set of albedos 
a, and P, and cloud-cover fraction C,  the planetary 
albedo is computed from Eq. (2). Now it is a~sumed 
that a uniform optically thin layer of aerosol coven 
the planet. Using the multiple-reflection model, the 
new system albedo is 
Note that the diffuse or Bond albedo d of the 
stratospheric layer has been used which for the 
present model is 0.41 (Table 1). such that the albedo 
sensitivity is 
Atww-Ao~d = O.ql-Aolt)* 
f 1 - o.4tAdd 
when r 4 1 .  Another approach is to compute the 
change in reflectivity of each latitude belt with 
constant cloud cover. This is a zonal annual 
average accomplished by applyini the reflection 
scheme to each a, and then integrating over the 
hemisphere using (2). The change in planetary 
albedo is then 
An. - A w  = 415 I;'( a,.,. 
- a,sld@ C O S & ~ ~ .  (16) 
where. for each latitude belt, 
with I$ the latitude. The zenith-angle-dependence of 
the planar reflectivity has been translated to a 
latitudedependence. The mean annual solar zenith 
angle has been choser: for this purpose. 
The zonal annual average computation may also 
be canied out separately for the cloudy and clear 
sky portions of the atmosph- re. Here the multiple- 
reflection model takes the form 
A 8 r a  2. Albedo ser 
The three methods of computing the albedo sen- 
sitivity have been camed out for the clear-sky al- 
bedos and the three model cloudy albedos given in 
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The hemispheric albedo 
sensitivity calculated using the three methods is 
listed in Table 2 along with the unperturbed plane- 
tary albedo for the three different cloud model9 and 
also for albedo values deduced by Cess (1976) from 
satellite-derived results in Ellis and Vonder Haar 
(1976). 
The results of the albedo sensitivity computation 
are sianificant in two ways. First. there is a substan- 
tial reduction in the sensitivity when a zonal average 
is taken instead of a hemispheric average. The mean 
value of this reduction is 31% for the four cases 
considered. This lower value is a more appropriate 
measure of the mean annual planetary albedo sen- 
sit~vity to a uniform stratospheric aerosol perturba- 
tion. The explanation for this reduction may be 
found in Table 1 and Fig. 4. The planar reflectivity 
of the aerosol layer is a very strong function of the 
zenith angle and the use of hemispheric averaging 
is equivalent to assuming a diffuse reflectivity which 
is greater than the planar reflectivity for mean solar 
zenith angles corresponding to latitudes equator- 
ward of 45". The increased reflectivity of the layer 
in polar regions is compensated by the effect of lower 
latitudes which have more area and receive more 
solar insolation. 
The other feature of the results ;s the insignificant 
change in albedo sensitivity when cloudy and clear- 
skv po~tions of each latitude zone are :onsidered 
separately. This may seelr! surprising because the 
al5edo sensitivity is a strong function of the re- 
flectiv~ty of the underlying surface as is shown in 
Fib. 4. However, the relationship is monotoilic and 
nearly linear for the higher latitudes; the ~ a m c  is 
Albedo senslttvltv AA:At 
Hemuphcnc 
Plrnetuy albedo annul rverqe 
Models N.H.  S H. N . H .  S . H .  
Zonal annual ZonJ annual 
average ~ c l w d y  and averye (cloudy and 
clear comb~ned) c lu r  sepurte) 
N H .  S H. N .H .  S.H. 
,- 
0 123 0.123 0.132 0 123 
0 130 0.132 0.137 0 139 
0.138 0 I42 0.143 0 I47 
0 132 0 l3t. 0 138 0.140 
- -- - i. N.H. - N o F h m  Hemupbere. S.H. = Sourhem Hemisphere. 
true for !ower latitudes when the underlyinp system 
dbedo is less than 0.5. The effective albedo of a ta 
pady cloudy area Lies between the clqudy and clear- 
sky albedos, the exact value depending on the cloud- " 
cover fraction C[Eq. (1)). Owinp to the near linearity co 
of the albedo sensitivity relationship, the value ob- 
tained by considerinp &ady and clear-sky portions 
separately and considering an effective zonal albedo 
ate very nearly the same. The significance of this 
result is that it is not essential to know the exact 
cloud cover fraction and cloudy and clear-sky albc- 
dos to compute the alb2do sensitivity in this case. 
This amument holds for slightly absorbing aerosols 
as well, as shown in Fig. 5. Satellite measurements 
of effective zonal albedos are available by month 
in lV latitude belts (Ellis and Vonder H a ,  1976) 
and present earth radiation budget studies are seared 
to obtaining this information. Therefore it is possible r - 
to estimate the albedo sensitivity of different lati- a- 
tude zones over t4e annual cycle with current data. 
5. Radiative perturbatio~~ 
a .  Monthly albedo sensirivity 
The procedure for computing the monthly albedo 
sensitivity is similar to the annual case. The unper- 
J C Y A Y J J A 8 O N O  
MONTH 
FIG. 7.  As in Fiy. 6 except with solar-avenged rc lkcuv~ty .  
turfbed zonal alkdo q,,, is taken to be the mean 
monthly valuer quoted in Ellis and Vonder Haar 
(1976). By the discussion in the previous section, 
we ~ieed not take into account thc cloudy and cloud- 
free portions of the zone separately. The reflectivity 
a(&) of the aerosol layer is a function of the solar 
zenith angie, the variation of which must be included 
in the computation. To simplify matters. the 2lst 
day of each month has been chosen to compute the 
aerosol layer reflectivity which has been averaged 
over the zenith angles made by the path of the sun 
on that day for the midpoint of each latitude belt. 
The albedo pcnurbation caused hy the presence of 
a nonabsorbing stratospheric aerosol layer of incre- 
mental optical thickness AT will then be (a,,, 
- - ~ q , ~ ) ,  wnere a,,, is given by 5q. (17). With the 
assumption that the optical depth at 0.33 gm (de- 
' noted by r,,,) is representative of the aerosol layer, 
5- the albedo sensitivity A d A s  obtained from (17) has been plotted in Fig. 6. 
The isopleths in Figs. 6 and 7 are in units of change 
of albedo per unit change in optlcd depth or, aiter- 
nately, the change m albedo in percent of incidert 
solar energy for an optical depth penurbatlon of 
MONTH AT = 0.01. The dominant feature is seen to k the 
Fio. 6. ~ o n t h l y  ton& dbcdo sensruvtty US~II, model r d m i v r t y  zenith-mde-dependence translated hen In a monlhly 
u 0.55 am. and 1atit)rdind dependence. Over high latitudes the 
FIG. 8 .  C-e ia system Jkdo h percent w ~ t h  a i d o n  of 
lrrord layer d optical deptb 0.03 at 0.5 m; prercnl model 
(.bore) rod Herman rr t.1. (1976; (below). 
effect of surfare reflectivity may also k noticed, 
such a? the lower valu. . of AdAr in late winter and 
eady spring when there is snow cover on the w a n d .  
This phenomenon has been discussed in Section 4 
with the help of Fig. 4. Fig. 7 is a plot of the solar- 
averaged albedo sensitivity which is obtained by re- 
peating the computations carried out at 0.55 bm at 
a number of wa~elengths and taking a weig7ted 
mean. The aerosol considered here is slightly ab. 
sorbing in the solar infrzrrd and Eq. (17) m y  be 
rephrased in terms of th? transni~sion as 
where T is planar transrnisrion a T is spherical. 
'These figures may be compared witb Figs. 5 and 
11. respecuvely, of Herman et 01. (1976) who have 
plotted the change in albedo in percent for a struto- 
spheric aerosol penurbation optical depth of 0.03 
at 0.5 pm. Their resulu ue for the Nortbem Hemi- 
sphere for a prescribed surface albedo vuirtion 
according to three cluscs of surface (bue ground, 
open water and ice or snow). Clouds are uturned 
to cover H)% of the area and are simulated by re- 
sults con-esporrding to a ground aibedo of 0.5. Their 
results for nonabsorbing aerosols show very clearly 
the high-latitude regions of minimum albedo sen- 
sitivity in spring and maximum albedo sensitivity 
in the fall. Their results for 75% HISO, weragt . 
over sdar wavelengths correspond quite closely to 
Fig. 7 presented here except for high-latitude regions 
in the spring and fall. The comparison is facilitated 
by replotting Fig. 7 for the Northern Hemisphere 
for an optical depth ot 0.03 at 0.5 bm. This is shown 
in Fig. 8 in which Fig. 11 of Herman e: al. (1976) has 
been reproduced fi)r comparison. (It should be noted 
that the scattering phase function used in their work 
is slightly different from the one used here.) One 
reason for the discrepancy is the low values of al- 
bedo for hi@-latitude regions quoted by Ellis and 
Vonder Haar (1976). who recognize that their results 
are quit= uncertain in the 7 0 - 9  isrtitude range. 
b. Radiation balance and climate modeling 
The annual and monthly zonal albedo sensitivity 
results have important implications in energy-balance 
climate modeling. 'The sensitivity of these models 
is usually re:ated to penurbatiops in the magnitude 
of the solar constant. For example, both Sellers 
(1969) &.d Budyko (1969) refer to an increme in 
volcanic dust loading and a decrease in the solar 
constant interchangeably. However, eve.1 a uniform 
dust layer of global extent wil! not lead to a uniform 
reduction in the solar encyy received by a column 
of the cart+-atmorph;:, s: ~ t t m  below the strato- 
spheric layer. The ,nyutations presented here 
have shown how this reduction is distributed in 
latitude and witli season. The bmic equatios of zonal 
energy balance on an mnual mean basis is (Budyko. 
1969) 
l - I - = D  (21) 
where Q(4) is the solar insolation at latitude 4. 
a(4) the albedo. I(4) the outgoing terrestrial is- 
h e d  radiation and D(4 )  the divergrnce of heat. 
',he presence of a stratospheric aerosol layer m d i -  
fies a through increased reflectivity and I through 
a~ increased greenhouse effect acting in ths op- 
posite direction. The reductior! in solor energy ab- 
sorbed Q& caused by a uniform stratospheric layer 
of r, = 0.1 is plotted in Fig. 9 whch folio\- s from 
Fig. 7 and the distribution of Q( b) for edch month. 
+he net loss in a column of the earth-atmosphere 
system. however. is Qba + A I  (note that A1 is a 
gain. hence negative), which is the change in the 
radiation balance and it is necessary to compute the 
in£rartd greenhouse sensitivity of the aerosol layer. 
This is done using an atmospheric radiation model 
sirmiu to the one by Hanhvardhan and Cess (1975) 
in which an emissivity formulation has been used to 
calculate the Mared !lux. Water vapor and c&n 
dioxide are considered to be the gaseous absorbers 
TABLE 3. Inhurd greenhouse sensitivity. 
lafrued grttnbousa 
sensitivity (W m-Yr.,, 
Modd Clear sky Cloudy sky 
Tropiul 13.9 7.7 
Midlatitude summer 13.1 7.9 
Hidlatitude winter 8.2 5.3 
!jubucm summer 10." 6.4 
S u b t i c  winter 5.3 4.0 
into account by a weighting of the ciear- and cloud 
sky results. This greenhouse moderation when co. .- 
bined with solar depletior. results ir! the dutribution 
of net energy loss Qha + AI as shown in Fig. 10 
for T , ~  = 0.1. Rather than use climatalogical 
cloudiness. the average of the cleru- and cloudy-sky 
results has been used. Also, the greenhouse effect 
in spring and fall has been taken as intermediate 
between winter and summer. There is a secondary 
effect that has not been included in this analysis. 
Infrared absorptiorl by the aerosol layer warms that 
region of the atmosphere and emission at the higher 
temperature moderates the infrared greenhouse 
sensitivity. Model calculations show this to be about 
25% if the layer w m s  by 2.5 K for T,, = 0.1. 
MONM 
FIG. 9. Reduction in mean monthly rolarenerpy absorbed I W m-') 
with addition of aeroral layer of r., = O 1. 
in thc atrnosphcre and a 4  km thlck layer of the modei 
aerosol layer is added to determine the enhanced f ,, greenhouse effect. The conrputations have been 3, 
carried out far the model atmospheres gven by 
McQatchey et al. ( 1972) for c!ear skies and a cloudy 
sky with cloud top based on the tabulation of Ohring 
and Adler (19781 for the >amhem Hemisphere. The __--. 
.-. 
*- , 
aerosol layer was positioned to correspond to the 1oC , . _____---  ! / "  . 
abserved level of peak ccncentration at different E ok --.as------ --- 4 latitudes (Rosen er <xi.,  1975). Results arc presented I 
. , ,r.'\ in Table 3 in which the infrared greenhouse sm- ' lo;- .--, A 
si,.vity is expressed in (W m-z)~r,, and is seen to be ,,C '-., / 
a ~axirr.um iq the tropics and a minimum for the ,, /' i . .'I ' 1  
r ,. 
i 
! 
subarctic win:er model. Thi: effect is greatest when m!- 3 0 '  7 i the temperature difference between the eifective 2 - I 
radiative temperaL1~rc of the atmosphere a d  the J _ - -  2 SO~---. 7 strato~pheric aerosol layer is greatest, which is why ! ---.& , 11 __- - -  the clear-sky cases are more sensitive than the m i  ,.-, , ,,y- 
cloud-sky cases a d  there is a large vaiiation from ! \  \ , / .  - ~ a  ' 
,.", as 
one atmcsphetic rn~del to another. %a, . ; 'G ,- 
Fmm ;he :able it can be seen tha~ an increase in ,OF ?eb; : -0  8 /DLy ,a- /C , , the aerosol optlcal rh~ckncss of :,,, = 0.1. for exam- I - ! I ! ? o r  I ,a" , 
ple. would resuit in an increase in radiat~on trapped * ' , : ; i Y J J A I O N O  
in the earth-atmosphere column under clear-sky MONTH 
conditions of 1 .J W m-' m the tropics and 0.5 W i,;. ~ e d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  In [he zonal radlauon bdnnce I~ m - ~ )  w,tb 
me' in the subarctic wiittr. Cloudiness may be taken addluon of serosol layer of i,, = 0.1 .  
tion of about 0.2 in r, for about a year in the South- 
em Hemisphere (Volt, 1970). It is unlikely that per- 
turbations of r,, > 0.1 will occur for extended 
periods of time following volcanic eruptions. 
Furtherrr.orc, because of the relatively low sensitiv- 
ity over most of the globe, even eruptions of mag- 
nitude greater than that of Agung will not appreci- 
ably alter the net radiation. 
The perturbation in the radiation balance can also 
be expressed as a change in the effective blackbody 
radiative temperature of the atmosphere. This 
change is given by 
--  - 
where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T the 
effective blackbody radiative temperatur: of the 
atmospheric column which is computed from the 
emitted infrared radiation tabulated in Ellis and 
, J Vonder Haar ( 1976). and (Q Aa + Jn the decrease 
in the radiation balance. Fig. 11 is a plot of AT(K) 
for t,, = 0.1. The major features detected in the 
a plot of radiation balance perturbakon appear en- 
hanced in this ripresentation. It can be seen that 
the k j o r  radiative effect of the stratospheric 
MONTH aerosol layer occurs in the spring and fall when 
there is a pronounced change in the equator-to-pole 
FIG. 11 .  C h g e  in rhe effective blrckbody radiauve tern- radiative energy gradient. As the results ~ e n a i n  to P m  of the *morphcre (K) with addition of umsol layer of the entire atmospheric column, it is not 
7- = 0.1. 
to estimate the change in the diabatic heating at 
One observation from Fig. 10 is that the presence 
of a stratospheric aerosol iayer composed of 75% 
H$O, results in a loss of radiation absorbed within 
the eFh-atmosphere system at all latitudes and 
seasGns except the polar winter. The relationship 
between this net decrease in e n e m  absorbed and 
mean atmospheric or surface temperature may be 
established through climate models. The maximum 
perturbation ill the radiation balance occurs at high 
latitudes in the spring and fall. whereas polar win- 
ten snow a net gain in the radiation balance due 
to the increased greenhouse effect. Latitudes 
equatorward cf 5lP show a :. : ;:ly uniform reduction 
in the radiation balance. 
The magnitude of the change in the net radiation 
is oniy a small percentage of the range of typical 
valu.; of the radiation balance. Monthly radiation 
balance over all latitudes have been presented by 
Ellis and Vonder Haar ( 1976) and values range from 
- 175 W m-a in the South Polar winters to + 110 W 
m-' in the Southern Hemisphere tropics in summer. 
The uncertainty in mean monthly net radiation 
measurements ranges from 3 to 14 W m-I such that 
the computed values of the change in the radiation 
balance caused by the aerosol layer of ;, = 0.1 are 
less than the uncertainty in the satellite derived data. 
The eruption cf .Mt. Agung produced a permrba- 
various levels of the atmosphere or estimate su2ace 
temperature changes. However, it appears from this 
analysis that a uniform layer of stratospheric aero- 
sols would have only a small effect on the long term 
radiative reume equatorward of 50-60". if the change 
in turbidity comsponded to that caused by the Agung 
eruption. Even this small change in the radiation 
baiancc, though probably undetectable from a space 
platform, could induce climatically significant 
changes through an alteration in the dynamics 
caused by the change in the equator-to-pole radia- 
tive energy gradient. Of course. this hypothesis can 
only be tested by a dynamic model. Also, the local- 
ized radiative effect in the vicinity of the aerosol 
layer would still be considerable as discussed in 
Harshvardhan and Cess (1976). 
6. Summary 
The present study has examined the role of strato- 
spheric aerosols in altering the radiation balance 
of the earth-atmosphere system. It has been con- 
firmed that for an aerosol layer of 75% HH,SO, the 
dominant influence is an increased reflection of solar 
energy all over the globe except for the polar winters 
when there is no solar insolation. An important con- 
clusion resulting from the albedo sensitivity compu- 
tations is the cecessity of including solar zenith angle 
effects in considering albedo enhancement. It was 
also pointed out that the separation of areas into 
cloud-covercc and cloud-free is unnecessary in the 
calculation of the radiative effects of the reflecting 
layer. This enables the use of mean monthly piane- 
tary albedos obtained from satellite measurements 
to calculate the change in the radiation balance of 
each zonal belt caused by the presence of a strato- 
spiieric layer. The perturbation in the ~J ia t ive  bal- 
ance may be used to si~ulate the radiative effect 
of a stratospheric aerosol layer in climate studies. 
Results indicate that the perturbation is strongest 
at high latitudes, particularly in the polar region. in 
the spring and fall. 
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EFFECT OF TROPOSPHERIC AEROSOLS UPON 
ATMOSPHERIC INFRARED COOLING RATES 
HARSHVARDW~ and R. D. CESS 
-tory i w  Plwtwy Avnosphaa Rneuch. Sute Unncnlty d New York. Stony Brook. NY 11% 
U.S.A. 
-An mvat@oa bu been m d e  31 the impact d wind-Mown dwt puocles upon kJ climate of 
arid rqiam. fhe  case of Northwest India b specifidly cons~ded .  where a d e w  laya of dust penits for 
r v a a l  months curin( the summer. In order to exmlnc the e k t  of this dust hyn on the infrared radiative 
h a  md cod- rua. r mahod ia presented foc dculanng the i.r. dux withm a dusty a m p h c r e  whuh 
allows Ibc use of m r  band models md is appilubk m the lun~t of small r~ndc rancnns albedo and 
proDaumd f o d  Kmena(. The p.nerp.hs cornponenu of the runospherc ur assumed to k water 
vapor and s p W  quuu putlcla d y .  The aunosph:ric window is puarlly Wed by ~ncludins the water 
vrpor mutinuurn bunis for which cmpincally obtaincd mnsmhsmn funct~ons have been used. It u shown 
thu i d i d l y  Merent conclusicns m y  be dnwn on dust eKccu d the conmuurn abwrpuon IS nor 
cocuidercd. Thc ndiove m s i c r  model. when applied to a dusty runosphen. mdiatn that there 19 r 
modcnte enhancement m k runospheric grecnhousc and a 10% urnrue in the mean i.r. radutlve cwl~ng 
ntc. relouvc to the dust free uce, vnlhin the lower uoposphcre. There results have been cornpafed w~th 
prcnous uwt by other wlhoo m the context of the poss~bdity of dust layen ~nhbmng lad prulpluoon. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
RECENT concern with the role of atmospheric aerosols in altering the energy budget of the 
earth-atmosphere system, and thus affecting global climate, has led to numerous investigations 
of stratospheric aerosols with long residence times [ H A R S H V . ~ H A N  and CESS!" POU~CK t t al.,") 
PINNICK t t  d.!" COAKLEY and GRLUS("], as well as tropospheric aerosols [ h s a ~ t  and 
SCHNEIDER.'~ YAMAMOTO and TANAKA!" RECK!~ WANG and D o m " ~  which. though typically 
present in higher concentrations. have residence times of the order of days or weeks. However, 
situations exist in which tropospheric particulate matter may remain suspended for extended 
periods, and through an alteration of the radiative balance affect local climate. Currently there is 
considerable concern wtth the climatic impact of dust layers. particularly over u id  regions and how 
they mi&t enhance desenification. 
.4 study by BRYSON and BAERREIS'" of the dust layer ober the Rajasthan Desert in north- 
western India suggests that wind-blown dust plays an imponant role in the radiative balance of 
the atmosphere and could suficiently affect the dynamics of the region to alter precipitation 
over the desert. Their argument is that the dense layer of dust which persists over the entire 
area for several months during the summer causes a significant increase in the i.r. radiative 
cooling rate, which in turn increases the subsidence over the desert. thus inhibiting pre- 
cipitation. 
In the current study we reexamine th~s  problem employing recent models of i.r. gaseous 
absorption. In order to accomplish this. it is essentiai to consmct a radiative model for the 
atmosphere that incorporates wind-blown dust as an added atmospheric opacity through both 
absorption and scactenng processes. Recent attempts to include the scattering tenn in the 
expressions for flux and cooling rates have involved the expansion of fluxes in terms of a 
backscattering parameter WLVG and DOMUTO'?, the two-streain approxima*ion [ R E ~ C K ' ~ ) ,  and a 
four-sueam discrete ordinate me thod[hc~~kum et a1!l07. .An earlier model. due to SARCM and 
BECKMAN!I') used a semi-tsouopic scattering model wtthin the equauon of transfer which was 
solved numerically over the entire frequency range. The present work employs an exponential 
kernel approximation wthin the radiative transfer equation, whtch yields optical depth 
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parameters that can very easily be applied to atmospheric band models. The scattering effects 
u e  represented in terms of gross scattering parameters such as the sirple scattering albedo. 6, 
and the asymmetry factor. < cos 0 > . that still retain the non-grayness and anisotropy of the 
scattering process. The deuiled angular dependence of intensity is lost, but as we are interested 
only in the radiative flux. this is not a handicap. 
The radiative model developed here has been used to estimate the effect of a desert aerosol 
layer on i.r. cooling ntes. In order to keep the variables to a minimum, water vapor h s  been 
taken to be only gaseous absorber and spherical quartz dust particles to be the only scatters. 
Data obtained by ~ r n r w ~ , " '  from measurements made over the Rajasthan Desert of nonh- 
western India. have been used in the study and climate modifying effects have been evaluated. 
2 WATER VAPOR MODEL A N D  F L U X  COMPUTATION 
The object of my  radiative tnnsfer model is to represent the selective absorption by 
atmospheric constituents in a realistic mmner. The emissivity formulation given by Roffiw"" 
is simple yet accurate for flux computations and has been employed here. The M A Y E R & ~ ~ ~ Y " "  
statistical model has been used to represent the rotation band and the 6.3 r m  vibratiobrotation 
band. The continuum bands, oa the other hand. are represented by empirical fits taken from the 
work of RAMANAW' '~  and R O B E R ~  et al!I6' 
The upward and downward fluxes in a cloudless atmosphere have been given by Rodgers in 
terms of T, and T:. defined below, and yield 
At any pressure level, P, the net radiative flux is F(P), where PO is the surface pressure and 90 
the surface temperature. Here T: t is the modified upward slab transmiss~vity defined by eqn 
(3) below, evaluated over a path from Po to P. while T: 1 is the downward slab transmissivity 
defined by eqn (2)  and evaluated over a path from P to the top of the atmosphere. The slab 
Mnsmissivity is defined analogous to the gas emissivity [Chap. 5 of GOODY'"'] and. in the strong 
line limit [ROCGERS!'" GoooY"" and C d l " l .  
while the modified slab transmissivity is given by (Chap. 6 of GOODY'"'] 
Here d =aP. where o is the absorber amount and P the Curtis-Godson broadening 
preuure(Gxmu!'" p. 2381 which accounts for thc inhomogeneity of the atmospheric path, rd is 
the dausivity factor taken to be 1.66, rb, IS the mean vonsmission of the ith spectral range of 
frequency width Am, md Bt(8) is the Plmck function at its center with 8 the absolute 
temperature. The su5x "c "  refen to column transmissivities. 
Thus the cakulrtion of the radiative flux at any level within an atmosphere w~th a given 
distribution of temperature. pressure and absorber amount reduces to that of evaluating the 
msrnission, Tb Using Goody's model of random line positions w~th an exponential dis- 
mbution of intensity, in the strong line limit. the m.smission m the spectral revons of the 
roution band may be expressed as [~offieu'"'] 
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where Ar is the band interval having N lines of intensity S ( j )  and Lorenu half-width atti). The 
quantity Z[S(j)a~(j)]~" is tabulated at 20cm-' intervals from 0 to 1000cm" on p. 184 of 
GOODY"" ior three temperatures. We select 260'K for use in this study. For this k d  other 
bands, the temperature dependence of the transmission has been neglected following 
ROOGUIS!") who states that with the degree of approximation involved in using theoretically 
computed emissivities to calculate the flux in a real aunosphere, nothing is gained by introduc- 
ing a temperature dependence for the transmission T A ~  For the 6.2 p m  band. line parameters 
obtained from the work of BEHEDIC~ and CALEE'"' [who have enumerated SO') and at(j) at 
287.7'KI werc .!sed to compute the transmission employing eqn (4), with 20 cm-' intervals from 
1000 to 2OOOcm-I, but summing over the individual lines. 
In this work. the continuum bands have also been included since they contribute to the 
opacity within the atmospheric window, where dust extinction is expected to have a maximum 
influence. An average transmission through each of the regiocs was calculated using analytical 
expressions provided by RAMANATHAN,"~ who fitted experimental data. while we have followed 
the suggestion of R ~ ~ E R T S  a al."" that only the self-broadened component of the continuum 
absorption in the 8W1200cm-' region be retained. Where the continuum bands overlap 
portions of other bands. the multiplicative property of the mean spectral transmission has been 
empi- yed [GOODY""]. 
It remains to speciiy the vertical distribution of water vapcr and temperature within the 
atmosphere and, for illustrative purposes, we simply choose tht global model employed by 
CW."~ The vertical distribution of water-vzpor partial pressure. P,, is given by 
where Pw0 = 0.0128 atm is the global average for P, at the surface. : is altitude and B, the 
water vapor scale height given by 
with H the atmospheric scale, R and g the gas constant and acceleration due to gravity, 
respectively. while r = -d9/dz denotes the lapse rate and 00 the surface temperature. With this 
distribution, the scaled absorber amount, a', may be expressed in t e n s  of the atmospheric and 
water-vapor scale heights and pressures[~~" ' ] .  
Although a standard atmosphere or a particular sounding may be used with the model, a 
hydrostatic aunosphere with a constant scale height, H, evaluated at 264°K. has been employed. 
The surface pressure. Po, is taken to be 1 atm and surface temperature, 00, to be !WK, which is 
a global mean. A constant lapse rate within the troposphere, r = 63°K km-', prescribes the 
temperature distribution. 
3. A T M O S P H E R I C  Y O D E L  WITH D U S T  E X T I N C T I O N  
The presence of a dust layer within the atmosphere makes the computation of the radiative 
flux more complicated since the conm%ution to the extinction of radiation has 2 scattering 
component as well as an absorbing component. In this case. the solution of the equation of 
transfer for the flux cannot be wnnen in terms of the transmissivity as in eqn ( I ) ,  and band 
models for gaseous absorption cannot be used. However. the technique presented here permits 
flux computations to be made using eqn ( 1 )  under certain restrictive conditions. which are 
satisfied by the dust model considered here and could probably be satisfied by other poly- 
dispersions. 
The procedure consists of solving the equation of transfer in terms of the mean intensity, 
using an exponential kernel approximation following WANG.'" Details of the procedure may be 
obulned from HAKSHVARDHAN.'~' The Eddington phase function[SHme and WE IN MAN"'^ is 
employed. such that 
where (cos 0) is the asymmetry factor with B the scattering angle and p(cos 0) satistier the 
nonnriization condition 
Further, 
With this choice of p(cos 8). the solution of the equation of transfer is simplified but gross 
misopropy effects, which influence the emergent flux, are retained. It is assumed that the 
optical properties of the atmosphere are homogeneous. This implies that the single scattering 
albedo, 6, is independent of altitude. The single scattering albedo may be written as 
where B', and p i  are. respectively, the monochromatic scattering and extinction coefficients 
for the polydispenion and BL is the monochromatic absorption coemcient of the go, (water 
vapor). In a realistic atmosphere G will vary with altitude. as these quantities depend upon the 
concentration. but here the value of the single scattering albedo at the ground is taken to be the 
uniform value of ti throughout the atmosphere. This is the "worst-case" choice for 6 if dust 
extinction falls off more rapidly with altitude than gaseous a b ~ ~ r p t i ~ n ,  u is shown later. 
The atmosphere is represented schematically in Fig. 1. The equation of transfer is given by 
for axisymmeuic radiation. All radiation quantities are monochromatic and the suffix v is 
suppressed for clarity. Here I is the monochromatic intensity. B is the Planck function, p is the 
cosine of the scattering angle 0, and r is the optical depth. Introducing the mean intensity / and 
the radiative flux, F = 4&, substitution of the expression for the phase function in eqn (1 I )  
yields 
where 
and 
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Equation (12) yields the expression for the rate of radiation leaving an element of unit area. 
Upon integration over p. 
Tbe solution of eqn (12) yields F(r) UI terms of J and B. Following WANG."~' if the exponential 
integral functions E2 and E) are replaced by exponentials, a second-order differential equation 
in the mean intensity, I, can be obtained. 
This differential equation, along with the appropriate boundary conditions, are listed below 
for the approximation EAt) - a exp (-bt) and E,(t) = alb exp (-bt 1 and are 
where 
and 
wit+ f the surface emission at T = T I .  Furthermore, in the denvation of ean (141, we also obtain 
the following expression for the radiative flux: 
For monochromatic radiation. the above set of equations provides an approximate solution 
of the equation of tranbier. Here the monochromatic solution is utilized to modify the 
transmission computed from atrnosphenc band models employed in the present work that are 
used to calculare the flux in a dust-free atmosphere. It is possible to obtain a solution for the 
band-averaged flux in a form that can be directly applied to atmospheric band models if the 
single scattering albedo, &, is small, a condition that is met in the i.r. region where gaseous 
absoQtioa dominates. 
With this assumption, the solutlon of eqn (14). subject to boundary conditions"" and with 
the use of eqn (20). yields the following for the monochromatic radiative flux: 
F f = [: r B ( t  1 exp [ -  ( t  - T&), dt +! exp [ - (71.c- re# ) ]  * 
HARSHVA~DHAN md R. S. CESS 
where the perturbation quantity 6 is related to the scattering properties by 
For pure absorption, i, = 0, and by the above, 6 = 0. For the case of small ii and neglecting 
q63, we have 
Sample calculations, applying to the atmospheric window where the aerosol effect is of 
greatest importance, illustrate that the t e n s  of O(6) within eqn (21) are small. Moreover, :heir 
neglect yields an upper bound (or "worst case") with respect to aerosol influence upon the 
rpdirtive flux. consistent with our use of eqn (10). We thus neglect the O(6) term in eqn (21) and, 
since b2/3 - 1 (see following discussion), this effectively constitutes ; n approximation for 
s w a g  forward scattering, in that 6 - 0 for icos 8)-. 1. The effect of scattering is, however. still 
retained through the scaling in optical depth as given by eqn (16) which, in the absence of 
scattering, reduces to re# = br whereas, for small 3, 
Thus. while terms of C(6) within eqn (21) vanish in the lirnii of pure forward scattering. this 
limit produces the maximum influence upon the scaled optical depth ref. 
Replacing monochromatic quantities in eqn (21) by their average values over a smali 
frequency interval Av and noting that exp ( - lrra - 11) is the monochromatic transmission, eqns 
(2) and (3) defining the transmissivity can be used to convert eqn (?I) to eqn ( I ) ,  which gives the 
radiative flux in terms of the transmissivity. The substitution of an exponential kernel automa- 
tically converts the column transrnissivity to a slab transmissivity with b the diffusivity factor 
(b = rd). In the previous section, a value of 1.66 for the diflusivity factor was adopted for 
gaseous absorption. For compatibility, the same value should be used so that b = 1.66. The ratio 
olb is 0.5 since E,(.O) = 0.5 (SPAMOW and CESS'~'] so that a = 0.83. With this choice, eqn (16) may 
then be written as 
Here r ;ncIudes the contribution of dust extinction which is rd, = $d,h, w~th h the height of 
the dust column such that r 1 713 + 7;. The changed optical path has a physical interpretation 
in that it takes into 2c;ount the forwad (or backward) scattering of radiation by tb*  
polydispenion. For fixed 6, a positive value of (cos 0 )  (forward scattering) reduces the effective 
optical path relative to the isotropic scattering case whereas backward scattering has the 
upposits ell ect. 
When eqn (Z) is used in band models for the gaseous absorber, it is used in the form 
where the suffix i stands for the ith spectral interval. Avr. and 3, md (cos 8), represent 
qruntities averaged over Avi. 
Tbe approach to the problem of radiative transfer presented hare is mathematically sim~lar 
to the method of WAIUG and DOMOTO.'" hereinafter referred to as WD. The governing equations 
of the diffuse field presented as eqn (4) in WD are equivalent to the exponential kernel 
approximation with a = 1 and b = V3. Their equations, In a more generalized form. include 
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irradiance at the upper free surface and a non-black lower surface. Using the above values of a 
and b, parameters defined by eqns (16) and (17) become 
and 
WD define a backscattering parameter, 8, as 
With this definition of 8, the phase functions used in the two investigations are identical. The 
radiative flux is expanded in terms of powers of 8 which. for typical polydispersions, is small, 
around 0.15 for aerosols and hazes in the Earth's atmosphere. The zeroth order equations of 
WD (f i  = 0) cotii;pond to totally forward scattering, or (cos 8) = 1. In this limit, from eqn (23, 
and it is this opticai depth scaling that WD employed, irrespective of the value of (cos 8). The 
first and higher-order equations are corrections to the lead tenn to take into account backscat- 
tering. These correction terms, although multiplied by powers of 8, can alsc be seen to be of the 
form (48)' from eqns (16) and (17) c! WD. It should be noted that WD have identified the 
albedo as a. and the backscatter parameter as b. From eqn (23) above, for a = I and b = V3. 
the correction terms in the present work are of O(6) = O(8cj) and, therefore, WD's expression 
for flux is also of the form 
lead term + O(6) + . . . 
Scaling :,:! as in eqn (30, is equivalent to adding on the absorption component of the 
particulate only, and correction terms are required so that the flux may approach the correct 
value. Wishing to use their formulation at solar wavelengths where cj may not be small, WD 
have restricted themselves to a single perlurbation about (cos 8) = 1. In the present work, we 
have effectively perturbed about (cos 8) = I and G =O simultaneously. For this reason, terms of 
O(b) a e  not required in the double limit (cos 8)- 1 and ti +0 as in the shortwave region. 
A comment is in order here on the singe scattering albedo defined by eqn (10). Whereas 
dust extinction is linear with amount (for a fixed panicle srze distribution), the band absorption 
of water vapor in most spectral regions varies as the square-root of the amount of gas[eqn (411. 
Therefore. the appropriate value of i for each spectral range is more suitably written as 
where superscript d refers to dust alone and superscript g refers to water vapor alone. 
Choosing the ground ievel to evaluate 6, such that r  refers to the total optical depth. will place 
an upper bound on dust effects if r t  faUs off more rapidly with altitude than r 5 .  This may be 
verified for typical tropospheric conditions where H - 8  km, H, - 2  km and Hd - 
1.2 k r n ( E ~ m ~ ' " ' 1  w i h  H. Hw and Ha the atmospheric, water-vapor and dust scale heights 
rcspectlvely . 
4 RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION 
Based on the radiative model developed in the previous 3ections, sample computauons of 
the dux and cooling rates have been made for a tropospheric dust model which represents 
conditions found over tropical deserts. Utliiting measurements made over the Rajasthan D e s e ~  
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of northwestern India, the particle size distribution adopted by Pmm~ and WEMMAN'~" is 
%= l3r-I.' for O . l s r s l S p m ,  dr  I 
dN 
-=4.1x10' for O.C3srsO.lpm, dr  I 
where dNldr is the number of particles per cubic centimeter per micron within the radius 
interval dr. The authon have calculated B', ti' and (cos 0) as a function of frequency Cot 
spheric-! q w N  particles. An exponential variation of dust concentration witt height of the 
form 
N(z) = N(Oj exp ( - ZIHJ (33) 
h u  been adopted. Here N ( z )  refen to the total concentration in number of panicles per unit 
volume at my aititude z with H, the dust scale height. 
As long as the form of the particle size distribution is unchanged, the dust extinction 
coemcient, ~ t ( z ) ,  is directly proportional to N ( t ) ,  and so a natural parameter to use in 
presenting the results of the coaputations is the total optical depth at some refererice 
wavelength. Althoufi computations are being made for i.r. wavelengths, we can adopt as a 
reference the mean visible wavelength O.SSpm, as there is a unique relationship between 
r(O.55bm) md the optical depth at any other wavelength. The optical depth at 0.55 pm is 
generally referred to as the visible optical depth, r,,. 
Computations made for the upward, downward and net flux, using eqn ( I )  with trans- 
missivities calculated from the modified transmission functions, are presented in Figs. ? and 3 
for the lowest 7 km of the troposphere with and without a dust layer of Hd = 2 km. The surface 
dust concentration is that given by eqn (32). The i.r. radiative cooling rate, defined as 
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f ~ r  the dust free atmosphere, is compared w ~ t h  that for dusty atmospheres with Hd = 0.3. I and 
2 km in Fig. 4 and with atmospheres for which Hd = 2 km but varying surface dust concen- 
nations in Fig. 3. 
The changes in radiative flux could have been antic~pated. An enhanced greenhouse effect 
may be noted io Fig. 3, the net upward flux leaving the atmosphere being rtduced by 3%. The 
net upward flux at ihe surface, however, is reduced by 10% owing to the strongly enhanced 
aownward emission. Of possible climatlc interest , .lie change in the c~ol ing  rate profile. Even 
a smdl amount o! dust increases the cooling rate neir the surface and tends to smooth out 
regions of minimum cooling in the troposphere. D A S ! ~  in a study of mean venical motion and 
non-adiabatic heat sources over India d u n g  the monsoon. had concluded that an additional 
source of radiative cooling was requucd to account for the theoretically calculated subsidence 
over NW I n d i ~  BUYSON and BAERREIS'" s u ~ e s t e d  that the heavy dust layer over this region 
codd  account for thrs discrepancy. Theu calculations showed that a <m increase in the mean 
cooling rate of the lower troposphere was poss~ble. 
Our r o u l a  indicate a substantial increase in the cooling rate near !he surface, but the mean 
i n c n u e  in the coolitlg rate throughout the lower troposphere is only I F c .  3 1 s  wide difference 
in predicted dust effects is trot a result of our water vapor distribution. corresponding to global 
mean conditions. Compmson wirh ascent data w e r  NW India given in ~ r n x ~ o ~ ' ~ ' '  shows that 
the precipitnble water in the lowest 400 mb of the theoret~cal model used here is actually about 
hrlf that in the same column computed from the sounding. Thus. if we were to double our water 
vapor concentration, the dust contribution would be even less. Moreover. the approxrmarions 
employed in our model tend at most to overestimate the dust effects. The discrepancy actually 
arises from the modeling of water vapqr absorpt~on. particularly In the m u c d  reglon of the 
atmospheric window. The inclusion of an adequate representauon of the water vapor 
conunuum greatly reduces the effect of Just opacity. This may be illustrated by sonrijenng 
dlffcrent water vapor continuum models. The work of D A S . ' ~  BRYSON and BAEWES'" and 
Smm and B t c w " "  used the representation plven by ELSASSEU m d  C L L B E R ~ N . ' " '  which 
undererrimates the window absorptnn bv an order of magn~tude. Figure 6 illustrates the drasm 
effect on the clear sky radiabve cooling rate of adopung different conunuum models. The 
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results strongly suggest that an estimate of radiatlve cooling, based on a more adequate water. 
vspor  model, would hzve accounted for almost all the cooling required for the subsidence 
calculated over the desert region by Dm. Therefore, it IS our belief that the dust layer alone 
cannot alter the ~,l;rgnitudc of the local subsidence appreciably. There is a fairly significant 
change in the cooling rate. of about 25%. in !ocdized regions of the troposphere, but whether 
this has m y  stabilizing effect that inhibits precipitation prcrcesses is open to question. The very 
slight increase in i.r. cooling rates in the presence of aerosols is in agreement with the work oi 
GWL,'* who included aerosol absorption within the atmospheric window region to compute 
chances in cocling rate and found little change for tropical atmospheres as well as for the U.S. 
Standard Aunosphere. 
J SUMMARY 
In this study, the poss~ble climatic effects of long rc5tdence tlme rropospheric d!t,t layen 
has been investipied. particularly with respect to changes in the i.r. radiative cooling rate. To 
accomplish this, a radiative model was adopted for gaseous abjorption and modified to include 
extinction by a polydispersion. This modified radiative model is in a form suiUWc for use in 
other atmospheric studies such as the effect of u r b u  pollutton on the local radiative balance. as 
wed w numencd experiments wtth general circulat~on models in uhich computation speed is of 
hi& priority. 
The results of the invest~gatlon show that there IS a mean increase in the radiatlve cooling In 
the presence of heavy dust layers of the order of 10'70, although locally the increase may be u 
high as 3% in pjrclcular refpons of the lower troposphere. The significance of thls change in 
altenng the dynamws over and areas and effecting preclpttatlon cannot be determined on the 
b c i s  of work 10 date. However, the important economlc and soc~ai inrplications of a!tered 
prec~picnoon patternc over i n d  repons would make t h ~ s  area of study mos: worthwhile. 
4ctm~*rrdfrmru-Thu work w u  tupporrd by the YuronJ Scmce Foundwon tbm& Gnnt ENG:WCW7 
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Determination of the Ground Albedo and the Index of Absorption 
of Atmospheric Particulates by Remote Sensing. Part I1 : Application1 
MICHAEL D. h e 2  
I*triW o/ .itmorph+i; Phrricr. Tiu C'rrinrrilv of . l r iraa.  T u u a  8SiZl 
(blmuscript r e m i d  29 Au(wt 1978, in drul form 12 F c b ~ q  19i9! 
A hemispherical radiometer h.r been 4 to obtain spectnlly numw-band rncuurrments of the 
dosnrad hemuphcric d i f w  .nd to td  (Ilotml) dux densitla rt varying wlu  zenith angles on 14 day 
over Tuaoa. D a u  .rv presented which illustrate b e  d c c u  d temporally varyiw rtmospbcric condi- 
tioc?r u d u dru st.& soaditions on rhe ratio of the d i a w  to dimt du rdurion r; the earth's 
wrfice. The pound dbcdo and ~ h c  effective i m q i n u y  turn of the complex refnctive index of atmospheric 
puticuhta uc Ccrived from the di8ure-direct mtio mcWreaents on seven clear sublc day at two 
wavclcngtb &g the strtirticd procedure described by h g  and Hcmm (1979). Results ~ndiutc 
t h t  the downwcUie; dilfwa d u t i o n  held in the mid-visible region in T u ~ n  CM be dquatcly  dc- 
wribd by J11e scattrriog &mry if the ground i l k d o  u 0.279*0.100 and the index of rbrorp~~on ia 
O.Q306*O.aE3?. 
1. Introduction 
A hernispherics! radiometer designed by Huttenhow 
(1976) has been used in order to obtain spcctra!ly 
oarrow-band measurements of the downward heml- 
spheric diffw and totu (global) dux densities at 
T u w n .  Arizona. By comb~iing the global [dduse 
plw direct' 0ux density witn the didwe t l u  density. 
the diflwdirect  ratio cpn be mnputtd. Data have 
been colitited for 14 d a y  between 5 May and 16 June 
1977 at  four wavelengths spaced throughout the 
visible regon. The dibw-direct ratlo a t  each wave- 
length =as rc:asured during :he mune of each &\-, 
resulting m data for a range of solar zenith angles. 
>leo~uremcnts have been sol1ec:ed for not oniy clear 
and stable aunospheric anditioru bbt dso for da1-s 
during which the atmospherc w u  unstable and cloudy 
In P u t  I of thu xria (Ring and Herrnan, 1979) 
a statlticrl method was presented whereby measure- 
ments of the dibuse-direct n t io  as a functlon of wiar 
zenith rngle can be analyzed to useu the magnitude 
of both the ground albedo  rid the index of ibwrption 
(imaginary part of the complex -eftactive index\ of 
~tmtnphenc pr t rcdatm.  In this \*-.per a dcs~liption 
is given ai  the hemispherical radionreter wd to make 
the measurements. Data are tien preser,ted of the 
diqwe-ciitert ntlo as 3 function of wlar zenith angle 
1 The rsarcb reported in thu uticle ry supporttd by the 
?i.W Sunce Foundruon under G m t  hT?rliS-1SSfl.AOl 
and th m c c  of S a d  Resarch under C m t  h?MOI+iS-C-iX3;0. 
nRacnt u6Iiat1un Labaramry for .+tmorphmc Scwaca. 
Gaddud Space Flight Cater. SASA. C m k l t .  JfD Xi7l. 
0 0 2 2 ~ / ? 9 ~ 0 6 1 0 i 2 - 1 2 3 0 7 . ~ )  
0 I979 mmua M e t m m l ~ u l  Souety 
and wavelength in order to illustrate some of the 
messurement vnsitivities observed. Finally, data for 
k-s during which the atmosphere was clear and 
stable are analyzed and k e  optimum values of the 
ground albedo and thc indcx of absorption of armo- 
spheric par t ida tes  are presented. 
2. Description of hemispherical radiometer 
The basis requirement cf the radiometer is to 
provide acc~irate narrow-band mesuremcnts of the 
hemispheric flus del:sitics, both diffuse and global, 
received at the earth's wrfacc. Fig. 1 i a schematic 
iliustntion of the hemispherical radiometer u s d  in 
the present invatIgation. A plastic diffuser material 
has been selected for the first optical element since 
i t  is capable of producing a ditfuse radiation tield 
below the eltment indepndent of viewing directioc. 
.Uter pmsing thmugh the diffuser element. the radiant 
energy within cer t in  se!ccted xavelength intervals is 
isoiatd b:. tnnsmission through narrow-band inter- 
iercncc filters. The distance between the diffuser 
element and L-:terference tilter is dictated by the 
maxim~m permissible rngle of incidence of radiation 
on the lilter ( - 7 " ) .  .Uter passing through the tilter. 
the ndiant entrgy is detected by a photodiode wtich 
produces an output cuirer~t proportional to 
where I ir,, - B ,  61 is the intensity or Lght propagating 
i~ the downward direction at the lev4 r,, a function 
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of ~ 4 t h  angle B and azimuth angle 4; r, is thc total 
optial depth of the atmosphere; and f(B) is the 
o p t i d  r a p o w  function of the sensor. In order for 
F t ( r , )  to agree we11 with the downward hemispheric 
Muse 0ux density F-(r,),  it is necessary for f(9) to 
qd cod. 
Since there is a dieIutric boundary between the 
atmosphere and the d iEwr,  some rcdection occurs 
a t  the surface due to a discontinuity in the refractive 
index aaw the boundary. Thii dielectric dixonti- 
nuity results in Fresnel reflection a t  the surface of 
the c i S w r  element which varia vith polar angle 8. 
Any physical diffuser elunent will have an optical 
mspomc function other than cod as a direct result 
of rdcction a t  the surface. I t  is therefore necessary 
+- design a corrector plate to surround the diffuser 
dr mt such that the combination of diffuser plus 
corrector will caw f(B) to be nearly qual to cos8 
Since refkction can be thought of as reducing the 
dective area of the sensor clement, it is necessary 
for the effective area of the sensor normal to the 
given beam of radiation t j  vary ru a function of 9 
in such a way as to cornpuwte for Fresnel redection 
Iosxs. 
Huttenhow (15i6! investigated several designs for 
the gcometricai shape of the d i f fwr  element and 
c o m t o r  plate. He concluded that measurement errors 
leu than 2yo could be attained by using a cylindricai 
difhmr dement surrounded by a stepped corrector 
plate with only two steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
I t  is possible to empirically determine the radial 
positions and heights where badies can be placed in 
order to obtain cost9 comperuation ior a a g e  of 
polar angle. The more steps there arc in the external 
conutor  plate the more polar angles there are where 
f (e )  - -. 
The housing for the hemispherical radiometer was 
c o a ~ m c t e d  out of brass with the interior p n t d  
with a &t black paint to reduce the effects of reflected 
light from the sides of the housing. The radiometer 
contained a drawer port for interchanging the inter- 
ference filters. The amplifier assembly was contained 
within the housing of the radiometer with the output 
fed into an external digital voltmeter to be recorded. 
The radiometer was mour.ted on a tripod for mobility 
and easy leveling. The tripod awmbly contained a 
Kmicirmlar metal siide ring on which was  mounted 
a small brass ball whose location was adjustable along 
the ring. Tlus ball and slide ring were used for oc- 
culting the direct sun while still ailowmg the ma..i- 
mum amount of diffusely scattered light irom the 
solar aureole to be measured. Due to chis requirement, 
an occulting baU was selected of su5cient fdiameter 
to block only the direct sun. LGth the ring lowered 
below the lwei of the table, globai ididuse plw direct) 
flux density measurements were obtained. Since 3 
relative measurement between the d i i rw  and direct 
V 'I 
Frc. 1. Schematic illustration oi the hemispherical radiometer. 
dux densities was of interest, it was not necessary to 
calibrate the ir.s:rument in an absolute sense. 
I t  is exceedingly critical that the top surface of t\e 
diffuser element be a t  the same level as the top level 
of the corrector assembly in order tc w a r e  that j(0r 
approaches zero when 8=9G0 Any height difference 
in excess of about 0025 mm can produce subs;antkl 
ermn in the response function for large polar angles. 
3. Measurement sensitivity of the diffuse radiation 
field 
In order to obtain estirr,ates oi the index of ab- 
sorption oi atmospheric particdates and the redec- 
tivity of the earth's surface, meuuremen:s have been 
collected of the ditfuse and globa! dux densities using 
r!ie hemispherical radiometer described in the prc- 
ceding section. These mesurements have been made 
irom the roof of the Civ:l Engineering Building (alti- 
tude 762 m NSLI on The Cniversity oi .\rizona 
calnpus (32"14'S, 11O057'IV', Setause oi the rel~tiveiy 
clear and unobstructed view it atfords of the entire 
upward hemisphere. Simultaneous to the colltction 
. ) f  the dux density measurements, :he directly trans- 
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FIG. 2 D i i u r c k t  ratio mcuurcmcna for 16 June 197 i at four wavelengths. 
QY) 
mitted solar radiation wiu measured during the course 
of the day with a multi-wavelength solar radiometer 
described by Show et id. (19i3). The diffuse-direct 
ntio 4, as defined by Herman fi d. (1975) and King 
and Herman (1979), is obtained from the diffuse 
F-(rc) and global G,.,(rr) flus density measure- 
menu once the solar zenith angle BO is computed. 
Under the assumption that f(80) =ro, where po ,js 
the cosine of the solar zenith angle it follows that 
the Musedirect  ratio is given by 
QB 
o m -  
Due to the deviation of the instrumental respnse 
function from cod, however, it can be shown that 
' 
8, 
- 
- Z CI 
- \ 4 
- - - 
4. - e - - s -- C m 
where 4 and F-(7,) are the meuurements which wodd 
be obtained iff (B) = c@. 
Measurements of the angular respdnse function f(6) 
have been obtained in the laboratory and wd to 
simulate errors in the diffusedirect ratio for a number 
of intensity disti-ibutions representative oi six different 
atmospheric models and five solar zenith angla. 
Rerulta of this investigation indicate that the 9 mea- 
surements arc sytematically higher than theory when 
BoSTOO ana s~~tematically lower than theory when 
BoZ 70' ior all   no deb. The masimum systematic errors (-To) occur when Bo=Uo, the angle where the 
largest ermr in the instrumental response function 
occun. Over the range of solar zenith angles 3 j o < b  
6 7jo ,  ~ 4 / b O . i ?  for a Slie (particulate' optical 
depth r~ (C.55j0 r m )  =O.OS. The magnitude of this 
systematic error varies somewhat with the a tno-  
spheric model and decreases slightly as the Jlie optical 
depth increases. 
Fig. 2 illustrates a t > ~ i c a l  data set of O vs 8 0  which 
has bee.? obtained for Tunon a t  four wavelengths 
( 0 . W .  O.j21i, 0.6708 and 0.9717 rrni on 16 June 
1977. For ail the fiiten reported here the full bandwidth 
at  half-peak transmittance was less than or equal to 
0.012 gm. From the directly transmitted soiar radia- 
tion measurements the >lie optical depths r .w(X)  were 
obtained by the method described by King and Byrne 
(1976). Ti day was cloud-free and stable with JIie 
optical depths ratlging between 0.0500 (X=O.UOO rmi 
and 0.0356 (h=O.S7li pm). Because the wavelength 
dependence oi r y ( X )  was relatively small. a log- 
normal type of aerosol sue distribution was obtained 
[see King et d. (1978) ior details]. Esamination of 
Fig. 2 suggests that O decreases slightly with 80 .at11 
a certain zenith angle is reached after which p i n t  3 
starts to increase. The increase of 9 at larger solar 
zenith angla is the most evident for the shortest 
wavelength, becoming less evident :he longer the 
wavelength. The solar zenith angle dependenc. of the 
diffuse-direct ratio is in essential agreement with the 
theoretical computations presented by King and 
t-iem.in (1979, Fig. 31, a case for which A = O . j j j O  +rn 
and r = 0.0590. 
On occasions when the occ.;!tinp ball is incorrectly 
positioned, 3 diifuse dux density in excess oi the 
prcper amount is recorded. .Is a consequence of this 
error, che measured value of the diffuse-direct rat. 
is systematicaily higher than it should be [see E? : 2 
.Uthough it is not always possible to ident*: s 
s>3tematic errors with absolute certinty! the more 
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obvious ones are evident when repeated measurements 
are made over a small range of solar zenith angles. 
Fig. 2 suggests that a few such errors did occur, 
mostly notably a t  A-0.4400 r m  and Bo=MO. In these 
situations the appropriate index of absorption K and 
ground albedo .4 should be determined by analyzing 
only the more accurate data points. After elimination 
of the data for the times having occulting errors, the 
majority of the measurements )ield characteristics 
Jimilar to the theoretical computations illustrated in 
Pdrt I (Fig. 3). 
I t  sometimes happens that the totai optical depth 
of the atmosphere varies with time during the course 
of a single day. .4s pointed out by h g  and Herman 
(1979), a fluctuation in r~ is suflicient to alter the 
magnitude of the diffuse-direct ratio. X particularly 
dramatic illustration of the effect of temporal and 
spatial fluct.lations in the atmosphere can be seen 
from the diffuse-direct ratio data for 16 >lay 1977 
(see Fig. 3). On this day measurements were collected 
at four wavelengths d u ~ s  both the morning and 
the afternoon. As the solar zenith angle decreased 
throughout the morning from an initial value of 5J0, 
the diffuse-(lirect'ratio decreased. Had the atmosphere 
been horizontally homogeneous with a tised >lie 
optical depth and aerosol size distribution throughout 
the day, the diffuse-direct ratio would have been a 
function only of A and 80. Instead, the afternoon 
measurements did not repeat those of the morning 
but were noticeably lower in magnitude for a fixed 
solar zenith angle and wavelength. .\lthough this day 
was cloud-free, it was visibly very turbid. Xoticeable 
streaks were visibie in the sky during the morning 
which appeared v e n  similar to the stratospheric dust 
striations which occurred 'following the eruption of 
Volc5n de Fuego in October 1954. By the afternoon 
all visible dust striations were gone bui .:-e late 
afternoon sky in the vicinity of the sun was very 
white suggesting a still quite appreciable dust content 
in the atmosphere. Data collected with a multi- 
wavelength solar radiometer on 16 May 19i7 show 
very clearly that the total (and hence >lie) optical 
depth of the atmosphere was steadily decreasing 
throughout the day. 
Garrison et al. (1958) report observations of the 
diffuse-direct ratio in the near ultraviolet for a similar 
situation in wtich the diffuse-direct ratio differed 
appreciably between morning and afternoon. They 
similarly attribute these fluctuations to variations in 
the optical depth of the atmosphere. 
Since the Jlie optical depth is a very important 
atmospheric parameter determining the magnitude of 
the diffuse-direct ratio, it is of interest to compare 
the magnitude of 9 ior various days having different 
>lie optical depths. In older to compare measurements 
of the diffuse-direct ratio for several difierent da)j, 
estimates of were obtained for X=O.j217 pm and 
Bo==550 b>- zssuming that 9 can be approximated by 
a linear function oi 6 0  for data collected a t  zenith 
angles near 55'. The results, inclcding statistical error 
bar estimates for both and T W ,  are presented in 
Fig. 4 for seven days between 6 May and 16 June 1977. 
-1s the >lie optical depth increases, the &&use-direct 
ratio generally increses as expected from tke com- 
pdtations 111ustnted by King and Herman (1959, 
Fig. 4) for .\=0.5550 rm. The magnitude oi O does 
not increase monotonically as r.w increases, however, 
simpk due to daily differences in the aerosol size 
FIG. 3. D i d u ~ d i m c  ratio murummenu tor 16 May 19;; bemonstratmg  he 
edects oi temporal ducturuons in the aunmphere. 
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ratios whicb monotonically decrease with wavelength 
and e.&ibit slight positive curvature. 
In assessing th; agreement between the measured 
wavelength sensitivity and tncoretical tqxctations, 
it becomes necessary to perform radiative transfer 
calculations for the specific aerosol size distribution 
and optical depth applicable to a particular day and 
wavelength. Since computations are required only of 
the transmitted hemispheric flux density a t  the earth's 
surface and not the intensity field in any particular 
direction, considerable computational time can be 
saved by expressing the ekments of the iqtensity 
vector and phase matris in Fourier x r i a  in (#'-#), 
the difTerence between the azimuth angles of the 
- 
meridian planes containing the directions of incidence 
- 
- 
- 
- and scattering. This procedure has been adopted by 
-. Dave (1970) and by Herman and Browning (19i5) 
using Gauss-Scidel iteration. Though the Fourier 
analysis procedure can readily be used to calculate 
the complete intensity field, one of its main advantages 
when particulates are present in the atmosphere i5 in 
computing the hemispheric flux densities since only 
the c ~ r j t a n t ,  uimuth-independent terms are required 
(Herman and Browning, 1975). Theoretical computa- 
. tions of the diffuse-direct ratio have been periormed 
5 ' for three wavelengths (0.5217, 0.6705 and 0 8717 rm) 
P " 5 
cn n s  
4t i 
K- a 
1 
QOI 004 a01 Ca 'Or 
FIG. 4. The ditla-direct ratio for seven dry3 of vrning Jlie 
optical depth for A -0.5217 rrn and for 6,-53" 
distribution. The rate of increase of 4 as a function 
of TM is less than any of the cases illustrated by King 
and Herman (19i9). .Although tbe wavelengths are 
slightly diEerent, it will be seen in the next section 
that the Dnmary reason for the smaUer change of (O 
with increasing s . ~  for the data presented here is due 
to an index of absorption r larger than 0.01. 
Illustrations similar to Fig. 4 have been constructed 
fgr #a=550 at  each of the other three wavelengths 
(O.&OO, 0.6i08 and 0.8il i  rm). Data for the two 
longer wavelengths are qualitatively in agreement 
with the results presented in Fig. 4 with 9 tending 
to increase with increasing TM.  The results for 
A-0.400 r m  tend to be l a s  predictable due to the 
inatased rutistical and systematic ermn charac- 
teristic of this wavelength. 
Fig. 5 illustrates O as a function of A for four da-ys 
between 9 May and 16 June 1977 at a &xed solar 
unith angle of 55". The values of the di&w-direct 
ratio presented h e n  wen obtained in the same manner 
as those of Fig. 4 by mabring a bear  least-squam 
fit to 4 as a function of 80 for data coilected around A ( O I  
8,-53*. :U 3a.n for which data have been collecttd. FIG. 5. n c  dfir.d*t n h  u function of arvelengd for 
including the o n e  presented here, have diffuse-direct 0r-5S' rad for four diaerent drys. 
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on five days for which the bfie optical depths and 
aerosol site distributions are known. The theoretical 
resulu (assuming r and A to be wavelength inde- 
pendent) ate in dose agreement with those of Fig. 5 
in having 4 decrease monotonically in X with slight 
positive cuvature. Since both the theoretical and 
experimental sensitivities of 4 as a function of X are 
in dose agreement, having no anomalously high or low 
values a t  wavelengths in the ozone Chappuis absorp- 
tion band (0.5217 and 0.6708 urn;, it appears that 
the sensitivity of the diffuse-direct ratio to tctal ozone 
content is quite small as suggested by Herman el a[. 
(1975) and King and Herman (1979). 
4. Erperimental results 
The statistical method for inierring the ground 
albedo and the index of absorption of atmospheric 
particulates described by King and Herman (1979) 
has been applied to diffuse-direct ratio data collected 
on seven days during May and June 1975. After 
determining the spectral &lie optical depth values and 
columnar aerosol size distribution for a particular day, 
radiative transfer computations were performed for 
the two wavelengths 0.5217 and 0.6708 rm.  The 
methods which have been adopted for estimating the 
Jlie optical depth and aerosol size distribution are 
described by King m d  Byrne (1976) and King et d. 
(1973). while the method used to compute the hemi- 
spheric ~ L L X  density and diffuse-direct ratio is described 
by Herman and Browning (1975). The real part of 
the complex refractive index of atmospheric pardcu- 
iates is ssscrned to be 1.45 both for the determination 
oi the aerosol size distribution and for the application 
of the dirfuse-direct radiation method. Fortunately. 
neither of these techniques is v e n  sensitive to the 
real part of h e  particle refractive indes (King cf d.,  
1978 ; King and Herman, 1979). 
T f e  values of the Ziie optical depth, indes of ab- 
sorption, ground albedo and mean diffuse-direct ratio 
for 10 data cases are presented in Table 1. In view 
of the amount of scatter in the values of the ground 
albedo -4, it does not seem justified to separate the 
data taken a t  two different wavelengths (0.5217 and 
0.6708 rrn) and seek 3 wavelength dependence. The 
standard deviations in the individual values of s ~ ,  r 
and .4 shown in Table 1 have been derived by stan- 
dard error propagation methods for each data set 
and thus reflect the combined effect which each indi- 
vidual data point has on the determination of the 
regression coeficients t v ,  r and .4 [see King and 
Byme (1976) and King and Herman (1979) for details]. 
The magnitude of the ground albedo presented here 
shows a relatively large day-to-day variability which 
is due, in part, to uncertainties in the aerosol size 
distribution and JIie optical depth. The analysis 
orocedure which we have used has not atteinoted to 
iccorpora~e information on the uncertainties of either 
the >lie optical depth or aerosol size distribution. 
The mean values of the'ifiaginary index of tefraction 
and ground albedo, weighted by the reciprocal of the 
variances, are found to be 0.0306 and 0.279, rcspec- 
tively, with corresponding standard deviations oi  
O.OOS.2 and 0.100 (see Table 1 ) .  Considering the mag- 
nltude of the ground albedos and 11ie optical depths 
obtained fgr these days, this amount of absorption 
on the pan oi the atmospheric particulates implies 
an absorption by !he atmosphere on the order oi jrc 
or less of the radiation incident s t  small solar zenith 
anglcs, increasing to 5% at zenith angles of 65" on 
10 Jlay 1977. 
By comparing the data of Fig 4 with the theo- 
retical computations presented in Psrt I of this series 
(Fig. 4, applicable to A=O.5550 ~ m )  it is apparent 
that the tendency for ver) little increase of the diiruse- 
direct ratio measurements with Jlie opt~cal depth is 
T..~LE !. Summay of the Mie optical depth. 1nde.t of abscrpaon. ground albedo and mean 
dibux-direct ratlo obtained for seven days d u m g  1977. 
- - -- 
Mean 
Wavelength >fie optical Inde c of dibux-direct 
Date b m )  depth abwr2t1on Ground albedo ratio 
6 >lay 0 5217 0.036:*0 0014 0 03jOf 0.0018 0.325r,O.CC-i 0 1078 
6 May 0.6iD8 0 . W l f  0.0014 0 0074f 0.0051 0 . 4 6 9 ~ 0  64 0.0645 
7 May 0 6708 0.0629*0 0010 0 0336*0 0033 0.?89*0 013 0 0671 
9 >fay 0.5217 0.018910.001! 0 U334+0.0090 0.3%&0 00: 0 t)wO 
!O l fav  0 5217 0 0548f 0.0014 0.0333.~0 031 0 1?3*0 006 0 104Q 
10 .\lay 0.6708 0.0589*0 CQl? 0 03JOf 0.0071 O.l;2fOOll 0 W 3  
14 June 0.5?17 0.0025rO.a)lO 0 0334kO 0091 0 ;;Of 0 012 0 0859 
15 June 0 2217 0.0301-0 0019 0 0 3 5 4 . ~ 0 . W  0 2 3 6 4  015 0 1005 
16 June 0 5217 00501+00016 0 0 3 6 7 ~ 0  0.37 0 199*0 011 0 1164 
16 June 9 6708 O.WS*O 0013 0.0233.~0 036 0. U8*0 025 0.0695 
We,ghted m e a l  0 . W  0 279 
Stma~?J dev~abon 0.0082 0.100 
-- 
.Vote. The nbwrved >lie aptlcal dephs and aturrattd aerosol sue dktnbutions for 6 May a-2 I5 June 197i arc iilustrsted m King 
at d. (19iS). 
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FIG. 6. Observed m d  computed d S w - d i m t  ratio Venus solar zenith angle 
for six d r y  at A-0.S217 @. The ordinate x l l e  to which each curve n!cn is 
reputed dternrtely oa the left and then the right side of the tigure in order to 
v p v r t e  the individuai d r u  case.  
consistent with a relatively large value of 0.0306 for 
the index of absomtion. In addition. the theoreticd 
computations for 6 Slay and 15 June require the 
Mw-direc: ratio to be less on 6 May for fixed values 
of K and A simply due to diirerenca in the aerosol 
rue distributions. The reduced magnitude of 10 May 
over 16 June is similarly due to a difference in aerosol 
size distributions and is to be e.xpected theoretically 
(see Fiz. 4). 
" 
On any given day and wavelength it is not always 
possible to determine values for r and .-I due to un- 
certainties in either the diffuse-direct ratio, the hlie 
optical depth or the aerosol size dis?ributioo. Tem- 
p& andndspatial rluctuations in the atmosphere can 
also make it not feasible to analyze a par,icular d ~ y  
or waveiength, as is apparent upon examination of 
Fig. 3, since it is necesar?. to measure O over a range 
of wl*r zenih angle while the atmosphere remains 
constant. .Uthough 7 Slay appeared very clepr at the 
time oi the observations, subsequent examination of 
the solar radiometer data, indicated ~n appreciable 
time variation of optical depth in the late morning 
and afternoon. The hemispherical radiometer data 
were fortunately collected in the earl]; morning on 
this day but some time variations in optical depth 
were nevertheless detectable at 0 5217 pm (but not 
so severely a t  0.6708 prni. The anal! sis for 7 >lay 1977 
at \-0.5217 ; r ~ !  h ~ s   no^ been includ-d in Table 1 for 
this rcason. I t  is desirable. particularly at the longer 
wavelengt!s, t:, have data for days exh~blting a rela- 
tivel:: large 31ie opticai depth since the larger the 
opticzl cirpifl the greater the sensitivity to .-1 and K 
(King and Herman. 1979'. The davs presented in 
Table 1 at k=0.6709 dm were me four days which 
had the largest hlie opticai depths at thls wavelength. 
Due to the normally small hlie md Rayleigh optical 
depths a t  wavelengths m the nrar-lnirared. sensitivi- 
ties to 6 and A are so greatly reduced that the diffwe- 
direct technique IS normaily not a na3le remote 
,sensing method for denving thmt p a m c . t e n .  .\ pre- 
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liminary analysis of some of the data sets at 0.8717 pm 
indicates that the mesurements may have been sys- 
tematically higher than theory a t  this wavelength 
(but the general lack of sensitivity to x and .4 for 
the Mie optical depths measured a t  0.871; pm make 
it diMcult to say whether these errors are significant). 
The near-ultraviolet wavelength region, on t h e  other 
hand, does seem attractive for applying the diffuse- 
direct technique since the Aiie optical depths are 
normally larger a t  these wavelengths. S o  attempt has 
been made in the present investigation to analyze the 
measurements a t  O.UOO pm since the relatively small 
measurement signal contributed to larger statistical 
and systematic errors (see Figs. 2 and 3) and because 
the >lie optical depths were particularly small during 
this period at C UOO rm. Since there 'is negligible 
ozone absorption a t  X=O.UOO pm, it would be a good 
wavelength to investigate further in the future if 
measurements can be made with a suficient degree 
of accuracy. 
F ip .  6 and 7 present the diffuse-direct ratio datz 
and results of the titting procedure for all I0 cases 
of Table t .  The solid curves represent the regression 
fit to the data points wing the optimum values of 
the coedicients K and d .  Slosc hemispherical radiome- 
ter measurements were made only in the afternoon 
but the data for 7 Llay (Fig. 7 )  were collected in the 
morning while the data for 6 and 9 May include both 
morning and afternoon observations The atmosphere 
on 14 June was incredibly dean with Slie optical 
depths of about 0.01 at most wavelengths. .Although 
it was clear throughout the day, large systematic 
occulting errors occurred at small solar-zenith angles 
thus limiting the range of useful solar zenith angles 
on 14 June to Bo253.56'. By comparing Figs. 6 and 7 
it is dear that theory requires 9 to increase slightly 
toward large solar zenith angles a t  L90.5217 urn, 
while not a t  all a t  X=O.6708 pn;. Had the optical depths 
been much larger on these days, as on the mornlng 
of 16 Jlay (see Fig. 31, the diffuse-direct ratio would 
have increased monotonically in zel;ith angle for all 
wavelengths. The sample standard deviation of the 
data points about the regression fit is typically 0.0028 
at A = O . j 2 1 i  pm and 0.0016 a t  X=0.6508 rm,  repre- 
senting random fluctuations on the order of 2.5% at 
both wavelengths. These errors are larger than those 
attributed solely to measurement error (-l).iQ/o as 
discussed in Section 3 )  and thus rcflect the combined 
effect of measurement errors, atmospheric fllictuations 
and the accuracy of the determination of t l ~ e  31ie 
optical depth and aerosol sire distribution. 
The best months in Tucson for obtaining clear skies 
and stable atmospheric conditions for a long enough 
period of time to obtain good optical dtpth data are 
May, June, October and Sovember. Due to the small 
solar declination angles in the fall, however, a re- 
stricted range of solar zenith angles is available 
( B o Z U ) O )  t hw making Llay and June the bes!. time to 
collect Muse-direct ratio data in Tucson. In addition 
to the iarge range of solar zenith angles which are 
available in the spring, there is normally a secondary 
peak value oi Jlie optical depth a t  this time of year 
(with the absolute peak usually occurring in July 
or August). Unfortunately, the optical depths during 
May m d  June of 1977 were smaller than seasonally 
espected from previous years and thcs the sensitivity 
of the diiTuse-direct ratio mezsurcments to A and K 
was not as large as anticipated. 
.Although the measurements reported in this inves- 
tigation were obtained near the center of the ci:!. 
of Tucson, t i e  mean value of the ground albedo is 
in close agreement with the results obtained elsewhere 
in the southwest. Since the surface albedo determined 
by the diffuse-direct radiation method represents an 
arta averaged albedo consistent with the transfer of 
radiation in the earth's atmosphere, the most repre- 
sentative values to be compared with it are other 
area-averaged radiation measurements such as those 
I 
9- -Q 0 
I '0 UAY 9 7 7  
- .ro 
I 3 
F:c :. Obscwcd m d  cornpu~cd d~ffusc-d~rec: .atlo venua d a r  :cn~tk anuie icr 
four day, at X -0 6708 r m .  Thc ordlnate daignouon u the s a m e  as Fig. 6 
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obtrinld by low flying aircraft with upward and 
downward pointing radiometer systems. Kung cf al. 
(1964) and Griggs (1968) obtained values ranging 
betwnn 0.22 and 0.23 for the surface albedo in southern 
Arizona using measurement systems having a very 
wide wavelength response. DeLuisi ci al. (19i6) found 
v d u a  ranging between 0.20 and 0.35 for Quartzite, 
Arizona, whek crude wavelength resolution wiu ob- 
tained by attaching Schott glass cutoff dlten to their 
aircraft mounted Eppley pyranometen. 
An alternative type of surface albedo determination 
in the southwestern United States has been obtained 
by Otterman and Fraser (19i6) by examining the 
earth-atmosphere system reflectivities obtained from 
the ~ a n d s a t  satel!ite. BY modeling the scattering 
properties of the atmospheric particulates they in- 
ferred values for the surface albedo of 0.264 in the 
wavelength range of 0.5 to 0.6 r m  with little sensi- 
tivity to the particulate model. The mean value of 
0.219 found in this investigation is in close agreement 
with that of these investigations. The variability of 
the valua of ground albedo presented in Table 1 is, 
however, quite large. In order to better establish the 
ground albedo and its daily and spectral variability, 
it is necessary to collect more observations on days 
for which the Jlie optical depths are large since the 
sensitivity of the diffuse-direct ratio to ground albedo 
i n c r e a ~ s  in direct proportion to r v .  . 4 ~  pointed out 
earlier, the Jlie optical depths during May and Jane 
1977 were smaller than normally expected for that 
time of year. 
Since there are v e n  few assessments of the imaginary 
index of refraction of naturally suspended atmospheric 
aerosol particles which have been obtained by ex- 
amining the scattered radiation field, the number of 
studies which can be compared on an equivalent 
b a i s  with the present one are few. DeLuisi el d. 
(1976) examined the percent absorption by the atmo- 
sphere between two different heighu using as inputs 
previously determined values of the Mie optical depth 
and surface redectivity. They reported values of K on 
the order of 0.013 for Quartzite, . h n a ,  but with 
error bar estimates extending to 0.028. Kuriyon ct d. 
(1919) examined the intensity and degree of polar- 
ization of the sunlit sky as a function of azimuth 
angle in t!!e Los .-\ngeles area. They found that during 
daj3 havicg dry continental air masses the radiation 
data could best be ascribed to a low Jlie optical 
depth ( ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 . 0 5 )  and large index of absorption 
(0.02 6 6 0.051. They felt that the relatively large 
values for the index of absorption (roughly consistent 
wilh those of Table 1) were due to the low humidity 
of the continental air mass. 
Eiden t 19661 compared theoreticrl and meuured 
cllipticitles ot :ight scattered by a volume of auno- 
spher~c vr and obta~ned an index of absorption r: 
ranenp between 0 01 and 0.1 at Jlainz. He alw 
polcted o u t  :hat an ncreased humidity decreases the 
effective value of x supporting the conclusions by 
Kuriyan cf al. (19i9). 
Since Eiden (1966) considered only three different 
Junge models for the aerosol size distribution, a better 
estimate of the size distribution should in theory lead 
to a more accurate determination of the imaginary 
index of refraction of the aerosol pa ticks. Grams el d. 
(1914) measured the angular variation of the intensity 
of light scattered from a collimated beam by the 
atmospheric aerosol while simultaneously collecting 
the particles for sue  distribution analysis. With an 
accurate determination of the aerosol sue  distribution 
thus obtained, theoretical angular scattering intensity 
computations were performed and compared to simul- 
taneous measurements of the same in order to de- 
termine the index of absorption of the atmospheric 
particulates. Resulu of this procedure applied to 23 
data sets obtained at  Big Spring, Texas, indicate 
that r ranged between 0.0011 and 0.0214 with a geo- 
metric mean value of 0.0030. 
.\lthough Bergstrom (1973) and Eiden (19il) have 
pointed out the probicms inherent in using bulk 
indices of refraction of collected samples of atmo- 
spheric dust in computing the radiation field o l  the 
free atmosphere, it is nevertheless of interest to com- 
pare the values obtained in the present investigation 
with laboratory measurements of the bulk index of 
absorption. Fischer (1970) has collected samples of 
aerosol particles with a jet impactor and, by means 
of an integrating sphere to collect the scattered light, 
inferred the index of absorption of the particulates. 
Assuming that the density of the aerosol particles is 
approximately 2.0 g cm-', Fischer's (1910) values for 
the imaginary index of refraction lie in the range 
0.010~r:,<0.043 in the mid-visible wavelength region. 
More recendy Fischer (19i3) examined s p d c  par- 
ticulate samples from both urban and rural locations 
from which he found tha: the index of absorption is 
typically 0.010 in rural locations while being more 
typically 0.028 in urban locations. 
Lin ct al. (1973) used opal glau instead of a sphere 
to integrate the light scattered by collected samples 
of Sew York City particulates. They determined thai 
the index of absorption ranged between 0.028 and 
0.050 with a mean value of 0.040. Using the Kubelka- 
>funk theory of diffuse redectance Lindberg and 
Laude (1974) inferre.: valua for the index of ab- 
sorption of samples of Yew Jlelrico dust lying between 
0.007 and 0.008. 
One of the limitrtions of the present procedure for 
~nferring the ground albedo and the index of absorp- 
tion of atmospheric particulates is the sensitivity of 
the dZuse-direct ratio to particles 0.10 r m  in radius. 
Since thee  particles are very difficult to sense from 
spectral Mie optical depth measurements ( b g  el al., 
1979), the effects of small partides on the vaiun 
of r: and .-I inferred by the Muse-direct technique 
were coilsidered. This w a  accomplished by comparing 
wulu obtained assuming a Junge (1953) size du- 
tribution for the aerosol particles with one slope 
(vo-3.0) but with two diierent radii mga (0.01- 
5.0 rm and 0.10-5.0 rm). Rerulu indicate that the 
& u t  of small particles is insignificant in the deter- 
mination of the surface reflectivity though it may 
d e c t  rignifiantly (factor of -2.5) the d u e  of the 
index of absorption inferred. The fact that the pruence 
of unrll particles can have a large cflut an the value 
of r inferred by the difiuse-direct tuanique may 
readily be understood. Since absorbing puticulates 
S0.10 pm in radius art more &dent absorben than 
rntteren (i.e., QII.a t( and Q.t.ar, where Q". and 
Q* are the Mie efficiency factorr for zcattering and 
rhorption, respectively), the neglect of these partidts - 
in computing the diflae radiation field in the earth's 
atmosphere decu the theoretical values of the dif- 
fusedirect ratio. For a &xed >lie optical depth of 
the atmosphere, the presence of a significant number 
of d l  absorbing p r t i d a  decreases the single- 
scattering albedo and conxquently the computed 
d i t T d r e c t  ratio over those values computed if 
only particles larger than 0.10 pm are present. Since 
thee computation, are to be compared with mea- 
surewnts of 4 at a particular value of r . ~ ,  the in- 
dwion of a significant number of particles I n s  than 
0.10 pm in radiw ten& to darecue the inferred value 
of r over the value determined if only particles larger 
than 0.10 rm are included. hs a consequence of this 
effect, one should consider the value reported in the 
present investigation as being an upper limit of the 
true index of absorption. Mort of the aerosol sue 
distributions obtained for the seven days analyzed in 
Table 1 were log-normal in character, however, and 
thus showed little tendency to have very many pnr- 
tides smaller thm 0.10 jm h radiw. These t y p  of 
distributions are typical of daj3 for which the Mie 
optical depths are smail (King ct al., 19iS). The ob- 
served Mic optical depths and aerosol size distribu- 
tions for 6 May and 15 June 197i are illustrated by 
King st d. (1978, Figs. 4 and 5). 
The d e c t  of particulata with radii 24.0 rm is of 
little importance since the reduced number of particles 
at  these &a is such that their contribution to the 
Mie optical depth, and hence to the di&K radiation 
field, is on the order of a few tenths of one percent. 
Granu ct al. (1974) investigated the d e c t  of in- 
cluding particle with radii <0.6 rm in computing 
the theoretical scattering intensities, since their pri- 
mary refractive index anal-pis only included log- 
normal size distribution, with partide radii >0.6 rm. 
They conduded that a Junge distribution extension 
to d e r  partida with v* - 3.0 (i.e., dSjd logr a r'a,l 
tended to iacreose their inferred geometric mean value 
of the index of absorption from 0.005 to 0.008. ;U- 
though no mention was made of the lower nd iw 
limit of &e Junge distribution extension, it is in- 
teresting to note that the direction of the effect of 
small particles is just the opposite of that of the 
d i h e d i r e c t  technique. 
For a s u c c ~ f u l  application of the d3urt-direct 
technique described in the present investigation, it is 
neceuory to have a dear atmosphere devoid of any 
doud cover for o long enough period of time for the 
solar zenith angle to undergo a large change, pref- 
erably of about 40.. I t  is further required that ac- 
curate normal incidence and downward hemispheric 
Bur densities be obtrined over narrow bandpass 
wavelength intervals. A hemispherical radiometer 
capable of quasi-monochromatic dux deruity measure- 
ments has been designed by Huttenhow (1976) and 
used in the present investigation. From measurements 
of the hemispheric diffuse and total (global) dux den- 
sities, the diffuse-direct ratio is obtained after computing 
the solar zenith angle at the time of the measurements. 
Due to fluctuations in the magnitude of the diffuse- 
direct ratio associated with daily differences in 3Iie 
optical depth and aerosol size distribution (see Fig. 4), 
a- ~rocedure for interpreting memurements of the 
diffuse-direct ratio has been adopted which uses as 
input parameters values of the &lie optical depth and 
aerosol size aktribution determined from alternative 
measurements of the directly transmitted solar radia- 
tion. In addition, the complete analysis requires an 
occurate radiative transfer program and a statistical 
optimira~ion proc-dure for combining these factors in 
order to obtain the particulate index of absorption 
and ground albedo. 
.Uthough the combination ot atmospheric conditions 
and instrumentation are difficult to satisfy in most 
locations, they can normally be met in Tucson during 
the months of April, Slay and June. >leasuremenu 
have been co~ectid on 14-days &ring >lay mi June 
1977 using the hemispherical radiometer described in 
Section 2. The clear and stable days have been ana- 
lyzed and presented in Table 1 for two wavelengths 
(0.5217 and 0.6iO8 rm), with the diffuse-direct ratio 
data and corresponding regressian fits being illustrated 
in Fig.  6 and 7. The mean value of the gmund albedo 
presented here is in agreement with other measure- 
ments obtained both from satellite (Otterman and 
Fmer, 1976) m d  low dying airciaft (Kung ct al., 
1964; Griggs, 1968; DeLuisi ef d., 1976). The rela- 
tively lrrge variability aniong the individual data 
cases presented in Table 1 is primarily a consequence 
of the rmall >lie optical depths which occurred during 
May and June 1977. In order to better establish the 
ground albedo md i u  daily and spectral variability 
it is necessary to collect more observations on days 
far which the Mie opticai depths are large since the 
sensitivity of the diffuse-direct ratio to ground albedo 
i n c r w  in direct proportion to r u  ( k g  and 
Hennan, 19i9). 
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The vdues for the imaginary part of the complex 
refractive index of atmospheric particulates ue some 
what higher than initially antiapated but not in- 
consistent with the results of other investitprom 
(Eiden, 1966; Fiuher, 1970, 1973; Lin et d., 1973; 
DeLuiai ct d., 1976; Kuriyrn d d., 1979). As a word 
of caution, however, it is importrnt to note that 
spectral &fie optical depth measurements in the 
visible and nnr-infrared wavelength rtgionr are rela- 
tively iruensitive to the aerosol size distribution at 
partide radii much less than about 0.1 rm (King ct d., 
* 1978). This can lead to m overatimation of the 
imaginary index of refraction of atmospheric partic- 
ulates using the diffusedirect technique if then 
are an optically significant number of small (Aitken) 
partides present in the atmosphere. Fortunately, the 
aerosol size distributioru obtained for most of the 
day analyzed hr this investigation were log-normal 
in character with the radius of maximum conctntn- 
tion lying between 0.3 and 0.9 rm. These data show 
Little tendency to have very many particles smaller 
than 0.1 pm in radiw. Since the sensitivitit~ of rbe 
difluw-dircct ratio to ground albedo and index of 
absorption increase with increasing &fie optical depth, 
situations for which the concentnrtion of small parti- 
cles increases, it is necessary to obtain a good etirnate 
for the aerosol sue distribution at small radii when 
applying the methods described in this stria of article. 
On high optical depth situations in which the aerosol 
size distribution is neatly Junge with a large value 
of 2, it is revonably simple to extend the minimum 
particukte radius for inversion purposes to 0.06 urn 
(King d al., 1978). 
. Becaw the parameten r and rl determinrd by the 
diflux-direct technique are thos  giving the b a t  
agreemat between measurement utd radiative transfer 
Lheory, they are of the most interest to metcornlogists 
concerned with the impact of a e m l  particle on 
climate. .4s pointed out by Yamamoto m d  T& 
(19721, Wang and Domoto i1974) and Hermm and 
Browning (1975). it is 'hth tbe index of absorption 
and the surface reflcc~vity which determine whether 
an increase in the !die optical depth wil l  lead to a 
warming or a cooling of the earth's atmosphere. As- 
suming that the mean values of the rurfcce albedo 
and index of nbsorption obtained at the 0.521i and 
0.6708 rm w2veiengths apply to 0.5550 urn (the wave- 
length for which the mmt extensive set of ndiative 
t rader  computations have betn performed), it is 
readily found that the edect of particulates over 
Tucson is one of heating the earth's atmosphere. This 
is primarily a result oi the relatively Iuqe surface 
ndectivity of the southwestern d a r t  region since 
a value for the index of absorption on the order of 
1 0.010 is sacient  to produce a net warming over r 
wide range of aerosol size distributions. 
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Aerorol Size Distributions Obtained by Inversion of Spectral 
Optical Depth Measurements 
Coluauw u d  dm diaIributbar ham imn inferred by n u m d d y  inwrtiw pudcuktr optial dtprb 
nuwrrmmu u r hractioo of wavrleqth. An inwnion fomuh whkh explicitly iaduda the mynitude 
of the wuuruncnt vuiruoca L derived and applied to opt id  depth mnruremenu obtained in T uuon 4 t h  
r du ndiometer. It wad th.t the individual cirr dutributiaat of the aerosol particla (urumed spher- 
id\, at lemt for tmdii 29.1 rm. frll in:o one of thm distinctly different categoria. Approximrtdy W0 
of dl dlrtribulioac e x d u d  d~ fu can but be represented u a compaite oi a J u q e  diotribution plur 
r diatribudon of re~*tinly monodlrpcned lufcr  puticla centend rt r ndiw of about 0.3 rm. Scurdy 
209, of tL dttribudoar yieidd Jmyr s i u  dialributions, while .WO ):clded relrtively mJaodLpcrwd 
dktributiolls of the lol.nornul or -ma dirtributioll typa. A repmcoutin selection of trch oi thest 
typa wi l l  b. presented and dlcuucd. The wnritivity of specm rttcnurtion memuremenu to the ndii 
limits tad refractive index wu'md in the numerid invenion will Jlo be r d d d  
1. Introduction meuurcmen~ of extinction coefficient in order to 
A relationship between the size of atmospheric 
a m 1  put id  .s m d  the wavelength dependent: of 
the extinction coc5aent w u  6 n t  suggested by Ang- 
st- (1929). Since that time Anpu6m1r (1929) 
unpiri rl formula for the wavelengt). dependence of the 
extinction coe&ent h a  been directly related to a 
purmetsr of a Junge size distribution-when the r-dii 
extend from 0 to a (van de Hukt, 1957; Junge, 1963). 
Curcio (1%1) w d  the wavelength dependence of the 
puticulate e ~ h c t i o n  coeffiaent !n the visible and 
near-infrued regions to infer the aerosol size distri- 
butions cdrting above water in the Chesapeake Bay 
ucr. He d e t e r m i d  that the majority of aennol size 
distributions coud b a t  be represented by a two- 
cornpaneat size distrib~~tion consisting of a Junge-type 
distribution plus a d component of larger particles. 
'W type of composite distribution wrr the most 
cnprble of e.rpl&g the wavelength dependence of the 
attenuation Eic.-Juremeau he observed. 
Y.munoto and Tan& (1969) rue the lint to 
hdtute  of .itm,upheric Pbyriu. 
Optial Sdenczz Centrr. 
a Dcwrmant of Electricad Earineerinr. 
* R&r  a6liadon. Coddud-spue flight Cenm. Greenbelt, 
HD 20771. 
a P r # n t  rtlilhtioa: h t t  L WIutney . k r r i f t .  Gonrnmrnc 
Roduca Diviuon. Box 2691. Wet Palm Beuh,  FL 33402. 
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determine m aerosol size distribution. T h e e  authors 
applied the linear inversion techniqua developed by 
Phillips (1962) and Twomey (1963) to the problem of 
numerically solving the Fndhoh integral quation of 
the b n t  kind which a r k  in this problem. Although 
they d d y  demorutnted t h t  these numerical pro- 
cedun, are quite s u c c d u l  for obtaining size distri- 
butiona by remote sensing, other investigators more 
recently have still conthiued to estimate puameterr 
of model sue diruibutionr from spectral attenuation 
measurements (e.g., Quenzel, 1970; Shaw at d., 1973). 
Although these dtting proccdum a n  reasonably satis- 
factory, they are more restrictive than inversion pro- 
ccdura in that t!!ey assume that the atmospheric 
puticulata follow one of several possible analpticid 
distribu tiom. 
Crurl  (1971) presents m iterative method for 
numeridy inverting spectral attenuation data. Nter 
demorutrating the ruccnr of thia algorithm on spectral 
attenuauon cocfkienu generated for t h m  model rue 
distributiom, the size distributions obtained by inver- 
sion of two r d  data cur, arc presented. In order to 
accurately determine a e m l  rizc distributions from 
spectd o p t i d  depth measurements obtained from 
direct solar observations, it is necessary to collect 
optical depth mtuurtmenu over a sdc ien t  number 
of wavelengths tc obtain a good athalite of both the 
orone absorption and puticulrte o p t i d  deprhr 
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separately. In making these corrtctions, Gnr.1 (!8:!\ 
used tabulated values foc a model atmosphue in lieu of 
alternative observations. 
In the present invetigatiori an earlier theoretical 
study (Herman cl J., 1971) of a+r scattering 
intensities has been extended to the problem of inferring 
columnar aerosol size distributions by invexion of 
spcc'd optical depth mtasurrments. An 111venion 
forenula which e.xplicitly inuuda the magnitudes of 
the mnswment variances is derived and applied to 
optical depth mersurements obtained in Tuaon with 
a solar radiometer. Aerosol size distribution results 
have been obuiced for 57 days and the results of a 
representative selection an prese~ted, together with a 
dixussior of the relative frequency of occurredce of 
various type of distributions. Some of the practical 
dilEculties to be considered when inverting spectr;rl 
attencation measurements will be discussed. The most 
important of t h e  are the radii limits of m a b u m  
sensitivity and the particulate refractive index assumed 
in the inversion. 
2. Method of solution 
From wavelength measurements of the directly 
transmitted solar dux aensity as a function of solar 
zenith angle, one can obtain spectral val~;a of the 
particulate (Mie) optical depth (Shaw d id., 1973; 
gins and Byme, 1956). The spectral variation of >fie 
optical depth, designated ty(A), is produced through 
attenuation by ae r~  -91 and is primarily determined by 
the aerosol size dist..oution. Assuming that the atmo- 
spheric particulates can be modeled by equivalent 
spheres of known refractive index to a sdficimt degree 
of accuracy, the integral quation which reiata optical 
depth to an aerosol size distribution can be written u 
distribution, i.e., the number of putides per unit r m  
per unit radius interval in r vertical column through the 
rtmqhere. 
To dettnnine n,(r), the transform of (2) must bt 
obtained. Since an e.xprcssion for n,(r) annot  be 
written analytically as a function of the r.v(A; values, 
a numerical approach must be followed. Therefore, 
the integral in (2) is replaced by a summation over 
coarse intends in r, each of which is composed of 
several s u b i t e ~  as described by Herman et J. 
(1971) for the cue of the angular distribution of 
scattered light of one wavelength. In order to examine 
the specific kernel functions which result if that pro- 
cedure is applied to the present problem, we let n.(r) 
= h(r) f (r), where h(r) is a rapidly wq ing  funct;on of r, 
while f(r) is more slowly varying. Wick this substi- 
tution, Eq. (2) becoma 
where the limits of integration have bun  made finite 
with rt=r, and r,l=rc If f(r) is assumed constant 
wit'lin each coanc interval, a system of linear q u a -  
tions results which may be written as 
where r is an unknown error vector whose elements ti 
represent the deviation between measurement (g,) and 
theory E, A,JJ). Thh deviation arises from quadrature 
and messurcment erron, as well any uncertainties 
u to the exact form of the kernel function [.in this a, 
*.=.(r,h,m)l. 
Returning to (3), it follows chat the elements of (4) 
art given by 
l a  = tx(ht), i-1.2, ..., p, 
where rr(r,z)dr is the heightdependent aeroxli number 
density in the mdiw range r to r+dr; m the complex .1+1 
refractive index of the aerosol particles; h the wave A =  d&(r,A..m)h(r)&, j-1, 2, . . ., p, (5) 
length of the incident illumination; and Q,,(r,A,m) the 
extinction efficiency factor from Mie theory. The effects 
of wssible variations of the ~articuiate refractive index ft = f (r,), 
wih wavelength and particl; radius will be dimmed in whem ?,  the midpoinu coanc intemds. Section 4. In the present formulation. the aerosol is (;) PI ,uadntwe mults ia e-vrorion 
consist of h o ~ e n e o w  qherica' dda similar to that o b t e ~ e d  by Herman ct al. (1971) where 
which are nondispenive over the wavelengt age of thek we jhting functloru ivk, =h(rk,)Ark, in the the obacrvations. Performing :he height in, .t . auon, terminology used here and r k ,  are the midpoint radii Eq. (1) can be rewritten as 
of the subintervals. 
In terms of an integral over x=logt, Eq. (3 may be 
(2) rewritten as 
where n,(r) is the unknow? columnar aerosol sue A a i - l :  K(xX)ds, (6) 
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where defined by Twomey (1963) as 
Eqs. (6) and (7) an those obtained by Yammoto 
and Tuuka (1969) if h(r) takes the form of a Junge 
(1955) k c  distribution, 
with V* ruumed to have a value of 3.0. 
Phillips (1962) and Twomey (1965) have discussed 
the instability in the solution vector f which results if 
(4) is directly ~ l v e d  by minimizing Ei t,'. Phillips 
suggested that, due to ever-present error, a constraint 
be added that discrimha t a  against such instabii ty. 
In order to select a physical solution among the family 
of solutions which satisfy (4), Phillips introduced a 
smoothing constraint such that the sum of the squares 
of the second derivatives of the solution points is 
. .  . 
mrnlmlud. For a quadrature of qua1 division, the 
solution vector f is obtained by minimizing a perform- 
ance function Q, debed  as 
where y is some non-negative Lagmge multiplier. 
Minimizing Q with respect to the unknown i h  coeffi- 
cients, when r equals zero, is equivalent to making 
an unrei;hted least-squares fit to the data. 
Since it is further known that some of the r ~ ( A i )  
measurements are more precise than others, it is de- 
sirable to include that a pia' information in the mathe- 
matical formalism. For the oue in which the 
measurements are correlated with known covarianca 
gW,, a more genera1 fonn of (9) would be 
where C,, is an element of the measurement covariance 
matrix C whose elements are given by C,,=d,. This 
follows from the Gauss-Markov t'mrem in the absecce 
of a constraint (see, e.g., Liebelt, l%i), and thus the 
min imu value of Q represents the statistically opti- 
mum estimate of f. 
Follawing the method suggested by Twomey (1963) 
whereby the performance function is differentiated 
with respect to each of the f~ coefficients, a set of 
simultaneous quations  result^ which may be written as 
where BI, is aa element of the smoothing matrix H 
The series of quations in ( 1 1 )  can be written in matrix 
form as 
-ATC-Lt+7Hf =O, (15) 
where Af is the transpose of A. Eliminating c between 
(4) and (13) leads to the solution 
For the case in which the statistical errors in the 
measurements are assumed qua i  and uncorrelated, C 
reduces to PI, where s represents the constant mu 
error and I is the identity matti.. With this assumption, 
Eq. (14) reduces to the form derived by Twomey 
(1943). 
For the attenuation problem considered here, the 
statistical errors in the measurements are assumed 
uncorrelated but knc vn to be unequal (King and 
Byme, 1916). ;is a consequence of this, the covariance 
matrix becomes diagonal with elements given by 
C,, = dy (h.)6,,, where 6,, is the Kronecker delta func- 
tion. This gives a relative weighting to each of the 
measurements, placing greater emphasis cn those 
measurements which have the smdest error ban. 
With C dedned in this manner, Eq. (14) is equivalent 
to making a weighted least-squares fit t t  the data 
subject to a constraint. 
Initially, a zmthorder weighting function h@"'(r) 
is assumed in (5) from which first-order f(ll(?,) va!ua 
are computed with the aid of (I?' Since the solution 
vector f f i )  represents a modifying factor to the assumed 
form of hio'(r), the f"'(t,) values are then used to 
calculate a kt-order weighting function, h'"(r), which 
better represe:its the size distribution than the initially 
assumed weighting function. The first-order weighting 
functior, is then substituted back into (5) from which 
a secondorder f") is obtained through (14). This 
iterative procedure is continued until a stable result 
is obtained (Herman el al., 197 1). 
Two advantages result from separating the size 
distribution function into two parts a; described above. 
The most obvious advantage is that the quadrature 
erro: which resuits from (31, when / ( r )  is assumed 
constant in each coarse interval, will be less the better 
h(r) comes to describing the sue distribution. In fact, 
if the weighting function represents the size distri- 
bution exactly, f will be a vector whose elements are 
unity (Herman et d., 1371). The second advantage, 
though less obvioru, is equally important. Since the 
smoothing cons train t minimizes the second deriva tiva 
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of the solution points on a l i w  rale, it is a much 
more appropriate constraint in usa in which f(f,) is 
nearly constant. Since the columnar size distribution 
typially varies over many ordm of magnitude, a 
d imt  invenion for H,(v) would consist of miaimking 
curvature of a function which im2liatly has luge 
curvature. A Junge distxibution, for example, is 
nearly a delta function for large value of r* on a linear 
xPle m d  hence has large curvature, wen though it has 
zero curvature on a log s d e  (Twmey, pem,naI 
communication). 
For the results presented in this paper, the initial 
weighting functions were assumed to have the form of a 
Junge size distribution given by (8). In practice, several 
M w n t  value of v* are used to calculate the zeroth- 
order weighting functicn G d  the 6nal mults after 
successive iterations are intercompad. One test of 
the procedure is the similarity of the rtsults sbtained 
when ditlerent values of v* are used. This point will 
further be addressed in the next section. 
In performing the inversion described above, it is 
necessary to select a value for y. Smce y enters (14) 
in a manner such that elements of y H are to be added 
to ATC-'A to produce the desired smoothing, the 
magnitude of yHk J (AfC-'A)&, is of importance, not 
the magnitude of y alone. In selecting y, therefore, 
y,.~=yl?l~'(ATC-lA)~l is aUowed to vary in the range 
l(r to 1 until a minimum value of 7-1 is reahed for 
which all elements of the solution vector f are positive 
(i-e., negative values of the dements of f constitute 
an unphysical solution). 
3. Aerosol size distribution results 
The method for determining the columnar aerosol 
size distribution described in the preceding section 
has been d e d  out at the University of Arizona 
since August 1975. The >lie optical depth measure 
menu have been determined by the method described 
by King and Byme (1976). In this procedure the ozone 
absorption optical depths, and hence totd ozone con- 
tent of the atmosphere, are inferred from the spectral 
variation of totd optical depth in the visible and near 
infrued wavelength regions. Using the 01 absorption 
optical depths determined in this manna, the d u e s  
of the Mie optical depth are obtained by subtacting 
the molrmlu scattering and estimated 01 absorption 
contributions from the total o p t i d  depth. At the 
praent time invemons have been carried out for 57 
Merent days of which the results of a reprtsentative 
selection are pmen td  below. For consistency of 
presentation, all inversions were performed assuming 
the complex refractive indes of the aerosol partide, 
w u  wavdength and size independent and given by 
m= 1.45- 0.00i. .Although this value war arbitrarily 
d a t e d ,  there is considerable evidence that the real 
put of tbt index of refraction lia somewhere between 
1.33 (pure water) and 1.54 (s;licate particIa) as - 
dimmed by Ysmunoto and Tanaka (1969) and others. 
The results of a combined d i m t  sampling and m t e  
sensing e-ynriment over Tuaon in Xovembcr 1974 
arc sugllwtive of a ml index between 1.40 and 1.45 
for the aerosol particles (Reagm et d., 1957). This 
refractive index is in good agreement with the refrac- 
tive index of HIS04-b HtO droplets which comprised 
about ma of the particles analyzed by the electron 
microscope in this e.qeriment (Reagan et al., 19ii). 
The effect of 9 i n g  the refractive index assumed in 
the inversion procedure w a  addrcssed by Yamamoto 
aad Tanaka (1969) when it was shown that the inverted 
sizt distribution maintains its shape under va.rious 
values OE refractive index when m= 1.0. The validity of 
this result for indices of refraction between 1.45 -md 
1.54 will be esamined in Section 4. 
Optical depth measurements made at between six 
and eight different wavelengths ranging between 0.4400 
and 1.0303 rm have been used in the size distribution 
determinations to be presented bdow. Due to both the 
extinction cross sections (which increase significantly 
with radius) and the number densities of the natural 
aerosol p rddes  (which normally decrease with radius), 
this spectral region of the attenuation measurements 
limits the radius range of maxim-m sensitivity to the 
large and giant aerosol particles only (O.lzrs4.0 
rm). .Uthough this matter has been considered by 
Yamamoto and Tanaka (1969) for both Junge- and 
Groodcock-type aerosol sue distributions, it is ery 
important to realize that there is no absolute ~ d e  which 
determines the radii limits having the most signikant 
contribution to the attenuation measurements. .%s 
w i l l  be shown in the nest section, this radius range is 
dependent on both the form of the size distribution 
function and the values of the Mie extinction cross 
sations over the radius range Since the size Gtr i -  
bution function is not known in advmce, it is apparent 
that occasional trial and error is required in order to 
determine the radius range over which the inversion 
caa be performed. 
It is convenient, for purposes of illustration, to 
categorize the inversion mulu according to both the 
fonn of the columnar aerosol size distribution and the 
spectral dependence of the &fie optical depths. In lieu 
of n.(r) or, quivalently, d.V,/dr, the size distribution 
r a J u  are presented in terms of d.\.',, d logr, represent- 
ing the number of partides per unit area per unit log 
ndiw i n t d  in a vertical column through the atmo- 
sphere. In molt cases the columnar ae:osol size distri- 
butions can be classified in terms of three different 
types of distributions (although gradations between 
two different types are occasionally observed makulg 
thii classification somewhat arbitrary). .in example 
of the tirst type is illustrated in Fig. ; for 13 August 
1955, a day for which the spectral >fie optical depth 
measurements very nearly follow Angstrdrn's (1929) 
empirical formula given by r!d(A) -3A-'. The observed 
Jlie optical depth and corresponding standard devia- 
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Frc. 1.  O k d  )fie optiul depths and nthated sire diitributiolu for 13 August 1915. The three diitribution curves on 
the right reprcxnt the mutts dierent initid wtlghting functions (see t a t )  while the cum on the left indicrta the 
rrgrruion fit to the data ruing the inverted size disuibu;ioar. 
tions are shown in the left partion of the figure while 
the size distributions obtained by inverting t h e  data 
for three initial v* cases are shown in the right portion. 
The solid curve in the left portion indicatu how the 
inverted size dijtributions are able to reproduce the 
r."(A) measurements (it., the direct problem t=Af). 
In applying the ihvenion procdure described in the 
preceding section, seveal different initial Junge 
distribution parameters v* are assumed in formulating 
the zeroth-order weighting functions h'o)(r) so that 
the nsuiu after subsequent iterations can be inter- 
compared. In practice, a best.6t value for the hgstr6m 
turbidity coefficient a is determined from the observed 
values of ru(A) bv linear least-squara methods, from 
which a corresponding v* value h determined from the 
well-kuown relationship v* = a+ 2 .  Inversions are then 
perfarmed for three Merent values of the Junge 
parameter about this value (k., v*-0.5, v* and 
v*+O.5). For the data case illustrated in Fig. 1 a= 1.53, 
and thus inversions were performed using the initial 
values ve=3.05 ,3 .33  and 4.05 as indicated in the right- 
hand figure. It is readily apparent that all initial values 
of the weighting functions k(o) (r!  were able to be 
perturbed such that the rnulu after subsequent 
iterations yielded solutions quite independent of the 
P; initid "PM. " 
The aerosol size distributions illustrated in Fig. 1 
can k t  be described a s  crnstituting either Junge or 
two-slope types of size distributions. They have been 
observed on approdrnately WO of all days examined 
thus far. Fig. 2 illustrates the spectral optical depth 
measuremenu and corresponding sue distributions for 
three additional days , -d 29 August and 29 October, 
1973) where only on* 'bution function is shown 
for each day. In dl L. .tees the sensitivity to the 
initial weighting function 5 O'(r! was negligible. The 
Mie optical depth data for cases of this t ~ p e  aha-3 
tend to exhibit linear or slightly positive curved 
spectral dependences of logr.v(A) vs IogA with relatively 
steep dopes (a-1.2) and relatively high rurbidities 
[ ~ ~ ( 0 . 6 1 2 0  pm) -0.08 1. The one-to-one correspondence 
between the slope of the data (a) and the slope of the 
inverted size distribution (v*) is readily apparent on 
e.samination of Fig. 2. 
On occasions when the Mie optical depths art small, 
ry(X) tends generally to increase with wavelength 
(i.e., a<O.OO). On most of these occasions th'e spectral 
Mie optical depth measurements e.xhibit negative 
curvature. .4n e.xample of this type ip illustrated m 
Fig. 3 for the data of 24 October 1975. In a similar 
monnv to the method described above, an Angsodm 
"vrbidity coefficient waa estimated from the data to be 
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a- -0.27, and thus inversions were performed using 
weighting functions having 3itial Junge parameters 
vo= 1.23, 1.i3 and 2.23. I t  is readil- apparent on 
examination of Fig. 3 that distinctly non-Junge sue  
distributions result from data of this type. This is not 
unexpected since the tendency for negative curvature 
on the part of the data suggests an absence of both 
small and large particles. 
The three diflereat sizt distributions illustrated in 
Fig. 3 indicate a relative insensitivity to the choice 
of the Junge parameter in the initial weighting functions 
except in the radius range where little retrievable 
information e.sisa. The inversioa result presented here 
was speufically selected because it dearly demonstrates 
that the inversion procedure is capabie of perturbing 
the initial guess as required. Moot data (but not all) 
do not necessitate such a drastic alteration of the initial 
weighting function hio'(?) .  .U day for which the >lie 
optical depths exhibit ~egative curvature wt.ile in- 
creasing with wavelength produce inverted site distri- 
bt-tiom which are relatively monodisperse, ; r ~  is the 
case with the data of Fig. 3. These t p e s  of distributions 
have been observed on approximateiy 3W0 of all days 
ermined thus far. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the spectral optical depth measure- 
menu and corresponding site distributions for 12 
XovemLtr 1975 and 6 and 15 May 1977, days for 
loor 
b a a -  
O8'A 
which the r w ( ~ )  data increase with wavelength. In all 
instances the inverted sue distributions are relatively 
monodisperse in character with very little sensitivity 
to the initial weighting function h'"(r). Data of this 
t lpe  are often diificult to invert due to the problems 
associated with determining the radius range having 
the major contribution to the attenuation measure- 
menu. For this reason it is frequently necessary to 
invert a data set several different times with slight 
alterations in the radius range. To this end, the agree- 
ment between distributions having different initial 
weighting functions atfords a very convenient subjec- 
tive test of stability. Sone of the attenuation measure- 
menu over the Chesapeake Bay (Knestrick rl  ul., 
1962) which were considered by Samarnoto and 
Tanaka (1969) showed any spectral dependencies 
similar to Figs. 3 and 4. The large Junge parameter 
( u 9 =  3.0) w d  ir! their weighting functions would 
probably have made it more difficult to invert any 
data of this type had they occurred. 
S o t  all spectral optical depth measurements which 
eshibit negative curvature or negative .\ngstrom 
turbidity coeflicients [i.c., r v(A r increases as a function 
oi 11 show quite as dramatic a monoC,,xne character 
to the size distributions as the data of Figs. 3 and 4. 
Fig. 5 illustrates the spectral optical depth measurements 
and corresponding size distributions for 10 October 
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FIG. 2. Okrved Sfie optical depths and estimated size distributions for 
7 August. 29 Augwt and 29 October, 1975. 
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FIG 7. in in*. 2 acrpt for meuunmurt, on four conrccutive days from 3 a 6 November 1975. - 
1975,30 March 1976 and 15 June 1977. On thest days 
(as well u several otbus) the rw(A) measurements had 
characteristic negative curvature resulting in size 
dktriiutions which tended to be peaked but quite 
broad and rrymmetric. There appevs to be corre- 
spotdence between the dope of the raw@) measure- 
menu at the short wavelengths and the radius at 
which thr distribution attains a maximum. The Mie 
o p t i d  depth measurements which produce this second 
drss of distributions (type 11) aie typically very d 
[1r(0.6120 ~ ) - 0 . 0 3 ]  with i b g s ~ m  turbidity 
d c i e n t s  which arc typically negative (a- -0.23). 
The single data are of 30 March 1976 (see Fig. 5) 
deviates -the most from thue values, rad the corre- 
rponding size distniution could equally well be cate- 
gorizcd as a type I (Junge-type) distribution, thus 
making dadcation according to three distinct typu 
romewhat arbitrary. 
Perhap the most interesting distribution type which 
hu been observed thus far is one for which the spectni 
optical depth v a l ~ a  re intermediate between the large 
turbidities of type I and the d turbiditia of type 
11. On occasions when the Mie optical depths are 
intermediate in magnitude Cry(0.6120 rm)*0.05], 
?*(A) ten& g e n d y  to decrease with wavelength 
(a-0.5) but with positive curvature. An e.ample of 
thir type (which will be referred to u type 111) b 
i l l m t e d  in Fig. 6 for the data of 20 November 1971. 
On this day the h g s t r ~ r n  turbidity coefficient was 
estimated to be 0.21, and thus inversions were per- 
formed using Junge distribution initial weighting 
functions with u L = l . 7 1 ,  2.21 and 2.71. Fig. 6 dearly 
drn~onstrates that not only do non-Junge aerosol sue 
distributions result but that the inversion procedure 
is quite apable of perturbing the initial weighting 
functions h"J)(r) as required. .U days for which the Mie 
optical depths exhibit relatively small, but positive, 
'Angstram turbidity coe5cieno with positive curvature 
imply aerosol size distributions wnich can be repre- 
sented as a combination of a power law ( t g e  I) and a 
relatively monodisperse (type XI) distribution, as is the 
are with the data of Fig. 6. Thee types of distributions 
have heen observed on about 3Wo of the days e.uunined 
thus far. It ia consistent with the present raults, 
however, to consider t m  I and I1 to be subsets of 
the more genurl type of distribution shown-in Fig. 6 
since d distributions can be represented by a combina- 
tion of type I and I1 where the relative concentrations 
of thew two typa vary in space and time. 
Fig. 7 illustrata the spectral optical depth measure- 
menu and corresponding aerosol size distributions for 
an episode of four consecutive days in Xovember 1953. 
Xote in puticulnr that tw(A) for the three longest 
mveleng*Lhr is very similar in shape for all four days 
.as is the size distribution function for the larger par- 
tides. However, the s l o p  ol the t.w(A) rnmuremenu 
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at the shorter wav~cngths are directly carrelated 
with the dopa of the Junge p u t  of the a e m l  size 
distributions at the smder radii. 
The resulting twoiomponent size distributions shown 
in Fi .  6 and 7 are consistent with the production 
mechanisms of atmospheric a e m l  particles. Those 
partides with radii S0.j rm ue productd by a com- 
b i t i o n  of nudeation from the gu phase and subse- 
quen t coagulation. Particles having radii 2 1.0 m are 
principally the result of mechanical and wind streucs 
at the earth's surface. I t  is known from aerosol physics 
that these production meclturisms are not very dective 
in the 0.5-1.0 rm range, and thus it is not surprising 
that a separation of two regions might sometimes be 
observed. A more complete discussion of aerosol physics 
can be found in Twomey (19i7). A review of the 
multimodal nature of size distributions and their 
physical characteristics is given by Whitby (1978). 
Curcio (1W1) assumed that the atmospheric particu- 
ia ta  were composed of such a twocomponent system 
with the smaller partida given by a Junge distribution 
and the larger aaa by a Woodcock or Gaussian dirrtri- 
bution. Most of the spectral attenuation measurements 
he presented, as well as theoretical computations using 
this model, have wavelength characteristics similar to 
those presented above for wavelengths in the visible 
and near-infrared regions. Curdo similarly found that 
2 am- 
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the bigher attenuation data c a n  tended to be domi- 
nated by Junge-type aerosol size distributions in 
oscntid agreement with the results presented above. 
Although Yomarnoto and Tanaka (1969) inverted 
data with wavelength doracteristia similar to those 
in Figs. 6 and 7, their inversions show none of the 
bimodal characteristics which we have observed. This 
may be partly due to their representing the sue distri- 
butions on a scale of n(r) or dN:'dt, rather than 
d X j d  lop, which tends to stretch the appearance of the 
distributions. 
As pointed out earlier, gradations between dear-cut 
distribution types occasionally occur, making classifi- 
cation into three distinct categories somewhat arbitrary. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the spectral optical degth measure- 
menu and corresponding size distributions for 1 and 
3 November 1976 and 18 May 1977, days for which the 
aerosol size distributions are very simiiar and the 
optical depth data shorv very subtle curvature differ- 
ences. In estimating the relative frequencies of 
abundance, the size distribution for 3 November 19i6 
was considered to be partly tipe I and partly typt 111, 
while that for 18 >lay 1977 was considered to be type I. 
The distribution on 13 Slay 1977, in particular, could 
have been placed with some justification in any of the 
t h m  categories. 
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Some of the practical difficulties usocialed with 
obtaining satisfactory size distribution determinations 
from inversion of attenuation coeffiaents u a function 
of wavelength or rngular scattering intensities u a 
function of scmttering angle have been discussed by 
vuiow investipton (e.g., Yamrmoto and Tmaka, 
1969; Dave, 1971). Two aspects of the remote stnsing 
determination of aerosol size dist+butions, namely, 
'the radii limits of madmum sensitivity and the usumed 
index of refraction of the atmospheric aerosol particles, 
ue worth reexamining in the context of the present 
investigation. The necessity of weighting the kernel 
by a modifying function h(r), u well as the need to 
s a l e  the Lagrange multiplier y according to the 
magnitude of one of the elements of the matrix AT C-'A, 
hrs been discussed previously. 
In Section 3 it was pointed out that the radius range 
of the atmospheric particulate which contributes the 
most significantly to the Mie optical depth measure- 
ments is itxlf a function of the aerosol size distribution 
to be determined. In order to see why this should be 
the cue, consider the contribution function r(r,A) 
dedatd as 
I  
:k n 
; ' 1 1  1 I,: t 
I :  i 
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Fro. 9. Contribution function r(r.A) u r function of log r and 
h for (a) the aerosol rue distribution or 2 1  Octobcr 1975 (see 
Fi. 3) a d  (b) the aerorol sue distribution of 20 Sovember 1975 
(ace Fig. 6). 
With this definition, 
and thus the integral under a curve of r(r,X) vs log. 
represents the regression fit to the r y(.\) measurement 
for the spectral band which h centertd at  A. The 
contribution function defined here is >imilar to the 
probability density function defined by Fnser (19i5). 
Howwer Fraser ws a unit volume particle size 
distribution based on dS dr, and normalizes the 
extinction cross section by the resulting attenuation 
cmffiaent. 
Fig. 9a illustrates the contribution function r(r,X) 
as a function of logr for the columnar aerosol size 
distribution of 24 October 1975 ( v ' =  2.23 case of Fig. 3) 
and for four diEerent wavelengths (O.UOO, 0.6120, 
0.87li and 1.0303 rn) on this day. Fig. 9a indicates 
that the radii which contribute to the spectral hlie 
optical depth measurements on 24 October 1975 are 
restricted to lie in the range 0.15 rrn5 16 3.0 ME. With 
this type of distribution (i.e., type I1 where r \I incream 
with wavelength), it generally follows that tlie radi-a 
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FIG. 10. Inversion solutions obUined for simulated %(A) data 
computed for an urorol size distribution having r combination 
of Juge  plus log-normal composites and r refractive index of 
m- 1.34-Q00i. The refractive indicn wumed in the invenions 
uc indicated in the 6gun. 
Id -  \* 
range for which there is significant contribution to the 
lo.- 
opticd depth measurements is more restricted than 
for other distribution types. Attempting to perform 
m inversion for radii be-eond this sensitive region 
mul~ in an unstable, highly oscillatory and hence 
unphysical solution. .4s a consequence, some trial and 
error h usually rquired in order to isolate the proper 
radius interval. Therefore, for a set of optical depth 
'\ 
measurtnienu over a given spectral range, it does not 
necusuily follow that the upper and lower limits for 
sensitivity are b e d  u implied by Yamamoto and 
Tvuka (1969) but instead v a n ,  depending on the 
form of the unknown size distribution. 
k an example of this, a very difierent contribution 
function is obtained for the more ty~ical  composite 
size distributions having both Junge- and iog-normal 
type components !type 111). Fig. 9b illustrates the 
contribution function fcr the size distriburion of 20 
Sovember 1975 ( v b =  2.71 case of Fig. 6 ) .  The contri- 
bution functio;~ in the ndius intervd 0.4 r m , < r s  4.0 
rm is primor* produced by the log-normd part oi 
the aerosol sue distribution and therefore bu a form 
similar (although shifted to larger radii\ LO tile contri- 
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bution function of Fig. 9a. This demonstrate that a 
distribution with a greater abundance of large particle 
a n  have the bcnedt of extending the range of maximum 
w j t i v i t y  to somewhat larger radii than wodd other- 
w i x  be detectable were the distribution simply Junge 
with rneuurements extending only to A- 1.0 Irm. The 
contribution function a t  the shorter radii is due pri- 
rnaiily to the Junge part of the aerosol size distribution 
and therefore depeads on both the effective u* value 
and the constant of the Junge distribution at these 
radii. Since the inverted aerosol size distributions for 
20 Novemter 1975 (and in fact most dirtributions of 
type III) were obtained by ururnit~g a minimum radius 
of 0.1 rm, the contribution function below 0.1 rm 
represents only what would be observed were the slope 
of the Junge part of the sue distribution extended to 
d e r  radii. k Fig. 9b illustrates, significant contri- 
bution to the optical depth measurements could be 
produced below 0.1 rrn a t  the shorter wavelengths. 
However, m integral over the extended radius range 
of I'(r,X) would produce a wavelength dependence of 
+ r ( A )  which no longer hu the gentle slope with well- 
developed positive curvature that is observed. This 
implies that thr aerosol sit: distribution cannot 
continue with such a large slope ( u * )  for radii C0.l r m  
but must decrease a t  some point not far below 0.1 rm. 
The aerosol sue distributions of type 111 are therefore 
bimodal with the radius of the lint maximum being 
5 0 . 1  rm, but with thespecific radius being undetectable 
with spectral attenuation measurements at  visible and 
near-infrared wavelengths. 
The bimodal size distributions of t!pe I11 are not 
normally a~ difficult to invert as those of type I1 but 
they do have certain idiosyncrmics of their own. If 
inversions are attempted using an upper radius which 
is too large (or occasionally too small), instabilitir, 
develop such that subsequent iterations ~roduce mcre 
and more parbcles a t  the larger ndii. LVhen this 
occurs, the number of particles in the region between 
the Junge and log-normal parts of the size distr~bution 
are t!~ically at  a minimum. The inversion result 
within this intermediate region is intrinsicall!: unstable 
if the number densities are small enough so that little 
contribution is made to the resultant optical depths. 
Both instabilities were found ro be criticall!. dependent 
on the value of the upper radius limit. .A radius range 
of 0.1 rm<r<4.O r m  b normally the most stable for 
data of this t>pe (when mverting with m = 1.43-0.00i). 
When the proper radius range is isola ed, all c~ 
h~ving different initial Junge distribut,or, weighting 
functions, as reil as 311 iterations within each case, are 
stable and similar as seen upon esamlnation oi Fig. 6. 
The sensitivit:; of tile inverted size distribution 
:o index of refraction ?as been treated anal!.:ic~II!. 
b!. Yamamoto and Tcnaka 11969'. T,'sing van dr Hulst'j 
(1957'1 anomalous diffraction theory, Y~rnamoto and 
Tanaka showed that the inverted aerosol size dktri- 
butions maintain their shape under various indices of 
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refraction (shifting slightly in both mabnitude and 
radius). Representing the refractive index u a complex 
number m-n-n' and extending Yamamoto and 
TIEUJU's (1969) results to a scale of d.V,(r)/d logr, it 
a n  be shown that 
d ~ * f 3  n- 1 ?dNe(rI  
I)- -0 . (17) d l o p  0.54 d logr 
In this expression d.\.',(r),id logr represents the dzc 
distribution obtained for n- 1.54 and d.i7,[O.S4r,' 
(n- l ) ] / d  l o p  represent* the size distribution obtained 
for a different real refracive index n where the radius 
L scaled as indicated. PVithrn the limits of applicab~lity 
of the anomalous drffraaion approximation, this 
expression is strictly app1ica.de when r (n-1) 5 held 
fixed for both invenions.] 
Ia order to see how well this performs for refractive 
indices betveen 1.45 and 1.54, w; considered an aerosol 
rite distributioc consiiting of a combi~ation of Junge 
and log-normal compcnents for radii between 0.02 and 
10.0 rm. Assuming thrt  this distribution function is 
applicable for rnm 1.54-0.00i, Jlie optical depths were 
then computed at  each of seven wavelengths between 
0.4400 and 1.0303 pm. T h a e  valua of t w ( X )  were 
uxd without the addition of random error to determine 
particle size distributions by the method described in 
Section 2 ior m= 1.54-0.00i, 1.45-0.00i and 1.45 
-0.03i. For t h e  inversions the radii limit< didered 
from that of the true distribution as described by the 
dhcussion on radius sensitivi:y. The results are pre- 
sented in Fig. 10 where the solid curve represents the 
usumed model distribution and the broken curves are 
the results of computation (inversroni for the refraciive 
indices indicated. Ti.: spectral optical drpth calcula- 
tions, although not e.sptidtly illustrated, e.shibit the 
c h u a c t d t i c  wavelength dependence expected for this 
type of size distribution ii.e., Little wavelength ciepen- 
dence but with positive curvature). 
I t  can be on examination of Fig. 10 that the 
invenion result for the refracti-~e index m= 1.54-0.W 
agrees very well with the model distribution, particu- 
luiy for ~ 2 0 . 1 6  rm. This is due to the fact thr t  the 
refractive index assumed in the model distribution 
when generating the data is the some as tha used in 
the invenion. The deviation which d o e  occur between 
the true and computed distribution is due primarily 
to truncating the lower radius assumed in the invenion 
(in thh case r.-0.07 rm and rb=3.5 H ~ I .  Extension 
of the lower radius much leu than that .ued in this 
cxample, however, would lead to irutalr~li~~rs in the 
invenion. 
Fig. 10 suggests that the inverted size distributions 
obtained when n- 1.45 (for r.mO.08 rm, r , -4.M rm) 
are quite similar regardless oi the imagulary part of 
the complex refractive index !at least when ~ $ 0 . 0 3 ) .  
I t  is similarly apparent that the shapes of the sue 
distributions for n- 1.45 and n- 1.54 are similar as 
suggested by Yamamoto and Tanaka (1969).  The 
reduction in magnitude and the shift to larger radii 
which does occur as the real part of the refractive index 
decreases is irl essential agreement with that of (17). 
Although no random error wm added to the simu- 
lated measurements, the same wt of data was used 
in performing inveniocs with all three refractive indica. 
This type of analysis has been performed for several 
other types of &e~owl s i x  distributions, including 
Junge and log-normal, and the results indicate that 
( i7)  is able to explain the major differences in the 
invenion for al! three refractive indica considered. 
Ad~t iona l  sensitivity analy~is using real data and a 
wider range of aerosoi refractive indices is required to 
fully esami,~e the probirm of potential refractive 
index biases in the retrieval of aerosol size distribution 
from spectrsl attenuation measurements. 
The effect of variatiohs of the refractive index with 
wavelength and, or particle size has not been considered 
in the present in-latigation. Although these effects 
are not e.xpected to be significant for most aerosol 
systems, one can imagine situations in which these 
effects can be large. Cillcspie rt d. (1978) considered 
the effects of an atmospheric aerosol consisting uf small 
particles with one refractive index (m11.8-0.5;) and 
large and giant particles with anoti~er refractive index 
(m= 1.5-0.G). They computed the volume extinction 
coefticrent at  three wavelengths between 0.55 and 
1.06 urn and compared the r a u l u  with those of a 
model with the same sue distribution and r single 
refractive index (m- 1.50-0.005i). Their results 
indicate that the dfference in the extinction coelticient 
between the models is small with differences of 15% 
at  0.55 um and only at  1.06 pm. This effect would 
alter slightly the inverted size distribution result of the 
large aerosol particles (0.1 S r 5  1.0 rm) while having 
Little effect on the sue distribution of the giant partides 
(rZ1.0 m). For a leu dramatic difference in the 
particulate refractive index with size range the W e r -  
enca  in the extinction coedicient (or opi,cal depth) 
computed with a mean refractive index will be even 
further reduced. 
5. Summary and conclusions 
.in iwrenion solution to the Linear sytcm of equa- 
tions g- Af has been derived which e.splidtly considers 
the magnitude of the standard deviations in a set of 
rneasruements g. Tlris formula [Eq. (14)] has been 
applied to !he problem oi d e t e r m k g  the columnar 
aerosoi size ckstribution from spectral measuremenu of 
the particulate (liie'r optical depth in the wavelength 
region 0.- rm< h < 1.0.30.3 pm. .4n iterative method 
of solution is described whereby an estimate of the sue 
distnbution is included in the elements of the A matrix. 
With this procedure, the inve-ted solution butor  f 
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mounts  to a modifying function to the assumed form 
d the size distribution. 
As demonstrated by the family of curves in the right 
portion of Fip. 1, 3 and 6, this iterative slgorilhm 
ia quite capable of perturbing the initial estimate of 
the size distribution PI required. In all instances 
three different Junge size distributions had been initially 
urumed so that the results after subsequent iterations 
could be intercompared. T a t s  with both real and 
generated spctrai  measurements of the Mie optical 
depth indicate that this method of solution is quite 
capable of inverting a wide variety of observation types. 
The only difficulty which normally a r k  is in selecting 
the radius range hkving the major contribution to the 
measurements. 
The subject of radii limits has been discussed in some 
detail in Section 4 where it was shown that the radii 
which contribute most significantly to the magnitude 
of the Mie optical depth measurements vary somewhat 
with b e  type of the sue distribution to be retrieved. 
Satisfactory sue distribution determinations can norm- 
ally be obtained for the radii range 0.10 r m <  r<  <.O pm 
when m,wuremenu are available for wavelengths 
throughout the visible and near-infrared regions. The 
greatest difficulty arises when the size distribution is a 
relatively monodisperse distribution contained in a 
narrow radius interval around 0.5 urn. C'ncertainties 
in the complex refractive index have been found to 
have little efect on ihe spectral attenuation problem, 
particularly with regard to absorption, as illdstrated 
by the family of curves in Fig. 10. 
Columnar aerosol sue distl-ibutions have been deter- 
mined by inversion of spectral JIie optical depth 
measuremenu for 57 days in Tucson, Arizona. The 
opt% depth measurements and corresponding aerosol 
size dbuibutions are illustrated in Figs. 1-8 for a few 
of these days. The results generally indicate (at least 
for 120.1 m) that the aerosol size distribuuon on a 
paricular day can be represented either as a Junge 
distribution (type I ) ,  a relatively monodisperse distri- 
bution such as a log-nclrmal or gunma distribution 
(typc II) ,  or as a two-component system consisting oi 
a c:,mbination of hoth of thee  types (type 111). 
Type I distributions have been observed on 2Wo of 
the &p e-xamined thus far while tj-pes I1 and I11 have 
been observed on ayr~rximately 30 and 5Wo of the 
&)r, respectively. I'he type I distributions occur 
munly in the fall m d  late spring in Tucson when the 
optiui  depths are the lugest [t.~(0.61?0) =0.08] and 
when the spectral 0p:ic.d depth measurements exhibit 
linear or slightly potitive curvature on a  log^,^ vs logA 
s a l e  with relatively steep slopes ( a s  1.2). Tjpz I1 
diruibctions, on the i:iiier hand, occur in the late fall 
m d  early summer shen the optical depths are the 
lowest [ s . ~  (0.6120) 40.031. Under these circmtances 
ry(X) ten& generally to increw with wavelength 
(a=-0.21 while e.dubiting negative c w a t u r e  on a 
1ogr.v vs log.+ scale. The size ciistributions oi type I11 
occur throughout the winter months when virtually 
no distributions of t-ypvpa I aiid I1 occur. These distri- 
butions occur when the optical depths are intermediate 
in magnitude [s.~(0.612O)-O.OS], the Anptt6m slope 
a r 0 . 5 ,  and the 1ogr.w measurements s h o ~  positive 
curvature as a function of logh particularly a t  the longer 
wavelengths. Both the distributions anc; the optical 
dcpths of this type appear to be combinations of types 
I and 11. 
Curcio (1961) found that the majority of his obscr- 
vations of attenuation coeficient along a horizontal 
path in the Chesapeake Bay a:ea could best be described 
as rndting from a combination of type I and type I1 
distriblitions (i.e., type 111). He also determined that 
larger optical depths resulted from Junge-tlpe sue 
distributions. This is in support of .he results obtained 
in the present investigation for vertical attenuation at  
a cliff erent location. Radgaraian (1972) investigated 
the Angstrom wavelength exponent for 520 observations 
at Poona, India. His results are in agreement with 
those reported here in that t i e  lowest (near zero) a 
values occurred on occasions of lowest turbidity. 
Rangaajan's (1972) median value of 0.5 is the same 
as our type I11 distributions, those found to occur the 
most frequently. 
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Wid i m  C. S. A. 
Determination of the Ground Albedo and the Index of Absorption 
of Atmospkeric Particulates by Remote Sensing. Part I : Theory1 
(Mmuraipt received 31 May 1918, in dnrl form 26 September 19i8) 
ABSTRACT 
A statistical technique io developd for infcniq the optimum values of tke ground albedo and the 
effective h a g b a y  term of the complex refractive indu of rtmcspheric partiah- s. The procedure 
compua mesufcmenb of the mtio of thc hemispheric diffrw to dimtly -mittcd w a r  ilux density 
at the cuth'r surface with n d i t i w  transfer corr,putatioru of tie ume as iuggestzd by Hernur d d. 
(l975). A detailed study i, presented which shows the utent to which the ntio of d 8 u x  to dimt solar 
radiation is sensitive to many of the ndiitive tnnrfer panmeten. Results indicate that the optical 
depth aad size distribution of atmorpketic r e r d  particles are the two paruneten which uniqucly 
q m d y  the ntiation 6dd to the point where ground dbcdo and index of rbzorption can be infmed. 
V u y h g  the rerl Dart of thr complex refracuve inde.. of rumspheric p.rticu&ta u well as their m t i c d  
distribution b found to have r negligible ctlect on the dihe-dilect ntfo. The statistid procedure utilizes 
a w n i d y t i c  &ic*- .arch method from least-rguua theory and includes a detailed triur zrulysis. 
1. Introduction Yamamoto and Tanaka (197 2). The latter-named 
Within the past decade there has been an increasing 
concern about the observed dec1k.t in the mean tem- 
perature of the Xorthern Hemisphere which begain in 
&e 1940's. Becaw this dedine followed a steady rise 
in mean temperature which began at the end cf the 
k t  century, tberc have been countless attempfs at  
e.-.piainiqg this behavior. Bryxn (1968) discuse t!e 
various f i c t ~ r s  which could alter the basic climate af 
of the earth. These factors have incluiied a change in 
sunspots, an increme in the carbon dioxide content of 
the atmosphere due to the consumption of fossil fuels, 
and ? change in the properties and number of particu- 
l a t e  in the atmosphere. .Ul of these facton influence 
the complicated energy budget of the emh-atmosphere- 
ocea s.ystem. 
Solid and liquid particle suspended in rbe atmosphere 
aflcct climate through two major processes. They 
direcly adect the transfer of radiant energy in the dear 
atmosphere as well as affectkg the optical and micro- 
phvsicd pmperties ot clouds (Twome?, 19; 1, 197i : 
Ackenn- n and Baker, 1977. T h e  ht of these procrscs 
will be considered in some detail in this series of articles. 
Th* iirst scccescid applications of radiative transfer 
modc , to the problem oi actual partides in the atrno- 
spl.ere were made ~y Raxsl a d  Schneider (1971) and 
authon have cLmputtb the global albedo which results 
as particles of varying values of the imaginary index 
of refraction (index oi absorption) are introduced 
into a model atmosphere. They conclude that an in- 
creasing turbidity W:i! always lead to an enhanced 
global albedo (it . ,  cooling) if t?- indt. of at- -!ion 
is less than 0.05. 
Since Yamamoto and Tanaka only considered sur- 
faces with a ground dbedo less than 0.15, Wang and 
Domoto (1954) and Herman and Browning 11973) 
extended the analysis to include surfaces with greater 
reflection. Both sets of authon found that herhing can 
result if the surface redectivity exceeds about 0.4, 
regardless of the index cf absorption of the particdata. 
These studies address a very important point, that 
both ground albedo and index of absorption are im- 
portant in assessing the effect of aerosol particles on the 
earth a r . ~  its atmosphere. 
It has been suggested in a prel:mi?ary study by 
Heman et d. (197:) that the ratio of t l~,  hemispheric 
diduse to the directly transmitted solar ~ L T  densi:y 
at the earth's burface be used s an indirrct me3m of 
inferring the index of absorption of the ~tmospheric 
particulates. The didure radiation 5cld in the earth's 
atmosphere at the shorter n-avefengt!! (visible and 
ultravioletj is complicated by its dependence Qn such 
The raarch reparted in t!iis at~c le  au supported in p u t  things 3s the vertGa1 distribution. o>tical depth, jlze 
by the a c e  oi Xav.1 iestarch under Gnnu ?iOM lC;j-C43iO iistr.bution and index of refraction of .,he t&clcnr ,v 
mi: :i000 14-6:-A-02097C:' c sy the Sat io~al  Science Founda- 
tion under Gnna DES:5- 5::i at.d ?.m?j-LjSj1-.401. scattering atmospheric particulates as  well as the p s i -  
: pr-t 3brli.tioa: m d v d  spree Flight center, G r a b e i t ,  tion oi the sun md the redectiviry oi the earth's suriue 
YD 20i71. In order to apply meas1trernents oi the diiuse . *Jiation 
J O U R N A L  O F  T H E  A T M O S P H E R I C  S C I E X C E S  
FIG. 1. The ntio of the transmitted intensity :o directly trans- 
*mittcd sdu flux density for *= 1.54 md for four values of the 
b q h r y  put of the carnpler refractive indes. 
field to theoretical calculations of the same, as Herman 
a al. (1975) have suggested, it thereiore becomes 
necessary to establish the relative importance and 
sensitivity of the radiation field to all of the radiative 
transfer parameters. 
This paper considers the sensiuvities and assump- 
tions ' +nary importance for a suc:essfui application 
of theoretical calculations to real data in a real atno- 
sphere. It will be demo~strated that the ratio of the 
hemispheric diffuse to directly transmitted solar flu 
density at the earth's surface can be measured as a 
function of solar zenith angle and, with certain a +ri  
information about the Mie optical depth and aerosol 
h e  distribution, compared to theoretical calculations 
to asses the magnitude of both the ground albedo and 
the indcr of absorption of atnospheric parti3lla:cs. 
An inversion procedure b developed wh;ch makes llse 
of the laws of diffuse reflection and trarumission together 
with a , w e n t  search method from least-squares 
theory. Forrr,ulas are derive: for estimating the magni- 
tude of the errors in both ground albedo and the 
imaginary index of refraction of the part~cles. 
la Part Ii of this &a :King, 1979) measuEaeuts 
of the d i h w d k t  ratio whck have be= collected 
I 
1 
in Tucson are present~d and discussed. Data for days 
during which the atmosphere \sas clear and stable 
are analyzed and the optimum values of the ground 
albedo and index of absorption of a:t;lospheric aerosol 
particles are pracnted. 
2. Theoretical sensitivity of the m u s e  radiation 
field 
To assess the sensitivitv of the diffuse radiation field 
to the many radiative transfer parameters mentioned 
above, computations were made for 364 model atmo- 
spheres illuminated from above by ?he sun a t  five 
s-lar zenith angles. The method used to calculate the 
duIuse radiation field is described by Herman and 
Brow-ning (1965). This solution to the quation of rzdia- 
tive transfer consists of a Gauss-Seidel iteration tech- 
nique and many aumeriral integrstions o>er optical 
depth ( t) ,  zenith angle (9=  cos-I r )  and azimuth angle (&. In  all calculations to be presented below, the 
bottom boundary of the atmosphere is assumed to 
reflect radiation according to Larnbert's law uith some 
albedo A. The computations are made for a plane- 
pardllel, vertically inhomogeneous atmosphere with 
the dust vertically distribcted according to Elterman 
(I%$). In all calculations the wavelength o i  incident 
2luminatio;l is X = O . j j j O  fim which, at  the pressure 
level of Tucson, has a Rayleigh (molecular! optical 
depth rR=i).0860. The phase matris for the particles 
is computed from >lie theor! [see van de Huljt (1937) 
for details1 x d  is thus a functioc oi the comples 
refractive index and size distribution of the part~culates, 
the shape having been assumed spherical. .lbsorption 
by atmospheric ozone is neglected in all computations 
for reasons discussed belo~v. 
The aerosol sue  distribution for the sensitivity tests 
was assumed :o be &at proposed by Junge il9551, 
given as 
where C and v* are constants and nir) is the number 
derisity of particles per unit inter  -.l oi radius r .I11 
model calculations presented below ar: for Junge dis- 
=riburicns where the radius r ertcnds from 0.01 to 
10.0 1 pm. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the sensitivity of t l e  transmitted 
intensity field in the # = G o  and 180" plane (i.e.. the 
vertical piane containing the sun) to the imaginary 
term r of the complex reiractive index of the aeroso; 
particles. The refractive indes m ==ma' 1s a complex 
number: the real part n is the ordinary index of reirac- 
tion of b e  material, whiie the imaginary part K deter- 
mines the absorption of electromagnetic radiation. .UI 
intenside are ptotred rt lat~ve to the directly trans- 
mitted joiar ~ILT  density at the earth's surface. zjven 
bJ the 1-ambert-Bter lam as 
M I C H A E L  D .  K I N G  A N D  B E N J A h I I N  M. H E R M A N  
f 16. 2. The ratio of the hemispheric diffuse to d~rectly transmitted solar flu density as a function of .ndm of 
absorption, ground albedo md sohr zenith angle. 
In this e.vression Fo is the solar flus density incident on 
the top of the atmosphere { r = O  level), the cosine of 
the solar zenith angle 00, and t ,  the total optical depth 
of the atmosphere. From measurements of the directly 
transmitted solar radiation at  wavelengths for which 
absorption due to molecular species other than ozone 
can be neglected, it is poseible to determine the optical 
d e ~ t h  tw due to particulates alone, known as the Mie 
optical depth (King and Byme, 19761. 
Aithougtl the particular model atmosphere illustrated 
in Fig. 1 has TM=O 100, v+-2.0, B0=35~ ,  .I ~ 0 . 2 0  and 
na1.j-L. the obvious sensitivities in the 6gure are 
jimilar for ali other model atmospheres investigated, 
models which had values of -4 from 0.05 to 0.30. N from 
0.00 to 0.20, r" from 0.00 to 0.30 and v* from 2.0 to 
4.0. In general, the solar aureole (the strong intensity 
region in the vicinity of the sun) is very insensitive to 
x, being penarily produced by Fraunhofer diffraction 
around the particles. whiie the intensity st larger 
scattering angles shocvs 3 marked sensitivity to 
absorption. 
Computations of :he intensity tield similar to Fig. ! 
have been compared :o measurements of tho intensity 
by Kermln ct .. 1QIll where theoreticd calculations 
were made usins rnesured value io; r u  ~ n d  Bn, while 
maimed values-were used for the index of reiracuon. 
Junge size distribution parmeter v* and ground albedo. 
.4lthough no attempt s-as made to optimize the as: 
sumed vs iua  oi  P*. .4 and nr. the aqrcercent between 
r,csuternect md tleor,. considered quite 3c- 
ceptable, and demonstrated for the 6 n t  time that in- 
clusion of 3emsol particles into a Rayleigh atmosphere 
yields better agreement hetween observation and 
theory. I t  is possible, however, to optimize the deter- 
mination of the index of refraction and ground albedo 
by esamiaing the diffuje radiation field as  a function of 
solar zenith angle. The method by which this is accom- 
plished is presented in Section 4 
The hemispheric diffuse flu. densities at the earth's 
surface are given by 
where the +(-) sign reien to intensities propagating 
in the upward (downward) direction a t  the level rc.  
If the down\.-ard hemispheric diffuse flus density is 
calculated using ( 3 ) .  it follows that F-(7,) shou!: man* 
;onically decrease as N increases since the intensity field 
has this behavior for d l  observation angles ir.@) as
seen upon examination of Fig. 1. Fig. 2 presents a 
iamily of curves ior die diffuse flus density versus 
imeginary index oi refraction 4 :;lcreaiter reierred to 
as the indes oi absorption'! where again the diifuse 
!&A. density is plotted reiative to the directly trans- 
mitted solar bus den3ity. This ratio. 
shows the req.~ired sensitivit>' to K as ?svell as sensitivities 
to 9 ,  and , 4 .  Yam~rnoto dnd Tanaka 119i2! investi- 
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FIG. 3. The didusedirect ratio u a function of solar zenith mqk 
for ry-0.05. m0=2.0. and for dibe:. ~t \dues of c and .\. 
gated some of the sensitivities of 4, including its de- 
pendence on K and A, and came to h e  same conclusions 
for the sensitivity oi 4 to absorption. However, Yama- 
mot0 and Tanaka made no attempt to investigate this 
sensitivity as a potential remote sensing means oi in- 
ferring r and .4 directly. Herman el J. (19Tj'i. on the 
other hand, show curves similar to Fig. 2 and suggest 
using the sensitivity of 9. termed the diifusedirect 
ratio, t~ inier the indes oi absorption .)i the atmospheric 
particulates. 
In addition to the obvious instnmental advantage 
of making a relauve (ratio) measurement in lieu of an 
absolute flu1 density measurement, there is a theoretical 
advantage associated with formulating the ratio oi 
diffuse to direct solar dux density. Since ozone has a 
very broad absorption feature extending from a b u t  
0.4 to 0.9 urn, known as the Chappuis continuum. ozone 
must be considered when calculating the diffuse radia- 
tion Celd a t  the earth's surface having wavelengths in 
this region. Since most of the abscrption by 0: occurs 
above 20 Lm while the majority oi scattering by mole- 
cule and particles is contined to beighu rvell below 
?O km, 0.1 serves mainly to attenuate the direct soiar 
beam Wore the radiation can interact 16th the scatrcr- 
ing atmosphere. I t  is e-rpectcd. thereiore. that 03 
absrption %ill adcct the d i Z w  and direct dux densi- 
Ja by nesriy the same fraction such that the di8use- 
direct ratio sill be largely insensitive to absorption 
by 0,. Since approximately 7.5% of the total ozone con- 
tent of the earth's atmosphere is located within the 
troposphere (Elterman, 1%S), however, there is an 
imperfect separation with height. As a direct conse- 
quence of the presence of tropospheric 08 one would 
expect to see some minor sensitivity to Oa absorption 
particularly for wavelength? in the heart of the Chap- 
puis band (centered near 0.6120 rm). This subject t\ill 
further be addressed in part I I  of this series (King, 
1979) where the experimental results are presented. 
The sensitivity of the diffusedirect ratio to solar 
zenith angle and ground dbcdo is also illustrated in 
Fi. 2, where it is apparent that the affect which a 
changing solar zenith angle has on a depends upon the 
values of a and A. For small indices of absorption and 
large d u e s  of surface albedo (e.g., x -0.01. d 310.30). 
decreases slightly with 03 until about 6;" after whlch 
point it starts to increase. For smaller values of the 
surface reflectivity. horvever. a incretsa with zenith 
angle for all Ba>4jQ, regardless of the indes of absorp- 
tion. Fig. 3 e.qlicitly illustrates the combined effects 
of K and -4 on the zenith angle dependence of the diffuse- 
direct ratio for a model atmosphere having r ~ - 0 . 0 5  
and v* = 2.0. The family of curves for a fixed ground 
albedo (top portion of the tigure) shows that t h ~  
predominant cdect of the indes of absorption is tb alter 
the magni fdr  of 4 with very little effect on its func- 
tional relationship with respect to sohr zenith angle. 
Ground albedn, on the other hand. aifects both the 
magaitude and s h ~ p e  oi 4 as a function of do. This is 
readil!. seen upon examination of Fig. 3 ior the family 
of curve  having a fixed value ior the indes oi absop- 
don of the atmospheric particulates (bottom portion of 
the tigure). This suggests that a measurement oi the 
diduse-direct ratio versw soiar zenith angle contains 
enough information to determice both the imaginary 
index of refraction oi the ztmospheric particulates as 
t\-elI as the redectivit!- oi tbe earth's surface, given a 
kno\vledge of the aerosol size distribution and :\lie 
optical depth, provided a measurement accuracy on 
the order oi I$ can be ac!.ieved The ins tmmcnta t~o~ 
used to make d.e measurements KS capable of this 
requirement ( K q ,  ;979\. 
I:p to this point litt!e mention has been made of the 
sensitivity of the dibuse-direct ratio to >lie optical 
depth and aerosol size distribution. This is because 
these parameters are not variables to be determined 
from the diiruse tiuz density measurements tlrt are. 
instead. input parameters to be determined J ?r :~r i .  
Since an error in either t:, and or ~ x , r !  leads to errors 
in the determination ot' 6 and -4. :he >lie optical depth 
and aerosol sue distritution play a ver!. important role 
in the s-~cccssful application oi the dirr'use-direct tech- 
nique to real data in a i d  a;mcc"here. 
Fig. 4 shows 4 u I iunctic? c. lcr :hl.'.o ::ir;ct:ve 
indices and three Junge distributions. ..\s the >lie 
optical depth increases, the din'use-direct ratio increases 
h l I C H A E L  D .  K I N G  A N D  B E N J A M I N  11.  H E R M A N  
for aerosol particles h a v h  a &xed niractive index and 
size distribution, a feature which can also be deduced 
from the results of Yamamotc and Tanaka (1972). I t  h 
obvious frsm this @re that m y  uncertainty in TM 
l i d s  to an uncertainty in the determination of IC 
(and A), even if the aerosol size distribution is known. 
I t  is similarly apparent that ray uncertainty in the 
.erasol h e  distribution will lead to incorrect rwcu- 
menu of the value for r, even if h e  Mie optical depth 
is known with a high degree of accuracy. In general, 
neither ru nor n(r) are known precisely, and t h u  they 
both must be estimatrd from alternative measurements. 
The method developed for o b t d q  accurate Mie 
optical depth measuremenu ( K i q  md Byme, 1976) 
optimizes the determination of the ozone optical depth, 
the major uncertainty in obtaining rr from measure- 
menu of the total optical depth. By making w of the 
spectral variation of &fie optid depth it is possible to 
obtain an estimate of the columrur aerosol sue dis- 
tribution h(~), de6ned as the number of particles per 
unit area per unit radius interval in a vertical column 
through the atmosphere (King ti d., 19iS). Thi  work 
further demonstrates that the index of refraction has 
very little egect on the size distribution determined 
from spectral attenuation measurements (at least for 
1.45s n< 1.54 and 0.00s <<0.03), thus allowing a de- 
termination of n,(?! essentially independent of r (and 
2-b 
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FIG. 4. The d i i w a i r e c t  3tio as a iuncuon of >lie ophcal aepth 
ior B 1 4 j 0 .  .1-0 30, and ior diBermt and w' vriua. 
If* 
FIG. 5. The d i8use-d~  ratio aa a function of Jungt site 
dhti'butim puamcter .' for TH-0.10, b*=3S0, .1-0.05, and 
fw d u a  of the cornpiex d a t i v e  index. 
of coune A ) .  By making use of the optical depth and 
size distribution of the atmospheric particulates thus 
obtained, it is possible to make-explicit radiative trans- 
fer calculations for a particular day at a given wave- 
length similar to the set presented in Figs. 1 and 3. 
In this manner errors in the deterrnination of r and .-1 
are minimized since the need to interpolate in wave- 
length, size distribution and Mie optical depth can 
thus be eliminated. 
The sensitivity of the dibwe-direct ratio to Junpf 
size distribution parameter rw is also illustrated in 
Fig. 1 where it is apparent that the edect svhich a 
changing Junge parameter ha9 on 4 depends upon the 
value oi r. For r =0.00,4 decreases monotonic all^ with 
v* regardless oi the >lie optical depth while for larger 
values of the index of absorption 9 is nonlnonotonic 
ia v*,  having ?he largest value ior v * = 3  0. Fig. 5 
expliatly dustra;es.+ as a iznction oi U* ior isur values 
oi the complex :eiracti\.e index. In addition :o :he 
sensitivities of t h  didusedirect ratio to U' j u t  aen- 
tioned. the sane secsitivities are evident for both 
real inc'ices oi rcimction illustrated. :I:.. 1.45 arAd 1.54. 
J O U R N A L  O F  T H E  A T M O S P H E R I C  S C I E k C E S  
(1973) performed computations of the reflected flux TABLE I.V d u a  of and l ( r ,~4) ,  at pa-0.819 and 0.259 and at 
A-O.5SM m, for a d t t y  of atmospheric model.* 
0.00 0.07478 0.04061 0.03619 
0.05 0.000 2 0.06788 0.078S2 0.06012 
0.05 0.000 3 0.09137 0.07693 0.05794 
0.05 0.000 4 0.- 0.07380 0 . W  
0.0s 0.025 2 0.07693 0.- 0.051W 
0.0s 0.015 3 0.08261 0.06729 0.05126 
0.05 0.025 4 0.07408 0.05114 0.04053 
0.10 0.000 2 0.09989 0.11384 0.07901 
0.!0 0.000 3 0.10643 0.11065 0.07514 
0.10 0.000 4 0.11S.U 0.1M2 0.07179 
0.10 0.023 2 0.07863 0.09026 0.06327 
0.10 0.025 3 0.W923 0.09152 0.06239 
0.10 0.025 4 0.07357 0.06035 0.09313 
.UI ulcuhtion, M for Ju11.g~ distributions where the d i w  
extends from 0.01 to 10.01 rm. 
I t  is evident from this figure, as well as from computa- 
tions made for other values of rw, 80 and .i, that the 
effect of the real term of the complex refractive irdex 
on the magnitude of the diffusedirect ratio is quite 
ncgbb le  compared to the much greater eifect of 
absorption. According to Gebbie ef al. (1951), Eiden 
(1966) and Hdnel (1%8), r i tural  h u e  has a real re- 
fractive index lying wmewhtre between 1.33 and 1.57 ; 
the former value corresponds to that of water droplets 
and the latter value to several salts, sulfates and 
silicates Jrising from natural and man-made sources. 
In descrt regions like Tucson, it is reasonable to e . . t  
n to lie in the region between 1.45 and 1.54 due to the 
sourca of the particulates and the relatively low 
humidity of the atmosphere. 
The main signScance of Fi 5 is to illustrate the 
relative insensitivity of the diffusedirect ratio to the 
real, m opposed to imaginary, part of the complex 
:drac:ive index of the suspended atmospheric particu- 
lates. From inversion of spectral optical depth data in 
order to infer the columnar aerosol size &tribu:ian. 
L g  d ul .  119:Y: have s~ggested that scarcely 20Cc of 
all d a n  over Tucson have aerosol size distributions 
whidi-can be adequately described as Junge. > f a t  days 
appear to h w e  3 combination of a Junge plus a log- 
normal type of distributios. .Uthough the actual sue  
distribution to be wed in analyzing the didwedirect 
ratio mcasurenrenu on a particular day is the one ob- 
tained by inverting rhe spectral %fie optical depth 
memuremenu. Fig. 5 nevertheleu indicates that the 
didusedirect technique ;s largely insensitive to the 
red part of the complex refractive indc.., regamleu of 
swe Ltribution. - 
Since spectral optkcxi depth measurements are capable 
of sensmg only the columnar aerosoi rue  distribution. 
a logrcal concern is the sensitivity of h e  hemispheric 
diduse flu7 density to the vertical distribution of the- 
particles. By auuming tnar the shape of the size &- 
tribution is height indepetdent, Herman and Brondng 
density-out of the top of an atmosphere having an 
Elterman (1968) height profile for the particulate 
concentration u well as two pertu-bed Eltcrman profiles 
simulating pollution conditions ur'der an inversion 
layer. Their results indicate that the total Mie optical 
depth is the principal factor determining the diffuse 
0u.x density with little efect attributed to the vertical 
distribution. Similar computations for the transmitted 
diffuse dux density at  the earth's surface indicate that 
errors l a  than 0.75% arise if r.v=0.10. The relative 
insensitivity of the diffuse direct ratio to the height pro- 
tilt of the aerosol particles is a fortunate r au l t  since 
obtaining that additional information would require 
another instrument such as s mo~ostatic lidar [see 
Spinhirne ( 1 9 7 )  for details]. 
3. Diffuse reflection and trinsmission 
I t  is sometimes convenient to e . sp ra  the diffusely 
reflected light at  the top of the atmosphere and the 
diffusely transmitted light a t  the bottom of the atmo- 
sphere in tenns of a reflection function S ( r t ,  r, 4 ; PO, 40) 
and a transmission function T ( r ,  ; p, 6 ; PO, 90) In terms 
of t h e e  functions, the reflxtcd and transmatted in- 
tensities from a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere 
illuminated from above by 3 parallel beam of radiation 
of incident flu. density Fo may be e.sprcssed in the forms 
Eqs. (5)  and (6) can be viewed as dehning the iunctions 
S and T for the case of zero ground retlectivity. The 
advantage of including the factor of 1 r in the ex- 
pressions for the emerging intensities given above is 
that the reflecticn and transmission functions obey 
the Helmholtz principle of reciprocity dicussed in 
detail by Chandrasekhiu i l W ! .  
In order to examine h e  etTect which a non-zero 
ground reflectivity has on the dor\nward hemispheric 
d 8 w  flux density F-in),  and hence on 4, it is neces- 
sary to ccnsider an extension of ( 6 )  to include not only 
plane-pualiel illumination from above the atmosphere 
but also diduse radiation from below. The inward in- 
tensity st the level rt ,  for cases when the surface is 
assumed to redect radiation accodng to Lainbe.: 3 
law tvith wme albedo A ,  is given by ichandrasekhar, 
1960) 
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In this e.xpressicn, 
In order to determine 9, it is necessary to evaluate 
the downward hemispheric diffuse flux density F-(7,) 
for application of (4). From definitions, it follo~vs that 
Subs-ltuting (9) into (4) and recalling the detinition of 
F, it iolloms that 
which, upon rearranging the order of terms, can be 
shown to yield 
This expression for the difiuse-direct ratio gives its de- 
peadcnce explicitly upon ground albedo, solar zenith 
angle and optical depth in terms of the reflection and 
transmission functions for zero ground redectivitl;. The 
dependence of 9 on the index oi refraction and size dis- 
~ ibu- ion  of the atmospheric particulates is, of course, 
through the functions I(rr#o) and S(r1). These functions 
may be determined for specific values of K and me(?) 
through solutions of the transier equation for zero 
ground reflectivity. The diffuse-direct ratio may then 
be determined for any ground albedo through appiica- 
tion of (11). 
For a combination oi optical depth and ground albedo 
such that Allitl)<<l, it iollotvs from i l l )  that O is very 
nearly a linear iurction of .-I an intercept of 
;(rtro;~'a:* and 3 slope of pJl r c ) .  This result will he 
employed in the next section so that the lengthy calcu- 
lations req~ir rd  to determine 9;tr: may be avoided. The 
function J i t , )  physically represents the va!;r ~f the 
spherical albedo, i.e., the ratio of the :otal aciiation 
reflected from a spherical atmosphere to the total radia- 
tion incident from a distant source when the surface 
albedo A *O.OO. For small optical depths #(+I) is 
proportional to +I where the proportionality constant 
is a iunction of the single scattering phase function. 
Values of #(+I) and t(rl, pa), ;or po-0.819 (Be=3j0)  and 
po=0.239 (Bo=ijo) and for A-0.5550 pm, are pre- 
sented in Table 1 for a variety of atmospheric models. 
When K-0.00, J(rl) increases monotonically with TI to a 
limiting value of 1.0 when n -, x . Since the slope of 
cD as a function of -4 is approximately q u a 1  to fiPO(tt) 
in the clear atmosphere, it follows that the slope 
decreases with increasing zenith angle (due to NO) and 
increases with increasing Mie optical depth [due 
to J(tt)]. The first of these sensitivities can readily be 
seen upor. examination of Figs. 2 and 3. 
For the case in which polarization is included, as it 
has been in the radiative transfer computations pre- 
sented above, the principle of reciprocity i s  complicated 
somewbat, and the reflection and transmission func- 
tions become four-vectors. Chandrasekhar (1960) 
derives a relatiomhip analogous to (i) for the case of 
scattering according to a phase matrix. The general 
conclusions and iunctional relationships derived in this 
section remain essentially unaltered, however, so 
nothing is gained by the increased complexity of the 
mathematical formulation. 
4. Determination of ground albedo and index of 
absorption 
The reflectian and transmission functions in a plane- 
tary atmosphere depend on the size distribution and 
index of refraction of the atmospheric particulates as 
well as the optical depth and solar zenith angle explicitly 
indicated (see Table 1). For the cases in which the Mie 
optical d e ~  h and aerosol size distribution can be deter- 
mined, the iunctions t(rt,m) and S ( r , )  depend primarily 
on solar zenith angle and index of absorption. From 
(11) it therefore iollows that the functional form of the 
diffusedirect ratio may be written as 
a(@o,*)+b',ep,~)rl 
*(8o,~,d) = ( K )  (12) 
where 
a(00.n) p t ( r r ~ l o ) ~ ' " ~ ,  (13) 
Since c(x)A<<l ior Mie optical depths at least as large 
as s."==0.30, a point at  which C ~ K )  = ~ i t , j s O . l 4 .  the 
sbservations .' P may be titted to a straight line oi the 
iorm 
do,~,.-I) = ~ i , % . , , * ) ~ b l  d0.~!.4 ( 1 6 1  
in order to determine the index ai absorption K and 
ground albedo .-I. 
If one assumes that each measurement is made tvivl.S1 
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FIG. 6. The dluwdirtrt ratio versus solar zenith angle for 4 model atmosphere haring rw-0.05 
and P' = 3.0. 
as- 
a2 
(0 
the same precision, Bevington (1969) shorvs that maxi- the unkno\\ns u and .4. .b a consequence. no analytic 
mizing the probability that 4, observations have the solution for the coeficients e~ists .  
functional form * (e , , r ,= l )  is equivalent to minimizing By combining (20) n-ith [Is), ~t immediately fol10n.s 
the statistic x2 d e h e d  as that 
- 
- 
- z [ * 1 - d 8 + ) - b ( @ , + ) A p ,  (1;) For any a rb i tmy  value of a, however, t: will not 
I neccssarilv be a minimum since dr: d r  will n ~ t  be
O ' I  
where the summation extends over all solar zenith 
-la 6, for which mewurements have been made and 
calculatioru periormed. 
Minimizing xz as Cerined by ( 1 7  is q ~ i v a l e n t  co 
making an unweighted least-quarts fit to the data. The 
minimum value of x' can be determired by setting the 
partial derivative of .I(~ with ranect to each of the coeffi- 
cients ( r - 4 )  equal to zero. T'h: procedure ra\llt; in two 
simultaneous equations 
where 
* , = a , - J : @ , . * )  - b ( d , , x ! . i .  , 20\ 
Due to the compiicated dependence of the iuncttons 4 
Bc ar.d b on C. the jet o! Eqs. : 'I:' and ;19\ is 2onlinear ~n 
identically zero 3s re ,uired by (19). & c is varied, the 
functions d(B , ,x )  an\ b t d , , ~ )  are determined from the 
theoretical set oi corr,putations, from which -4 and I? 
can be computed llsing i l l \  a13 i 1;). respectively 
The coeficient r is continuously varied until 3 m i n i ~ u m  
value of x2 is determined. ~ l n a y s  with h e  k;to\vledge 
that the value oi .4 computed using ~ 2 1 )  is that value 
oi -4 giving the minimum value of x: ior a given K .  
In order to see how this procedure works. consider the 
data se. u i  Fig. b :vhich pertains to a model atmosphere 
having 3 Junge distribution of the aerosol particles \!-ith 
v g = 3 . 0 .  .ill "meuurements" oi the diffuse-direct ratlo 
are ior Oo=4j'i10'~:5' and A90.5520 rm. 3 wave- 
lecath for which t~ -0 050 ind ts = O  in this 
example. Since the theoretical + I ~ ~ . K . . I  1 iun:tion c3n 
be well approximated by A linear function oi .1. radia- 
tive t r m f e r  computations are requlred for only :no 
ground aibrdos at an: given index oi ~bsorpaon and 
wlar zenlth angie. From these :ns, cornpur2;:cjns. 1h.e 
coerficients J: 0n.r I w d  b~ &.A 1 may reac'ii> be deter- 
xlned through application oi ' 161. Due to tht excessive 
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computer time required to gc:.erate a set of calculations 
4(0oc,A) for any given value of c and 00, i t  is desirable 
to  be able to interpolate in II for fixed values of 00 and 
A and in 90 for fixed values of K and A .  
Fig. 2 .  illustrates a data  set of @(BQ,K,A) for values 
of 19,,=j5~(10~)75~, ry-0.10 and vS=2.0. Although 
curves for four values of A are illustrated, it is now 
obvious that  this is reduiidant since compu:ations 
at two values of A are sufticient to predict all other 
vdbk. I t  is also apparent upon examination of this 
figure that G(00,r.A) is a smooth, monotonically u e -  
cres ing  function of r for fixed values of Bo and -4, a 
feature readiiy lending itself to interpolation. For this 
p q s e  a spline under tension interpolation has been 
adopted [see Cline (1974) for details] and thus com- 
pu ta ions  of @(8p,~,.4) are r q d i r e d  for a finite number 
of K values only (usually four). I t  rJ similarly necessary 
t o  inrerpolatc a set of calculations 4(&.~,.4) in 00 
becaw measurenents are normally made a t  solar 
zenith angles 9, other than those for which calculations 
are performed. Since O(80,~,4) is a s m m t h  function 
of 00 for bed values of K and -4, as illustrated in Fig. 3, 
spline under tension interpolation has been used where 
computa:ions are m ~ d e  for a tinite number of 80 values. 
.Ute[ computing the d ibusedrec t  ratio at  four values 
of K ,  trro values of d, and every 10" in 80 for 3 range of 
ze3ith uigles sarrounding the measurements (at  l e s t  
four values of 8,1!, it is reasonably simple to compute 
x2 at  any value of K and -4 ,  maklng use of spline under 
tension interpolation in K and 00 as well aj (17). Fig. 7 
shows such a x2 h!persurface in coefficient space ior 
the theoretically %enerated dat;. of Fig. 6. The solid 
c w s  indicate the points of constant x2 .  ?he param- 
eters K and .4 which gi~ e the best tit oi the measuremen:s 
to the nonlinear function +1,00.~,-4! are determined by 
the location oi the minimum value of x 2  in this tuo- 
dimensional Space. Searching this h>-penutiace for the 
parameters which minimize X' is greatly facilitated 
through the use of ~ 2 1 )  since chis espression gives 
anaiyticaily the valae of .4 which minimizes 2 a t  any 
value of K. The albedo values given by (21: are shaun 
m Fig. 7 as a dash*; line nhich must necessarily pass 
through .he absolute minimum oi b e  iunction x 2 .  
By varying 6 and foilo\ving the magnitude o i  x 2  
along the pa;h oi lo~vest value of x2 ,  the paraar te r  r 
may be icund. The variation oi x 2  as 3 iunction oi L 
along tk'e ravine :dashed line' oi Fig. ': is dlujtrated 
in Fis. 3. The value o i  A A L which 1: ~ t t a i n s  J min:innn: 
:ne corresponding value oi .i u 0 . 3 )  In this esampir 
I t  m a  rcadiiy be seen u p n  ex;lrntn~tion oi Fig ; that 
these values ior the parame1ers ~r and .4 correspond to 
the absolute ntn1rnc.n o i  the h!penuriace. 
In my real esprrirnent the abs-dute minimum vaiue 
oi x:   nil not be identically zero 3; In t h ~ s  example due to 
vanous sources oi error. After having deter:nlned :he 
Frc. 7. xx hypersuriace ior theoreticxlly generated data oi F;g. cr. 
optimum values ior the coeificientj u and -4. 3 best lit 
set o i  9(Bt ,~ , .4)  values can be ccnputed using ( l o ) .  
The  sslid curve In Fig. 6 is the best tit to the data  where 
~ = O . 0 1 0  and .-l =O.ZOrl. .-\lthoilgh the affect o i  random 
errors in the P, n1easu:enients as riot investigated 
using theoretics: computations, the procedure de- 
scribed above h s  been applied to measurements ob- 
tained a t  The University oi .\rizona d u r ~ n g  )la!. and 
June 1977. The  results oi this elperiment 2nd a dis- 
cussion oi the various sources and magnitudes of error 
are presented b!. Kin3 i 1979). 
Computations jimiizr :o those used In the preceding 
esample have been prriormed b>- assurntng t h ~ t  he 
real part of the comples reiractive index oi the aerosol 
particles is 1.45, rather than 1.54, In thij  tvay, the 
theoretical set oi computations 9tBo,~..4) was aitered 
while the "measurements" O, remained the same. The 
results of the inversion algnr~thm for this s i t u t i o n  
indicate that x ' a t t a ~ n s  a minimum vaiue n he" K =I) 
and .4 =0 20.5. This jtrongl! supports the ior)c!usion 
made prev~ousi! that the diduse-direct ~rchnlque 1s 
sensitive primdrily to the indev oi absorptton and 
ground aibedo, hav~ng  jubs:~nt;.xil> -educed senjlt:tlt! 
to the reai pir: l j i  :he reirac:~ve indrs t ~ i  ~ t m ~ s p n e r l c  
particuiates. 
Having aeterm~nea the rnlnlmum \ d u e  ~i 2nd 
the opurcum values ot the regresston coe3iclentj \ And 
.4. Bevington I lQoo\ : h o w  that tb r  -uncertain::es in 
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FIG. 3. Variation of x' witha dong the gradient search path of Fig. 
i showing the pronounced minimum which occun at a-0.01.  
these coeflicients are related to the curnature matrix a, 
whose elements are given by 
only one coe6cient h a  been developed by King ana 
Byrne (19i6) for obtaining the total atmospheric ozone. 
A satistical technique has been developed for in- 
ferring optimum values of the ground albedo and 
imaginary index of refraction of atmospheric aerosol 
partides from surface measurements of the downward 
hemispheric diffuse and total flu densities. This method 
is bued on a careful consideration of the sensitivities 
cl the diiIuse radiation field to the many radiative 
transfer parameters and represents an optimized ex- 
teasion of the diffustdirect technique suggnted by 
Herman el d. (19i5). The statistical algorithm pre- 
sented in this paper makes ; ? of the laws of diffuse 
reflection and transmission for the &metar); problem, 
i.?., the situation of an atmosphere resting on soiid 
ground idealized as a surface which reflects light accord- 
ing to Lamhert's law. .4s a consequence of thii formu- 
lation, the ground albedo inferred by the diffusedirect 
technique rtpresents a weighted average of the albedo 
over the entire area which aaects the transfer of 
radiat',>n. .\simple technique is given for estimating the 
standard deviations of the solution parameters a (index 
of absorption) and A (surface albedo). 
k illustrated by the family of curves in Figs. 2 and 3. 
the ratio of the difluse to direct solar flus densities 
decreases with ~r.~ccasing absorption (n), increves with 
surface :edec:ivity (dl and shotvs very little change 
with solar zenith angle (80). Fig. 3 clearly indicates, 
however, that the shape of the didusedirect ratio a s  
a function of solar zenith angle is the primary factor 
1 dfu' which determines the groundalbedo while the magni- 
a. I b =-- (22) tude determines the index of absorption. .As a conse- 
2 dfia€; quence of this sensitivity to surface albedo it is clearly 
desirable to obtain data on days during the spring and 
where i, represents the coe5cients n and -4. The covari- summer monbs in order to allobv a large span of solar 
ances Gb are then obtained from the I j .k )  elements of zenith angles to be esamined. In Part I1 of this series 
the a-' matrix through the e.qression (King, 1979) the results oi such an e.xperiment \rill 
(13 ; be described. 
.\ consideration oi the sensitivities oi the airiuse 
where s2 is the sample variance for the tit. given by 
9 - x l , ' v ,  and v=.Y-2 is the number of degrees of 
freedom after 6tting .\: data points with 2 parameters. 
The diagonal elements of (23) thus represent the vari- 
ance  o.,: and o.i. The elements oi the curvature m a t r i ~  
and the method oi computation ior this problem are 
discussed in detail by King (197;). 
The procedure described above ior Finding the coctii- 
cienu I( and $4 which minimize the statistic 1: most 
nearly parallels the gradient search method iron1 
nonlinear least-squares iheory. B incorporating the 
malytical e.xpressicn for .A giver? 5~ : 111, both param, 
eten r and .4 u e  increnented jlniultanec~wly such 
that the resultant direction ,,i travei in parlmeter space 
is .iong the gradient ~si This nlrthod oi solving non- 
2:  dr least-squares pr3b!er.1s :ihicr, Jre  noniinear ;fi 
radiation field has led to the conclusion that several 
radiative transfer parameters such as the real part of 
the particle reiractive indes, total ozone content. 
vertica! distribution of the atmospheric particulates 
and the law of reflection at the ground have very,little 
eriect on the diduse-direct ratio ~t the ground. Koepke 
and Knebcl 11973) recently exanintd the ciiects of 
neasurcd bidirectional rerf*ctance chdracteristics of 
iour vegetated surfaces 9n che radiation scattered i:om 
3 realistic arxosphere containicg molec~lrts and 
particles. The!. concluded that the anisotrop!. oi :he re- 
3ect:on propertie has ncglisible i n ~  encc or, :he 
transmitted intcnzity rie!ii 
The princIpa1 ~ s s u t z r ~ t r s  upon *.t kith the :echniquc 
is based Lrt that :hr! ~ n p i ~ r  distribution ~i energ:: 
jcattercd j 3 p;!.d;iperr,cn .,i rnndjizi!. wented 
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particles can be adequately described by Mie theory 
(applicable to sphere) and that the c&cients * and A 
which b e t  describe the radiation field at  the earth's 
surface can be determined by minimizing the statistic 
x'. Although the suspended atmospheric particulates 
are somewhat irregular in shape, it k the purpose here 
to 6nd a consistent set of parameters which are able 
to predict accurately the scattered radiation field in 
the earth's atmosphere. Since the assumption of 
sphericity b not totally correct, the hdex of absorption 
and ground albedo inferred by the d i f f i~d i rec t  tech- 
nique may not be representative of the opr;cal proper- 
ties of the individual particles or the reflectivity of the 
earth's surface. They nevertheless represent a con- 
sistent set of parameters which arc able to predict 
accurately the scattered radiation 6eld in the earth's 
atmosphere. Mirumitation of die statistic xZ is a result 
of the principle of maximclm likelihood and forms the 
basis of least -squu~ curve fitting. 
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TROPOSPHERIC AEROSOLS: EFFECTS UPON 
THE SURFACE AND SURFACE-ATMOSPHERE 
RADIATION BUDGETS 
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Luikov H a t  ud Mus T d e r  Institute. Byeiwuwian Academy of Sciences. Muuk, 220728. U.S.S.R 
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HARSHVARDHAN 
ktcorolgy Roprm. Univmity of M y h a d .  C o l l e ~  Park. MI) 20742 U.S.A 
rbbrmrctnployh# a dobd ltmosphcric ndiulon idodel which iacorporatts mpozpMc urords, it is 
supcUcd b t :  (1) tropospheric acroiob cxcn a s~gnulundy dlerent uhence upon the surface ndSion 
: . ~ p t  a opposed to the p l ~ ~ l r r y  ndiarioo brlrace. md (2) that aerosol-induced edecu upon the sudwe 
dmtioa budget arc strongly QcDcndcnt upon Idu zenith an&. Thew results ildiate tha~ exmme caution 
should k exmiKd whcn Interpreting surface dirtion measuremenu for locrliztd dust evenu in t m r  of 
amwl-indud iducnm u p n  dobd climate. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
There has been recent concern that an increase In tropospheric aerosols, due to man's activities. 
could alter the radiation balance of tf;? earth-atmosphere system. leading to giobal climatic 
change. Although our knowledge @f the radiation properties of such aerosols, as we9 as the 
manner in which they interact with the climate system, is meager, most model rcsulu suggest 
that an increase in tropospheric aerosols would lead to global cooling (e.g. Reck.' Wang and 
Domoto? Lee and Snell'). Bryson and Dittberner,' in fact, have suggested that global cooling by 
antbpogenic aerosols might offset the predicted global warming resulting from incrrved 
levels of carbon dioxide. 
Recently, however, Idw and Brazel' have concluded that in;rtasing tropospheric parti- 
culates should lead to global heating and thus com~lement he CGclimatc problem. They base 
this conclusion upon studies of several atmospheric dust-loading events at locations within 
hrizonk during which dust-induced changes in both the ne: solar radiation and the net i.r. 
radiation were measured at the ground. These measurements indicated that. for initial increases 
in tropospheric dust concentration. there was a greater reduction in net surface i.r. radiation 
than in net surfac: solar radiaaon. Extrapolating t)ll3 finding to a planetary radiation balance 
thus led Idsu and Brazel to conclude that the dominant d u e n c e  due to increased atmospheric 
puticulata was an enhanced i.r. atmospheric opacity, which would lead 'o dobal warming. 
But ch.np., in net surface radiation do not necessarily reflect comparable changes in the 
cotnponenu of the planetary d ia t ion  belance. since the surface energy balance additionally 
contains a convective wmponent. In that the presence of aerosols will alter the static sAiIity 
of the troposphere. then the convective component should by itself be dependent upon 
tropospheric aerosol concentration. A further d i sc~s ion  of surface vs planetary radiation 
budgets, with reference to the CWlimate  proble..:, is given by .Manabe and Wetheraid.' An 
additic.d dimculty lies in the fact that the observed dust-loading evenu occuned at different 
times of the day and during different months; it does not appear that the solar zenith angle for 
the individual dust evenu correctly simulated aF appropriate global mean value. There are. of 
course. numerous other caveats concerning locd surface vs planetary radiation budgets, but the 
above two appear to be the most worrisome. 
In view of the above. it would seem useful to perform 3 model stud:/ to illusmte: ! 1) 
pa~dble differences between surface and planetary radiation budgets, md (21 tht tnfiuence of 
9olar zenith angle upon the surface radiation budget. These two points comprise the objectives 
of the present paper. 
2 RADIATION BUDGETS 
An increase in tropospheric aerosols will produce two effects upon the earth's radiation 
Wance which, in turn, could lead to an alteration of the global climate. One effect peruins to a 
change in solar absorption by the surface-atmosphere system. while the other concerns a 
change in the outgoing i.r. dux at the top of the atmosphere. To illustrate how these separate 
effects can influence global climate, let Qa denote solar radiation absorbed by the surface- 
atmosphere system, while Fo is the corresponding outgoing i.r. dux. Furthermore, it will be 
assumed that Qo = m r , ,  T,)  and Fo = Fds,, TI ) ,  where T, is :?: ~Iobal surface temperature 
while r ,  denotes the aerosol optical depth at the wavelength A = 333 pm. In the following, we 
will employ r, as a measure of the tropospheric aerosol concentration; the dependence of Qo 
and Fo upon r,, incorporates the two previously discussed influences upon the planetary 
radiation balance. The dependences upon' T, additionally incorporate temperaturedependent 
climate feedback mechanisms. 
Since a planetary radiation balance requires that Qc = Fo, it readily follows that the response 
of global surface temperature to a change in aerosol concentration can be expressed by 
dT, I dQddr,,, - dF&d+v,, 
dr,,, dFddTj - dQddT, ' 
Stability of the climate system requires that 
as cal  be determined, for example. from the stability dnalyses of Frederiksen' and Su and 
Hsieh.' Thw, the sign of the quantity 
determines whether an increase in uoposphenc aerosols will lead to global cooling (& < O )  or to 
global heating (60 > 0). This approach is analogous to Schneider's' treatment of c!oud amount u 
a climate change mechanism. 
In their observationai study of dust events, Idso and Brazel' have empirically suggested that 
a nwdest increase in tropospheric acrosols should lead to global heaung. But they arrive at this 
conclusion by considering the sign of a quantlty which may be quite different than &. Their 
measurements refer to a surface radiation budget, such that they are dealing with the surface 
counterpart to Eq. (2) 
where Q, is h e  solar radiation absorbed by the swface and Fa is the net i.r. radiation at the 
surface. While the sign of 6, is indicative of aerosol-induced changes in the surface rrdiation 
budget, this d o a  not rehte to changes in the surfrce energy balance, since thi i  balance is given 
by 
Qa I F, - H - LEV (4) 
when H and LE are, respectivciy, the sensible and latent heat transpons from the surface. 
One would anticipate th?: these quantltlcs would also be ~duenced by a change in r,,. 
For the jturpose of illwtraung. by means of a model calculat~on, poss~brz differences between 
b( and 6,. we empioy a plrrjcularly simple tropospheric aerosol model, that due to Peterson md 
Weinman." This assumes an aerosol composed of q u m  particles hav~ng rhe size distribution 
be:e Nlr) is the puticle size density, r is thc prrticle radius, ro = 0.1 pm, md C is arbitrary. 
The vertical distribution of acrokols ir taken to be 
N ( z )  N(O) C X ~  (- JH,), (4) 
w h m  N ( z )  bere ;%fen to the t o d  concentmtior: in number of particles per unit volume at 
altitude z, with H, tbar rcrorol scale hcit. 
The motivation for employing thia puticulrr urorol model ir that it h the w : e  one previously 
employed by Harshvudhsn md Cess" witbin 2 dob4 atmospheric i.r. dir t ion model, from 
which we IW tbat 
These resdta are for cloud-free conditions, which is cmirteat with the ,tu+ 'y Idso d 
Bmcl.' The ,me for Ha is further consistent with H, = 1.2 km, u sugg:~:~i #? .rermm.'a 
Note in prrticulrr the substantial didereaces ktween JFoibr, urd aFJi  ,. 3 :;, ia order to 
compare model estimates of bo and d,, results for rad dQjdry P:. . e d ,  rod this is 
accomplished in the following section. Again restriction will be made :;;if fo cloud-free 
conditions. 
3. SOLAR RADIATION 
In that the h g h r y  refractive index of quutr i -  of O(10-3 for s o h  wavelengths, the 
present aerosol model absorbs cssentirlly no sob2 .~ ' iuisn.  FWhcrmore, when inrepatina 
over the solu spectrum, we wiU assume no aerosol edec,~ for A d0.3 r m  and t. 0.9 fim, siace 
ozone absorbs vimully dl incident s o h  radiation for A <:!J pm. vbcrezs f x A > 0.9 g m  there 
is signi6can; water vapor absorption (Joseph'?. 'fhus, since the cnodel urosol neither atsorbs 
ncr intencts with p teow absorbers, tbtn dQdEs* dQJbrd, becaw the reductions in 
surface-atmosphere absorption lad surface absorption, due to trrosol scattering, are the m e .  
Ii further folJows bat 
where Sa = 1360 W m'* is the solar constlnt SA :a :is spectral counterput. md (I& is the srcctnl 
albedo of the earth-atmosphere system. 
The evrlurtion oi dQddT,, and corresp&'ngiy d Q J b t , ,  thus redlxes to evrlurtinp 
QJdtW. To accomplist: this, a, may be expressed e. 
where a, L the sudace albedo while RA derwtrr {nr spcarl  rcik:tivity of thd atmosphere. 
Furthermore. Ie- Ru and & rcprescnc, rcnpcdbt:;'. itis Rnyieigh lad ~erorol con- 
a%utions to R,, then 
Since the u.-osol a n;:aabwrbing, the fact thrt t9e moieculu md ?~rnw; sco-etr ! w e  
e!inermt vertical disvibutions produces no effect upon Ec (111. %e Rafkigu refkovity, Ru, 
a?plicable to dobd mean condicicas, hu ken e%duued emploving tht w m e w  rormuktion 
due to W M ~ , "  toaerber *:ith rbc Rayleqb optical depths of P.am&rf." 
To evaluate we employ h e  global meit expr~sion applicabk fcr tbe present cue  in 
L A. Kannrln  a al. 
which the s u e  scattering d k d o  is unity (Wiscombe and Grams1'). 
where n is the aerosol optical depth and br is the backscattered fraction. defined as (Wiscombe 
and Grams1'l 
PA (0)8 sin 8 dB 
with PA(#) denoting the scattering phase function. Thus, fron Eqs. (1 1) and (12) with restriction 
to R, 4 l as is the case with Eq. (12). it follows that 
where cA is the scattering coelcient. Equations (9). (10). and (13) thus descni  dQddr, and, 
contspl>adingly, aQ$if.trh, for R, * 1. 
Both VJU, and bA have been evaluated employing Mie scattering theory, the numerical 
calculntions being perfomed on the BESM-6 computer at the B.S.S.R Academy of Sciences. 
Figure 1 illustrates the wavelength dependence of ur/uv,. For these wavelengths. br is 
essenWy constant, with 
The present tropospheric aerosol model has been employed to assure consistency with the 
correspoading i.r. calculations. More detailed calculations, employing a slightly different aerosol 
model, have been performed by Bnslau and ~ a v e "  for solar wavelengths only, and the present 
results are quite similar to theirs. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 of Wiscombe and G.-amsl' suggests 
that, for bA given by Eq. (141, the appropriate mean solar zenith angle is =65". For this value. 
together with a, = 0.1, we obtain from the Braslau-Dave results 
The difterence between the two quantities is due to aerosol interaction with solar absorption by 
atmospheric m s .  but this effect is s d .  From the present study, the comparable result 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Values for both 80 and 8,. as defined, respectively, by Eqs. (2) and (31, art summarized in 
Tabk 1; the diiIertnces between bo and 8, are due. within thc present model. to the ditterences 
between dFddr, and J F J J T ~  [see Eqs. (I) Prrd (811. As CUI be seen from this table, there is 
signillcant diversity between Q and 6, as well as dependence upon surface albedo a, A recent 
estimate suggests that a, 10.15 on a @OW avenge (Humme1 a d  Reek'')). while IQo" 
indicates a nnge of values from a, = 0.14 to 0.30 u appropriate to local surfaces in ueu where 
dust-loading events have been observed. Thus, it would appear that, on the average, the local 
albedos tend to exceed the @obd value, and from Table 1 this effect could tend to amplify the 
difference between a locally observed 8, and the applicable global 80. We certainly do not 
coatcnd that the ik and 8, values of Table 1 arc by themselves indicative of real tropospheric 
aerosols; we employ Table 1 sdely to illustrate possible relative differences between a local 
dust 'oading 8, as opposed to the planetary quantity, bo. 
As discussed in the Inuoduction. a second problem associated with observations of 
localized dust events. in contrast to global avenge conditions. concerns the fact that different 
dust evenu will, due to variations in the times of their occurrence, correspond to difierent local 
solar zenith angles. To illusate the zenith-angle dependence of 8,. we have employed the 
results of Bmlau and Dave'' to estimate dQJE7, as a function of solar zenith angle. recalling 
the equivalence of their aerosol model with o m .  These results are summarized in Tabk 2 for 
a, = 0.20, from which 6, is found to undergo a sign change with decreasing solar zenith angle. 
The primary point concerning Tables 1 and 2 is that locdued dust events produce 
aerosol-induced changes in solar and i-r. radiation at the surface which could differ substantially 
from gJobal planetary changes. For example. if a localized dust event corresponds to a, * 0.3 
and a zenith vlgle of W. then for H, = 1 km, Table 2 gives 8, = 3.9 W m". which dieen in both 
sign and magnitude from the correspondin# planetary result of Table I. & - -65.1 W m-I. From 
this. the sole conclusion of the present model study is simply that aerosol-induced changes in 
solar and i.r. radiation. applicable to a planetary radiation balance, canno: be redisticdly 
inferred from measurements which pertain to changes. during a localized dust-loading event. in 
the surface radiation budget 
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Adjacency effects on imaging by surface reflection and 
atmospheric scattering: cross radiance to zenith 
J. Otterman and R. S. Fraser 
An uulytiul mlutiun is d i r c d  for the nadir radiance as meuured from a utellite. baud on a simplified 
single-reatttring approximation i n  which the scattered radiation ia nut subjwt to extinction. In the &!.I- 
tion, terms a n  be identified aa due to a reflection from :he vicinity of the object pixel. and. mpcctively. ( I ) 
upwud urttering to zenith abve the object p~xr l .  m d  (2) downward reattering from the entire atmosphere 
to the object pixeL The first tenn u referred to u the crou radiance. the mcond .I the c n u  irradiance. 
The crou radiance is propon~onal to the forward acatteriny optical thickness. aa defined. and the crou irra- 
dirnce to the backscattering optical thickncu. The c ru r  radiance u u l l y  eonatitutn the predominant ef- 
fect. The effect. even at low atmospheric turbidity, can be large enoqh to mmtitute a significant fraction 
of the radian.er registered at the satellite, thus hampering determination of spectral signature of the object 
pixel or identification bf pixelr with inherently the wme spectral signature. Explicit expressions and com- 
puter w lu t l un~~  for 'he c rca  radiance from annular or from recunpular reflecting ueas are presented. The 
effect depends on the height distribution and on the sharpness of the forward peak of the scattertrig parti. 
clel. 
Adjacency effects are well known in photography, 
arising in the development processes of hig5-contrast 
scenes. Because developer consumption depends on 
local e x p u r e ,  concentration of the developer in the 
middle of a highly exposed area becomes lowar than at 
its edge. Unlesa vigorous mixing is resorted to, devel- 
opment proceeds at an unequal rate. This adjacency 
effect spuriously increases the contrast at the edge. 
Some diffraction effects on imaging by .a diffraction- 
limited optical system can, although different in nature, 
be regarded as adjacency effects: part of the energy 
from the high reflectivity area spills over to the ad- 
joining low reflectivity puels, increasing their apparent 
brightness. What is common in these diverse phe- 
nomena is that they become more acute with an in- 
creasing contrast. In this p a v r ,  another type of adja- 
cency effect is studied. 
A previous paper1 presented an analysis of the en- 
hancement in the global irradiance of the surface and 
in the radiant emittance from the top of the atmosphere 
due to surface reflection and subsequent atmospheric 
scattering. Here the effects of this surface reflection 
and subsequent scattering on the radiance neasured 
from a satellite at zenith are analyzed ss adjacency ef- 
fects: nauir radiance due to a reflection over one area 
(the source) and a subsquent scatteric; over an adja- 
cent area (object pixel) is studied. 
The analysis of these effects is oriented toward a 
specific problem area, i.e., the multbpectral radiometry 
by computer of imagery from satellites or from high 
altitude aircraft. In multispectral radiometry, the 
surface is analyzed by assessing the reflectivity of in- 
dividual pixels in the various bands. Configurations 
of pixels are not recognized, unlike in photointerpre- 
tation by human operators. High contrast between a 
small group of pixels A and a surrounding group B 
simplifies the discrimination of A from B. It will be 
seen, however, that such a high contrast hinders the 
identification of group A with another group A' of pix- 
els, which have the same inherent reflectivities as .4 but 
are part of a large homogeneous field. 
The satellite-borne radiometer measures the nadir 
radiance in a field of view that covers the object pixel 
on the surface. The signal component of this radiance, 
contributed by the object pixel, is given by 
Lu - rC, exp(-Q)/rr. 11)  
.I. Ot-n u with Tel Avlv Un~vcrslt);, Department of Ccophpia 
& P l m e w y  Sclenm. Ramat AVIV. Isrrei, and R. S. F r a ~ r  m t h  where r is the object pixel reflectivity (Lambert's law 
NASA Coddud Swce Flight Center. Greenbelt. Maryland 9 7 7  1. of reflection is assumed), C, is the total (global) surface 
riecc~ved 10 Slav 1978. irradiance,' end Q is the atmospheric vertical optical 
Fig. 1. Th. goomeuy of surfan reflation and rubugwnt scattering 
tr) to tho trntth md (b) to thowrfaco. h c o m p o c w n t s d d i . n c r  
rt tho zenith am xhematlcdly i n d i a t d  ti) Lv. nflwtion fmm tho 
obpct pixel (ii) L-, radiance s c a t t e d  from tlao dirsct barn and tiiil 
L,. n d i a n n  due to wettertn8 from nflatlon in the vicinity of tho 
o b w t  pixel. 
thickness, which accounts for extinction due both to 
scattering and absorption. To  this signal component. 
the scattering by the atmosphere adds components that 
do  not depend a t  all on the reflectivity r [see Eq. (1311. 
Inferring of r from the measured radiance is thus quite 
complex. 
Thematic mapping by multispectral radiometry can 
be successfully conducted without determining the 
actual surface reflectivit~as by morting to an approach 
known as the extrapolation mode. In an extrapolation 
mode. a known field is pointed out to the computer, and 
the computer seeks out and prints out all areas with 
similar s t e l l i t e - m a i d  spectral r a d i l n m  Our basic 
aim ia to identify and map all the pixel) with the same 
spectral reflectivities as that of the sample area pre- 
sented to the computer. For a successful identification 
of the pixels with inherently the same characteristics. 
the measured radiance for any pixel in the entire frame 
should be a uniquely determinate function of r, mono- 
tonically increasing with r (with a reasonable slopeJ). 
The obvious condition u that the atmosphere be hori- 
zontally homogenmus in the frame. To what extent the 
radiance is not a uniquely determinate function of r .  
even for a horizontally homogeneous atmwphere. is 
discussed here. The analysis is limited to cases of low 
optical thickness. 
It. Crow Radiance and Crorr Irrrdlance 
The radiance measured by a satellite-borne radiom- 
eter L,  in nddition to the signal component L,, [Eq. I ) ]  
~ncludes two other compooenu: the radiance s c a t t e d  
from the direct h a i n  L,,, and the radiance L,.. which 
is sca t t e r4  by the atmosphere above the object pixel 
from the radiation field retlected by terra1.r in the vi- 
cinity (see Fig. 1). In deriving the expresriorur for Lnd 
and L,. an appmach of simplified single-scattering is 
u r d  in which the scattered photons are not subject to 
extinction. Thus. a photon once scattered either leaves 
through the top of the atmosphere or strikes the sur- 
tics.' 
Let Q be the total vertical optical thickness (con- 
sisting of Rayleigh optical thickness R; Mie scattering 
optical thicknesr M; and W, absorption optical thick- 
ness either by gaseous components or aerosol), and let 
do be the solar zenith angle. The solar irradiance a t  the 
top of the atmosphere is po = cosdo of which a fraction 
[l - e x ~ ( - Q / ~ ) ]  is either scattered or absorbed from 
the direct beam; therefore, assuming homogeneity of 
cornpodition with height, a fraction [l - exp(-Q/po)] 
X RIQ of the direct beam undergoes Rayluigh scattering 
and a fraction [l - exp(-Q/pu)]M/Q undergoes Mie 
scattering. PR(+b) and P H ( ~ )  are Rayleigh and Mie 
scattering phase functions (normalized so that their 
integral over the I* solid angle is one), and the angle 
between the beam and the direction of scattering is 9. 
The  nadir radiance scattered from the direct beam is 
thus 
A more complex equation is obtained when extinction 
of the scattered radiation is considered. This equation 
is 
This quat ion can h used to define Lnd. Equation (?a) 
is definitely more accurate than Eq. (2) when the e r -  
tinction is primarily by absorption, but the simple Eq. 
(2)  can be more accurate when the extinction is pri- 
marily by scattering with a large forward peak. In the 
latter case. a large fraction of extinct photons are scat- 
tared through only a small angle. Such scattering can 
be regarded approximately as an exchange of photons 
among nearly parallel pencils of scattered radiation. 
We compute the radiance L,, scattered by a vertical 
column of the atmosphere with a pixel-size cross section. 
when the source of illumination is the intinite plane 
surrounding the column. F i n t  to be computed is the 
case where reflectivity of the entire plane is uniform. 
Throughout the paper. Lambert's law of reflectivitv 
IS assumed. The retlectivity is denoted a outside the 
obixt  pixel. This ntlectivity generally is different from 
tlie reflectivity of the object pixel r .  A genernl reci- 
procity relauon exists when the surface reflectivity and 
the atmosphere arc uniform. the rndiatlon retlected 
from part .4 of the plane and scattered by the atmn- 
spher- above part B ot the plane is equal to the md~atlon 
reilected from the surface in B and scattered above A .  
The cwmputation of L,, is then eqiilvalent to computing 
the total scattering to zenith from a radiation field at' 
rei lec~on from a small pixel with a retlectlvity 3. Using 
the simplified single-scattering approach, we can write 
this radiance as 
A It should be noted that, in Eq. (7). reflection from the 
(urn) c-1 n~ at nz 191 ml m* entire surface is derived. Thus when h. (7) is used for 
0.5s 0 . w  3 0.038 80 0.309 o 0.009 12 a f r ,  a negligible area of the c5ject ~ i x e l  is tacitly as- 
0.W 0.628 3 0.046 60 0.316 0 0.011 10 sumed. The radiance L n  measured at the satellite is 
Refractive index of 1.54.0i, and particle rim dirtxibution of 
-dNld Iogr - 4 (N b the numbor of puticln md r b the particle 
d i w )  k t w w n  r - 0.3 rm and 10 pm. The computatioru mn 
h o d  out by Y. Kaufman win8 m approach of Ieut r b l u t e  dif- 
f m n f n  
+ MPN(&)]~+ rind*,  (3) 
when @ is the zenith reflection angle. The Rayleigh 
scattering phase function in our normalization is 
The aerosol scattering phase function is approximated 
as follows: 
where n, and m, are nonnegative integers, m, are even. 
and 
In this paper we do not aim at series expansions, since 
the required number of a, terms for a sharply peaked 
phase function exceeds a thousand. Series expansion 
of phase functions for various size distributions and 
typea of aerosols. in which economy in the number of a, 
terms is imposed, will be the subject of another paper. 
For the purposes of this paper, we indicate that two a, 
tcrms, with nz of the order of 30n 1, already provide a 
reasonable representation to a phase functicn that is 
peaked around rb = O but at the same time is charac- 
terized by appreciabie scattering in any direction (see 
Table I). Introducing Eqs. (4 )  and ( 5 )  into Eq. (3), we 
obtain 
The surface irradiance Gc appears both in L, and Lma 
The simplified single-scattering approach' leads to the 
equation (valid only at small or moderate zenith an- 
gles) 
where CI(Q) is defined by Eq. (8), and f and 6, respec- 
tively, denote the probability of scattering into the 
fonvard and backward hemisphere in an encounter by 
a photon with the atmosphere: 
where 
defines the anisotropy of the aerosol scattering [see Eq. 
(5)]. Since M + R and the absorbing optical thickness 
add up to Q, f + b will be equal to unity only if there is 
no absorption: 
exp(-Q/m) + [ I  - asp(-Qlro)]/ 
x r o -  + r o [ l  - expc-Q/ro)l 1 - 2abC, 
where the last term is Lnd, and C,(Q) is written C,. 
Examining this equatio~i for a homogeneous atmo- 
sphere, i.e.. when Q,R,.V, and a are constant in a frame, 
it becomes clear that the inadiince L, is not a uniquely 
determinate function of r ,  since it depends $so on o, the 
reflectivity of terrain in the general vicinity of the object 
pixel. For the purpose of an order of magnitxde as- 
sessment, a simplified version of Eq. (13) is now pre- 
sented. Noting that, for Q c< 1, . 
I I (n + l ,Car~\Q)  18. 114) 
we can write Eq. i 1,") as follows: 
3 
4 
I + - (1  + coal@)R slndde 
1 
L, - 
1 . t 1 -  h b 4 )  
3 x ro lerpc-(3/~10) + [I - exp(-Q/uo)]fI + Lqa 
+ r),,,, + ~ ~ C . . . ~ , Q ~ [  .u+ -Ic, ,Q) + C , ~ Q ) ~ R )  . 17, 
1 4 7 1  - ') + r o  lerpl -Q/ud + jl - e r p ~  -Qir.i]fi + L., 
where the functions C,(Q), related to the exponential 211 - b b ~ )  
~ntegral, are given by I IS) 
The reflectivity a appears twice in Eq. (15). The term 
in the numerator, c ~ f Q ,  describer a reflection from out- 
side the object pixel and a subsequent scattering to the 
satellite. This effect can k called the crou radiance.' 
The term in the denominator, 2066, describes the re- 
flection and subsequent scattering downward to the 
object pixel. This effect can be called the cross irra- 
diance. Compared with the mom accurate Eq. (131, Eq. 
(15) omib powen in Q that are higher than the fint (in 
the terms with a). We can, therefore, restate Eq. (15) 
in a more convenient form: 
x Ierp(-Q/w) + [I - ~ p ( - Q / ~ ) n l +  Ld. (16) 
The crom radiance afQlr and the cross irradiance 2abQ 
(both effects when reflection is integrated over tho en- 
tire surface) can now k analyzed in terms of their 
functional dependences and orders of magnitude. Both 
t e r m  are proportional to the scattering optical thick- 
ness, the fmt to the forward scattering optical thickness 
fQ and the second to the back scattering optical thick- 
ness be .  Both terms are proportional to the reflectivity 
a. but the fint term is divided by r, i.e.. it is proportional 
to the a/r ratio. Since in many scenes a/r can have 
values of two or three in some of the spectral bands and 
for aercwols f is higher than b (much higher in the case 
. of large particles), the cross-radiance effects in most 
situations are higher by an order of magnitude or more 
than the cross-irradiance  effect^.^ For a/r of three, Q 
= 0.2. f = 0.75, the croes-radiance tenn is 0.35. If in the 
same example a = 0.2 and b = 0.25 (in a case of a purely 
scattering atmosphere for which f + b = l), the cross- 
radiance term is only 0.02. The alr ratio will generally 
differ from one band to another. It is quite obvious that 
the spurious radiance will be typically quite different 
in the various spectral bands, and the measured band- 
to-band reflectivity ratios can be sharply aitercd. The 
effect thus p o w  a serious handicap to thematic map- 
ping. 
Ill. C t w  Inadlanco as Response to Rotloctlon from 
In quanlifying the problem. a was defined as the re- 
flectivity of terrain in the vicinity of the object pixel 
without indicating how far this vicinity extends. The 
obvious question is: over what area should a be com- 
puted? The reflectivity of pixels further removed from 
the object pixel s ould, intuitively, be given decreasing f: weight both in t e crow-radiance and the cross-irra- 
diance effects. In what follows, the problem is solved 
for the predominant t e rn  of the c:m radiance. 
The radiance to zenith that originates by scattering 
out from a pencil of radiation reflected from a unit 
surface area (which will be referred to as a source or a 
source pixel) is a n a l > d  aa thin pencil traversa the 
atmmphere in a direction @ ' .neasured from zenith). 
The reflected radiation from a unit surface area is a c t .  
The projected area into direction is cos6, and. there- 
fore, a radiation pencil into a unit solid angle in this 
direction is aC, c(w/a .  Scattering to zenith out of h a  
pencil by a thin layer in the atmosphere is now consid- 
ered (see Fig. 1). Asauming the satellite to be at infin- 
ity, the radiometer field of view, which on the ground 
encompasses the object pixel. forms a vertical atmo- 
spheric column with a cross aection qud in area to the 
object pixel. (The satellite might not be exactly above 
the object pixel, but rtill the direction to the satellite 
defines the local vertical in terms of this discussion.) 
Such unit c r m  section at a height h presents to the 
source a solid angle of cosdl(h2 + y2), where y is the 
distance from the source to the object pixel. Let A M  
denote the vertical optical thickness of the scattering 
layer, which presents to the reflected pencil an optical 
thickness AMlcoe#. In the discussion. an assumption 
is made that both the unit source area and the area of 
the object pixel are infinitesimal and that the scattering 
volume is of infinitcrimal thickness. Extinction of the 
reflected pencil, on the inclined path below the AM 
layer, and of the radiance to zenith, on the vertical path 
above the Mf layer. is not considered now, thus al- 
lowing us to superimp~se scattering of different layers. 
From these statements, it follows that the radiance 
SL,,,(B) scattered to zenith by such a AM layer is 
where the second equality follows, since 
The phase function P M ( 6 )  for Mie scattering is rep- 
resented by a number of integer cosine power terms. 
Equation (17) is restated for only a single term of the 
phase function &U(m + 1) cosm@/47r: 
The analysis for the Rayleigh scattering is along iden- 
tical lines, with terms m = 0 and r~ = 3. 
The optical density of an infinitesimal layer AM is 
given as an arbitrary vertical profile of scatterers 
where H denotes a characteristic height of vertical 
profile of the scattered (density scale height in the case 
of an exponentially decreasing concentration). Inte- 
grating over the vertical column ot' the scatteren, we 
obtain an expression of L,,,, an entire contribution to 
the nadir radiance over the object pixel from a reflection 
over a unit source at a distarccr y from the object pixel. 
In this integration, extinction of neither the reflected 
pencil before scattering nor of the scattered radiance is 
considered: 
Thin expression. L,,,, divided by C,, can be regarded 
as a response of the nadir radiance to an irradiance on 
a unit source. The total response is given bv integrating 
L,.,\y) over the entire ground plane. over which the 
reflectivity a can be variable. i.e., it will appear with~n 
the integral': 
Introducisg dimensionless variables of height 
and of horizontal distance 
into Eq. (23, where L, is given by Eq. (21). and a is 
constant, we have 
In the above, extinction is not considered. From Fig. 
1 one can note that the path of the croas radiance, i.e.. 
the path from the source to the scattering column and 
then to zenith, is always longer than a vertical path 
length through the atmosphere. Thua, whereas 
exp(-Q) denotes the extinction of the reflected signd 
radiance t,. L, should Da corrected for extinction by 
a term exp[-g(r)Q], where g 2 1. 
The total optical thickness g Q  along the path of the 
reflected radiation is essentially identical to a vertical 
plwage through the atmosphere, when the reflection 
occun in the immediate vicinity of the abject pixel. 
Quite obviously, therefore, when K << 1 (i.e., y << HI. g 
I 1. In Sec. IV we discuss L,, for one or more geo- 
metrically thin, noninfin~tesimal scattering t y e n ,  and, 
subsequently, we discuss scatteren distributed with 
height, applying superposition. In both of these sec- 
tions we suggest correction for extinction by expl-Q), 
which is accurate only for an area close to the object 
pixel k << I. 
IV. Crou lnadlanca for a Concentrated layor of 
Scatterm 
In this section we analyze the cross radiance due to 
a geo~netrically thin layer of scatteren at a height H. 
F ( a )  h a Dirac delta function. Superposition of infin- 
itesimal layen is applied, since extinction of both the 
reflected and the scattered radiation is neglected. Only 
J t e r  sur~rpoeition integrals are solved do we discuss 
the ertil~ction of both the reflected and the scattered 
radiation. The solution can be wed either on a single 
layer or by superimposing the effects on several layers. 
For one layer, the concentration of scattcmm is nil [F(a) 
is zerol, except at a - 1, and the integral 
1- F ( d i ( d , & ? d #  
becomes f ( ~ , n ; ' ) .  The cross radiance as a fraction of 
oC,i'+ is denoted by I,. Equation (25) becomes 
For forward scattering terms we would have laM in- 
stead o i  3.U. This equation describes the cnws radi- 
ance contnbutod by an area A at a dkunce y away from 
the center of the object pixel (for example, an annular 
area 2ry Ay = A ) .  The term 3M spelh out the optical 
thickness associated with the coom@ phase function. 
The term (m + 1)/4n spells out a peaking effect, due tt) 
an enhanced scattering around the zero scattering angle. 
The term 
riewribea the falloff of the cross radiance with the dis- 
trtnce. and it can be readily reen that the more pro- 
ncrunced the peaking, the sharper the falloff. Since a  
= Y/H, for a low height H of the scattering layer, the 
falloff is sharper. And finally, the effective size of a 
source area is measured not in square meten but in 
terms of AIH2, i.e., in the dimensionless units. 
For anannular areaAIH2 = 2nydylH2 = 2 + ~ d a ,  the 
contribution of a source area extending from y 1 and 
further, i,e., extending from a1 to infinity, is given by 
Again, for forward scattering only we would have 'La 
instead of (3. 
Consider scattering by a concentrated aerosol layer 
at H = 2 km, with the forward scattering peak charac- 
terized by a term with m = 400 and a term with m = 8. 
It can be readily computed from Eq. (27) that, for rn 
400, half of the cross radiance effect is contributed by 
a very limited area within a radius of only 118 m ( r  = 
0 . N )  from the center of the object pixel. For Landsat 
applications this range of 119 rn implies that half of the 
effect originates from only one ring of a pixels around 
.he object pixel. On the other hand, where m = 9, the 
half-effect radius extends to 800 m (*I  = 0.408), i.e., half 
of the effect involves 10-12 rings of pixels around the 
object pixel. This is further analyzed in the fol- 
lowing. 
Consider the contribution from a source area in the 
form of a rectangle snd introduce new surface Cartesian 
coordinatw x and w ,  with an origin at the center of the 
object pixel and the directions parallel to the sides of the 
recmgle. The angle 9 (see Fig. 1) is defined by the 
height H and the distance from the center of the object 
pixel to the differential source area. This distance, 
previously termed as y, is now (x2 + w2)'.'?. Thus. in 
order to derive a solution in terms of the new coordi- 
nates, it suffices to introduce x2 + w2 fcr y 2  in Eq. (26). 
The differential MUrCe area is now dxdw or, in terms of 
dimensionlsss variables, d xd v .  Thw, for an arbitrary 
rectangular source, we have 
This function haa been integrated for Landsat dimen- 
sion pixels (60 m X 80 m). Results from each pixel in 
two concentric rings around the object p~xel are pre- 
sented in Fig. 2. (Only 9 pixels are shown, a corner of 
the array of 25 pixel.) For ?r = 400, the fractional 
contribution to the c r w  radiance from each pixel in the 
uray varies from 1% to 6%. The toul for the two rine 
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Fis. 2. ReIativr contribution (in percent) of two rinp of Landsat 
pixeh (24 pixel) to the c w  radiancb ovrr the object pixel, lor m = 
400 (upper numbers). and m = 8 (lovrar numknl .  H - 2000 m. 
of 24 pixels is nearly 75%. (The 7.35% that reslrlts from 
the object pixel itself, acting as a source, does not con- 
tribute to spurious effects.) There is a sharp falloff 
from the ring of pixels nearest to the object pixel to the 
second ring. Fqr rn = 8, the contribution from each 
pixel is either 0.17@0 or 0.16% and practically does not 
vary within the array. 
The case of a rectangular source can be easily ex- 
tended to a semi-infinite plane with reflectivity a (with 
the other half of the plane nonreflecting). The limits 
for x will be *=. A simple analytic solution exists for 
these limits. We have 
The term JMi? represents the solution for the entire 
plane with a uniform :eflectivity and can be regarded 
as the magnitude of the effect [see Eq. (27) for - 01. 
Since 
at v l  = 0 the cross radiance is obviously 0.5 (diM/9). It 
will be noted that the slope (in terms of fractional 
magnitude VS the dimensionless distance) at ol 0 is 
given by rn! ! ix \m - I)!!. The functions rn!!/+rm - I)!!. 
plotted in Fig. 3. and a discontinuity in L.,, describe how 
the nadir radiance increases crosslng from a black 
half-plane to a reflecting half-plane. 
Now we consider oxtinction of the retlected pencil 
and of the scattered radiance-first for the case of a 
single cmncentrated layer, i.e.. superposition at the same 
height of infinitely many infinitesimal layen with op- 
tical thickness dq. The probability of undergoing one 
and only one encounter, for photons entering the layer 
at an angle 4 from below the layer (pencil of reflected 
radiation) and emerging after the scattering vertically 
upward, is given by 
where q denotes the optical thickness at the point of the 
scattering, and q = 0 denotes the optical thickness at the 
bottom of the layer. We approximate this expression 
by Mlcos&. The superposition integrals for a single 
concentrated layer are then corrected for extinction by 
the term exp(-M), which is also the extinction term for 
the signal radiance. This solution is very simple. but 
the question is how serious' is the error in the approxi- 
mation. The approximation is that the term 11 - 
expi-M(sec6 - l)]J/M(sec@ - 1) is taken as equal to 
unity. The error increases with increasing 6 and AM. 
For 6 = 60a, i.e., set@ = 2 and JU = 0.1 and 0.25, the term 
is, respectively, 0.95 and 0.88. Contributions to cross 
radiance from a r i n ~  at a distance r = tan'' 60' = 1.73 
are overestimated, at most by 5% for AM = 0.1 and by 
1270 for ,Ci = 0.25, when we superimpose infinitesimal 
layers into a concentrated layer. The qualjfication at 
most needs to be inserted, since, when we incorporate 
in the expression such an extinction by scattering, we 
lose track of the extinct photons. 'They still might wind 
up at the satellite field of view above the object pixel. 
and the probability of it is high if J is high. 
There is no such uncertainty regarding extinction by 
absorption, that it indeed reduces the reflected and 
scattered radiation. Absorption is included in the qQ 
optical thickness, since the absorbing optical thickness 
W is a component of Q. However, special consideration 
should be given to situations where absorbers are not 
distributed with the same vertical profile as the scat- 
terers. Absorbers can specifically be above the scat- 
teren (as in the case of ozone) or, in a ground-hugging 
layer, effectively below the scatterers (as in the case of 
water vapor). 
Fiy. .'. The plot o i  the nl!l'\rn - 1 b!! \r m, the slope of L,. I nurmdircd 
to 1 at ~n!inirvb va the dimmrtunlw d~sunce at r boundarv brtween 
rctl*cttn8 and black luif.pirnr. m the directton perpend~cular o the 
buundarv. a case of rh~n :aver oi uattercn. 
~ L a v r ~ m O e Y c J  In the first am, the extinction factor by a h r p t i o n  
~ e ~ ~ ~ r r r m  .,  ,,, ir rxp(- W ) ,  i.e., the g factor is 1 and is independent of 
a. Thus, the absorption the signal and the c r m  m m  
radiance in the same wry, and, in rehtive terms, it has m o 2 8 400 
no effect. In the second case, the extinction factor is w,, -0 0.m 0.125 0.00195 0.19 x 10-1'0 
exp(- Wolcos~)  - ssp[-W(h2 + yZ)l/*/h] = 1.0 1.0 i .0 1.0 
expi- Wo(l + r *)l/*]. when the scatteren are concen- wo , O.M 0.436 0.116 0.00165 0.~8 10-~s 
trated a t  a = (hlH) = 1, and Wo denotds the absorbing 0.810 0.976 0.994 0 . M  
optical thickness of the pound-hugging layer. Intro- 
ducing this factor into Eq. (27) one obtains. Wo - 0.10 0.397 0.108 0.00175 0.17 X lo"* 0.799 0.954 0.W 0.99975 
A source at 4 = 60°. i.e.. at  w = 1.73, is reduced through 
svch absorption by a factor exp(-2 Wo)lexp(- Wo) = 
exp(- Wo) as compared with a source in the immediate 
vicinity of the object pixel r << 1. Equation (32) can be 
integrated after a change of variables ( = (1 + w2)"2 
through integration by parts 
where E l  is the exponential integral of order one. 
Equation (32a) has been evaluated for three values of 
Wo,m =0.2,8,and400,andforrrl = O a n d ~ 1  = 1.73. 
The integration indicates that, for Wo = 0.05, Wo = 
0.15, and rn = 2: (a) the total L. over the entire surface 
is reduced by a factor of 9.976 and 0.933. respectively. 
as compared with a cast of absorption with the same 
optical thickness but above the scatterers; and (b) the 
fraction contributed by sources extending beyond u1 - 
1.73 rn reduced tc 0.116 and 0,101: respectively, of the 
LM IM compared <i$t,h a fraction of 2-("+" = 0.125 of 
the L, in the case o~ no absorption [Eq. (27)) or as 
compared with an absorbing layer above the scatterers. 
Fuller data are presented in Table 11. It can be seen 
from these data that just multiplying L,. by exp(- Wo) 
is a completely appropriate treatment for rn = 8 or 
higher, while for a very low m, more detailed analysis, 
based on Eq. (32). is necessary. 
V. Scmrm Expononilally Docroaring with Height 
huming that the scatteren decrece exponentially 
with height. i.e., F(hIH) = esp(-hlH~ Eq. (25) be- 
cornea 
Tho upper numbor npnwncr the nhtiv, contribution d nf...tion 
from oourcn futher than r - 1.73 (i.e.. at 60. and higher from the 
point in the mttoriw layer above the object pixel). The lower 
numbor npnrmm the duct ion  of the t0L.l cmu r r d h  from the 
e n t h  p h  u cocnpad  with the cw of an abmrption Wo above the 
ruttoren. Thia lower number when multiplied by exp(-Wo) rep- 
m e n u  the d u a i o n  d the cnwr rdho u compared with the cue  
of no absorption. 
Fig. 4. Contribution to the e m  radiance or the reflection from an 
infinite rnnulu w o n  funher thrn *I ,  rxponent~allv dutributcd 
uattrren. numerical integration of 
pixel. When (dAIH') = Padx,  the second inteirai of 
Eq. (33) becomes easily integrable. We integrate the 
effect from a given distance u1 to infinity: 
x J: + . ~ ? - ~ - + J b * ~ d A i H z .  1331 This integral has been evduated for m = 0,3.8, and 
and for I) < w l  < 2.0. The results are presented in Fig. 
where extinction of both the reflected and the scattered 4. 
radiation is not considered. and 6 ,  as before. denotes the It can be seen by examining Fig. 4 that there is a vast 
dimensionlea distance from the center of the object difference between the decrease with distance of the 
high exponent tomu m d  that of the low exponent 
termr. For m = 8, the contribution from outride of a 
circle with radiw e q d  to one-tenth of the scale height 
in 74%, wherew for m = 400, i t  in only 20%. The com- 
parable numben form = 2 m d  rn = 0 u e  84% and 92%. 
reapectively. In t e r m  of a c t 4  distances, the differ- 
encea are even sharper. Luge puticle aemols u e  
likely to be encountered clone to the surface, end a 
representative scale height cur be 2 km, of which one- 
tenth in 200 m. Beyond thia distance, the contribution 
of a aharp scattering peak can drop to only 20%. On the 
other hand, for Rayleigh scattering, density d e  height 
is 9300 m. Thus the fractional contribution from ueas  
farther than 930 m b rtill(3/4)92 + (114184 = 90% (in 
Rayleigh scattering 314 b isotropic, m - 0, and 114 ac- 
cording to cos24 relation). But in reality thin fraction 
will be subatantially amaller when extiaction is con- 
s i d e d  over long paths from the source areas distant to 
the jcattering column above the object pixel. 
The case of an infinite half-plane is now given by 
m! 
= BM-- I' GT-*' exp(-old. 
2rfm - I)!! o 
- d r  
( # a  + ,a)lm+:)n S (34) 
The results are plotted in Fig. 5. 
VI. Ameaun.nt of tha Adjrconcy Eflocta for Landsat 
Muttlrg.ttr.l ~~r S y s t m  (MSS) and tho 
Th.mrtlc Ma- 
This year (1979) mark the seventh annivenary of the 
succasnful and continued obnervation of the earth 
through the multispectd scanner syatem (MSS), which 
fmt operated on Landrat 1 and now operates on 
Landsat 2 and 3. Analysis of the data provided by this 
four-spectral-band radiometer made monitor in^ of re- 
newable earth r m u r m  practical in a number of diaci- 
plincs such aa agriculture, forentry, hydrology, and 
rangeland studiea.8.9 The approach of multbpectral 
radiometry led to the a u m r r f u l  ~~mputer iut ion f data 
analysu and the eatablbhment of d m w t  routine com- 
puter thematic mapping of a few c r o p  for luge fields 
in some r e g i o ~  of the U.SA1° The rtmorpheric effecu 
wars found to b not significantly detrimental to the 
suctruful multiapectral radiometry of a L m b t  frame 
(i.0.. a casc of single-temporal analysis), even when a 
fairly turbid but homogeneous intervening atmosphere 
w u  artificially introducd.ll Thur ruccmnful radi- 
ometry of the surface from Landut :d.elliten ir clearly 
Fit. 5. The radian- Ln, normaiizod to 1 at + infinity va the di. 
memionless distance v l  perpendiculu lo a boundary between a ro- 
f l e c t ~  half-plmo and a black half-piano; tho nflrct:,ng half-plane 
oxten& from r - 0 to +r: txpo~:mtially distributed rcattrrm; nu- 
moriml integration of 
indicated for relatively large areas, for which the veil of 
thr scattered atmospheric radiance can be assumed to 
be homogeneous. 
Thin conclusion does not necessarily apply to small 
areas. Thanks to the rather large aperture of the MSS, 
the diffraction problems, even for a sing13 pixel sur- 
rounded by much brighter terrain, are quite small.12 
But the adjacency effect. ns discussed here can be quite 
significant for an iaolated pixel and even for a group of 
wveral scores of Landsat-size pixels. To demon, strate 
the point, Eq. (27) can be applied or, more convenient\y, 
Fig. 2 can be reexamined. We analyze the contribution 
to crou radiance above an object pixel located in the 
center of the array of 25 pixels shown in Fig. 'I. For rn 
= 400, only 17.5?0, while ior m = 8 some 96% is con- 
tributed from outside the array. If we computed a 
representative relative spurious signal oi 0.45, a spurious 
signal of 0.96 X 0.45 = 0.12 wiil occur when m = 8 in the 
center of a field of 25 Landsat pixels. i.e.. a field 300 m 
X 400 m. Such a field constitutes over 100 Thematic 
Mapper pixel. (Thematic Mapper is a multispcctra~ 
radiometer plar~ned for the Landsat program, wtth 
ground resolution of about 30 m). 
VII. Cocrclu8iow 
A treatment of the subject of surface reilcctton and 
subscqutnt atmospheric scattering has Sttn developed. 
Some specific conciusions can be drawn. 
(1) The effecu are amenable to anal>~~cal  treatment 
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ABSTRACT 
From the depth of the water vapor rpcctnl liner in the 8-9 pm window rcl(ion, meuurcd by the 
Nimbus 4 lnhnd lnterfcromcter Spectrometer (IRIS) with r resolution of about 3 cm-I, the precipinble 
w a r  vnpor w over the oceans ia mmolcly sensed. In rddiuon the IRIS rpectnl data in [he 
11- 13 window region b v o  been used to derive the sea rurlace temperature (SST). Seasonal maps 
of w on the oceans dcducd from the spectral d r u  rcve.l the dynunical influence of the lqc-scale 
atmospheric circulation. With thr help of r model for the venical distribution of water vapor. the 
conA@ntion of the atmospheric boundaq layer over thc octms can bc infemd from these remotcly 
w n ~ d  w and SST. The qos r  seuonal mean suucture of the boundary lrytr inferred in this fash~on 
nvedr  the brod ucu of W e  wind invcnion m d  the conv?ctively act~ve m m  such u the ITCZ. 
The denvcd infomation is in reasonable yrcemcnt with wme observed clima~ological paftcrnr 
over the occurs. 
1. Introduction oceans is influenced by both the large-scale and 
The general circulation of the atmosphere displays 
some important climatological features over the 
oceans such as the subtropical anticyclones and the 
intertropical convergcnce zones. The circulation of 
the subtropical anticyclones over the aceans '.<tends 
to about 40"s and 4 0 3  in the respective hemi- 
spheres. The equatorward wade winds associated 
with these anticyclones are instrumental in trans- 
porting water vapor to intertropical convergence 
zones and t)scrtby help to maintair! the duectly 
driven Hadley circulation in the tropics (Riehl. 
1954; Malkus, 1936). A salient feature of the trade 
wind circulation in the lowest layers of the atmor- 
phere is the trade wind inversion which is pro- 
duced u a consequence of the large-lcale dynamics 
of the subtropical anticyclones. The base of this 
inversion is found to slope upward along the down- 
sueam (NE to SW in the Northern Hemisphere) 
in response to the joint influence of small-scale con- 
vective motions and large-scale subsidence (Malkus. 
1956; Mak. 1976). Upward tmnspon of water vapor 
by convective motions is inhibited by the trade wind 
~nversion layers. From the foregoing discussion we 
KC that the distribution of wuer vapor over the 
NASMRC RIUUCh Aswewe on I ~ S V I  ham C.N.R., 
Istttuu, di Fir- deUI Aunosfen. Rome. Italy. 
small-scale motions and as such one may consider 
wlter vapor as a tracer of atmospheric motions. 
Wattr vapor undergoes changes of phase in the 
atmosphere. Its source is essentiallv at the surface. 
while the principal sink is in the atmosphere where 
it condenses and precipitates out. Desp~te these 
physical and dynarnical influences on water vapor. 
the mean venical profile of relative humidity in the 
a!mosphete apparently has a simple character. Based 
on Telegadas and London's (1954) climatology of the 
meridional aistribution of relative humidity. hlanabe 
and Wetherald (19671 have modeled the venical 
profile of relative humidity such that it decreases 
from a value of 77% at the surface to -- at the 
SO0 mb level. 
Such a decrease in relative humidity 1s in good 
agreement with the findings of a recent study by 
Nieman ( 1977). who dciived several mean relat~ve 
humidity profiles on a seasonal basis for differen1 
latitude belts. from 1971 global radiosonde data. 
Further. these mean relative humidity profiles for 
dflerent latitude zones and seasons show 3 linear 
decrease with height. This result suggests tha~ 
"given sufficient time. the atmosphere tends to re- 
store a certain climatological distribution of relative 
humidity responding to change of temperature" 
(Manabe and Wetherald. 1967). 
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Over the oceans there are two important phe- 
nomena which can produce significant departures in 
the relative humidity profile from its mean value. 
When low-level convergence is present in the atmos- 
phere, a deep convective layer with above average 
relative humidity is formed. On the other hand, if 
stable conditions prevail, such as those associated 
with inversions, the relative humidity above the 
inversion is significantly less than the mean value. 
These departures in the relative humidity profile 
are reflected as deviatio~s in the total precipitable 
water vapor from some mean value. Such deviations 
in precipitable water vapor will be appreciable when 
the relative humidity profile is perturbed from the 
mean conditions in the first few ki::m.eters above 
the surface. The reasoning given above constitutes 
the basis of this study tc infer the boundary-layer 
structure over the oceans. 
The precipitable water vapor over the oceans 
needed for this study is remotely sensed from the 
spectral measurements made by the Infrared 
Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS) that was flown 
on Nimbus 4 satellite. 
2. Spectral information in the window region 
The Nimbus 4 IRIS gathered spectral measure- 
ments from 400 cm-' to - 1400 cm-' over the globe 
with a spectral resolution of 2.8 cm-', where the 
noise in t're spectral data is about 0.5 erg cm-' sr'l 
s-' (Iiantl er al. ,  1972). In a typical brightness 
temperatwe spectrum, the various water vapor 
bands. i.e.. the rotation band around 20 pm, and 
the 6.3 Mrn vibration rotation band, as well as the 
window regions at 11 and 9 pm show some spectral 
details at 2.8 cm-' resolution. In Fig. 1 a part of the 
brightness temperature spectrum from 1100 to 1300 
cm-' is shown to illustrate these spectral details. 
The sharp maxima (peaks) and minima (valleys) in 
the figure suggest that the absorption coefficient of 
water vapor changes significantly in narrow spectral 
intervals. This implies further that radiances, 
corrcspoiiding to the brightness temperature, at the 
peaks and valleys in the spectrum, arise from 
significantly different altitudes in the atmosphere. 
In this study we are interested in examining the 
information pertaining to the total precipitable water 
in the atmosphere, :he bulk of which is contained in 
the first few kilometers near the surface. He~lce we 
have considered the water vapor spectral informa- 
tion in the window regions of l I - 13 pm and 8-9 pm. 
These window regions are referred to as the 11 and 
F pm regions, respectively. In the 9 +m region the 
continuum absorpt~on due to self-broadening effect 
is weak (Bignell. ;970; Burch. 1970). while the lines 
am strong compared to the 11 pm region. For this 
reason the water vapor spectral measurements in the 
9 pm window region are used to deduce the pre- 
FIG. 1. Nimbus 4 IRIS brighrner~ tempenturn spectrum from 
;!00 to 1300 cm-I. The symbols P and V denote the peaks 
and valleys in the spectrum. 
cipitable water vapor over the ocean. We will de- 
velop this scheme using radiative transfer theory. 
The intensity 1, measured at the top of the atmos- 
phere, at wavenumber v, in a nonscattenng atmos- 
phere in local thermodynamic equilibrium, is 
given by 
where 8,  is the Planck intensity, r , ( p )  is the trans- 
mission of the atmosphere from any given pressure 
p to the top of the atrvosphere, and p, is the surface 
pressure. The emissiv~ty of the surface is assumed 
to be unity. 
When we apply this equation to the spectral data 
in the 9 p m  water vapor window region. the first 
term on the right-hand side, i.e., the contribution 
f r c ~  the surface. is essentially governed by the sur- 
face temperature and the total precipitable water 
content in the atmosphere. The second term ac- 
counts for the emizsion from the whole atmosphere. 
and it depends on the manner in which the water 
vapor and temperature are distributed. At the peaks 
in the 9 p m  region, where absorption is weak. the 
contnb~tion from the second term is much smaller 
than the first. Thus, the intensity at the peaks de- 
pends only weakly on the atmosphcnc stratifica- 
tion. However, in the valleys ofthe spectrum. where 
the absorption is considerably larger, the second 
term in the equation exceeds the first. Taking the 
difference A1 between the mean intensity I, at the 
peaks and the mean intensity I ,  in the valleys. 
we obtain 
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FIG. 2. Mew rrht~ve humidity in& tempenrurr pm6les for 
uopicr sad midlatitudes summer .nd winter (from Nicmm. 
1977). fbr doptcd RH profile u l lso shown. 
A1 = Ip - l v  - & P O ) [ ~ ~ ( P O )  - ~ ~ ( P o ) I  
+ I' B ( P ) ~ [ T , ( P )  - r,(p)I. (2) 
. I?,~DD+T4m)I 
when is the average Planck intensity over the 
peaks and valleys in the spectrum which are typi- 
cally spaced within 10 cm-' apart. and r, and r, are 
mean transmittances in the peaks and valleys of the 
spectrum. respectively. 
Bq. (2) may be replaced with the following func- 
tional relationshi? 
function of the mean pncipitable water vapor 
3(T,) in a column of the atmosphere. 
The temperature profiles in the atmosphere for a 
given T, may differ from such mean conditions. 
Also the relative humidity profile could differ from 
the climatological mean conditions. In such a case 
the line strength I departs from 1 by an amount 
where T' and RH' are deviations from the mean 
conditions. 
The surface temperatun T, can be independently 
deterqrined fiom the 1 l p m  window measurements 
of IRIS using a method developed by Rabhakara 
ct al. (1974). From Eq. (5 ) .  therefore, it is plausible 
that from the quantity 41, we can infer one daminant 
mode or property of the atmosphere im~licitly 
contained on the right-hand side of the equation. 
Over water bodies. as will be discussed later, there 
are strong correlations between T ' ( p )  and RHP(p). 
Further such correlations exist in the lowest layers 
of the atmosphere near the surface. Principally. this 
results in a significart dwiation of precipitable 
water vapor from the mean value 9. 
Thus if we can deduce these deviations from the 
IRIS spectral measurements over the global oceans. 
we can infer some salient features of the lowest 
layers of the atmosphere. 
3. Determination of precipitable water vapor in 
different atmospheres 
In order to study the manner in which I ,  as de- 
fined previously, changes as a function of the 
atmospheric conditions, we have developed a radia- 
tion computational scheme that can simulate the 
spectral data with a resolution of 2.8 cm-I in the 
water vapor absorption regions from 400 cm'' to 
1400 cm-I. The transmission function r of the water 
vapor needed in these calculations is taken to be 
the product of three components: 7, associated with 
water vapor lines, r, produced by the continuum due 
to foreign broadening. and r, resulting from the e -  
where l (called the line strength) is the brightness type absorption (~ignell. l*~).  he-transmission 
temperature difference corresponding to JI, T ( p )  function of the water vapor lines r, is derived using a 
multiple-regression scheme similar to the one pro- lad R H ( ~ )  =' temperature md nlrtive posed by Smith (1969). The details of the foreipD as functions of pressure p ,  and TI is the surface 
temperature. broadening and the e-type given by Kunde and 
Given the surface temperature T,, a mean tem- Maguire ( 1974) are adopted. This simulation program is used to synthesize pntum prnfile '(PI be constructed 
spct& data for s e v e d  different atmospheres ing an average l a p s g t e .  Further, if a mean relative 
humdity profile R H ( p ) .  based on climatological ranging from tropics to high latitudes. 
d~u, could be defined we can express the meanline 
svenph as a. Average atmospheric condirions 
l (T , )  - f v,.~(P)~%(P)).  (4) The atmospheric temperature and relative hu- 
midity distributions corresponding to mean condi- 
It is apparent from these assumptions that I is a tions in the latitudinal belts 0- 10". 10-34 and 
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TABLE 1 1  Coincident data born chip ndiosonda rut ioar  m d  N i a h s  4  IRIS. 
~m T- RH(pd lm w u a  warn  
h y  Ship (K) (K) (%I CC) (I cm-3 (r cm-3 
19 rspt 
22 Apr 
7 WY 
9 M.Y 
12 my 
17 M8y 
21 Mr! 
6 Juo 
12 Juo 
I8 Jun 
21 Jun 
21 Jun 
2 Jul 
3 Jul 
12 lui 
17 Jul 
31 1u: 
2 AW 
6 Au8 
7 Ary 
9 A w  
11  Ary 
23 Aup 
23 A w  
31 Aug 
4  sep 
4  SP 
16 Sep 
27 S ~ P  
4  Oct 
8 Oct 
13 (h 
18 Oct 
23 Oet 
2S Ocr 
n NOV 
3 D t c  
5% 
26 Dtc 
26 J m  
4 Y M  
W T K A  
4 Y J  
4 Y N  
4 Y M  
4 Y N  
4 Y 1  
4 Y N  
4 Y V  
4 Y J  
4 Y E  
4 Y N  
4 Y J  
4 Y D  
4 Y E  
4 Y V  
4 Y D  
4 Y N  
4 Y B  
4 Y C  
4 Y N  
4 Y D  
4 Y I  
4 Y N  
4 Y K  
4 Y P  
4 Y V  
4 Y C  
4 Y N  
4 Y N  
4 Y V  
4 Y J  
4 Y N  
4 Y P  
4 Y N  
r Y P  
r y v  
4 Y E  
4 Y E  
4 Y J  
30-50" on both the hemispheres for four seasons are interesting to note that in all cases the mean rela- 
derived by Nieman (1977'). tive humidity profiles are very similar and decrease 
Some of these mean profiles of the temperature from surface up to -200 mb almost linearly as a func- 
and relative humidity are shown in Fig. 2. It is tion of height. These data are heavily weighted by 
TABLR Ib. As in Tabk la but with n d i n d e  data from island stuiom. 
20 Apr 
20 Apr 
23 .4pr 
25 Apr 
29 Apr 
3 May 
8 May 
I I May 
13 May 
I8 May 
I8 May 
11 May 
78 1 18 Turks 
78486 S. Dominp 
76970 f rimdad 
78526 SM J m  
91245 Wake 
788fh5 Howud 
91 16S Lihuc 
781 18 Turks 
91285 Hio 
78526 SM Juan 
78968 Aesmm 
23970 Trinidd 
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TADLC 2. Mem line nrenfi 1 md toul prtcipitabk wer IG 
.r r h t i o n  of the surfu- temperature T, for dinerent man 
umorpbrrrs. 
Tropicr 10%-105 a . 9  9.6 4.3 
S u ~ w m m c r I O - U P H  m.6 9.5 4.3 
Subvopicr winter 10-WN 291.9 7.2 3.2 
Temprntc summer 30-JO'N 292.8 7.5 3.4 
Tempcnte winter 30-HTN 273.9 3.1 1.0 
land stations. However, from a limited sample of 
ship and island radiosonde data taken ov-r North 
Atlantic and North Pacific (see Tables la and lb) 
during the year 1970, we find a mean value of 81% 
relative humidity near the surface, and a similar 
decrease with height. For this reason we have 
adopted, for the radiative transfer simulations, 
one relative humidity profile. as shown in Fig. 2. 
for ail oceanic regions. 
From the synthetic spectral data. calculated with 
the simulation program, using the above mean 
atmospheric conditions, we have obtained the bright- 
ness temperature at eight peaks (see Fig. 1) in the 
9 pm region- 1127.7. 1140.2, 1158.3. 1168.0. 
1181.9, 1193.1. 1202.8. 1232.0 cm-'-and averaged 
them. Similarly. the brightness temperature at eight 
adjacent valleys- 1136.1. 1149.9. 1165.3. 1173.6. 
1186.1, 1197.2, 121 1.2, 1225.1 cm-'-are averaged. 
W A m  VAPOR CONTENT ( g l c d )  
ha. 3. The rehtionshtp between tbo 9 q line sucngtb 
rad the tmll prectpuble wuer for mean atmospbenc condittons. 
for i n v m m  conditions thom Tables 38-3c). and ITCZ 
asas (see Table 41. 
I a 
The difference between these two averages gives an 
estimate of the line strength representative of the 
spectral region 1 125- 1233 cm''. The corresponding 
brightness temperature f is shown in Table 2 for the 
various mean atmospheres. In Fig. 3 we show 
graphically the relationship between f and O for 
the various mean atmospheres. Further in Fig. 4 
the dependence off and @ on the surface tempera- 
tun T, is shown. Both bC and 1, as seen from the 
FIB. 4, increase with T, in an analogous fashion. 
The increase in G may be readily understood in 
terms of the moisture holding capacity of the warmer 
atmospheres. The growth of f needs some ex- 
planation. 
The behavior off can be explained with the help 
of the weighting f'nctions, dtldt associated with the 
valleys and peaks in the spectra. 
The weighting function associated with the valleys 
has a distinct maximum which moves down as the 
total water content decreases. The weighting hnc- 
tion at the peaks. on the other hand. does not show 
any maximum. The strength of the line I is thus 
crucially dependent on the superincumbent water 
vapor in the troposphere. 
Over the oceans, the relationships shown in Figs. 
3 and 4 represent basic correlations among the sur- 
face temperature f,, w and I .  These correlations 
may be broken when atmospheric temperature 
and water vapor profiles are perturbed from mean 
conditions. Such perturbations are present over the 
global oceans. 
FIG. 4. Dependence of the 9 +I mean line strcnfi 1 and the 
total water vapor content 6 on the surface tcmpctaturc T, over 
tbe oceans. 
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In tbe following discussion these climatolo&ally 
signitlirnt perturbations are examined in some 
dtuil. 
b. Trade wind inversion 
T d e  wind inversion is a clirnatologicrl lea-, 
associated with oceanic subtropical anticyclones. 
In tht Yorthern Hemisphere the axis of these anti- 
cydt,r*cs tilts from NE to SW (we, c .~ . ,  Haurwitz 
and wtin, 1944) and thereby the vertical motion 
rss r :iattd with these anticyclones has an organized 
pml.rn. On the NE side there is r pronounced sub- 
sydence, while on the SW the vertical motion is 
we*;.;.. This organized motion of the subtropical 
urtjc~clones produces a strow inversion on the 
NE side. The observations of the Meteor Oceano- 
~npb ic  Expedition (Ficker, 1936) and the Indian 
Ocu r Expedition (Ramqe, 1966, 1971) reveal the 
gtw rl nature of the trade wind inversion over the 
Nor r and South Atlantic, and the Arabian Sea. 
Rich (1954) shows the NE-SW cross sections of 
the trade inversion regime derived from radiosonde 
data gathered during July-October 1945 over the 
North Pacific Ocean. The more recent experiments 
relatr J to GATE. in particular BOMEX and ATEX 
(Augstein rr ol. ,  1973: Dunckel et d., 1974). nin- 
force the observations of these earlier studies. 
In the trade wind inversion the stronger the 
uubsidence the lower the height h of the inversion 
,md the larger the temperatun increase AT from bot- 
iom to top of the invenion due to adiabatic 
*;varming (Riehl, 1954). The change in relative 
&umidity ARH is prinuuily due to the capping of 
c.onvection by the inversion. which limits the height 
c: the lower humid layer. while above the invenion 
sinliqg of dry air an' dynamic warming lower the 
FIG. 5. Adopted man d u i v r  humidity prdlc (shown also 
in Fie. 2) .ad Ik modelr of tbe nWvr humidity prosla for 
tbnr conditions (sea Tabk 3) d tha inversion. The average 
p d h  for lum to A w t  md Septamber to October fhm 
the Ship 4 Y N n d i o d  dau (table 18) are also shown 
(duhtd line¶). 
relative humidity. In this manner a corrclation be- 
tween the temperature profile and the water vapor 
profile in the lowest layers of the troposphere is 
developed in oceanic regions where the inversion 
conditions prevail. 
Utilizing these climatological correlations, we 
have empirically modeled the characteristics of the 
trade wind invenion layer over the oceans, with 
one parameter (ARH) which is coupled to h and 
AT. In Table 3 thne values of the invenion param- 
eter ARH and the associated h and AT used in 
our calculations are listed. The adopted mean 
~ ~ u i . t  3  Cmputrd 9 pm lim nnn(ch cornspodin8 to t h m  humidity profile shown in Fig. 2 is suitably modi- i n v e n i m  for tropics (8). midhtitudc summer (b) urd mdhtitude 
winter (c). Bed to represent the three inversion conditions. 
-z-- Above the level of inversion. the relative humidity 
h AT SRH I w profile is assumed to have a constant value until it 
(tm) IT) (%) (n (8 em-3 (G - u)ht meets the undisturbed profile as shown in Fig. 5. - 
-. This model is consistent with some recent radio- ( a )  Tropical mrnr armosphm 
(:,; - 290.9 K. I - 9 . ~ i ' ,  rt - 4 . 3  8 em-? sonde data. referred to inTable la, of the ship station 4 Y N (WN, I W W )  in the North Pacific when the 
1.78 2 32 8.75 3.71 0 . 1  trade wind regime is strong during summer. The 
1.15 4 rb 7.30 2.91 
0.73 6 "2 5 . 3  I .9@ 
0.32 average relative humidity profile of the ship 4 Y N 
--- 
O'W 
casts, listed in Table la, for the months of June- 
(6) .Uidarirudr svmmrr Auwst and September-October are shown in Fig. 5 
, A ,  - 292.6 K. - I.-. + - 3.35 8 cm-9 for comparison. These profiles support the inversion 
I .7& 2 32 6.31 2.89 0 .  mode1, 
1.1, 4 rd 5.11 2.22 0.34 Applying these three inversion characteristics to 
75 E 62 3.W I .ui 0.56 the tropical. midlatitude summer and winter atmos- 
- -- 
( C J  .U~dlanludr wtnrrr phens we have calculated I. the strength of the 
T, - 273.8 K. ( - 3. IVC. 6 - O.W cm-3 lines in the 9 pm region. In Table 3 the strenpth of I and the total precipiubie water w for the three 
1.10 2 32 2.62 0.81 
4 Q 1.97 0.65 
O.I6 inversion conditions are listed. These tables show 
1.15 
0.75 6 62 1.22 0.43 the dependence of I on the boundary-layer pram- 
- eten SH, h and AT in a jo~nt fashion. 
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TABLE 4. Cdculued 9 rm line rtrenfih, the total wuer content w .  and the index ( t t  - 1i.Y; for the ITCZ cases. 
J o h n  (1951) 239.15 9.92 4.38 4.34 -0.01 
A u ~ ~ t e i a  er al. (1974) 299. 13 10.13 4.94 4.33 -0.14 
Ertoquc (19753 297.63 :0.39 5.26 4.09 -0.28 
Ertoquc and Dou Jar (1978) 298.65 9.31 4.58 4.25 -0.06 
Godbole and Ghorh (1975)' 299.65 11.13 5.43 4.41 -0.23 
For a given wrface temperature the total water 
content in each one of these niodeis varies us iiic 
boundary-layer parameters change. The water con- 
tent is at maximum when the inversion is absent 
and least when the inversion is at the lowest levels 
as shown in the tables. As the total water is an 
integral property reflecting the inversion char- 
acteristics we may relate it to I. 
In Fig. 3 the values of 1 and w taken from Table 3 are 
plotted. It can be seen from this figure that all the 
points are very close to the curve corresponding to 
mean atmospheric conditions. As a consequence of 
this result it is possible to infer w from I in the 
presence of the inversion conditiun. 
We have examined the sensitivity of 1 separately 
to the temperature profile and the water vapor pro- 
file. Such an examination shows that -WO of the 
change in I is due to the variation in the water vapor 
profile, while the temperature profile accounts for 
-10%. This analysis shows the overwhelming 
importance of the water vapor profile. Any infer- 
ence of the temperature profile from 1 thus has to 
be deduced by way of statistical correlation with 
respect to water vapor profile. 
The surface temperature T, on the ocean can 
be measured independently from the 11 pm IRIS 
window data. Given the surface temperature we 
can estimate the total water content 3 comspond- 
ing to mean atmospheric conditions from Fig. 4. 
Then we can formulate a parameter ( , i s  - w)lG 
to indicate the strength of the inversion. 
c.  Intertropical convergence :one 
Another well known pnenomenon over the tropi- 
cal oceans is the intertropical convergence zone 
(ITCZ). This is the region where the low-level 
winds converge to produce a rising motion which 
carries water vapor upward and produces above 
average humidity conditions aloft. The temperature 
inversion above the boundary layer in the ITCZ is 
generally absent or weak (Estoque. 1975). Thus 
the t2mperature profile in the ITCZ areas does 
not show a significant departure from mean atmos- 
pheric conditions. However. the water vapor pro- 
file reflects the effects of rising motion. resulting 
in a significant increase in total water content. For 
this reason we have not developed a simple model 
of the coupling of the temperature and water vapor 
profiles in the ITCZ. 
Observations of the temperature and humidity 
cGi.rcswad+,g ;" ;he nP7 ,,nn*A; t ;  ,v,.u...~r?~ art give!! ir! 
the studies of Augstein er al. (19741, Estoque (1975). 
Godbole and Ghosh (1975) and Estoque and Douglas 
(1978). The relative humidity profile in the ITCZ 
shows a significantly larger value than the climato- 
logical average between about 800 and 600 mb. 
In this region of the atmosphere a significant 
deficit in humidity is noticed when inversion condi- 
tions prevail. Utilizing the radiative transfer pro- 
gram we have calculated the 9 p m  line strength for 
all these ITCZ cases which are shown in Table 4. 
In the same table we give also the results for an 
average profile for the West Indies region (Jordan. 
1958). 
The values of 1 and the corresponding LV for the 
ITCZ cases are also plotted in Fig. 3. This figure 
clearly shows that the ITCZ 1 values conform 
reasonably well with the general 1 vs w relationship 
that was derived from mean atmospheric condi- 
tions and trade wind inversion models. In all the 
ITCZ cases the parameter (G - w)/,; is negative 
(see Table 4). suggesting that the water vapor con- 
tent and the depth of the humid layer exceed 
average conditions. 
We can conclude from :he preceding discussion of 
spectral simulations that the relationshtp between 
1 and tv. shown in Fig. 3. is applicable for the various 
atmospheric conditions we have considered. The 
parameter ( h i e  - w ) / \ i  in a general fashion reflects 
excess or deficit of water vapor content in the 
atmosphere with respect to some mean conditions. 
For positive values this parameter. together with 
some statistical information, can be related to the 
strength of the trade wind inversion. Negative 
values of this parameter indicate the presence of 
deep moisture convection such as that produced 
by ITCZ. 
d. Comparison with radiosonde darl.1 
The strength of the water vapor lines I as shoan 
in the previous sectlon has a quasi-linear depend- 
ence on the total water. This IS not ~urprising 3s i 
is a water vapor spectral feature in the wlndow 
region. 
To funher validate this result we have used 
ground truth data obtalned from ship and ~sland 
radiosonde stattons. 
The Nimbus J IRIS obtalned spectral measure. 
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ments for a period of about 9 months from April- 
December 1970. The satellite 9 p m  line strength 
mersunments, within t 1' latitude and longitude 
from the stations, arc used to estimate the total 
water content according to the relationship shown 
by solid line in Fig. 3. The cloud contamination 
was avoided by accepting only the data in which 
the surface temperature reported by the ship (or 
island) was within - 1 . K  with respect to satellite 
derived SST. In this fashion we were abie io ga:hc: 
52 cases for comparison, shown in Tables la and b. 
The radiosonde data that went into this sample 
contained atmospheric conditions ranging from 
inversion to convectively active situations. This 
comparison, presented in Fig. 6. reveals that the 
total water content estimated from the 9 Frn line 
strength a j p e s  with the radiosonde measurements 
within - z 15%. 
4. Information on global oceans derived ftom Nimbus 
4 IRlS 
The field of view of IRIS was about 95 km in 
diameter and this instrument had only subsatellite 
viewing geometry. As the successive orbits of the 
satellite arc -26" longitude apart and as some data 
an cloud contaminated, it was not possible to 
construct a global map of the line strength I for 
each day. It was found necessary to combine 
-90 days of IRIS data to get a satisfactory global 
map. For this reason we have divided the IRIS 
data into three periods: April- June. July - Septem- 
ber and October-December. The cloud contamina- 
tion is eliminated with the help of the brightness 
temperature in the 11 pm window region. It is assumed 
that when the window temperature exceeds 290 K in 
the 2VN-2WS latitude belt over the oceans clouds are 
absent. Similarly. thresholds of 285 and 280 K are 
applied to the belts 20-30' and 30-50". on either 
side of the equator. respectively. Thus the data used 
in this study emphasize the clear-sky conditions and 
do not represent cloudy areas. In addition. the 
composite of data may not lead to a fair spatial and 
seasonal average. 
From the relationship shown in Fig. 3 between 1 
and w we have constructed three maps of total water 
vapor distribution over the global oceans from 
about 5O"N to 40"s. As an example, only the map 
for the April-June period is presented in Fig. 7. 
The full sets of maps derived from the IRIS data 
can be found in Prabhakara er (~i. 11978). 
We arc not able to compare this information with a 
global map of total water derived from conventional 
data at this time. However. Grody (1978) has de- 
rived such global maps of water vapor using the 
data from a scanning microwave spectrometer 
(SCAMS) that was flown on Nimbus 6. We have 
compand one of these maps of total water content 
for the period 18 August-4 September 1975 wrth the 
map constructed from IRIS data for the three- 
month period July-Scptcmber 1970. The distribu- 
W-IRIS Ig/&) 
FIG. 6. Cornpanson between the water vapor content derived 
from the 9 pm I~nc strength and the water vapor content ob- 
mncd from radrorondc data. 
tion of the total water vapor in both these maps is 
quite similar. This result supports our method for 
remote sensing of total water vapor over the global 
oceans. 
Using the 11 pm IRlS window data and utilizing 
the split window techrtique described by Prabhakara 
rr (11. (1974) for each one of these periods, a sea sur- 
face temperature (SST) map is derived. As an 
example the SST map for April-June is shown 
in Fig. 8. 
These maps of IV and SST essentially constitute 
the basic observational information for the subse- 
quent discussion. The data between the longitude 
region of -100-120"E are missing due to some 
telemetry limitation. .4s a consequence information 
over this part of the Indian Ocean is not contained in 
our al?alysis. With the help of the surface tempera- 
ture maps and the corresponding maps of the total 
water content ~ v .  we can construct maps of ( 1 ; .  
- r v ) ~ \ i '  for the three periods covered by the IRIS 
oaservation. In Figs. 9. 10 and 1 1 three maps of t h ~ s  
index for the periods April-June. July-September 
and October- December are shown. 
In a general fashion thesc maps retlect the gross 
structure of the boundary layer over the oceans for 
different seasons. The trade wind invers~on associ- 
ated w~th  the subtropical anticyclone over the North 
and South,..\tlantic and Pacific oceans are clearly 
delineated by the positive values of I \ i s  - \t.)!\i. 
Over the Arabian sea strong inversion conditions 
are revealed during the period April-June as well as 
during October-December. Apparently. the in- 
version conditions are absent In the monsoon 
period. J:lly-September. giving way to convective 
activity. A vast region of subsidence in the equatorial 
Pacific is revealed with some seasonal changes in 
strength and p o s i t ~ o ~ ~ .  T h ~ s  interesting phenomenon 
in the equatorial Pacific is known from shrp observa- 
trons (see Riehl. 1954). 
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Flo. 8. Discributioa d the rutface temperature over the d0b.I oceans (WN-WS) derived from the I I pm window 
rr(ioa obrcrvuions of the Nimbus 4 IRIS for tbc period April. May and June. 1970. 
The regions with negative values of (G - w X 6 ,  
indicated by stippling, show the presence of con- 
vcctively active areas as explained earlier. Such 
regions are present where the ITCZ generally pre- 
vails. Convectively active areas are also revealed 
along the course of the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio 
currents. In the Southern Hemisphere a significantly 
large convectively active zone appean in the Octo- 
ber-December period. This zone, which is about 
10. latitude in width, spans from -20"s. near the 
east coast of Australia, to -35"s near Chile in 
South America. 
The significant features of the boundary layer 
characteristics over the oceans revealed by the re- 
mote sensing technique, an in general agreement 
with the known climatology. 
The inferred infonnation on the boundary-layer 
structure depends on one important assumption, 
i.e.. the mean water vapor profile over the global 
oceans can be modeled in a simple fashion. Essen- 
tially it is assumed that one mean relative humidity 
profile showing a monotonic decrease from the sur- 
W e  to 200 mb, represents the average condition 
applicable to all latitudes for daerent seasons. 
Depunves from such mean conditions are then 
rwociatcd with the stable condition of inversion or 
the convectively active state. For this reason the 
results obtained in t s s  study are somewhat model- 
dependent. Particularly ifthe mean relative humidity 
profile changes significantly as a hnction of latitude ' 
and season, the patterns shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 
11 will be distorted. From the climatological data of 
Nieman it appears that the mean relative humidity 
profile changes within -1095, reflecting a 10% error 
in i .  The error introduced in (+ - w)lG from such a 
source has the same magnitude, i.e., 0.1. Since the 
range of (i - w ) / 6  shown in the maps is much 
larjjer than 0.1 we an able to resolve the patterns 
in a meaningful way. 
The random ermn in the remotely sensed SST 
and w are considerably smoothed in the three- 
month averaging process. As a consequence the 
error introduced in (i - w)l+ from this source is 
significantly less than 0.1. 
15. Sammvy and conclusions 
Utilizing the Nimbus 4 IRIS spectral measure- 
ments we have remotely sensed two pieces of 
infonnation over the global ocean for three different 
seasons. The two pieces of information are 1) the 
corrected sea surface temperature (SST) obtained 
from the differential absorption in the 11 and 13 
pm region, and 2) the prcipitable water vapor w ob- 
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U e d  from the depth of the water vapor lines in 
the 8-9 p m  region. 
The remotely sensed SST and w over the oceans 
cm bt used to infer the stratification of the atmos- 
phere in the first few kilometers above the surface. 
This is possible because cn the average the venical 
distribution of water vapor i t  the atmosphere above 
water bodies ctn be represented with a simple 
model. Then some average value of precipitable 
water 6 can be associated wiih a given surface 
temperature. The departure of the measured w from 
the corresponding lt reletes to the atmospheric 
stratification in the boundary layer. For instance, w 
exceeds 6 when convective conditions. such as the 
ITCZ, are present. When w is less than ri, stable 
conditions of inversions prevail. Such an excess or 
deficit of w has been derived from IRIS data for 
three seasons of 1970. The gross characteristics 
of the boundary layer over the oceans are seen 
in these maps. 
The trade wind inversion over the oceans is an 
integral part of the tropical circulation. The studies 
of Malkus (1956). Mak ( 1976) and Ogura et al. ( 1977) 
bring out the importance of this large-scale atmos- 
pheric phenomenon. The investigation of Reitcr ( 1978) 
reveals an intimate connection between the sea 
surface tel,nperature anomalies and the strength of 
the tnde winds. Several studies (see. e.g., Narnias. 
1978) have revealed the significance of SST anomalies 
in producing seasonal climate change. From these 
studies it is clear that the information we are de- 
riving from remote measurements over the global 
oceans on a seasonal basis, although crude, can 
be valuab!e in understanding the ocean atmosphere 
interaction. This knowledge is indispensable in de- 
veloping seasonal climate prediction models. 
The information. obtained with the help of satellite 
measurements, which we have presented here, is 
biased toward clear-sky conditions. Microwave re- 
mote sensing is capable of probing through clouds 
when they are not precipitating. Thus when the 
microwave technique to sense the sea surface 
temperature is developed. it appears that the bias 
introduced by clouds can be reduced. 
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INFERENCE OF THE BOL'NDARY LAYER STRUCTURE OVER 
THE OCEANS FROM SATELLITE INFRARED MEASUREMENTS 
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NASAlSoddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Md. 2077 1 
R. Lo, N. R. Nath 
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S h e r  Spring, Md. 209 10 
ABSTRACT 
Remote infrared spectral measurements in the 8-1 3 pm window region, at a resolution of 
about 3 cm-l, contain weful information a\ out the water vapor and temperature stratifica- 
tion of the atmosphere within the first few kiiometers above the water surface. Two pieces 
of information are retrieved irom the spectral measurements: (1) precipitable v.ater vapor 
in the atmosphe~e, from the depth of the line structure between 8 and 9 pm due to water 
vapor I~nes: and ( 2 )  zea surface temperature. from the variation of brightness temperature 
hetween 1 1 and 13 pm. Together, these two pieces of information can signify either the 
presence of a deep moist convective iayer or the prevalence of stable conditions, sudr as 
caused by temperature inversions, which inhibit moist convection. 
A simple infrared ndiative transfer model of the 9 pm water vapor lines is developed to 
validat: the method. With the help of t h s  model and the Nimbi~s 4 Infrared Interferometer 
Spectrometer (IRIS) data, a gross picture of the planetary boundary layer for different sea- 
sons over the glabal oceans is deduced. I h e  important regicns of the trade wind i,-.venion 
and the intertropical cowergence zones over all the oceans are clearly identified with this 
method. The derived ~nformation is in reasonable agreement with some observed climate 
logical patterns over the oceans. 
- 
'NASiNRC Research hsociate on leave from C h1 R., lstituto dl Fisica della Atmosfera, Rome, Italy. 
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